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Preface

The nost recent national bridge inventory of defi-
cient brídges con¿lucted by'the Federal Highway Ad-
¡ninistration, U.S. Departrnent of Transportation,
indicates a contínuous increase in the total nurnber
of bridges that are being classified as structurally
deficient or functíonaIly obsolete. APproxi¡nately
27 rOO0 bridges in the fe¿leral-aid highway systen
alone are consi¿lered structurally cleficient along
with ¡nore than 1231000 bridges in the renainder of
the system. The problen faced by railroad and tran-
sit agencies is just as severe. l¿lore than half of
the one million bridges in the Unlted States are
nore than 50 years old.

The problem is widely recognized, and increasing
federalr state, and operating-agency appropriations
are being made available for bridge constructiont
naintenance, and rehabilitation. Finding a solution
to the rapid and continuous deterioration in exist-
ing bridge systens demands the best efforts of pro-
fessional employees of state, federal, and locaÌ
governmentsi private transportation agencies¡ con-
sulting engineering firms; inilustry; plannersi sci-
entistsi engineersi and other intereste¿l groups.

With an annual investnent of billíons of ¿lollars
in flxed transportation systems and the conconitant
decision to protect the investrnent during an infla-
tionary period has cone a realization that the re-
sults of research anil developrnent and modern manage-
nent rnethods ¡îust be applied to optirnize the lirnited
funds. Increroental savings that result from tech-
nical and adminístrative decisions wiIl result ín
substantial long-term savings to owners and users.

The Second Bridge Engineering Conference was
organized to facilitate an interchange of ínfor¡na-
tion on all aspects of pl-anníng, design, construc-
tion, repair, rehabilitation, replacenent, and nain-

tenance of vehicul-ar bridges with specific emphasis
on problens and solutions of interest to bridgê
engineers and ad¡ninistrators of higheay, railroad,
and transit agencies. The papers in these two vol-
umes were prepared in aclvance and presented at the
conference held Septetnber 24-26, 1984, in Minne-
apolis, Minnesota. Several of the papers are not
included in the program because of 1ítnitätions of
ti¡ne and space.

Organízation and direction of the conference are
the responsibility of the Planning Comrnittee, whose
ne¡nbers are listed on the reverse side of the title
page. Technical reviens of papers vrere conducte¿l by
the several com¡nittees also listed on the same page.

The Bri.dge Engineering Conference was partly
fundecl by the Federal üighway Ad¡ninistration. Fi-
nancial contributions were also received from sev-
eral contracting companies and suppLiers in Minne-
sota.

The following organizations cooperated to nake
the conference possible:

COSPONSOR

Federal Highway Adninistration

COOPERATING ÀGENCIES

Associated General Contractors of Anerica
Anerican Railway Engineering Association
American Road and Transportation Builders Association
International Road Federation
Minnesota Departnent of Transportation
l4innesota Chapter, Atnerican Public Works Àssociation
NationaL Association of County Engineers

IX





GEORGE A. CHRISTIAN and ALEXANDER P. COLE

sign Sectíon anil preli¡ninary plans UnÍt. The plotter
operators and systen manager were personnel assigned
to the departnent's Computer Services Bureau andl the
CLASS Project and thus hrere already lnvolved wlth
the IG system.

Sone of the najor criteria in selecting the vol-
unteer CAD drafting technicians for this project
were as follows:

I. No nore than one person would be selected
from a single design squad;

2. Personnel selected would cto the work assigned
to then by their respectÍve design units;

3. AIl volunteers would have perrnanent alrafting
titles, not engineering titles; and

4. All volunteers had to agree to work full tine
on either the second or third shift.

The project began with a CAD opèrator-training pro-
gram for all project ¡ne¡nbers. Eaeh member was given
about 3 hr per r+eek of hands-on training fron July
through September I981". Each person Èrained about
30 to 40 hr before beconing proficíent enough in the
fG system to start procluctive assígnments.

By the encl of €.his initiat tralning period, the
CAD technicians were proficient enough to start
creating modules (cetls) to be use¿l repeatedly for
nany different draerings. By October 19BI about 60
cells had been stored and were available for use.
CeII types include the standard contract drawíng
sheet with tít1es, the standard north arrow, and al1
standard prestressed-concrete shapes. Duríng this
tine sorne user-frienclly prograns were written by
Structures Desígn Systens Unit personnel by usÍng
standard software packages available on the fG sys-
tem. The software developnent has progressed to the
point that to date about 200 cells have been ¿level-
oped and about 25 user-frlendLy programs are in use.

A major portion of the initial work for this
project was convincing some of' the design unlt su-pervisors that they would not be losing a skilled
drafting technician but gaining a nuch more produc-
tive CAD technician. !îost of the skepticis¡n of the
design supervisors yras due to lack of knowleilge of

NYSDOT was in the unique position of having an in- the capabilities of computer drafting, especially
house interactive graphics (IG) system purchased not knowing what the final product would look 1ike,
through 

" f"d..ul high*uy 
"uf"ty 

pur- Demonstrations of the system and examples of tpjcêI
for computer-Produce@ convinc-storing accident information (cl.Ass Project). As a ing désign personnel of the ¡nerits of conputerresult of the avaitability of graphÍcs terminal tirne drafting.

during the second and thírd daily operating shifts, Overall supervislon fôr the structures draftinga denonstration project was inltiated in the sunmer project was the responsibility of the project nan-on t981 to evaluate the benefits of computer 
"g.i". 

rn addltion one or more persons on eachgraphics ín the Structures Division. That division shift were ilesígnatecl as a shift supervisor or âs_investigated cAD by using nine staff ¡nembers for sistant shift Jupervisor. Arl volunteer computer-drafting and engineering support work. Many dif- draftín9 technicians vrere highly enthusiastiã andferent types of contract drawings were produced for self-notivated, so personneL supervision was ¡nlni-several bridge projects. The results proved con- ¡nal. Direct technical supervision was possible onlyclusiveì.y that computer graphics has not only a during periods when the cAD shlfts ovÃrlapped withplace in NYSDOT but a potential for íncreasing the Pritne shift, vrhen the computer-drafting techni-
drafting productivity ¡nany tínes over. cians could receive instruction fro¡n the project

The project was staffed with personnel fron the Inanãgers or the design unit supervisors for 
"trotndivisionts structures Desígn systems unit, the Èhey nere tletailing. A key ingredient in ÌneetingBridge Design section' and the PreIimínary Ptans productíon goals throughout this project was theunit. Pranningr schedutíng, software development, technlcar expertise ol the drafting technicians.and project rnanagernent etere the responsíbility of Each was highly experienced ancl proficient in thethe structures Design systens unit. The cAD techni- detailing practices of the structures Division andcians nere volunteers setecte¿l from the Bridge De- thus neeiled alnost no ongoing technical supervision.

Feasibility of Computer-Aided Drafting

ABSTRACT

Studies made by the New york State Depart-
ment of Transportation to justify inplenen-
tation of a cornputer-aided drafting (CAD)
systen for structural drafting are de-
scribed. A denonstration project using
existÍng available equipment during off-
shift hours was organized to evaluate opera-
tions for this apptication and provide draw-
ing productivity data. observationsr pro-
ductivity results, and reco¡nrnendaÈions for a
fu11-scale drafting operation are presênted.
The project results were the basis for an
analysis to quantify potential cost savings
anil to reconmend a CAD system configuration.
The assunptions, methòdo1ogy, and results of
the cost analysis are outlined. The findings
led to the conclusion that CAD is well jus-
tífied from a cost stanatpoint provided rnlni-
mun work-load and systèrn utilization re_
quirernents are rnet.

The background studies and investigations made by
the New York State Departnìent of Transportation
(NYSDOT) for the purpose of impternenting conputer-
aided clrafting (CÀD) within the depârtnent,s Struc-tures Division are summarízed. The Structures Divi-
sion is a centralized operation responsible for allbrídge design and design management activitíes forthe department. Àt the time of the study the divi_
sion was producing in-house contract documents in-
cludíng about 1r800 contract drawings for abÕut Z5
bridges a year. The principal actlvity of the imple-
nentation study was â demonstration project that was
used to develop a capability in CAD for bridgestructures and to provide data for a subsequent
cost-benef it analysis.

CAD DEMONSTRÀTION PROJECT

Organization and ImpLenentation
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occurred between the Prelimínary Bridlge Plans Unit
andl their CAD technician. Creation of preli¡ninary
bridge plans is somewhat of an iterative graphic
cleslgn process, requiring a high degree of interac-
tion between the engineer and the iletailer. Graph-
ical atternatives of fitting a brictge plan to a site
often require i¡n¡nediate review by the supervisírig

This project starte¿l as a dernonstration project but engineer. Also, it is ctifficult to have all the
quickly progressed into a production-rnode operation final layout inforrnatíon available frorn all outside
for the Structures Divislon. After a few nonths of sources before a Plan is begunr which neans that
full-tlme operatlon, the índividual design units data are receiveil or revised on an ongoing and sorne-

could not keep their designated volunteers busyr antl times unPredictable basis. For these reasons, con-
the project managers decided to seek vrork fro¡n de- tinual contact betlteen detailer an¿l engineer is
sign squads that had no one involved in the CAD desirable, whether the bridge prellminary is done

operatiãn. ThÍs decision gave the project nany nore rnanually or by conPuter.
aifferent types of drawings than originally planned. Despíte these solely shíft-relateil problens'
Àt this tine 95 percent of the tlpes of drawings computer-aided preli¡ninary-P1an creation shol¡ed
found in å set of contract plans have been produced great Potential. In a ful1y integrated oPerationt
by the project, includlng preliminary plans' earth- the bridge site and survey plan would be passed
work dlrav¡ings, estirnate tablesr abutnent and pier electronícally fron a highway design filer thus
drawings, steel and concrete suPerstructure framing elininating Èhe need for recreating these data by
plans and sectíons, bean detailsr ancl tables. tracing and digítizing. rrayout alternatives can be

The schecluling of work was and ls important and viewed and modified instantly on a graphics termi-
critical and requires coordination a¡nong nanagementr nal. Finally, certain parts of the prelininary-plan
the design engineer, an¿l the CAD technician. To use drawings are extremely stanclardlizedr which tneans

the equiprnent ¡nost efficiently, enough work has to thât they can be produced by using standard graphics
be available so that each operator has been assigned cells or application pro{tratns much ¡nore quickly than

at Ieâst t$to or three dlrawings at any one tirne. By by nanual means'

soliciting work fron all the design sguaals ín the Although the rG syste¡n gtas not purchased as a

office, this ças accomptished. ilrafting system, it handlled this task werr. the
The pool concept :.J tne best ¡neans of provicling a software etas flexible enough to meet drafting neetls

continued, steady work flow to CAD so as to ¡naxirnize without difficulty. The Programming features that
productive use of the equlpment. By provi¿ling a it provided are a trernendously productive asset, and

large pool of possible work, some setectivity can be strong prograrnming capabilities should be specífied
usedl in assignments, anil this was ilone during the when a nevr system is acquired. It also had the
demonsiration project. For exa¡np1e, work scheduling capacity to handle the large workload of this
was sometines concentrated on projects with tlght project with litt1e difficulty.
completion schedules. Drawings that could be pro- Problems were encountered only ¡then the drafting
duced quickly were sornetimes emphasized and sought operation was running sinultaneously $tith the CIÀSS

ouÈ fron as many design squads as possible. Further- data-base system during the second an¿l third shifts.
¡nore, the pool concept alloweil for some special-iza- When this happeneclr which vtas oftenr the system

tion of drawing tl¡pes among the conputer-drafting would ilegrade and some long response tines for
technicians. drafting operations would result. At its vtorst this

The pooL operatíon also provides a v¡ork environ- con¿tition would result in reducing the productive
ment that helps naxi¡nize productíve use of Èhe clrafting tirne on a shift by 50 percent. For comPuter

equipment. Whèn all CAD technicians are working drafting to be fully effective, it must operate on a

together, they can freely exchange ideas on opera!- separate dedicated systen free frorn ¿lâta-base or
ing techniques. To become proficient on an IG ter- other large p¡ogram operations.
minal, one must finit the nost efficient of a nunber The plotting process was the bottleneck in the
of possible ways to perforn a gíven operation. The denonstration project. The flatbed plotter provided
pooi operation provides a means to learn fro¡n each for the CTASS Project l¡as too precise andl slow for
ãtner,J experiences and greatly speeals the learning bridge drafting needs, and the time and effort re-
process. Having the cAD technican in a separate quired for final ink-on-Mylar drawings resurted in a

locatlon also eliminates outside distractioni and slow turnaround tine' There etere no delays in sub-

interference from those not involvecl with the work. míssions becausg of plottingt but if production

A-Iso, supervis s@ âf1 í-ncreasedr delays-occurred-. Normal11+a dragti-ng' Itas--
menbers are performing sirnilar tasks ín a welf-de- plotted three times dur.ing its .production life. Tl'
flned work space. first two plots were ballpoint Pen on vellum' the

To nonitor proaluctíon, a reporting procedure was first being an initial-check plot and the secônd

initiateil to allow the CAD technicians to recoril the being used for advance detail plans as well as a

time it took them to complete a drawing. This sarne final check plot. The average ballpoint Plots re-
procedure rÍas also provided for the manual-diafting quired about I hr to conplete on the flatbed plot-
technicians. As of April Lgg2, 94 logs of drav¡ings ter, which is too long a time for this type of PIot'
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In adilltion' they were able to learn how to handle
conputer operations problems with little difficulty'
târgely because of the assigtance provided by the
CIÀSS Project staff.

Pro:iect oÞerâtions

produce¿l on the IG systen and 173 logs of drawings
¿lone manually were on file.

Observations

The final plot, with liquid ink on Itlylar' re-
quired 1.5 Èo 2 hr on the average and could not be
run unattende¿1. The liquíd-ink ptottíng required
constant attention by the Plotter operator to nini-
rnize variations in line thickness due to dust ac-

Working on a second or thircl shíft and being renoved cunulatíon on the pens and to watch for skippíng of
fro¡n the design engineers except for an hou-r or two the pen. Also' the pen points useil with liquid ink

daily was a major change for the cAD technicians and tende¿l to wear out after only three or four Prots'
required some adjustments, nainly by the clesign so close attention to pen supplíes and costs $tas

"niirr."r". 
Oesign computatíons required quicker required. As an alternative, a photographic print

checking, and nessages as to what details were re- was maile from a ballpoint plot on high-quality vel-
quired ñad to be clearly stated. 1un, and it turned out weII. The final pro¿luct is

The major connunication problem due to shíft work of good, consístent quatiÈy and is comPetitive vrith
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ink on Mylar rùhen alL costs are conparecl. ft is
also a ¡nuch more reliable $ray to proiluce a 1arge
number of plots.

rhis experlence has shoern that a high-speed plot-
ter of contract-p1an size is an essential part of a
CAD system. A likely choice would be an electro-
sÈatic plotter of sufficient quatity for all check
and advance plots, and it should be on line to the
graphics systen. Such plotters are avail-able andl
they are precise enough to produce fÍnal plots lf
desirecl; the current flatbed plotter could still be
used for final plots on1y.

Fron previous ex¡reriences cited by other state
agencies using CÀD, it becâme apparent that checkíng
of computer-produced dravings ís sometimes noreprecise than needed. Checkíng appeared to be neces-
sary at the beginning of the project, but the
checkers were convinced that the drawings were asgood as or better than those drawn with manuâ1
¡nethods. ft was found that prints from the plotter
are faster and easier to check when colors are used
to represent different line weights. Although it
was not monitored, review ti¡ne ls expected to be
reduced substântially as graphics ofrerations in-
crease. Use of repetitive drawings and precise
dinensioning eliminates much of the hu¡nan error.

Results

During the first 6 ¡nonths of the project, about 84
drawings were produced for 19 brldge projects, in-
cludíng 11 of the 15 to 16 tl¡pes of drawfngs found
in a typical bridge project docunent. This number
exceeded initlal estinåtes because of the ability of
the operators to pick up the technique and the
quantity of work available fro¡n the design squads.

Unifornity of lines and letterlng and accuracy of
line position in the drawings coul¿l not be faulted.
The lettering was nade to conforn with the Leroy
Lettering style used in the nanual operatlon. The
line weights ¡rere selected based on the experience
of the drafting technicians working on the project
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and nere set to match line weights for rnanual ¿lraft-
ing as closely as possible.

The productlvity ratio determined fron the de¡non-
stration project data is surnmarlzed graphically ln
Figure I. Average productivity ratios for each
2-week pay period for the dturation of the demonstra-
tion project nere cornputed and used to deternlne theplotte¿l cu¡nulative average productivity. Also
plotted is the rolling average for the 10-day pay
period, which better indicates the ratios Leing
attained after the initial learning period-. Both
curves show the learning-curve effect and if ex-
tended would eventually converge on a steâdy-stâte
productivity ratio. The ratlo attained at the end
of 9 months ís shonn to be 2.331.

It is projected that an overall average produc-
tívity ratio bet$reen 2.5:1 to 3.0:1 is achievable.
The project value of 2.3:1 was attaíneal under con-
ditions that were far from ideal, namely, with an
old system that was overtaxed between rnapping with
data-base and rnapping wlth bridge drafting de¡nands.
It nas also attained in 9 nonths of operâtlon at
less thân full ti¡ne. Other states, such as Michigan¡
have documented åverage productivity ratios for
structural drafting of 3:1; I0:l has been achieveil
on solne types of brialge drawings. Based on this
information, a 2.75¿1, average ratio is a reasonable
and attâInable goal and nas assumed for a ne¡r system
itnplenentat ion.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

In order to denonstrate the potential cost benefíts
of inplenenting a cornputer-drafting syste¡n for the
structures Division, the followíng cost analysis was
nade. This study conpared the average costs of
producing a drawing by nanual versus computer-aided
methods and was used to determíne a CAD systern ca-
pacity that would best fit production needs and
optinize cost savings.

The basic cost and productfon equations used for
this analysís are outlined as follons:

Iot_t
F_l<l
æl

I.l
Fi

=l
5lrlôlol
É.1
o_l

3.0

2.5

2.O

t.5

t.0

0.5

no
PAY PERIOD (2 WEEKS EA.)

I

CUT4ULAIIVE AVERAGE

FIGURE 1 Structural drafting productivity in the CAD demon¡tration project.
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Drawing output for conputer draftíng

ND = WYEAR * NT * TUF " (PR/MDR)

Manual drafting

MDC=MDRTMSCOST

conputer drafting

cDc = [cScoST * (MDR/PR)] + (AEQ + ADMIN)/ND

where

ND = nunber of ilrawings,
MDR = average manual-drafting rate (hours per

drawing) ,
l4DC = cost per manual drawing (Q/hr),

MSCoST = direct tnanual-drafting salary
cost + fringe benefíts (6/hr),

GDC = cost per cornputer drawing 1$/hr) t
GSCOST = direct computer-drafting salary

cost + fringe benefits 1$/htl r
WYEAR = standard work year (hr),

AEQ = annual cosÈ of computer-drafting equip-
ment including naintenance ($),

ADMIN = annual ad¡ninistrative and overhead per-
sonnel cost for computer-drafting system
($) ,

NT = nutnber of work stations (terminals),
TUF = termína1 use factor, an¿l
p¡ = productivity ratio (¡nanual hours per

drawing divided by CÀD hours per
drawing) .

The cost equation for computer drafting consists
of two parts. The first is the direct cost per
drawing of the graphics operator. The second is the
cost per drawing of the added expenses of equípnent
and aclninistrative salaries. These fixed adminístra-
tive and equiprnent costs are divldeil by the nunber
of drawings produced to give their contributÍon to
the cost per drawing. Personnel costs an¿l production
rates for ¡nanual clrafting were deterrnined fron de-

For conputer clrafting to be cost effective, the net.

- 
PR--and TuF-rnust be suffi.cient to-offset the added
personnel, equipnent. and adminístrative costs
chargeil to each computer-produced drawing. The PR'
or ratío of production time savings per ilrawing by
using graphics over manual methods, directly in-
fluences the direct nanpov¡er charges. Furthermore,
it has an effect on the equipnent and administrative
costs per ilrawíng, because higher Pro¿luctivity a1-
lows for more drawing units to be produced to offset
these fixed charges.

TUF measures the amount of ti¡ne a computer-graph-
ics r¡ork station is being use¿l for clrawing produc-
tion ancl wlII inftuence the equiprnent antl overhead
charges per drawing. A TUF of 1.0 woulil mean that
the terninal is being used for production for a full
2r000-hr work shift per year. Multiple work shlfts
can increase TUF to 3.0 (for three 2,000-hr shifts).
FuIl production use per shÍft is not Practical be-
cause of eguipment down time, operator leave ti¡net
and systen support tasks requiring terminal use.
Based on a combination of employee attendance rec-
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ords, CAD equiprnent performance records, and infor-
¡nation obtained from other agencies using CAD' a 75
percent terminal use per work shift was believed to
be reasonable.

Figure 2 sho$s Èhe necessary cornbinations of TUF
and PR for three IG system configurations that will
result in equal cAD rnanual-¿lrafting costs. Any
conbination of TUF and PR that falls above these
curves will result in a cost-benefit ratio in favor
of CAD. This graph indicates that the PRs necessary
to make a one-shift operation cost effective are
higher than those that can reasonably be expected to
be an attainable average for nost structural draft-
inq. A one-shift operation could possibly be cost
justífied if the clrawings assígned to conputer
draftlng were llmited to those types that denon-
strate PRs greater than 4:1' but this ,Itoul¿l seri-
ously limit the available CAD workload.

MuItiple shifts with the terninal use provlded
will pernlt achievable PRs as an average for all
structural drawings. PRs in the range of 2.5:1 to
3:1 have been shown to be practical, and such values
will result in a positive cost-benefit ratio with
multiple shifts.

Figure 3 shows CAD costs cotnputed per drawing for
various scenarios of number of work statíons, work
shifts, ânil PRs. These plotte¿l costs are conpared
vrith the average cost of ¡nanual draftíng. The graph
inilicates positive benefits of multiple shifts'
although increasing from two tô three shifts pro-
vides less of a decrease ín drawing cost than in-
creasing fron one to trdo shifts. Figure 3 also
shoÌrs the strong ínfluence of the productivity value
on cost per drawing for each system ancl use con-
f iguration.

Àlthough maximizing systen size and terminal use
reduces drawing cost' the configuration chosen nust
be conpatible with the total drawing output of the
structures Divisíon of I'800 drawings per year.
when a target nurnber of drawings for conputer draft-
ing is chosen, thè follolrÍng criteria nust be con-
sidered:

1. The nunber nust be great enough to provide a

Cumulati.ve costs of drawing production htith
four-, five-, six-, or eight-terminal systems versus
the number of drawings produceal are plotted in Fig-
ure 4. The curnulative cost of manual clrafting is
also plotte¿l for conparison. In this graph it is
indicated that, in this case, it takes a ¡ninimun of
about 650 drawings to fully offset the lncreased
costs of computer draftlng when conpared with manual
¡nethods. This minirnun is reailily attainable from
the total divlsion annual workload of I'800 drawings.

It is also indicated in Figure 4 that system size
in terns of nunber of terminals has little effect on
the cumulative drafting cost. The cAD systern con-
figuration used for this study was assumed to con-
sist of a series of CAD work stations driven by a
centrai processing unit (cPU), and the cost of one
work station cornpare¿l with the overall cost of the
CPU, peripherals, and plotter was found to be
small. Therefore the equipnent cost approaches a
fixed cost regardless of the nu¡nber of termlnals,

(1)

(2)

(3)

.

partment accountlng records for a 2-year period antl positíve cost-benefit ratio;
verifieit by the drawing production monitoring prÕce- 2. The numbèr must be ?¡eII withÍn the 11800-
ilure established during the demonsÈration project. drawing annual office output to provide a steady
salary plus frÍnge benefit costs were incl-uded. flow of work; and
Equípnent costs were.based on manufacturerrs aver- 3. The number nust provide for a co¡nbination of
ages for systems of conparable size. The dollar conputer drafting plus manual vrork that ls cornpati-
values used were a1l present-vaÌue (1982) amounts ble with the entlre bridge design engineeríng work
and capital costs of equipment anortize¿l over a force; if cost savings are to be attained by staff
S-year period. The standard work year was assumed re¿tuctions, the nunber nust allov, for a manageable
Eo be 21000 hr per person. rate of attrition to occur while production is belng
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FIGURE 4 Cumulative costs of computer drafting.

and the Èota1 conputer-drafting cost is nearly a
linear function of the numbers of drawings produced.
Moreover, cumulative savings over nanual drafting
increase almost linearly as produetíon increases.
Choosing a systêm for structural drafting becomes a
question of deciding on a target number of clrawings
to be assigneil to computer drafting and choosing a
system size and terminal use (i.e. ' nu¡nber of
shifts) that provides the capability for that number.

To irnplement a full-scale computer-clrafting oper-
ation for this âpplicationr an annual target of

from a personnel standpoint and allow for nore pro-
duction flexibility than three shifts. A third
shift could be implenented aÈ a later ¿late if pro-
duction denand warranted it or it could be used as
an overtime shift. Because two shifts alone are
cost effective, any use of a third is cost free fron
an equípnent standpoint. Finally, a five- or six-
terminal three-shift operation results ín drawing
capacity levels too near the available 1r800 linit
to be efficient. Four terninals and three shifts
fit procluction neecls but allov, for no use flexibil-

PRoDUCTIVITY RATI0 = 2.75

-about-1700odrawÍngs-wasreconmended-TtrÍsjs-.9,ê11_i.èrorimmedi-aÈe-expansionof.app1ieat'ion_

above the 650-drawing minimum shown necessary for
cost êffectiveness and will result in a net annual-
production savings exceeding $100,000. rt is also a

little more than one-half the total division output
of 1,800 drawings, thus províding a larger pool of
clrawings¡ ¡¡hich will help srnooth the conputer-draft-
ing work flovr yet a1low for sone selectívity in
dravring types nost suíted to conputer drafting.
This distribution of v¡ork load also provides for a
large enough manual--drafting work load so that a
balanced work force can be maintained. In addition
to detaiting, technicians wiLl be needed for esti-
mating, review v¡ork, and other assignments, and they
rnust provide a pool of expertise for vacancies in
the conputer-drafting vrork force.

Figure 4 shows that a 1rO00-drawing capability is
theoretically possible rvíth four terninals on three
shifts or five or six terninals on tl¡o shifts. It
was reconmended that a two-shift operation be used
to neet this production goal. It r¡ras believed that
tvro shifts would be easier to implement initially

The final question vras the number of ter¡ninals.
It was recommended that a six-terrninal system be
acguired initially. Full production of five termi-
nals on two shifts falls close to the production
goâ1. Adding a sixth termínal provides for nearly a
200-drawing capabí1ity increase over five ter¡ninals
at little added cost and provides a slight excess
capacity with full use. Even if the sixth terninal
is not fully used for procluction, its cost is easily
carried by the benefíts clerived frorn a 1rooo-drawing
work load. The sixth terminal will provÍde a little
added flexibility for production and development
work as well as an equipnent backup. Future develop-
mental work is essential to íntroduce nei{ CAD ap-
plications, and this recom¡nended work-shift and
equip¡nent proposal will provide the additional ter-
minal tine necessary to developnental work in nev¡
applications for the departnent.
cost savings

system costs must be justified by providing real



of hiriltgconsult-àñts-t-o alo-thê- sane arnot¡nt o-
The inereased real dollar savings by increasing

Fro¡n increased productivity can overcome the equip-
and support expenses involved. Holrever, the

CAD use needed for a significant positive cost-bene-
fit ratio may de¡nand rnore than a one-work-shift
operation. Consideration must be also given to the
organizational effects of any increased drafting
work capacity due to CAD in a conbined design anddrafting operation.

For the NYSDOT apptication evaluaÈed by thÍs
study, CAD is cost justified. The requíred produc-
tivity and the ¡ninimun cost-effective CAD work 1oad
can be provÍded without significantly affecting thedesign ancl drafting production balance. Based onthe denonstratíon project findings and cost evalua_
tion, it is shoi{n that a CÀD operation with two work
shifts and six work stations will provide at least a
net 20 percent savings ín the production cost per
drawing. Further productivity increases through
experience, new applications software, and drawing
standardizatíon will increase this net savings.

htblication of this pøper sponsored by Committee on General Structures.
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dollar savings to the department. These are attaíned
through increased proiluctivity, that ís, decreasing
the number of nan hours to perforn a given task(e,9., structural drafting). Increased productivity
provides two options for real dotlar savings:

_ 1. savings in personal service costs through
decreasing the nork force or

2, Savings in expenditures to outside consul_
tants by using the increased capacity to do ¡nore
work in house.

whichever option is used to produce savings, it
must be assured thât a balance in proctuction capac_
ity is ¡naintained between the drafting and engineer-ing phases of the work. Because the CAD system Ísto improve productivíty in drafting only, the total
bridge design staffing pattern rnust be adjusted to
balance engineering and drafting needs.

ïn computing savings in personnel rnade possible
by the CAD system, it was assumed that the current
ín-house work load of t1,900 drawings would remainconstant. Staff savings will be nade by reducingthe drafting work force to a level where a combina_tion of CÀD plus nanual draftÍng will provicle a r,rork
capacity equal to that provided by the current fully
¡nanual work force. Because CAD would only affectdrafting capabitities, the engineering staff would
be unaffected. Cornparing the reduction in personnel
costs with the expenses attributed to CAD resultedin about a S1001000 net savings, as predicted by the
cost-benef it analysis.

Although CAD systen cost coul-d be justified
through staff attrition, larger cost benefits ãrepossible by using the increased proiluction capacity
to do ¡nore work ín house and reduce consultant con_tracts. In computing the savings in consulÈant
costs that can be attributed to a CÀD clrafting sys_
te¡n, Ít was assuned that the total CAD plus nanual_drafting staff would rernain the sane size as thecurrent staff, except that sone rnanual-draftinq
positions would be transferred to the cAD unit. Theactual increase ín Ín-house capacity attributable to
CAD is then the differenee between a CAD plus man_
ual-drafting operation and a fully manual operatÍon
with equal numbers of personnel.

To increase overall in-house capability, the
added drafting capacity of CAD must be supported by
an increased engineering capability. To do this
would require adding engineering positions to the
design staff. The total cost of this increase in
in-house capåcity attributed to implenenting CAD ín
this nanner is the sum of the CAD equipnent plus
overhead costs and the cost of the added engineering
sÈaff to rÌìeet the increase. To deternine potêntial
savings, this total cost is conpared with the cost

staff rather than reducing personnel stem largely
from the difference ín overhead costs between inl
house and consultant work. Ho\rever, it is the ailili-
tion of a CAD system that provides this capabilityat the feast cost.

Other Benefits

fn addition to the cost savings for structuralilrafting, the CAD system e¡ould provide benefits toother applications, both in the Structures Division
and in highway design. These added applications
v¿ould be developed by a CÀD applications unit, andas terminal time becomes available through increased
drafting productivity, they will be put into produc_
tion. Major benefits, other than drafting, in struc_tures include the following:

1. Detail checking: Although detail checking cannever be eliminated, CAD-produced details will re_duce checking and correcting tine requirernents by
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producing drawings with fewer errors. This hrilloccur over tine as an inventory of standardized
details is reused many tines, thus elíminating anyrepetition of errors for these details. This bene_fit will occur with virtually no added developrnent
\dork necessary.

2. Estimating: CAD software noe, available fordrafting systems can enable the operator to automât_
icalì.y conpute areas ànd volumes of the shapes being
detailed. This will elirninate the need for ¡nanual
computations for these values and reduce the total
man hours needed for estimating. Future developrnents
would incLude integrating a reinforcing-bâr Iist
co¡nputation and plotting pro{rra¡ns wiÈh the CADdrafting system, alLowing automatic-bar tist genera-
tions from the CAD-produced detaiÌs.

3. Standard sheets: Current standard detail
drawings no¡r tnaintained manualLy by the Structures
Division would be stored on CAD files. As specifí_
cation or policy changes dictate revisions to these
details, the ¡nodificatíons can be readily nade onthe CAD files without the need of manual redravring.4. Layout: À CAD systen would provide an ínõer_
active neans to do bridge layouts, elíminating the
slor+ trial-and-error manual nethods involving re_tracing proposed layouts. Future developments in
CAD highr'ray design applications will also be appli_
cable to brídge layout. fn addition to productivity
in terms of tine, the cAD operations would produce
more accurate Layouts than the ¡nanual-scaling neth_
ods now used.

5. Design: Àn interactive CAD systerÌ woulil pro_
vide the designer with ongoing feeãback and oppor_
tunities for response and control during an auto_nated design, resulting in faster and moie thoroughfinal designs. CAD design systems allow designs iobe vísualized and provide an efficient tneans ofsetting up and producing finite-elenent or grid
nodels for conplex structures and dynanic analyses.
CONCLUSION

Based on the findings of Èhis project, CAD works ând
can be highly productive in ter¡ns of tíme required
to produce an engineering drawing. Key factors
enhancing drawing productivity include the use of
CAD technicians experienced in the drafting applica-
tion, a sufficient flow of work, as r¡ell as eAD
hardware¿ soft\rare, and plotting capabilitíes geared
to the drâfting application. The use of a draftíngpool provides a better overall production environ-
nenÈ but requires careful planning in work schedul-
ing and drawing review.

CAD can also be justified on a cost basís. If
the CAD equipnent is used sufficiently, the savings
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ÀBSTRACT

The versatile qualities assocÍated with the
IBM conversational monitor systen (cMs) were
usecl in the developrnent of a computer pro-
gram to generate shear anil moment envelopes
and ¡naxinum and ninimu¡n reactions for bridge
superstructures. Carefully contrived ques-
tíons throughout the envelope programr made
possible through CMS, solicit a free-format
user response that guides the direction of
the program run. This conversation node
permits selected'application of progran seg-
ments, flexible input and output control,
and repetition of analytical steps. A

matrix-clísplacenent approach is applíed to
the production of naximurî positive and nega-
tive shear and moment values at every 20th
point along a span for up to as nany as 10
continuous spans. The program nodels the
superstructure as a continuous bea¡n wÍth
nany user options governing the input of ma-
terial and cross-sectíona1 properties. The
properties for nonprismatic spans may be in-
put over user-¿lesígnated length segments.
An Hs truck load' its corresponcling lanet
and, by request, the Interstate eguivalent
are positioned on the structure according to
AASHTO specifications. The optinu¡n magni-
tudes are found by way of analytically de-
rived influence 1ines. Output may consist
of shear r nonent, and reaction influence
Iinesr optinurn nagnitudes at selected points
in the beam, and the shear and rnoment enve-
lopes. A secondary program dead-loa¿l func-
tion nay result in output that includes the
reactions and shear an¿l moment diagrams for
both sirnple and continuous support condi-
tions. The extent of the output is at the
iliscretion of the user.

The New Mexico State Hight{ay Department Bridge De-
siEn BUrèàU hãS Añ õilg-oi¡g- sóftwarê dêvêlopmênt prÒ-
gram to employ the latest ín computer technology
toward the solution of bridge problems. The goal of
the bureaù is to update existíng software where fea-
sible andr when necessary, to develop nevt rnaterial.
Ultimately the burôau expects to have an interactive
system that transfers information to and fro¡n a cen-
tral core of data' uses direct input with i¡nnedÍate
feedback, and nay draw on the services of one or
nore programs, depending on the extent of the prob-
Ien. The sequencing of the programs will offer a
user the flexibility of moving forward to a next
logical step or of di{ressing to a previous point in
order to repeat a step or steps. The repetition of
steps brings no loss in pertínant tlata because the
data are stored in a central core for the user to
nodify or not, as desired.

Upatating of existing prograrnming has begun along
with the establish¡nent of a cenÈral data core or
standard file. Software designed to generate the
shear and noment envelopes and'optirnun reactions for

briilge superstructures was consídered an essential-
start in new program development. This nee, FORTRAN

prograrn' terned MAXMIN' rùas targetecl to be diverse
in its capacity and to lend itself for use in an ex-
isting beam ilesígn program. The rnany gualities as-
sociated with the IBIrf conversational monitor system
(CMS) (1) were directed toward this goa1. MÀXMIN,

the development and range of which are detailed in
subsequent paragraPhs, exceeded the objectives of
the brídge design bureau.

CONVERSATIONAL }IONITOR SYSTEM

The IBM CI{S (1) may be incorporated into the larger
IBM or Amdahl Corporation computers. When avail-
ab1e, the interactive CMS editing, storager and in-
put capabilitíes give the prograrnmer as vtell as the
user a powerful tool. Simple edit com¡nands allow
the programmer to modífyr add tor or take away fron
an existing program with relative ease. Although a

MAXMIN user wot¡ld not nornally edit the prograrn' an
exception nay be the occasional nodifications to re-
flect future changes in ÀÀSHTo (2) specifications.
Tolrard this end, the bridge design bureau has re-
quired the identification ancl extensive documenta-
tíon of program segments dealing dírectly wÍth
AASHTO spec if ications.

Cl4S is clivided ínto storage filest the first' or
A, file ís typically assigned as the primary work
region. As such, main prograns with their subrou-
tines are often plâced Ín file À in a packed forrn
that reduces the amount of needed storage. Programs
stored in a packed forn rnust be unpacked before be-
ing compiled or executed. Main programs nay also
share subroutines, which eIi¡ninates duplication.
cMs permits the use of EXEC programs to autonati-
cally control the extent of nain programs. An EXEC
program, for exarnple, may compile a ¡nain program,
identify and define the size of input and output
fi1es, and then direct execution of the progran.
Input data are not restricted to a file by CMS but
may be read directly through a catho¿le-ray tube
(CRT) terminal. In the current formr data are en-
tered into MAXMIN through a CRTr whereas output is
pârt-Iy store¿l in ã seeondary fíle B and partly
through a cRT. The user ís gíven an opportunity to
study the data in the file before he requests a hard
copy.

The bureauis standard file has preassígned re-
gions to store relevant bridge data. CMS permíts
the selective retrieval of data from this file. A
nain progran or subroutine read statement itlentifies
the file line and, through format control, the line
segment containing the desirecl information. A like
process nith v¡rite statements nay be usêd to place'
inforrnation in the file. In this nay' the data,
such as span lengths or cross-sectional properties'
may be withdrawn from the file before the operation
of a progran. An empty file at the relevant posi-
tions autonatically sends the progra¡n to the CRT for
the require¿t data. However, a user may designate
early in the process that the material be enteretl
only through the cRT to avoid working with data in
the file not applicable to the problern at hand.
similarly, CRT input or Program output or both may
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be sent to the file at the userts prerogative for continuous-bean analysis detaired by wang (3).use in subsequent program runs. MAX¡4IN is not oper- Static equilibrium a-t the supports ties exterialationar through the standard file at this tine ãven tenerarizea forces (p) to internal generalizedthough the mechanisn for doing so nay be readily in- ior""" (r) by a statícs natrix ( tAl ) . A conjugateserted into the progran. This convenient process bea¡n establishes a member stiffness matrix ( tsl )will not be made operational ín ¡'tAxMrN until an in- that bonds F to internal displacements (e). Manipu-terface i'¿ith a pier anarysis progra¡n, under develop- latÍÕn of the statics and defornation-natrix equa-mentt is to*nltt"' 
-.^- tions with an application of the conservatíon of en-The cllts conversãtion-mode capability is of direct ergy produces the two key equations:benefÍt to the !,IÀXMIN user. Carefully contrivedquestions have been inserred inro MaxMrñ wirh for- {r}=¡Satl {X} (1)nâtted write statements at pivotal 1ocations. Theuser response, through a CRT with a free format thar {p}=tASArl {X} e)uses corilnas to separate individual data terns, dic-tates the dírection of the progran. The anticipated once the load matríx ({r1¡ has been establíshed,response, in nany cases' is either a yes or no. rn- Eguation 2 is solved sìiuttaneousl_y to obtain thestead of an alphanumeric answer, the bridge design external displacements ({X}). Insertion Of {x} intobureau prefers the conveníent I for yes and 0 for Equation r rãads to the internar forces ({F}) or spanno' r{hen data are reguested' the buieau empl.ys a moments at the supports.subroutine that gives the user up to three chances A span is subdivided into 20 equaL segments forto verify the data' once this hâs been done' the analytical purposes. A concentrated road nuttipliedprogram noves to the next step. The user nay re- by the influence line value directly beneath yieldsplace the previous data ín any of the three the associated quantíty. second-ordêr interpolationchances' Failure to verify terminates the program is used to obtain the ìnfluence varue when a load isrun' not over a 20th poínt. A uniforrn load nultiplied by

pRocRA¡4 ExrENr ;li.f 'äï l""J;""1.:n""jJrT'î.îult':n.""nî"=:lr:;:å
vaLue. This region is derived by using SimpsonrsThe program has as its príncipal objective the dè- one-third rule.

velopment of shear and mo¡nent envelopes and the nax- ¡4AXMIN deter¡nines optimun mãgnitudes by firstinum and míninum reactions for a brldge superstruc- identifyÍng peâk positive and negative influenceture or individuar girder modeled as a continuous values. Distances between peaks are found to cor-bean' Loads consist of an AASHTo Hs truck, the cor- rectly defíne trailer-axl"e spacing. The truck isresponding lane, and, when specifically requested, passed over the influence peaks, both back to frontthe nilitary or Interstate equivalent. A truck load ånd front to back, for up to five sections beforeselection ranging from an HS15 through an Hs30 des- and after a peak. rhe central axle is arways posi-ignation is offered to the user. With the loads tionêd directly over a 20th section. A reaction,specified, the progran ís geared to producè the ¡nax- shear, or moment value is found for each truckinun positive and maximum negative (mininum) shear pracement and tested against the prevíous varue toand noment at every 20th segnent along each span for identify the larger. tiã-.u*i.ur (or ¡ninimum) truckup to a l-o-span beam. This process Ínvorves three value is .o^pu.eã against the corresponding quanti-steps' First a matrix-displace¡nent continuous-beam ties derived from tñe rnterstate and lane loads toanalysis for unit loads at the 20th points precedes obtain the optínum.the development of infruence lines. simpre statícs rn sornè cases the truck and rnterstate roads mayis then applied, one point at a tine, to$rard the be placed over the influence line so as to imlnedi-resolution of the infruence línes. Finally the atery create a maximu¡n or minimum. The end reac-roads are located over the influence lines in posi- tions are an example. MAxr,rrN is designed to accounttions that create optimutn values. The ratter pro- for these speciar cases.cess follows ÀASHTO (21 guidelines with regard to The 2g-segment breakdown ensures a high degree oftruck-ax1e spacing and load placement.
A secondary prosram objective encompasses rhe re_ ffi:"i"'í",ilå:.t:"Ìi.'*ïS.:..rr?î"".J.:".?.?î.rlî".""t"i1åactions and shear and moment diagrarns for dead the fixed-end shears and rnoments are generated with1oad. The dead-Ioad capacity was designed to handle a subroutine based on a flexibility approach out_three possible cases: sinple span, continuous span lined by Kardestuncer (4). Thus the force-deforma-with a nonconposite deck, and continuous span wirh a tion r.i.li;;;;;"-"ì"'=í"a predefined as rhêy arecomposi-Èe-deck'-The-user nay -desigrrãt*--s-i¡nT1e-span for- pristãt-Ìc sp:ans. lFñe resurtãnt fixea-enã mo-dead loa¿l for the girder i{eight and then follow nents serve as an equivalent load in the matrix-through with a second continuous treattnent involving displacement technigue.the weight of the deck. The program permits, at theuserrs discretÍon, the addition of dãad road beyond rNpur p.EeurREMENTs

the weight of the deck and gircler. Thus a user rnayíncorporate randon uniform or concentrated dead ?hree tlpes of data are solicited by uAx¡{IN__theloads (e'9" signpostst road surface, and so on) beam dinensions, properties, and road. The prograninto the analysis' 
ânqùâr r^rñã! ^-.^*, 

requests data first for a dead-road anatysís and atThe question-and-ansi{er fornat estabrishes the ii"t*Iãrr"ro"ion proceeds to the rive-road or princi-direction of the analysis' so the user nay decrÍne pii 
"r.rv"i". Dimension and property data enteredsome of the dead-load Portion and move directry to a ã; ä. dead-load anarysis are carriecr forward tolive-load analysis' The user nay arso work with li. iirr.-ro.d analysis. ¡forrever, a progratn inquiryonly the dead-load portÍon and skip the rive-load i"'ai" user with regard to property changes arlowsportion' Nor¡nal application, howeverr wourd have tne user to ¡nodify Èhe rnateriar before the next stepthe user build on the anarysisr steP by stepr fron uegins. As previously mentioned, the usêr is givendead-load to live-load anarysis' the option tõ skip unianted anatytical segments.

ANÀLyrrcAL THEoRy The dead-load portion nay involve only a fevr datarequests or become quite extensive, at the userrs
rhe anarvricar choice was rhe marrix-dispracenenr 3Ï""it:Ï.tiff Sït;i:'i,",î:î'"t, ":lll!l"T"rt"ii.
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span lengths are establisheil first. Then the cross-
sectional dimensions (or nonent of inertia and area)
and the rflaterlal properties are entered one sPan at
a tine. MAX¡4IN calculates the mornent of inertía and

area given the cross-sectionat dl¡nensions ancl estab-
lishes the unifor¡n clead weight of the spân. Beyond

thisr the user tnay designate actclítional co¡nbinations
of concentrate¿t anal uniform loads. The process con-
cludes with a matrix-displacement alead-load analysis'

The case ¡nay aríse in which a¿lditionaL dead load
is placeit on the structure after the sirnple spans
have been made continuous. !{Ax}lIN accounts for this
possibility, Permitting a second dead-load analysis
rdith an equal capacity to enter an extensive array
of uniform and concentrated Loads. Agaín the user
is queried as to changes in properties or cross-
sectional dimensions.

lrtany options are possible with regard to the
structural ¡nake-up. It is necessary to have a nod-
ulus of elasticity and monent of inertia to achieve
a matríx-displacement solution. The dead-weight
calculations require a cross-sectional area and
specÍfic weight. when the beam is conposed of two
different matêria.lsr MAXMIN carries out a section
transforrûation by using a no¿lul-ar ratio. A motnent
of inertia and area rnay be input without definition
of a specific cross section. However, a cross sec-
tíon may be constructed as shown in Figure 1. The
heíght and width for each rectangular component of
Figure 1 are ínput at the request of the progran. A

component that does not exist is given zero dlmen-
sions. The height and width of each rectangular
cornponent are assigned a nu¡nber. On a cue fron the
progran, a change is irnplemented by specífying the
dirnension nurnber follo¡¡ecl by the new nagnitude.
Thus, a change is quickty made without aLteration of
the other values. The user may make as many changes
as desired. An empty record, as would occur when no
data are entered' sends the program forward to the
next series of statenents. In this way the user
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concludes the changes by hitting the CRT return key The flexÍbility featured in the input requirements
erithout first entering data. !.{AXI!{IN continues to is carried fornard to the output. For dead load the
cue the user for new naterial until" an enpty record reactions are autornatically printed, whereas the
is encountered. shear and noment diagrams are printed by user re-

One monent of inertíâ or set of cross-sectional quest only.
di¡nensions is required for a prismatic span. A non- Shear anil notnent envelopes nay not necessarily be

pris¡aatic span, on the other handr needs these val- the end result when live Load is involved- The user
ues for 20 equatly spaced lntervals along the span. nay request a printout of influence lines for reac-
Àlthough these vãlues could be entered one interval tions ór for shear an¿l noment aÈ selected poínts
at a time, this would be cu¡nberso¡ne in most in- along the bea¡n. fn addition' the user rnay ask for
sÈances. Thus, MAXMIN has a procedure for entering maxi¡num antl ninimum reactions or for naximun and

data in length segtnents. A set of values is input minimu¡n shear and noment at user-designated points
thât defines the cross section at the beginning of along the bearn. This process nay be repeated again
the segrnent. These values are automatically as- and again with either the same live load or a dif-
signed to the intervals within the length segrnent. ferent loadr as specified.
ThEweb ilé-ptñ-fo-'f -ãh--ês-t-âbffshê-¿l-cr'Õss-sêcti-on ma1-È1ÀTltlN-live--Ìoad-oueput-í-ne1ude3-t-he-opÈ-imun'-mag--
vary over the length according to Iinear or parã- nitu¿les, both posítive ancl negative, ancl at the
bolic for¡nulations Shoyrn in Figure 2. Àilditional user's request, the load type and position over the

.r' hop Flange

bea¡n that caused these values. rf the truck loacl
controls, the rêsuLt is the tocation of the central
axle from the left beam support an¿l whether the
truck is moving right to left or left to right.
Similar treatrnent ís given to the Interstate equiva-
lent except that the location is to the front ax1e.
Finally¡ if the lane load controls, the concentrated
load (or loacls in the case of negative monent) is
again located relative to the left support whereas
the uniform toad is placed over the positive or neg-
ative influence region.

A shear or noment envelope is composed of a maxi-
mum positive and maximum negative value at every
20th spân segment over the length of the beam. A1-
though possible' a clouble 1ísting of load type and
position accornpanying the optimun magnitudes is not
generally reguested. Instead a more reasonable ap-
proach is to generate the shear and moment envelope

Top Cover PIåÈe

¿./Bottom F.tange

<'*Linear: Zero Slope

<+Linear: Positive SIoPe

<J>Linear: Negatlve SloPe

êParabolic: Posttive SloPe

{tParabolic: Negative Slope

FIGURE 2 lVeb-depth variations.

web ilepth at the end of the segnent is all that is
requíred.

when a span is synmetricr the inertia or dinen-
sions need only be input for the first half of the
span. A change in section is acconplished as be-
fore, except that the user designates the beginning
and end of the length segnent for whích the modifi-
cations are to be made.

The Iive-load portion tyPicalty neeils the least
a¡nount of input data. Unit loacls are autonatically
positioned'at the 20th poÍnts to generate influence
Lines. The user is queried as to the truck load
type and rdhether to include the Interstate equiva-
lent. !{AXMIN calculates the equivalent lane and In-
terétate load. No other data are required.

PROGRÀM OUTPUT

<-Web

BotEom Cover PIaÈe

\J

')'r, l. j.'¡ ''.;:^':::

FIGURE I Cross-sectionalcomponents.
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followed by a selective request for additíonal data
at selected poÍnts along the bean.

SAMPLE PROBTEM

The two-span nonprisnatic bea¡n in Figure 3 íllus-
trates the kind of problem routinely handled by a
MAXMIN analysis. The cross section is a cover-
plated wide flange with a web depth of 40 in. at the
supperts' varying parabolically to a depth of 20 in.
at the span centerlines.

_ú_

T-
L0 in.

Ln,

0.5 in.

1. 0 in. 0. 5 in.
-¿TL

T-

FIGURE 3 Sample proltlem: nonprismatic beam.

The MAXMIN ínput sequence started with a request
for the analysis type, which for thís exarnple eas
líve load only. A series of requests followed to
establish the nunber of spans, span lengths, and
spân type (prisnatic or nonprismatic). Under the
eôntiñUë¿l gúidàndê of €Fe proqram, a segrnent a natf-
span long gras defined by entering the distance to
and web depth at the beginning an¿l end of the seg-
¡nent. A positive-slope parabolic web-depth variance
was designated for the segnent. MAX¡{IN calculated
the intervening 20th-span property values after the
flange and cover-plate dímensions had been entered.
In response to the user-specified s!¡mnetry, MAXMIN
assigned these properties to their counterpart on
the other half of the span. An HS20 to 44 truck
load (¡nilitary) was specified to conclude the input.

For brevity the !¡fAXlr{IN output was restricted to a
few representatíve items. Table I presents the
MAXMIN-generated Ínfluence coefficíents for the
first two reactions. The maxinum and ¡ninimun reac-
tions with the pertinent load data âre contained in
lable 2. MAXMfN was asked to produce maxímum and
míninum shear and ¡noment values at user-selectedpoints al.ong the beam. These values are found in
Table 3. ICES STRUDL II (!,) supptenented with hand
computations vras used to verify the !,fÀXÞlIN resuLts.

TABLE I Reaction Influence Coefficients

Left Reaction Central Reaction Left Reaction Central Reaction

Span I Span 2 Span 2 Span I Span 2 Span 1 Span 2

t1

1.000 0.000
0.934 -0.024
0.867 -0.0460.801 -0.067
0.7 35 -0.0850.670 -0.1010.606 -0.1 t40.544 -0.1240.483 -0.1300.425 -0.1320.310 -0.130

0.000 1.000
0.083 0.998
0.166 0.993
0.248 0.984
0.329 0.971
0.410 0.953
0.488 0.929
0.563 0.898
0.634 0.860
0.701 0.814
0.761 0.761

0.318 -0.125 0.814
0.270 -0.117 0.860
0.226 -0.107 0.898
0.186 -0.094 0.929
0.149 -0.080 0.953
0.115 -0.065 0.971
0.083 -0.049 0.984
0.054 -0.033 0.993
0.026 -0.016 0.998
0.000 -0.000 1.000

0.70 1

0.634
0. s63
0.48 8
0.410
0.329
0.248
0.1 66
0.083
0.000

TABLE 2 Maúmum and Minimum Reactions

Value

Characteristic Maximum Minimum

i_
T
0.5

I 4 from left
5 0.88

HS20-40
Left to dght
14
44 from left
68.76

Fhst span, midpoint
Shear
Load type
Back axle location (ft)
Magnitude (kips)

Moment
Load type
Movement
Back axle spacing (ft)
Cent¡al axle location (ft)
Mâsnitude (ft-kips)

First span, inte¡mediate
support

Shear
Load ty.pe
Moyement -
Back axle spacing (ft)
Central axle location (ft)
Magnitude (kips)

Moment
Load type
Magnitude (ft-kips)

Left reaction
Load type
Movement
Back axle spacing (ft)
Central axle location (ft)
Reaction magnitude (klps)

Central reaction
Load type
Movement
Back axle spachg (ft)
Central axle location (ft)
Reaction magnitude (kips)

HS20-44 HS20-44
Left to dght Left to right
14 14

64 f¡om left

TABLE 3 Select Shear and Moment Envelope Yalues

Value

Characteristic Maximum Minimum

Military
I 6 from left
15.36

HS20-44
Left to right
14
20 f¡om left
3 1 4.58

Military
20 f¡om left
-27.54

HS20-44
Left to right
14
64 from left
-142.48

H820-44
Right to left
t4
26 from left
-59.92

HS20-44 lane
-358.12

COMPARISON WITH GEORGIA BEAM

The MÐ{MIN program solvês problems by user interac-
tion that are currently händled by noninteractive
programs of which GEORGIA BEAM G) is typical. The
tvro prograns carry out tnany of the satne functions.
GEORGIA BEÀI{ is ¡nore thorough in that it can develop
optÍmum displacements and stresses. However,
GEORGIÀ BEAITI is goal oriented toh'ârd beam design.
MAXI{IN, on the other hand, is directed toward loatl
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distribution with a suPPle¡nent to beatn design as a
secondary considerat ion.

A further conparison with GEORGIA BEA!4 reveals
other differences. MAXMIN uses an exact matrix-
method solution whereas GEORGIA BEAljl uses one-stèp
noment distribution. MAXMIN also derives intermedi-
ate influence rnagnitudes with a higher-order inter-
polation and generates shear anal moment envelope
values for twice the nunber of points along the
bean. FinaIly, MAX¡.1IN calculates uplift reactions
at inter¡nediate supports.

Differences in the computational time are diffi-
cult to access. Attempts at such a comparison have
led to no clefinite conclusions except that the dif-
ferences appear to be negligibte. A choice, then¿
as to v¡hether to use one or the other of the two
prograrns comes down to an assessrnent of the problem
objective and the inclividualrs preference for inter-
active input.

CONCTUSION

cMs provides a diverse yet co¡nprehensive tool to the
progranmer and program user. valuabte CMS options
include storage nanipulation, flexible input and
output features, straightforward program nodifica-
tion procedures, and support program features. The
Clts interactive nocle gives the user a sense of being
in control in that not only the end result but the
process of obtaining it is in the hands of the
user. This freedom quickly overcornes the resistance
to CMS often exhibited by the novice.

Many of the CMS user qualities have been incor-
porated into MA)(}iIN. The user-initiated question-
and-answer free format, repetition of stePs with
accompanying data changes, file storage, ancl the
onission of analytical segments is the result. The
accuracy was- verified by numerous comparisons
against American Institute of SteeI construction
tabtes (?) of nornents, shears, and reactions for
continuous highway briclges. Further confirnation of
the !4ÀX¡1IN results were províded by a series of ICES
STRUDL II (5) analyses.

An extensive nurnber of potentÍal analytícal di-
rections or choices have been built into the I{A)üIN
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progran. Thus, the total operational- time may also
vary extensively. The principal goalr shear and
¡noment envelopes, nornally involves the most conpu-
tational time. Towar¿l this end, a four-span bean
operates on a tine scale of apProxinìately 2 min once
the required ilata have been entered.

MAxl¡fIN has two najor deficiencies. The program
does not as yet have a graphics capabílity and so
the output is restricted to tabulâr form. As a re-
sult, the visual irnpact of the output is not lreal-
ized. MAXMIN was designe¿l as an Interstate progran
or for bridges subjected to an Hs truck loading.
other categories of truck load were not considered.

The MA)(MIN program is of inmecliate benefit ín the
application of the bearn-design proltran of a bridge
design bureau. The goal in the near future is an
extension of MÀ)0'iIN to inclucle a lateral clisÈribu-
tion of the load culninating in a pÍer analysís and
design.
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Computer Analysis of AASHTO Plate Girders in
Pure Bending with Load-Factor Design

PAUL G. NORTON

ABSTRACT

A conputer progran has been developed to
perform the calculatíons to analyze AASHTO
plate-girder cross sectíons in pure bending
with load-factor design. The prograrn is
based on an extensive search of current
design specifications and will analyze a
stråight girder or curved girder with hybrid
or honogeneous steel elements. The procedure
used by thÍs co¡nputer program to analyze
plate girders is descríbed. Several inter-
pretations of the AASqTO specifications made
during the developnent of this computer
prograrn are clescribed.

À computer pro{tram has been developed to calculate
the stresses and allowable stresses to analyze steel
plate-girder cross sections in pure bending by usíng
the AÀSHTO load-factôr design nethod. The program
moduÌe, located in an IBM 4341 computer, operates ín
the interactive ¡node under the IBM conversational-
mode system environment. Currently plans are under
way to incorporate the prograrn to run on an IBM
PC/XT rnicroconpuÈer.

The program listing is based on an extensive
search for current design considerations (f.-t). ft
was necessary to refer to these reports to deternine
the assumptions nade in the AASHTO allowable-stress
forrnulas. For example, the basic allowable cornpres-
sion-flange stress for a straight girder is based on
a prisnatic flange within the unbraceil lèngth. In
contínuous bridges, the compression flange is often
nonprismatic within the unbrace¿l length. A U.S.
Steel technical report (I) addresses this probletn
and proposes a design procedure. Discrepancies
betyreen the specifications and the research reports
have been corrected. Specification modifications

+rrrr+rrr.ralrtitrrt.r ¡.oÀD pÀcloR ttIBRID SEClION tt..4aaat.tt.trtrr...t
¡tODULÀR RÀTIO(N)= B F.C=3500 PsI I
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' DL I DL2 ¿+I ÎOTÀL I
* NonttÀL BENDtt{c I'O¡8N15 r¡r¡38 1441 3029 B90B +

have been incorporated into the progrân where engi-
neeríng judgement require¿l thetn.

fnput for the progran includes basic geometric
properties such as diaphragm spacing, radius of
curvature, width and thickness of top and bottorn
flanges, depth and thickness of web, and ¡naterial
properties such as ultimate strength of the concrete
slab and yield strength of the web and of each
flange. The progranrs analysis is for pure bending,
so all the rnoments (nonfactored) at the cross sec-
tion are needed, including not only the normal no-
ments but also the lateral bending noments and the
fatigue rnonents. The allor+able fatigue stress anil
the distance from the extrene tension fiber in the
web to the fatigue point under consideration are
also required.

Normal .and lateral bending stresses are computed
for the dead-load-I (DLl) and total stress condi-
tions. Normal and lateral fatigue stresses are
cornputed for the live loads.

Specíal features in the progran include (a) iilen-
tífÍcation of conpact conpression flanges for curvetl
girder sections, (b) specification Ii¡nits of com-
pression flange width-to-thickness ratios, (c) dif-
ferent yield strengths of the flanges, and (d) an
option of conposite action in the negatíve mo¡nent
regions of continuous bridges.

À11 the results of the analysis for one cross
section are printed on a single 8.5 x Il-in. sheet
(Figure 1). Included are all input infornation,
normal and lateral bending stresses, and the allow-
able bending stresses. Determination of the allow-
able bending stresses requires calculatíng the basic
allowable bending stress for each flange and, when
appropriate, the hybrid reduction factor or the
three curvature-reduction factors or both.

PURPOSE ÀND SCOPE

The AASHTO specifícations have evolved frotn liter-
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ally hundreds of research rePorts publíshed by
schãlars from industry and frorn prestigious engi-
neering schools. The AASEIrO specifications are
guide specifications and are meant to sèrve as a

reference for bridge engineers (Lr2't. They are
analogous to the laws of the united States in that
bridge engineers must interPret the intent of the
wor(ls that nake up the specification just as lawyers
and juclges must interpret the laws. As stated in
NCHRP Synthesis 23 (9, P. 13): "Squanto showeil the
tilgrirns how to Plant corn. The Pilgrirns surviveil.
Had squanto written then a set of lnstructions
Ispecifications] t the outcone rnay have been quite
different. n Attenpting to correctly assess the
intent of the AASHTo sPecifications is not a life-
or-aleath struggler but the specifications can be
rnisinterpreted by the practicing bridge engineer.

Untike the codes of the American Institute of
Steel Construction and the American Concrete Insti-
tute, the AASHTo code tloes not have instructive
textbooksr engineering handbooks, anil expandeil-con-
nentary books alealing with it. Both industry and
university researchers are busy developing nerd con-
cepts and ideas. The intent of the ÀASHTO specifi-
cations is left to the interpretation of the brlilge
engineer.

The intent in this paper is to share some ideas
on vrhat are perceived to be the intent of the speci-
fications and to describe the proce¿lure used by a

specific computer Program to analyze plate girders.
The program's scope is lirnitecl to weLded plate
girders. The program assumes an AASHTO group I
loading. Plates that are grade 36 or graile 50 are
the acceptable ¡naterials. ln a¿lditionr the analysis
is independent of the action of shear.

COMPUTATION OF STRSSS

Dtl Normal Stress

The stress due to the DLl mornent ís conputed for the
compression flange by using the monent-of-inertia
method. The tension flange is not a design consid-
eration at this loacling stage' because the total
norrnal or total tip stress would control. Hov¡evert
a check of the DLI normal stress is necessary for
the top compression flange of a cornposite seclion'
The fullest use of the flange steel wil-l yield a

final stress close to the allowable stress for each
flange. Because the partly composite and the ful1y
cornposite sections have their neutral axes closer to
the top flange than the noncornposite sectionr most
of the stress in the top flange is from DLl. The

combination of a high DLI stress and low allowable
stress can control the size of the toP fl-ange. For
a c"rvea girde. tt¡J top rrange stress foi t'lie Í¡r,I -
loacling stage is even nore critical. Thereforer the
calculation of the DLl stress is important for the
proper desígn of the toP ftange of a co¡nposite sec-
tion.

Total Nornal Strèss

The stress ¿lue to the group 1 loading cornbination
1.3 tDLl + DL2 + 5/3lL + I)l is conPuted for the top
flange and the bottom flange by using the nonent-of-
inertia method. Calculation of the total normal
stress in the top and botton flanges is necessary to
properly clesign each flange in conposite or noncon-
posite straight girders or curved girders.

Total Tip Stress

The stress due to nonuniforn torsion, lateral flange
bendingr in a horizontally curve¿l girder is co¡nputed
for the group I toaiting cornbinatlon by using the
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¡no¡nent-of-inertia method. The total lateral bencling
stress at the tiPs of the flange added algebraically
to the total norrnal bending stress results in the
¡naximutn and ¡nínimu¡n values of the nonunifort¡ stress
distribution exPerlencedl by the flange. The maxlrnum

value ís defined as the total tip stress.
The top flange of a conposite sectlon nust have

its lateral bencling stress calculated by adding the
individual stresses experienced at each loading
stage. The flange is attached to the deck slab by
shear connectors. This connectlon results in the
partly conposite an¿l fully cornPosite horizontal
inertía of the slab reéisting the lateral bending
noments along Y¡ith the flange for the dlead-load-2
(DL2) and live-ioad loading stages. This conPosite
action significanÈly reduces the lateral bending
stress experíenced by this flange.

The total tip stress ie crucial for the ilesign of
horizontally curved girtlers. ft will tencl to con-
trol the size of the flange for sharp radií (large
lateral bencling ¡noments) or narroYr flange cholces
(smaI1 horizontal section ¡nodulus).

Fatique Stress Ranqe

The fatigue stress range is cornPuted for the fatigue
point under consideration. The stress range is cal-
culate¿l at a designated point on the girder. For a

curveal girder design, the lateral fatigue stress
range is added to the normal fatigue stress range to
give the total fatigue stress range.

when shear connectors are Provided in the nega-
tive-nonent region of a continuous girdler, it is the
longitudinal rèinforcing barsr not the concrete deck
in tension, that act coÍlPositely. The fatigue stress
range is coÍtputeal in the reinforcing bars by extrap-
olating Èhe straight-Iine stresses on the girder to
the center of the top layer of reinforcenent.

The fatigue stress range at the critical fatigue
point is an important design consideration' For
inposed loadings larger than IIS20' the fatigue
stress range can control the size of the flanges at
almost every point of a horízontally curved giriler
with welded diaphragrn connection plates.

COT4PUTATION OF ALLOWÀBLE STRESS

The allowabl-e stresses needed to properly analyze a

girder cross section include the following:

1. Compression-flange altowable nortnal stress at
the DLI loading stage,

2. Top-flange allowable nor¡nal stress at maxi¡nurn

load,
3. ToP-flange allowable tip stress (for a curvetl

girder ) ,
4. Botton-ftange allowable nornal

maximurn loacl,
stress at

5. Bottorn-flange allowable tip stress (for a

curved gir¿ler), and
6. Allowable fatigue stress range.

The conputation of the allowable stresses in-
cludes calculation of the basic allowable conpres-
sion-flange normal stress, calculation of the hybrid
reduction factor for a hybrid girderr and calcula-
tíon of the curvature correction factors for a

curved gfraler. These values in combination with the
¡ninimu¡n yield point of the flange (Fv) equal the
a1lowable stresses for a straight or ctlrvett girder.
The allowable fatigue stress range is specified by
the engíneer.

The process of calculâting the allowable stress
is represented in tertns of a flowchart in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 Computation of allowable stress.

Basic AIlowable Compression-Flange NornaI Stress

the basic allot¿able conpression-flange nor¡nal stress
is co¡nputed for a straight girder fro¡n AASHTO
1.7.598 or AÀSHTO 1.7.59D (I,2) and for a curved
girder fro¡n CúR\¡ED AASHTO 2.]-28 l3r.

It is appropriate at this point to note that an
ordinary plate-girder web will not confortn to the
severe D/tro constraint specified in ÀASHTO I.7.59À1b
(Figure 3). Accordingly, the prograrn will not ana-
lyze a straight girder as a compact section orf.a
straight gÍrder in transition as defíned by AÀSHTO
1.7.s9C.

s9 xlh6

NOTE;

D/ta must be below 7O for o 36 ks¡
Flongs or below 59 for o SOksi
Flonqe lo meel lhe requiremenls for
Compocl Seclions in
aAsHTo t.759Atb.
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The formula for the maxlmu¡n strength of an un_
braced section for a straight girder is gíven in
AASHTO 1.7.59D. It is the säne formula proposed byvincent (4). Note that it is símilar to the allow-able stress design formula given ín AASHTO TableI.7.14 in that both formulas have the constant F,,/8.
However, the alloerable stress design specifÍca{ionalso lists sirnplified for¡nulas toi eactr value of
Fv'- The cornputer progran described here uses simpli_fíed for¡nulas based on the equation given in AÀSHTO
I.7.59D. The sitnplífied formuLas are as follows:

1. ff F., = 36,000 psi and the section
metrical¡ Fb'. = 361000 - 13.6 (L/:rlr.

2. ff Fo = 36,000 psi and the section
sl¡mmetrical, F5. = 361000 - 16.8(L/b12.

3. If Fv = 50,000 psi and the section
netrical, Fbs = 50,000 - 26.2(L/br2.

4. ff Fv = 501000 psi and the sectíon
symnetricali Fg. = 50,000 - 32.31L/b)2.

is syrn-

is un-

is syn-

is un-

Vq lta V2 5t6 3¡o t¡" t lle l/4 F/s lr2 ¡s1a

W6b Th¡ckness (in)

FIGURE 3 Compact section web requirement for straight
girder.

Note that all these formulas are similar to thê
practical and familíar formula, Fb = 201000 -
7 .5 lL/bl 2 , 1 isted in AASHTo rable f . 7. fa. Atso
note that the term F5"r the basic allowable com_pression-flange nor¡nal- stress, is expressed i.npounds per sguare inch. The original formula
(1.7.59D), defined as the maximu¡n strength, is ex-
pressed as the resisting rnoment (Mu). fn order to
anaLyze a conpcaite section, the magnitucles of the
stresses experienced at each loading stage by the
ext.reme fibers of each flange are required. The
stresses, not the individual resisting moments, are
of practical use. This concept is si¡nilar to the
curved-girder specification, CURVED AASHTO Z.I2B,
which describes the resístance in terms of maximum
flexural stress. The sÍmplified fornulas are dif-
ferent for a symmetrical and a nonsynnetrical
gírdert the nonsymrnetrical girder conforms to AASHTO
I.7.604, in which the term b is replaced by 0.9b.

The derívation of the original for¡nula (ÀÄSHTO
1.7.59D) assuned a prismatic conpression flange
within its unbraced i_ength. fn continuous bridgesthe compression flange at an interior support isoften nonprisnatic ¡vithin the unbracea fen!ttr. A
U.S. Steel technical report (7) addresses thís con_dítion ancl proposes a design p-rocedure that involvescalculating F6" by usÍng the flange pidth ât theIoi{-Íìonent sÍde (assunes narrower flange) of the
unbraced length. The prograrn can analyze a non_prisnatic conpression flange. The aeJign flange
width at the tow-monent 

-"19"_ ¡.s ilqut _gncl.. F5"_iscaleuÌâtsd,-'Ëübstitij-t-inE the design ifange width for
the'flange width at the section under consideration.

For a straight girder design, AASHTO 1.7.59D
allows an increase of 20 percent of the resistanceat any point along the length of the girder when the
ratio of stresses at the two ends of the unbraced
length is less than 0.7. Because the possibility ofa nonprismatic conpression flange exists, the 20percent increase should be based on the ratio offorces (not stresses) in the flange at each end ofthe unbraced length. The decision to increase the
allowable stress by 20 percent is made by the engi_neer. It is belÍeved that the 20 percent increase
vrould be best applied within the unbraced 1ength atthe ínterior supports onty.

If the unbraced length of the compression flange
is less than Èhat specífied. ín AASHTO 1.7.5981c, the
section is braced.

A flohrchart of the calculation of the basic aI_
lolrable cornpression-flange normal stress is shown in
Figure 4.
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.5O,O00 -32.3 (L /b )?.36,000- 15.5(L/b)aF¡s. 36,00O- 16.8 (L/b)t

Bosic Allowoble.Compression Flongo Normol Slrcss 'F¡g

FIGURE 4 Computation of basic allowable compression-Ilange normal stress (F6r).

Hvbrid Reduction Factor

The hybricl reduction factor is calculated for a

giriler that uses å 36-ksi web and one or two 50-ksi
flanges. For a honogeneous girder, the reduction
factor is set equal to 1.000.

At this poínt in the program, the local buckling
requirenent for the unbraced compression flange is
checked. If the requírement is not nett the flange
is defined as illegal and the reduction factor is
set equal to zero. For a composite section the top
flange is checked at the DLI loadlng stage only'
For a curvecl girder the local buckling requirenents
in CURVED AÀSHTO 2.L2FL and 2.]'2B2 are conpared with
the compression-flange ratio of stidth to thickness'

The hybrid reduction factor is calculated for a

straight girtler by using the for¡nulas in AASHTo

1.7.678. These are the original formulas proposed

by the ASCE subco¡nmittee on hybrid beams ancl girclers
(e).

For the case of the nons]¡mmetrical gir¿lert the
formula is sinilar to AASHTo 1.7.50 (service load
design rnethod), ín which the ratio of web yield
strength to tension flange yieltt strength is clesig-
nated "alpha. " The sarne variable is ilesignated
nrhon in AAsHTo 1.7.678. In the figures for this
paper 'alpha" is used for this variable to make the
specif ication terrninology consistent'

The hybrid reduction factor is calculated for a

curved girder by using the formulas in CURVED AASHTO

2.1944 and 2.l9Ab. The fornulas, derived by Culver
(6), are for a compact section and a noncompact

"ã"iion 
as defined by the conpression-flange ratio

of width to thickness.
À flowchart of the calculation of the hybrid

reduction factor is shown in Figure 5.

ciidsr \Strãiq¡t-/ Girdcr

o-,-ÊYll-drzl3-Y+dYl
6+ ÊY (3-Y I

FIGURE 5 Computation of hybrid reduction factor (R)'
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After the reduction factor has been calculated,
the progran deterrnines whether the reduction factor
applies to each flange. ff the stress in the extreme
tension fiber of the greb is larger than the mininum
yield point of the web, the hybrid reduction factor
applies to the tension flange. A sinilar check is
nade at the extrene conpressíon fiber of the web to
determine whether the hybrid reduction fâctor ap-
pLies to the conpression flange. It is believed
that the reduction factor can properly be applíed to
the tension flange and not to the compression
flange. This condition often occurs at a composite
section.

The derivation of the hybrid reduction formula
for a composite section is based on the tension
capacity of the girder E). It does not consider
whether the compression flange yields or not because
of normal bencling moments. Because the fullest use
of the top flange of a composite section will result
in a high rnagnitude of flange stress, the applica-
tion of the reduction factor to the top flange of a
cornposite section will affect the síze of the flange.

For a curved girder design, the allowabte normal
stress is usually reduced because of curvature cor-
rection factors. If a 36-ksi flange is chosen for
the top flange of a composite curved girder, for
example, the applicatíon of the curvature correctíon
factors could reduce the allo¡¡ab1e normal stress to
30 ksi. It is now necessary to decide whether the
top flange, which has the sane Fv as the web and a
stress at least 20 percent less than the Fy of the
web, should have the hybrid reduction factor- applied
to it. It ís believed that the hybrid reduction
factor should not be applie¿l for thÍs case.

After deternining whether to apply the reduction
factor to each flange, the program then checks
whether the conpression-ftange area is greater than
or equal to the tension-flange area. If the compres-
síon-flange area is less than the tension-flange
area, the reduction factor is set equal to zero.

A flovrchart showing the process of deciding
whether the reduction factor applies to each flange
and checking óf tne conpression-flange area is given
in Figure 6.

For a curved girder, the hybríd reduction factor
is adjusted, depending on the ratio of lateral bend-

L7

ing stress to nor¡nal bending stress in the tension
flange, in accordance htith CURVED ÀÀSHTO 2.I9A. ff
the ratio of lateral bending stress to nornal bend-
ing stress is high, the flange is controlled by the
tip stress. In this case the hybrid reduction factor
does not apply, and the program sets the reduction
factor equal to 1.000.

Fina11y, for a curved hybrid girder that uses the
deck-slab reinforcenent to achieve cornposÍte action
in the negative-moment region, the ratio of laterâl
bending stress to normal bending stress is checked
for the comptession flange in accordance rdith CURVED
AASHTO 2.198. This check results in either an ad-
jusÈment in c' or the recognition that the lateral
bending stress controls the design of the flange
(6), in which case the hybrid reduction factor does
not apply and the program sets the reduction factor
equal to 1.000.

À flowchart of the âdjustment of the hybrid re-
duction factor is gÍven in Figure 7.

Curvature Correctíon Factors

The curvature correction factors are conputed for a
curved girder from CURVED AASHTo 2.128. The com-
pression-flange ratío of width to thickness is com-
pared with the specification linit in CURVED AASHTO
2.I2BI. If the ratio does not exceed this 1inít,
the flange is defíned as conpact ând the curvature
correction factors are calculated by using the for-
¡nulas in CURVED AASHTO 2.I2BI. Note that the severe
r'reb constraint (D/tï) for compactness, as specífied
in ÀASHTO 1.7.5941b (Figure 3), does not äppty for a
curved girder (6). Hovrever, it should be noted that
a compact straight girder is not the same as a com-
pact curved girder.

If the compressÍon flange does not meet the com-
pact-flange requirenents, the progran checks its
ratio of width to thickness against the noncompact
requirenent as defined in CURT,ZED AASHTO 2.1282. If
the flange does not neet this requirenent, iÉ is
defined as illegal and both correction factors are
set egual to zero. For a flange that is nonconpact,
the curvature correction factors are calculated by
using the formulas in CURVED ÀÀSHTO 2.1282,

E!ffi":ry#* +rop Fre. Arlo

FIGURE 6 Application of hybrid reduction factor (R).
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FIGURE 7 A.djustment of hybrid reduction factor (R)'
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Straight-Girder AIlowable Stress

The compression-flange all-owable stress at the DLl
Ioading stage and the compression-flange allowabIe
stress at naxinum load are calculated by using com-

binations of the basic allowable compression-flange
nornal stress and the hybrid re¿luction factor' The

tension-flange allowable stress is calculate¿l by

using combinations of the mininu¡n yield poínt of the
fl-ange nateriat an¿l the hybrid reiluction factor'

tñe flowchart for calculation of the straight-
girder allowable stress is given in Figure 9'

Curved-Girder Allorvable Êq9€s

The compression-flange allowable normal stress at
thê DLI loadíng stage and the compression-flange

The correction factors are based on the length of
the unsupported conpression flange between cross
fra¡nes or diaphragms. They reduce the allowable
conpression-flange stress because the flange Ís
unslable and wiII buckle laterally' torsionally' or
Iocally un¿ler the influence of high stress' The top
flange of a composite section is attache¿l to the
cleck slab by shear connectors and partly encased in
concrete. It is believed lhat the curvature correc-
tion factors should not be applie¿l to the top flange
of a conposite section. However' CURVED AASHTO 2'16

uses the conservative apProach an¿l applies the cur-
vature correction factors to the conpression flange
regarclless of the presence of composite action' The

prágru^ uses this conservative AÀSHltO approach'- rtt" flowchart for calculation of the curvature
correction factors is given in Figure 8'

a";Eii;gG;;7

Pr = o.95+ rB [o r- f]2 + tto¡-orhbl
Pþ Fh.f F,r

l.
:e:- b

- "'-" - *;sooo(o.r- h )2
,s¿-T

r+0.6 ii

2u'2rz

Pr'Curvolurc Corrcclion Foclors

FIGURE B Computation of curvature correction factors (P5P*)'
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FIGURE 9 Computation of straight-girder allowable stresses.

allowable normal stress at maximum load are calcu-
lated by using cornbinatíons of the basic allowable
conpression-flange normal stress, the hybríd reduc-
tion factor, and the curvature correctíon factors.
The tension-flange allowable normal stress is calcu-
Iated by using combinåtions of the rninirnum yield
point of the flange naterial and the hybrid reduc-
tion factor.

Curvature correction factors are not applieit to
the tension flange because it will not buckle.
Ho¡{ever, thè AÀSHTO 2.128 specification is written
in such a way that it coutd easily be interpreted
that the rho factors are applied to the tension
flange. This interpretation can be shown in three
steps, as foLlows:

I. Fby = F55P5P*,
2. For the tension flange, Fbs = Fv, and
3. Therefore, for the tension 'flange, rby =

Fr.PuPw.

It is believed that conpact and noncompact
curved-girder flanges should have the maxinu¡n
flexural stress for the tension flange defined as
follows:

This judgment is based on the service load clesign
nethod, which defines the allowable tension-flange
norrnal stress, in CURVED AASHTO 1.108, in reLation
to F,,.

fñe flowchart for calculatíon of the curve¿l-girder allowable stress is given in Figure I0.
The maxinu¡n allonable tip stress experienced by a

tension or conpression flange for a hornogeneous or
hybrid girder is equal to the ¡ninimun yield point of
the flange materiaL.

Allowable Range of Fatigue Stress

The al-lowable range of fatigue stress is given in
AASHTO Table 1.7.241 for redundant load-path (nulti-
gírder) structures and for nonreclundant load-path
(fracture-critical.) structures. The location of the
critical fatigue point and the allowable range of
fatigue stress are Ínput to the progrân. Hoerever,
at any girder cross section with case I roadnay load
cycles, there are three choíces of fatigue moments:
lane fatigue rnoments, truck fatigue nornents, and
truck fatigue moments at a líve-load distribution of
s/7.0. At any girder cross section there may be
illlmerous locations of fatigue design points.

For a girder with case I roadway load cycles, the
deternination of which live-load distribution to use
for the truck fatigue ¡nonents is necessary. The
stress range ilue to the distributíon S/7.0 is 2]-.4
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FIGURE l0 Computation of curved-girder allowal¡le normal stresses.
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percent less than the stress range due to the ¿lis-
iribution s/5.5. The allowable range of fatigue
stress for more than 2 million cycles is equal to or
less than the allowable range for 2 nillion cycles
for all fatigue categories, as shown in AASHTO Table
1.7.241. If the allowable range of fatigue stress
for nore than 2 million cycles is more than 21'4
percent of the allowable range for 2 míIlion cycles'
lhe truct fatigue moments at a distribution of S/7'0
will control the truck fatigue-stress range' This
will occur for fatigue categories D an¿l E** for a

fracture-critical gircler and for fatigue categories
c, D, and E' for a rnultigircler system (Table 1)'

TABLE I Case I Roadway: Allowable Fatigue Stresses

$+
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Control I inq
Truck D¡stribution

s /5.5
s/5.5
s/70 +
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s/70 .*
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s /5.5

Frocture Crilicol Slruciures 
Controlling

Coleqorv L¡ne Allowoble Rot¡o tCgL¡!9!9Þ19 Truck Dislribul¡on

\K¡i) fisi)

A 24 I OO 24 s/5.5

I l8 L 13 16 s/55
C 13 t44 9 s/55
Cx 13 l.l8 Il s/5.5

D lo 2.OO 5 s/7.O +
E*X I 3.2o ?5 s/7o +
F 9 1.29 7 s/55

Leoend
+Indicqteslholonetfuckolodistributimofs/Tofor.,over2millim'.stress

c]lfles ænlrols over o truck dislribut¡on of S/5 5 ot "Z mittran" slress cJcles'

NexÈ the determination of whether the truck fa-
tigue nonents or the lane fatigue monents will con-
trol is necessary. This comparison ís made in the
same manner as the deter¡nination of the controllíng
truck fatigue monents. The ratio of lane fatigue
monents to truck fatigue monents rnust be larger than
itre ratío of allowablå stresses for the lane fatigue
noments to conÈrol. The ratio of allowable stresses

and appropriate controlling truck distribution are
given in Table I.

In addition to the considerations citecl' the

Iocation of the fatigue point is also important'
The fatigue-point location is inpuÈ to the program'

co¡nmon controlling fatigue clesign points for a

fracture-critical or multigir¿ler systern are shown in
Fígure II.

SI]I,TMARY ÀND COMMENTS

During the developnent of the comPuter progran'

"".r"råt 
interpretations of Èhe AAsHTo specifications

had to be ¡nade. The kêy ideas in this paper may be

summarízed as follows:

1. ordinary plate-girder webs wiIl not conform
to the severe D/tw constraint for a conpact straight
girder. Therefore, ordinary straight plate girders
will not be conPact.

2. Because orclinary straight plate girders will

Cotegory C *

iÃ.flr H
.".ollr. rtt:^' co,eeorv 14)

ñ*ss 
sEcrloN A-A

FIGURE l1 Common fatigue design points'

not bê compact' the stress and allowable stress are

of practicàI use but not the moment and resisting
noment.

3. The design of nonprisnatic compression

flanges can be base¿l on the narrower flange wiclth at
the iow-¡no¡nent side of the unbraced length'

4. The hybrid reduction factor is not applied to
a flange until its ailjacent extrene web fiLrer stress
becomes larger than the web Fy'

5. It is betíeveal that t'he curvature correction
factors should not be applied to the top flange of a

cornposite section. However, unless AAsI¡To clearly
aaopts this concept into the specification' the

factors will be applied to the flange'
6. It is believed that the tension flange should

not have the curvature correction factors applied to
it, because it witl not buckle'

This progran enables the engineer to evaluate
AASHTO Plate-gir¿ler cross sections quickly, which in
turn ¡ninimizes the âctua1 ilesign tíme' However' it
is only the first step of a much larger program that
would ¡nake the clecisions that the engineer must noh'

make.
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Finite-Element Program for Analysis of
Folded-Plate Bridge Superstructures
FAHIM A. BATLA, PATRICK R. REISNOUR, and DIYAKAR Y. PATHAK

ABSTRÀCT

The behavior of bridge superstructures such
as box girders and T-beams is símiIar to
that of a folded-plate structure. À simpli_
fied finite-element progran, FAp, specifi-
calLy developed for the elastic analysis of
constant depth and straight folded-plate
type structures is presented. BeÍng a spe_
cific-purpose progran, it can be used by a
bridge engineer without the extensive train-
ing, knowledge, and effort that may be re-guired for finite-element prograns developeil
for the analysis of a wÍde range of struc-
tural types. Most of the data for FAp anal-
ysis is generatecl by the program from mini-
mal and straightforh'ard input ínfornatibn.
FAP has been developed with particular em_
phasis on practical design and constructíon
considerations. It has already been used
for the design of several brídge superstruc-
tures. FAp can facilitate the design of
many folded-pl-ate type bridge superstruc_
tures, especially in those cases in which
the design may otherwise be a difficult and
time-consuning effort because of the complex
geonetrical, IoadÍng, support, or construc-
tion conditions. The illustrative examples
presented indicate that the results of anaL-yses usÍng FÀp are Ín good agreernent with
those based on more exact theories and ex-
perimental datå.

The finíte-elenent method of structura]. analysis has
become progressively more practical and economical
as the availability and use of digitat computers

have increased. fn the finite-elernent nethod con_
plicated geometric forms, arbitrary loading and
support conditions, and other structural parameters
can be accurately and readily represented vrithout
extensive use of simplifying assurnptions. This
method, thereforer offers several advantages over
conventional nethods of structural analysis.

In recent years several computer programs based
on the fínite-e1e¡nent method have been developed for
structural analysis and design. These programs hâve
been developed for the analysis of a wide range of
structural- types and usually involve a large number
of variables and compticated and extensive Ínput
data. this in turn reguires a substantial a¡nount of
user effort, computational time, änd conputer capac_
ity, which may not be necessary for the analysÍs of
certain types of structurès for which the nocleling
of the structural behavior can be simplified without
affecting the acceptability of results for the pur-
pose of design.

A large number of structures can be categorized
as folded plates because of their behavÍor under
loads and their cross-sectionat shapes. The spatiat
rigidity of a folded-plate structure is provided by
the out-of-ptane (plate bending) and in_plane (nen_
brane) behavior of its conponent plates, which join
at folds (l-6). The rdidth of these plates beth,een
folds in the transverse direcÈion of the structureis s¡nall in comparison with their respective 1engths
between supports of the structure. As a result, t.he
bending of these plates is predominantly a one_wåybehavíor in the transverse direction of the struc_ture.

The behavior of box girders, T-beams, and sínilartypes of bridge superstructures ís similar to that
of a folded-plate structure. A fÍnite-etetnent cÕm_puter program, FAp, for the elastÍc analysis of
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constant clepth and straight folcled-plate structures
under static loails is presented. The progran is
based on a sírnplified plate-bending finite element
specifically modeling the folaled-plate behavior
(6). As a result, the nunber of computâtions and

vãríables is substantially reduced in conparison
with general-purpose finite-elenent programs' FAP

requíres less computer time and tnenory capacity and

a mininal amount of input data and user effort' It
has been aleveloped with emphasis on the practical
concerns of a structural engineer and facilitates
the design of folded-p1ate type bridge superstruc-
tures in terms of both structural anil functional
considerations. The progran is capable of the anal-
ysis of a folded-plate structure subjected to sur-
face' gravity, or concentratecl loacls; prestressing
forcesi tenperature loading; and arbitrary boun¿lary
conalitions. It has been used for the analysis and

design of folded-plate type bridge supersÈrucÈures
(l-9) and for determination of the lateral distribu-
tlon of wheel loads for mutti-T-bea¡n bridges (10) '

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRÀM

The program is baseil on the displacenent (stiffness)
approach of the finite-elenent method of structural
analysis. The theory and the tlevelopment of mathe-
matical nodels used in the program to represent
plate-bending and mernbrane (plane stress) actions of
cornponent plates of the structure are described in
detail elseythere (6). The following sections pro-
vitle an overview of the development of the sinpli-
fie¿l plate-bending finite-element analysis used ín
FAP' input data requirementsr output of analytical
(response) results, and other highlights of the
program.

Sinplif íed Plate-Bending Model

The ttifferential equations of the classical two-v'ay
plate-bending theory are expressed as follows
(11r12):

M" = -D[(ô2wlâx2)+ p(a2wlay2¡]l

My = -D [¡r(â2wlâ x2¡ + 7a2 wlay2¡l

M*" = -D(1 - ¡r) (ô2w/ðxðxY)

lrhere D is the ptate rigiclity and ¡.¡

ratio.

(1)

is Poissonrs

The basic assunptions used in the develop¡nent of
a plate-bendling rnoclel are as follows (Figure I):

l-. Each finite elenent is rectangulari of uni-
foini thiCkñêssi ãhd ñã-de of an elastic' isotroPic,
and homogenous ¡naterial.

2. The force-displace¡nent relationship is lin-
ear, so that the principle of superposition is valid'

3. The displace¡nent field within each element
can be uniquely defined in terms of its out-of-plane
nodal displacenents.

4. The plate-bending rnonents within each ele¡nent
(Equation 1) can be deterrnined fron its displacement
f ieId.

The following l2-tern polynonial' therefore' nay
be used to represent the displacenent field of the
t\ro-way plate-bending rnoclel shown in Figure 1:

w(x,y)=a1 +a2x+û3y+ a4x2 +asxy+a6y2 ra1x3 *asx2y

+ a9xy2 + aroy3 + o11x3y* c12xy3 Q)

rn light of the dorninant one-way bending behavior of
the plates of a foldeil-plate structure, the follow-
ing addítional assumptions are used in the develop-
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Plate Bending Element

v/ a ,r-/

€y
S¡mpl¡fied Plate Bend¡ng Elemenl

FIGURE I Conventional and simplified
plate-bending elements.

ment of the sinplified plate-bending elenent shown

in Figure 1:

5. The plate-bending strain (à2vt/ayz) in each
plate in the longitudinal (y) direction of the
structure contributes litt1e Èo the total strain
energy of defornation of the structure and therefore
can be neglected.

6. The transverse bending nonent wíthin each
finite element ís constant with respect to the lon-
gitudinal clirectíon of the structurei that is,
âM*/aY = 0.

7. The twisting moment (Mxy) in each elenent
is constant.

'By using these ad¿litional assunptions, the 12-
tern displace¡nent field (Equation 2) is reduced to
the following 6-terrn displacement fielcl:

w(x,y) = gr + B2x+93! + Bax2 + Brxy + þ6x3 (3)

the follo\ding conditions are then used to define the
six-ter¡n ¿lisplacement function (Equation 3) in terms
of the following trounclary disptacements (Figure 1):

1. A! å typical node i, w = -!{it
2. Àt x = 0 and y = b/2, -ðw/à¡¡ = 9o; and

3. Àt x = a and y = b/2r -awlâx = ea.

The final displacenent function for the sirnplified
plate-beniling element is

w(x,y) = [1 - (xl 2a) - (y lQ - (3xz | 2az ) + (xy/ab) + (x3 /â3)l wl

+ [(xl2a) + (3x2 l2a2) - (xylab) - (x3/â3)] w2

+ [(-xl2a) + Q* l2*) + (xylab) - (x3/a3)]w3

+ [(x/2a) + (ylb) - (3x2 l2a2) - (xy/ab) + (x3lâ3)] w4

+l-x+(2x2 la)-(x3 la2)0o+ (x2 lù-(x3 la2)10à (4)

Because the rate of change of aw/ax with respect
to y(a2w/axay) is constant (Equation 4), 00 and 0u

are further related to the nodal angular displace-
ments (ori) as foIlov¿s:

0¡ = (0yr+ 0r+)12

0^=(0yz+0y)12

0y
Convent¡onal

(s)
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The stiffness matrix of the lota1 8-df simplified
pLate-hrending efement is given elsewhere (6).

A 2-df/node rectangular plane st[ess elenent wiÈh
in-plane flexural modes (13) is used in I'AP to rep-
resent the in-plane behavior of the plates of the
structure. The overall representation of the be-
havior of a folded-p1ate structure is therefore
re¿luced from a conventional 6-df,/node idealization
to a  -df,/node idealization (Figure 2).

6 DOF Per Node ConvenÌional Element

x,u+

/sv
/y,v

4 DOF Per Node Simpl¡lied Element

FIGURE 2 Conventional and simplified
elements.

Idealization of Prestressing Forces

Another practical feature of FAP is the representa-
tion of prestressing forces and tendon profiles in
concrete structures. The exact representation of
the variation of prestressing forces along the ten-
clon length an¿l the geometry of tendon profile for
finite-elenent analysis is usually a cornplex and
ti¡ne-consurning effort. For the analysis by FAP' a

prestressing tendon is represented by piecewise
straight segments (Figure 3). The tendon is divided
into as rnany segnents as the nu¡nber of elements
through which it passes. The prestressing force is
assu¡ned to be constant within each segment of the
tendon. This ¡nethocl allows the study of the struc-
tural response under a tendon of arbitrary length

b/2 b/2t-F.-*l

-Pi
\i

Actual tendon ptofile
and lorces in element i

FIGURE 3 FAP idealization of prestressing

forces and tendon profiles.
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and facilitates the optimu¡n use of prestressing
(9). The overall effort of representing the tendon
profile and the prestressing force is also reduced.
The approximation converges rapidly to an alnost
exact condition with the refinement of the finite-
elenent itlealization of the structure. The initial
and final prestressing forces along the tenalon
length are esti¡nated by conventional methods
(f4-16) r the program does not cornpute them.

Idêalizatíon of the Structure anal InpuÈ Reguirements

The finite-element idealization of the structure for
FAP analysis is shown in Figure 4. In order to
understand this idealization and the subsequent
input requirements, certain terns are definecl as
follows:

t. Longitudinal joints are the trånsversê lines
that divide the structure into (ideatized) segments
longitudinally.

2. Nodal lines are parallel to thè longitudinal
direction of the structure and divide the structure
transversely.

3. NÕdes are the location at which nodal lines
intêrsect !.rith longitudinal joints. Node nunbering
is defined once and is sa¡ne for all joints.

4. À segment is a portiÕn of the structure
between tr.ro consecutíve longitudínal joints.

5. Àn elenent is the recÈangular plate portion
of the structure bounded by two consecutive longitu-
dinal joints and nodal lines. Element nunbering is
defined once and is same for all segnents.

6. The structuraL coordinate systen is shown in
Figure 4. To simplify the transformations betereen
the element and structural coortlinate systems' the
y-axis is always parâlIel to the longitudinal direc-
tion of the structurei x- and z-axes are inter-
changeable.

7. The elernent coordinate system is shown in
Figures l- and 2. Again, the element y-axis is always
paralle1 to the longitudinal direction of the struc-
ture. In the elenent coordinate system, x- and
z-axes are not interchangeåb1e.

8. The degrees of freedo¡n correspond to a no¿lal
displacernent due to the deformations of the struc-
ture. Each degree of freedo¡n also refers to the
directíons of loads applied to a node. Each node
can be displaced or loaded four ways: three transla-
tional displacements per load corresponding to x-'
y-, and z-directions and one rotational displacement
per load about the y-axis (Figure 4).

9- Constrained nodes are those at which one or
more degrees of freedom are constrained becåuse of
the physical conditions existing at a support or ín
cases where synnetry is used in the analysis. A

controlled displacementr such as thåt due to support
settlement, is also considered a constraíned degree
of freedom.

(Loñgitudiñãl Oirection ol Slructure)

SeEmeñt 2

Longlludlnal Jolnt 2'-m-. I
,l I "' 1.., I
:'""."15åï1l':':å:iÏ'",

z,L.,F

........* (Transvo,3a Dl.octlon ol
Struclura)

1,o,,,,
Sêgñ6nt 1

Longitud¡nal Jolnl

FIGURE 4 FAP idealization of fokled-plate structure.
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I0. Nodal loads are concentrated loads directly
applied to a node. These loads are índicâte¿l in the
structural coordinate system.

1I. Elenent loads are unifornly distríbuted
surface l-oads on the element. These loads are indi-
cated in the elenent coordinate system. Element
Ioads also include gravity load due to the self
weight of the naterial and forces produced by the
tenperature differential existing across the depth,
width, or the length of the structure.

12. Stagewise analysis is automated analysis of
the sarne structure for varying length, support, ¿¡nd
loading conditions and changes in other structural
pararneters during construction of the structure or
its service life (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 6 Sequence of input
information for FAP.

6. Nodal coordinates indicate the x- and z-
coordinates of each node in the structural coordi-
nate systetn. This information is províded once anil
the nodal coordinates for the whole structure are
generated by the program.

The folloning inforrnatÍon is provided for each stage
of analysis:

7. Stage comment cards are the same as the
structural comnent cards.

8. Stage control data provide the follo¡{ing
information for a particular stage of analysis:
number ôf segments to be included in the stage,
nutnber of constrained nodes, nunber of nodal loail
cases, nurnber of element Ìoad cases (surface loads
in any of the three directions, self weight of the
material, and temperature differential betseen eIe-
ments), and number of prestress load cases.

9. Boundary conditions indicate, at this step,
each degree of freedon of the constrained nodes, as
indicated in the stage control data, lndividually
coded for its constrained or free condition.

I0. Nodal loads provide the nagnitude, location,
and direction of each nodal loaal, according to the
nodal load cases. The term "Ioad" is used for either
an applied force or a displacement condition corre-
sponding to each degree of freedo¡n. ff a degree of
freedon is frèe, the correspondinq load is con-
siclered an applied force; if the degree of freedorn
is constrained, the corresponding load is considered
a forced dispJ-acement including zero displacements.

11. Elenent loads provide the data for three
different types of elenent loads, as required. It
is not necessary that all the elements of a segnent.
or all the segrnents in a particular stage of analy-
sis, be loaded for any elemênt load case.

L2. Prestress loads (tendons) can also be
grouped in different load cases. For each prestress
load case, the following informatlon is provided:
number of tendons in the load case, number of seg-
ments through which each tendon passes, and location
of tendon and average prestressing force within each
element (Figure 3).

Output fnfornation

The output consists of an echo print of all input
data and the followinq response quantities for each

Q of p¡er
I

--------{\*IN
ñ\

Part¡al Box G¡rder Oúring Erectioñ

Q of pier

Completed Box G¡rder Br¡dge

Complete Two-span Cont¡nuous Br¡dge

FIGURE 5 Stagewise analysis,

13. toad case is a particular combination of
loads for which analysis of the structure is desired.

The flowchart in Figure 5 indicates the sequen-
tial order of input data requirements. A brief
description of each reguirenent is as folLows:

I. Structure comment cards are used to provide
information about the structure, which is echo-
printed and has no ínfluence on the analysis.

2. Structure control data provide the following
infor¡nation: total nunber of segnents in the struc-
ture, number of nodes per longitudinal joint, nu¡nber
of elenents per segment, number of segnent types (a
segnent type is defined according to segment prop-
erties, described in the following), and nunber of
stages to be analyzed.

3. Segnent type code indicates the type of each
segment ín the structure in sequential order accord-
ing to its locatíon in the structure.

4. Segment properties provide the followíng
informatíon for each type of segment: segnent wiilth
between longitudinal joints and elastic modulus,
thickness, Poissonrs ratio, and unit weíght of mate-
rial for each element in the segnent.

5. Ele¡nent connections indicate the nunbers of
the two nodal lines that bound each element trans-
versely. The first number refers to node I and the
second number refers to node 2 of the ele¡nent.
These two numbers togethêr establish the element
coordinate system shown in Figures I and 2. This
infor¡nation is províded once and elenent locatÍons
for the whole structure are generated by the program.

SfFUCfURÉ CONTROL DATA

LASI STAGE?

Preslressed Beam

S¡mply Supporied SÞans
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stage of analysis. All information refers to the
load case number, longitudinal-joint nunber, segment
nunber, element number, and nodal-line nunber, as
required. The response quantities are units con-
sistent with the units of the input infor¡nation:

I. Longitudinal in-plane (nenbrane) stresses at
¡nidpoints of the edges of each elenent'

2. Transverse in-plane stressês at the center
point of each element'

3. Transverse bending moments at nidpoints of
thê longítualinal edges of each elenent' and

4. Displacements and reactions corresponding to
each degree of freedom of a node.

The preceding infornatíon is printed on1-y for seg-
ments and longitudinal joints desired by the user.
At the end of Èhe analysis for each load case, the
external equilibrium conditions in the x-, y-, and
z-directions are checked and printed.

Error Messages

Any error Ín the input data for which the analysís
cannot be executed stops the program from further
execution. In this case an error nessage or messages
are printed indicating the possible source of error
to assist the user in locating it in the input in-
format ion.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXA¡{PLES

The complete analysis of various types of folded-
plate structuEes, including stagewise analysis,
loading, and boundary conditions, is beyond the
scope of this paper. The intent of the following
examplês is to provide representative illustrations
of the use and the accuracy of FAP.

Exarnple I

The structure for exanple I is taken from a study by
Goldberg et aI. (17). The di¡nensions and loadíng of
the single-span, simply supported structure are
shown in Figure 7. The structure has diaphragms at
both ends that are assumed to be infinitely rigid in
their planès but completely flexible for out-of-
plane defornations. The elastic modulus and Pois-

¡3"
It
z'-r*!u--r-2"

i l- 17 Rows ì_1

,3", to.l.s=zl' 
, 
3',

FIGURE 7 Example l: single.
span folded-plate siructure
with loading.
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son's ratio are I0r600 ksi and 0.33, respectively.
Tab1e I represents the vertical and horizontal ilis-
placements of point A, as shovrn in Figure 7. These
include the elasticity and experimental results
lu), results based on the simplífied  -ðf/node
plate elernent, and results using the conventional 6-
df,/node plate element (18).

TABLE I Example l: Horizontal and Vertical
Displacements of Point A

Displacement (in.)
Type of
Displacement Elasticity Experimental 4df 6dfb

0.0306 0.0306
0.0146 0.01 50

uTotul ,lf = 8co.
bTotul df= l,zoo.

Example 2

The idealization of a prestressing tendon with a
varying force for a two-egual-span box beam with
synmetrical prestressing is described Ín exarnple 2.
The structure, its FAP idealization, and the ideali-
zation of the tendon profile and the prestressing
force are shown in Figure 8. The representâtive
results of analyses by FAP are presented in Table
2. These resuLts are compared with the results of
accurate elastic analysis consideríng the exact
tendon profile and prestressing force variation
along the tendon length.

Example 3

This example is of a three-ce11, two-equal-span,
sl¡mnetrically loaded box girder (Figure 9l ¡ the
exanple is taken from a study by ScordelÍs (19).
The finite-elenent idealization for FAP is also
shown in Figure 9. The representative results are
presented in Figurês 10, 11, and 12 (in pounds-force
per square foot, foot-pounds per foot, and feet x
10t, respectivêIy) atong with the elasticity solu-
tions by Scorilelis (19) and the results obtained by
using a cornputer prograrn based on a 6-df,/node ele-
ment (6).

POISSON RATIO = O.15
ELASTIC MODULUS = I

Horizontal
Verticai

0.032
0.016

0.030
0.012

e
OF PIER

I

ç.

FIGURE B Example 2:
and prestressing force.

I

-L
I

I

Ir

finite-element idealization of structure
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TABLE 2 Example 2: Representative Results of Prestress Analysis

Reaction
Analysis at A

Stress at B St¡ess at C
(psf) (psf)

Vertical
Deformation Stress at E Stress at F
at D (ftxl00s) (psf) (psf)

FAP 0.3 16
Exact 0.316
Difference(7.) 0

-224.7 23.7

-224.3 23.4

0.18 1.28

369.83
371.11

0.3 5

45.8
44.8

2.23

-228.5
-227.6

0.40

. FAP

' 6 DOF per node element (Ret. 6)

a Elastic¡ty (Ret. l9l

Long¡tudinal ldealization
Diaphragm

l OOO lbs
(Typ.)

3.', 5.5" 8."(Typ,)

I

2 at 9.33 = 18.66 1 3 at 3.1 1' = 9.33'

2f¡.',

Transverse ldeal¡¿ation

FIGURE 9 Example 3: finite-element iclealization of three-cell
box girder.

10OO lbs

. FAP

o 6 DOF per node element
(Rel. 6 ) -55C

-567
-578

À Elast¡c¡ty (net. t g) -572 -600

FIGURE l0 Example 3: longitudinal stresses at point D.

l OOO lbs

x

3 __-/
l''
l"

___':l,

. FAP
o 6 DOF per node

element (Ret. 6)
a Elasl¡c¡ty (Ret. 19)

40.8

FIGURE ll Example 3:

37.7

38.9

38.9

2.3

Longitud¡nal Joints

Fr^rel 1.3.?l Fã:rl b¿!
l,'2.38 I l.3.6zl l8.os| |

l"z¡t I l"¿.tzl l"a ei I looo lbs 
I

--r-----r.---.-l-l

Cross Sect¡on

Elevatlon

FIGURE 12 Example 3: vertical deflection at
center line of span.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The FAP finite-element progran was specifically
developecl for the elastic analysis of constant depth
and straight folded-plate type structures. The
program can facilitate the design of foliled-plate
type bridge superstructures such as T-beams and box
girders. Most of the data for the finite-elenent
analysis is generate¿l by the program from ¡níni¡nal
and straightforvrard input information. The bri¿lge
superstructure can be analyzed under aII the Loading
conditions, which are com¡non in a bridge design and
for arbiÈrary boundary and stagewise erection condi-
tions. The analytical results consist of deflêctions
of the structure, transverse bending mornents' and
in-plane stresses in the component nember platest
which are the practical strength and serviceability
concerns in a design. Being a specific-purpose
program, FAP may be used by a bridge engineer for
the purpose of desíqn of several- types of structures
without the extensive training, knowledge, and ef-
fort that may be required for the use of those fi-
nite-element programs that have been cleveloped for
the analysis of a wide range of structural tl¡pes.
FÀP has been tested, as nuch as is practÍcally pos-
sible, for accuracy of its analysis for the purpose
of design of bridge superstructures.

The FÀP element uses only 4 df/node conpared to a
conventional G-dfrlnode Plate rnodel. The results
from FAP also converge more rapidly to acceptable
results, thus requiring fener nodes for the overall
analysis. These two factors are sígnificantly ad-
vantageous if the saving of user effort, computer
time, and capacity requirernents is to be consldered.
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Cost-Effective Decision Models for Maintenance,

Rehabilitation, and Replacement of Bridges

RICHARD E. WEYERS, PHILIP D. CADY, and RICHARD M. McCLURE

ABSTRÀCT

¡4ethodology has been developed to deternine
whether a deteriorated bridge should be
rehabilitated or replaced based on minimum
life-cycle costs. Mathematical models were
developed frorn the generalized cash-flow
diagrarns to facilitate the conversions of
cash floÌr to equivalent values. The equiva-
Ient alternative values (equivalent uniform
annual costs) are compared by ¡neans of a
parameter called the value management (VM)
tertn. The sign of the VM tern indicates the
decision (rehabilitate or replace) and the
magnitude of the cost savings. The true
cost of long-tern borrowing is considered in
the interest rate. Inflation,s opposite
effects on receipts and disbu¡se¡nent are
evaluated. Exanples of the rnathematical
¡nodels are presented. A r¡icrocomputer pro-
gram was developeal to solve the mathèmatical
model. It is a prompt-type program that
asks for the input pãrameters and presents
the results and the vM term.

Although highway conditions vary among the states,
the national trend is toward deteríorating highway
conditions and need for additionat funding. Reflec-
tive of this trend is Pennsylvania's enormous bridge
problern. Pennsylvania has approximately 54,500
brídges longer than 8 ft. About 7,200 of these
bridges are structurally deficient or functionally
obsolete or both. The cost of i¡nproving these struc-
tures has been estinated to be $3.0 billion (f).
Pennsylvaniars reaction to this staggering problern
was the enactment of a $1.4 billion bridge program,
but even with the implementation of this program a
significant amount of bridge work will remain. In
addítion, of the 22,500 bridges in pennsylvania that
are 20 ft or longer, 400 (2 percent) becone defi-
cient each year (2). By 1990 the cost to repaír the
backlog of bridges after the billion-dollar program
has been finished was estimated to be 94.6 billion
(2). Therefore, a manage¡nent tool that will optirnize
the use of available funils through cost-effective
solutions is urgently needed. The purpose of this
paper is to present a standardized methodology for
cost-effectiveness comparisons in ortler to generate
least-cost solutions to bridge work.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

Cost effectiveness can be achieved through a stan-
dardized nethodology of conparison in order to gen-
erate leäst-cost solutions, which account for all of
the cosÈs incurred over the service life of a struc-
ture considering the tí¡ne value of money. This is
in fact the neaning of cost effectiveness. Decisions
based on initial costs or individual events will
generally not result in a least-cost soLution.

Basis

By using standard engineering economic analysis

procedures, cost effectiveness is based on conpari-
son of alternatives. The alternatives are as fol-
Iows:

1. Force-account rehabilitation of Èhe existing
structure followed by eventual replacement,

2. Contract rehabilitation of the existing
structure followed by eventual repl_acenent, and

3. Replacement of the structure immediatety.

Because the rehabilitation alternatives (1 and 2)
include eventual replacement, the replacement alter-
native (3) is evaluated first because it becomes an
input paraneter for the first two.

The rehabíIitation alternatives are cornpared
first, and the one that has the lo\dest cost is co¡n-
pared rdith the repLacement alternative in the cal-
culation of a paraneter called the value management
(VM) term, which is obtained by subtracting the
equivalent structure rehabilitation cost from the
equivalent structure replacement cost. The sign of
the VÈ{ term indicates the decision (posÍtive sign,
rehabilitate; negative sígn, replace) and the nagni-
tude of the cost savinqs if the decision is rendered
as indicated by the sign.

The equivalent values are determined as equiva-
lent uniform annual costs (EUAC) for perpetual ser-
vice. Thê choice of perpetual service is based on
the long use of bridge sites (50 years or nore), an¿l
the difference betvreen equivalent values for 50
years or more and for infinity (perpetual service)
is small ín cornparison with the uncertainties in
predicting future cash flows. Note that the equiva-
lent replacement and rehabititation costs can be
expressed in terms of capitalized cost (present
r.rorth of perpetual service) sirnply by multiplying by
the reciprocal of the interest rate, which is, of
course, the value for the uniforrn series present
vrorth factor for infinite tine.

Cost Data

Costs for rehabílitation and maintenance work by
force account should include the following:

t. Maintenancë ovêrheåd (eguipment ahd facil-
ities),

2. Design (personnel plus overhead),
3. !¡laintenance Õr rehabilitatÍon work (personnel

plus material and work contracted, if any),
4. Traffic maintenance and protection, and
5. Road user costs, if appropriate.

Rehabilitation and naintenance work performed by
contract should include the following iterns:

I. Design (personnel plus overhead),
2. Contract adninistration,
3. Bid price,
4. Inspection costs (incluiling overhead), and
5. ?raffic maintenance and protection and road

user costs, if applicable.

The najor replacenent cost iterns should include the
following:
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I. First cost (replacement structure cost, engi-
neering, and contract administration) t

2. Annual maintenance, rehabilitation. and re-
pair costs (including the itens previously listed);

3. Salvage valuesi and
4. Traffic naintenance and protection antl road

user costs, if applicable.

Interest Rate and rnflation

The interest rate is the expression of the time
value of money in engineering economic evaluations.
Prevailing lending rates are generally not approPrí-
ate because they ínclude an inflatíon factor. The
true cost of long-term borrowing is generally con-
sidered to be of the order of 4 to 6 percent (3).

Classical engineering eqononíc evaluation method-
ology, for the most part' ignores the effects of
inflation. The rationale for this posture is that
if inflation affects all aspects of cash flov in the
same manner, its net effect on economic decision
making is nil. However' in the financing of highway
maintenance ancl construction, this is not true.
Funds for new construction, caPital improvenentst
and maintenance of the nationrs híghways at both the
state and federal levels are derived primarily fron
fixed cents-per-gallon motor fuel taxes. Revenues
in the past increased as fuel consunption increased,
and at relatively Ìow inflation rates funding pretty
well kept pace with costs. However' after the 1973
oil embargo a pronounced change occurred. Rapid
increases in fuel costs resulted in marked realuction
in fuel consumption because of econo¡nizing by motor-
ists and the rapid changeover to smaller, more fuel-
efficient autonobiles. Also, in order to provide
incentives for the development of alternative fuel
sourcesr tax exenptions were provideid for gasoline-
alcohol blends. These factors produced â drastic
reduction in the rate of growth in revenues. During
the satne peiioa the costs increased sharply because
of rapídIy rising inflation rates. Àlthough future
rates may be ternpered sonewhat, there is every rea-
son to believe that this trend will continue. Thus,
we are faced with a scenario in which inflation af-
fects receipts and disburse¡nents oppositely, creat-
ing a sítuation in which engineering econonic analy-
sis must take into account the effects of inflation.

The true interest rate for the conditíons ¿le-
scribed in the preceding paragraph is a function of
three factors:

I. Prevailing interest ratet
2. Inflation rate, and
3. Rate of increase in funding.

rt has been shown (4) that the applicable relation-
ship is as fÕllows:

¡* = {[(1+Ð(1+ Ð](i+Ð]- 1 (1)

where

i* = true interest rate,
i = prevailing interest rate,
f = inflation rate, and
q = rate of increase in funcling.

(411 rates are expressed in decimal form.) Note
that when the effects of inflation are ignored,
i* = i.

Using alata for the period 1970-1.979 fro¡¡ a 1981
General Accounting office report to the Congress
(5), the following values for ínflation and funding
rates \dere deternined:
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I. Inflation rate for highnay consÈruction
costs:9.4 perèent,

2. Inflation rate for highway ¡îaintenance costs:
7.4 percent, and

3. Increase in funding for highway maintenance
and construction: 4.8 percent.

The Models

To facilitate the conversions of cash flows to
equivalent values tha! can be conpared and used in
the vu termr generalízed ¡nodels were developed. The
generalized replacement ând rehabilitation modelst
in the form of cash-flow diagrams, are presented in
Figures I and 2, respectively. The mathernatical
relationships folIow.

FIGURE I Replacement caeh-flow diagram, mathematical
model, and notation.

FIGURE 2 Rehabilitation cash-flow diagram, mathematical
model, and notation.

Replacement Moalel
fa

EUACpçp¡6çs = (A/P, i, Ð l(A - S) + t 
I 

GmlP/G, i, h^ + tXp/F, i, g, - l)
i'ì

+ >1 Fk (P/F, i, ní)J + (S - B) (Ð + C Q)

where

A = replacenent structure first costi
B = salvåge value of present sÈructurei
S = salvage value of replacetnent structurei
C = annual maintenance cost for cleaning deck,

drainage system, and so on;
F = single future expenditures (e.g., deck over-

lay, abutnent underpinning, painting) ;
N = Iife of replacernent brirlge;
c = annual increase in maintenance cost due to

progressive deterioration (e.9., deck
patching) t

nr = tine to single future expenditurei
g = time to beginning of increasing maintenance

costs due to progressive deteriorationi

\
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h = duration of íncreasing naintenance costs
due to progressive deteríorationi and

i = interest rate;

(A/P) = capital recovery factor (A/P, i percent, n)

= i(l + i)"/[1 + Ð'- 1]

@/r1 = r¡t1. payment present-worth factor (P/F, i percent, n)

= 1/(l + Ðn

@/G) = gradient present-worth factor (P/G, i, n)

= (1/Ð ( {Kl + lr- 1l/i(1 +Ðn } [n(1 +Ð¡] )

Rehabilitation ModeL

I
EUAC¡¿¡¿6 = (EUACp"o¡u"")(P/F, i, NJ + iID + C(P/A, i, N')

q

+ 
mtr Gm(P/G, i, h- + 1) (P/F, i, g, - 1)

¡l
+ n!, Fr.(P/F, i' n() 

l

where

D = initial repair cost,
N' = time to require replaeement' ãnd

(P/A) = unlform series present-worth facto¡

= (P/4, i, n) = 1(A/r) = [(1 + Ð" - 1]/i(l + i)"

EXAI,IPLES

The manner in. which the mathernatícal nodels
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applied and the effects of inflation are accounted
for in the selectíon of ínterest rate is illustrated
in the t!,ro examples that follow. The values for the
capital recovery factor (A/P, i percent, n), single
pa]¡ment present-worth factor lP/E, i percent, n)r
unifor¡n series present-worth factor (P/A, i, percentt
n), and the gradient present-worth factor lP/G, i
percent, n) used in the exanples may be found in any
engineering economy text or calculated fro¡n the
forrnulas presenteil.

Example I

The cash flows associated with replacement and re-
habilitation (by force account ancl by contract) for
a certain bridge are shown Ín Tab1es I and 2. The
cost-effective approach is deter¡nined as follows:

t. Assune that the interest rate is the rnean of
the 4 to 6 percent usually considered to represent
the range of the true interest values for long-terrn
investmentsi that is, i = 5 percent.

2. Replace structure (see Fígure 3):

0.05828
EUAC¡sp1¿g6 = (A/P.5t'40) {(45'000 - I,500) +

' 5. r0r 0 .5847
[(r00) (P,/G,5t,3 + l) (P/F,52,L2 - 1) + (100) x

5. t01 0.2812
(P/c,s*,3 + 1) (P/F,st,27 - I)l +

0.4810 0.3769
(P/F,5t,15) + (1,500) (P/F,5t,20)

0.2314

[ (8,000) x

+ (6,000) x

(p/F,5t,2Oll] + (1,500 - 1,000)(0.05) +

500 = S3r424/year.

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

are

TABLE I Cash-Flow Table for Bridge Replacement: Example I

End of
Year Cost ($) Symbol Item

0
t-12
13
t4
l5
l6-19
20
21-27
28
29
30
31-39
40

45,000; 1,000 A, B
500 c
500;100 C, Gr
500;200 C2G1
500; 300; 8,000 C, 3G1, Fi
500 c

s00 c
500;100 C,Gz
500;200 C,Gz
500;300;6,000 C, 3G2, F3
500 c
500;1,500 C, S

Replacement bridge minus salvage beams of current bridge
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning * deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning f deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning I deck patching + deck and drainage repair
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning + underpinning and beadng repair
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning * deck patching + deck and abutment repair
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaniag minus salvage value of railings and beams

Notei Bridge replaced after 40 yeâ¡s.

TABLE 2 Cash-Flow Table for Rehabilitation of Curient Structure: Example I

Force Accounta Cont¡actb
End of
Year Cost ($) Symbol Item Cost ($) Symbol Item

0

6
7
8
9
l0

ll-15
16-19
20

21-25

7,500 D

300 c
300; 100 C, Gr
300;200 C,zG1
300;300 C, 3Gl
300;400 C,4Gr
300; 500; C, 5Gr, F

1,200
300 c

Point abutment, repairing wings, widening and patching deck,
treating railing, and painting beams

Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenânce and cleaning * deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning + deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning + deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning + deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning + deck patching + underpin-

ning wings and abutment and painting beams
Annual maintenance and cleaning

12,000 D

200 c
200 c
200 c
200 c
200 c
200; 1,000 C, Fr

200 c
200 c
200; 1,000 C, Fz

200 c

Point abutment, replacing wings, deck,
and railings

Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning *

painting
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning +

painting
Annual maintenance and cleaning

aBridge replaced after I 5 years,
ÞBridse replaced after 25 year$.
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FIGURE 3 Example l: replacement model.

3. Rehabilitate structure (force account) (see
Figure 4) by using the rehabilitation ¡noilel:

FIGURE 4 Example 1: force-account rehabilitation
model.

0.4810
EUAC¡"¡.6 = (3,4241 (P/F,5t'l-5) + (0.05) x

10.3796 I r. 966

[7,500 + (300) (p/4,5t,r5) + (100) (p/c,58,6) x
0,8227 0.6139

(P/F,5*,4', + (L,200) lP/Et5Z,LOr7 = *2t264/year.
4. Rehabilitate structure (contract) (see rigure

5):
0.2953

EUAC¡"¡.5 = (3.4241(P/F,5\t25) + (0.05) x
14.094 0.6139

[12,000 + (200) (p/A,5*,251 + (1,000) (p/8.5*,Io)
0 - 3769

+ (I,000) (P/F,5*,201 I = $1,802lyear.

TABLE 3 Cash-Flo¡v Table for Bridge Replacement: Example 2

D-îtF
c t mr[nufu@!@l!.... ( Reploce/Reæol cycleso 5 to ts 29 2p tndef iniiety)l"', J, I II nzJ 

I[ --ru' ---J
FTGURE 5 Example 1: contract rehabilitation
model.

5. Cornpare rehabilitation methods:

$I,902/year < $2,264/year.

Therefore, contract repair would be chosen.
6. Compare repair versus replacenent cost:

Vtn = i3t424/year - 6l,802/year = +çI,622/yeat.

Therefore, the structure should be rehabilitated (by
contract). The annual saving ís ç]-,622/year anal the
capítalized saving is û]-,622/O.05 = $32r440.

Example 2

The cash flows associated with replacenent and reha-
biliÈation (by force account and by contract) for a
certain bridge are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The
rnost cost-effective approach is determíneil as fol-
lows:

t. Assume that the interest rate is based on the
technique that takes into account rates of inflation
and fundíng. As previously dÍscussed, the historical
rates for the 1970s are 9.4 percent inflation rate
for highway construction costsr 7.4 percent infla-
tion rate for highway maintenance costs, and 4.8
percent increase in funding for highway naintenance
and construction. Becâuse it ls not practical to
use tvro interest rates in the same analysisr assune
that the co¡nbined inflation rate is the average of
the rates for construction and maintenance costsi
i.e., f = (9.4 + 7.41/2 = 8.4 percent. Assume that
the prevailing interest rate for long-terrn public
financing during the period is 10 percent. There-

\-CYcle
)

(nepeot cyctes
/ indef¡nilely)

End of
Year Cost ($) Symbol ltem

0
1-11
12
13
t4
l5
16
17
18
19
20
21-29
30
3l

33
34
35
36-39
40
4t-49
50

44,000;2,000 A, B
500 c
500;50 C, Gr
500;100 C,zGr
500; 150 C,3Gr
500;200 C, 4cl
500;250 C, 5Gr
500;300 c,6Gr
500;350 C,7Gr
500;400 C,8Gr
500;450;'8,800 C, 9Gr, Fl
500 c
500; 1,030 C, Fz
500;50 C,Gz

500;150 C,3c2
500;200 C,4G2
500;250, 10,000 C, sG2, F3
500 c
500;900 C,Fc
s00 c
400;4,000 C, S

Replacement of bridge minus salvage beams of current bridge
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annuål maintenânce and cleaning and deck patching + deck ove¡lay
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning * underpin abutment and cleaning channel
Annual mairtenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching
Annual maintenânce and cleaning and deck patching
Annual mai¡tenance and cleaning and deck patching and deck overlay
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning and repair bearing areas
Annual maintenance and cleaning
Annual maintenance and cleaning minus salvage value of beams and railings

Note: Bridge replaced after 50 yea¡s.
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TABLE 4 Cash-Flow Table for Rehabilitation of Current Structure: Example 2
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Cost (g)
End of
Year Force Account Conttact Symbol

0 20,000 26,000
I 600 500
2 600; 50 600;50
3 600;100 600;100
4 600; 150 600; 150
5 600;200;28,000 600;200;25,000
6-14 600 600
15 600,3,000 600,3,500
16-24 600 600
25 600;3,000 600; 3,500
26-30 600 600

D Underpin and ptessure point abutments
C Annual maintenance and cleanilg
C, Gl Annual mai¡tenance and cleaning and deck patching
c,2Gr
C,3G1
C, 4Gt, Ft Annual maintenance and cleaning and deck patching and deck replacilg and adding more stringers
C Annual maintenance and cleaning
C,Fz Annual maintenance and cleaning * painting
C Annual maintenance and cleaning
C, F¡ Annual maintenance and cleaning + painting
C Annual maintenance and cleaning

\

Note: Bridge replaced afte¡ J0 yesrs,

fore, the true ínterest rate is calculatedl as foL-
lor¡ê:

i* = {f(1 + i)(1 + s¡l/(t + f)} - 1
= t t (1 + 0.10) (1 + 0.048) I/(1 +0.084) Ì - 1

= 0.063 = 6.3 percent.

a. Replace structure (see Figure 6) by using the
replacenent nodel:

¡-Cvcle
\

.lRepeot Cycles

{ lndef inilely)

FïGURE 6 Example 2: replacement model.

0.06612
EUAC¡¿p1¿sq = lA/P¡6.3\¡50) {(44'000 - 4,000) +

29.020 0.5428 11.312
[(50) (p/G,6.3t,10) (p/F,6.3S,10) + (50) (p,/G,6.38,6)

0.1700 0.2947
x (P/F,6.3t,2911 + [(8'880) lP/F,6.3\,20) + (1'030)

0.1600 0.1179
x (p/F,6.3t¡30) + (10,000)(p/F,6.38,35) + (900) x

0 .0868
lp/F.6.3*,40)l) + (4,000 - 2,000) (0.063) + 500
= $3,595/year.

b. Rehabilitate structure (see Figure 7) (same

cash-fLow diagram applies to force-account and
contract repairs in this casei only values of
factors are different) :
(t) Force account by usinq the rehabílita-

tion model:

0.1600
EUAC¡.¡¿5 = (3,595) (P/F'6.38'30) + 0.063 x

13.3340 7.847
t20,000 + (600) (p/A,6.3*,30) + (50) (p/c,6.3*,51

I.000
x (P/F,6.3\,0) + [ (28,000) x

0.7368 0.4000
(p/8,6.3*,5' + (3,000) (p/F,6.3t,!5) + (3,000) x

o.2t7I
(P/F ,6.3\ ,25) I Ì = $3 

' 
780 /yeat .

12) Contract by using the rehabiLitation
model:

0 .1600
EUACp¿¡¿6 = (3,595) (P/F,6.3t,30) + (0.063) x

13.3340 7.847
{26,000 + (600) (p/A,6.3t,30) + (50) (p/c,6.3t,5)

1.00 0 0.7368
x lP/F,6.3*,0) + [(25.000) lP/F,6.32,5) +

0.4000 0.2I7I
(3,500) (p/F,6.38,15) + (3,500) lp/F,6.3*,251 ll
= S4,038/year.

c. Compare cost:
(1) Rehabilitation by force account: ç3,780/

year.
(2) Rehabilitation by contract: $4,038/year.
(3) Replacement: *3 r595/year.

Therefore, the structure should be replaced.
2. fn the sane situation as that just described

but without considering inflation (f = g and there-
fore i* = i = l0 percent), the calculations are ex-
actly the same as those in the innediately preceding
case except that the iñterest rate is 10 percent.
The results wíll be as follohrs:

a. Rehabílitation by force account: ç4,722/
year.

b. Rehabilitatíon by contract: g5,l-52lyear.
c. Replacement; 94,958/year.

Therefore, the structure should be rehabilitated by
force account.

3. In the same situation as that just described,
ignoring inflation changes the choice of alternative
frotn replacement to rehabilitation (by force âc-
count) and has an effect on the maqnitude of the
real present value. Becaqse the relationship used
in accounting for inflation is based on the real
present value of inflated future costs, comparisons
will have to be based on present worth.

The EUAC cornputed by using the model are for
perpetual servÍce. The present ldorth for perpetual
servíce, also called the capitalized cost, is EUÀC
divided by the interest rate (expressed as a deci-
nal). Therefore, the capitalízed cost for the choice

...(Reploce/Repeot Cycles
lndef initely )

FIGURE 7 Example 2: force-account and contracl
rehabilitation model.



vrhen taking inflation into account (replacernent) is
calculated as follows:

53,595/i* = $3,59510.063 = $57r063.

And the capitalized cost for the choice when ínfla-
tion is ignored (rehabílitate by force account) is
calculated as follows:

94,722/i = ç4,722/0.l-0o = $47,220.

Therefore, if inflation is ignored in this case, the
real present value for the least-cost alternative is
understated by nearly S10r000 (17.2 percent).

It{I CROCOMPUTER PROGRAM

À rnicroconputer program that simulates the mathemat-
ical ¡nodels presented in this paper and outputs the
least-cost solution was written for the Apple IIe.
It is a user-friendly prornpt-type proçtram that asks
for the input pararneters (interest råte, íf infla-
tion is to be considered; maintenance and rehabili-
tation costsi time pårameters; etc.). The program
is available on request fron Richard Weyers or
Phílip D. Cady.

SUMI4ARY

A standardized cost-effectiveness solution to
whether a bridge should be rehabilitated or replaced
has been developed. The ålternatives were evaluated
by means of appropriate nathematical models that
have been developed fron generalized cash-flow dia-
grams. Inflationrs opposite effects on receipts and
disbursements were evaluated and illustrated by an
example. The example showed that if inflation is
ignored, the wrong decision can be reached and the
real cost will be significantly understated. The
standardized meÈhodology presentecl for cost-effec-
tiveness comparison of alternatives for bridge oper-
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ations should aid in optirnÍzing the use of limited
available funds.
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During the past decade new bridge construction and
reconstruction activities in the United States have
increased significantly. Many different types of
structures have been and are being built to replace
a large nu¡nber of deteriorated and deficient
bridges. This paper ís based on a study that covers
3,692 bridge replacement structures constructed in
Minnesota during 1973 to 1983. For the purposes of
this study, bridges with rnain-span lengths of up to
100 ft are considered as short-span structures.
Table I indicates different types and nunbers of
bridge replacenent structures included in this

Economic and Performance Considerations for
Short-Span Bridge Replacement Structures

J.J. HILL and Ä.M. SHIROLE

ABSTRACT

Bridges with span lengths up to 100 ft often
can be replaced vrith many different types of
structures. This paper is based on a study
covering economic and perfornance aspects of
3,692 bridge replacements in Minnesota dur-
ing the period 1973 to 1983. Initial ancl
subsequent costs as well as performance
problems and considerations for different
types of concrete, stêe1, and tirnber struc-
tures are discussed.



Material and Type of Structure
Other Than

State Routes State Routes
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TABLE I Type and Number of Structures, f973-1983

No. of Bridge Structures

Transportation Research Record 950

should justifiably influence the selection of cer-
tain t!Þes of structures.

AVAI I,ABLE TNFOR!,TÀTION

During the past 11 yeârs, nany ilifferent tlæes of
structures (see Figures 1-4) have been used in re-
placíng 3,692 bridges in Minnesota. For structures
other than culverts, construction cost data have
been available in terns of contract prices. TabLes
2 and 3 give construction costs per square foot for
different types of concrete, steel, prestressed-con-
crete, and ti¡nber structures over state trunk high-
ways and routes other than state trunk highvrays.
For culverts, however, construction costs per square
foot rdere not available. tlost recent installed
costs'per linear foot for commonly used types of
culverts are presented in Table 4.

AnnuaI inspection reports, field observations,
and special reports indicating problens for cllffer-
ent types of structures under severe Minnesota con-
dítions were reviewed. History of the _type and
extent of required naintenance activities as nell as
information on naintenance costs for different tl4)es
of structures in different age groups have also been
available. This infornation was analyzed to deter-
¡nine apparent performance patterns, Íf âny¡ for
different tl¡pes of structures.

ÀNAI,YSIS OF AVÀILABLE INFORMÀTION

Concrete Bridge Structures

ceneral Observations

For both trunk highways and other routes, concrete
culverts have been used in large nunbers as replace-
Í¡ent structures. Concrete culverts are relatively
simple and quickly constructe¿l and are well suited
for rural regions. The MÍnnesota Departnent of
Transportation has been replacing steel and concrete
structures with concrete box culverts (nostly pre-
cast) and concrete pipe arches. Slabs and channel
sections have been used, although in relatívely

Concrete
Deck and box girder, rigid frame, arch
Slab
Channel
Culvert

Box
Box (precast)
Pipe (round)
Pipe arch
Precast arch

Steel
Beam
Truss
Through, deck, and box girder
Arch
Culvert

Pipe
Pipe arch
Long span
Othe¡

Prestressed concrete
Beam
Slab and voided slab
Box girder
Double-T
Quad-T
Bulb-T
Channel and other

Timbe¡ and other
Timber

Beam
Slab
Box culvert

Masonry arch
Wrought iron girder
Alumi¡um box culvert

i
2
0

24
45

0
7s

4

82
6
6
I

5

I
8
6

202
2
3
2
0
2
0

10
1

0
2
0
0

251
20
20

4

60
280

41
t7

ô

24
59

68
98

8
I,499

88
¿o

1

33
133
30
12

66
321

8
11

I
5

Note: Construction pe¡iod 19?3 to 1983.

study. Available infornation on constructíon costs
as well as subsequent perfornance and required ¡nain-
tenance for these structures are evaluated to deter-
mine economic an¿l perfornance considerations that

ß_tffi
DECK GIRDER

Spans: 30'to 60'

RIGID FRAME
Spans: 40'to 80'

BOX GIRDEE
Spans: 60'to 100'

CONCRETE VOIDED SLAB
Spans: 20' to 50'

k**=-**.d
SLAB

Spans: 20' to 50'

CONCRETE ARCH

Spånr: 30' to 40'

PRECAST CHANNEL
Spans: 19'to 31'

8OX CULVEBT

Spans: 4'to l4'

REINFORCED
CONCRETE PIPE

Spans: 1' to I'

REINFORCEO CONCRETE
PIPE ARCH

SP¿n3: 2' to 14'

FIGURE I Concrete bridge structures.
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DECK TRUSS
Spsns: 40'to l0O'

METAL PIPE
Spans: 3' to 10'

I BEAMS
Spans: 30'to 100'

FIGURE 2 Steel bridge structures.

r<
THROUGH GIRDEB

Span¡: 20'ro 80'

.,^..t\
METAL PIPE ARCH

Spans: 3' to 20'

BULB ÏEE
Span¡: ¡10'io 95'

OUAO TEE

Soans: 3)'to 65'

FIGURE 3 hestressed-concrete bridge structures.

TIMEER BEAM

Span3:30' ro 60'

FIGURE 4 Timber bridge structures.

TRUSS

Spånr: æ'to 100'
OOUELE TEE

Spans: 30'to 65'

ì

I

I

L

A_m
I EEAMS

Spans: 30'to l0O'

Iì:t_]r
|-Elh___LIIT--Tr-- r0

It-----u l--!

METAL ELLIPSE
Spans: 10' to 30'

TIMBER SLAB

Spans: 18'to 32'

TABLE 2 Construction Cost, 1973-1983: Trunk Highway Bridges

Type

Year of
Construction Item Steel Beam

Steel
Continuous
Beam

Prestressed
Conclete
Beam Timber Beam

\973

1974

\97 5

197 6

t971

1978

1979

I 980

1981

t982

I 983

Range (g)
Avg ($)
No.

Range (g)
Ave (s)
No.

Range (S)
Avc ($)
No.

nanee ($)
Ave ($)
No.

Range (S)
Ave ($)
No.

Range (g)
Ave ($)
No.

Range (S)
Ave (s)
No.

Ranee (S)
Ave (s)
No.

Range (S)
Ave ($)
No.

Range (S)
Ave ($)
No.

Range (g)
Ave ($)
No.

32.00-4 I .00
37.5 0
4

29.00
29.00
1

12.00-27 .00
22.27
22

I 9.00-48.00
28.00
7

26.00-3 1.00
29.25
4

24.00-46.0Q

1

22.00-44.00
33.80
l5
24.00-68.00
45.44
18

3 5.00-1 00.00
s8.s9
t7

4s.00-1 1 5.00
69.7 5

17

44.00-120.00
60.71
7

28.00-12.00
49.55
22

40.00-71.00
55.24
21

I 6.00-24.00
19.57
49

22.00-32.O0
27.33
t8
20.00-32.00
26.42
24

22.00-47.00
28.21.
48

23.00-43.00
30.64
22

2s.00-48.00
34.64
26

29.00-66 .00
42.69
36

54.00-62.00
5 6.80
5

27.00-94.00
54.40
5

30.00-6 1.00
40.51
t4
29.00-7 0.00
46.64
14

I 5.00-32.00
25.20
5 (pedestrian)

34.00
34.00
I

54.00-5 8.00â
56.33
3

s7.00-l 27.00
91.50
6

69.00-l 12.00
83.33
3

9'.7.00
97.00
1

8 s.00-t 02.00
92.50
1

aOne timber stab bridge was buill at a cost of S53.Ooft2
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TABLE 3 Construction Cost, 1973-1983: Bridges on Other Than Trunk Highways
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Concrete

Year of
Construction

Continuous
Beam Rigid Frame Voided Slab

Box
CulvertItem Beam Channel Span Continuous Slab

1973

197 4

197 5

1976

1977

1978

r9'7 9

I 980

198 I

1982

I 983

Range ($)
Ave ($)
No.

Ranee (g)
Ave ($)
No.

Range ($)
Ave (S)
No.

Range ($)
Ave ($)
No.

Ranee (g)
Ave ($)
No.

Range ($)
Ave ($)
No.

Range ($)
Ave ($)
No-

Range (g)
Avg (S)
No.

Range ($)
Ave ($)
No.

Range (g)
Ave ($)
No.

Ranee ($)
Ave ($)
No.

25.17
2s.t7
I

19. l8
19.18
1a

38.90
38.90
I

36.51
36.51
1

16.00-2 8.00
20.66
7

I 7.00-3 I .00
21.29
l0
21 .00-3 6.00
27.40
6

25.00-26.00
2s.57
I

3 1.00-32.00
31.37
I

29.45
29.45
I

t4.00-29.00
18.44
6

1 5.00-23.00
1 8.57
7

27.00-32.00
24.9t
9

21.00-38.00
26.92
1l

27.00-42.00
33.7 5

4

37 .00-43.00
40.26
2

26.00-27 .00
26.26
1c

26.26

37.00-38.00
37.12
I

1s7.00-158.00
l5'7.35
I

41.00
41 .00
1

77.00-78.00
77.51
I

26.00
26.00
1

72.00-t25.00
98.00
2

22.00-28.00
25.44
4

25.00-26.00
25.24
I

27.00-32.00
29.22
4

47.O0-94.00
70.7 5
2

30.00-3 8.00
30.29
3

34.00-3 5.00
34.68
I

36.00-62.00
52.00
3

48.44
48.44
I

'RCC pipe arch, re¡âted to slab. voided-slab, and box-culvert styles.
oTrvo 

siab prestressed-concretc br¡dges were built at a cost of 531:6f12.
'Related to beâm stvle-

TA.BLE 4 Construction Cost, 1982: Culvert Structures

Type of Structure

snaller numbers, for county and local bridges.
Because of the need for tine-consuning falsework,
formwork, cure, and field quality control for such
construction cluring Minnesotars limited construction
season, there apppears to be a definite trend to
minirnize or eli¡ninate cast-ín-place reinforced-con-
crete construction. Further, because of their gen-
erally better quality and strength, standard pre-
stressed concrete beam sections are being favored
over both precast and cast-in-place reinforced-con-
crete sections.

Economic and ?erfor¡nance Considerations

The cast-in-place reinforced-concrete structures are
quite labor intensive, take longer to construct, and
generally cost more. This is particularly true in

the case of cast-in-place reinforced-concrete bean
and deck-girder type structures. For spans up to 50
ft, cast-in-place slab-type structures are simpler
to form and support and are less expensive to build
as well. Precast chånnel sections nake econonicaL
and speedy modular construction possíble and elimi-
nate the need for expensive field for¡ning and false-
work. These channel sections have been competitive
Ín price for spans up to 30 ft and have been widety
used by counÈy ancl tocal governments. Since 1979,
however, their use has been discontínued because of
severe concrete spalling around the reinforcement
located in their legs.

A review of required maíntenance and cost data
for concrete structures in the age groups of 0-10,
11-20, 21-30, and nore than 31 years indicates the
nain problems to be decks and railings. This is
especially true for bridges rnore than 31 years old¡
for which the naintenance costs have been consÍder-
ably higher. Better protection of surfaces exposed
to winter salt anal sand is therefore necessary.
This, however, is not critical for concrete culverts
because they do not have exposed deck systems.

Stee1 Bri¿lge Structures

ceneral Observations

S!ee1 bean is the predominantty used section for
structures on state routes. They are lighter in
ereight than concrete and offer possibilities of
year-round construction. lhey can be easily built

Cost
($/linear ft)

Cost
Size ($/linear ft)

Concrete
Box culvert
Pipe arch
Pipe
Precast long-span arch

Steel
Pipe (corrugated)
Arch (corrugated)
Long span (full ellipse)

12ftx9ft 600
169 in. 430
84 in. 160
40 ft 1,200

90 in. 190
71 in. 55
30 in. 400

Tftx3fl
22 in.
12 in.
3l ft

12 n.
l7 in.

220
30
20
670

l0
l0
700
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Steel
Prestressed Concrete Timber

Deck
Girder

Conti¡uous
Continuous Deck
Beam Girder

Precast
Voided Slab Channel Double-T Bulb-T Quad-TBeam

Beam Slab
Span Span

30.00-3 1 .00
30.38
I

20.00-21.00
20.7 6
i
1 7.00-28.00
22.82
5

23.00-32.00
25.r3
5

21.00-42.00
29.20
9

21.00-34.00
3 0.86
11

2s.00-5 3.00
35.46
t2
20.00-80.00
39.O2
15

6 1 .00-80.00
73.31
3

3 0.00-54.00
38.32
t0
34.00-5 0.00
40.50
6

37.00-64.00
41.60
6

I 5.00-1 9.00
17.26
6

1 7.00-20.00
1 8.60
2

21.00-26.00
23.46
3

25.00-26.00
25.87
I

26.00-44.00
34.39
9

3 I .00-32.00
3r.39
1

54.00
54.00
1

14.00-1 5.00
t4.43
4

1 9.00-2 1.00
19.66
3

I 8.00-38.00
23.59
10

l 8.00-24.00
21.23
8

20.00-30.00
23.90
3¿

24,00-3 s.00
28.79
63

I s.00-69.00
28.43
28

30.00-45.00
35.43
30

29.00-64.00
36.38
2l
29.00-46.O0
34.27
22

30.00-37.00
34.19
8

29.00
29.00
1

2 I .00-26.00
22.83
3

2s.00-4 1.00
30.88
l3
25.00-51.00
3 5.08
2',t

3 1.00-54.00
38.40
24

22.00-5 1.00
38.78
8

34.00-46.00
39.15
t1

25.00-49.00
38.06
17

32.00-5 7.00
41.57
9

23.00-24.00
23.83
1

37.76
37.76
1b

44.00-45:00
44.54
1

41.00
41.00
i
3 5.00-s0.00
42.4s
2

35.00-36.00
3 5.59
I

22.00-29.O0
24.99
3

27.OO-28.00
27.50
1

3l .00-42.00
34.86
10

36_00-64.00
36.82
5

24.00-36.00
30.91
5

30.00-43.00
34.13
3

27.00-42.00

5

28.00-5 6.00
41.97
4

34.00-77.00
44.93
10

3 5.00-37.00
3s.86
2

3 2.00-44.00
35.s0
5

39.0G44.00
41.'7 0
4

28.00-4 1.00
31.7 9
6

23.00-60.00
32.62
39

29.00-7 2.OO

40.40
33

3 3.00-40.00
37.4'7
6

29.00-s 0.00
34.30
l8
29.00-37 .00
33.25
8

3 r.00-3 9.00
34.6s
10

25.00-29 .00
26.69
2

on large skevrs and curves and are adaptable to
flared geonetry. This Ís a great a¿lvantage, espe-
ciåIly for state trunk highway brídges. The steel
beam sections are rdidely used for replacenent struc-
tures on other than state routes as weIl. Howevert
steel pipe an¿l pipe arch culverts are relatíve1y
simple and faster to install and are well suited for
rural- regions. Therefôrer these sections are pre-
dominantly used as rePlacenent structures for other
than state routes. Steel continuous-bean and plate-
gircler sections have also been used' although in
relatively smaller nurnbers, for county and loca1
bridges. The fabrlcatlon and erection of steel
built-up sections require skilled labor and exten-
sive inspection.

Econonic and Perforrnance Considerations

The steel beam sÈructure lends itself easily to
simplified and faster construction. For county and
local structuresr therefore' its cost has been quite
conpetitive with costs of prestressed-concrete bean
bridges. For state trunk highway bridgesr however,
the cost appears to be 15 to 20 percent higher than
that of prestressed-concrete beam structures. Spe-
cial skews and curves and fLared geonetry' r¡hich is
nore connon with state trunk highway bríclges' could
be reasons for such a difference in costs. Corrosion
at connections as well as under leaky expansion
joints an¿l fatigue crackíng at or near wel¿ls are of
concern in steel structures. F ire and accident

damage to critical structural components is also of
serious consequence.

A review of the required maintenance and cost
data for steel structures in the age group of 0 to
20 years indicates that decksr bearns, and joints
have the most problerns. Subsequently, problens with
bearings appear to alevelop in the age group of 21 to
30 years an¿l with substructures in the category of
nìore than 31 years. In generalr v¡elI over 50 pèrcent
of the maintenance costs relate to decks and beams.
Better protection for surfaces exposed to winter
salts and better drainage systens are necessary.

Prestressed-concrete Bridge Structures

General observations

use of prestressed-concrete sectíons for bridge
construction in Minnesota has been extensive. Modern
precasting, pretensioning, and transportation facil-
ities have made lighter' longer span sections eco-
nomically avail-able. Such sectÍons are manufactureil
year-round in plants by using higher-strength con-
crete and under stricter quality control. The stan-
dard beam sections are therefore predominantly used
for structures on Ftate routes. Prestressed double-
T, bulb-T, and quad-T sections, which were intro-
cluced in Minnesota in 1977-1978, do not require any
tleck forming and nake truly modular system bridge
construcÈ.ion possible. These sèctions are widely
used for structures on other than state routes.
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Econonic and Performance Consideratíons

For structures on state trunk highway routes, pre-
stressed-concrete beams are commonly used. The
standard prestressed-concrete bean structures have,
in general, been 15 to 20 percent nore economical
than steel beam structures. DoubIe-T, bulb-T, and
quad-T sections, because they elíninate the need for
deck forrning, have been nore economicaÌ than pre-
stressed beam sections. Further, the shallorver
depths of these sections necessitate. less extensive
grading work for the bridge approaches. This has
been particularly irnportant for counties and loca1
governments, because lriinnesota bridge funds are not
available for approach-grading work. Shallower
sections therefore reduce the dollar anounts of
locaI participation as weIl. Prestressed-concrete
bêan sections have been used for state trunk highway
bridges primarily because of heavy traffic loads and
cÕncern over danage to joints if quad-T sections are
used.

Double-T and bulb-T sections have also been used
for state trunk highway bridges because of their
longer span capabilitíes and less problems frorn the
number of bearings required. These sections are
used with 5 to 6 ín. of cast-in-ptace concrete slabs
over them to eliminate joint-cracking problems be-
tween sections.

A review of required naintenance and cost data
for prestressed-concrete structures ín the age group
of 0 to 10 years does not indicate any major prob-
Ierns. In the age group of 1l to 30 years, however,
expansion joints appear to require major naintenance
and in the category of more than 31 years beams need
major maintenance.

Tirnber Bridge Structures

General Observations

Timber bridge structures present a naturaL and aes-
thetically pleasing appearance. Hovrever, their use
is somewhat limíted to short span lengths. They are
seldo¡n used for structures on state trunk highway
routes. Timber brÍdges offer the possibility of
year-round construction with basic tools and minimal
maintenance costs. Further, they require a nuch
less sophisticated inspection than concrete or steel-
bridges. Tinber beam and slab spans are therefore
widely used on local and county routes. they are,
however, vulnerable to damage by fire, accidènts,
and insects.

Econo¡nic and Perfornance Considêrations

Of the tirnber-beam and slab span tlt)es commonly used
by counties ancl municipalities, the slab type has
been somewhat nore econornical than the bèan type.
Although their construction costs are somewhat com-
parable to sections such as the prestressed-concrete
quad-T, their naintenance costs are normally 1óer.
Except for icy conditions, the Minnesota environnent
has not been detrimental to timber bridges. Care-
fully placecl íce breakers and use of slånted me¡nbers
have successfully minimized ice damage. Use of
ring-shank nails and sinilar hartlware has success-
fully prevented lamination of tirnber me¡nbers.

A revier,¡ of requirecl naintenance and cost alata
does not indicate any najor problens for bridges in
the age group of 0 to 30 years. In general, major
maintenance of tirnber decks appeared to becone nec-
essary for bridges in the category of rnore than 31
year s.
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Culvert Structures

General Observations

A variety of concrete and metal culvert types have
been com¡nonly used Ín Minnesota when there is a
s¡nall streäm flow. The soil- pH and resistivity
deter¡nine whether a concrete or a netal culvert
would be appropriate for "a partícular location.
Since their introduction in the tnid-l-970s, longer-
span metal culverts have been well accepted by coun-
ties and municipalities. They have also been ac-
cepted for state trunk highway routes. In 1976,
precast concrete box culverts v¡ere introduced in
Minnesota. These have gained wide åcceptance because
of their rapid construction. precast concrete arch
sections are particularly suitabte when headroom
limits the use of round pipe sections. Their wide-
bottom shape fits well Ínto snall strean botto¡ns. A
new longer-span precast concrete arch type has been
recently introduced in Minnesota. This type consists
of cotûplete precast arch sections set on cast-in-
place concrete footings.

Economic and Perforrnance Consiclerations

Table 4 gives installed costs for different types of
culverts. Precast concrete arch sections have been
the nost commonly used because of their co¡npeÈitive
price, faster construction, and suitabiLity under a
variety of soil conditions. The less costly prefab-
ricated tnetal culverts are appropriate when conilÍ-
tions are less corrosive. Their abitity to be assen-
bled away from the site and placed by cranes nakes
then economical. Concrete floors, headwalls, and
dropwalls have been necessary to prevent the scour
problens of long-span metal culverts.

Concrete culverts need a good bedding and need to
be tied together to alleviate settlement and piping
problems. Concrete arch-type culverts have a ten-
dency tÕ fill in under low flovr con¿litions and re-
strict waterway openings. Inverts of netal culverts
disintegrate and need relining or replacenent. A1so,
poor compaction of soil during installation can
result in disÈortion or total failure of rnetal cul-
verts.

A review of requíred ¡naintenance of culverts
indicates problens to be related to either poor
construction practices or scour.

CONCLUSION

Certain clefinitive patterns have become apparent as
a result of thís study of 3,692 bridge replacements
in !,linnesota over the last 1I years. Some of the
conclusions are as follows:

1. There ís a definite trend år.ray from labor-in-
tensive and Èi¡ne-consuming types of construction;

2. A stronger emphasis exists on precast rather
than cast-in-place construction;

3. Although steel bea¡n and prestrèssed-concrete
bêams or double-T sectíons are nostly used for state
trunk highway bridges, counties and municipalities
have shown their preferênce for steel beams, quad-
Trs, and timber spans;

4. Different culvert types not only are a work-
able alternative but are widely useil as economical
bridge-replacement structures for state, county, and
local routesi and

5. Provisions for adequate protection of sur-
faces exposed to corrosive environments are neces-
sary to improve bridge performance and reduce future
maintenance costs.

Publícation of this paper sportsored by Contmittee on Structures Maintenance.
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Close-Range Photogrammetry for Bridge Measurement

FRED B. BALES

ABSTRÀCT

Studies have been conductetl to determine the
applicability of close-range photogrammetry
for the measurement of bridges. Included
are steel-beam cleflection measure¡nentr rec-
ords of deck deterioration, and dravtings for
thè docu¡nentation of historic structures.
Measurement and documentation by photogram-
metríc methods are of sufficient accuracy
for a variety of neasurenents involving
structures. when structures are rneasured by
the traditional hand-measurement nethod,
particularly for as-built an¿l historic docu-
mentation, the field vrork becones the most
labor-intensive phase. The photogrammetric
nethod can be effective by reducing the
manual labor, scaffolding, and other support
equipnent required to accotnplish such rnea-
surèrnent by hand. It can also ninimize
interruption to the flow of traffic.

close-range photoqrammetry is another precise tool
in the arsenal of measuring techniques now available
to the highrday and transportation professíon. Any
time thaÈ the sirnultaneous recording of a l-arge
nunber of points ís required, close-range photogram-
metry can becone most effective in mininizing inter-
ruption to traffic. It is also helpful in cases
where heavy traffic makes ordinary survey techniques
unsafe and inefficient.

This technology, sometimes referred to as non-
topographic photogrammetry, has been used in Europe
for several decades ín the architectural field for
the docunentation of historic structures and monu-
ments and for accident investigations. The acadenic
cornmunity in the United States has been active in
close-range photogramnetric projects for a number of
years, as have various industrial groups such as the
aircraft, automobíIer and shipbuíIding industries.
Unfortunately, photogrammetry has been slow to at-
tain recognition in the transportation field (1-!).

BACKGROIJND

It was not until the ¿lirector of the virqinia High-
viay and Transportation Research CounciL (VHTRC) 'Hordard Nêwlon, became aware of work being accom-
plished at the l,liami-Dade ComnuniÈy College by JÕeI
Kobelin that the potential of close-range photogra¡n-
metry was recognized by Virginia. It appeared to
have possibilities for the measurement and prepara-
tion of drawings as required by the National His-
toric Preservation Act of the 1960s and subsequent
federal-aid highway acts of the late 1960s and 1970s.

close-range phoÈogranrnetry has been approached
with guarded optinisn. The first attempt in 1979 at
taking close-range photography was through the use
of a cãmera owned by the virgínia Department of
Highways and Transportation (VDHT) ' a World war II
surplus Fairchild F-56 aerial ca¡nera. This ca¡nera
produced a negative 7 x 7 in. and was equipped with
a long-focal-length lens of 210 ¡un.

The camera was rather unwieldy anal had to be hand
held in a horizontal position' supported on the top
of a stepladder, and leveled in a crude fashion.
Single photographs were taken; the camera then was

repositioned over another point. By doing so' over-
lapping pairs of photographs suitable for stereo-
scopic vievring were exposed. Because of the long-
focal-length lens, the camera haal to be positíoned
sone distance fro¡n the object being pbotographed in
order to obtain sharp focus. This increased the
tikelíhood that obstructions such as treêsr utllity
polesr embanknents, buildings, railway carsr and
automobiles wÕuld block the line of sight. Of
course, this photography revealed the potential of a
close-range photograrunetric systen but was lacking
in image quality so essentiâl for the preparation of
adequate structure drawings. Howeverr it was dis-
covered fron these early experi¡nents that a fairly
Iarge-format carnera (Iarge negative size) and a
fairly short-focal-length lens (distance fro¡n lens
to filn) are needed, particularly when convehtional
stereoscopic napping instruments such as those now
available to most departnents of highways and trans-
portation are used.

VDHT has a completely equipped and fully staffed
aerial photogrammetric section, yrhich has wÕrked
cooperatively with the VHTRC to devêlop and inplg-
rnent a close-range photogranmetrlc systen to meet
new and expanding nee¿ls.

Research projects nere approved for Highway Plan-
níng Research funding by FHWA during the fall of
1980 to study the application of close-range photo-
grammetry to the measurernent of highway- anil trans-
pórtation-related structures. A search was initiated
at that time for ä metríc carnera to ¡neet the neces-
säry criteria.

Actually, there are a limite¿l number of manufac-
turers of close-range cameras worldwíde.¡ and few are
willing to rent their equipment on a short-tern
basis. The U.S. representâtive of Zeiss Jena was
willing to renÈ a Íìetric catnera' the UMK 10/1318,
equipped with a tens of 100-nn focal length and with
variable focus for exposures as close as 12 ft
(canera to object). The canera produces a negative
5 x 7 in. on glass plate for image stability' flat-
ness¡ and enhanced accuracy.

During the course of this reseârch effort, â
variety of transportatíon-related sites erere photo-
graphed. Tnenty-four sites v¡ere photographedr not
all of which were briilges. There $¡ere unique highway
markers, a tunnel portal, a cut-stone masonry cul-
vert, and archaeological sites. A test beam lras
also measured in the civil engineering laboratory at
the University of virginia.

Certain field rneasurements are needed for control
of horizontal and vertical scale within each stereo-
scopic overlappíng pair of photographs and for use
in the orientation of the photography in a nappíng
instrunent. SnaIl contrasting black-and-white tar-
gets 5 x I in. large have served adequately for
narking horizontal and vertical conÈroI positions
within the region being inaged (Figure 1). They
have been printed on card stock by using either
diazo equÍpment or a printing press. These were
tacked or taped to wood or taped to sÈeel struc-
tures. Others have been printed on a¿lhesíve-backed
material and placed on steel beans, and sÈ.iIl others
have been placed on steel beans by using magnets.
on some concrete bridges where the surface wouLd not
accept adhesives, a tenplate was used and the target
\^'as spray-painted on.

Inasrnuch as VDHT is using conventional optical-
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FIGURE I Targets used to mark horizontal and vertical control
positions.

mechanical stereoscopic napping equip¡nènt, certäin
constraínts are imposed by thè design of the Ínstru-
ments. The close-range cåmera movement is limited
to about 5 degrees of tip and tilt. Stated in photo-
granmetric terms, this is 5 ilegrees of omega, phi,
and kappa along the three rotational axes of the
instrument. It is also necesèary to position the
canera along a line essentially pârallel wíth the
oÞject beíng photographed. otherwise, a conditíon
is created similar to an aircraftrs losing altitude
between aerÍal camera exposures.

Close-range photogramnetry is a Iittle different
in nany respects fro¡n aerial photogranmetry. Its
reliability must be proven by cornparing the results
obtained with an' acceptable, time-honorèd conven-
tional tnethod of neasurement.

Structures were photographed under a variety of
weather and Iighting conditions. Most vrere taken
under excellent lighting conditions, but some \{ere
takên under overcast skies. Several sites were
photographed through Iight rain, and one structure
was photographed at night with floodlights. The
camera platforms varied fron creek bottoms, with the
photographer standing in waist-deep water, to a
special cherry-picker mount and a boat moved on a
Iine parallel to the bridge by using Iines and
anchor s .

This report will be confined to the nethodology
for measuring deflections on a laboratory test beam,
measuring deflections for one bridge, recording one
bridge deck, and historic docunentation for two
br idges.

METHODOLOGY

Test Beam

The hydraulically actuated test bench at the Univer-
sity of Virginia was located within a convenient
distance from a flat stationary wall. Thís wall in
the laboratory was suitable for the placenen! of
targets for phôtograrunetric control measurements
(Figure 2).

Control was arrangêd in a quadrilateral with all
sides and diagonals chain rneasured. Close-range
phoÈographs were tãken with the canêra posítioned 25
ft from the test l-beam and also were taken under
various loading conditions from two canera stations.
Dial gauges readíng to 0.001 in. were used to physi-
caIly measure the test I-beam deflection.

Tmage positions were measured on the photographs
by using a conparator that had l-micron accuracy for
use in an analytíc aerotriangulätion computer pro-
gram. Ivlanual and phoÈogrammetric neasurernents rdere
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FIGURE 2 Set-up to photograph test beam.

in close agreenent. The bearn with ¡naxirnum loading
deflected 0.408 in. The ¿lisagreement between close-
range photogrammetry and measurement by the conven-
tional netho¿l was 0.040 in.

Brídge Deflections

one of the structures on which the deflections was
neasured r¡¡as a nev¡ bridge under construction. ft
was of the continuous-bearn design wíth a total
length of 464 ft-. The distance betv¡een piers of the
span measured $ras 170 ft (Figure 3). The canera vras
positioned under the center of the span erith the
lens axis pointing upwârd. Dístance from the bottorî
of the beams to the three camera stations required
at this site was 36 ft.

FIGURE 3 Fifth Street Bridge, Lynchburg, Virginia (under
construction).

ControL targets were placed on the beams by using
adhesive-backed targets. The horizontal and vertÍcal
positions on the targets r.rere rneasured with a preci-
sion theodolite by using the triangulation method
from a neasured baseline. The deflection of the
t¡eams was also measured by differentíaI leveling.

Two sets of photographs were taken, one set at
the time of placenent of the steel beams and the
other seÈ after the pouring of the concrete deck
(Fígures 4 and 5). Here again the conparator with
an accuracy of I nicron and the analytic âerotrían-
gulation rnêthod were used for the conputation of
position.
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FIGURE 4 Fifth Stleet Bridge after placement of steel beams.

FIGURE 5 Fifth Street Bridge after pouring of concrete deck.

According to the design calculations' the naxinun
dead-load beam deftection should have lreen 2 ín.
However, by both photogrammetríc analytic aerotrian-
gulation and differential-Ieveling techniques' the
rnaximum deflection was determined to be only 3/8 ín.
(see TaL,le 1).

Bridge Deck

The bridge deck selected for this study is near
Harrisonburg where vA-33 crosses Interstate 81.
close-range photography r,ras taken foLlowing the
conventional bridge inspection team. while Èhe
travel lanes were still cordoned off for the nor¡nal
bridge inspection, the photographic crew moved in
with the cherry picker to take vertical photography.
The necessary horízontal and vertical control as
required for the photogramnetric work had been pre-
¡narked on the bridge deck just before phoÈography.

The Ínspection team had nade the normal surveyt
including the use of drag chain, to determine delam-
ination. The delaminated regions were marked by
using chalk on one section and spray paint on
another for ease of identífying them with the close-
range photography (Fígure 6). Fígure 7 shows the
photogrammetric record of the delanÍnation shown ín
Figure 6.

À bri¿lge deck could be photographed rapidly if
it was not for mandatory safety rules that reguire
the boom of the cherry picker to be returned to a

I Summary of Elevation Measurements on Fifth Street
Lynchburg, Virginia
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TABLE
Bridge,

No Load
(September 18, 1981) Loaded (April 21,1982)

Photo-
Differential grammetry

Point Levetng (ft) (fÐ

Photo- Ground
Differential grammetry Triangulation
Leveline (ft) (ft) (ft)

A- 1 7 14.88
A-2 714.65
A-3 114.49
A-4 714.31
A-s 714.t3

B- l 1 ts.02
B-2 714.80
B-3 714.63
B-4 7 14.45
B-5 ',ì 14.27

c-l 71s.11
c-2 7 14.90
c-3 7 14.'.7 3

c-4 1 14.5 5

c-5 1 14.3 5

7 14.8s 7 14.85
714.66 '.114.65

714.5t 714.49
714.34 7 14.32
7 14.12 714.13

714.99 114.98
714.79 714.'78
7 14,64 7 t4.62
7 14.46 '7 14.44
714.27 714.23

7 t5.O9 71s.07
114.89 714.89
714.73 '714.13

7 14.54 1 14.s3'714.33 714.30

714.85
'714.64

714.49
714.32
7 14.14

71s.02
114.80
714.62
'714.46

7 t4.27

7 I s.08
'714.90

7 14.7 3

714.55
'714.36

714.86
1t4.66
1 14.s 1

714.34
714.14

7 14.99
714.79
't 14.64
1r4.46
7 t4.27

7 15.09
714.89
'7 r4.73
'714.54

714.33

neuÈral position before it is moved to the next
camera station. Even with alI the precautionary
measures, exposures were taken at intervals on an
average of B min.

Historic Documentation

Thè two strucLures selected for inclusion in this
paper to show historic docu¡nentation illustrate
measurements and drawings prepared under favorable
and unfavorable conditions. As mentioned earlier'
the close-range photographs were taken under a vari-
ety of weather and lightinq conditions. A bedstead
pony truss bridge was photographed under overcast
skies in a drizzling rain with a fairly large ob-
ject-to-camera distance (Figure 8). This is the
type of condition to be avoided if at all possible.
The drawing of this bridge, a side elevation, was
prepared to a scale of I in. = 3 ft (Figure 9).

Hand measurernents of the actual bridge r.rere com-
pared with di¡nensions takèn from the photogra¡nnetric
drawing by using an engineerrs scale. In rnaking
such a comparison, it should be renembered that even
the width of a pencil line on the drawing can repre-
sent a measurenent as large äs I in. Paint and
corrosion buiLd-up on the bridge someti¡nes amount to
as much as 3,/8 in.

Sone of the hand measurements dÍffered by as much
as 3/4 in. fro¡n the scaled measurements. The results
are favorabÌe when considered as a percentage of the
total dinensions. Of the 15 points checked' 60

FIGURE 6 Bridge over I-Bl, Hanisonburg, Virginia, showing
regions of delamination.
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FIGURE 7 Photogrammetric record of delamination shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 9 Intermediate-stage photogrammetric documentation
of pony truss bridge.

percent differecl less than 2 percentt 87 percent
differed less than 5 percentt and only 2 readings
out of 15 were greatèr than 5 percent in error
(Table 2).

The cross-sectional neasurenents (those measured
perpendicular to the elevation plane) fared somewhat
better. Of 17 reaclingsr 4 \dere diffÍcult to read by
photogramnetry as well as by manual- nethoils. Rust
and paint build-up apparently caused erratic rea¿l-
ings, and the largest error of these four Ì{as as
great as I/4 ín. All other errors \rere less than

TABLE 2 Hand Measurement Versus Scaled Dimen-
sional Comparison, Pony Truss Bridge, Augusta County,
Virginia

Hand Scaled
Measurernent Measurement Difference

Location (in.) (in.) (in.)

l0
t1
l2
l3
t4
l5

7 1.37 6
u.Ì84
90.120
90.240
90.480
90.120
90.480

6.312
s.064
6.372
7. 188
9.564
6.000

5 6.88 0
r 83.480

71.400
I 0.800
90.000
90.600
90.000
89.400
89.700

6.000
4.800
6.600
6.900
9.600
5.700

56,700
I 83.600

0.o24
0.384
0.120
0.3 ó0
0.480
0.'t20
0.7 80
o.312
0.264
0.5 28
0.288
0.03 6
0.3 00
0.1 80
o.120

I/8 ín. There were 4 other points of the 17 that
were Ín error by onl-y I/64 in. (Table 3). Àctually'
on a percentage basis, 65 percent of the cross-sec-
tional measurement \ras less than 3 percent in error;
85 percent was less than 5 percent in error.

Results sinilar to those for the overall eleva-
tion of the bedstead pony truss were experienced in
checking the elevation of the joint detail of this
bridge (Figures 10 and 1I). The results were bettert
in most part because of a shorter object-to-camera
distance. Frorn a percentage standpoint' 67 percent
of the errors in measurement were less than 1/16 in.
and 92 percent were less than l,/8 in. (Tables 4 and
s).

Despite the unfavorable conditions encountered on
this bridge, the comparative results from hand and
scaled neasurenents were favorable. The engineers
concluded that drawings produced by photogrammetric
meÈhods for this site were as accurate as a hand-

FIGURE B Pony truss bridge, Augusta County, Virginia.
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TABLE 3 Cross-Sectional Dimensional Comparison, Pony
Truss Bridge, Augusta County, Virginia

TABLE 4 Hand Measurement Versus Scaled Dimen-
sional Cornparison, Pony Truss Bridge: Joint Detail

Location
Photogrammetric
Reading (in.)

Hand
Measurement
(in.)

Difference
(in.) Location

Hand
Measurement
(in.)

Scaled
Measurement Difference
(in.) (in.¡

1

2
3

4
5

6
'7

8
9

l0
ll
t2
t3
14
l5
l6
17

2.172
1.692
1.224
2.328
2.292
1.296
4.260
3.528
3.960
2.Q40
0.972
2.316

12.000
0.888
2.7'72
1.620
6;t92

2.187
1.8r3
1.375
2.313
2.250
1.359
4.250
3.469
3.7 50
2.000
1.000
2.3'7 5

12.016
0.906
2.87 5

1.688
6.87 s

0.015
0. l2l
0.151
0.015
0.o42
0.063
0.010
0.05 9
0.2 l0
0.040
0.028
0.05 9
0.016
0.018
0.103
0.068
0.08 3

2.3125
3.93'7 5

0.2 5 00
1.7500
5.t 87 5

2.37 5

9.500
6.000
0.3'7 5

r 4.s 00
5.625
2.167

2.3
3.9
0.3
r.-t
5.3
2.3
9.45
6.05
0.40

t4.5
5.4
2_05

0.0 1 25
0.037 5

0.0500
0.05 00
0.1 125
0.075 0
0.05 0
0.0s0
0.025
0
0.225
0.117

I
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

\2

TABLE 5 Cross-Sectional Dimensional Comparison, Pony

Truss Bridge: Joint Detail

Location
Photogrammetric
Reading (in.)

Hand
Measurement
(in.)

Diffe¡ence
(in.)

I
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

l0

1.O32
1.944
0.456
2.t096
7.2876
1.4496
0.336
0.462
2.352
8.844

1.000
r.969
0.37 5
2.212s
7.250
1.406
0.3125
0.s00
2.37 s
8.87 s

0.032
0.025
0.081
0.015
0.0376
0.o436
0.023s
0.038
0.023
0.031

few remaining novable spans in Virginía and the only
Scherzer rollíng lift highway Lrridge known to remain
in the state. Two viegrs were taken of this bridge,
known locally as the Hodges Ferry Brídge (Ports-
mouth, virginia). The fÍrst view, consisting of two
overlapping pairs of photographs, was exposed fron a

motorboat anchored in the river. The boat was moved
59 ft erith anchors along a line parallel to the side
of the bridge. The photograph ancl drawing are shown
in Figures 12 and 13.

The second view is of the rocker-arn detail,
which was used for dimensional analysis. ft was

FIGURE ll Intermediate-stage photogrammetric
documentation of joint detail of pony truss bridge.

¡neasuied docu¡nentation drawing, given a reasonable
scale drawing and a short object-to-camera distance.
The lesson to be learned is never to photograph a

site under conditions that are less than ídeal.
A structure photographed under ideal weather

conditions is a bascule span, which is one of the

FIGURE 10 Pony truss bridge: joint detail.

FIGURE 12 Hodges Ferry Bridge, Portsmouth, Virginia.
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in. difference bet$reen the two nethods (Table 6).
The conclusíon fro¡n this site is that the photogran-
metric method is potentially a reliable technÍque
for naking documentation drawings and for cross-sec-
tional neasurements on structures (4).

TABLE 6 Cross-Sectional Dimeruional Comparison, Hodges
Ferry Bridge

I

:

FIGURE I 3 Intermediate-stage photogrammetric documentation
of Hodges Ferry Bridge.

selected as an exanpte of a site that woul¿l be
prohibitively time-consurníng to hand neasure, to say
nothing of the dångers involved (Figures 14 and
L5). The high traffic volume on the narrord bridge
and its height above the water nade hand neasure-
nents hazardous.

Of the I8 poinÈs used for analysis, aII measure-
nents shor¡ less than I/8 in. difference between hand
and photogram¡netric neasurements. Of these, eight
show less than L/64 in. difference, three shogr less
thaî I/32 in., and six others show less than 1/16

FIGURE 14 Rocker.arm detail, Hodges Ferry Bridge.

FIGURE 15 Photogrammetric documentation of rocker-
arm detail, Hodges Ferry Bridge.

)- 
-,'l --

Hand
Photogrammetric Measurement

Locâtion Reading (in.) (i¡.)
Difference
(in.)

I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

l0
1l
12
l3
t4
l5
t6
t7
18

4.488
4.872
0.3 84
0.696
0.372
3.192
2.700
5.616
9.036
5.604
4.848

s9.964
5.520
2.736
0.300
0.408
0.684
t.092

4.5 156
4.87 5
0.37 5
0.7 50
0.37 5
3.250
2.687 5
5.625
9.0625
5.5625
4.7 50

59 .9687 5
5.500
2.687 5
0.312s
0.315
0.6875
1.125

0.027 6
0.003
0.009
0.0s4
0.003
0.058
0.0125
0.009
0.0265
0.0415
0.098
0.0047 5
0.020
0.0485
0.0125
0.033
0.0035
0.033

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that close-range photogran-
netry can provide fairì.y reliable measurernents for a
variety of applications. Close-range photogran¡netry
is applicable when a large number of poÍnts on ãbridge nee¿l to be recorded simultaneouily or in a
short period of tine. It is also applicable when
interruption to traffic needs to be ¡ninimized or
when ordinary survey techniques are unsafe, ineffec-
tive¡ or inefficient. ft ís recomnended that photo-
graphs be taken only under ideal tighting conditions.

Close-range photography provides a permanent set
of records for irn¡nediate or future use ín the eval-
uation and docunentation of bridges. ft can be usedfor as-built plans for new bridge structures as well
as for the documentation of historic briclges.

The results obtained frotn bearn cleflection were
rather inconclusivet therefore, it is reco¡nmended
that additional work be acconplished on this subject.
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Application of Load Spectra to Bridge Rating

FRED MOSES, MICHEL GHOSN, ANd RICH,{RD E. SNYDER

ABSTRÂCT

hportant safety decisions are made each
time a brÍdge is evaluated. Field inspec-
tions have concentrated on estimatíng dete-
rioration and dímensions of Ìoad-carrying
menbers. How to rneasure and use a load
spectrun at the site is described. Informa-
tion on truck loads, dynamic inpact' and
girder distribution can provide additional
daÈa for rating brídges. Five sites in ohio
are reportect. In addition' âlnost 100 other
instrumented bridges have been studied by a

sirnilar weigh-in-motion operation, which
uses existing bridges to províde equivalent
static weights of passing vehicles. Weight
data are unbiased because the fíeld opera-
tion is undetected by'drivers. The ¡neasured
bridge load spectra can replace conservative
ÀASHTo rating recom¡nendations for inpact and
gírder distribution factors. In order to
enhance this application a reliabílity or
probabilistic approach incorporates the
measured site load spectra in evaluating the
bridge safety. Loâding is modeled by randorn
varíables inctuding truck weíght' traffic
volunê (affecting multiple presence) r âxlê
spacings and loads' ínpactr girder distribu-
tion, and measured stresses. A load simula-
tion forecasts the maximu¡n response fot
periods corresponding to inspection inter-
va1s. The calculation íncorporates uncer-
tainties and provides a reliability neasure
for comparíng bridge safeÈy. Exanples in-
clude ultinate strength and fatigue-limit
states. strat.egies are described for using
the load spectra and the reliatrility nodel
to develop load factors for rating¡ sched-
ules for inspection intervals¡ Posting con-
tro1, and redundancy evaluation.

The evâluation or råting of exísting bridges is a

contínuous activity for rnost bridge bureaus. vital
safety decisions nust be rûade to repair, rehabilí-
tate, postr close, or replace an existinq bridge.
Existing nanuals provide ínspection techniques and
guidelines for rating. The field inspection estab-
lishes deÈerioration and dinensions of load-carrying
rnembers. The rating (strength) checks generally
follow proceclures símilar to AÀsHTo design inclucling
specified design J.oads, girder distribution and
impact factors, and allowable stresses. Some flexÍ-
bility in choosing safety factors is usually avail-
able.

Recent proposals for rating modifications Ínclu¿le
load-factor design and reliability-based load and
resistance safety factors (1). One goal is to nodify
raÈing values if additional field inspection effort
or analysis and load response are carried out (2).

BRIDGE LOADING SPECTRA

Ideally, the bridge rating engineer is in a better
position than a clesigner to establish nore precisely
both the loading spectru¡n and the capacity for an
exísting structure. The uncertainties that should
affect the safety factors are quite different for an

existing bridge fron those needed for a design that
is not yet buiIt. The acquisition of di¡nensions and
naterial properties is routine and will not be de-
scribed here. However, the acquisition of loacl and
bridge response data ís not routine, even though
hundreds of bridges have been tested in many coun-
tríes. one reason for its limited use in rating may
be thê need for a simplified measurernent systen.
Bridge tests are costly and often use specialized
equipment and processing programs. Eguipment and
test procedures must be available for routinely
measuring load spectra. A second difficulty is the
incorporation of a measured load spectrutfl into the
for¡nulation of rating factors.

In this paper some fietd methods for routinely
acquiring bridge load spectra and response statis-
tics and a probabilistic model for applying this
information ¡¡iIl be described. The field rneasurenent
system for obÈaining load spectra is an extension of
the weigh-in-motion (wlu) concept developeal at case
western Reserve University for the ohio Department
of Transportation (ODOT) and FHWA (3). It sras orig-
inally developed to provide truck weight and traffic
statistics. A recent test prograrn extended the
methodology to obtain bridge performance ¿lata also
(4). This infornation on truck loads' bridge gircler

"îr."".", and clynarnic response can provicle valuable
data for evaluating an existing bridge.

In order to utilize this data base of acguired
1oâd spectra a reliabitity-based fornulation is
described. It can calibrate appropríate load factors
in conjunction with predictions of the ¡naximum ex-
pected truck loading and can even account for paral-
lel-redundant load paths. The reliabilíty ¡nodel
also incorporates the measured statistics of girder
distribution and inpact. Risk assessments of ulti-
mate strength and fatigue lives are gíven. strate-
gies based on the acquired site-specific load
spectra are discussed for inspection, rehabilita-
tion¡ and pernit control.

LOADING ANALYSIS

For nost short- and ¡nediu¡n-span briclges' the criti-
cal loading is self-weight an¿l heavy truck traffic.
Self-vreight can be estimated tluring inspectíon fron
cores ancl recorded dinensions. The repetitíve heavy
vehicle loatls rnay cause fatigue cracks, instability,
permanent displacementr or collapse.

Each live-load event depends on truck weight and
axle loads and intèrvals bet\deen closely spaced
vehicles (headways). In a critical component'
stresses also depend on load ¿listribution and bridge
dynanics, which for the design were estimateil fron
simplified moclels. Current load specifications aLso
reflect the truck traffic in existence many decades
ago. Changes in truck traffic, includíng heavier
Iegal and permit vehicles and other trends, are
important. Such changes are as follows:

I. Increased gross weights: unl-ess accompanied
by longer axle lengths, heavier vehicles índuce
greater longitudinal bending no¡nentsi

2. Influence of closely spaced axles: increased
tanden and triaxial weight combinations signifi-
cantly affect conponent stresses sensiÈive to con*
centrated wheel loadsi

3. Traffic increases: the frequency of platoons
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of closely spaced vehicles, superínposing their toad
effects, increases wiÈh higher volumesi

4. Enforcenent: there is concern that citizen-
band (CB) radio communication and by-pass options
have decreased legal load enforcernenti also, little
is known about whether posting signs has any effect
on restricting loads;

5. Maintenance: bridge load spectra neasurements
shovr that the major influence on dynanic response is
roadway roughness (3,i); ana

6, Bridge lives: it is evident that initial
estimates of 40 to 70 years for bridge lives are
often being surpassed.

Live-l,oad Variables

The rando¡n girder stress (S) caused by å truck move-
nent across a bridge in a typicat multistringer
bridge may be written as

S = mWghI/S*

where

W = the vehicle weight,
m = a factor to convert gross

moment ,
h'eight to bending

g = gir¿ler dÍstribution fåctor (stringer
analysis),

h = variable to account for influence of multipte
vehicles on overloading (function of traffic
volume) ,

I = impact due to dynamic response, and
S* = girder section modulus.

In design or rating ¡nanuals Èhe load (I{) and mo¡nent
factor (m) are specified by the recommended axle or
l-ane loads. The analysis or load distribution to
individual girders ís also specified, for exanple¡
gírder spacing dÍvided by 5.5, for steel girders
(6). These factors noninally assurne so¡ne nultipte-
presence arrangenent, represented here by h. The
dynanic allowance is also specified anil fornulas are
usually given for calculating effective section
moduli. The prediction of the loading either for
repeated spectra (fatigue) or naxi¡nun response
(strength) must include the uncertaínties in W, rn,
9, h¡ I, and Sx.

For a neer design, uncertainty in W and m and the
volurne (affecting h and fagitue tife) wíIl be large,
especially when projected over long periods. Sini-
larly the analysis uncertainties 9r I, and S* will
be significant even with accurate finite-element
analysÍs because of variations in stiffness factors,
dinensions, and long-term changes.

In a bridge evaluation, there should be consider-
ably lower levels of uncertaintíes íf rneasurements
of load spectra can be macle. In addition, if the
inspection or evaluation inÈervals âre short (less
than 5 years), the i¡npact of uncertainty in future
traffíc projections should be ninirnized. A descrip-
tion of how Èhe load spectra study can be perforned
is given tater.

Reliabilitv Modeling

A safety criterion is needed for evaluating existing
bridges or designing new structures. Basing the
safety criterion on the traditional allowable stress
nethod nay lead to inconsistent designs. A better
approach has been shonn to be load-factor design in
which different load factors for dead and vehicle
loading can account for respective levels of uncer-
tainty (1,6). A rational safety goal is to keep the
faÍlure risk below some econonically acceptable
limit. The difficulty lies in calculating risks in
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the likely range of usefulness, typically less than
0.001 failure rate per year.

As a consequence a reliabilíty model has been
introduced in developing design codes in the united
States and abroad for buildings, offshore struc-
tures, and so forth (7). It has also been adopted
in Canada for bridge design (1). It is based on a
noninal measure of reliability, na¡nely, a safety
index, which can be irnplenented vriÈhout detailed
probabilistíc calculations. The safety index (often
caIled beta) can be used in brídge rating for two
najor purposes3 establíshnent of priorities for
bridge rehabiLitation based on safety measures and
incorporation of past experience to establísh target
safety indices for rating li¡nits.

A general model for reliability begins with a
failure function (g) such that g < 0 inplies failure.
A sÍ¡nple case would be a structural element with
strength R loaded with dead (D) and vehicle (L)
loads. Thus,

(1)
C=R-D-L

expresses the safety criterion.
can then be expressed as follows!

(2)

The safety index

Safety index = mean of g/standard deviation of g (3)

Accurate calculations of ß have been developed
that for rnany distribution functíons provide a good
agree¡nent wíth risk determined fron simulations.
Risk is given as follows:

Risk = F(P) (4)

where F is the nor¡nal (caussian) distribution.
Àn excellent source for this material ís the

recent report on the fortnulation of the ANSI A-59
building coile (f). It also contains a computer
program for calculating 6 given an equation for g.
An inportanÈ application of B is the calibration of
load factors (f) and resistance safety factors (ô).
A target ß (typically in the range of 2 to 4l is
deter¡nined from existíng specifications and field
performance. The calíbration finds the safety fac-
tors in a load- and resistance-factor safety check
similar to load-factor design:

@R>7¡D+7¡L

y's and ôts are found to provide the target ß

over a full range of applications. For example, an
analysis of the current AASHTO code shôwed how load
factors can be chosen to give more constant ßrs
for different spans and ratios of dead to livè load
(8). The ínput in the ß calculatíon is the mêans
and variances of each of the load and resistance
variables. Although data mäy be limited, a sensi-
tivity stu¿ly show€d that the calibration exercise
reduces the importance of small changes in the data
base. This occurs i{hen both the target ßrs and
the safety factors use the same data base.

Subsequently, ßrs are calculated for the fatigue-
limit states and the naxí¡num-load-linit state.

FIELD MEASURE!4ENT OF LOÀD SPECTRÀ

The nost inportant ingre¿lient in the load rnodet is
accurate truck weight statistics. Avoidance of
static scales is well recognized and by-pass routes
make such scales ineffective for obtaining accurate
highway weight stâtistics. For several years there
has been worldwide interest in producing an un¿le-
tectable systen for autornatically weighing trucks
rnoving at nornal highway speeds. A variety of pave-
ment insert scaLes have been tested. These flexible

(s)
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plates respond to vertical forces and are calibrated
to give histograms of recorded wheel loads. The
problems encountered are due to scale flexibility
and the bounce when a massive flexibl-e vehicle moves
on a rough pavement at hígh speeds. The vehicle is
typically on the scale for only a portion of its
natural periocl, and large systematic errors nay
occur because of force oscillation. As a conse-
quence, pavenent scales are nore accurate for low-
speed sortíng at busy weigh stations.

Recently the authors and their colleagues at Case
extended a system of bridge measurenents E) used to
obtain strain historíes to also obÈain truck weight
infor¡nation. The weighing systern has reache¿l the
stage of relatively routine operation by ODOT (3,4),
FI{WA (9), and other groups to nonitor truck weights.
Thus fär, ¡nore than 100 sites have been surveyed.

Brief1y, the WIM systen uses existing bridges as
equivalent statíc, scales. Trucks rnove at normal
speeds and drivers cannot detect the weighing opera-
tions. Vehicle speeds and dimensions are obtained
via tapeswitches bonded to the roailway (Figure l).
Bridge girder response comes frotn reusable strain
transducers clamped to steel flanges or bolted to
concrete beams. The girder influence line provides
a si¡nulated strain record. The vehicle axle weights
are obtained by autornatically natching the measured
and simulated strains (10). The data recording,
rnonitoring, ând weight calculation are done in real
tine on a ninicomputer in an instrument van usually
parkecl beneath the bridge. A known calíbration
truck is used to establish a relationshíp bet\reen
strains and truck weight.

Sites monitoreil by thís procedure have included
single-span and continuous steel girders and rein-
forced and prestressed-concrete bea¡ns. The accuracy
of the WIM weighing has been verified in severaÌ
studies by conparing it wíth static weighings G,9).It is important for planning that the weight predic-
tions be unbiase¿I. The WIM surveys have provided
general weight trends, which, however, are still
Iinited for bridge load and fatigue-spectra modeling.

In a recent modification to the system, strain
and traffic data were taken on a continuous basis
(4). This provides a totât picture of truck traffic
includíng weÍghts, Iane occupancy, headways in each
1ane, rnaximu¡n stresses, girder dístributions, i¡n-
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pact, and so forth. Field operations r¡ere perforrned
during the summer of 1982 at five sites ín northeast
Ohio including four steeL and one concrete-bea¡n
bridge. An example of a recorded event is given in
Figure 2. The event shor¡n is two trucks moving side
by side. The processing of the strain record gave a
68.3-kip vehicle in the driving lane and a 31.4-kip
vehicle in the passing lane with axle weights as
shown. ?his processíng required influence coeffi-
cients for each lane and girder, which are obtained
with the calibration vehiele run at normal speeds in
each lane position. One inftuence exanple is shown
in Figure 3.

Some 8-16 hr of continuous recording nere typi-
cally obtained at each of the sites investigated.
On a routine basis ít is expected that a site could
be ¡nonitored in about 2 days, including set-up,
calibration, data acquisitíon, and processing. It
should be noted thât the truck weight and traffic
data are applicable to any bridge along the sane
highway, whereas the bridge response parameters
(irîpact. girder stresses) apply only to the struc-
Èure being studied. Thus, either a rehabilitation
or a replacement structure would also benefit from
the load spectrurn.

To illustrate the acquísition of a load spectrum,
a typícal site study is outlined. The application
to reliabílity rnodels for rating, fatigue, and load
prediction is given in Èhe next section. Table I
contains the truck weight distribution measure¿l by
the VIIM system at a site in Ohio on I-90. ft shows
average gross weight, standârd deviation, and aver-
age axle distributions for the rnost conmon truck
categories. An example of a ¡naximum stress distri-
bution is given in Figure 4, which illustrates the
low stress leve1s (less than 6 ksi) observed in nost
bridge studies. Table 2 shows average measured
girder distribution factors for the several steel
girder sitesi the correspon¿ting AÀSHTO values are
included. Note thât when trucks are occupying both
lanes, the AASHÎO distribution generally is conser-
vative.

Dynamíc factors in Table 3 were calculated from
exa¡nination of the strain oscÍllatíon. This has not
yet been automated because the dynanic oscillation
can be confused with static strain variations caused
by axle spacings. It is inaccurate to use spectral

IIsIRIÐITÐ GIMAS

FIGURE I Typical WIM installation.
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FIGURE 3 Inlluence lines for a five-girder bridge.
FIGURE 2 Sample record of two side-by-side trucks.

TABLE I Truck Statistics Obtained by WIM System (Ohio, I-90)

Catego¡y
No. of
Vehicles

Percentage
of Total

Gross Weight (kips) Axle Weisht Distribution (%)

Avg SD Front Drive Rear

Two-axle single
Lane 1

Lane 2
Three-axle single

Lane I
Lane 2

Four-axle semitraile¡
Lane I
Lane 2

Five-axle semitrailer
Lane I
Lane 2

Five-axle split
Lane 1

Lane 2

l s.8 5 .94
15.8 4.14

27.9 6.74
25.6 5 .09

32.4 12.12
32.9 5.0ó

50.8 17.73
48.8 18.49

53 .87 17 .5 5

39.98 15.50

33.57 66.44
30.34 69.62

30.09 69.46
36.t2 63.8s

t7.89 38.25 43.80
73.87 35.07 41.03

13.86 48.08 38.03
t4.04 48.43 3'7.49

l 1.93 47.s4 40.50
19.86 4s.12 34.38

63
9

29
5

45
4

217
52

l0

I2
2

5

I

9
1

42
10

7
2

TABLE 2 Average Girder Distribution Factors

Percentage of Total Stress by Girder
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AASHTO
Value
(6) (%)Site

E,*
H

I-90
Case I
Case 2
Case 3

I-7 I
Case 1

Case 2
Case 3

I-80 westbound
Case 1

Case 2
Case 3

I-80 eastbound
Case 1

Case 2
Case 3

6.4 19. I 40.6 25 .9 7 .1 0.8
0.2 7 .4 19 .2 29 .9 29 .6 1 3.6
3.3 13.3 29.9 27.9 18.4 7.2 36

7.6 27.2 33.9 20.5 9.5 1.5
-0.3 14.0 22.5 30.1 23.0 10.6
3.7 20.6 28.2 25.3 16.3 6.1 36

18.2 37 .9 34.0 9 .7 0.1 NA
-0.1 9.9 34.2 37.2 18.9 NA
9.1 23.9 34.t 23.5 9.5 NA 33

23.'1 37 .9 25.9 I l 8 0.6 NA
0.3 I1.0 27.2 42.9 18.ó NA

12.0 24.5 26.6 27 .4 9.6 NA 3 3
2,0t.0

FIGURE 4 Histogram of maximum
stress distribution.

Note: ca8e l: truck in ¡ight lane (measuted); case 2: truck in left lane (measured);
case 3 : side-by-side trucks of same weight (hypothetical). NA = not applicable.
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Record

TÄ,BLE 3 Dynamic Factors for Typical Truck
Records (Ohio, I"90)
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RELIAAILITY ASSESSMENTS

The prevíous sectíon showed hon a load spectrum data
base could be acquired. This section provides ap-
plication of the data to load forecasting and cal-
culation of safety inilices for ultimate strength
(conponent and system) and fatigue.

Load Forecasting

Load spectrurn data have been typically taken for
1- or 2-day periods at each site. Adjustments for
dailyr weekly, and seasonal variations can be nade
by using more extensive weight survey information
gathered for pavenent, enforcementr and other plan-
ning purposes. The first step in brídge reliability
modeling is to forecast naxinu¡n bending nonents.
These depend on the truck weight distribution, axle
spacing and axle weight distribution (variable n
given previously), and truck volune (which affects
headway). Às an illustration the load data taken at
an I-90 (Ohio) site are used to forecast dístribu-
tion of maxi¡num bending moment for a 100-ft sinple
supporteal span. Several t!'pes of loatl-rnodeling
programs have been used Ín such forecasting, includ-
ing simulation, üarkov renewal nodels, and sinpli-
fied approximations, a1l of which are ín generaL
agreenent (lÐ. Figure 7 sho¡rs a rnaximum monent
distribution for a lo-year forecast by using five-
axle vehicles with constant axle spacíngs and yreight
distribution. These forecasts, which ignore future
grosrth in truck weights, are in the forn of prob-
ability distributions. The mean and variance are
the ¡nost important para¡neters neeiled in the failure
function (Equation 1) to calculate g. This was
done by using a level-2 reliability anatysls E).
The data for dead 1oad, live load, and strength are
presented in Table 4. Using the failure function in
Table 4 provided a ß of 3.I. It should be noted
Èhat the live-load data are based only on a limited
number of sites.

25m lm im HÌ€Nr Krp_Fr

FIGURE 7 Distribution of maximum bending
moment for a l0-year forecast.

For study of design safety and load factors,
ß's should be calculated for different span and
support configurations. The ain is to obtain rea-
sonably uniform Brs over the range of code appli-
cability. Because the current load specifications
do not rnatch neasured load spectra, there will
Iikely be scatter in 8rs. Taking an average of
these ßrs gives an appropriate target antl choosíng
the dead- and live-Ioad factors (7rB) can also
srþoth out any variations ln g.

Impacta
(7o)

t
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13
ll
t'7
20
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13
I7
18
19
20

26
26
23
t4
t9

-a
li-

aMeasu¡ed on most heavily loaded gkder.

analysís for finding dynanic response for bridges
grith spans less than 125 ft. Figures 5 anil 6 show
headway spacings between moving trucks in the sane
lane or moving in different lanes. This gives the
data for constructing the load superposition rnodel
or the headway variable (h) define¿l earlier. Data
on section modulus sx can also be inferred by
taking the bendÍng r¡onents and dividing by the
gircler stresses. In the ínstances stu¿liedr such
dâta níght be misleading because the bridges were
desígned to be noncomposite but obviously exhibited
considerabLe conposite action. More detailed stualy
of the variable Sx is still needecl.

'[füPIt€ ]f,S',Tüt0

sfATEl=l SÍATEI=l

PoPu-Arro'¡ = 10tl

5.0 10,0

FIGURE 5 Histogram of headway for trucks in right lane.

5,0 10,0

FIGURE 6 Histogram of headway for trucks in Ieft lane
approaching trucks in right lane.

È
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TABLE 4 Data Base for B Calculatioru Without Meaeured Load Spectra at Site

Random Variable Mean

Coefficient
of
Va¡iation
(%) Comments

R
D
m,w,h

c
I
Total live load

l.l AASHTO (i,676.4 kip'ft)
I,673 kip.ft
4,450 kip.ft

0.3
1.1 1

1,482 kip.ft

Resistance: nominal AASHTO strength
Dead loada
Obtained from simulation of maximum moment by usilg

measu¡ed truck data and average truck volume
(V = 2,500/day)

Maximum girder distribution factor: based on 4 sites (4)
lmpact factor: based on l0 sites (13)
Calculated: live load = mWhgl

l5
l0
20

ll
ll
25

Note: Failùre futrction = R - D - mwhgl (assume log no¡mal dist¡ibutions); loo-ft span (span length affects R, D, m)
a Based o¡ data from Moses and chosn (B).

Rating

An írnportant fact in rating is that the bridge is
availåble for naking observations relating to both
capacity (deterioration) and the load spectrurn. Ttre
rating should be viewetl as part of ãn important
control process in producing acceptable sâfety. A
model of demand (load) and capacity (resistance) for Þ
a bridge similar to the fundamental reliability H
nodel nay appear as shown in Figure 8. The load and H
strength freguency distributlons for the as-buiIt
contlitions will show little overlap, indicating high
reliability. Over time, the strength deteriorates
and the loads generally increase. If nothing ís
done to rehabilitate any damage or control the
loads, the risk may Íncrease to unacceptable levels.
Inspection is part of this control process.

FIGURE B Reliability model for bridge rating.

To illustrate, consider the load tnodel descríbed
previously. Figure 9 shows a si¡nulated dístribution
of the naxinu¡n bending nonents for perioils of I day,
I month, I year, and 5 years. The increasing load
suggests thaÈ the inspection interval is important.

In the absence of a measured Load spectrurn, the
design specification must be useil to calculate de-
sign nornents. These values will have greater un-
certainty than a rneasured load spectrun deterníned
at the site. For exanple, the overall live-load
coefficient of variation is 25 percent without â
neåsured spectrurn, which compares vrlth 15 percent in
Table 5 when neasurements have been taken. Note
that only a few sites have yet been ¡nonitored, so
the data base in Tables 4 and 5 nust be vieeed as
still tentative.

Às one application of this data, Figure 10 com-
pares ß's for different estímates of section de-
Èerioration for the case of an available loail spec-
trum with the case in which measurements are not
made. The higher Brs reflect the loner uncertain-
ties with neasure¿l load spectrum. In fact, another
advantage of the measured spectrum ís the ídentifi-
cation of the mean load, which rnay differ signifl-
cantly frorn the specification loads. For the same

rm '* 3m *ffii.
FIGURE 9 Distribution of maximum bending moment
for different rating periods.

TABLE 5 Data Base for B Calculations with Measured Load Spectra
(Ohio, I-90)

Coefficient
of

Random - Va¡iation
Variable Mean (%) Comments

Sx 404.8 in.3
Fy 40 ksi
Der 0.9

D 186 kip.ft

m, ril, h 1,092 kip.ft

0.30

1.2

Note: Failure function = S*F"D"¿ - D - mwhgl (assume log nornal distribution);40-ft
span, two lanes.
uR 

= Fy.sr.D"t.

paranetric data in Tâb1e 5, Figure 11 shows reduc-
tion in ß with the increase of the nean value of
the load spectrum. Figures L2 and 13 show the effect
on I i{ith measure¿l lrnpact anal girder distributíons
as conpared with using AASHTO specification values.

Redun¿lancy

It is generally recognize¿l that redundant or paral-
IeI loa¿l paths are necessary in case of accidental
loadings or conponent failures (caused by fatigue
and brittle or even ductile behavior). It is pos-

i0
15

l0

t2

8

l.lI

Section modulus: from site plansa
Yieldstress(7)a
Dete¡ioration factor: mean assumed
from inspectiona

Dead load: estimated from site
plans

Obtained from simulation based on
I-90 volume

Measured maximum girder distri-
bution factor

Measured impact
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FIGURE 10 Beta for different estimates of deterioration
(40.ft span).

r,4 ûm

FIGURE 1l Beta for different values of mean load (40.ft span).

sible to co¡npare, for exanple, a two-girder with a
five- parallel-girder systen, as shown in Figure
14. If the first yield capacity is the same for
both systems, the five-girder system has both a
higher collapse load and greater reserve capacity if
one of the girders should fail. Different co¡nponent
faílure sequences or failure trees have been modeled
in a reliability framework and are reported else-
where Gf,f2). A danage index (slrnllar to ß) is
introduced to íntegrate the consequences of load
occurrences beyond the initlal cornponent failure.
Redundant systens will have lower expected damage
lndices than statically dleterminate st.ructures.
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These da¡nage indíces nay also be included in a rat-
ing strategy, but further work is needed to make the
system methodology easy to apply.

Fatigue

Fatigue checks are not normally part of a bridge
evaluation, because it would appear imprudent to
recor¡¡nend precautions such as posting based only on
a calcuLation and no observatÍon of cracks. Labora-
tory tests of similar specimens often shor.r varia-
tions with orders of nagnitude in fatigue tife.
Nevertheless, a fatigue check may often identify
critical components for detailed field inspection
and perhaps âIso sehedule inspection intervals. À
load spectrum can aÌso bc introduced in the risk
assessnent for fatigue damage.

The fatigue of steel bridge menbers is determined
by an averaging process. Each vehÍcle crossing at
time t contributes to the cu¡nulative damage tD(t)].
The failure function mây be written as follows:

g=D1 -D(t)

D¡ is the danage at
nean of 1.0 according
danage rule. Sumrning
of stress range cycles

D(t) = (vt/Ð > sÍ f(st)

where V is the truck volume.

(6)

faiJ.ure, which should have a
to Èlinerrs linear cunulative
over the frequency histogram
(s1) gÍves Gl)

(7)

The cubic ter¡n clerlves

1.2L00,8

1,0 1,15 l/t**ro
FIGURE 12 Beta for different values of mean impact
(40.ft epan).

c.85

0,n 1.0 L25 i/s**o
FIGURE 13 Beta for different values of girder distribution factor (40-ft
span).
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Site
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to guide inspection frequency and the location of
potentíaI flaws.

CONCLUSIONS: STRATEGIES FOR BRIDGE EVALUATION

The routine acguisition of site-specific bridge load
and response spectra has been outlined. In addition,
a reliability assessnent neasure, namely, the safety
index, could be used to rate the safety of a partic-
ular design. There are several possible appticatíons
of load spectra neasurenents that can lead to ¡nore
efficient strategies for inspection, evaluation, and
pernit and load control.

Inspection

Funds are limited and reliability assessnents nay
identify critical elernents and assist in identifying
inspection intervals. Fatigue-calculated ßts nay
identify bridge locations where cletailed crack in-
vestigation is warranted.

Posting

rf low safety indices are found for maxi¡num loading
conditions, posting is warranted until repair or
rehabilitation can be undertaken. wlll operations
can assist ín deterniníng }¿hether posting limits are
obeyed.

Legal Load Linits
I

The inpact of higher load limits will be reflected
in the reliabiJ.ity ¡nodel with lower safety índÍces.

Pernit Loads

Reduced load factors rnay be vrarranted if loading is
carefully controlled, as in the case of escorted
permit vehicles. This can be reflected by reduced
load uncertainties givíng higher ß,s in the reli-
ability modeI.

Enforcenent

Evaluation of enforcement effectiveness is important
in reducing load uncertainties. The impact of such
enforcement becomes apparent in the calculated ß

values. The cost of increased enforcement should be
balanced by the improvements in bridge safety.

Rating

Load and resistance factors in rating calculations
need to be different from values used in design
because of exposure perioal and available performance
data (1). The existence of a measured load spectrun
at a site should permit reduced load factors. Flexi-
bility in incorporating the measure¡nents ín rating
decisions will encourage bridge engineers to seek
more field data to corroborate their calculations
and enhance bridge safety.
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A Pragm atic Approach in Rating Highway Bridges
SHIH C. PENG

ABSTRÀCT

À procedure is presented for rating highway
bridges for regulation loads without causing
yielding of the bridge naterials. The pro-
cedure consists of three major parts: the
rneasurement of regulation loads r.rith a load
tneasure, the yield capacity calculatíons of
bridge rnernbers, and the ratings for various
traffic conditions. The irnportance of ac-
curate ratings, which will for¡n the basis
for makíng decisions pertaining to bridge
upgrading and traffic control, is recog-
nízed. The results of the actual appJ.ica-
tion of the procedure were found tô be sat-
isfactory in the strengthening prograns of
many existing bridges and in issuing over-
Ioad permits. The procedure is considered
to be simple, direct, and practical.

Highway bridges can have different ratings under
different loading conditions. Because the actual
traffic conditions are basícally controlled by state
regulatÍons, it is logical to assume that regulation
or legal loads resenble the various highway load-
ings. For upgrading an existing bridge economi-
cally, issulng overload permíts, or posting for load

Iimitsr ¡nore reliable ratings for the regulation
loads are desirable. Because any standard loâding,
such as HS20, as given in the AASHTo specifications
(1) or a statistical truck nodel, is incapable of
simulating all the load effects caused by the action
of regulation loads of innumerable combinations of
axle loads and spacings on various bridge rnernbers,
it cannot yietd reliable ratings. But by using a
load ¡neasure, the actual traffic condition can be
closely neasured and thus ¡nore reliable ratíngs can
be obtained.

A standard loading can easily be made Ínto a load
measure, for instance, by changing HS20 to HSIII,
where w is Èhe variable combined weight on the first
two axIes. This simple transforrnation will nake HS

no longer a standard loatling but rather a system of
measurement. Like feet or neters for measuring
lengths, the HS load neasure rnay be used to obtain
the load effects of various highway loadíngs. The
proportional configuration of the HS load ¡neasure
suggested is identical Èo that of the HS loading,
which consists of either a three-ax1e truck or the
corresponding lane loading. The only exception is
thât the spacing of the last two axles is fixe¿l at
14 ft for the HS load ¡neasure.

The basic principle follov¡ed in this paper is to
rate highway bridges for regulation loads wiÈhout
causing yielding of the bridge materials. Beeause
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the bridges will not be consldered usable after per-
nanent yielding, the ultitnate strength of the bridge
me¡nbers beyond yield will not be used in the rating.

IÈ is estimated that wíthout changing the design
criteria, sueh as impact and load distribution, and
by adopting the modified capacity for¡nulas for the
load-factor clesign as given in the current AÀSHTO
specifications, a ratÍng procedure for the rêgula-
tion loads of any state could be develoPed and nade
operational within a short period, sây,2 Eo 3

months' by using the approach described in this
paper.

BRIDGE LOADS

Three basic loatls--dead, Iiver and Ímpact--are con-
sidered in the rating of nost highway bridges. For
any existing bridger the dead loads can be accu-
rately estinated frorn plans or field neasurements,
the live loads are the regulation loadsr and the in-
pact loads nay be calculated according to the AÀSHTo
specifications.

Because it is rather cumbersorne to apply the reg-
ulation loads ¿lirectly ín structural analyses and
calculations, the HS loail measurements are substi-
tuted for the regulation loads. The nethod of ile-
terrnining the Hs measurements is described in the
following.

Alnost aIl the regulatíon loads have numerous
truck configurations. fn order to determine the
maximun load effects (rnoment and shear in a sinple
span), repetitious calculations for the nunerous
configurations are apparently inevitable. Howevert
because the main features of nost regulations are
sinilar in defining the ¡naxi¡nu¡n axle loadr the rnini-
mu¡n axle spacíng, and the co¡nbinations of the axles,
a si¡nple structural rule' that the heäviest total
load within the shortest distance will produce the
Iargest load effect' can be used to eliminate ¡nany
truck configurations. Once the maximu¡n Load effect
has been foundr the equivalent HS loading or HS rnea-
sure¡nent can be determined by proPortion. The HS

measurement represents a loading that Ìrill produce
the sane loa¿l effect as that produceil by the govern-
ing regulation loads. The word 'governingn is used
to indicate that the loads will cause the maxinum
load effect.

Listed in Table I are the naxirnum load effects
(moments and shears) caused by HS20 loading acting
on simple spans. A sinilar table may be found in
eppendix A of the AÀSHTo specifications.
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To illustrate for typical regulation loads'
listed in Table 2 are the ¡naximu¡n mornents and shears
and their corresponding HS neasurenents for the
Northwest Territoríes (ÀmT) governing regulation
Ioads (2) on sinple spans. To account for the mul-
típle presence of regulation trucks on short-span
bridges, only two trucks tailgatíng at an assuned
spacing of 40 ft bet$reen the rear axle of Èhe first
truck and the front axle of the following truck were
used. The values in Table 2 would differ if cliffer-
ent regulation loads and truck spacings were chosent
and they are not recommended for use except in this
paper. a graphic representation of the ES measure-
ments for spans up to 300 ft is shown in Figure l.

As an exanpler for a noment of 759.3 ft'kip
caused by an NwT governing truck acting on a 50-ft
span (Table 2), the Hs neasurement is calculated äs
follows:

HSm t(759.3 x 2Ol/627.91 = H5f24.2.

where 627.9 is the naxi¡num moment in foot kips
causecl by Hs20 loading acting on the 50-ft span
(Table 1).

Table 2 is the rnost irnportant tool ln rating and
it also requires the most tine to develop. Tab1e 2

remains useful as long as the regulations are en-
forced and provided that there is no substantiaf
change in the traffic Pattern.

APPLICATION OF HS I¡AD !¡IEASURE

The HS neasurenents for the ¡naximu¡n load effects of
the NvlT regulation loads in a structural nember can
be found in Table 2 if the equivälent sinple-span
length is knoern. It is assumeat that the equivalent
sírnple-span length is equal to the loaded-span
length for the structural rnember obtained by using
the principl-e of lnfluence lines. The loailed-sPan
length ls the length on which the loads can be
placed to produce the maximum load effect In a
structural metnber and is not necessarily the length
of the menber. The technique for deternining the
loaded-span length, or the equivalent simple-span
length, ís to rnatch the general shâpes of the influ-
ence lines for the structural member concerneil with
the ¡naximu¡n monent or shear influence line for a
sirnpÌe span as shown in Figure 2.

It ís quite clear that for a sinple beam, the
loadecl-span length is equal to the length of the
beam for both the ¡naximum ¡nonent ánd naxinum shear.

TABLE I Maximum Moments and ShearE of HS20 on Simple Spans (One Lane)

Span Moment Shear
(fÐ (ft.kipÐ (kipÐ

Span Moment Shear
(ft) (ft kips) (kips)

Span Moment Shear
(fÐ (ft kiPÐ (kiPÐ

Span Moment Shear
(ft) (ft.kipÐ (kipÐ

Span Moment Shear
(fÐ (ft.kips) (kipÐ

I 8.0 32.0
2 t6.0 32.0
3 24.0 32.0
4 32.0 32.0
5 40.0 32.0
6 48.0 32.0
7 56.0 32.0
8 64.0 32.0
9 72.0 32.0

l0 80.0 32.0
I I 88.0 32.0
t2 96.0 32.0
t3 104.0 32.o
14 112.0 32.O
15 120.0 34.1
16 128.0 36.0
t7 136.0 37 .7
l8 t44.0 39.1
19 152.0 40.4
20 160.8 41 .6

2t 168.0 42.7
22 17 6.0 43.6
23 184.0 44.s
24 t92.7 45.3
25 207 .4 46.1
26 272.2 46.8
27 237.0 47.4
28 252.0 48.0
29 267 .0 48.8
30 282.t 49.6
31 297 .3 50.3
32 312.5 51.0
33 327 .8 51.6
34 343.s s2.2
35 361.2 52.8
36 3'18.9 53.3
37 396.6 53.8
38 414.3 54.3
39 432.t 54.8
40 449.8 55 .2

42 485.3 s6.0
44 s209 56.7
46 5s6.5 57.3
48 592.1 58.0
50 627.9 58.5
52 663.6 59.1
54 699.3 59.6
56 735.t 60.0
58 770.8 60.4
60 806.5 60.8
62 842.4 61.2
64 878.1 61.5
66 9 14.0 6t .9
ó8 949.7 62.1
70 985.6 62.4
75 1,075.1 63.1
8 0 1,164.9 63.6
85 1,254.7 64.1
90 1,344.4 64.s
95 1,434.1 64.9

100 I,524.O 65.3
110 1,703.6 65.9
t20 1,883.3 66.4
130 2,063.1 67.6
t 40 2,242.8 70.8
150 2,475.1 74.0
160 2,768.0 77.2
170 3,077.1 80.4
180 3,402.0 83.6
190 3,743.1 86.8
200 4,100.0 90.0
220 4,862.0 96.4
240 5,688.0 102.8
260 6,578.0 109.2
280 7,532.0 115.6
300 8,550.0 122.0
320 9,632.0 128.4
340 10,778.O 134.8
360 11,988.0 141.2
380 t3.262.0 147.6

400 14,600.0 154.0
420 16,002.0 160.4
440 17,468.0 166.8
460 18,998.0 173.2
480 20,592.0 t7 9.6
500 22,250.0 186.0
520 23,972.0 192.4
540 25 ,7 58.0 198.8
560 27,608.0 205.2
580 29,522.0 2ll .6
600 31,500.0 218.0
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TABLE 2 Maximum Moments, Shears, and HS Measurements of NWT Regulation Loads on Simple Spans (One Lane)

HSm (tons) HSv (tons) M (ft.kips) V (kipn HSm (lons) HSv (tons)M (ft.kipÐ V (kips)

(r) (2)

20.0
20.0
20.0
21.4
23.4
25.4
26.9
21 .9
28.9
29.8
30.5
31.3
32.1
32.6
33.0
33.5
34.8
36.'7
38.5
40.3
4t.9
43.4
45.0
46.3
4',7 .6
48.9
50_0
50.9
5l.9
ç, a

53.9
54.9
55.9
56.8
5'.7.'.|

58.6
59.4
60.2
61. I
61.8
63.0
65.3
68.2
70.0
1t.3
73.1

(2)(2\(2)
Ls
(rt)

l0
ll
t2
l3
l4
15
t6
l7
l8
t9
20
2l
22
)ì
24
25
26
2'7

28
29
30
3l
32
33
34
35
36
3'l
38
39
40
42
44
46
48
50
s2

5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.4
36.'1
44.8
52.9
61.2
70. I
79.t
88. I
9'1.9

t0?.8
tt'?.'7
128.0
I 38.6
149. I
I 60.0
t't t;7
I 83.4
195.1
20'1.'t
220.3
232.9
248.2
264.4
280.6
299.2
320.6
34t.9
363.3
384.6
406.0
42'7.3
448.9
470.5
492.1
514.I
558.ó
603.'l
649.4
704.3
759.3
814.6

t2.5
t2.5
t2.5
t2.5
t2.5
12.'l
t 3.l
14.0
t4.'7
15.3
15.9
16.5
16.9
17.5
18.0
18.4
l8.8
19.3
19.6
20.0
20.4
20.8
2r.2
?1.6
2r.2
2LO
20.9
2t.o
2l.o
2t.2
2t.6
2t.9
22.2
22.4
22.5

22.6
22.7
22.8
22.9
23.0
23.2
23.3
23.8
24.2
24.6

t2.5
t2.5
t2.5
t3.4
t4.6
I 5.9
16.8
17.4
t8.t
18.6
l9.l
t9.6
20.1
20.4
t9.4
18.6
18.5
18.8
19. I
t9.4
19.6
19.9
20.2
20.4
20.'7
20.9
2t.l
2t.2
2t.3
2t.3
21.4
2t.5
2t.1
2l .8
2t.9
22.O
22.r
22.2
22.3
22.4
22.5
23.O
23.8
24.1
24.4
24.1

54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
15
80
85
90
95

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
560
580
600

24.9
25.2
25.4
2s.'l
25.9
26.1
26.3
26.4
26.6
26.9
2't.2
2't .5
2't.'l
2't.9
28.0
28.3
28.5
28.'7
28.9
28.4

26.4
2s.5
24.7
23.9
22.4
2t.l
t9.9
18.8
t1 .9
17.0

869.ó
924.5
979.8

1,035.1
I,090.4
I,145.3
t,200.2
1,255.5
1,310.6
r,448.4
1,5 85.9
|,'724.1
1 ,86 1.6
|,992.2
2,t3'1 .O

2 ,4 t2.8
2,688.2
2,964.O 2,984.t
3,239.2 3,358.9
3,514.8 3,845.'7
3,790.5 4,346.3
4,066 .3 4,84'7 .'7

4,34t.4 5,349.0
4,6t',1 .r 5 ,86'1 .'l
4,892.9 6,4t2.4
5,443.6 '1 ,503.4
5,995. I 8,596.5
6,546.O 9,691.0
'1,096.8 r0,787.0
'1 ,648.O I 1,883.0
8, 199. I 12,980.4
8,'152.',t t4,O'78.6
9,304.0 t5,t'76.'1
9,855.2 t6,2'15.6

10,406.5 I't ,3't 5 .2

to,951 .'7 t8,47 4.8
I 1,509.0 t9,5'74.4
t2,060.2 20,6'14-8
12,61t.s 21,'t'74.4
t3,t62.'7 22,8'15.4
13,714.0 23,9'75.8
14,265.2 25,O'76.8
14,816.5 26,t't'7.1
| 5 ,36',1 .'1 2'7 ,2't 8 .2

15,919.0 28,3'79.2

'7 4.4
't 5.'7
't 6.9
? 8.0
19.O
80.0
8l.l
8l .9
82.'l
84.6
86.0
8'1.4
88.7 89.'1
89.9 92.6
90.5 95.5
92.6 102.8
94.2 r 10.3
95.5 I I 7.1
96.4 125.2
91 .3 t3t.4
98.I 137 .2

98.9 142.O
99.4 t46.4

100.0 150.2
100.5 153_7
101.4 159.9
102.1 t64.9
102.8 169.t
103.4 I't2.9
103.9 t'76.0
104.2 180. I
104.5 181.3
105.0 t83.5
105.2 185.4
105.4 187.2
t0s.6 188.7
105.8 190.1
106.1 t91.4
106.3 192.7
106.4 193.8
106.5 t94.9
to6.'7 t 9 5.8
r06.8 t96.'l
106.9 t9'7 .6
107.0 198.2

25.O
25.5
25.5

25.8
26.O
26.2
26.4
26.5
26.8
2'7.O

2'7.3
2'7.5 2'1.8
2'7.'7 28.5
2'7.8 29.2
28.t 3t.2
28.4 33.2

289 28.3 34.6
30.0 27.2 35.4
3l .l 26.3 35.5
3t.4 25.4 35.5
3 1 .5 24.6 35.3
3t.4 23.8 35.0
3t.4 23.O 34.6
3 1.3 22.3 34.2
30.9 21.0 33.2
30.2 19.9 32.1
29.5 18.8 31.0
28.6 t1 .9 29.9
2-1.8 17.0 28.9
2't.o t6.2 28. I
26.1 15.5 26.9
25.3 t4.9 26.0
24.5 t4.3 25.t
23.8 t3.7 24.3
23.r t3.2 23.5
22.4 t2.',1 22.8
2t.8 12.3 22.1
zt.t I 1.8 2t.5
20.6 l l.4 20.8
20.0 ll.l 20.3
19.5 lo.7 19.'l
19.0 10.4 19.2
18.5 to.l tg.'l
18.0 9.8 18.2

.2

.5

.9

.3

.'l

.2

.7

.2

.8

.4

.l

4
o.'l

Note: Ls=lprrlergth,M=momentoftove¡ningrsgulâtio¡losds,v=shea¡ofgoverningregulstionloads,HSm=HSmeasuremenaforñomenteffect,H\=HSmessur€mentfo.sheú
êffect, (l) = lingle replâtion ttuck, and (2) = two reSulation Irucks with 40-ft rpscinS between them.
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FIGURE I HS measurements of NIVT regulation loads.
FIGURE 2 Influence lines of maximum moment and
shear for a simple span.
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Thus the corresponding Hs measurenents can be ob-
tained easily from Table 2.

For a continuous beam as shown in Figure 3, the
HS measurement for moment (HSm) is selected when
the shape of the influence line appears to be a mo-
ment influence line for a sinple span and the üS
measurement for shear (HSv) is selected when the
shape of the influence line appears to be a shear
influence line for a simple span. For the reaction
RB at the interior support B, because the shape of
the influence line ABC is similar to that of the
noment influence line for the sinple span AC, the
loaded-span length of 22O ft is used and HS,o30.9
is selected for two trucks tailgating.
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FIGURE 4 Influence lines and HS measurements for a

truss.

HSv19.9

HS;23.8

//

l//
H Sm 24.2

Ma

Ma

a c

I

t40'

HS-30.O

100'

HSm27.2 HSm28.O

HSñ28.O

HSm27.2 HSm30.O

HSm3O.O

HSv27.O HSñ28.O

HSm28.O

HSm27.2 HSv35.4

HSm28.0

220'

Vo or Ro

vgc

RB
Beam A

Beam B

Beam C

FIGURE 3 Influence lines and HS measurements for a

continuous beam.

For a trussr as shov¡n in Figure 4, the loaded-
span length for the chord nembers is the length of
the trussr whereas for the diagonals and verticals,
the loaded-span lengths are determined by their cor-
responding lnfluence lines. It can be seen that
whether to select HSm or HSv is not so clear as
it was in the case of beams. Howeverr HS* may be
used for chord members and hangers and HSv for
diagonals and verticals other than hangers.

For floor beans perpendicular to traffic' the
Ioaded-span lengths are deter¡nined by using the bea¡n
spacings rather than the lengths of the beans' as
shown in Figure 5. Otherwise the deter¡nination of
the loaded-span lengths for selection of the HS mea-
surenents for these beans is sinilar to that for the
reactíons in a continuous beam, as shown ín Figure 3.

A concrete deck slab with main reinforce¡nent per-
pendicular to traffic (Figure 6) may be assumed a
continuous beam just as it is íf the main reinforce-
nent is parallel to traffic. In most state regula-

FIGURE 5 Influence lines and HS measurements
for floor beams.

tions the ¡nini¡nun axle spacings are generatly less
than but could be close to the wheel spacÍng of HS
trucks as specified in the AASHTO specifícations.
The approximately equal axle and wheel spacings rnake
Table 2 also useful for slabs. The HS ¡neasurements
would be slightly conservative, because the rnininum

Lt L2 L3 L4 L5

6 at 25' = 15O'

HSv 21.3

C - Compression

T - Tension
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Minimum axle spac¡ng

NWT Regulat¡ons

FIGURE 6 HS measurement for concrete deck slab

with main reinforcement perpendicular to traffic.

axle spacing given in the NwT regulations is less
than the wheel spacing of HS trucks.

BRIDGE !,TE¡TIBER CAPÀCITIES

The bridge mernber capacities may be calculated by
using the capacity for¡nulas in the load-factor cle-
signs as given in the AASHTo specifications (1).
All the fornulas given for the reinforced-concrete
design are directty applicable to the rating. The
capacity for¡nu1as for the prestrêssed-concrete and
the structural-steel brídges require tyro nodifica-
tions. One is to introduce a capacíty or strength
reduction factor (O) to aII the fornulas. The
other is to replace the ultinate strength with the
yíeld strength if the ultímate strength is present
in the fornula.

The capacity reduction factor is nornally less
than I, which will reduce the yield capacity to an
available capacity for the estimated dead, liver and
irnpact loads and other important loads if required.
The renaining capacity (1 - 0) is reserved to ac-
count for all the miscellaneous effects acting sí-
multaneously with the estinate¿l loa¿ls. These mis-
cellaneous effects include aging and deteríoration
of the structures, variations in rnaterial strength,
worknanship and di¡nensions,, and so forth. The val-
ues of 6 found in many design codes (lr3-5) do not
take aging and ¿leterioration into consideratíon.
For use in the rating exercise, these values rnay be
adjuste¿l to suit the existíng general conditions of
the structures.

The use of the material yield strength insteacl of
the ultinate strength is símply to emphasize the
concept that the failure ¡nodes ancl pernanent clefor-
mation -are not considered -in the rabing of the
br idges.

The following are a few commonly used capacity
for¡nulas for prestressed concrete and structural
steelr which have been modified:

1. The flexural strength of a rectangular sec-
tion of prestressed concrete is expressed as follows:

OMy = 0AÍryd[1 - 0.6p*($/fi)]

where

As
¿l

= area of prestressing steel,
= distance from extreme conpressive fiber to

centroid of prestressing force,
= co¡npressive strength of concrete at 28 days'

= yield stress of prestressing steel,
= yield nonent strength of a section,
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p* = ratio of prestressing steel, and
ô = capacity reduction factor.

The preceding formula is identical to that for reín-
forced concrete.

2. For structural steel Equations 2r 3, and 4

give bending, axial tension' and axial compression,
respectively:

óM,, = óSF,

@T, = @AnF,

@P, = 085{ArF".

where

An = net effective area,
As = gross effective area,

F., = buckling stresst
fr, = yield stress of steel'
e" = yield cornpressive strength'
S = elastic section modulus, ând

t'" = yield tensile strength.

The conpact sections will be treated the sarne as the
noncompact sectíons, and the plastic section modulus
will not be used.

BRIDGE RÀTING

The bridge rating is a ¡neasure of the bridge menber
capacity available for the maximum live and impact
loads and is expressed as a nu¡nber in terms of the
regulation loads. A rãting of I.3 for a bridge mem-
ber means thât the me¡nber can carry I.3 times the
regulation 1oaá. Alsor the rating can be regarded
as the live-Ioad facÈor.

The general equation for rating is as follows:

Rating = ¡i4 - Dytl(l + DI(HSWHS) (s)

where

D = dead-load effect expressed as a fraction of
yield capacity,

r = impact fraction,
L = live-load effect expressetl as a fraction of

yield capacity,
HS = HS loading used in analysÍs, and

HSW = HS measurements for the regulation loads.

If HS measurenents are used in
tion 5 becomes

Rating=14-D)/tL(l +l)

the analysisr Equa-

An example of the rating of an interior steel
girder of a tno-Iane briilge for NWT regulation loads
is outlined in the following. Girder characteris-
tics are as follows: lengthr 85 ft; spacing, I fti
section: W36 x 260, S = 952 in.', Fv = 36 ksi;
dead load' 0.8 kíp/ft of girder length;- live load,
HS20 used for analysis; and design code' AASHTO
specifications for 1977 (1).

l. Compute the yield moment eapacity of W36 x
260 ¿

ôt4. = ôSF, = ô(952) (36')(L/I2l = 21856ô ft.kip,
Hy'= z,asé ft'kiP.

2. Conpute dead-Ioad tnonent and D at rnidspan:

Mp = 0.12s(0.8) (85) z = 722.5 ft.kip'
D = 722.5/2t856 = 0.253 ft.kip.

r 3.3'l

cc
\
Ì

1 (2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(t)

f;

fi
!q1

Ma¡n Reinforcement
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3. conpute naximum live-load monent (!1r.) and
L. The distributions of ¡¡heel loads for the con-
crete deck are 8/5.5 = L.455 for two lanes and
8/7.0 = 1.143 for one lane. From Table 1' for an
85-ft span the ¡naximu¡n moment near midspan is
I1254.7 ft.kip per lane for Hs20. Then ML and L
are calculated as folloYts:

Ml = 0.5(I,254.7) (1.455) = 9L2.8 ft'kíp for two
1anes,

!h = 0.5(1,254.7) (I.143) = 717.1 ft'kip for one lane'
L = 9I2.8/2t856 = 0.320 for two lanes' and
L = 7I7.I/2,856 = 0.251 for one lane.

4. co¡npute impact fraction:

I = 50,/(85 + 125) = 0.238.

5. conpute the rating for a girder in good con-
dition with ô = 0.9. Frorn Table 2, for Ls = 85
ft, HS* = 27.5. The following caLculations are
for both lanes loaded and one lane loaded:

Rating (both lanes) = t(0.9 - o.253',/0.320(I
+ 0.238)1120/27.51 = 1.188.

Rating (one lane) = t(0.9 - 0.2531/0.251(1 + 0.238)l
x 120/27.s) = I.514

The resutÈs indicate that the girder could carry
about 20 percent overload for both lanes loaded and
about 50 percent overload for only one lane loaded.

6. conpute the rating for a girder in a heavily
corroded conclitíon with ô = 0.75:

Rating (both lanes) = t(0.75 - 0.2531/0.320(L
+ 0.238)1120/27.s) = 0.912.

Rating (one lane) = t(0.75 - 0.2531/0.251(I + 0.238)l
x (20/27.s1 = 1.163.

The rating of 0.912 indicâtes that the girder would
require either strengthening or posting if both
lanes were frequently loacled.

7. Cotflpute rating for the sarne condítion as in
step 6 except that only one-half the ínPact load is
used:

Rating (both lanes) = f(0.75 - 0.253'l/0.320|L
+ 0.119)l(20/27.51 = 1.009.

Rating (one lane) = t(0.75 - 0.253r/0.251(t + 0.1I9)l
x (20/27.51 = 1.287.

Low spee¿t nay be posted to reduce inPact. The
girder could stilt carry about 30 pèrcèint ovêrload
if single-Iane traffic at reduced speed is enforced.

DISCUSSION

Instea¿l of indiscriminately using a standard loading
in the evaluation of bridges, the approach and the
rnethod of rating presented here would enable prac-
ticing engineers to use their own judgment in deal-
ing with locat and many particular traffic condi-
tions.

The rating example shows that there are many rat-
ings for many different traffic conditions. Tt is
believed that the rating results are easily under-
stoÕd by engineersr truckers, and regulation en-
forcement agencies. On the other hand, a rating
based on a standard loadlng would only indicate
whether the structure vtas adequâte for that load-
ing. Decisions ¡nacle according to such a rating
would be questionable if the regulation loads are
actually carrie¿l by the bridges. Any loa¿ling that
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does not represenÈ the actual traffic l-oatls could
result in either an uneconornical use of the bridge
naterials or an unsafe structure. In general, up-
grading for the standard HS loading would often re-
sult in higher cost for shorter bridge members and
lower cost for longer nembers, whereas upgrading for
the regulatsion loads would yield the opposite re-
sults.

In order to have accurate ratings, many aspects
need to be consiclere¿|. one nay of sirnulating the
regulation loads is offered in this paper. other
aspects, such as the aleternination of nenber capaci-
ties and the methods of structural analyses, must
depend on the judgment of the practicing engineers
for accuracy. The reason for choosing the IIS con-
figuration as a neasuring device is that the Hs

toading has been connonly used in the past and thus
it is familiar to brídge engineers and will retain
the usefulness of the old calculations.

The technique used in the rating could also be
adopted in design. The corresponding HS measure-
nents may be used instead of the standard HS20 load-
ing if the bridge is to be designed to carry Èhe

regulation loads. It is seen in Table 2 and Figure
I that bridge members having different span lengths
would have different HS measurenents. ff the design
live toads closely resembled the regulation loadst
the load factor applie¿l to the live loail ín the
AASHTo specifications could be appreciably reduced.

The treâtrnent of other loacl effects, such as
live-load deflectionr fatigue' and the uncracked
condition of the prestressed-concrete section, are
beyond the scope of this pâPer. In the current
codes (1r3-!) these effects are ilealt with under
specified service loads. It is suggested that the
service loads also be scrutínized and that some of
the effects rnay be reilefined. For instancer sup-
pose that a live-Ioad deflection uncler a given ser-
vice load exceeds the code limit. what ís to be
done about this? Is the strengthening of the member
required or should the deflection be ignored? Àlso'
how can the tension allowecl in the precompressed
tensile zone of a prestressed-concrete section with
bonded reinforcement be maintained under a load
heavier than the service load? The tension would
disappear forpver when the service load ltas exceeded
and the section beca¡ne pernanently cracked.

The concept of the loa¿l measure is quite dlf-
ferent frorn that of the standard loading. Essen-
Èially, a standard loading must be related to a set
of traffic conditíons' which are largely based on a
survey' and the method of deterrnining a standard
Ioâding is usually a statistical one. Unless the
survey data are inclusive and tineless and the sta-
tistical assumptions are accurate enoughr the stan-
claicl loadinE ¡roul¿l not bê âbIê -to cÕpê ítlÈh ãlL
traffic conditions. on the other hand, because a
load rneasure has no built-in assunptions of any
traffic condition, it is able to measure the load
effects of any loading aclequately.

CONCLUSION

For nore realistic ratings, it is inportant to use
the regulation 1oa¿ls in conjunction with loca1 traf-
fic conditions. There wilI be different ratings for
different traffic conditions. A load 'tneasure is
more adaptable than a standard loadíng in sirnulating
the regulaÈion loacls. The ratíng procedure Prê-
sente¿l has been applied satisfactorily in the
strengthening programs of many Canadian federal
brídges and is believed to be simpLer directr and
practical.
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A Rational Procedure for Overweight Permits

BAIDAR B,AKHT and LESLIE G. JAEGER

ÀBSTRACT

À rational procedure for calculating safe
permit loails for vehicles as governed by the
bridges on the route vrithout having to ana-
lytically evaluatè all the bridges is given.
The basÍs of the procedure is the worst com-
bination of ¡naxi¡num vehicle weights that a
bridge is Iikely to have sustained during
its lifetime. With the severest load conbí-
naÈion as the datum, maximum increases over
legal loads for norrnal traffic are calcu-
lated for control vehicles. Expressions for
calculating the modification factors corre-
sponding to two- and three-Iane loadings are
also provided.

Applications are quite often made for permission to
let a rnuch heavier vehicle cross a bridge than that
1egalIy per¡nitÈed for nor¡nal traffic. The maxinum
safe weight for such a vehicle can be obtained by an
analytÍcal êvaluation of the bridge. Alternatively,
aèco-ding to thè procedures develóped in thiÈ þaper,
the naxinu¡n safe neíght of a special-pernit vehicle
can be obtained frorn the heavy vehÍcle traffic that
a bridge is known to have carried during its life-
t i¡ne.

The design capaciÈy of a highnay bridge carrying
norrnal traffic safely inplicitly takes account of
the following factors:

1. Legally permitted normal vehicle weights as
represented by the design vehicle and possibly a
portion of the live-load factor,

2. Bridge type,
3. Number of lanes on a bridge,
4. Length of span,
5. Accidental and delÍberate exceedance of

legally permitted weights,
6. Transverse vehicle position,
7. simultaneous presence of more than one vehi-

cle in the transverse direction,

8. Si¡nuLtaneous presence of rnore than one vehi-
cle in a Ìane,

9. Vehícle wídth, and
I0. Vehicle speed as represente¿l by the dynarnic

load allowance or irnpact factor.
In the ca6e of a special-per¡nit vehicle, factors

5-I0 are either knovrn beforehand with some degree of
certainty or can be prescribed as a condition for
the pertnit. More reliable knowledge of these factors
can be used to a¿lvantage to perrnit a substantially
heavy special-pernit vehicle without compromising
the safety of the structure.

A safe estinate of the maxímum load of a speeial-
pernit vehicle for a bridge can be obtalned by the
procedure given here wlthout analytical evaluåtion
of the structure. This procedure requíres the knowl-
edge of one of the following:

1. The naxlnu¡n vehicle weights correspondlng to
the code-specified factors I-I0, given previously,
that a bridge is capable of sustaining ånd

2. The worst conbination of naxinum vehicle
Ìreights that the Þfidge is likely to ÞêILe jqqstai4ed
in lts lifetime.

The forrner can be obtained from the design calcu-
lations but only i.f the deslgn vehicle has a direct
relationship with the actual vehicle weights, as it
¿loes, fqr example¡ in the case of the Ontårío High-
lray Bridge Design Co¿le l!,21. As pointed out by
Buckland and Sexs¡nÍth (f), the AÀSHÎO (-1) design
Ioads are not in elose correspondence with actual
traffíc. Therefore, the knowledge that a bridge has
been designed to ilÀSH1¡O speclfications is not always
sufficient to establish the maximum vehícle weíghts
that the bridge can sustaln.

The deternination of the rnaxi¡num loads that a
bridge is likeLy to have sustained in the past re-
quires a probabilístic analysis, whlch ls given in
the following section.

PROBABILTSTIC ANALYSIS

Factors 5-10 listed earlier are probablllstic in
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nature. For example' it is not known beforehand
what fraction of the total vehícle population wlLl
exceed 1ê9al1y pernitted weights nor what the proba-
bility is that such overweight vehicles will travel
in extrenely eccentric positíons. It is usual Èo
include the most unfavorable of these factors in
desígn or evaluation calculations. Howeverr calcula-
tions based on estimating the probability of indi-
vidual occurrence of these unfavorable factors
rapidly leads to the conclusion that certain com-
binations of then are extremely unlikely even once
in the lifetine of a brídge. Hence it is suggested
that it is unrealistic to design a new bridge on the
basis that all of these factors are present si¡nul-
taneously and to the maxinum extent possible.

Sirnilarly¡ in assessing the load-carryÍng capac-
ity of an existing bridge ít should not be assumed
that the bridge has already safely carried a load
conbination in which aII of the factors were si¡nul-
taneously present at their worst. Instead it is
recommended that a technigue be used ín which a
realístíc estirnate is made of the worst combinations
of norrnal traffic that have alrea¿ty been exþeriencecl
and that this estinate be used as Èhe basis for
calculating the permissíbIè síze of an overweight
veh icl-e .

The probability of the simultaneous presence of
vehicles in two adjacent lanes is studied in the
following simple example.

Exanple

consider a two-lane bridge with a span 300 ft long
that carries a low density of heavy trucks' esti-
mated at 300 per day. Let it be supposed that the
bridge is 20 years old and that the coefficíent of
variation of the heavy truck weights is 20 percent.
The statisticat distribution of heavy truck weights
is assumed to be as shown ín FÍgure 1. An estimate
is sought of the probabílity that two trucks at
teast 60 percent heavier than the mean will be sí-
multaneously situated on the ¡nídd1e third of the
trridge, one in each lane, at least once during the
2}-yeat life of the bridge.

It is first necessary to establish a tine inter-
val within which any given truck rnay be on the cen-
tral I00 ft of the briclge. Taking a slow vehicle
speed of 20 ft/sec, a ti¡ne interval of 5 sec is
postulated. Fron the properties of the normal dis-
tribution, it is found that 0.00135 of the Èotal
heavy vehicle population has weights of 60 percent
or rnore above the mean. This fraction is shaded in
Figure 1. Thusr the expected number of heavy vehi-
cles per day that cross the bridge and are this
heavy is 300 x 0.00135 = 0.405 vehicle per day.

In one day there are I,728 tirne intervals of 5

sec each. Hencer the probabilíty that a vehicle 60
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pèrcent or nore heavier than the mean will be on the
middle third of the span cluríng any single 5-sec
interval is 0.405 (I/17,2801 = 2.34 x 10-3. The
probability that trvo such vehicles will be present
iluring any given 5-sec interval is the square of
this quantiEy:

P=5.47xiO-ro

The conbination of a low probability that such an
event will happen in a given 5-sec interval together
with the large nunber of intervals that represent
the Iifetime of a bridge is ideally suited to the
use of the Poisson distribution of probability of
occurrence. with the customary notation' the proba-
bility that the stated occurrences wÍ11 happen in
any given 5-sec interval ís denoted by p and the
total nurnber of time intervals by N. The product Np
is the Poisson pararneter al:

Np=ar Q)

If the probability of rn occurrences is defined as
P(n), the following equations are obtained by usíng
Poisson distribution theory:
P(0) = exp(-o1)

P(1) = a1 exp(-o1)

P(2)= (a?l2t)exp(-a1) (3)

During the 20-year Life of the bridge the total
nu¡nber of 5-sec intervals (N) is equal to 1.26 x I00.
Hence al is found to be 0.069, and Equations 3 then
give bhe following:
P(0) = s.e3,

P(1) = 0.063 (4)

It is concluded that on the basis of the assunp-
tions made it is unlÍkely (only a 6.7 percent
chance) that the two vehicles, each at least 60
percent heavier than the mean' etil1 be on the middle
third of the bridge simultaneously.

Hovrever' the situation changes swiftly if the
simultaneous presence of sornewhat lighter vehicles
is investigated. For èxa¡nple, for vehicles 40 per-
cent heavier than the mean' c1 is found to equal
19.65 and P(0) to be approximately 10-0. Thus it ís
virtually certain that there will be two vehiclest
each at least 40 percent heavier than the mean, si-
nultaneously present on the nicldle third of the
bridge at least once during its lifetine.

The large probability change associated v¡ith the
reduction of the vehicle weight is at the basis of
the generalízed treatment given in the following.
what is denonstrated in the foregoing is that

(1)

(J
zu
o
U
æ
I

w 1.2W 1.4W 1.6W

TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT

FIGURE I Assumed distribution of heary vehicle weights.
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changes in weight levels considered have effects
many tines larger than the values of other parane-
ters. For example, if the time interval was esti-
mated as 2,5 sec ínsteail of 5 sec, the value of N
would double. However, the same value ot al
would be obtained by halving the value of P, and
this would affect the load level only slightly.

Simul-taneous Presence of Two Vehicles

For the nultiple presence of vehicles, it is recom-
mended that the Poisson approach be used. A value
of the parameter c1 is first selected, the value
being so chosen as to make it lÍkely that the event
has already occurred in the life of the bridge. It
ís recommended that c1 = 3.0 on the basis that thi.s
corresponds to a 95 percent probability of at least
one previous occurrence of the event. The vreights
of vehicles corresponding to this value of al are
then ascertained.

Let the two simultaneously present vehicles be r
standard deviations above the nean of the vehicte
weights, the number of vehicles per day crossing
each lane of the bridge be n, the time ínterval for
presence on the niddle third of the brídge be T sec,
and the previous life of the bridge be B years.

Figure 2 defines the fraction [S(r)] of all heavy
vehicles that are at least r standard deviations
higher than the nean. Values of g(r) for various
r-values can be obtaíned from FÍgure 3.

The expecte¿l nunber of heavy vehicles per day
that cross each Iâne of the bridge and have weights
at least r standärd deviations above the mean is
nq(r). The probability of having such a vehicle
present during any one tine interval of T sec is
Tnq(r)/86,400. Hence the probability (p) that two
such vehícles wilI be símultaneously on the middle
third of ä span during a given interval of T sec is
as follows:

p = r2n2 [qG)] 
2/(s6,4oo)'? (s)

The nunber of T-sec time intervals (N) in B years is
given by

¡=(8x36sx86,a00)/T

Hence

o, = {n t 365 x T x n'z ¡q1r¡1,}/ao,+oo

ÀdoPting c1 = 3.0 as the
gives

qG)=(26.6sln)[l/Br] o s

(6)

(7)

criterion, Equation 7
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From knovrn values of B, T, and n, q(r) can be ob-
tained from Equation I, and values of r can be ob-
tained fro¡n known properties of the nornal distribu-
tion shown in Figure 3. The value of r thus obtaíned
corresponds with 95 percent probability to the num-
ber of standard deviations above the mean for the
vieights of two trucks that will be simultaneously
present on the niddle third of the bridge during its
previous history.

Using the procedure just described, values of r
for B = 20 and 50 years and values of T = 3 and 5
sec were calculated for various values of n. These
values are plotted in Figure 4 with respect to n.

Physical Significance of r

From the results of a vehicle weight survey, Csâgo1y
and KnobeI (5) confirmed that the distribution of
heavy vehicles is indeed nearly normal. They also
showed that the maximum observed loads corresponding
to various base lengths (j) are approximately equal
to u + 3.5o, where ¡¡ is the nean heavy vehicle weight
corresponding to a partícular base length and o is
the relevant standard deviation. Values of r ob-
tained from Equatíon 8 ancl plotted in Figure 4 ímply
that two vehicles of weight tr + ro are nost like1y
to be simultaneously present within the ¡niddle third
of â span at least once during the time period con-
sidered. Thus the familiar modification factor F2
for si¡nultaneous loading of two lanes is given by

Fz =Gr+ro)/(¡r+3.5o)

Substituting s in terrns of ¡r and
of variation (COV), Equation 9 can
follows:

F2 = [1 + r(COV)]/[1 + 3.5(COV)]

(e)

the coefficient
be rewritten as

(10)

values of î2 for various ti¡ne intervals T for
B = 50 and 20 years and 20 percent COv are plotted
in FÍgure 5. Thus if the value of F) is, for
example, 0.90, it can be assumed that the 6ridge has
at least once in Íts lifetime sustained in the mid-
dle third of Íts span tvro side-by-síde vehicì-es,
each of which weighed 0.90 times the rnaxinurn ex-
pected weight for a single vehicle.

Simultaneous Presence of Three Vehicles

The same approach that has been developed for tr.ro
vehicles can be applieat to Ínvestigate nhat the size
of the vehicle wiII be such that three such vehicles
will be sírnultaneously present with 95 percent prob-
ability during a given time period. Using the same(8)

(,
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É
4

TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT

FIGURE 2 Vehicle weight distribution.
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notation as before, the probability (p) that three
such vehicles will be sinultaneously present on the
middle third of a span durÍng a given time interval
of T sec is as follows:

=
4
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FIGURE 5 Two-lane loading modification factors for evaluation of safe overweights.

P = 13n3 [qG)] 
37qao,+0013

Substituting the value of N from bquation 6,
is given by the following:

o, = {n " 36s xT2 x n3 [q(Ð] 
3 
] (g6,400)2

value of COv was not chosen because it would have
resulted in a more benign value of the modification
factor. The effect of changes in the COv values on
F2 is shonn in Figure 7. ft can be seen that a
srnaller COV leads to a more conservative value of
F2.

Derivation of the poisson paraneter a1 has
been based on finding two vehicles on the miaate
third of a bridge span. This fraction of the span
is chosen because, in arríving at the longitudinal
bending mornents, a vehicle placed anywhere in the
middle third of a span procluces moments that are
quite close to the rnaximum rnoments in the span.
Simílarly for longitudínal shears, the sarne kind of
reasoning applies to the simultaneous presence of
two vehicles in the end thírd of the span, and
indeed the same reasoning can be applied to ¡nonents
in continuous brídges.

The assu¡nption that the naximum expected vehicle
weight is equal to (p + 3.5o) is a safe one if
the ¡nodification factors based on this assumption
are used to assess the most severe load combination
that a bridge rnay have experíenced. Hoerever, if
modification factors thus obtâined are to be used
for design purposes, it nay be prudenÈ to assune
that the maxinun expected vehicle weight is equal to
(u + 3.0s). This revision of the assunption
will lead to slightty larger, hence safer, values of
the modification factors. With this assunption,
nodificatiÕn factÕrs for the si¡nultaneous loading of
two and three 1anes, that is, F2 and F3r respec-
tively, are calculated for variõus casðs by the
preceding procedure. Values thus obtained are
plotted in Figure 8.

It is interesting to compare the previously cal-
culated modification factors with those specified in
the AASHTO l!) and Onrario (!) codes. The AASHTO
specified values of F2 and F3 are 1.0 and 0.90,
respectively. As can be seen in Figure g, these
values are safe upper lirnits for all cases shown,
some of which are quite unreal.istic. A high volume
of heavy vehicle traffic, say, nore than 11000 vehi-
cles per day per lane, is possible only r.rhen the
spêed of the vehicles is 55 nph or more. For such a

(11)

dI

(12)

Àgain adopting c = 3.0 as the critêrion, Equation
12 gives

qt)=Qea.41ln)[1/Br2]0.33 (13)

Fron Equation 13 the value of r can be obtained as
for the case of two vehicles. The modificatÍon fac-
tor F3 corresponding to thè simultaneous presence
of three vehicles is given by

F3 = [1 +Ì(COV)]/[1 + 3.5(COV)] (14)

Comments on Assunptíons I'fade

In connection with the ¿levelopment of a design vehí-
cle for thê forthconing bridge design code of the
Canadían Standards Association (CSA), vehicle survey
data from seven Canadian provinces were processed
(Cheung and Agarwal, unpublished data). The COVS
for heavy vehicles with different nunìbers of axles
obtained fron this study are plotted in Figure 6,
which also defínes the weight linit below which the
vehicles v¡ere noÈ íncluded in the COV calculations.
It can be seen that the value of COV géneratly de-
creases with the increase in the nunbèr of axles,
suggesting a smaller spread of total weight for
heavier vehicles.

Overall mornents and shears in a bridge are usu-
ally governed by vehicles with five or more axles.
For such vehicles, as shown in Figure 6, the COV for
total $reight rarely exceeds 20 percent, thus justi-
fying the 20 percent value assuned earlièr. A higher
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speed and a large span of 300 ft, T is equal to
about 1.20 sec. For this case, the procedure gives
F2 and F3 vâlues of 0.96 and 0.79, respectively.
Compared hrith these values, the AASHTO values of
F2 and F3 appear quite conservative. The ontario
code (1) values of F2 and F3 are 0.95 and 0.85,
respectivel]¿. These values compare vrell with the
previously calculated values. It should be noted
that in the secon¿l edition of the Ontario code (!)
F2 and F3 values have been reduced to 0.90 and
0.80, respectively. These rêductions result fron
the analgamation of Èhe modification factors for
vehicle weights and dyna¡nic load allosrances, that
is, ínpact factors (]), which were given ¿lifferent
values in the first edltion (I).

Application of üodif ication Factors

Although nost bridges in North America are tlesigned
to the same specifications, "legally per¡nitted
sreights for nor¡nal traffic vary widely in different
jurisdictions. These variations nay represent
conscious decisions to naintain certain rnargíns of
safety reguired by the various jurisdÍctions. Be-
sides the vehicle weight regulations for nornal
traffic, maxinum vehicle weights are the result of
the accidental exceedance of legal weights and de-
liberate violations of weight lass. An estírnate of
the for¡ner can be obtained frorn the load factors
given in the Ontario code (2', for nor¡nal traffic
vehicles an¿¡ for special-perrîit vehicles for which
the loads can be closely obtaineal: The forner is
1.40 and Èhe latter, 1.25. Thus if it is ensured
that the permitted treights rdill not be deliberately
exceeded, normal traffic weights increasetl by a
factor (R1) of I.4O/I.25 = 1.12 may be permitted
for special-perrûit vehicles flowing without restric-
tions with nornal traffic.

t.0

0.9

o.7

0.6

0.5

1.0

0.9

0.8
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F3
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n = NO. oF HEAVY VEHIcLES PER DAY PER LANE

FIGURE B Modification factor for multilane loading for 50.year bridge life.

It should be noted that the factor of 1.12 is
applicable to Ontârio and other jurisdictions with
simíIar weight enforcement tneasures. In jurisdíc-
tions nith strict enforcernent, the factor should be
reduced. It nay, however, be prudent not to increase
the factor beyond 1.15 even if the degree of en-
forcement is lenient. For most jurisdictions a
factor of l.l0 may be appropriate.

An inplicit assunption in the previous calcula-
tions is that during the briilge's lifetime, its
Ioad-carrying capacity renains unaffectetl. , It is
often argued that Èhe condition of a bridge may
change in such a way that at a given tine it nay not
be able to safely carry the worst 1oâ¿l conbination
that it once díd. Such an argu¡nent may be convincing
for unusually heavy test loads but not for normaL
traffic. If the condition of a bridge has changed
so nuch that it is unable to carry the nost severe
load combination that it once did, the bridge is
unsafe for nornal traffic because such a load co¡nbi-
nation, being the result of chance, nay occur again.
In this paper only those bridges that are expecied
to carry normal traffic safely are involved.

If it is ensured that on a nultilane bridge, a
special-permit vehicle is the only one present, a
single vehiete vreight that would produce the sarne
¡naximum effects as those produced by the most severe
load conbination can be calculated by procedures
given Ín the folloering section.

DETERII'TINISTIC ANÀLYS TS

The permissible safe weight of a vehicle for a
¡nultilane bridge can be substantially increased
above normal traffic weights if the vehicle is pre-
scribedl to travel along the bridge centerline and
durÍng its passage other vehicles are excluded fro¡n
the bridge. An accurate assessment of this pernis-
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sible increase requires a knowledge of the load
distribution propertíes of the bridge. In this
section a general nethod, which does not explicitly
require the load distribution characteristics of Èhe
bridge, ís developed for two-lane bridges. The
conclusion could also be applied to britlges with
more than trdo lanes with the kno\rledge that the
results wÍ11 be nore conservative than those for
two-lane bridges.

One central vehicle on the Bridge

It has been estabLished (!; Jaeger et aI., unpub-
lished data) that for the purpose of load distribu-
tion, right single-span bridges can be idealized by
two dimensionless parameters (a and o). The forner
parameter establishes the reIätionship of the tor-
sional properties of the bridge l{ith its flexural
properties; the latter is based on a relationshíp
between the flexural properties of the briclge an<1

its ratio of span to width. Expressions for the trdo
parameters are given in the Ontario Highway Bridge
Design Code G) and by Jaeger et a1.' who show that
briclges of different types have different but dis-
tinctly Ídentifiable ranges of c. As shown in
Figure 9, for timber bridges a is between 0.00I
and 0.02; for slab-on-gírder bridges with steel or
concrete girders c is between 0.06 and 0.2¡ for
slab, voidecl-slab, and cellular bríélges c is equal
to I.0; ancl for box-girder bridges a is between
about 1.5 and 2.0. For all bridges O is between
0.5 and 2.5.

À bridge with the smallest c-value and the
largest e-value has the worst, that is, the rnost
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unfavorable, transverse load distribution pattern.
ConverseÌy, a bridge with the largest a-value and
smallest 0-value is one in which the load ¿listri-
bution is as uniforrn across its width as is possible
for bridges of íts type.

Eiqht two-lane bridges representing those with
the best and worst load distribution characteristics
in the four categories mentioned earlier erere ana-
lyzed by the orthotropic plate theory (9) for dif-
ferent load cases. The values of the characterizing
parameters are shown ín TâbIe I, and the wídth of
the bridge together grith the details of the various
load combinations are given in Figure 10. The load
case shown in Figure 10a corresponds to the most
severe load combination according to the AASHTO
specifications (4). The transverse vehicle posítions
also correspond to the most severe load combination
according to the Ontario code (2). NormåI transverse
positions for vehicles in the two lanes are shown in
Figure 10b. Figures 10c-f show centrally plâced
single vehicles with wheel spreads (distance between
the two lines of wheels) of 1.83, 2.00. 2.50, and
3.0 n, respectively. The contact area for each
concentrated loail was the same as that used by Bakht
et al. G) and shown in Figure lOh.

If the Íntensity of longitudinal noments (Mx)
is taken as the basis for eguivalence' two load
combinations are equívalent to each other íf each of
the ti{o cases produces the same maximum intensity of
longitudinal moments. using this críterion and
täking the load casè shown in Fígure 10a as the
datum, the percenÈage of increase (K) in vehicle
vreight for the other five load cases was cåIcul-ated
from the orthotropic plate analyses. It is noted
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FIGURE 9 Values of a and 0 for practical bridges.
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that the datum load case corresponds to the nost
severe transverse position as specified by the
AASHTO and Ontario codes. The percentage of increase
dependecl on the bridge type and also on whether the
bridge had the ¡rorst load distribution characteris-
tics or the best. For each bridge type, the govern-
ing value of K was taken to be the smaller of the
ti{o for the best anal the worst load distributions.
It !'ras found that going from the datum load case to
the case with two vehicles in nor¡nal traveling posi-
tions (Figure lob) did not result in any significant
advantage for slab bridges; for box-girder bridges'
the weights could be increased 3 percent' for slab-
on-girder bridges 5 percent, and for tinber bridges
8 percent. K is significant for síngle vehicles and
depends on the bridge type and the wheeÌ spread.
values of K for the datum case under consideratíon
are plotted as case I in Figure 1l with respect to

TÀBLE 1 Values of q and 0 Used in the Analyses

Load Distribution by Type of Bridge
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different values of wheel spread (W). As shown in
Figure 11, values of K are the same for timber
bridges and sLab-on-girder bridges.

The preceding exercÍse was repeated by using the
load case shown in Figure lob as the datum. The
resulting values of K are plotted as case II in
Figure ll. This datun load case corresponds to the
nor¡na1 traveling positíons of two vehicles. Thus
case II in Figure 11 can be used when the only in-
fornation available about the bridge is that it has
been carrying normal traffic safely.

The curves for K-values given in Figure 11 for a
specific bridge type can be used to calculate the
permissible weight if the special-perrRit vehicle is
known to trâverse only one bridge or one type of
bridge. Alternatively, when the vehicle has to pass
over several brídges, the curves for tí¡nber bridges,
which give the snallest values of K, can be used.

The curves given in Figure 11 are bäsed on the
assunption that each axle has two concentrated loads
for which the effective contact region ís as shown
in Figure 10h. Axles with wider vrheel spreads rnay
each have four sets of double tires, resulting in
four concentrated loads instead of the two assumed
in the analysis. For such cases, the actual values
of K r{ill be higher than those given in Figure 11.

K-values given in Figure I1 correspond to tvro
normal vehicles with fu11 loads, that is, vehicles
with maximun weights. Às discussed earlier, a bridge
may not have experienced two such vehicles in its

11.26 1.83 1.82 r.83 r.ze I -l>t>l>l>t>l
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PERMISSIBLE INCREASE = K x F2 PERCENT

1.8 2.O 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 0.0
w,m
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2.O 2.2 2.4 2.6
W,M

Dynanic Loadl Allowance

By restricting the speed of the permit vehicle on a
bridge, the dynamic Load allowance (DLÀ), whlch is
usualfy known as the inpact factor, can be reduced.
AdvanÈage can be taken of this reduced DLA in per-
nitting a proportionally higher weight for the per-
nit vehicle.

The Ontario code (2) specifies that the DLA for a
síngle controllerl vehicle crossing a bridge at re-
stricted speed can be rnultiplieil by the fol).owing
reduction faetors!

I. For a speed ll¡nit of 6 rnph or lessr 0.30;
2. For speed linits between 6 and 15 mph, 0.50;

and
3. For speeds in excess of 15 mph, 1.0.

In arriving at an increase of the static vehícle
weight thaÈ ls equivalent to the reductÍon of the
DIÀ, it should be rerne¡nberedt that the total load
effects due to a single control vehlcle are belng
compared with those due to two nornal vehicles. The
increase of vehlcle weight to account for the reduc-
tion of the DLA is denoted by R¿. Taking 0.25 as
the stnal-lest DLA value specífiedl by the Ontario code
(2) and 0.7 as the ¡nodificatlon factor for DLA due
to two vehicles (1), R4 for vehicle speeds of less
than 6 mph ls obtained as follows:

Êzq
o
E
Ug
Y

2.81.8

. TIMBER BRIDGES AND SLAB.ON-GIRDER BRIDGES

. SLAB BRIDGÊS

' BOX GIRDER BRIDGÊS

FIGURE 11 Values of K for single vehiclee.

llfetime. Hoyrever, it is certain that the bridge
trould have sustained two vehicles of neights equal
to F2 tines ful1 vreight. Thus the factor R2 by
which a single vehicle weight can be increaseã to
account for the presence of two vehicles is given by

R2 = F2 [(t + K)/100] (1s)

Long Spans

For the AASHTO HS20 loading, a single clesign vehicle
governs mo¡nents for spans of up to 140 ft, and for
the Ontario code this limit ís about 80 ft. For
both codes the design loailings beyond these litnits
incorporate a uniformly distributed toad to account
for the effect of rnore than one vehicle in a lane.
The ratio of simple-span noments due to a single
design vehicle and the corresponding moment due to
the design loadling incorporating the lane load is
dlenoted by R3. Values of R3 corresponding to
various sinple spans are plotted in Figure 12 f.ot
both the AASHTO and Ontario loads. These curves can
be used to estimate a perrnissible inc¡ease beyond
the normal for the special-permit vehicle weight on
Ionger spans if other vehicles are excluded fron the
bridge. The curves corresponding to the Ontario
loads nay be found to be nore approprlate because,
unlike the AASHTO loads, they are based on modern
traffic conditions.

FOR BRIDGES KNOWN TO BE

SAFE UNDEF WORST NORMAL
TRAFFIC IN AASHTO SPECIFIED
VEHICLE POSITIONS

I -1-

FOR BRIDGES SAFELY
CARRYING NORMAL
TRAFFIC FOR A GIVEN
NUMBER OF YEARS
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2.0

1.5

R3

0.0
150100

LÊNGTH OF LARGEST SPAN IN FÊET

FIGURE 12 Values of R3 for AASHTO and trntario loads.

R4 = (1 + 0.25 x 0.7)/(1 + 0.25 x 0.3) = l.Q! (16)

R4 for speeds beteteen 6 and 15 nph works out to
1.04. It is note¿l thât takíng higher values of DLA
would have resulted in larger and therefore less
conservative vaÌues of R4.

STJUMÀRY OF PROCEDURE

For a spêcial-pernit vehicle traveling along the
centerline of a bridge ytith at least two lanes and
with other traffic excluded from the bridge, an
estimate of perrnissible vehicle weight increase
above legal loads for nor¡nal traffic can be obtained
as follows:

L. Allowance for confidence Ín weight: The fac-
tor Rl accounts for the confidence that the tteight
of the perrnit vehicle will not be deliberately ex-
ceede¿I. Assume that R1 is equal to at least 1.10.

2. ALlowance for rnultÍlane loading: Using Equa-
tions I and 10 and assuming that COv = 0.2r calcu-
late the value of F2. Use T = 0.2 sec if there
are many briclges involved in the trip. If the lífe
of the bridge ís 20 or 50 years, read F2 directly
from Figure 5 corr'esponcllng to the numbei of heavy
vehíc1es per lane per day on the highway un¿ler con-
sideration. RemenÌber that the stnaller values of
F2 lead to nore conservative results. Uslng the
value of F2, calculate R2 fron Eguatíon 15.

3. Allowance for presence of ¡nore than one vehi-
cle in one lane: If all bridge spans are larger
thân, say, 80 ft, corresponding to the s¡nallest
span, read R3 frorn the relevant curve for the
Ontarlo code, R" = I.0.

4. Allowancé of speed restrictions: For vehicle
speeds less than 6 rnph âssune R4 equal to 1.09t for
speeds between 6 andl 15 mph' take R4 equal to 1.04.
For higher speeils R4 is egual to 1.0.

5. Total weight increase! The final factorr Rt
v¡hich conbines alL allowancesr is equal. to 1 + (Rl -
1.0) + (R2 - 1.0) + (R3 - 1.0) + (R4 - 1.0), or (RI +
R2+R3+R4-3.0).
EXÀ¡I{PLE

To illustrate the use of the rnethod, the example of

a two-lane slab-on-girder bridge having three spans
of 131, 164, and 131 ft is considered. The brídge
is 20 years old and safely carries an average of
11000 vehicles per lane per day at an average speed
of 55 nph. According to the vehicle weight regula-
tions of the jurisdiction a certaín five-axle truck
in normal traffic is allowed to carry only 49 tons.
The naxirnun weight that this vehicle can carry as a
specíal-permit vehicle ls derived as shown in the
following paragraphs. These restricÈions were i¡n-
poseil:

1. Strict control of weight,
2. TraveI along brÍdge centerline,
3. Travel speed on brídge less than 6 rnpht
4. other traffic excluded frotn the bridge' and
5. wheel spread increased to 9 ft.

Because of neight controlr R1 Ís taken as 1.10.
For the niddle third of the 131-ft span, T = 0.53

sec. Fro¡n Figure 5 for B = 20 years¡ n = 1r000r and
T = 0.53 sec' F2 is approximately equal to 0.86.
From case II of Figure 11, K is equal to about 33
percent for slab-on-girder bridges and w = 9 ft.
Thus from Equation 15.

R2 = 0.86 [I + (331100)] = I.r7.

Fron Figure 12, for a span of 13L ft, R3 is
nearly equal to 1.0.

For vehicle speeds of less than 6 ¡¡phr R4 =
1.09. Therefore'

R = 1.10 + 1.I7 + 1.00 + 1.09 - 3 = 1.36.

The naximum pernitted vehicle weight is therefore
equal to 1.36 x 49 = 66.64 tons.

If an evaluatíon had shosrn the bridge to be safe
for normal traffic corresponding to the most severe
transverse load positions and the modification fac-
tor F2 according to the AASHTO specifications (3),
F2 would be equal to 1.0, and case f of Figure 1l
nould give K = 40 percent. Then

R2 = [I + (401100)] = 1.40.
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In this case R would be equal to I.59 and the per-
nitted vehicle weight would be equal to 78.84 tons.

CONCLUSIONS

ft has been shown that the modification factors for
nultilane loading can bè obtained statistically and
that Èhese factors dependl on the life of the bridge,
the number of vehicles per day, the length of the
span, and the speed of the vehicles. Expressions
are developed for calculating this factor for two-
and three-lane loadings. The corresponding AASHTO
(4) factors are found to be quite conservative,
whereas those of the Ontario code (1), although
calculated by a different procedure, were found to
be more realistic. A method is developed by which
safe naxi¡num vreights for special-permit vehicles can
be obtained h'ithout analytically evaluating the
bridges on the route.
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which leads to differences in posting neth-
o¿ls. This is evident from the results of
the survey of the states. Devel-opmenÈ of a
si¡nple, uniforn posting criterion by which
the legitimate dífferences that exist
between states can be rationally considered
is recommended.

The Unite¿l States is currently faced lríth a nassive
bridge replacement and rehabilitation problem. FHWA

has estimated that there åre currently more than
126r600 structurally deficient bridges within the
United States (1). !'tany of these brídges should be
rehabilitated or replaced, but they must compete for
funding with an equally large number of bridges that
have becorne functionally obsolete because of narrow
vridths and poor alignnents. Becausè of the cost Õf
nodernizing all bridges on the U.S. highway system,
it is necessary to delay irnprovements on nany of
these bridges for severaL years. In the rneantime,
it will be necessary to regulate the traffic on
these bridges. This ís normally done by establishing
weight limits for vehicles using the bridge.

The weight and axle configuratíon of vehicles al-
Iowed to use the highways without special permits is
governed by statutory law. In mos! states' this

Bridge Weight-Limit Posting Practice in the United States

ROY A. IMBSEN and RICHARD V. NUTT

ABSTRACT

Bridge weight limits allow the continued,
Iimited use of a weak bridge that vrould
otherwise present a significant safety haz-
ard while protecting the legal and economic
interests of the bridge owner. For weight
linits to be effective, however, bridges
nust be posted for the proper weight limit,
and the posting must be observed and en-
forced. The federal governnent became in-
volved in bridge weight-limit postíng in
1968 with the creation of National Bridge
fnspection Standar¿ls (NBIS), which required
states to inspect, inventory, and evaluate
bridges on federal-aid routes. Weight-limit
posting was required for bridges found to
have insufficient structural capacity. The
results of a survey of state posting prac-
tices are presented and the finilings of a
study on weight-liniÈ posting in the United
states are sum¡narized. NBIS provi¿les soÍìe
engineering guidance for inspecting, eval-
uatingr and posting highway bridgesr but
considerable engineering judgnent is still-
required to fill the gaps. As â resultt
even within the linits set by NBrs, engi-
neering practices vary among the states,
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1egal weight timit is 801000 Ib or less' but severaÌ
states altow higher weights. l'lichigan, which has the
highest, allows nonpernit vehicle weights of 154,000
lb. vleight lirnits on defícient bridges are used to
further restrict nonpermit vehicle weights. Failure
to establish \reight limits on a bridge with insuffi-
cient strength to carry the legal vehicle vreight rnay

subject the bridge ovtner to liability clains for ín-
juries or danage resulting fron a bridge failure.
weak bridges without rdeiqht 1i¡nits may also becorne

darnaged, necessitating excessively costlv repairs
and unwarranted inconvenience to motorists.

In establishing bridge weight linits' the need to
protect safety and property ¡nust be weighed against
the need for an unrestricted highway system that en-
hances economic activity. Becãuse some of the param-
eters are not clearly defined, it requires consialer-
able judgment to achieve a balance. Thus, bridge
weight-1init posting practices are not always uní-
forrn. Sorne of the ailministrative and engineering
aspects of current bridge-posting Practices in the
Uniteil States are su¡n¡narized in this paper, includ-
ing the differences and si¡nilarities in the prac-
tices of the various states. this information was

obtained from a survey of the states conducted by
Engineering computer corporation as part of a study
by NCHRP.

WEIGHT-LIII{IT POSTING PROCESS

Bridge weight-linit posting' hereafter referred to
as posting, is closely related to bridge maintenance
inspection and structural strength evaluation. when
a bridge is found to have insufficient structural
capacity, weight-limit posting is only one of sev-
eral availabte alternatives. The speed and volutne of
traffíc can also be regulated. In rnany cases, stan-
dard evaluation methods rnay be overly conservative.
when such an evaluation is questionecl, a more de-
tailed analysis or physical testing can often demon-
strate the true strength of the briclge. À careful
nonitoring of the physicat condition and load his-
tory of a ¡narginally cleficient bridge through
frequent inspections coulcl eliminate the need for
posting. l.tinor repairs or reinforcement of v¡eak con-
ponents that can be made quickly and at a relatively
minor cost are also alternatives to posting. Because
of the severe restrictions irnposed by posting' each
of these alternatives shoul,d be given serious con-
siderat ion.

Signs must be placed near bridges to clearLy in-
dicate to moÈorists the weight limits. Although
standard signing is included in the Manual of Uní-
form Traffic Control Devices (¡4UTCD) (!), nany jur-
isdictions have found it necessary to deviåte fron
these standards to avoid anbiguities that could lead
to misinterpretation under the provisions of their
own weiqht-Iimit laws. The method of notifying the
public of bridge weight limits also varies among the
states.

Posted bridges remain an integral part of the
highway system and must be operated accordingly.
Continued inspectíon, usually at more frequent in-
tervals and in greater detail than routine bridge
inspections, will be necessary to detect any clis-
tress or deterioration thaÈ coulcl affect structural
strength.

Enforcement of bridge postings is Ímportant be-
cause a significant nurnber of bridge failures have
resulted from the use of a posted bridge by over-
vreight vehicles. Proper maintenance of posting signs
is necessary to make a posting enforceable.

Finally, ít may be in the public interest to aI-
Iow overweight vehicles to use posted bridges under
strictly controlted conditions. This spêcial allow-
ance is often nacle through the overweight-pernit
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process, but it nay also be ¡nandated by state law
for certain types of vehicles.

The briclge-posting procedure, including íts rela-
tionshíp to other aspects of bridge naintenance
engíneering, is summarized in the flowchart shown in
Figure 1.

Operate Posted Br¡dge

.lnspections
.Enlorcement
.Overload Perm¡ts

FIGURE I Bridge-postingprocedure.

NÀTIONAL BRIDGE INSPECTION STANDARDS

In 1968, in the wake of the cotlapse of the Silver
Bridge over the ohio River at Point Pleasant, west
Virginia, Congress passed the Federal-Aid High\day
Actr which calle¿l for the clevelopnent of National
Bridge fnspection Standards (NBIS) (23 CFR, Section
650, 1968) .

NËIS was ëleveloped by the U.S. Departlûent of
Transportation in consultation e¡ith state highr¡ay
departrnents and other interested and knowledgeable
parties. NBIS currèntly reguires states to inven-
tory thèir briclges and to inspect them at least once
every 2 years. Specific items have been established
that nust be included in the inventory data. Those
in charge of bridge inspection organizational units
must be registered engineers or have 5 years of
bridge inspection experience and nust complete a

comprehensive training course based on the bridge
inspector's training manual, which was developed by
a joint federal-state task force.

NBIS also requires that every bridge be rated for
its safe Iive-load-carrying capacity according to
guidelines in the rnanual published by AASHTo en-
titled Manual for Maintenance Inspectioh of Bri¿lges
(3), hereafter referrecl to as the AASHTo manual-
¡.¡hen these ratings indicate that a brÍdge has insuf-
ficient strength to carry legal-weight vehicles t
NBIS requires that the bridge be posted for reduced
live loads.

subsequent federal legislation made natching
funds availabte for bridge rehabilitation and re-
placenent. Thè surface Transportåtion Assístance
Act of 1978 extended the federal prograrn to inclu¿le
bridges not Õn the federal highway system. This

lnventory and

Field lnspection

Structural
Strength

Evaluation

Structural Strength

.Speed Lim¡t

.Frequent lnspec

.Reevalualion

.Lane Limits

.Repair

lernat¡ves

Post Bridge

.standard Procedur

.Place S¡gning

Public Relations
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legislation includecl the requirenent that the inven-
Èory and inspection of these off-system bridges com-
ply v¡ith the requiremenÈs of NBfS. As a result of
this l-egislation, virtually every hlghway bridge in
the country $ras made subject to NBIS requírenents.

The AÀSHTO nanual, in addition to prescribing in-
spectíon procedures, also discusses the rating of
bridges and provitles specifications for checking the
capacities of existing bridges. The specifications
are written to allow for varíations ín practice.
Specific reference is made ín many instânces to the
use of engineeríng judgment in deter¡nining loadings,
resístance, and structural response. In addition,
tero levels of load-Iinit rating are described. One
level, the inventory rating, is the load level that
can safely use an existing structure for an indefi-
nite period of tirne. The other level-, the operatíng
rating, is the ¡naximum load leve1 perrnissible un¿ler
any circumstances. Because the AASHÎO nânual re-
quires bridge weight 1i¡nits to be set betvreen the
inventory and the operating ratings, there ís con-
siderable variation in postíng practices a¡nong the
various state and local jurÍsdictions.

TABLE I Bridge Posting Statietics, l9B3
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CURRENT STATUS OF BRIDGE POSTING

A I98I spot check conducted for Congress by the
United States Conptrolter ceneral (!) indicated that
several states were not Ín total compliance with the
NBIS posting requlrements. This lack of conplfance
occurred rnainly at the Local government level. The
problem at the local level ís conpounded by the lo-
catÍon of most of the nationrs highway bridges in
neeil of posting on local, off-system roads.

Engineering Conputer Corporation (ECC) surveyed
the state highway departnents to iletermine bridge-
posting practices in the United States. The statls-
tics on the nunber and types of posted bridges for
each of the states responding to the survey are sun-
nìarized in Table 1. Although a few etates did not
respon¿i, theEe statistics bring out some important
features of current U.S. bridge-posting problems.

Few bridges on the Interstate highway systen were
reporËed as being posted. There are at least two
reasons for this lack of posting. One is that the
Interstate system is relatively new and constructed
to high design standards. The other is thât the

lnterstate Other Fede¡al Aid Off-System Total

State
No. of No. No. of No.
Bridges Posted Btidges Posted

No. No. of No.
Posted Bridges Posted

No. of
Bridges

Alabama
Àlaska
Arizona
AÌkansas
Californi.a
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Flo¡ida
Georgia
Hâwâii
Idaho
Illinois
Indianaa
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mai¡e
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Caroli¡a
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virghia
Washington
West Virghia
Wisconsin
Wyomilg
Washington, D.C

I,058
120

622

lsg
tJ4

t,ita
103

r,s6r
1,809

644
r,101

1,201
225
487
915

1,054
1,158

937
1,107

779
330
465
372
626

1,087
1,690

405
2,176
r,141

r44
519
480

1,286
6,1e8

385

1,t00

ics
995
70

7,897
310
692

8,860

3,895
1,662

244
3,555
6,738

402

17,272
l0

20,127
14,543

8,78't
I,406

268
1,165
4,5t7
7,828
9,951

I 5,383
2,912

tt,270
212

t,926
1,7 54

638
8,3 81

3,839
t6,787
14,55 I

124
4,979
4,230
9,38 r

19,493

I,357

2,99s
193

6,579
892

16

0
I

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

l6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

;
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0

6,381 221
420 18

5,206 439

z,e ts r oo
2,314 102

4,055 120

lt, l,
s,939 99
3,350 78
6,715
9,071 2,202

4,644 222
1,044 1 5

1,420 27
2,457 450
4,598 484
4,429 279
6,620 2,234
7 ,317 t,493
1,593 50
4,806 I,137

498 3
1,159 24
2,672 320
1,825 39
7,1'77 169

1,51 I 7'.1

9,912 619u,!u !'
izs -zj

3,622 1l I
2,326 326
6,887 57 6

19,47 t 4

841 43

s,ùr ìa
5,336 72
984 30
156 20

964 t5,342 I,185
27 850 46
5 5 5,032 72

1,495 14,708 1,934

- 24,1t6 676
1,908 7,469 2,008
149 4,730 251
70 686 96

555 9,026 675
797 6,738 797

2,159 25,072 2,258
2 5,169 80

- 27,486
6,087 24,91s 8,289

t,119 14,632 t,341
I 15 ?,67 5 130
18 2,17 5 45

418 4,537 868
1,948 10,169 2,432
t,842 13,415 2,121

0 17,508 2,250
2,496 23,807 3,869

453 5,284 503
4,704 16,406 5,841

11 1,175 14
55ó 3,458 580
488 5,090 808
28 3,550 67

t,u:t 17,248 
',t:o

670 5,755 947
6,004 28,875 6,623
2,3:6 22,s68 

',t:'
- 21,300 3,466
26 693 53

1,056 9,120 1,167
2,334 7,036 2,660
5,539_ l7,5s4 6,1 15.
2,5160 45,820 2s20b

rao z,lsz in
- 13,i70 3,736
365 7,286 453
27 ó,835 2,106

1,242 12,764 t,314
165 2,87t 195

4 242 24

uStat" high*ay statistics only
bApproximate number,
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Interstate systen is so important to U.s. econonic
and sêcurity interests that deficíencies are usualLy
corrected relatively quickLy.

More than 80 percent of the posted bridges are on
Iocal, off-systen roads. The survey.indicated that
21 percent of all 1ocal, off-system bridges are
posted. In addition' many of the rePortêd fecleral-
aid bridges are probably owned by locaI jurisdic-
tions. Many local bridges are not reported as being
posted because sone local agencÍes faíl to comply
with the NBIS posting require¡nents. Therefore' it
follows that bridges hrith insufficient structural
capacities are usually under the jurisdiction of
local governrnents.

State briclge engineers were asked to estinate the
number of bridge collapses over the past 10 years
for four different briilge types on three different
types of híghway systems. AlÈhough their änssters
are only estirnaÈes, the results reported in Table 2

from the 45 states respondíng show so¡ne definíte
trends. Bridge failures are far nore freguent nith
off-syste¡n bridges than with bridges on the federal-
aid system. Many of the bridges that coLlapsed Y¡ere
not posted with a weight limit. Most failures oc-
curred on steel or timber britlges, whereas rein-
forced-concrete bridges, whích will show signs of
distress before collapse, were not nearly so vulner-
ab1e. No collapses nere reported for prestressed-
concrete bridges¡ which are relatively modern in
construction and design.

TABLE 2 Estimated Bridge Collapses During Past 10 Years

No. of Collapses by Bridge Type

Route Type Steel
Reinforced P¡est¡essed
Concrete Concrete

Interstâte
Othe¡ federal aid
Off-system
Total

Note:45state's¡espondedtosuryey;numberofdridgespostedbytypeisasfollows:
steel, I 2?; timber, 144; ¡einfo¡ced conc¡ete, 2; prestressed conc¡ete, O.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES OF BRIDGE POSTING

Compliance with NBIS requires a close working rela-
tionship betsreen state and local agencies. Not un-
expectedly, rnany adninistrative problerns have been
encountered, including conflícts with existing state
lans, local governnents with insufficient resources
to provide for necessary engineeríng' anil a large
number of weak local bridges for which few records
are available. Despite the ä¿lÍìinistrative difficul-
tíes, 28 of the 45 states respontling to the EcC sur-
vey reported that they have conPleted the inventory
of their off-systen bridges. A rePort published for
Congress on the status of the bri¿lge replacernent and
rehabilitation program estinates that 98 percent of
all off-systern bridges had been inventorieil as of
December 31, L981. The inventory of bridges on the
federal-aid system is essentially complete.

In spíte of the difficulties inherent in the NBIS
requirenentsr tnore brídges are currently posted as a

result of these standarils. Table 3 shows the effect
of the NBIS requirements on the nunber of briclges
posted in the states surveyed by ECC.

The adninistrative practices related to inple-
tnenting bridge postings and to operating and ¡noni-
toring posted bridges also vary. There are varia-
tíons in the ways states relate to the public,
inspect posted bridges, enforce bridge postings, and
issue pernits for posted bridges.

TABLE 3 Effect of Federal Legislation
on Number of Posted Bridges

Effect No. of States

More than doubled
Inc¡eased 25-l 00 percent
Increased < 25 percent
No inc¡ease
Reduced

PubIic Relations

In many cases there is considerable resistance to
briclge postÍng from trucking conpanies, local resi-
dents, industry, or other indivicluals or groups \tho
woulal be inconveniencecl. The ECC survey of the
states showed that state officials had different
perceptions about the anount of public pressure and
the degree of pubtic confidence toward the posted
weight timits within their states. rn Figure 2 the
opínions of state officials regarding the amount of
public pressure against bridge posting are sum-
marízed. Figure 3 is a sum¡nary of the opinions of
state officials about the level of public confidence
in posted weilht limÍts.

MODERATE

FIGURE 2 Perception of public pressure againsl
posting by states.

FIGURE 3 Perception of public confidence in posted
load limits by states.

It is desirable to give advance notice of the
posting so truckers can make arrangeÍìents to use
detours or to limit their loads to the maxi¡num
weight allorped. t{hen truckers are not infornecl of a

scheduled posting, they are more likeJ.y to violate
the weight límit. Various nèthods used by the
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states to notify truckers of a posted bri¿lge include
news releases, specíal notification given ,to truck-
ing associations, legal notices, pubtished lists of
restricted britlges, and advisory signs on routes
nith posted bridges. In Table 4 the methods used to
notify the public are surnmarized and the number of
states surveyed that use these methods is shown.

TABLE 4 Methods for Notifying Public of
Bridge Posting

Method Used No. of States

News ¡elease
Special notice to trucking association
Legal notice
Advance advisory signs
Notice posted at weigh stations
Notification of other agencies
Weight-limit maps or lists
Public hearings before posting
Regulatory signing only

fnsÞection

A posted bridge is typically an older structure that
has not been designed to carry nodern traffic. Often
the structure is in a deteriorated condition and nay
have experienced some distress due to live load. It
is necessary to ¡nonitor the conalition of such
brídges continually by frequent inspections to ver-
ify that the posted weight limits are appropriate.

Although local agencies have primary responsibil-
ity for their own britlges, tnany of them lack the
qualified personnel or resources to perform bridge
inspections in conformance with NBIS. fn many states
the state agency has taken over responsibility for
bridge inspection, yet Ín others this practice is
prohibited by state Iaw. tlany local agencies erith-
out qualified staff have retained consultants for
brídge inspection. The responsíbílities for local
bridge inspection for the states responding to the
ECC survey are sum¡narized as follows:

No. of Bridges by Type of
Highvrav

Inspector Federal-Aid Off-Svstem
State agency 23 18
Local agency 16 20
Combination of

state and
local agencies 4 4

Consultant 3 3

Signing Practices

The AASHTO ¡nanual requÍres that the standards con-
tained in the MUTCD (2) be followed when regulatory
signing is pl-aced on posted bridges. The current
edition of the MUTCD recommends five standard
bridge-posting signs, as shown in Figure 4. These
signs do not alerays give precise defínitions of axle
Ioads and spacings and may have to be modified
slightly to conform with loca1 regulatory statutes.
In additÍon to many variations of the standârd
signs, these mo¿lifications have also Ied to the
developnenÈ of nany new nonstandartl signs (J.C.
Porter, unpublished data, Eebruary 1981).

A recent survey by Halstad revealed that there is
considerable variatíon among the states r.rith respêct
to the type of signs preferred for posting bridges.
About half the states prefèr the standard R12-5 sign
or some similar, modified version. The next most
popular sign is type R12-1, nhich ís preferred by 17
states for bridges with span lengths less than 40 ft

R12-1
24" x 30"
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R12-2
24" x 3O"

23
20

4
3

I
6
5

3

9

R12-4
36" x 24"

l-Nli tffi]
llli:ü:li Fi-'s,''ll,ill F- irli
t[jli'-'=l llo T'NScRosslJ ilf-sjl

812-3 R1 2-5

FIGURE 4 MUTCD standard bridge-posting signs.

and by 11 states for britlges r.rith span lengths more
than 40 ft. Type R12-4 is preferred by only three
states, erhereas types RI2-2 and RI2-3 arê not pre-
ferred by any state. Nine states preferred
nonstandard signs of theír own design.

Posting Enforcenent

Truckers often disregard bridge hreight linits be-
cause the penalties for exceeding t.he posted weight
lirnits are 1ow and enforcement is timited. One of
the difficul-ties ín enforcing bridge weight limits
is that portable scales to check the weights of in-
dividual trucks are often necessary.

Most of Èhe states responding to the ECC survey
can assess fines against offenders and a few have
the power, at least ín theory, to-sentence violators
to jaÍ1. Fine structures vary considerabrly anong
the states. In some states maximum fines nay be
based on the nurnber of previous offenses, whereas in
others the fine is based on the amount of over-
weight. At least two states reguire that offenders
pay for any damage done to the britlge, h'hèreas one
state reported that it can revoke the offenderrs
vehicle registration. The possibte legal conse-
quences for viol-ating a posted weight linit as re-
ported by each of the states that responded to the
ECC questionnaire are sum¡narized in Table 5.

Permits for Posted Bridges

Because the hardship caused by bridge weight limits
can be critical and even life-threatening (as in the
case of fire-fighting equipment), it is soneÈimes in

TABLE 5 Consequences of Violation of Posted
Weight Limit

Consequence No. of States

Fine
Maximum < $500 8
Maxinum between $500 and $1,000 9
Maximum >$1,000 2
Maximum bâsed on oYerweight 13

Jail
Maximum <30 days I
Maximum between 30 and 180 days 7
Maximum >180 days 3

Other
Liability for cost of repair 2
Revocation of vehicle registration 1
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the public interest to atlovt certain overweight
vehicles on a posted bridge. This is'usua1ly done
through the use of special pernits.

llost of the states surveyed by ECC indicated that
they have íssued overload per¡nits for posted
bridges, but nany of these states said that such
pernits grere rare. Figure 5 shows the degree to
which the states surveyed use such pernits.

rn certain state.s overloacl permits for posted
bridges are never issued. In Calíforniar for ex-
anple, pernits are not issued for posted briclgest
but state law allows fire-fighting equipment to use
a bridge, provided the fire-fighting agency pays for
any bridge darnage.

FREQUENTLY
/ ¡ssuED

OCCASIONALLY
ISSUED

FIGURE 5 State practice of issuing overload permits on
posted bridges.

ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF BRIDGE POSTING

NBIS provides sone limitecl engineering guidance for
inspecting, evaluating, and posting highway bridges,
but considerable engineering judgrnent Ís sti11 re-
quired to fill the gaps. As a resultr even wíthin
the timits set by the NBIS' engineering practices
vary anong the states. This variation in practice
Ieads to a difference in posting criteria that re-
flects different philosophies, different jurisdic-
tional needs, and different traffic conditions.

INSPECTION

Brialge maintenance inspection is an art involving
the application of both scientific principles and
considerable engineering judgment gaineil from years
of experience. rnspection relating to bridge-post-
ing practice Ís nost conveniently dividedl into in-
spections that are required before and those re-
quired âfter load-Iínit posting. Before a bri¿lge
can be postêd, a thorough field inspectíon rnust be
conducted. This is requirecl so that a reliable
structural-strength evaluation can be made. Subse-
quent to brídge posting' continued field inspection
is required to nonitor the condition of the posted
br Ídge.

Before Posting

The prirnary purpose of inspecting a bridge before
rating it is to deter¡nine information that is neces-
sary to properly evaluate the strength of the bridge
and its action under load. For this reasonr it is
desirable that inspectors becone involved, at least
to a certain degreer in the rating of bridges. The
degree to which bridge naintenance inspectors are
involved in the ratíng process in each of the states
surveyed by ECC is shown in the following:

Involvement
Performs calculations
Reviews calculatíons
Provides information and

No- of StaÈes
9

5

j utlgment 3 5

Not directly involveil 7

Varies 2

After Posting

The majority of the states surveyed by Ecc indicated
that they reinspect their posted bridges nore
thoroughly or frequently than other structures. !¡lany
states also reported that they have the roacl ¡nain-
tenance personnel who drive the roads on almost a

daily basis monitor posted structures for obvíous
signs of distress.

RÀTING

Bridge postings are usually based on the results of
ãn analytical evaluation of the structural strength
of the given bridge. ÀIthough the AASHTO manual (3)
provídes sotne guidance for evaluating or posting
bridges, it also allows for a considerable amount of
engineering judgnent.

Posting Level

NBIS specifically states that posting is required if
the AÀsHTo operating rating is less than the maximun
Iega1 weight of vehicles allowecl to use the high-
ways. Bridges need not be posted for loads below
the AASHTo inventory load. Therefore¡ posted loads
vary betvreen the operating and the inventory leve1s.
Atthough the AÀsHTo ¡nanual irnpties that frequency of
inspection may be consitlered when a proper postíng
l-evel is selecteat' ít offers almost no addítional
guidance.

The ECC survey of the states showed considerable
variation in the posted l-oa¿l level. There was also
variation within some states in how they posted díf-
ferent bridge types. The posting levels of all
states responding to the guestionnaíre are surn-
marized in Tabl-e 6.

TABLE ó Posting Levels Used by States

No. of States by Bridge Type

Posting Level Timbe¡
Rei¡forced Prestressed
Concrete Concrete

Operatilg
Inventory
Inte¡mediate
Variable
Defe¡red

Loading

The traffic live load used for rating a bridge
should be representative of the actual vehicles
usíng the bridge. Only a fe\d hypothetical rating-
vehicle configurations are necessary to envelop the
¡nomenÈs an¿l shears caused by actual vehicles.

The vehicle configurations used for rating
bridges vary arnong the states. Approximately 40
percent of the 45 states responding to the ECc sur-
vey use the typÍcal AASHTO legal trucks. The re-
rnaining states use speciaLly developed legal truck
configurations, AASHTO H or HS design trucksr or
some combination of truck types. The types of rat-
ing vehicles used by the states are summarized as
follows:
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Vehicle Configuration
AASHTO legal vehlcle
Modified legal vehicle
AASHTO design vehicle
Co¡nbination of ÀÀSHTO legal

and design vehicles
Combínation of AASHTO and

¡noclifÍed vehicles

Of equal ímportance to the vehicle tlr¡les ls the
nunber of vehicles assume¿l to be on the bridge at
any one tirne. The AASHTO manual specifies that all
Ianes should be loaded when the rating is determined
unless, in the judgment of the engineer, traffic
movernent and volume warrants the consideraÈion of
fert¡er lanes. Most of the states surveyed nake only
occasional use of the lane-reduction clause; how-
ever, fÍve states consicler only one vehicle at a
tine on the bridge.

Analvsis Methods

Experience has shown that only a fet{ structural com-
ponents or failure modes control the rnaximum allow-
able live loa¿l for a bridge. These structural co¡n-
ponents or failure nodes vary¡ depending on the tl¡pe
of bridge. Sone of the less critical components and
failure notles and Èhe number of states surveyedl by
ECC that usually do not include these components or
failure modes in bridge evaluations are Iiste¿l in
Table 7.

TABLE 7 Components or Failu¡e Modes Not Considered in Rating

No. of States by Bridge Type
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The AASHTO manual allows the rater to use elther
tùorking-stress or load-factor tnethods when a bridge
is rated for its eeight limit. ¡{ost of the states
surveyed by ECC use working-atress ¡nethods exclu-
sively for rating their structures. Honever, sone
states use load-factor methods for sone structures
and working-stresB methods for others. Only one of
the states surveyed usecl load-factor nethods excl-u-
sively. The analysis methods used by each of the
states surveyed 146 responded to the survey) are
su¡¡narized as follows:

!,tethod No. of States
Working stress 26
Load factor 1
Co¡nbinatÍon t9

RECOTIII,TENDÀTIONS

At this ti¡ne there ls too nuch variation in the
posting crlteria used by the different states. These
differences are often justifiect; however, the cur-
rent AÀSHTO manual and NBIS, although allowlng for
some variation, provide almost no guidance for ra-
tionally selecting the most appropriate criterla.
Improveil criteria need to be dleveloped that rùill aI-
low states and local jurisdictlons to take into ac-
count those factors that legitinately affect the
posted hreight limits.
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Overloading of
Prestressed-Concrete Spread Box-Beam Bridges

TERRY D. HAND anrl CELAL N. KOSTEM

ABSTRÀCT

Àn analytical scherne is ¿leveloped that sirnu-
Iâtes the elâstic andl inelastic flexural
response and the mechanis¡n of damage initia-
tion and propagation for prestressed-con-
crete spread box-beam bridges under any
loading. The schetne employs the finíte-ele-
nent displacement method in whÍch the non-
linear structural response is simulatecl by
piecewise Iinearization of the tangent
stíffness for¡nulation. Danage initiation
and propagation are simulated by dívidíng
Plate and bean e1e¡nents ínto nultiple lay-
ersr each in plane stress. The influence of
box-beatn torsional stiffness on the trans-
verse flexure of the superstructure is in-
corporated into the model by introducing rod
finíte elements possessíng the St. venant
torsional rígidity of the actual box section
into the plane of the bridge slab. The
coupled flexural and axial conponents of the
box-beâ¡n contribution to conposite bridge
action are retaineil in twin I-beans, each
corresponding to balf the box beam. The
¡nodel is applied to a field-tested bridge
and found to yield reasonably good, stightly
conservative predictions of elastic bridge
deflectíons and girder moments. Results of
postelastic sinulations of several box-beam
bridges are conpared with those of flexur-
ally identical or conparable I-bearn brídges.
Spread box-bearn bridges are found to possess
superstructure stiffness and strength âp-
proxirnately 30 pêrcent higher than their
I-bean counterparts. The lateral distribu-
tion of nornent anong box girders, nore fa-
vorable at elastic load levels, is rnain-
tained almost proportionately well into the
inelastic range, whereas progressíve and
unstable concentration of rnoÍìent toward the
Loaded girder or girders is observed in
conrparable l-beam superstructures.

The majority of highway bríclges in the United States
are periodically subjecteal to loads far in excess of
the service loads anticipated in the clesign process.

Investigations have been conducte¿l over the years
by various agencies to determine the oveitoad re-
sponse of bridges and to predict the deleterious
effects of overloads on the various conponents of
the superstructure. Analytical and 1i¡nited experi-
nental investigations to date have focused on the
inelastic behavior of prestressed-concrete I-beam
(LrZl, reinforced-concrete cellular (.1), and steel
multigirder bridges Q). Little is known, however,
about the post-Iínear-elastic response of pre-
stresseal-concrete spread box-bean brldqes (Figure 1).

It has traditionally been assurned that these
types of bridges are so¡nehow stronger than corre-
spontling l-bean bridges and that if the latter are

a
FIGURE I Typical prestressed-concrete spread box-beam
bridge.

able to carry given loads without ¿lanage, the same
should be true of si¡nilarIy dinensioneil box-giriler
bridges. This assumption has led to anbiguity anong
many bridge engineers as to the neaníng of strength
and the definition of the danage initiation mecha-
nis¡n for such bridges.

An analytical investigation was undertaken spe-
cifically to define the inelastic response and the
mechanism of ¿lanâge inltiation and propagation of
bearn-s1ab prestressed-concrete spread box-beam
bridges and to cornpare the overload characterístics
of these types of bridges with those of equivalent
bridges designed by using prestressed-concrete
I-beams. The results clarify many questions regard-
ing the structural response and strength differences
in both the elastic and postelastic loa¿l ranges and
may be used as a basis for decisíons to permit over-
loads.

The investigation employed the finite-element
displacenent method. Nonlinear structural response
hras simulated by piecewíse linearization of the
tangent stiffness formulationr and damage initiation
and propagation v¡ere simulated by dividing plate ancl
beam ele¡nents into rnultiple layêrs, each in plane
stress. The ínportant influence of bea¡n torsional
stiffness on bridge behavior was incorporated into
the model by introducing torsional ro¿l elements into
the plane of the slab.

DEVEIOPi{ENT OF THE MODEL

Backgroun¿l

the clevelopment of a finite-ele¡nent-based scheme for
analysis of spreail box-bean bridges proceeded from
an earlier model cleveloped princípally by the second
author to analyze l-beatn bridges (l'3). rn this
nodel- the three-dimensional elasticity problen pre-
sented by the flexure of a beam-slab superstructure
was simplífied and reduced to the problem of an
eccentrically stiffened plate. The bean-slab bridge
discretizatíon consisted of bean and slab (plate
bending and plane stress) ele¡nents. Finite-element
nodes possessíng in-plane (u and v) an¿l bending (w,
0x, and 0.r) degrees of freedom (df) are
located at tfre middle surface of the slab (Figure
21. Couplèd ín-pLane and bending stiffness coef-
ficients are definecl for Èhe slab elements with
respect to all 5 df, whereas najor-axis bending and
axial stiffness coefficients for beam ele¡nents are
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FIGURE 2 Layered beam and slab finite elements.

a

defined with respect only to u, w¡ and ovr thus
precluding representation of weak-axis bending of
the bearns. Figure 2 shows the slab and bearn layering
scheme that allov¡s elenents to exhibit a stress
variation through their depth and to experience
progressÍve crackíng, crushing, or yielding. At the
sane tine, the layering provides the basÍs for rede-
fining ele¡nent stiffnesses after each load step
through the appropriate suruning of individual layer
stiffnesses. In this scheme each layer is assuned
to be in plane stress.

One of the principal shortconings of this early
¡nodel lies in its inabitíty to incorporate the tor-
sional stiffness of girders into the overall bending
response of the superstructure. As a result, its
application has been lirnited to brídges wíth bea¡ns
that have negligible torsional stiffness, such as
I- or T-beans. A second difficulty with the earlÍer
rnodel, which precluded iÈs use in the analysis of
box-beam bridges, e¡as the question of how to treat
torsional shear flows within the restricted context
of the vertically layered beâm stens.

Incorporation of Torsional Stíffness ínto the tytodel

Figure 3 illustrates a concept by vrhich the tor-
sional stiffness of box girders nay be incorporated
into the g1obal stiffness of the superstructure.
Notional linear finite eletnents, which possess the
St. Venant torsional rigiality calculated for the
actual box bean, are introiluced longitudinally be-
tween nodes that Lie over the centerline and sterns
of the box beams. Mathematically these elernents are
connected only to the Ox df (Figure 21, which
had forrnerly been used only in defining the trans-
verse bending and twisting stíffnesses of the slab
eletnents. On assembly into the global-stiffness
equations, the additional stiffness provided by the

o) Segment of Box-Beom Bildge
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torsion ele¡nents simulates the transverse stiffening
effect caused by the actual beans in the real
bridge. The flexural and axial stiffnesses of the
box beams are retained in twin I-beans, r+hích nay
continue to behave as the pure, planar beam columns
of the original nodel.

Assunptions and Limitat.ions

The proposed scherne for introducing the torsional
stiffness of box beans ínto the otherwise purely
flexural ¡nodel necessitated several assunptions:

1. That the true torsional response of a box
beam whose geonetry is typical of those in the
bridges under study can be reasonably approxirnated
by St. Venant torsíon alone,

2. That stresses fro¡n local transverse bending
of box-bean wa1ls in typicatly proportioned beans do
not do¡ninate over the prínary flexural stresses and
flexural and torsional shear stresses, and

3. That the usual assumptions of small deflêc-
tion and snall strain bean theory hold at least as
well as for the original I-beam inelastic bridge
nodel.

The first two assunptions have been vatidatect by
research by the authors an¿l are reported elsewhere
G). The research consisted of theoretical and
finite-elenent analyses of â box beam loailed in
torsion and in combined flexure and torsion. Com-
paríson of analytical results was ¡nade erith 1ímíte¿f
benchmark data fron the laborâtory testing of a
fu]l-size prototype box bean (6).

The third assumption may be justified by the
consideration that a bridge having torsionally stiff
bea¡ns wÍl1 exhibit less transverse dishing (indica-
tive of less tvristing of beams and more even distri-
bution of rnoment anong beans) than a bridge with
flexurally equivalent. but torsionally flexible
beams. This inplies that box beams will more closely
approxinate plane bending than their l-bêam counter-
parts. Moreover, although one generally associates
box sections vrith torsion, their vastly higher tor-
sional strength and smaller twist angles result in
lower shear strains, which when coupled with the
reduced warping tendency of ctosed sections results
in a closer adherance to the assumption of key plane
sections. Last the significantly srnaller deflections
and curvatures exhibited by box-beam supèrstructures
as compared with corresponding I-bea¡n superstruc-
tures nake the snall deflection and snall strain as-
sumptions all the nore valid.

In addition to the assumptions just stated, the
bridge nodeJ., with or v¡ithout the torsional ele-
tnents, is 1i¡níted by Èhe inherently flexural nature
of its finite-element fornulation. Because trans-
verse shear deformatÍons and stresses are neglected,
the predÍcted bridge response and failure mechânisÍt

BEAtí ELEMENIS (Loyers not shown )

b)Finite €lement ldeol¡zollon Showinq
Iorsronol Rod Elemenls

Xu

Ox

ey

vy
Iz
{*

SLAB ELEMENTS (Loyers nol shown )

FIGURE 3 Incorporation of torsional stiffness.
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is necessarily a flexural one. Thus' a bridge for
which the actual overload response woul-d l.ead to
diagonal tensíon or shear cracking near the supports
would be a poor candidate for analysís with this
rnodel. Because such cases are ¿lifficult to predict
in advancer this nodel includes provisions for cal-
culating, after each load step of the finite-elernent
solution' the average flexural and torsional shear
stress in each bea¡n eLement. Torsional stresses are
appropriately added or subtracted to flexural shears
in each box-bea¡n ste¡n. Diagonal tension is then
calculated. and if it approaches â preset threshold
based on the rupture modulus of the concrete, the
analysis is stoppe¿I. A nessage is printed by the
conputer progran indicating that shear will govern
the faiLure rnechanism of the bridge, and further
iterations wíth this nodel should be considered
inaccurate.

VERIFICATION OF MODEL IN ELASTIC RÀNGE

The torsional rod elernent concept for simulating
box-girder behavior was verified for Loads in the
elastic range by comparing the predicted response
with corresponding neasured data taken in field
tests of an actual box-beam bridge (Hazleton Bridge)
(7). Because measured data fron the prototype were
Ii¡nited to nidspan deflections and moment distribu-
tion coefficients derived from strain readings, an
additional (elastic) finite-element model of the
bridge was created to serve as a surrogate for load-
ings and response paraneters not covered by the
fieLd tests. This seconil model enployed a conven-
tional finite-ele¡nent package (SAP IV) and treated
the bridge as a three-dinensional continuurn with
rectangular plate-bending eLements and \rith membrane
stiffness capability, including all parts of the
slab and each wall of the girders.

Figures 4 and 5 show transverse deflection
profiles at midspan as measured in the field tests
versus those predicted by the SAP IV nodel and those
predicted by the overload analysis model with spe-
cial torsion elenents [Bridge Overload Analysis
(BOVA) I . The profiles correspond to two different
transverse posítions of the 333-kN (74.8-kip) test
truck used in the tests (lanes 1 and 4). In each
case the truck vras positioned Longitudinally to
produce maximu¡n bridge ¡noment. Note that whereas
the SAP IV model predicts the measured data alnost
exactly, the BOVA model consístently overestimates
the deflection in the most heavily loaded girders.

F igures 6 and 7 show the rnonent distribution
coefficients as derived fro¡n data taken in the field
test versus values predicted by the SAP IV and BOVA

LANE I
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FIGURE 4 Midspan deflection profile: comparison of
alternative models with test results (lane l).

FIGURE 5 Midspan deflection profiler comparison of
alternative models with test results (lane 4).
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nodels, respectively. These plots show good agree-
nent generally. Howeverr the BOVÀ-qenerated values
again tend to be somewhat higher than the otherst
which indicates a slight overestimation of the por-
tion of the bending monent carried by the rnost
heavily loaded beans.

Figures I through 12 are longitudlnal plots of
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FïGURE B Internal torque versus longitudinal location: girder A,
Hazleton Bridge (lane 2).

FIGURE 9 Internal torque versus longitudinal location: girder B,
Hazleton Bridge (lane 2).
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FIGURE l0 Internal torque versus longitudinal location: girder C,

Hazleton Bridge (lane 2).

FIGURE 1l Internal torque versus longitudinal location: girder D,
Hazleton Búdge (lane 2).

FIGURE 12 Internal torque versus longitudinal location: girder E,
Hazleton Bridge (lane 2),

internal beam torque for each of beams À through E
for the case of the test truck in lane 2 (straddling
girder B, the second beam from the right). Note
again that although the predictions of the tno
models show reasonable agreement on order of rnagni-
tude, the BOVA forrnulation again predicts larger
values.

The response of the BOVÀ fornulatlon for box-beam
bridges (i.e., with torsion elenents) is cornpared
with that of the equivalent twin I-girder brldge
(identlcal except without torsional elements) in
Figure 13, rrhich clearly shova the intended trana-
verse stiffenlng effect contributed by the torsion
elenents. The loading for Èhís plot was an AÂSHIþ
lane load in lane 2, that is, over beân B.

These results of anâIyses conducted at loads in
the elastic range shor, that the response of a box-
bean superstructure is guite well nrodeleil qualita-
tively and reasonably well rnodeled quantitatively by
the insertion of torsional rod eLements into the
layereil beam-slab nodel as dlescribed earlier. The
results suggest that in the elastíc range at leastr
the inelastic nodel (BO\¡A) tends to overestlnate
somewhat the deflections, moments, and torques in
the critical girder. The consistent overêstiÍtationt
although problematic, ls on the conservative side.

APPLICATTONS OF BOVA (BOX) IN INELÀSÎIC RA}¡GE

Extension of the box-bean overloâd tîodel into the
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FIGURE 13 Midspan deflection profile: comparison of
alternative models.

ínelastic range proceeded in two stages. In the
firFt stage the teo BOVA versions of the Hazleton
Bridge model (i.e., the sinulated box-bea¡n and the
equivâlent twin l-beam rnodels) were each loa¿led to a
Point near the ultimate strength of the superstruc-
ture. The purpose was not only to predict the post-
elastic response and failure nechanisrns of the box-
bea¡n version but to investígate the differences in
response bettreen a box-bea¡n bridge antl a notional
I-bean bridge identicaL in every detail except for
the presence of the torsion elements.

The second stage involved a comparison of the
responses of three distínct prestressed-concrete
beam-slab bridges, each designed to pennsylvania
Departnent of Transportation (pênnDOT) standards for
the sane span, width, and loading. The purpose nas
to evaluate the differences in behavior of actual
alternative designs--bridges with eight f-bearns,
eight box beans, and five box beams.

Overloarl Ànalysis of Hazleton Bridge

fn Figure 14 the load-deflection response of the
Hazleton Bridge box-beam nodel is compared teith that
of the twín I-bea¡n control model discussed prevl-
ously. ?he loading consisted of monotonically in-

AO 50 lO.O l5O 2OO zto(mm)

O0 A2 04 0.6 0.8 LO (iñ )

OEFLECTION

FIGURE 14 Load-deflection response of Hazleton
Bridge models.
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creasing patch loads corresponding to the wheel
footprint of the three-axle test truck used in the
field tests (7). The truck was positioned ín lane 2
straddling beam B. The ordinate ls the total verti-
cal loacl. The abscissa ís the vertical deflection
at midspan on the outer stern of the loaded bea¡n.

Crítical events in the overloa¿l history of each
¡nodel are annotated on the curves, and the overload
simulation was stopped in each case when the pre-
dicted flexural cracks in both stems of the loadled
bea¡n extendeal into the bottomnost web layer. In the
case of the box-girder nodel this occurred at a loacl
o1.2,259 kN (508 kips) and a deflectíon of 24.2 rnm

(0.954 in.). At this point the curve has clearly
become nonlinear but reÈains a large positive s1ope,
indicating that the bridge as a whole is not yet
approaching its collapse load. By comparison, thè
equivalent f-bean bridge revealed the same darnage
level at a total load of 1,077 kN (377 kips) and a
deflectÍon of 23.8 ¡nm (0.936 in.). The slope of the
curve in this case, however, has become nearly hori-
zontal, ¡rhích impl-ies that the briilge is near its
ultimate 1oad.

Figures 15 and 16 are based on data fron the same
overload símulation runs but show instead the pre-
dicted rnidspan deflection profiles at the same totaL
loads as those annotated on the load-deflection
curves. In addition, the box-bearn profile (Figure
Ì5) has a curve for a load of 333 kN (74.8 kips),
the actual test-truck weight.

Exa¡nination of the tvro fanilíes of curves in

FIGURE 15 Midspan deflection profiles at various load stages:
Hazleton Bridge, box-beam model.

FIGURE 16 Midspan de{lection profiles at various load stages:
Hazleton Bridge, eguivalent l-beam model.
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conjunction erith the load-deflection curves indi-
cates that although critical danage occurs ln both
bridges at approxirnately the sane rnâxi¡nun bridge
deflection, the box-beam version reaches that de-
flection at a total load about 35 percent higher.
l,loreover. åt thís point in the equivalent l-bean
bridge the loaded beam is taking on an increasing
share of the total load as shown by the apparent
unloading of the right-hand bean. By contrast, in
the box-bean bridge the distribution of load to all
bearns appears to be naintainedr even at high loads
and severe deck and beam danage levels.

Analysls of A1ternâtivé PennDOf Bridges

The final series of analyses in the study compared
the responses of three hypothetical bridges' each
designed fully in accordance with PennDOT bridge
standards (8) to neet the following requirements:
span, I8.29 m (60 ft) t total superstructure sri¿lth
(fncluding curb and parapet) , 14.22 n (46 ft I ln.);
and design loading, HS20 to 44, unskewedr and sirnply
supported. From a design standpoint the bridges
represent valid alternative structures with noni-
nally equivalent capacities. These three cross
sections âre shown in Figure 17.

Overloail sírnulations of the three bridges had tero
purposes! (a) to assess the behavior and strength
differences betneen a typical spread box-beam bridge
and an l-beat¡ bridge having tàe sarne number of beams
anil bearn spacing (as opposecl to the equivalent I-
bea¡n version of the Hâzleton Bridge, which was iden-
tical to the box-bearn version except for the torsíon
elenents but shich did not represent an actual prop-
erly designed brídge) and (b) to deter¡nine differ-
ences ín response bethreen a box-bean bridge with
nany closely spaced sna1l beams and one with fewer
nore wldely spread large beans.

Figures L8, 19, an¿l 20 show the cornparative load-
deflection curves and midspan deflection profiles at
various load levels of the l-bea¡n brítlge and the
bridge with elght box bea¡ns. The loadllng pattern
for these ånalyses was a uniforrnly distributed lane
load 3.05 m (10 ft) wíde down the bridge centerline.
The overloail simulation was stopped at the first
tension crack in the bottom flanges of the two
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loadecl bea¡ns (both stens had to be cracked in the
case of the simulated box beams).

These plots shor'r a situation si¡nilar to the
Hazleton Bridge, ln which the box-beam bridge ex-
hibits both stiffer transverse behavior and signifi-
cantly greater strength. Also apparent in this
conparison (not in the Hazleton Brídge) is the
greater deflectíon capacity of the box-beam bridge
at an equivalent ilamage level. [Actually, the box-
bean bridge showed far less predicted slab danage at
the 1,553-kN (349-kip) Ioad level than the r-bearr
bridge showed at its 850-kN (lgf-kip) load level.l

The midspan deflectíon profiles of the bridge
with eight box beams and the bridge with êight I-
beams illustrate ¡narkedly different behavior at the
higher postelastic load levels. rn the l-bea¡n bridge
(Figure 19), what little lateraL ¿listribution of
loa¿l to the exterior gírders exlsted at the begin-
ning appears to be clegraded as (pri¡narily) ¿leck
da¡nage spreads. On the other handr this lateral
distribution, which is better lnitially in the box-
bean bridge' is degraded little as cleck damage prop-
agates. Clearly the contribution of the torslonal
stiffness of the girders to the transverse stiffness
of the superstructure maintains the transverse in-
tegrity of the system in spite of severe deck darnage
(Figure 20).

Figures 21 and 22 shov, load-deflection plots and
fanilies of midspan deflection profiles for the
box-beam briilges with eight and five beams, resPec-
tíveIy. The conparisons are not nearLy so graphíc
or lnforrnåtive as the l-versus-box sinulations. For
these two bridge nodels, however, the load-deflec-
tion curves predict stiffer behavior by the five-
bean bridge as opposed to greater strength and ca-
pacity for defor¡nation in the eight-beatn bridge.
The loading and termination criteria nere the sane
as those for lhe previous simulations. The profiles
show a similar response character, particularly in
regard to maintenance of lateral dístribution of
1oad.

coNcLusroNs

In this fnvestigation a rationâl analytical approach
was deve].oped for sinulaÈing the elastic and Post-
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FIGURE 17 Bridge cross sections.
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FIGURE lB Load-deflection curves: PennDOT
36/33 boxversus PennDOT 24/36I eight-beam
bridges.

FIGURE 19 Midspan deflection profiles at various load stages:

PennDOT 24136 l-beam bridge.
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FIGURE 20 Midspan deflection profiles at various load stages:
PennDOT 36/33 box-beam bridge.
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FIGURE 22 Midspan deflection profiles at various load stages:
PennDOT 36/45 box-beam bridge.

elastic response of prestressed-concrete spread
box-beam bridges. The scheme was shown to be a
valid representation of true bridgg behavior in the
elastic load range, whereas its verífication in the
inelastic range nust be deferred until proÈotype or
scale-¡node1 bridges are tested to failure. Based on
elastic studies, the nodet tends to err on the con-
servative side, suggesting that its results, extrâp-
olated into the inelastic range, tnay reasonably be
expected to give useful quantitative estinates of
postelastic response, failure loads, and failure
mechanisms.

Applications of the model to overload sínulations
of box-bea¡n superstructures in conparison with
equivalent or alternative f-bean superstructures
suggest the following tentatíve conclusions:

1. Spread box-bean bridges exhibit significantly
greater load-carrying capacity than their I-beam

TRANSVERSE ERIOGE LOCATION (METERS)

3.59 7.t9 tO78
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counterparts with an identical or slightly greater
najor-axis mo¡nent of ínertia.

2. Spread box-beam bridges exhibít higher over-
all flexural stiffness than cornparable I-bean
bridges, although the ¡naxinum brÍdge deflection
reached at equivalent beam damage levels is about
the same for the tgro bri¿lge tlnpes.

3. In box-bea¡n bridges transverse distribution
of load to bearns not directly loaded is higher ini-
tially and is effectively ¡naintainecl Èhrough the
entire load range as conpared with l-beam bridges in
which the initially poor transverse distribution
becomes worse as total applíed load is increasecl
into the postelastic range.
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initiate in girders or in the deck, depend-
ing on the design details. It was also
notetl that bridges with a high degree of
internal and external structural indetermi-
nacy are less prone to damage induced by
catastrophic overloâd.

Most high\ray bridges are subjected to overloading of
varying degrees of severity with varying frequency.
It is guite rare that. all structural cornponents of a
bridge superstructure will not be subjected to
stresses an¿l defornations that will be equal to or
below the values assumed by the designers. The
overloading of a given bridge and its cornponents
wíl1 not necessarÍly occur only when a vehicle tra-
versing the bridge is heavier than the design vehi-
cle. Vehicles with close axle spacings, even if
they are lighter than the desígn vehicle, can cause
overloading. Thus, the issue of overloading is
prevalent for alL bridges. The frequency of the
overloading cannot be accurately estimated unless
the traffic count, including the axle spacing and
weights of the axles, is rnonitoreil. Because sone
steel britlge conponents are known to be susceptible
to fatigue, fatigue-crack initiation, and propaga-
tion, the overloading of steel bridges is closely
related to the faÈigue life of the bridges.

Overloading of Steel Multigirder Bridges

CELAL N. KOSTEM

ABSTRACT

The overloading of steel multigirder highway
bridges may have deleterious effects on the
structural integrity of the superstructure.
The overloading of steel brialges is closely
linked r¡íth the fatigue-Iife determination
of the connection details. It is observed
that the actual structural response of these
bridges is different from the assumptions
made in the design. Results obtained fro¡n a
computer-based analytical model ancl simula-
tion schene are presented. The method pro-
vides a reliable tool to predict the linear-
elastic and inelastic response of bridge
superstructures up to the collapse load
1evel. The observations fron case studies
have indicated that (a) interface slip be-
tween the girders and the bridge deck can be
neglected for any practical overloadings.
(b) hígh stresses due to overloading tend to
be nore proninent in the vicinity of the
details that are prone to fatigue-crack
inítiation, (c) residual stresses play a
nonnegligible role in the inelastic response
of prirnary steel girders, (d) buckling is an
important but not a critical phenornenon, and
(e) danage initiation due to overLoading can
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The current bridge design specifications (.1) and
bridge rating provisions (2') do not address the
overloadiñg with sufficient specificity. Even with
these guidelines, nuch is stilt left to engineering
judgment. The prudent deplolment of engineering
judgment requires a firm technical unilerstanding of
the structural response of highway bridges when
subjected to overloaded vehicles.

A detallecl research program on the overloading of
prestressed concrete l-bean highway bridges has
provided the needed infor¡nation on the elastic and
inelastic response of these bridges (3-6). The
pitot research programs on the prestresseA-concrete
spreail box-bearn bridges have also provided the com-
parative results between the f- and the box-beam
construction (7).

The extensive analytical research and laboratory
and field-test conparisons, where possible, have
clearly indicated that the actual structurâl re-
sponse of highway bridge is three dirnenslonal. This
differs substantially fron the baslc deslgn prenise
of proportioníng each structural conponent indiviil-
ually with littler if any, consicleration for the
interaction arnong these structural cotnponents. Thus,
in the overload and even in the design-Ioacl assess-
rnent of the bridges wlth acceptable accuracy, the
three-dimensional interâction anong the structural
menbers must be taken into account.

PRELIMINARY CONS IDERATTONS

fn view of the difference between the presuned and
the actual structural behavior of the bridge super-
structure, certain factors with questionable valid-
ity have been examinecl, and their contributions have
been identified. In the overloading response of
steel multigirder hlghway brldges lt is expected,
but not quantlfled, thât the cross framing wiII
Provide a lnore uniforrn distríbution of the vehlcular
loading anong the girders. The contribution of the
cross fra¡ning in load dlistrfbution is not as high as
hras expected. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the
cross franlng in distributing the live load is
dependenÈ on load locatíon Grj).

If the cross bracings are to be as effective as
expected, another problern surfaces. ff the cross
bracing is transmitting substantial forces in order
to provide a nore uniforrn distributton of the vehic-
ular loads, the forces in these ¡ne¡nbers need to be
transnitted to sone part of the structure. The
cross franLngs are traditionatly connected to the
tension flange or to a bracket attached to the web
at the vlcinity of the tension flange. For íncreased
Ioad levels the forces transmltted by the bracing
menbers cause out-of-plane deformations in the r¡eb-
to-flange connection. These deformations, ho$rever
snâll in rnagnitude, cause large local stresses.
This tl¡I)e of action is kno¡vn to be the source of the
displacetnent-induced fatigue-cråck inltiation (g).
Thus the posslble positive contribution of the cross
bracings is offset by adverse structural effects.

ANATYTICÀT IIODEL FOR OVERIOAD SIUUI,ATION

If inforrnation ís needed for the stresses, deforna-
tlon, posslble danage to the superstructure, and
tl4)e and location of the danage, a more sophisti-
cated analytical .method needs to be developed. An
approach that has been fully successful for pre-
stressed concrete I-bea¡n bridges was modified to
sltnulate the behavior of the tlT)es of bridgês in
queation (l-i ¿-11) . The brl¿lge deck ls sinularpd
by a series of ptate-bending finite elenents $rith
nernbråne stlffnesses. The girders were also divided
into a series of bea¡n finite elements. In order to
account for the initiation and the propagation of

material nonJ"lnearÍty and any for¡¡ of damage, the
plate and bean elements were ilivided into a series
of layers (Figure 1). The tnodel developed an¿l the
method reguire computers. The computer prograrn
Bridge Overload Ànalysis--Stee1 (BOVAS) has been
applied to all known fleld and laboratory test cases
to verify its âccuracy (L1). The cornplexíty of the
mathenatical ilerivation of the model prevents its
inclusion in this paperi however¡ the details may be
found in other publications (9r10).

One of the case studies conducted iras the AASHTO
Road Test bridge (1:?). The characteristics anil the
loading sequence of this bridge are widely known in
brídge engineering. Figure 2 shows the finite-eLe-
ment layering of the bridge deck and the girder. The
complexity of the geonetry in Figure 2 cLearly den-
onstrates the need for computer-based sotution. All
Èhe details defined in Figure 2 were automatically
generated by the co¡nputer prograrn (11).

The experinental tests results and the analytical
prediction by program BOVAS may be seen in Figure 3.
Good agreement between the test results and the pre-
diction may be noted. The other case studies have
al.so resulted in sÍmílar favorable comparisons.

GENER,AI. OBSERVAT TONS

Àny investigation as ¿tetailed as this but without a
detailed paranetric investigation would yield obser-
vations that are applicable to the types of bridges
being studiecl. However, the lack of a detailed
parametric investigation would not pernit the devel-
opnent of formulas to quantify the findings.
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FIGURE I Slab and girder layering.
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FIGURE 3 Moment versus deflection of test bridge.

SIip

The analytical research cornbined with the verifica-
tion of the reported experinental research and field
observations have indicated that slip is not a najor
concern in the structural response of steel rnulti-
girder bridge suPerstructures (13). Because of the
friction between the ileck and the steel girders,
even for nonconposite construction, there exists a
composite interaction. For increased load levels
intermittent slips occur, but a fully noncomposiÈe
response cannot be achieved. In the case of partial
or fully conposite design until the occurrence of
any noticeable sIip, the bridge deck slab and thè
steel girders undergo substantial nonrecoverable
dâmage (I0'13).

High Stress FieLds

As expected' the highest stresses are observed in
the tension flanges and compression flanges (near
the support in the case of continuous constructÍon).
For design loactings the magnitude of the stresses is
within that of the ¿lesign stresses. Hoitever' as the
overloading occurs, these stresses increase propor-
tionally to the gross weight of the vehicle. The
contributions of the cross bracings ilo not enter
into the lateral Iive-loatl distribution until the
occurrence of the stress redistribution in the
structure because of plastification or 1i¡nited
danage.

RESIDUAL STRESSES

The presence of the residual stresses should be

noted in two situations: (a) the deter¡nination of
the stress fields for the fatigue and fracture anal-
ysis of various members and details and (b) its
ãffect on the overall structural response. The
fortner has been well studie¿l and quantified by nany
researchers antl briclge engineers. As far as the
latter is concerned, it is interesting to note that
in the essentially linear-elastic response regime of
the superstructure' the magnitude an¿l the distribu-
tion of residual stresses do not play any role (Fig-
ure 3). Sirnilarlyr the collaPse load level of the
structure is not greatly affected by the residual
stress field ín the structural components. llowever,
the variations in the residual stress intensities
and theír ¿listribution play a predoninant role in
the structural response after the inítiation of the
nonlinear behavior and before the collaPse (Figure
3).

The rnagnitucle and the distribution of the resid-
ual stresses are highly affected by the fabrication
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procedures. In the absence of more reliable infor¡na-
tion, the residual stresses need to be considered as
a factor that has adverse effects on the integrity
of the superstructure.

connection Details

Unfortunately past and present steel bridge engi-
neering desígn practice plaees sone critical details
ln the vícinity of the tension flanges. These de-
tails are known to have 1o!, fatigue life (1). usu-
ally the stress ranges for these details are cotn-
puted by using the reverse-design procedurer thereby
neglecting the contributions of the out-of-plane
defornations. This unilerestimates the stress range
and thus overestirnates the fatígue life of the
actual connection.

In a1l case studies that have been conducted and
verifiecl with the field test results where avail-
able, it was observed that because of overloading
the most sÈressed location in the tension flange is
the tip of the cover plate' which is known for its
low fatigue strength. Thus, through the visualiza-
tion of this simple exa¡nple, it is itîportant to
realize that overloading of steel bridges requiles
consideration of the fatigue provisions. This pre-
supposes that the passage of the overloaded vehicle
is not an extreme rarity.
Buckling

It has been observed that in the case of rolled
girders, with or without cover platingr hreb buckling
is uncom¡non. Ho¡Íeverr in the case of deep built-up
girders, and especially in the case of plate
girders, the stability of the web becomes a critical
issue. This is nore notable near the suPPorts.
Rêseârch has indicate¿l that if the vertical stif-
feners are properly desígnedr the web may buckle as
a shear panel deflned by the top and bottom flanges
and the vertical stiffeners. This buckled v¡eb then
develops a diagonal tension field and behaves like a
truss menber (Figure 4). Researeh has indlcated
that through the proper use of vertical stiffeners
web buckling can be isolated to a few panels and
does not initiate progressive spread of buckling.
Buckling of the web causes a jog in the load-defor-
nation curve of the structurer indicating a tenpo-
rary shift in the stiffnèss. In the case of buckled
panelsr it erould be premature to condenn the load-
carrying câpacity of the bridge.

¿Ouler Teñsion Field

FIGURE 4 Typical transversely stiffened
plate-girder Ìveb-plate panel under
combined moment and shear.

The lateral buckling of the compression flange
can occur for hlgh load levels. Honeverr in víew of
the current detailing practice there are always
sufficient supPorts provided to brace the comPres-
sion flange. The studies have not revealed the
ilanger of Lateral buckling due to the overloading.

Deck Damage

rn prestressecl concrete l-bean bridges it sas noted
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that the darìage was always initiated by the cracking
of the reinforced-concrete ¿leck slab E). These
cracks vrere essentially parallel to the beans. For
indiscriminately íncreased overload J.evels, the
cracking formed partial hinges similar to the for¡na-
tíon of the yíel¿l lines. The bearns did not shov¡ any
discernible damage until after substantial danage to
the bridge deck. rn the case of steel nultigirder
bridges with reinforced-concrete deck, such a gener-
alization cannot be ¡nade. Dependíng on the propor-
tioning of the steel girders, the danage to the
superstructure can take place both at the gircler as
initiation of plastifícation or web-panel buckling
and in the deck slab as cracking of the concrete.
In the case of continuous construction, substantlal
craeking of the concrete over the interior supports
Èâkes place before any other damage to the rest Õf
the deck and usually before any danage to the steel
cornponents. After the fornation of pseudo-yield
lines over the support, additional concrete cracking
is observed between the girclers. IÈ should also be
noted that even though such damage to the deck is
not desirabler if cracking over the supports is
noted and also if no inelastic behavior ín the
girders has taken place, through the rebound of the
superstructure these cracks will close. All the
¿leck concrete cracks, both in steel ân¿l prestressed
concrete bridges, should be considered working
cracks, provided that the girders do not undergo any
loss of rebound capability.

Major Girder Danage and structural Redundancy

In sone cases ileep cracks were observedr usually by
coinciclenee, in the rnain girders of the bridges
while the brialge was carrying a routine traffic
load. An inference shoulil not be drawn thât such a
bridge can carry overloaded vehicles. varíous case
stuilies undertaken by the author have demonstrated
that in nultigirder steel bridges if the superstruc-
tures have a hÍgh degree of internal and external
structurâI indeterninacy, rnajor danage to a girder
r¡ilI not result in the in¡nediate loss of the bridge.
The redístribution of the stresses pernits the
structure to hold up, perhaps after undergolng some

noticeable deformations¡ and carry the regular traf-
fic. Through the redístribution of the stresses
other nembers may be highly overstressed. The nis-
leading corollary to this is that if a briilge can
carry sotne overloading and does not exhibit any
distress, it shoultl be able to carry sone additional
overloads. without a full inspection and engineering
cotnputations, additíona1 overloads to the structures
should not be permitted without full cognizance of
the incipient da¡nage in the structure. The high
degree of internal and external indeter¡ninacy built
into retatively o1¿l steel brídges is, in flâD! câsês¡
a btessing in disguise. The damager if anyr can in
many instances go unnotice¿l for a prolonge¿l period
of time; with this probability in ¡nínd' the rating
of these bridges should not be increased liberally.

RATING OF BRTI'GES

If two high\day bridges (one prestressed concrete I-
bean and the other steel nultigirder, clesigne¿l and
built using the same specifications for the sane
design loading and having egual span lengths ancl
traffic lanes) are to be rated by using the current
ratíng provislons (2), they nay not have the same
raÈing. This díscrepancy is clue to the current
AASHTO guidelines for bridge rating l2l. The pre-
stressed concrete bridge will probably be rated for
heavier loads than the steel bridge. rt has been
suggested that the ratÍng provisions be revised so
that the rating of the steel briilge is increased to
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thàt of the prestressed concrete bridge. Regardless
of how reasonable this argutnent nay soundr it has
rnajor flaws. In the rating of a steel bri¿lge the
residual stresses are not taken into account. The
reduction of the allolrable stresses in part can
account for the number of unquantifled paraneters.
Increase in the atlowable stresses nay resulÈ in
perrnission for excessive stresses in so¡ne critical
me¡nber s.

CþNCLUSIONS

The various findings discussed ín this paper are the
conclusions, and they wiII not reiterated. one
concept that requires reexa¡nination is overload
versus inelastic response versus bridge inspection.
It has been observed that depending on the dimen-
sioning of the bridge and especially the detailing,
it is possible that portions, and critical portions
for that matterr ¡nay exhibit material or geometric
nonlinearity even under service loads. The issuance
of overload per¡nits for such structures, especially
íf the structure has not been neticulously field
inspectecl, should not be consiilereil. rn Èhe case of
structures with a high ilegree of indeterrnínacyr the
possibLe adverse effects of previous overloadings
nay go unnoticed. Rating for hígher loading requires
the uncovering of built-in danages, if any. fn the
case of briclges with low structural ín¿letermínacy,
overloading permits or hígher rating factors should
be considerecl with extrene caution.
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would lead to econotny of dtesign and uniformr prê-
dictable levels of safety in bridges.

4. The need to have a code in SI units in co¡n-pliance with the governmentrs commitment to metric
conversion.

The first edition was trritten by I? technical
subcommittees under the steering control of an 11-
nember Code Developnent Co¡uníttee in the relatively
short tirne of about 3 years. This first highway
bridge design code with a limit-state design fortnat
was written by a teån of about g0 engíneers frotn
both within and without Ontario. Details of its
developnent have been given elsenhere (4).

Soon after the publication of the Flrst editlon,
work was started on the revision of the code. Thle
work led to the aecond edition of OHBDC, which waspublished in late 1983. The purpose of this paper
is to give a brief account of the implementatlon of
the first edition and also to identify major changes
that have taken place since the first edition.

IMPLEII4ENTATION OF FTRST EDITION

Follogring the limit-state fornat of the code, de-
sígners were reguired to conslder both the ultínate
and thê serviceability limit states. The .formerIimit state corresponds to the maxi¡num load-carrying
capacity, and the lâtter, which includes cracking,
vibration, fatigue, and permanent defornations, i"
assoclated with loadings for nor¡nal use. The resÍs-
tance and load factors speclfied in the code rrere
calibrated to a target safety index value of 3.5(!1. The calíbration $as carried out for rein-
forced-concrete, prestressed-concrete, and steel
structures fro¡n relevant available statistÍcal data.
Such data were not available for substructures, wood
bridges¡ and soÍl-stee1 structures. Because of the
Iack of prlor knowledge of the limit-state nethodE
for these items, the relevant design equations were
calíbrated less rigorously: The calibratfon could
only be clone with respect to designs obtained fron
other North American codes.

Most problems in finplenentatíon of the code re-
lated to sections on foundations, tfood bridgee, and
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The Ontario Bridge Code: Second Edition
ROGER A. DORTON and BAIDAR BAKHT

ABSTRACT

Based on Èhe linit-state design philosophy,
the Ontario llighway Bridge DesÍgn Code gras
first published in 1979. À brief account is
given of the lrnplernentation of the first
edition of the code and the problerns asso-
ciated nith the impLementâtÍon. The second
edition of the co¿le y¡as published in late
1983. Major changes .in the code provisions
are identifÍed, and some details of a co¡n-
puter system that is currently being de-
veloped to support the code are given.

Despite the diversity of vehicle weight regulations
in various jurisdictions, most highway bridges in
North America are designed by the same ltÀSHTO specí-
fications (1) or the CanâdÍan Standards Àssociation
(CSÀ) bridqe code G) r which is only a slight varia-
tion of the former] The province of Ontario used
the AÀSHTO specifications until 1979, when the first
edition of the Ontario High$ray Bridge Design Code
(OITBDC) Q) was published. The ¡\ASHt¡O specifications
were used by choice, because Ontarior like other
Canadian provinces, has full jurisdiction over its
highways and related matters, which ínclude the
for¡nulation and enforcenent of vehicle $¡eight laws
and the choice of desígn codes for its highways and
bridges. In 1976 the !,tinistry of Transportation and
Co¡nmunications (ÞrTC) of Ontario decided to wrLte a
highway briilge ilesign code of its own, mainly for
the follording reasons!

1. The lack of confornity between heavy vehícles
in Ontario and the AÀSHTO design vehicles. It is
noted that Ontario pernits nuch heavier vehicles on
its highways than do noat other jurisdictions in
North A¡nerica.

2. The difficulty and tardiness in the incor-
poration of latest research finctings, however sig-
nificant, in the AÀSHTO specifications.

3. À belief that the li¡¡it-êtate pbilosophy
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soil-steel structures. The conservative approach to
calibration of these itens resulted in designs that,
by cornparlson with designs fron other codesr ap-
peared uneconornical. 9¡here posslble¡ relevant code
provisions were reviged through a series of adclencla
(-9,-9.) . Because of the expectation of extenslve re-
visions, the section on nood brldges eras withdrâyrn,
and until the second edition of OEBDC, wootl bridges
were requlred to be designed by the AAsnTo speclfl-
cationa.

The code provisions did not always appear to re-
sult in any significant reduction of naterLals ex-
cept for reinforcernent in concrete deck slabs. This
can be attributed to the design vehicle which, in
confornity with heavy trucks in Ontario, is nore
than tsice as heavy as the AASHTO HS-20 truck. The
design computation tine lncreased by about 30 per-
cent. nowever, because there was no change in the
draftlng ti¡ne, the net effect on the cost of con-
tract docunent preparation vras an increase of about
l0 percent, an¿l this is expected to decline as de-
signers beco¡ne more familiar v¡lth thê eode and the
Sf systen of uníts. It should be note¿l that a 10
percent increase in the cost of contract docutnent
prepâration corresponds to an increase of less than
I percenÈ in the total cost of the bridge. This in-
crease appears justifíable on the grounds of more
unifor¡n and consistent safety levels, and the use of
a nore rational design philosophy that has the po-
tentlåI of lmprovetnent aE more statistlcal data be-
cone available.

Mainly because of the nen design philosophy,
there were a number of problerns in the inplernenta-
tion of the code. The cocle writers had to provide
an interpretation service for clauses that they were
either responsible for or famiLiar with. À Code lrn-
ple¡nentation Committee was set up to gather feedback
fron users so that the problems couldl be identified
andl adtlressedl in the seconil edition of the code.
ReBults of Èhe feedback can be su¡ûnarized as follows:

L. There vras a general reluctance to uae reflned
nethods of analysis, and an extenslon of the range
of applicatlon of sirnplified ¡nethods was sought.

2. There eas a reslstance to the conplexity of
the sinplified nethod of analysis, which, for the
cases analyzed, gave ansners si¡nilar to those given
by the AÀSETO method.

3. The intro¿luction of the new provisions for
the dyna¡nlc loadl allowance (DIÂ), which required the
calculation of the natural frequency of the bridge,
did not appear to pose any problem.

4. The empirical nethod for design of deck
sLâbs, trhich results in a considerable reduction of
reinforcenent, was widely used.

5. Thê servlceabÍIity linit state of cracking
appeared to govern the design of concrete brldges.

6. The li¡nit state of fatigue govcrned the de-
sign of steel bridges nore frequently than ls the
case shen ÀASBTO speclfications are followed.

7. Earthquake loading substantially increased
the footing sizes and the nunber of piles and gen-
erally governed the design of fixed piers.

8. There nas a general concern that the code
provlsions relating to ahear resistance of concrete
beamg were overly conservative.

Although call-ed the deslgn code, the oHBDC also
covers explicitly the evaluation of the load-carry-
lng capacity of existing bridges. The code has now
been applied to the evaluation of nore than 60
bridges. The nultiple-level posting, which can be
establisheal through the code provisionsr is now used
for posting of some bridges in Ontario.

As discussed eårLíer, the level of safety in a
bridge was neasured by a quantity called the safety
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index and denoteal by B (9). To conpare the values
of ß as obtained for OEBDC dlesign with those ob-
tained by the AASHFO specifications a large nunber
of steel and concrete bridges were designed by the
two codes, and values of .B were caLculated (9). as
shown in Figure L, B for AASHTO designs vâried
fron about 1.5 to 14, illustrating the nonuniformity
of safety levels. ß-values for OHBDC designs re-
mained close together.

8101214
p FoR AASHTO DESIGNS

FIGURE I Comparison of safety index
values.

THE SECOND EDITION

After the publication of the first edition of OHBDC,
the technical connittees were forned again, with a
slight reduction in numbers, to start updating the
code. The comnittee structure was generally the same
as that for the first edition. The distribution of
the afflliations of code writers remained unc_hanged,
and professional fees were paid to consultants as
before. The process of technical com¡nittee drafts
and Code Developnent Comnittee reviews followeil by
public connents, as adopted for the first edition,
was followetl for the second edition.

the nunber of code sections was reduced froÍì 17
to 14 by consolidating several sections dealing with
1oads.

In the followíng, major changes in specific code
sectíons \dith respect to the provisions of the first
edition of the code are identified and discussed.

Loads

The tnajor change ín the section on loads relates to
the consolidatlon of the following three sections
fron the first edition:

1. Live and Dead Loads anil Load Factors,
2. Dynanic Load and Vibration, and
3. Miscellaneous Loads and Movements.

The com¡nittee structure dealing ¡vith the three
topics was the sa¡ne as before. However, provisions
under the three preceding heailings were placed in a
logical sequence under one heading. All clauses
¿leäling with loads and loail effects, which in the
first edlítion erere found Ín a number of locations,
were consolidated under one headlng.

À limíted vehicle weight survey conducteil in 1979
(10) indicated that the Ontario design vehicle still
represented the vehicle population in Ontario quite
closely. Consequently no change ín the desígn-ve-
hicle and live-load factors was sought.

Às shovrn in Table 1 different values of noilifica-
tion factors for nultilane loading were specifled in
the first edition for static loads and for DLA. Be-
cause of thls, the governing multilane loading could
not be established beforehand, and even when símpli-
fiecl methods of analysls were used, a designer had
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No. of Loaded
Design Lanes Static Load DLA

Combined
Modification
Factors
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TABLE I Modification Factors for Multilane Loading

Modification Factors in
Fi¡st Edition of OHBDC
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tion of the code can be slightly reduced. Figure 2

shows ithe first- an¿l second-edition DIÃ values cor-
respondlng to various values of the first natural
frequency of the bridge. It is noted that the fre-
quency of multispan bridges can be convenlently cal-
culate¿l by the simplified method given by BiIling
(L2).

I

1ST EDITIO N

\

(rÅ I

EDITION
I

o.o 2.o 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

FIRST FLEXURAL FREOUENCY, HZ

FIGURE 2 DLA values.

Deflection 1i¡nitation criteria, which are con-
cerneal vrith hunan response to viEiationsr have also
been slightly relaxed in the secon¿l edition. These
criteria are shown in Figure 3 together with the
corresponding críteria given in the first edition.

The rather large nu¡nber of loacl conbinations
specified in the first edition has been considerably
reduced, and load conbination factors have been
eliminated by modifying the load-factor values.

Analysis of Bridge superstructures

Provisions of the section on analysis of bri¿lge
superstructures have been the rnost controversial
ones, mainly because of the reluctance of designers
to be subjecÈed to nethods of analysis that are not
so sirnple as the AÀSHTO load-distributíon criterion
(1). Because of the specification of different nul--
tÍ1ane modification factors for static load and DLA,
the specified sirnplifíed rnetho¿ls became tedious' if
not conplex. The analgamation of the two ¡nodifica-
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Note: DLA = dynañic load allowance.

to investigate atl the loadled-lane conditions sepa-
rately. It was ilecitled to amalgamate the rnodifica-
tion factors for static and dynanic loads into one
value in such a $tay that the resulting load êffects
lrere not substântia1ly different. The analgarnated
values of the no¿lificatlon factors as they appear in
the second eilition of the code are also given in
Table I.

In conformity nith the usual practicer in the
first edition of oIIBDC it was specifíeil that for the
llmit state of fatlgue the single design vehicle
should be placetl in the most eccentric position. The
fatigue response of a bridge comPonent should depend
on the nortnal lransverse positions of traveling ve-
hicles rather than some irnaginary posltions that may

result in the worst load effects. with this in mind,
it is now specified in the second edition that for
the Iimit state of fatigue, the single ilesign ve-
hicle shoulil be placed at the center of a trâveleil
Iane. It is anticipated that because of this change,
econony will be justlflably affected, especlally ín
bridges with wicle shoulders.

After the pubtícation of the fírst edition, an
extensive and thorough dynanic testing prograrn was
undertaken. In this program 27 brldges of ¿lifferent
tl¡pesr span lengths, anil so on, Yrere teste¿I. Dêtails
of bridges testeal together with some relevant re-
suLts have been given elsewhere ($. fron test re-
sults the prenise of the DLA provisions of oIIBDC

that DLA depends mainly on the firBt natural fre-
quency of the bridge v¡as validated. It etas also
founal that the DtA values as given in the first edi-
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tion factors into one, as discussed earlier, neant
that the governing load cases could be established
beforehand an¿l the sinplified nethods made even
sinpler.

To extenil the scope of the sinplifieil rnethods and
to ¡nake the analysis provisions easier to conply
rùith, the following revisions have been incorporated:

1. The code clauses have been rearranged en-
tírely to follord a logical sequence of operations.

2. Provisions for analysis of tlead loads and
Live loads and the respective linitations for the
use of rèlevant simplified methoils have been sepa-
rated.

3. LirnÍtations on the applicabilíty of simpli-
fied nethods have been relaxed. It is now explic-
itly permitted to exercíse engineering judgnent in
deciding whether a bridge is within the prescribed
limits suffíciently cLosely for a sinplifietl nethod
to be applícable.

4. Unlike the first edition, the second edition
contains sinplifieil rnethods for botþ external and
internal gir¿lers.

5. The simplified ¡nethod for longitudinal shears
has been revísed and further simplified.

6. Baseal on recent research (13), a sinplified
method is provideil for the calculation of transverse
shear intensity in ¡nultibea¡n bridges.

7. An additional simplified nethod is provide<i
for the anal.ysis of multicell box girders.

8. A sinplified method is provideil to incorpo-
rate the effects of increased vehicle edge distance
on longitudinal ¡no¡nents. This nethod is expected to
prove useful for the analysis of bríilges for the
linít state of fatigue in whích a vehicle is placed
at the center of a traveling 1ane, tþus increasing
the vehicle edge dlstance considerably in many cases.

9. A sirnplified tnetho¿l of analysis is also pro-
vided to account for the presence of edge stiffen-
ing, for example, as provided by barrier vralls.

Most of the sinplified nethods given in the code
are derivecl from co¡nputer-based refined ¡netho¿lst
they are presented in such a way that a designer,
using rnethods si¡nilar to that of the familiar AASHTO

toad distribution criterion, can use the results of
refinecl analyses, reduceil to a graphical or tabular
fornr r¡ithout having to perforn the refineal analysis
conputation.

Deck slabs

one of the more conpelting reasons for a bridge de-
sign code vrritten for ontarío was a belief that con-
crete ¿leck stabs of slab-on-girder bridges were
usually overdesigned by a lârge ¡nargin. The basis
of this belief was a large number of laboratory antl
full-scale tests showing that the failure mode for
these cornponents was that of punching shear and not
flexure, for which the ¿leck slabs are usually de-
signed. From the stualies it was concluiled that â
deck slab pan safely sustain modern heavy vehicle
traffic if it has a ratio of sPan to thickness of 15
and two neshes of orthotropic reínforce¡nent with a
mininum area of reinforce¡nent in each direction and
each ¡nesh of 0.3 percent of the concrete area. De-
taíls of the basis of this empirical approach have
been given elsewhere (14).

In the first editíon of OHBDC' the deck slab
thickness for nen designs was required to be at
least 190 nm. This limit has been increasecl to 225
¡nm in the second eilition. The requirement for mini-
mum slab Èhickness is not related to the strength of
the slab but to considerations of durability. It is
believed that slabs expose¿l to ileicing salts should
have reinforcêment Ytith a rnini¡num cover of 50 nm
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frorn the salt-exposed surface. À recent survey of
depths of cover conducted in Ontârio showeal that the
standard deviation of the alêpth of cover is abut 10
mm. Ilence to ensure that ín 97.5 percent of cases
the actual depth of cover woul¿l be at least 50 rnm, a
depth of cover of 70 rìn has been specifiedl. This
requirenentr together with the requirement of å
¡níninun spacing of 25 mm betv¡een two layers of rein-
forcenent, resuLts in an overall mlni¡nun deck slab
thickness of 225 mrn.

There was sorne arnblgulty about the applicability
of the empirical ¡nethod in concrete slab-on-girtler
briilges yrithout intermediate díaphragrns. This an-
biguity has been removed by clearly stating that the
enpirical nethod can be applied to concrete slab-on-
girder bridges without diaphragms.

The empirical nethod for deck slabs was only an
alternative permitted in the first edltfon if cer-
taín conditions, for exampler a certain deck slab
overhang width' were net. Confidence in the enplri-
câI metho¿l hås grown since 19?9. In Ontario several
deck slâbs have been designeil by the enpirical neth-
od and are performíng wel1, and independent tests
done in New York (1!) have also confirrned the valid-
ity of the basis of the nethod. wÍth the growing
confidence in the e¡npirical method ít r,as clecidlecl to
make the method mandatory rather than permissible ín
the second êdition for all deck slabs that conforn
to conditions necessary for the application of the
method.

The empirical metho¿l as given in the first edl-
tion was not applicable to bridges having skew
angles larger than 20 degrees. Since the first edi-
tion, several tests have been conducted by üTC on
deck slabs of bridges vrith large sken angles. From
tests resulcs it was concluded that away frotn the
skew supports the deck slab behavior is si¡nilar to
that of deck slabs in right bridges. Consequently,
in the second edition it is specified that 0.3 per-
cent isotropic reinforcement be provided in the mid-
dle regions of the decks and 0.6 percent fn the enil
regions. The two regions are'identified ín Figure 4.

Wood Structures

A rnajor change in the section on wood structures wa6
the introduction of a set of design provisions for
prestressed wood decks. Às dÍscussed in various
publicatlons (Ì6rIZ), this new structural systen
conslsts of Ia¡ninated alecks that are trånsversely
posttensioned. The purpose of prestressing in this
case is to hold the laminates together so that the
interlamlnate sllp is avolded. The systen has been
successfull"y âppl"ied to rehabilitate existing nail-
la¡ninated decks and also has been incorporate¿l into
the design of a new bridqe Gq).

The second edition of the code contains design

FIGURE 4 Reinforcement in deck slabs of skew búdges.
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provLsions for prestressed ncrod decks andl dletalls of
approved prestressing systeñs. The code also has
provisions for the design of'*'ccd-concrete conposite
bridges and gives approved dt.!:rtls of the wood-con-
crete lnterface.

An extenaive stualy was undertaken to conpare the
deslgns of wood bridges resulting frorn the AÀsHTCl
and OHBDC provisions. Detgils of the study have
been reporteil elsewhere (19). À sutntnary of the re-
sults of the study for êawn stringer bridgea with
transverse-Ianinated decks is shown ln Figure 5. It
can be seen that the AASHTO speclfications result in
deeper stringers when the stringer spacing is lese
than about 900 rntn, but the sítuation reverseE for
larger strlnger spacingst that is, the OEBDC provi-
slons leadl to deeper stringers.

COUPUTER SUPPORT SYSTEU

When a new codle is inplemented guickly, it is un-
likely that there wiII be existing computer prograns
imnediately avâil.able for use with it. In antlcipa-
tion of the code, the l¡llrc library of bridge progratns
had been metricated and converted to a load-factor
fortnat so that they could be useil, at least in a
li¡nited way, with the new code. A new live-Ioad
routine was developed, but there was still a good
deal of månuâl transfer ancl cornblnlng of required
data. The level of sophistication of these converted
Prograns was below that for prograns that hrere
avallable for calculations with the AASHTO specifi-
cations.

The current Urc library of bridge programs has
been developed over the past 20 years and has under-
gone extensive modifications. The rapid change of
programning technigues over the years has resulted
in substantial nonunifornfty between the various
pro{trams, naking naintenance ancl nodifications quite
dlfficult. For the library of programs to be able
to support the new code, two alternatives nere con-
sidered: updating existlng programs individually or
developing a new modular systen. The latter alter-
native, although incorporating a hiqh lnitial cost,
vras chosen because of its long-term benefltE.
Because the system rvas modul-ar in naturer it could
easlly acconmo¿late changes and sould be easy to
¡naintain.

The conputer system chosen to be developeal is
called the Ontario lrlo(lular Bridge Analysis SyBtern
(OtlBAS). Àlthough called the analysis systen, it
also incorporates routines for deslgn. the system
includes a number of large notlules, a data base, and
a nunber of utilitles. Each large nodule will per-
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forr¡ a separate and unique functlon thåt lE recog-
nlzable to the designer and constitutes a nor¡naI
design step. Broadly speaking, the application Eub-
systen includes ll large nodules carrying out the
following functlons:

l. Control,
2. fnput,
3. ceonetry-relâted calculatlons,
4. Idealizatlon,
5. ceneration of dead-load-related data,
6. Solution,
7. ceneration of llve-load-related data,
8. ceneratlon of load cornbinatLons,
9. Calculation of resistances,

10. Detailing, and
II. output.

The utilities sysÈen contains rnoalular unÍts that
facilitate Þysten developrnent, operâtlon, ånd nain-
tenance. Details of Ol¡lBÀS are given elserhere (2q).

The ¡rork on OI,IBÀS is planned ln two phaaesi phaaê
1 is scheduled for cotnpletion soon after the publi-
cation of the second eilltion of the code. It is ex-
pectedl that at the end of thls phase the aysten
would be sultable for code testing. The second phase
is expected to take another 3 years.

The projecte¿l cost of the developrnent of OÈ|BÀS ls
S8401000. The work on the project is belng carried
out by an l¡lÎ€ project tearn. ¡ln establlshed project
rnanagenent system is belng followed that calls for
regular reviews by a user review group and a guality
review groupt the ne¡nbership of the former includes
consulting engineers and !¡!TC staff. The latter group
includes an externâl conputer syste¡os adviser. À11
Ontario users will have accesa to O[{BÀS, as they now
alo to the exisËlng library of progratns.

fMPLE}IENTÀTION PLÀNS

A new cotnrnentary volume has bêen issued with the
second edition of the code. This co¡rmentary explains
the derivation of code cÌauses and cites referenceg.
WLth this comnentary available, lmplenentation by
designers already familiar with the first edlltfon
shoulcl not be a problem. Se¡nlnars are planned, hor-
ever, to ensure that users understand the nen provl-
sions and have a chance to dlEcuss then wlth the
âuthors.

InpLernentation of the new Ol¡tBÀS co¡nputer aystem
wiII represent a larger change, and special sessions
of instruction rill be hel¿l. The changeover from
the current aystem to OMBÀS wlll be a gradual one,
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and the existing progra¡ns will not be droppe¿l until
the full cåpabÍllty of O¡{BAS has been tested in the
production ¡node.

The OHBDC first edition has been used on all titTc
brldges for several years but has been optlonal in
application to municipally osrned bridges in Ontarío.
By the end of 1984, when OUBAS is fully operational.
the second eilition will become nandlatory for the de-
Eign and evaluation of all bridges ln the province.
À11 drawfngs will then require the seal of tlro pro-
fessíonal ênglneers, one the dlesigner and the other
the checker, thus assuring that all ilesigns have
been carried out and checked in confornity with the
code.

CONCLUDING RN,ßRKS

The code has had hride acceptance in Ontario with no
more problens in implernentation than anticipated.
The sinultaneous issuing of a commentary and a rea-
sonable lead tine for fa¡niliarization are key items
to ease the intro¿luction of a new code. The code
provislons, where appropriate, have recently been
incorporated into the dlesign criteria for elevated
structures for a light rall translt systen in the
Toronto region, anal the sa¡ne ll¡nit-state fornat an¿l
calibration process has been followed. Wlthin Canada
the CSÀ Highway Bridge Cornnittee is considerlng
adoptlon of a nu¡nber of O¡IBDC provisions and fs also
producing a llrnit-state design specification for the
next ealition. The AASETO Bridge Comnittee has shown
interest ln sone clauses, such as thê deck slab em-
pirical dlesígn method, as have code writers else-
where, particularly those in Australia, Neyr Zealand,
anal Japan.

ÀIthough introiluction of the OHBDC has not
brought about large changes in material quantities
or costs, lt does provide for the heavy Ontario
truck loads in a nore ratlonal nanner and with nore
consistent safety leve1s than before. The Iinit-
state format appears to be the best to accorunodate
future changes as more statistical data becone
available and improverneRts are nade in probabilistic
design technigues.

In most jurisdictions there is an increasing en-
phasls on maintenance and rehabilitation, which will
continue in years to cotne. Although the OHBDC covers
the evaluation of existing bridges, the co¿le provi-
sions for bridge rehabilitation need to be expaniled.
This will be a najor topic of study in preparation
for the third ediÈion, as will the provisions of
design ¡nethods for partlally prestresse¿l concrete.
Irlost future structural research and developnent
projects in MT€ will be generated by code needs.
This continued development and the active participa-
tion of the code hrriters and users should ensure
that the OflBDC renains in the forefront of available
brldge codles.
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Design Provisions for Dynamic Loading of
Highway Bridges

J.R. BILLING and R. GREEN

ABSTRACT,

Thè Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code
(OHBDC) contains provisions for dynamic load
and vibration that cliffer substantially fronì
those of other codes. rn these provisions
ít ís considered that the dynamic effects of
vehicles crossing highway brídges can still-
be described in terrns of an equivalent stat-
ic effect that is a fraction of the design
vehicle 1oad, but the nagnitude of this ef-
fect is described in terms of the natural
frequency of the structure rather than the
span length. FeIÀ' codes are based on a
lirnit-state design philosophy for both de-
sign and evaluation. Accordingly, ner,v pro-
visions were required for OHBDC that adè-
quately represent the randorn effects of the
dynanic component of load as typícal design
and evaluation vehicles traverse a span. A
review of existing code provisions for í¡n-
pact, a discussion of vehicle-bridge inter-
action, and dynamic tests of bridges carried
out in the.Province of ontario during the
past 25 years are provided. The results of
the tests are presented ancl discussed in the
context of a design code for highway
bridges. Sone existing provisions were
found unconservative for structures having a
first flexural frequency between 2.0 and 5.0
Hz. Calibration of the 1oåd factors for
dynamic load allordance for a relíability-
based limit-state design code Ís described.
In sutn¡nary, the dynamic response of noclern
bridges to mo¿lern vehicles is reviewecl and
how this response can be caterèd to in a de-
sign cocle is described.

Investigations of the static and the dynamic re-
sponses of bridges to loailing by both commercial and
test vehicles have been part of routíne test pro-
grams carried out by the ontario Ministry of
Transportation and Comnunications (MTC) in Canada
during the past two to three decades. Investiga-
tions of dynamic behavior have been directed toward
the response of new forms of construction for inter-
mediate-span and long-span structures and assessnent
of pedestrian reaction to vehicles crossing flexibl-e
structures.

Thís test experience, together with a trend to-
ward limit-state design for both bridge evaluation
and bridge design, led to the developtnent of the
ontario Highv¡ay aridge Design code (oHBDc). The
OHBDC, first published in L979 and revised in 1983,
is a linit-state docunent. Developnent of the OHBDC

by ¡,lTC required an almost complete evaluation of
current design proce¿lures. In particularr nev, pro-
visions were required to represent the randon nature
of the dynamic conponent of Ìoad as representative
design vehicles traversed a span or spans of a
s tructure.

Old and current provisions for dynamic load al-
Ionance, the tern favored here for impact, are re-

viewed. This review shows that nany different dy-
namic l-oad allovrances have been used in dêsign and
that it is not clear that traditional non-limit-
state codes model the physicaL behavior of vehicle-
bridge interaction. The process by which the cty-
namic load allowance provisions of the OHBDC v¡ere
developed is prèsented together with the test
evidence ând code provisions. The OHBDC provisions
are believed representative of the principal char-
acteristics of typical vehicle-bridge systerns and
include recognitíon of quasi-resonance between
vehicle and bridge.

A HISTORY

A first step in the development of the OHBDC was to
assess vrhether design provisions currently in use in
North America and elsewhere for highway brídge dy-
narnic loading were appropriate. This was based not
only on a survey of those provisíons but also on
consideration of their derivation and intent.

Allowances for dynamic l"oad, custonarily referred
to as impact factors. used by several countries are
shown in Figure I in terns of span. There is gen-
eral agreenent that the allovrance should be higher
for short spans and should decrease as the longer
span increases.
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FIGURE I Typical impact provisions,
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gested an impact stress
lowing form:

ß=(LLS)r/2@LS+LLS)

where

impact factors in North
In 19I0, Thomson (l) sug-
allowance having the fol-

(1)

IS = irnpact stress due to live load,
DLS = stress due to static dead load, and
tLS = stress due to static live load.

The physical background leading to the design equa-
tion \ras neither given nor referenced, but it should

lapan (re¡nf. conc.)
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be noted that thè rãtío of live-load to dead-load
stress is the nain para¡neter in the design equation
rather than span.

North American híghway bridge impact provisions
were derived from railway engineering, where design-
ers were reguired to recognize the hamner-blow ef-
fect of steam loconotive drive ¡¡heels. This bamner-
blow effect produces a sinusoidal force having a
frequency proportional to locomotive speed and gíves
r ise to large impactive forces. In L922, the
Anerican Railway Engineering Association (AREA)

aalopted the following relatíonship (Z):

I = s0/(L + 1s0) Q)

where I is the ímpact factor, not to exceed 0.30,
and L is the span length in fêet. Tn the sarne year
AÀSHO suggested Q) the following (L in feet):

r = (L + 2s0y(l0l- + s00) (3)

A joint conference committee of AREA and AASHO in
1927 ailopted this form (2) (L in feet):

r = sO/(L + 12s) (4)

Thus, the nain input to híghway bridge inpact aI-
lowance was experience with railway bridges and
stean locomotives.

The first thorough investigation of highway
brídge dynamic loading was conductetl fro¡n J.922 Eo
1928 by an AscE cornmittee (2). This conmittee íden-
tifíed that decks and deck support components had
different response characteristics from those of
main longitudinal members. An impact allowance of
O.25 was reconnen¿led for decks, and for ¡nain
Iongitudinal ¡nernbers the comnittee suggested the
following (L in feet):

I = sO/(L + 160) (s)

v¡ith I not greater than 0.25. Test data nere ob-
tained from l-0 bridges by using a ls-ton truck driv-
ing at speeds up to 15 mph. The recommendation for
rnain longitudinal nernbers included the staternent:
"Data are too meager to establish a relationship
betlreen impact and span.n One of the ¡nain concerns
at thís time was the difference in response between
vehicles having solid and those having pneunatic
tires.

Major studies in the 1950s and 1960s included
those cårried out by the University of Illinois (3)
and as part of the AÀSHO noad Test t!). These were
both analytical and experimental studies and íden-
tified roughness and undulation of the riding sur-
face and the approach and bridge as najor contribu-
tors to the dynarnic rèsponse of a briilge.

A speed parameter (c) associate¿l with a snoothly
rolling axle crossing a span was considered inpor-
tant:

a=Yl?Lf (6)

where

V = truck speed (ftlsec),
t = span (ft), and
f = first flexural frequency (Hz).

In addition, the ratio of axle spacing to span
length was found significant. This work at Illinois
achieved significant agreement between analytical
and observed results and identified the broad scope
of the problem, especially for simple-span bridges
(3). Three-span continuous bridges were also exan-
ined and found to be nore complèx than simple
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spans. Neither a quasi-resonance effect of close
truck and bridqe frequencÍes nor torsional resPonses
were noted.

An alternative inpact factor was suggested as a

conseguence of this work (5r6):

l=0.15+o Q)

The first terrn represents the effect of inítia1 os-
cillation of the truck entering the span and the sec-
ond the effect of a srnoothly rolling mass crossing
the span. This forn was not' holteverr adopted in
any design code.

Computer simulations in the early 1970s resulted
in a rather conplicated set of impact factors for
the various conponents of horizontally curved steel
briélges (7). This appears to be the only additíon
to the faniliar Equation 4' adopted in 1927 and
stíI1 wídely used some 57 years later (8'9).

The AASHTO specifications (8) use the irnpact fac-
tor to increase member stresses, not to increase
Ioads, although it is not unusual for Equatíon 4 to
be used in design offices as a factor to increase
loads rather than member stresses.

This brief survey has shown that the provisions
used for dynanic loading of highway bridlges are
based on early railroad and highway experience.
Structures and materials in use then were not typi-
cal of current construction. Vehicles were also
guite different from typical heavy highway loads
currently legal in ontario ancl other provinces of
canada' v¡here up to 63,500 kg (eSO kN) nay be car-
ried on an eight-axle vehicle having a length of 21
ro 23 rn (l_!) .

Even in the 1920s, when these provisíons were de-
veloped, a clear relationship bet$¡een span and im-
pact was not evident. Nevertheless, the AASHTO ín-
pact fornula has not been unsatisfactory, at least
fro¡n the point of vieer that few (if any) bridge
failures can be attributed clirectly to dynanic
response of the bridqe.

Two consístent patterns emerge fron the litera-
ture on dynanic loading of bridges. First, the
problem is too difficult and complex to address in
the context of a design code by analytical means.
Second, test data are difficult to obtain and <ìif-
ficult to interpret in a manner relevant to the de-
sign provisions of a code. Perhaps, therefore, these
considerations have contributed to an apparent lack
of need for change in dynanic loading provÍsions.

VEHICLE-BRIDGE DYNAMIC INTERACTION

To appreciate the design of bridges for vehicles, a
discussion of vehicle and bridge characteristics is
of value. when a moving load crosses a span that is
at rest, the span deflects from an equilibrium posi-
tion. Forces acting on the span are a conbination
of those due to the vehicle and span masses. These
forcês co¡nbíne to give maximum stãtic and dynanic
effects at or near the rnidspan in simple-span struc-
tures. The ilynamic response of the bridge will be a
co¡nbination of the flexural and torsíonal modes of
vibration anil a forced response associatecl vrith the
Ioad oscillating on its suspension systern. Elastic
resístance of the superstructure tends to restore
the span to an equilibrium position, and frictional
forces (damping) wíthin the span dissípate energy
transferred to the span by the noving load. A

typical deflection-tine trace for the nidspan of a
sínple-span structure is given in Fígure 2. This
trace can be thought of as an influence line for de-
flection at the instrunent location, the nidspan
point.

A steady force is applied to the riding surface
lry the tires of a vehicle travelíng along a snooth
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gain insight into the principal vehlcle and bridge
characteristics governing response.

A single axle traversíng a simple span without
riding surface irregularities and response so small
that the load is negligibly different fron the
static value corresponds to a point force crossing
at constant velocity (V). The span deflection is
increased over the static value by an amount depen-
dent on the speed parameter a (Figure 4). For
typical highway bridges and legal highway speeds,
the speed parameter a is in the range 0.08 to
0.20, and the ratio of maxinu¡n to static deflection
ls bounded above by t(l + c),/(1 - c¡)t for all
c(. For tlpicâI brirlges it is bounded above by
(1 + o¡ (12-15.) .

FIGURE 2 Typical deflection-time t¡ace.

horizontal rigid riding surface at a eonstant veloc-
ity. This ís an idealized sítuatíon, and the ap-
plication of any external force caused by wind,
steering, or braking will result in a change of ap-
plied tire force to the riding surface, as will
variations in the profile of the riding surface. As
a vehicle crosses a briclge superstructure, the
superstructure deflects anil further variation in
vehícle axle load occurs. The instantaneous de-
flection of the superstructure is a function of the
position of the vehicle, the previous deflection
history, and the axle loaal variation. The vehicle
and superstructure are inseparably coupled [Figure 3
(11) I .

TIRT RIDING
SURFACE FORCES

FIGURE 3 Vehicle and bridge interaction.

Thus, any description of the dynamic response of
the vehiclê-bridge system should include at least
the mass distribution, natural frequencies, nodes of
vibration, and danping characteristics of the bridge
supergtructurei rnass and dynarnic characteristics of
the vehicle; initial conditions of both vehicle and
structure' including vertical displacements ancl ve-
locityt and ridlng surface profile. undulations and
irregularities in the approach riding surface caused
by repair¡ weathering misaligned expansion joints,
snoyr, and íce all influence the initíal condition of
the vehicle. Camber variations, settlenentr tem-
perature-induced curvaturer and badly naintained
surfacing will also affect the superstructure riding
surface profile. In additionr the suPerstructure
rnay noÈ be at rest because of other vehicles on or
off the span. A1l the guantities noted Previously
cannot be easily monitoredl or neasured within the
norrnal limitations of budgets for either analyses or
field tests.

Notgrithstanding the conplexity of the problern,
simple nodels of vehicles and bridges can be used to

TAPE 3, TRACE NO. II

TAPE 3, TRACE NO. I2

tstimated Crawl Def Iection
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FIGURE 4 Simple-span dynamic amplification for
moving-point load.

NoÌr consider a constant force P combined with a
constant-anplitude oscillatory load Q of circular
frequency Or so thât a force (P + 0 sinQt) tra-
verses a simple-span bridge. This force representa
an upper bound on the real situation because irregu-
larities of the ridíng surface excite vehicle vibra-
tion but no energy is absorbed by thê vehlcle sus-
pension. The dynamic deflection anplification
factor (A) is strongly dependent on the ratio of
vehicle frequency (ç¿) to bridge fundla¡nental fre-
quency (or = 2rf) r as shown in Figure 5 for two
Ievels of brldge damping in terms of the fraction of
critical tlanping (v). The response (Figure 5) is
akin to resonance of a system with a single degree
of freedom (!L) but is not infinitq for zero da¡nping

0.5 1.0 r.5 2.0

Frequency Ratio Q/a

Tolal Dynamrc Amplrfication of Deflecl¡on
_ 1+e^/p

FIGURE 5 Dependence ofdynamic
amplification on frequency ratio and
damping.
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because passage of the load 1i¡nits the time the
bridge is exposeil to the force (13). This large an-
plification of deflection when the load freguency
(f¿) corresponds to the bridge frequency (o) can
be thought of as quasi-resonance.

There are other parameters that affect bridge dy-
namic response to vehicle passage, such as the ratio
of tive load to dead loadr tire stiffness, and sus-
pension stiffness (Il-Iq). These sinple nodels ex-
amine vehicle and bridge dynanic interaction for the
first ¡node of a sinple span. Continuous and rnulti-
girder bridges may have several noiles with frequen-
cies close together. Vehictes have heave freguen-
cies of 2 to 5 Hz, so it is likely that one of the
Iower nodes of any bridge with a span of 20 to 25 m

is in the sarne frequency range. For longer spans
for which the first mode of the bridge is beLow 2

Hz, coíncidence of vehicle frequency and frequency
of a higher node of the bridge is likeIy (I1) r as is
the anplification of response.

In summäry' dynanic arnplification increases wiÈh
speeit for a noving force but decreases with speed
for a sprung tnass $¡ithout damping. The initial con-
ditions for even the simplest case of a movíng force
anal mass entering a span are uncertain, and the ini-
tial contlitions for a sprung vehicle entering a
bridge are even nore clifficult to assess.

1956-1957 TEST SERIES

A group of 52 bridges known.to vibrate was selected
for test (18'!1). A variety of differing types'
spans, and cross-sectional geometry was chosen. AP-
proach and deck conditions varied widely and in-
cluded marked irreguLarities or undulations.

Fron the nore than 2'000 individual records of
bridge notion for the calibration and other vehi-
clesr it was possible to obtain vehicle speed an¿l

axle spacing, maximum staÈic iteflection for a given
vehicle, anpl-itude of vibration, and frequencies of
vibration. the stiffness of the structure was cal-
culated from the calibration-vehicle data and was
used to obtain an equívalent load of a1t other vehi-
cles. The equivalent load of a vehicle is related
through an unknown load-distribution and axle-
spacing function to the calibration vehicle.

The inportance of the ratio of maxi¡num dynamic
deflection (tùÁ) to maxi¡num static deflectíon
(w-) in dynarnìLc response studies (Figure 2l is' s'
we-I1 known. Hence the ratio of naximum clynamic de-
flection (a¡nplitude) to equivalent load' referred to
as the anplitude factor, was used to obtain the am-
plitu¿le developed by a vehicle of unit equivalent
1oad.

Typical results of interest are shown in Figures
6 and 7 in terms of amplitude factor versus speed
and vehicLe load, respectively. Fígure 6 indicätes
that the amplitude factor is a function of speed and
can have a form associated wíth a constant noving
nass traversing a structure. The influence of
increasing equivalent rreight on anplitude factor is
clearly shown in Figure 7.

The frequency of vibration of the loaded struc-
tures was generally the first longitudinaL flexural
frequency, suitably corrected for the additional
mass of the vehicle, or a forced freguency the value
of which range¿l fron 2 to 3 Hz. This range cor-
responds to the bounce frequency norrnally reported
for heavy com¡nercial vehicles sprung only by tires
and having an inactive suspension systen (4). A¡rong
the various correlations attenpted, the tendency of
the nedian amplitude factor to decrease r^ríth static
stiffness (not shown) and to íncrease for bridges
with observed frequencies in the range of the 2 to 5

Hz \ras apparent (Figure 8) (18).

s¡ÉJed (n/sec)

FIGURE 6 Amplitude factor
verzus speed.
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FIGURE 7 Amplitude factor verzus equivalent
weight.
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FIGURE B Dynamic increment vers¡s
observed frequency.

1969-197T TEST SERIES

During this períod a series of tests was conpleteal
on continuous concrete bridges by usíng a flve-axle
tractor-traiter conbination weighing 400 kN (20).
calculated frequencies corresponded with observed
values in most cases. The naximurn observed dynarnic
amplification of deflectíon varied from 0.30 to 0.85
for bridges in the measured frequency range of 2 to
5 Hz because of a single test vehicle.

The observations fro¡n this test series Led to the
design concepts used for the Conestogo River Bridge
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(2f) in which by relaxing the llve-Ioad defLection
to span requirenents of AASHTO (9), it was possible
to provícle a distribution of longitudlnal stiffnese
that yielded a first flexural frequency outsi¿le the
quasi-resonance range associated with 2 to 5 Hz.
The inportance of the frequency content of the load-
ing functíon on the rnagnitude of dynamic effects is
clearly illustrated in Figure 9 (2Ð in which the
footfaLl freguency of a horse drawlng a buggy pro-
duced a g.reater dynanic response than a heavy truck
diil. The latter, however, produced the lârger
static response.

Transportation Research Record 950

ACCELEROA.ITTER 2
(55 avera8es)
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FIGURE 10 Power spectra, Gr¡ll Lake.
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FIGURE 9 Deflection-time trace, sample span.

Ì980 TEST SERIES

The 1980 tests lrere carried out to ensure that val-
ues of mean dynamic response and the associated
coefficient of variation used in calibration of the
OIIBDC were representative of nodern vehicles and
bridges. Test results indicated that reductions
coulil be made in the values specified for dynanic
effects in the first edition of OHBDC (22) as part
of the second edition (23).

A total of 27 structures were selected at 22 Io-
cati.ons, 5 of which were twín structures. They in-
cluiled 14 steel spans of 22 Eo I22 m, 10 concrete
spans of 16 to 41 m, and three tir¡ber spans of about
5 m (24r. The approaches, expansion joints, and
deck of all of these bridges were in good to
excellent condition.

Four test vehicLes were usetl. TVl and TV2 were
five-ax1e tractqr-trailer co¡nbinations having gross
weights of 391 anil 414 kN, TV3 v¡as an eight-axle
conbination having a gross weight of approximately
580 kN, and TV4 was â three-axle service vehicle
(241 kN). The vehicles are representative of heavy
com¡nercial vehicles operating in Ontario and all
were loadecl close to their lega1 limit.

Iqore than 100 inclividual runs were recorded for
each bridge by both test vehicles and nornal traffic
crossing the spans at a variety of speeds. fn adili-
tion, the response of the bridge to truck passage
was assessed subjectively by techniclans associated
lrith the testsr they used the Reiher-Èleister scale
(2s).

The Fu tapes of acceleration values recorded dur-
ing the test were used to determine frequencíes,
¡node shapes, an¿l alamping ratios of the bridge vibra-
tion modes (26). Between 6 and 12 modes of vibra-
tion of longitudínal flexure¡ torsion, and trans-
verse flexure could normally be ídentified wlth
certainty for longer-span continuous bridges (Fígurê
I0). In contrast' the three tlnber bridges tested
did not appear to have any vibration ¡nodes.

values of the first flexural frequency are shown
agalnst the longest span of the bridge ín Figure
11. Although there is a clear trend, with only a
few data polnts covering a diversity of construc-
tíon, it is unreasonable to suggest a simple rela-
tionshlp between frequency anil span thât could be

. \\,r ie80 Tesls
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FIGURE ll Frequency versus main span.

codified. A simple relationship such as f. = LIJ/L
(¡neters) appears to be useful for the prêllnlnary
deslgn estinate of frequency. The test series did
indicate that all conponents of the structure resist
the action of both static ancl dynarnic load.

By usíng the typical responses shown in Figure 12
for a three-span continuous bridge, three response

(aì Measurement Locatrons

*å¡å?J,ì'lNegarivel Posirive

(b) Main span Response

I uegative lRes¡dual-ù

RESPONSE I

RECION I

(c) Side Span ResDonse

Neßative I Pos¡tive lResidual-ì

Stat¡c Response

FIGURE 12 Typical responses.
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reglons were deflned. Dynaníc amplifications were
cornputed for the three response regions by using the
greatest static response for any instrument loca-
tion. The overall statistics of dynaníc anplifica-
tion are presented in Table 1. These ¿lata ínclude
for each bridge al1 single-truck runs by test vehi-
cles and by other traffic at all speeds ín any one
lane. The nean dynanic amplífications âre not
large, even though some individuäl test clynanÍc am-
plifications greater than 0.5 were observed. The
coeffícients of variation are larger varying between
0.56 and 1.11 with a nean of 0.85. The data of
Tab1e I show that the mëan dynarnic a¡nplífications of
continuous bridges are approxirnately equal for both
positive and negative regions of the influence line
for deflection at a given point.

Test vehicles TvL and TV2 r.rere similar ín overall
di¡nensions and weíght. Tv2 had an air suspension,
whereas Tvl had leaf springs. The nean dynanic am-
plification by Tv2 was about 60 Percent of that for
fVI for all runs on atl bridges. Presumably the
air-spring and paralle1 shock-absorber suspension
system provicles darnping uncler all conditions t
whereas the J.eaf-spring assernbly only absorbs energy
for large ilisplacements or high rates of loading (4).

The mean dynanic amplification for all runs gen-
erally decreased with increase in weight of trucks
for spans greater than about 30 m (Figure 13). This
retluction is Presumably because additional axles are
required for an increase in legat gross vehicle
weíghtr and these axles are not in phaser which

TABLE I Overall Statistics of \namic Amplification
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noderates the dynamic effect. If the product of
truck weight and mean dynarnic arnplificatÍon ís used
as a neasure of total dyna¡nic toad associated with a

vehicler Figure 14 shows the dynamic load for vari-
ous test vehicte weights, corresponding to the data
of Figure l-3. The dynarnic load for each of Èhe four
bridges shown is sensibly constant for each test ve-
hicle yteightt the different magnitudes are associ-
ated with dífferent pavenent irregularities for each
br idge.

HI,T¿IAN RESPONSE

During a test technicians and others were asked to
stand on the bridge and provide a subjective rating
of briilge vibration caused by passing trucks. The

Reiher-Meister descriptors (2Þ.) t{ere used: noÈ per-
ceptible. slightly PercePtible' distinctly percepti-
ble, strongly perceptible, disturbing, and very clís-
turbing. No training or calibration lvas given. The
threshold of perception was found to be in the range
of 0.015 to 0.025 g. The slightly' distinctly, and

strongly perceptible ratings had nean accelerations
of 0.039' 0.052' anil 0.076 9, respectively. For one
structure with a ¡neasured frequency of 0.75 Hz' the
highest and ¡nean of observed accelerations under
normal traffíc were 0.062 and 0.036 lr respec-
tivety. This particular structure had a live-load
deflection to span ratio nearly twice that permitted
by AASHTo (t).

OHBDC deflection criteria for Pedestrian service-

Positive Region

Bridge
No.a

Positive Region Negative Region 
f

Mean CV Mean CV (Hz) l¡cationb
Bridge
No,a Mean CV

Negative Region

-f

Mean CV (Hz) Locationb

I
4
6
7
8
9
0
I
2
3
4

0.129 0.67
0.069 0.7 4
0.r 36 0.90
0.057 1.00
0.1 10 1.1 I
0.305 0.91
0.093 0.84
0.156 0.98
0.071 0.65
0.098 1.04
0.150 0.85
0.1l9 0.69
0.068 0.61
0.031 0.72
0.161 0.72
0.205 0.77

0.105 1.18
0.033 0.8 8

0.006 1.00
0.003 0.7 6
0.t34 0.7 9
0.1 04 0.98

0.164 0.70
0.141 0.72
0.191 0.s5
0.174 0.56
0.t 12 0.60
0.194 0.7 6
0.210 0.93
0.167 0.82
o.177 I .03
0.236 l .05
0.019 0.73
Q.062 0.8 3
0.090 0.63
0.099 0.6'7
0.084 0.59

0.137 0.85
0.204 0;7I
0.097 0.63
0.041 0.85
0.o92 0.52
0.061 0.66
0.075 0.55

4.00
3.13
5.00

10.63
12.00

10.38
3.1 3
8.06
7,t3

5.88

3.3 1

2.3t
2.8 8

3.63
2.69
3.44

o;7 5

17 0.123 O.42 2.94 a

0.100 0.57
0.t92 0.s 6
0.171 0.48 1.80 c
0.084 0.66 d

a

b
a

b
d

20
2l

23
24
26

2',7

a

b
a

b
c
d

l5

16

c
e

Note I CV = coefficient of variatiol, f = mode frequency.
aSee ¡eport by Billing (24).
bLocation: a = main spm, b = side span, c = midspaû, d= support,e =floorbeañ.
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FIGURE l3 Mean dynamic
amplification versus test vehicle
weight.

FIGURE 14 Mean dynamic load
verzus test vehicle weight.
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ability are compared with results obtained fro¡n
tests in Figure 15i observed ileflections are scaled
to provide values appropriate to a serviceability
Iimit-state truck toad. None of the bridges tested
had significant pedestriân use. Hogrever, the cri-
teria appear appropriate even though the bridges in
the field behaveal ín such a way as to include the
stiffening effects of curbs and barrier walls.

S¡gn¡fi

oBradt

ittle Dedestilan use

"L
ant pedestrian use

o
w¡th sidewalk o

òa
2468

Firsl Flexurul Frequency (Hz)

FIGURE l5 Pedestrian serviceability.

DESIGN OF OIIBDC PROVISIONS

The OHBDC wa's undlertaken to impletnent into design
and evaluatíon various recent research findings
regarding structural design and response (2?). It
was also undertaken to rnake design loads representa-
tive of actual and legal heavy truck traffic ín the
Province of Ontario (10).

The exÍsting provisions for ¿lynamic loading of
bridges were ele¡nentary and familiar to design en-
gineers, so they were easy to apply. Ho$rever, as
also noted prevíousIy, the dynamic components of
Ioads arise fro¡n a complex process of vehicle and
bridge dynanic ínteraction. ft was therefore likely
that any provísions that woutd reguire a signÍficant
increase in computation or complexity for what $ras
often only a few percent of the total design load
would not be accêpted readily by design engineers.
The question of vrhether the impact formula could or
should be retained was carefully considered. ft be-
came apparent that change was not only necessary but
essential, for three reasons. First, continued use
of a formula bearing little relation to observed be-
havior of bridges in some span ranges would ínhibit
future editions of OHBDC and other co¿le ilevelop-
nents. Second, the need for a realistic representa-
tion of bridge loading becornes ¡nore inportant as
analysis nethods inprove and as bridges beco¡ne nore
slender and fatigue nore ímportant to design.
Finally, because OHBDC ¡ras to be one of the fírst
codes ín North À¡nerica ileveloped by using an
approach based on limit-state reliability, if any
substantive change lras to be ¡naale to the dynanic
loadíng effectsr it should be made with the fírst
edition of that coile. Once the need for change r¡as
realized, Ít was possible to focus on the task of
developing a form and values for the provisions that
would joíntly satisfy the designerrs need for sim-
plicity and adequately represent the nain dynanic
effect of vehicle loads.

The literal interpretation of the tern "inpactfactor" was considered too narro\d to express the
complex interaction of vehicle conponents, undula-
tion and roughness of approach and briclge riding
surface, bridge dynamics, and vehicle speed. rt ¡¡as
discarded in favor of the terrn idynaníc load aI-
lowance. n

The OHBDC provisions on dynamic loading were

:
s,
o

o
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written with future developnents in nind. The de-
signer \ras therefore perÍìitted to use any approved
dynanic analysis or test or both to develop a dy-
namic load aLlowance. In lieu of these, which ¡¡ould
probably only be in special circumstances, a dynamic
load allowance was prescríbed as an increase .to and
a fraction of the prescribed highway live load.
This contrasts with other codes in which dynamic ef-
fects are accounted for by an increase in stresses
ín designated components and mentrers caused by the
live l-oad (8,9) .

This change neans that the conponents of a bridge
need not be definect with respect to theír load-
carrying function¡ because the appropriate allowance
will automaticatJ.y be included in the load applie(ì
to a particular conponent. It also represents the
process âctually used by desígners.

The principal dynamic loading provisions of the
second-edition OHBDC (2f) are as follows:

1. The dynaníc loaal allowance for a síng1e wheel
or axle unit of the OHBDC truck, shown in Figure 16,
shal1 be 0.4. This aLlov¡ance rdill be used prinarily
for design of deck slabs, short-span floor beams,
and other components governed by the local effects
of the impactive action of wheel load.

Wheel Load 30 70 70
Axle Load 60 140140It+

80 kN

160 kN

-.>
o

t

r00

200

+ Cross Load
700 kN

lft
I

È
I

È

PLAN

(all d¡n¡ens¡ons ¡n metres)

FIGURE l6 OHBDC truck.

0.25+ þ--TYP.

2. The dynamic load allowance for nore than a
single axle of the OÌÌBDC truck acting on a structure
having no span in excess of 22 m shall be 0.3. This
allowance wi.Il be used primarily for design of sim-
p1e and continuous spans, transverse floor beams,
and iliaphrâg¡ns where strong ínteraction bettreen
truck and bridge is un1ikely. Typíca1ly, a span of
22 m r+ouÌd have a frequency no less than 5 Hz.

3. For a sÈructure having any span greater than
22 n, the dynamic loacl allowance for the truck por-
tion of the lane load shall depend on the first
flexural frequency of the bridge, as shown in Figure
17. The dynanic load allordance for the uniformly
distributed portion of the lane load sha1l be 0.1.
This allor¿ance vrill be used for <lesign of main
longítudinal ¡nembers of the bridge where signifícant
response of the bridge modes of tongitudinal and
torsional vibration is likely.

4. The dynamic load alLowance for soil-steel
structures sha1l be 0.4 for zero cover, reduced as
depth of cover increases.

5. The dynamíc load allowance for titnber bridges
shall be reduced by a factor of 0.7. This recog-
nizes the higher damping of this type of construc-
t ion.

6. For evaluation a reduced dynamic load al-
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F¡tst Flexural Fr<,uencY (Hz)

FIGIrßE 17 Dynamic load allowance verzus

frequency.

lowance shall be used for passage by a single vehi-
cle carrying an exceptional loacl at low speed.

The values just gíven apply to loading in a
single or rnultiple traveled or deslgn lane or
lanes. Muttiple presence factors for dynamic load-
ing ín nore than one lane were taken as 0.7 for two
Ìanes, 0.6 for three lanes, and 0.5 for four or nore
lanes, and these factors were incorporated in the
nultiple presence factors for highway live load;
this disguised the rêduction ín the dynamic load al-
lowance due to multlple presence but facilltateil
calculation.

The values for clynamic load allowance given ear-
lier are those that resulte¿l fron code ealibratíon
(:q). Calibration was a process carried out to de-
fine load factors that woulat result in a reasonably
uniform safLty index (ß) for all nenbers of all
brldge Èypes. The loa¿l factor accounts for uncer-
tainty in loail and analysis and may incluile a pro-
fessional factor. Àlthough there are sígnificant
clifferences in longitudlinal ancl transverse distribu-
tions of live load and dynarníc toail and in their
variability, it was ilecíded that a corilnon 1oâ¿l fac-
tor should be usecl for both live and dynarnic loails
as a convenience.

oLLI Êarf (8)

where

aLL = specified live load factor, also to be useil
for dyna¡nic loail;

I = specifietl dynamic loa¿l allowancet
dI = conputed load factor for dynamic load based

on î, and
Ï = n.an clynamic a¡nplificatíon

Therefore

I= allla¡,¡- (9)

A tlpical value of aI might be 2.5, anil at¡
was specifiecl as 1.4; hence a specified dynanlc loa¿l
allowance of 0.4 (say) woutd result from a rnean ob-
serve¿l dlynamic anplification of only 0.22.

Values of rnêan dynamic ,anPlificatlon obtained
from the tests (Table I) weré scaled by usinq Egua-
tion 9 andl appropriate ratios of load factors
(aflcr,r,) ."ngitg fron 1.6 to 2'2 ' ilepending
on-thËcoefficient of variation Q9) and the results
ptottéd in Figure 17. The high dtynanric amplifica-
tion present for the majority of bridges in the re-
gion of 2 to 5 Hz is captured through the OHBDC pro-
visions. AASHTO values at 2 an¿l 3 Hz woulil be 0'16
and 0.20, respectivelyr for tl4)icaI spans.

r01

SERVICEABILITY

Some codes retain limitations on the ratio of tlepth
to span of ¡nain longitudinal menbers and of cleflec-
tion to span G,!) introduced by railroad engineers
iluring the l9th century. A review of these limita-
tions in 1958 was unable to establish a basis for
the li¡nitations nor was change recomnended (29).

The oHBDC considered specific provisions covering
span-depth and span-deflection li¡nítations but noted
that such limitations niqht inhibit future innova-
tion in design. Finally, because deflection was not
regarded as a linit state, these litnitations were
clÍscarded in favor of bridge vibration as a service-
abí1íty limit state. Pedestrians on a briclge are
sensitive to acceleratíon of the superstructure pro-
duced by passing vehicles. Because it is diffícult
for the designer to co¡npute accelerations, they $rere
transformed to equivalent deflections at the edge of
the structure, assunÍng average truck weights and
bridge dynanic response. Three leve1s of vibration
control viere identifled, and the two lower deflec-
tion leve1s are presented in Figure 15. The upPer
Ievel (not shown) appl-ies to bridges without side-
\raIks, which would be traversedl only by maintenance
personnel. The loh'est level rnight apply to bridges
in cities or in rural regions where they night be
used for viewing or fishing. The second Level ís
for briilges with sídewalks where fevr pedestrians are
expected. Data fron tests sho}, that even the lowest
level will generally be unrestrictive for spans
greater than 20 m (2!).

DISCUSSION

The recent report by the ÀSCE Connittee on Loads and
Forces on Briclges (3q) focused attention on the
problem of inpact on bridges. Some assistance nay
be offered by this paper based on Ontariors experí-
ence in the resolution of the research probJ.ems
identifíed by that committeee. The clynanic response
of a vehicle subsequent to traversing an undulating
approach and irregular expansion joint is unlikely
to be quantífied for use ín the analysis of vehicle-
bridge interaction. The mean value of the undulat-
ing cornponent of vehicle load ís influenced by
vehicle suspension systens antl vehicle length and
appears to be sensibLy constant for a given bridge
and approach condition (Figure 14); it is not a
function of gross vehicle weight for spans longer
than the vehícle. The importance of suspensíon sys-
tem characteristícs and ridíng surface to the nean
dynanic load associated !¡ith vehicles is not nevt
(4-5,15,18). The structural engineer has Iittle or
no control over either suspension or ríding surface
properties and hence must rely on the results of
field observations.

The Ontarío studies, even as early as the ¡nid-
1950s, indicated that dynanic arnplification values
for indiviilual bridges nith freguencies in the re-
gion of 2 to 5 Hz were on the average greater than
the sinitar nean values for briclges with spans of 15'
to 20. This trend (Fígure 11) is also apparent in
the 1968-1971 data (not shown) (?0) and in the 1980
data (Figure 1?), and it is not unreasonable to con-
sider that a clynamic property of a structure shoulcl
be a primary variable in the dynamic response.
There is no reasonr even noting the variability of
dynamic anplífícation, to expect this trend to be
only an Ontarío phenomenon, and indeecl, as recent
Swiss data ({) (Figure 18) itlustrate, it is not.
The Swiss data, for ¡naximun response on smooth pave-
ments, are fron new bridges proof-tested by using
similar vehicles (160 kN) traveling along the longi-
tudinal centerline of the structure. The anplifica-
tion values are bunded by a line having the såne
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FIGURE lB Peak dynamic amplification versus frequency,
Swiss results.

forrn buÈ not the sarne nunerical values as those for
the OHBDC (Figure 17).

Thus it does appear that first flexural frequency
should be considered as a najor variable for dynarnic
Ioad allowance, particularly for spans with frequen-
cies less than 5 Hz. Àlthough the frequency range
(2 to 5 Hz) may appear troublesome for design, no
attenpt should be rnade to avoi¿l thÍs frequency
range, because dynamic load allowance values are
available. on the other hancl, designs can be
create¿l to reduce the large allowances associated
with quasi-resonance (2I).

The questíon of the need to consider dynanic ef-
fects at the ultinate linit state and vrhat value
should be useil is for the calÍbration experts. Per-
haps future design codes will incorporate an allow-
ance for. dynamic effects directly into the design
loads at the uLtinate and servíceability 1ímit
.states and provide appropriate rnodels for the analy-
sis of vehícle effects at both limiÈ states that re-
flect both static and dynanic response characteris-
tics.

CONCI.USIONS

The provisions regarding dynamic loading of highway
bridges in use in North America have been èssen-
tially unchanged for more than 50 years. It is
questionable whether these provisions were repre-
sentative of bridge behavior at the time they were
developecl. They are certainly not representative
for large, heavy trucks on bridges that are becorning
nore slender and of longer span in the ínterests of
econony.

The OHBDC hâs devel-oped a new terminology and
form for dynanic loading. The code attempts to rep-
resent the principal mechanisrns of bridge loadíng
and response in a manner that the ilesigner can use
with little change from current methods. The pro-
visions have been written so as not to restrict fur-
ther developments ånd are essentially independent of
desígn vehicle geo¡netry. Al-l provisions of the 1983
OHBDC are discussed in another paper in this Record
(Dorton and Bakht).

The OHBDC provisions have been built fro¡n the ex-
perience of the past by retaining values of dynanic
load alLowance for short spans but have added to
this experience by considering the impactive manner
of single-axle loads actíng on the riding surface
and vehicle-bridge interaction over a wide range of
bridge types. The parameters used in the provisions
refer to a dynamic characteristic of structure, fre-
quency, rather thân just span. The change in form
of dynanic loading as a function of freguency has
been supported by tests completed by others.
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Implementation of the Analytical Capabilities Required for

the Aseismic Design of Bridges

ROY A. IùIBSEN antl J. LEA

ABSTRACT

The design of a highway bridge l-ocated in a

region of high seis¡nic risk must include a

detailed and accurate analysis of the bridge
to determine its rnaximum anticipated seismic
loads. To conPly with newly cleveloped code
requirements and to ensure the utnost confi-
dence in the predicted response' the seismic
analysis should be performed by using the
appropriate analytical procedures. The re-
cently developed conputer prograrn seisnic
Analysis of Brittges (SEISAB) used to conduct
seis¡nic analyses that co¡np1y with both the
current AÀSHTO specifications and the Ap-
plied Technology Councíl seismic design
guidelines is clescribed. In addition' a

description is given of the single-node
spectral mêthod clevelopeil for the new guide-
lines for a specific category of bridges
with 1ow to moderate seismic vulnerability.
An exampte is incluiled to ¿lenonstrâte the
applicability of this nethod to a two-span

bridge. A second exarnple is included to
illustrate how SEISAB-I was used to conduct
a response spectru¡n dynamic analysis on a

six-span curved brialge. rncluded also is a

description of the nonlinear dynamic analy-
sis capabilíties to be included in the next
version, SEISAB-II. The inplenentation of
SEISAB-I through workshops funded by the
National Science Foundation and the accep-
tance of the program base¿l on trainee eval-
uations are also briefly described.

Both the current AÀSHTo bridge specifications (!,
which were upgraded following the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake, and the rnore recently adopted AÂSHTO
Seismic Design cuidelines for Highway Bridges (21

require that a single-mode or multimode response
spectrum anatysis be conducted ín the design of
bridges to be located in zones of higher seismic
activity. Because the analytical procedures involved
in seisnic ânalyses are new to nany bridge de-
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signers' it has been difficult to ínplement these
new methodologies within the Uníted States. Recog-
nizíng this problen, the National Science Foun¿lation
elected to fund a project to develop the cornputer
program Seis¡nic Analysis of Brídges (SEISAB) and
conduct pilot h'orkshops to aid in this implementa-
tion effort.

In additíon to bei.ng used as a deslgn tool to
facilitate the irnplenentation of the neÌ¡ design
codes, SEISAB is also being extended to bring to the
profession the nonlinear capablllties that were
developed at the University of California, Berkeley,
as part of an investigation into the adequacy of
bridge structural resistance to seisnic disturbances
(3). These nonlineâr capablLities of SEISAB are
being designed for use by the researcher or bridge
designer involvecl in the following design-relatetl
activit ies:

1. Con¿lucting pararnetric studies to establish
procedures and design coefficients for new or i¡n-
proved aseis¡nlc design specifications,

2. Conilucting detailed dynanic analyses on com-
plex bridges,

3. Investigating newly develope¿l aseismic design
strategies that inclucle energy dissipation, and

4. Developing design procedures that include the
conplex effects of soil-structure interaction.

Extending SEISAB to include both newly developed
elements unique to bridges and nonlínear analysis
capabilíties provides a vehicle for implenenting the
state-of-the-art methodologies energing from thê
universities for the bridge engineering profession.

In line wÍth the prinary objective of tleveloping
a usable design tool, SEISAB-I was devetoped by
incorporating a problern-oriented language vrrítten
specifically for the bridge engineer (3,1). The
free-format SEISAB language consists of sinpler
easy-to-remember conmands natural to the bridge
engineer in tlescribing a bridge. Using a ninimu¡n
anount of user input data, the prograrn generates a
¡nathenatical ¡nodel completely. SEISAB-I, which
contains linear dynanic analysis capabilitíes, was
nell received in its initial píIot workshop in which
it was presented to a selected group of highly gual-
ified bridge engineers frorn the Calífornia Depart-
ment of Transportation. Three subsequent $rorkshops
that included the use of SEISAB-f for both the de-
sign ancl the retrofiÈting of bridges were equally
successful.

BACKGROI'ND

FHI{A recently sponsored a series of workshops en-
titled Seis¡nic Design of Highh'ay Bridges to imple-
nent the latest principles of aseismic design (!).
During these workshops, it was obvious that one of
the most cornplicated tasks for a bridge engineer ln
atternpting to apply these new design principles Ís
conducting the tlynamíc analysis of the structural
systen. This problem faces nost briilge designers
today, whether they use the current ÀASHTO design
specifications or the newly adopted Applied Technol-
ogy Council (ATt) seis¡nic design guidelines (2). tlie
introduction of structural dynarnics to the-bridge
design process requires that bridge clesigners learn
both the basic principles in dynarnics and the use of
conputer prograrns having dynarnic analysis capabili-
ties. This also irnplies that the designer has had
at least introductory trainíng in the art of mathe-
matical modeling.

Because of the new concepts introduced in the
AÀSHTO an¿l Arc-6 design specifications, a major
effort is required to train practícing bridge engi-
neers in the latest principles of seis¡nic tlesign.
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In additlon, if this training is to broaden the base
so that further advance¡nents in seismic deslgn can
be rnaile, it nust stinulate the interesÈ of the pro-
fession as a whole.

Àlthough the application of structural dynanics
to the bridge engineering field ls sonevrhat in its
infancy, it has become apparent that certain tl4es
of brÍdges may be iilealized so as to be nore easily
analyzed nathenatically. Penzien and Inbsen devel-
oped the single-mode spectral nethod (SI{S}i) pre-
sented in the ArC-6 guldelines ln an effort to sim-
plify the task of inpleraenting structuraÌ dynanics
within the field of bridge engineering (7).

The SMSU is used to calculate the seisnic design
forces of a bridge that can be characterized as
having its rnajor dynâ¡nic response ín a single node
of vibration. this ¡nethodr although quite rigorous
fro¡n a theoretical point of view, reduces a conplex
dynarnics analysis to the perfornance of just two
statics analyses. Thê first statics analysis is
conducted to obtain the structural period and its
corresponding dÍsplacetl shape, the second to apply
inertial forces consistent with that dispLåced
shape. The íntensity of the inertial forcês fs
deter¡nined fron a response spectrutn selected for the
bridge site by using the calculated structurål
period.

The SIISM as forrnulated can be applied to many
types of bridges, including those $rith either con-
tinuous or discontinuous superstructures. Boundary
conditions at the abutments and piers can be rnodeled
to include the effects of the foundation. A bridge
engineer can readily apply thê SITISM by using a hand
calculator anil conventional sÈatics structural anal-
ysis procedures. For the lnore cotnplex bridges in
the higher seismic zones, the seisníc design guide-
lines recommend the nultimode spectral method
(MMSM), which is a response spectrun analysis. The
SEISAB-I user has the option of using elther the
SITISM or the ![{SM.

DEVEIOPUSNT OF THE SMSM FOR CONTINUOUS BRTDGE SYSTffiS

Bridges are generâlly continuous systerns made up of
nany co¡nponents, eâch conponent having distributed
nass and elasticity and contributing to the overall
response of the syste¡n. The response displacenent
of continuous systerns, such as the one in Figure I,
can be shown at any time to be a linear co¡nbination
of the individual nodes of vibrâtion. Restricting
the number of nodes to one and recognizing that the
true vibration shape is unknown results in the fol-
lowing displacenent approxination for transverse
displacements:

v(x,t) = v"(x)v(t)

= v"(x)A sin (<,.rt - {) (1)

where

v"(x) = assumed vibration shape,
v(t) = generalized coordlnate representing the

anplitude,
À = arbitrary scaling factor, and
or = circuLâr frequency.

so"ni

FIGURE I Typical bridge configuration.
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Because the true tnode shape is unknown, the best
approximation to it should be obtained.

The process of selecting the closest possible
approxímation of the shape function, such as the
approximation shown in Figure 2, can be facilitated
by taking advantage of the free vibration displace-
nents that result fro¡n inertial forces. Because
inertial forces are proportional to the mass distri-
bution, a transverse distributed load proPortional
to the mass shouLd produce a good approxirnation of
the true node shâpe. Because the rnass is usually
distributed uniformly in bridge decks, application
of. a uniforrnly distributed load, Por shot¡n in
Figure 3, vrill displace the briilge deck into the
approximate shape of the node. Thís ¡nethod of ob-
taining an approxirnating shape results in the con-
sistency of v"(x) h'ith the support conditions and
inter¡nediate expanslon joínts ín the deck.

.v (x) v (x,t).

X

FTGUßE 2 Displacement function.

FIGURE 3 Mode shape due to uniform static loading.

Determining Period of Assu¡ned Mode Shape

The vibration period associated wíth the assumed
mode shape can be cletermined by using Rayleighrs
¡netho¿!, which consists of equating the maximum
strain energy with the naxinum kinetic energy. The
¡¡aximum strain energy is the stored internal energy
resulting fron the application of the load po and is
êqual- to the work done on the system in displacing
the britlge deck into the displaced shape [v"(x)1,
nhich can be expressed tnathematically as follows:

WÊ= (UÐÈ Pov.(x)dx = (Po/2) a
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Equating Equation 2 to Equation 5 and noting that
T = 2¡/w results ín the following:

ing the concepts of the response spectrum ¡nethod.
The equation of rnotíon for a continuous systern ap-
proxiÍrated by a single generalized coordinate is
found by using Hamiltonrs príncíple, which states
that the first variatÍon of (K - v), where K is the
kinetic energy and V is the strain energy, plus the
first variation of all nonconservatÍve forces (W¡s)
is equal to zero. Mathenatically, calculating the
first variation of I will produce the equation of
rnot ion:

I = îi 1r - v)dr + 1,t,, w""at (8)

It can be shown (8) that the first variation of
Equation 8 will result ín the following:

m*i(t;+c*i'(t)+k+v(t)-pfrr(t)=0 (9)

Írhere

T =2n(1lP"as)k

Pseudoinertial t,oading

The ¡naxinum value of v(t)

(7)

can be obtained by apply-

(10)

(1 1)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

v (x, t)

(t7)

E*I*(x) is the equivalent bending stiffness of the
deck and üg(x,t) is the horízontal ground acceler-
ation. Dividing Equation 9 by m*, not.ing that c*/m*
is 26o and k*/m* is ûJ2, and tlefining

-* = "fot m(x) [v.(x)] 
2 dx

c* =,f"1 cG) [v"(x)] 
2 dx

k* =/oL E*I*(x)[ò2v"(x)lðx2f2 dx

pårr = -ic(x¡) /.L m(x)v.(x)dx

B = lol w(x)v.(x)dx

results in

ilq + zgot(q + ¿d2 v(t) = -iì(", Ð(p/y)

I v(t) l-"* = ßC-slr-2)

Substítuting EquaÈion 16 into Equation l,
becomes

v(x, t).u* = (PC.g/7c..r2)vr(x)

By using the response spectrum method with a desired
acceleration spectrum, noting that S¿ = S"/r,r2r and
given that cs = Su/9, v(t)nax is calculated by the
following equation:

(2)

where

s = /oL v.(x)dx

The kinetic energy (K)

K= (UÐ È m(x)[n(x,t)] 2 tlx

= (rtÐ È m(x)[c..r cos(ot - 4)v,(x)] 
2 dx

= @)212g) cos2(c.,lt - 4) /"L w(x)[v.(x)] 2 dx

where w(x) is the welght distribution along the
deck. Equation 4 will be at its naxi¡num when
cos2 (t¡t - 0) is equal to Ir or

K^u^ = (a2l2g) J.L w(x)[v.(x)]2 dx= (e2 l2E)^1

where

7 = J.Lw(x)[v.(x)]2dx

(3)

is expressed as follows:
Equation 17 defines the ¡naximu¡n spectral displace-
ment6 of all points on the bridge deck due to an as-
sumed acceleration spectrun. The pseudoinertial load
tntl that is associated with this displacernent and

(a\ that approximates the inertial effects is found by\'/ noting that Sa = ,tSd = 62v(x¡t)rr*:

F¡ = m(x)a

= m(x)Su

= m(x)c¡2S¿

= m(x)c.r2v(x, t)-u*
= [C.Bw(x)/7]v.(x) (18)

When the inertial load clefined by Eguation I8 is
applied to the deck as a uniformly tranverse dis-

(s)

v.(x)

(6)
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tributed load, as shown
static forces become the

in Figure 4, the resulting
pseucloseisnic forces.

FIGURE 4 Pseudoinertial loading.

Sunmary of SMSM Procedure

The SMSI{ procedure is perforrned in the following
steps:

1. Apply a uniformly distributed load (po)
transversely Èo the bridge deck and calculate the
displacenents of the deck. The displacenents will
define vs(x).

2 . Us ing v" ( x) , calculate o, .,t , and B by
using nquations 3, 6, and 14, respectively.

3. Calculate the period of the approximating
vibration shape by using Equation 7.

4. Select an acceleration spectrum with damping
ratio E and conpute the di¡nensionless seis¡nic
coefficient (C) assocíated with the period cal-
culated in step 3. Use C to compute the pseudoiner-
tial load by using Equation 18.

5. Àpp1y the pseudoínertial loading transversely

TABLE I Test Case I Comparison
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to the bridge deck and compute the ilisplacenents and
forces for design.

Cotnpãrison of SMSl.l and Ml¿lSM on Two-Span Bridge

The applícability of the SIt{Slt can be demonstrated by
comparíng the results obtained from its use vrith
those obtaineil from using the MUSM. The South Tur-
lock Overcrossing is used for the comparison. The
two-span straíght bridge, vrhích is supported on a
single-column bent, is subjected to transverse
earthquake loaclings. Two separate test cases are
considered for the transverse constraínts at the
abutments. In the first case, the abutments are
fixed in the transverse direction, whereas in the
second case, springs in the transverse direction are
inserted to model the flexibility of the soil at the
abutments. A spring coefficient of 1.0 x 10 kips,/ft
is used for the soil flexibility. Longitudinal
novernent of the superstructure is pernitted in both
cases.

SEISAB is used to perform the SMSM and the ¡'OISM
for both cases. The results of the Strlst¡t and MMSM

response analyses are tabulated for test císes I and
2 in Tables I and 2, respectively. The coefficienÈs
obtained by evaluating Equations 3, 6, and 14 for
the SMSM are included in the tables. The first 10
modes are included in the results for the MMSM. The
fÍrst transverse mocle of response from the Mltst4 is
also included in the tables for comparison.

The results fron both test cases show that the
structural period was closely approxirnated by using
the SMSM. In additíon, the SMSM calculations of the
transverse shear force at the abutments and the bent
are also close to the forces obtaíned by the MUSM.

f'-'

Response Spectrum (kips) No¡malized Transye¡se Displacements

Location

Displacement Pseudoine¡tial
Due to Loading (F1) Forces Due
po[Y(x)] (l'r) (kipVlt) Lo F, lkips)

Th¡ee
T¡ansverse Uniform
Modes (RMS) Load po

First
lnertial T¡ansverse
Load F¡ Mode Shape

First
Transvetse
Mode

Abutment 1

Span 1

One fou¡th
One half
Three fourths

Bent 2
Span 2

One fourth
One half
Three fourths

Abutment 3

0.0

0.0122
0.0203
o.0233
0.0232

0.0233
0.0203
0.o122
0.0

0.0

3.582
5.960
6.841
6.81 1

6.841
5.960
3.582
0.0

218

1,045

278

28'7

1,134

28'1

291

r,134

291

0.0

0.524
0.873
1.000
0.988

1.000
0.873
o.524
00

0.00.0

0.499 0.488
0.846 0.839
0.992 0.989
1.000 1.000

0.922 0.989
0.846 0.839
0.494 0.488
0.0 0.0

Note: o=5.460 tt2,B=34.UOOkip.ft2,.),=O.749kip.ft3,TSMSM=0.4lsec(TMMSM=O.4Osec).

TABLE 2 Test Case 2 Comparison

Response Spectrum (kips) Normalized T¡anwerse Displacements

Location

Displacement Pseudoine¡tial
Due to Loading (F¡) Forces Due
p.[Y(x)l (ft) (kipVft) to F¡ (kips)

Th¡ee
T¡ansvelse Uniform
Modes (RMS) Load po

First
Inerti4 Transverse
Load F1 Mode Shape

Fi¡st
Transvene
Mode

Abutment I
Span I

One fourth
One half
Three fourths

Bent
Span 2
One fourth
One half
Three fourths

Abutment 3

0.00707

0.01701
0.02316
0.02472
0.02415

0.02412
0.023 I 6
0.01701
0.00707

2.066

4.97 1

6.7 68

7 .057

7.224
6.7 68
4.97 1

2.066

3s5

|,196

355

301

1,253

301

349

1,2s4

349

o.286

0.688
0.937
1 .000
0.977

l 000
0.937
0.688
0.286

0.221

0.636
0.91 I
1.000
0.988

1.000
0.91 l
0.636
o.221

0.201

0.6r6
0.900
1.000
0.993

1.000
0.900
0.61 6
0.201

Note: a=O.OOOf,2, B=41.811kip.ft2,7=0.9093kip.ft3,TSMSM=0.41 sec(T¡4¡45¡4=O.4lsec)
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SEIS!4IC ANALYSIS OF STX-SPAN CURVED BRIDGE
WITH SEISAB

SEISAB was developed to meet the need for a cornputer
progran with !4MSM capabilities written specifically
for bridge designers. By using SEISAB' a cornplete,
lumped-parameter structural rnodel can be genêrateal
with only a few si¡nple, free-form input comnands.
To illustrate the use of SEISAB, a response spectrun
analysis was perforne¿l on a six-span curved bridge.
An 41rc-6 acceleration spectrun was used for the
dynarnic loadling.

Description of the Bridge

The briilge is six-span curved box-girder bridge
with single-column bents. The prisrnatic superstruc-
ture is contínuous, vtith the excePtion of span 3t
which contains an inter¡nediate hlnge. The interne-
diate hinge ís outfitte¿t with earthquake restrainer
units to provide longitudinal restraint. Shear keys
at the hinge provide transverse restraint betseên
the two superstructure sectíons.

The seat-tltpe abutnents are radially oriented
with transverse abutnent-to-superstructure shear
connections. Longitudinal restraínt at the abutnents
is provided by restrainer units. The raalially ori-
ented, síngle-colunn bents are founded on pile
groups.

!¡to¿leling and Progran Input Details

As is conventionally doner the SEISAB program moclels
a bridge by lurnping properties at discrete locations
aJ.ong the superstructure and columns. The structural
characteristics of the bridge are input into sErsAB
in nodtular blocks called input ¿lata blocks. The
subheads in this section are arrangecl according to
data blocks to íllustrate the SEISAB co¡n¡nands re-
quíred to conduct a seismic analysis of a six-span
curvetl bridge.

Initiating a Response Spectrum AnalvsÍs

The user ínitiates a response spectrun analysis by
specifying the approprlate eommand ín the SEISAB
¿lata block. In addition' the nurnber of inter¡nediate
node points to be used on the superstructure and
colunns (i.e.r the degree of accuracy of the analy-
sis) may also be specifieil. Because the curved
geotnetry of this bridge woulil result in couPling
effects, the default nunber of three nodes on the
superstructure rras increased to 4. The input in the
SEISAB data block is as follows:

SEISAB IRESPONSE SPECTRT'M ÀNÀLYSIS, 6-SPAN CURVED

BRIDGEI
RESPONSE SPECTRI'U
SUPERSTRUCTURE JOINTS 4

Describinq the Horizontal Geometrv

To tlevelop an accurate rnodel, the locatlon of the
bri{ge centerline must be describe¿l correctly. Thls
inforrnation is supplied to SEISAB in the ALIGNMENT

data block. Àllgnment infornation for this brldge
t{as taken directly frorn brldge plans andl lnput lnto
SEISAB. The alignnent of the brldge is shown ln
Figure 5, and the Ínput for the ALIGNMENT data block
is as follows:

ATJIGNÈ{ENT

c INITIAL REFERENCE POINT
STATION IOO + O.O INFORI'TATION
CooRDTNATES N 500.0 E 250.0
BEÀRING N O E
C CURVE INFORMATION

BC 10000.0
RADIUS R 600.0
BEARING N 66 16 20 E

Superstructure

The stiffness and nass characteristlcs of the suPer-
structure were obtained fro¡¡ its cross-sectionaf
propertles. Because the spans are prísmatic, only
the properties of span 1 were input. The torsional
noment of inertia was calculated by using expres'
sions based on thin-walledr enclosed regions. ?he
inpuÈ for the SPAN data block is as follo¡vs:

SPANS

rrENcrHs 100.0, 143.0, 3*117.0, 100.0
AREÀS 86.0 S PROPERTY GENERATION WILI, BE USED
I11 962.0 S FOR SPANS 2-6. AI,SO, PROGRÀM

T22 13OOO.O $ DEFÀULTS WILL BE USED FOR THE
r33 360.0 s MODUTUS ÀND DENSTTY.

Defining the structural lrletnbers

Ànother user input feature of SEISAB is thât any
structural ¡nenber that appears at more than one
location in the bridlge ls described once in the
DESCRIBE data block and then placed at the appropri-
ate locations. The structural ¡nembers ín the six-
span bridge lhat requirecl defining are the bent
columns and the longitudinal restrainers. Becauae
the five colunns are identical in cross section,
only one needed to be defined. The input in the
DESCRIBE data block is as follows:

DESCRIBE
COI,I]MN ITYPE 1I iTYPICAL PRIST¡IATIC COLU!¡NT

ÀREA 33.0
r11 146.0
f22 73.0 $ PROGR.àM DEFAULTS WTLL BE USED

I33 143.0 $ TON tNN MODULUS AND DENSITY
RESTRÀINER ITYPE I' NGAIV. E.S. RODN

LENGTII 5.0
AREA 3.068E-03
E 2.0108+06
RESTRÀINER ITYPE 2I 'GALV. STEEL CABLET
I,ENGTH 2O.O S PROGRÀI'{ DEFAULTS WILT BE USED
AREA O.O1 f FOR TEE !'IODULUS

Àbutment Information

The modeling of the brlilgers two abut¡nents wâs ac-
complished through the ÀBUTMENT data block. The
connectivlty between the superstructure and the
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abutment was assumed to proviile translational con-
sgraínt in the transverse and vertical dírectlons
and rotational congtraint about a horizontal axis
perpendicular to the centerllne of the abutrnent.
The shear keys provided the translational con-
straintr and the width of the superstrucÈure was
assumed to provÍde the torsionâl constraint. The
input fn the ABUn{ENT data block is as follows:

ABUTN{ENT STÀTION lOO + O.O
ELEVATION 152.5 155.5
WIUTH NOR!,IÀL 35.0 S GENERÀTION rS USED FOR

ABUT 7
RESÎRAINER NORMAL I,AYOUT ITYPE II 8.0. 8.0 ITYPE li

AT 117

Bent Information

The number, tlT)e, and spacing of bent colunns are
specified in the BENT data block. In addition, the
user may also lnput lnto thls data block the type of
connectivity to the superstructure, the colu¡nn end
conditions, and the locations of any restrainers.
The bridge under consideration has only slngle-col-
unn bents, ând the columns are oriented radially to
the superstructure. The colunn end condltions are
fixed at both ends. Many progran defaults in the
BENT data block have been used for this brldge. The
required input for the BENT data block ís as follows:

BENT
ET,EVATTON TOp 153.0, 153.5, 154.0, 154.5, 155.0
RETGHT 25.0 $ HEIGETS GENERATED FOR OTHER

COLI'MN ITYPE II
BENTS

ÀT23456

Foundation Information

Modelíng the connection of the columns and abutrnents
to the foundation rnay be acconplished either hy
assuming conplete ,fixity or by allowing for a flexl-
ble support. Complete fixity is a progran default,
whereas novenent of the column bottorns or dbutrnents
or both ls allowed by modeling soil âs uncoupled
springs. These soll sprlngs are input into the
F1CI,NDÀTION data block. The direction of the springs
is nornal and tangentlal to the centerline of the
bent. The input for the FOITNDÀTION data block is as
follows:

FOT'NDATION
ÀTBE¡ÍT 23456

KFI 4.084E+08
KF2 4,0848+08
K¡rtl 2. 7048+10
KU2 1.2928+10
KIr{3 2.220E"+IO

Span Hinge Information

DiscontÍnuities in the superstructure betneen bents
are input lnto the HINGE dâtå block. The mathenatl-
cal modeling of the expansion joint or hinge is done
by using å speclal zero-Iength eletnent that has the
unique property of being able to release the monent
along the centerline of the hinge. TranslAtíonal
connectivfty is speclfied for a horizontal axls
perpendicular to thé centerllne of the superstruc-
ture at the location of the hinge. In addition,
longlÈudinal reêtrainers tnây be placed across the
h inge.

Because the joint has transverse shear keys, the
transvêrse force condition is input as fixed. tongí-
tudinally, the only restraint is provided by the
restrainers. The width of the bridge is sufficient
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for transmitting torsional rnoment across the hinge.
The ínput for the HfNGE data block is as foLloerss

HINGE
AT 3 102.00 s HrNcE rs rN spAN 3, 102 FT
WTDTH NORIT1AL 33.5 FROM BEGIN.
TRANSVERSE FTXED
REST NOR¡4AL LAYOUT rTypE 21 4.5r4.0r4.0r4.5 rTypE 2rÀTl

Earthguake InformaÈion

The last data block, LOADINGS, specifies infornation
about the loads applied to the bridge. The reguired
loading for a response spectrum analysis is an ac-
celeration spectrun. The SEISAB progran has the
ATC-6 spectra stored awayi therefore, because the
default is not applicable in this case, the only
input needed to define the acceleration spectrum is
the soil type. Soil type 3 (30 ft or tnore of soft
to medíu¡n stiff clays) is present at' the bridge
site. $ro loading cases arê desiredr one along an
axis connecting the two abutrnents (in a chorcl or
longitudinal direction) and one transverse to that
axis. Because both of these loading cases are re-
quired by ATC-6, they are inclucted in SEISAB as a
prograrn default an¿l .no ínput is needed. The input
for the LOADINGS data block is as follows:

LOADINGS
RESPONSE SPECTRI'M
SOIL TYPE ITI

EXTENDED NONLINEAR DYNAMTC-ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES
OF SEISAB-IT

In reglons of high seisrnicity it has generally not
been econornicalJ-y feasible to design and buil¿l
bridges that resist earthquake loads elasticatly.
Thus, in order to achieve acceptable perfornance,
designers have relied on the postelastic behavior of
certâin conponents. This has generally neant that
columns or piers could be expected to yield during a
najor earthquake. This design strategy also requires
that other nonductile cornponents, such as bearings,
be designed to resist seismic forces elastically.

Recently, however, there has been growing inter-
est in using different design and retrofitting
atrategies in regions of hiqh seisrnicity (9rIO).
These strategies, which use concepts such as isoLa-
tion, energy dissipation, and restralnt, often em-ploy special bearing devices designed to behave
nonlinearly during a najor eartbquake. However,
many of these desígn strategies are relatively new
and lack histories of performance during an earth-
quake. In addition, the effect of these strategies
cannot be adeguâtely evaluateil by.experimental re-
search that investigates only the performance of
isolated components. Because full-scale testing of
prototype designs is expensive, such testing is not
usually economical.ly feasible. Therefore, analytical
technigues rnust be relied on if these new aseismic
design strategies are to be properly evaluated. In
tnany cases the analytical methods currently used to
evaluate these strategies are base¿l on sinple, sin-
gle-degree-of-freedom idealizations of a given
bridge. Hosrever, the geoÍìetry and articulation of
nost bridges rnakes the validiùy of such simple
idealizations questionable, especially in view of
the presence of other nonlinear components in the
bridge. to properly evaluate the6e new strategíes
and identify those situations where they hrill be the
nost beneficial, bridge designers must be äble to
realisticâIly analyze the true nonlinear behavior of
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various tl¡pes of bridge structures enploying nany
different deslgn andl retrofitting strategies.

Nonlinear dynanic-analysis capabilities would
also facilitate much of the research recommended ln
recent workshops on the seismic aspects of bridge
design (11r12). The objectives of rnuch of this
recomnended research could be accomplished ¡nore
efficiently if such analytical capabilíties erere
readily available in a for¡n that practicing bridge
engineers could use.

The nonlinear program SEISAB-If will consider,
along with the nonlinear behavior of brldge bear-
inga, the effects of column flexural yielding and
the formation of plastlc hinges. An efficient rnethod
for consídering colunn yielding in a finite-element
compuÈer progran is to use nonlinear bean elemenÈs
in which flexural yi'elding can occur at the ends of
each elenent. An axial load and biaxial ¡îoment
interaction yield surface can be clescribed by using
the conventional theory of ulti¡nate strength of
reínforced concrete. By assuming a trânsitÍon fro¡¡
fdeally elasÈic behavior to ideally plastic behavior
at the yield surface, engineers can write (and håve
vrrltten) algoritbrns that include the nonlinear be-
havior of reinforced bridge columns (13-15).

CONCLUSIONS

Previous efforts by Imbsen et 41. E) to inplement
co¡nputer programs capable of assessing the dynamic
resfronse of bridlges lndicated thåt there was a need
to develop both sirnplified methodologies and a com-
puter progrâm nritten specifically for brldge de-
signers.

A sinplified procedure such as the sHsM, ¡rhlch is
applied by using conventional techniques of statics
analysis, is easily un¿lerstooil. The procedure is
applicable to bridge configurations that can be
characterized as having their major dynamlc resPonse
ln the first ¡node of vibration. The current AASIITO

seismic design guidelines Ø recommend that this
¡nethod be used on such bridlges in zones of both
moderate and high seismic activity (i.e., seis¡nic
performance categorles C anal D). The guidellnes
also reconunend that the sMSIt{ be used on all brídges
in a zone of noderately low selsmic activity (i.e.,
sels¡nic perforrnance category B) . The Sl¡lSMr incluiled
ln SEISÀB' was fornulatedl by uslng the Pseudo-dynam-
ic-analysls procedures ilescribe¿l in this paper.
Thls procedure was included in SEISAB-I to provide
the bridlge deslgner wlth an easy-to-use analytical
tool capåble of handling space-frane structures
requlred for lateral static loadings.

For rhe more geonetrlcally complex brídges (e.9.'
curved aligrunents, varying colu¡nn lengthsr htghly
skened supports) the response spectrum method (i.e.,
the multlrîode response ¡nethod) is recomrnendledl as a
mininu¡n for the response analysis. Although nost
general frame analysis cornputer prograna (e.9. t
S4tRtDt, SAP, EASE, andl NASTRAN) have thê capabili-
tles needed to conduct an adequate response spectrurn
analysis' they tend to be qulte difficult for most
bridge designers to use. to nodel a bridge and
select the appropriate cornmands from the ensenble of
co¡mrands typica].ly available in these general analy-
sis programs, a designer nust have a working knowl-
edge of structural dynarnics. rn adilition, bounalary
conditions at lnterrnediate expansion joints anil
supports on a skeH are tlifficult to model by using
these general analysis progrâns. A specÍal elenent
developed by Tseng and Penzien (13) for internediate
hinges has been incorporated into SEISAB-r to modeL
force releases that will acconmodate tnovenents along
the britlge centerline and moment releases that are
directed âlong a skene¿l support centerllne non-
orthogonal to the bridge centerline. In adldítíon,
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because SEISAB-I has been developed specifically for
bridges, lt autornatically generates a bridge nodel
thaÈ slnulates the inertial characteristics of â
vibrating bridge. A special element has also been
developed and includecl in SEISAB to model the stiff-
ness characteristics of a bent cap embedded in the
superstructure. Other features Èhat are unique to
bridges have also been included ln the progran to
¡nake it a convenient, easy-to-use progran for con-
ductfng a seismic analysis of a bridge. SEISABTS
output results have been tailored an¿l fornatte¿l to
report only those qualities needed for model verifi-
cation and design.

Pilot workshops sponsored by the National Science
Foundation were given initlally to bridge engineers
in Callfornia who were familiar with seísmic design
and subsequentLy to engineers less fa¡ni1lar with
seismic design. Both groups of engineers indicated
an overwhel"nlng acceptance of SEISAB-I. The avail-
abíllty of SEISAB-I concurrent with AASHTOTS adop-
tion of seisnic design guidelines and completion of
the À1rc seisnic retrofitting guidelines (ATC-6-2)
has also contrlbuted to the acceptance of SEISAB.
The four 2-day intensive workshops that have been
conducted to date have included hands-on experience
ín using SEISAB on problern assignnents for both
seis¡nic design and retrofitting. Becâuse these
Ìrorkshops are geared tor.rard the engineer involved ln
bridge design on a day-to-day basis, they fill a
specific need by helping to equip bridge engineers
with the skills needed to apply the newly deveJ.oped
nethodoLogies and guidelines for aseismic bridge
deslgn.
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The transverse prestressing of laminated wood decks
was conceived of in f976 (1) as a method of rehabil-
itating existing nailed decks. The success of this
new concept in rehabilitation resulted in a major
research and developrnent program Ø conducted by
the Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Com¡nuni-
cations (MTC). Extensive research an¿l developtnent
work leal to the for¡nulatíon of a co¡nprehensive set
of design specifications G¿) devoted entirely to
the design of prestressed wood decks. These new
specifications häve been included in the 1983 edí-
tion of the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code
(oEBDc) G).

To evaluate the effectiveness of these nerd spe-
cifications, I'ITC and the Ontario Minístry of Natural
Resources (¡4NR) designed and constructed the first
new prestressed wood bridge in 1981. The objective
of this paper is to outline the clesign, construc-
tion, and load testing of this prototype prestressed
wood bridge.

The design analysis, with reference to the new
OHBDC specification, and several computer analysis
techniques are described in this paper. The fabri-
cation and erection procedures are also outlined
with particular enphasis on the field construction
conducted by the llNR field construction crew. The
load testing and subsequent evaluatíon of Èhe con-
pleted bridge, perforned by IIITC in 1982, are also
sum¡nar ized.

STRUCTURÀL DESCRIPTION

The nåin objective of the structural selection was
to optirnize the use of the prestressed wood concept
while minimizing on-site construction requirenents.
The use of this prototype to denonstrate the design
flexibility of the prestressed r,rood system was of
secondary importance.

The bridge is locatecl on the MNR Fox Lake loggíng
access road near Espanola, Ontario. It is believed
this bridge, which spans the west River near the

Prototype Prestressed Wood Bridge

R.J. TAYTOR and H. WALSH

ABSTRACT

The transverse prestressing of wood r¡ras
conceived of in 1976 as a method for reha-
bílitating nailed laminated wood decks.
Using high-strength prestressing steel, a
pernanent pressure is introduced normal to
the dírection of the laminations to provide
high interlaninate shear strength and in-
proved load ¿listribution. The success of
this new concept in rehabilitation resulted
in its beconing the subject of a rnajor re-
sêarch and developnent program conducted by
the Ontario Ministry of Transportation and
Communications (MTC). The extensive work
perforned by MTC over the past 7 years has
led to the for¡nulation of a set of conpre-
hensive design specifications for pre-
stressed wood. The objèctive of this paper
is to outline the design, construction, and
load testing of the worldrs first new pre-
stressed woocl bridge. The bridge was de-
sígned by MTC and constructed by the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources (lqNR) over the
Ì{est River, on a logging access road, near
Espanola, Ontario, in 1981. The design
process with reference to the new desígn
specifications, which .have since been
adopted by the Ontario Highway Bridge Design
Code, ís discussed. The field constructíon
is outlined highlighting the prefabrication
and assembly of the prestressed wood super-
structure. The load testing of the bridge
in 1982 and the subsequent evaluatíon of the
test results are described. The MNR deter-
nined that the West River bridge cost only
two-thirds of the steel structure originally
proposed for that sÍte. The load testing
and subseguent evaluation indÍcated that
this prestressed y¡ood brídge is an extremely
rigid structure with considerable reserve
s trength .
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southern highlday entrancer will be subjected to some
of Ontariors heaviest commercial loadings.

The site, shown in Figure 1, consists of about a
7.o-rn-wide fast-moving waternay surrouncled by large
bedrock for¡nations. A typical elevation at the
narrowest crossing is shown in Figure 2 al-ong with
the proposecl structural form. To avoid the costly
removal of t.he surrounding bedrock and linit the
fiIl rèquiretnents the economic structure length
would have to be about 13 meters. To satisfy the
site requirements, while dernonstrating the flexi-
bility of the prestressed wood system, the wood
frame structure shown in Figure 2 was proposed.
This structure uses inclined legs proviilíng a clear
opening of 7.7 m. It naintains the required bridge
elevation with nini¡num foundation requirernents. It
also takes advantage of two naturally formed rock
ledges sítuated syrunetrically on either side of 'the
hraterway.

The legs and the deck were to be constructed as
an integrated, prestressed, larninated system. The
individual leg laminations vrere to be prespliced to
the deck Laminãtions using galvanized nail-plate
connectors. The prefabricated frãmes were then to
be shipped to the site and assenbled, and the entire

FIGURE I Proposed West River crossing.

CONCREfE ABUT
MENTS AND LEC
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structure .Idas to be prestressed to form a continu-
ous, rigid-frame structure.

DESIGN

The OHBDC specifications do not cover sone of the
requirenents for the desÍgn of this frane structure'
particularly those of load distribution. Therefore
a nurnber of computer analyses are presented as well
as sorne laboratory testing of the ileck-Ieg con-
nection.

A preliminary evaluation indieatecl that using
ontarío red pine graded No. 2 anil bettêr woulcl
require la¡ninations of 38 nn x 292 ¡nm for the deck
and 38 n¡n x 190 mm for the legs. In addition' only
one-half of the deck laminations would requíre fuI1
leg supports in terms of monent and axial capacíty.
The lãtter was to be achieved by spacing groups of
four laminate frames as shown in Figure 3. Some

additionat construction details are provided in
Figure 4.

The deaillÍnè irnposed for MNR construction re-
sulted in the connence¡nent of the bridge, based only
on a preJ.ininary analysis. Because of its avail-
ability Douglas fir was substituted for red pine, so
the following analyses and evaluation are based upon
Douglas fir graded No. 2 and better.

enalysis

Because of the structurers low span-to-depth ratio
it was believed that simplified static analysis
would not properly represent the dÍstribution of
load in the structure. However, the applicatíon of
a costly three-dimensional analysis was not con-
sidered practical. Instead, two complementary two-
dimensional analyses were performed.

The first, a two-dimensional frame analysis pro-
grarn dêveloped by R.K. Ayres as an MTC research
project in 1975, represented the structure in eleva-
tion and so did not consider any lateral distribu-
tion of load. This provicled rnaxirnum mo¡nents, shears,
and reactions per tine of wheels of the design vehi-
cle.

The second analysis represented the deck in plan
as an orthotropic plate (5) and simulated the legs
as flexible coLurnns. This type of analysis had

292 mm x 292- mm
BEARING CAP
ANCHOREO TO
CONCRETË

4.7O ñ

PR ESTRESSI NG

25 ¡nm qJ @ 1.25 m

FIGURE 2 Elevation of Fox Lake Road bridge.
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already proven to be a fairly accurate representå-
tíon of prestressed wood decks Gr2) ana so nas used
to deri.ve the distrlbution criteria needetl to pro-
duce the design forces.

Frarne Anal-ysls

Figure 5 shons the fra¡ne arrangement used to repre-
sent the structure for analysis. The analysis was
perfortned producing influence Lines uniler the ef-
fects of a 100 kN wheel 1oatl. The influence lines
were later used to deternine the maxinum forces
under the effects of the OHBDC ¿lesign vehicle.

This analysis ¡sas also used to deter¡níne deâd
load forces and vertical rnovement of the deck at the
leg support under live load. The latter information
enabled the determination of a representative sup-
pori flexibility for use in the -ubseguent ortho-
tropic analysis, where the leg supports were simu-
lated by fLexible columns.

orthotropic Analysis

The orthotropic analysis represents the prestressed
deck as â two-dinensional plate reith flexural and
torsional propertieÊ that nay be different in two
dírections. The determination of rigidities for the
analysis was based on the ideallzations presented in
the analysis section of the OHBDC (4).

Figure 6 shows the geometry and boundary
tions used to represent the strucÈure in the
tropic analysis. The abutnìent supports nere

condí-
ortho-
repre-

143mmx480mmx6mm
GALVANIZED NAIL
PLATE TYPICAL

SEE ÊNLARGEMENT

DECK LAMINATIONS

PRESTBESSING
ANCHORAGE PLATE

38 mm x 190 mm
SPACER LAMINATIONS

16mm Ó
DYWIOAG THREAOBAR

38 mm x 190 ñm
LAMINATED LEG
SUPPORTS

FIGURE 3 Partial section at leg.

PRESTRESSING HOLES
50 mm DlA,

Ll

PRÊSIRESSING HOLES
lN LEGS 38 mm DIA

LÊG CONNECTION DETAIL

LEG LAMINAIION
TRIMMED TO FIT
IN FIELD

16 mñ 0 LAc
8OLTS3@63.5mm
PER CONNECIOR

LËG

mm x 91 ñm x 203 mm LONG

L/

FIGURE 4 Leg details. Ì CONNECTOR DETAIL { INSTALLED IN FIELD)

T SECTION
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4.15 m

ABUTMENT SUPPORT
RESTRAINED AGAINST
VERTICAL MOVEMENT (O)

AND MOVEMENT TOWARDS
THE ABUTMENT (+}

FIGURE 5 Geometry assumed for frame analysis.

EACH

LEG SUPPORTS RESTBAINED
AGAINST ALL TRANSLATIONS

r13

4.15 m

ABUTMENT SUPPORT
RESTRAINED AGAINST
VEBTICAL MOVEMENT ( 1)
AND MOVEMENT TOWARDS
THE ABUTMENT (êI

REPRESENTS
ONE LEG OF
FOUR LAMIN
ATIONS

E
g

0.21e m 

{

f
E
@

{

FIGURE 6 Orthotropic deck layout.

sente¿l by line supports and the legs by flexible
columns. Because of Èhe linited number of columns
that can be given in this pro{trarn, only one-half of
one support was represented in detail. Each leg,
consisting of four laninations, rsas simulated by a
colu¡nn with di¡nensions equal to the horizontal

projection of the leg-deck connection. All other
columns represented two legs combined.

The orthotropic analysis nas used to produce
influence lines as a meâns of determining the criti-
ca1 vehÍcle placement. The unit load was a 100 kN
axle with alimensions representing the OHBDC design
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vehicle. All the force modes consi¿lere¿l in the
design of the brictge are listed in the following
table.

structural Component
Deck

Leg
Leg-deck connection

Force Mode
erã-t* n t 1 

"e 
r t i c a I s h ea r,

interlaminate shear, axial
forcea, and bearing

Mo¡nenta and axial forcea
Momenta, horizontal sheâra,

and bearing

aEvaluated as co¡nbined effects

Because the analysis did not proPerly represent
the Leg supportsr the determination of moments and
shears in the leg was based on the following assunp-
tions. The distribution of load use¿l to determine
monent at the top of the Ieg was assu¡ned to be the
sane as for negative rnonent in the cleck over the
leg. as ¿leter¡nined from the orthotropic analysis.
The distribution of load used to deter¡nine horízon-
tal shear in thé leg-deck connection was assu¡ned to
be the same as that for the rnaxi¡num column reactíon
deterrnined from the orthotropic analysis. These
distribution witlths were then applied to the un-
distributetl leg nonent and horizontal shear as de-
termined from the frame analysis program.

OHBDC Specifications

MTC Report SRR-83-03 (3) details the design of pre-
stressed wood bridges using the OI{BDC specifica-
tions. Except for the case of the ileck-leg connec-
tions, which wilI be discussed separately' all
design ¡nodes for this bridge followed a sínilar de-
sígn process. Therefore only the design for rnaxi¡nu¡n
positive moment is presented as an examPle of the
design process using the new oIIBDC requirenents.

Design for Maxirnum Positive Mornent

The folloering is a sanple of the design calculations
for maxinu¡n positive nonent based on the OHBDC spec-
ifications Q). (oHBDc clause references are given
in parentheses for possible future reference.)

Factored noment capacity is expressed:

Mu=f5oSk¿krk"

6 = performance factor = 0.9

fbu = sPecified strength = 10.0 MPa

lI3 .22.6.',)

(13.4.4.)

(13.11.2 (a) .)

S = section ¡nodulus = bd2/6 = 0.75
[ (1000 nm x 2922) /61 mn

The maxirnurn motnent was assumed to occur at a trans-
verse line of butt joints. Therefore the section
¡nodulus considers every fourth lamination to be
d iscontinuous.
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factored noment capacity titu = I44 x 106 N'mm,/m vtidth

Total factored load effect is expressed:

Maxinu¡n unfactored live load moment MLL

Mr,r, = 64.6 kN'n/rn width

Corresponding dead load moments l,{DL

asphalt MOll = 2.96 kN'm,/m width

wood Mp¡2 = 2.9I kN'¡n,/¡n wídth

toad factors at ULS a (Tab1e 2.5.1.b)

live load and dynanic load allovrance at = I.4

dead load (asphalt)

dead load (vrood)

aA = r'5

aw = r'2

S = 10.66 x 106 nm3

kd = duration of load effect = 1.0

km = load sharing effect = 1.5

ks = size effect = 1.0

Therefore

Mu = 0.9(10.0) (10.66 x 106) (1.5)

and

(13.s.3.)

(13.s.6.)

(13.6.2.1.)

For dynamic load allowance, DLA, a single axle gov-
erns ¡naximun positive monent. Therefore

DIÂ = 0.4 (2.4 .3 .2 .3 .',)

DtA must be adjusted by a factor of 0.7 for wood
components (2.4.3.2.I0). Therefore

DLA=0.7(0.4) =0.28

Total factorecl load effect MTOT

ütOry = cr MoLI + cw MDL2 + 6¡ (u¡¡) (1 + DLA)

= 1.s(2.96) + L.2(2.9L1 + 1.4(64.6) (1.28)

Mtm = 124 kN'n/m wiclth

The factored noment capacity' ltu = 144 kN'n/m
width, is 16 percent greater than the total factored
load effect, üt6t = 124 kN'n/n width.

Deck-Leg Connection

The as-buitt leg connection is shown in Figure 4.
originâlly only the galvanized nail plate was to be
used. Àccording to the analysis and subsequent
evaluation using the OIïBDC specifícations, the
rnotîent and shear capacity of the nail-plate con-
nectors were rnore than a¿leguate at the ultimate
limit state. Hoyrever, concerns were raise¿l about
the durability of the nail pLates alone under re-
peated loadings. Therefore the aal¿litional steel T
shear connector shown in Figure 4 was proposed.
This type of connector had already proven to be
resilient to the effects of repeated loads in part
of another 141rc research project for the development
of a steel-r'rood conposite (6) .

Because of the deadline for construction an¿l tbe
uniqueness of this particular briclge, extensive
ilevelopnenÈ of the connection detail was not con-
sidered practical. Honever' sone ultimate static
testing was perforned in an effort to establish the
mode of failure and the ultimate strength of the
proposed connectfon.

The first test was perforrned on the steel T sec-
tion aloner as shown ín Fíqure 7. The tlrpical loâd-
versus-slip response is sho!¡n in Figure I indicating
linear perforrnance up to about 200 kN. This would
represent 100 kN per steel connector, one of which
is used per Ieg. The totat factored horizontal
shear fro¡n the design analysis is only 48 kN per
legt therefore the connector is nore then adequate.

subsequently a full-size connector test was con-
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ducted wíth both the nail plate and the steel T
secÈion ínstalled. The ultinate failure node was in
bearing perpendicular to the grain of the wood deck
as shown in Figure. 9. The load at which the first
sign of failure occurred was 385 kN per leg, and the
ulti¡nate crushing load was 508 kN per 1eg. No mea-
surable slip rnovernent of the steel T connectors
occurred. The 385 kN would represent a horízontat
shear capacity of about 190 kN per leg and 330 kN
per 1eg in bearing--a value far in exceÉis of that
required.

i!

FIGURE 9 Failure of leg connection.

Scaling down the leg connection for more effi-
cient materíal use nas not considered justified.
The nail-p1ate connectors were already as thin as
practical, and a reduction in the steel T woul¿l not
represent any signíficant savings because of the
smaIl number used.

Summary

The mo¡nent capacity as cleternÍned in the design
example accounts for lhe occurrence of butt joints
in the deck. Actually, these joints could be ignored
because they have been spliced with nait plates and
because they are not in the highest moment region.
This would increase the total factored rnoment capac-
ity frorn 144 kN.n to 192 kN.n. This is over 50 per-
cent greater than the total factored load effect.
Because of the substitution of Douglas fir for the
originally proposed red pine, all of the design
nodes were deternined to be conservative.

CONSTRUCTION

The fabrication ancl construction of the bridge were
carried out by the MNR field construction crew under
occasional supervision of the litTc design engineer.
The crew consisted of three experienced construction
people. This crew vras, for a period of severâl
weeks, supplemented by as nany as three additional
men who were âvailable from other local lilNR forces.

Atl steel hardware, including the naíl-p1ate
connectors and prestressing rnaterials, nere hot-dip
galvanized for protection. AII the wood r¡aterials,
including the curbs¡ posts, and bearing caps, were
cut anal drÍIled before untlergoing pressure preserva-
tive treatnent with creosote. Only the holes in the
deck, necessary to attach the deck to the supports
and the curbs and posts to the deck, were drillecl on
site. These areas were surface treated according to
the requirernents of the OHBDC specífications.
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Foundations

The abutrnents an¿l footings were cast in place on
sound bedrock and nere anchored to the bedrock by
grouted reinforcJ.ng tendons. This enables the struc-
ture to resist the .negative reaction forces and high
longitudinal forces that this light frame structure
exhibits. Its dead load is very loe, so, in contrast
to continuous structures of steel and concrete, the
negative live load reactions are not overcome by
g ravity.

Solid sawn 290 mm x 290 mn bearing caps were tied
down to the concrete supports as shown in Figure
I0. Thís provided flexibility for the tie-down of
the lamínated deck and legs with lag bolts after
prestressing had been perforned.

*1.

FIGURE l0 Wood bearinge anchored to conerete Eupports.

Fabrication and Erection

The deck and leg laminations were fabricated at a
nearby MTt yard to form the required frame geonetry.
First the deck laninations were spliced to forn
fulI-Iength la¡ninations equivalent to the overalf
briclge length. Subsequently the legs were aÈtached
usíng a rnarked template to ensure proper locâtions
and angle. when complete¿l the individual larninate
fra¡nes, ready for asserîbly, were shipped to the
site. The prefabricated units erere lifted into
place by crane and nailecl together to ¡naintain
alignment before prestressing. The conpleted nood
frane struçture is shown in Figure IL wlth the pre-
stressing bars and steel bulkheadè instalted and
ready for prestressing.

Prestressing was perforned using a netr 2{-Jack
hydraulic systen assembled by ÈlTC. This enabled the
prestressing of the entíre bri¿lge to be done at the
6ame ti¡ne. The completetl bridge, shown in Figure
12, Ìras opened to traffic in the falI of 198I and
has sínce been used consistently by the local heavy
logging traffic.

I,oAD TESTING AND EVALUÀTION

In 1982 MTC perforned a live load te6t on the bridge
as part of the evaluation of its structural perfor-
nance. The primary objective vras to develop a better
understanding of structural response in order to
evaluate the analytic model useil in the design. In
addition, using MTCrs speclal load testing vehicles,
the bridge would be proof tested to a statlc load of
nore than t¡{o and one-half tines the legal load.
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FïGURE ll A¡sembled structure before prestressing,

Instrumentation

The bridge was instrumenteil prlnarily wíth linear
dísplacement transducers, located as shown in Figure
13, to nonitor the vertical ¿lisplacement contour of
the deck under Loacl. A nunber of trans¿lucers Ì¡ere
also installeal to measure relative novement of the
deck at the âbutments and at the leg-ileck connec-
tíons, but these gauges registered no appreciable
novements.

Nine denountable straln gauges developed at Mrcts
Testing and Instrumentation Laboratory (]) were also
use¿l to rneasure extrene fiber flexural straín in the
deck. These were located lnnediately a¿ljacent to
the nine displacernent transducers in the center span
of the bridge.

vehicle Loading

Uslng the influence 1ínes produced by the ¿lesign
analysis, a nurnber of critlcal vehícle positíons
rrere selected for one of MTCrs load testing vehi-
cl"es. The vehicle was ¡noved through tno transverse
positions that represented an extrene eccentric lane
Ioading and a concentric lane loading. In each lane

t
ABUTMENT
SUPPORT

q.

SUPPORT
LEG

,¿tl

¡4

FIGURE l2 Completed structure opened in 1982.

the vehicLe stopped at five longitudinal positions,
providing a total of ten clifferent static positions
of the vehicle. At each of these static positions,
all the instrument readings srere recorded.

Load Testing

toad testing of the bridge was conducted without
najor difficulÈies and a maxinu¡n tanden loading of
42.5 kg (425 kN) was successfully applied. Ho\rever,
during the test it became apparent fro¡n visual ob-
servation that the leg supports were not resting
evenly on the bearing caps. In fact some movenent
of leg was required before the support legs became
fulIy engaged. Four additional displacement trans-
ducers were installed at the botton of the legs to
rûonitor this movement. Atthough the movenent was
only about 3 mm, its importance, as will be dis-
cussed in the next section, is reflected in the fact
that the overall maximu¡n vertical deflection of the
bridge was only 9 mm.

Evaluation of Load Têst Rêsults

À prelimínary review of the load test results indi-
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FIGURE 13 Plan layout of deflection transducers,
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cated that the vertícâI deflection contour an¿l the
flexural strains would provide excellent ¿lata for
evaluating the analytic mo¿lel used in design. How-
ever, the rnovement of the legs would affect the
overaLl deflection contour and subsequently the
distribution of load. Therefore it would be neces-
sary to account for this movement in the analytic
rnodel. This, in turn, s¡ould reguire better knowledge
of the ¡naterÍal stiffness.

Modulus of Elasticity

Usually, when conparing the ¿leflection contours of
experinental ilata with those produced by an analytic
mode1, the conparison is nade using normalized
curves. This procedure offsets the error introduced
by assuning a value for the mo¿lulus of elasticity,
but it also assumes the structure behaves elasti-
cally. Because of the novement of the leg supports,
this structure did not perforrn elastically. There-
fore it was necessary to consider the measured leg
displacenents in the analysis and use a realistic
value for the rnodulus of elasticity.

A sample of l7 fulI-size deck laminations fro¡n
the actual treated material supplied for the bridge
was retrieved at the time of construction. This
nadè possible the ¿letermination of a representative
no¿lulus of elasticity for use in the analysis. The
average ¡nodulus of elasticityr which was utilized in
the subsequent conputer analysis, was about 13 300
MPa. This average ignores the highest and the lowest
neasured values. The coefficient of variation was
about 27 percent.

yihen reviewing the subsequent deflection and

INSTRUMENT
NUMBERS 38
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strain conparisons, this wide variation in naÈeria1
property should be kept in mind. The analytic modeL
assunes uniform properties vrhere ín reality the
ilistribution and nagnitucle of the material prop-
ertíes are quite varíed. .

Ànalytic Design Mode1s

The bridge was inítially reanalyzed using the sane
orthotropic analysis that was used ín the original
clesign described earlier. OnIy the loading was
changed to represent the actual test vehicle used in
the field. This analysis was designate¿l orthop 1'
and some results conpared with the experimental alata
are shown in Figures t4 an¿l 15. These fígures dís-
play dèflection contours at the nidspan cross sec-
tion under the eccentric and the concentric loading
condition. In both cases the experiÍiental results
are of greater rnagniÈude than those of the orthop I
anatysis. Though the analysis provides for some
elastic shortening of the leg support, it does not
account for the magnitude of novement that was mea-
sured in the field. Therefore the apparent deflec-
tions, as de¡nonstrated by the experinental resultst
are much greater. The same is true for the longitu-
dinal deflectíon contour shown in Figure 16.

The orthotropic analysis was then repeâÈed' in-
troducing prescribed settlenents for the columns
basecl upon the deflections measured at the west
Ieg. This analysis was designated orthop 2. Because
onLy thê west leg was fully ínstrumented, as shown
in Figure 13, it v¡as not possible to represent all
of the load positions. However, for the synmetrical
loading rrrith the tandem axle at the center of the

=ùr""r-"r"r"t.ú = 303132353637
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FIGURE 14 Vertical displacements, center span, eccentric loading.
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ni¿ldle span, the east 1eg movenent was assumêd to be
the same as that tneasured for the west leg.

The resuLts of the analysis are shown in Figures
L4, 15, and 16. The orthop 2 analysis provided
deflections that were surprisingly close to the
experimental deflection contours. The rnajor dis-
crepancy was ât the outside edge of the deck. Ilolr-
ever, the orthop 2 analysis didl not consiiler the
increased edge stiffness caused by the curb, guard-
rail, ând steel prestressing bulkhead. One addi-
tional, orthotropic analysis was performed that is
designated orthop 3. ft eras perforrned prinarily to
dernonstrate the seneitivity of the structural per-
formance to variations in the naterlal property
a ssumptions.

The OHBDC specifies the shear modulus Glr at
0.0658L, and the transverse modulus of elasticity
ET at 0.05EL where E¡ is the longitudinal modulus
of elasticity. These values were usecl in the orthop
I and orthop 2 analyses. However, a recent investi-
gation (21 indicate¿l that these structural proper-
tíes for- prestressedl wood" ilecks are much lo¡rer.
Based upon the results of that investigation new
values of Gtt = 0.05581 and ET = 0.037EL were se-
lected.

In addition to the material property changes, the
orthop 3 analysis included the stiffness of the $rood
curb as an edge beam, in an attenpt to better repre-
sent the real edge conditions.

The results of the orÈhop 3 ana).ysis are shown in
Figures 14, L5, and 16, and although the changes are
not dramatic they do indicate a trend. The reduction
in torsional and transverse stiffness has caused the
tränsverse curvatures to becone more pronounced, and
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the new def-tected shapes are closer to the experl-
nental results.

The increase in edge stiffness reduce¿t the edge
deflections bringing thetn closer to the experinental
results. If the edge stiffness of the steel channel
prestreasing bulkhead could also be acconnodateil the
representation woulcl become even better.

Flexural strains

In addition to the vertical displacement comparisons
several strain conparisons were made erith the anâ-
Iytic nodels. The transverse llne of denountable
straln gauges used at the center of the bridge pro-
vided a contour of the flexural strain on the under-
side of the deck. Figures 17 and 18 conpare the
experimental strains with those derived from the
nonents produced by the analytic nodels. In this
derivation the avqrage experimental modulus of elas-
ticity ras used and a uniform deck thickness was
assumed.

Given the väriation in the nodulus of elastÍclty
that exists betr.een the âctual larnlnations, the
cornparison between analytic and experirnental results
is considered fair. The applicability of demountable
gauges to wood structures $ras still un¿ler investiga-
tion at the ti¡ne of this test, and this particular
application vras consideredl part of that investl-
gation.

Figures 17 ancl 18 also illustrate a very inpor-
tant consideration with respect to the three ana-
lytic rnode}s: FLexural strain cllstributions directly
reflect noment distrlbutions. Accor¿ling to the
figures, these distributions changed very little
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FIGURE l7 Flexural strains, vehicle position 3, eccentric loading.
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beteeen the originai design model ancl the lntroduc-
tion of leg novements in orthop 2 and orthop 3.
Even the rnagnitudle did not change appreclably' con-
sidering that the positive mo¡nent at the center of
the bridge should increase when the íntermediate
supports unclergo settlenent. The increase in ¡naxi¡nun
positlve mornent ln the center span was only 15 per-
cent fron the original analytic design noflel' orthoP
Ir to the final ¡nodelr orthoP 3r as shoetn in Figure
L7.

Surn¡ûary

The use of orthotropic analysis to represent the
structural response of a prestressed wood deck sys-
ten appears to be fairLy accurate for displacenent
contours. The uae of lower torsional andl transverse
flexural stíffness should be considered in ilesign,
although they apparently have li¡nitedl effect on the
tl istr ibution.

In this particular bridge, the leg ¡novenents do
not appear to affect the force ctistrlbutions ap-
preciably. Àccording to the analytic nodels only
the naxinum positive noment in the center span is
lncreased by the setilement of the leg supports.
À11 other deslgn force modes were reclucetl. The
apparent 15 percent increase in the positive ilesign
moment is confortably acco¡n¡noilated by the monent
capacity, which was deter¡nined to be 16 p€rcent
lårger than the orlginal factored nonent determined
earl ler.

Further ¡nodification of the analytic noilel was

]-2r

not considered justified because snall changes in
the para¡neters do not appear to change the struc-
tural response to any appreciable degree.

Conclusions

This prototype bridge suciessfully carrie¿l Mlrcrs
maxi¡num load testing vehicle that represents over
two ândl one-half times the 1egal load. Under this
loacl the maxinum vertical ¿lisplacement of the aleck
was around 9 mn.

The structural perfornance of the bridge was
found to be representative of an orthotropic plate
where the leg supports could be slrnulated as flex-
ible colunns. The analytic ¡nodel indicated that the
apparent leg novernents hâve no adverse effects on
the capacity of this structure to carry the ful1
design load.

SI'I4MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The design and construction of this prototlT)e wood
bridge ¿lemonstrate¿l the flexibility in application
of the prestressed wood system. The resulting struc-
ture ls a strong and durable rigid frane that has a
life expectancy of nore than 50 years (8).

The bridge was constructeal by what may be con-
sidered se¡niskilled 1abor. very little special
equipnent, other than Iqrcrs hydraulic prestressing
system and a light construction crane, was .required
for construction of the prototlrpe. A rninínum of
on-site nork wâs required because the majority of
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the fabrication was performed before transportation
to the site.

The MNR estimated the cost of this prototype
bridge to be only two-thirds the cost of the origi-
nally proposed steel structure (9). According to
the load testing and the subsequent analytic evalua-
tion, the capacity of the bridge is more than ade-
guate to carry the fulI OHBDC design loads.

It is believe¿l that the prestressed grood systen
can now be considered an econonical alternative for
nevr short-span bridges (2) as well as a nethod for
rehabilitation (1). The system is being evaluated
for use as a transverse l-aminated wood deck on steel
girder briclges to repl-ace the old nailed deck sys-
ten. Two prototypes have been clesigned and were
expected to be irnplenented in the fatl and winter of
1983.
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Evaluation of Seven Aluminum Highway Bridges After

Two to Three Decades of Service

GORDON A. ALISON

ABSTRACT

Between 1948 and 1963 six alunínu¡n híghway
bridges were erected in the Uniteil States
and one was erected in Canada for highway
Õverpasses and river crossings on rnter-
states and state highways. Girder types
useal vary from conventionat built-up I and
box to ¡nore railical triangular cross sec-
tions. Either riveting or welcling v¡as used
depending on the structure. Recent reports
from several owners and designers índícate
that the perfornance of these bridgesr par-
ticularly their corrosion resistance, ís
outstanding. This fact, coupled with the
a¡{esome nu¡nber of obsolete briilges on the
nation's roads and the irnpetus given to the
Bridge Replacenent Progran by the Surface
Transportation Àssistance Act of 1982, re-
sulted in a survey of the seven alunínu¡n
bridges in 1983. The results of this sur-
vey--based on inspection data províded by
state highway officiats--illustrate how the
corrosion resistance of the aIloys selected
and how the clesign' details' test' consÈruc-
tionr and erection methods enployed are be-
ing verified by excellent perfornance in the
field. Aluminum provides the bridge engi-
neer and owner with a proven construction
¡naterial for briclges where light weight and
a long ¡naintenance-free life are required.

There are an estinated 250r000 bridges in the United
States in need of major repair or replacement. In
1982 the U.S. congress passed the Surface Transpor-
tation Assistance Act that allocated $97.7 billion
over a s-year perioct for rebuilding the American
infrastructure, including bridges. The following
year the Alu¡ninu¡n Associationr with the responsible
state officials, surveyed seven aluminu¡n highway
bridges, erected betr¡een 1948 and 1963 in the Uníte¿l
States ancl Canada for overpass and river crossings
on Interstate and state highway systemsr to deter-
nine their condition. Data r¡ere gathered on a vari-
ety of factors affecting perfornance such as traffic
volume; environmenti and the con¿lition of super-
structure, substrueture, and approaches.

BACKGROI'ND

Before elaborating on the results of this examina-
tion, it might be useful to go back and review the
reasons that justified the use of alu¡ninum and the
designs that \dere chosen. The potential of alunínu¡n
as a structural naterial has been amply denonstrate¿l
in its use for airframes since the 1930s. The first
use of aluminum as a naterial for bridges was, ap-
propriately enough, in Pittsburgh where the S¡nith-
fieLd Street Bridge was redecked in 1933 with a

lightweight aluninum cleck (plate plus stringers).
ALu¡ninum pernitted the existing structure to sustain
higher traffíc loadings. rn 1946 the possibility of
using alurninum in railroacl briilges was investigateil
by the Aluninum cornpany of America on a line serving

.a

a co¡npany aluminu¡n snelter at Massena, Nerd York' A

rivetãa plate giraer bridge was erectecl to span the
Grassi River at the plant site. This was the first
totally a1u¡ninum bridge built in North Àmerica'

Following this, the Alurninun company of canada
erecte¿l a 504-ft riveteil bridge over the saguenay
River in O'uebec in 1950 to demonstrate the practi-
cability of alu¡ninun for constructing highway
brídges. The bridge is located near a generating
station that suPplies pov¡er to Àlcanrs Àrvida works,
the targest aluminum snelter in the wor1d.

The Interstate Highvtay Program was the imPetus
for the next major thrust. Thís resulted in the
first welded aluminum highway bridge in the United
states being erected in Des Moinesr lowat in L958'
since the completion of the riveted Arvidla bridge in
1950 a wealth of new technology had been developed
on specifications, equiPment, and procedures for
welding aluninum. At the same tíner stronger, more

weltlable, corrosion resistant alloys had beco¡ne

availabte. Because welding is normally a faster
process than riveting and hail beco¡ne the stan¿lard
joining methodt for steel bridges, the decísion was

made to welal the lowa plate girder bridge. The

aluninu¡n structure was designed to work conposltely
with the reínforced concrete ¿teck through shear

1ugs. Expansion joints were also alu¡nínum'
The stimulus for buililing the next group of a1u-

minun bridges in 1960 was the desire of Robert Moses

to specify an alternate material to steel an¿l con-
crete in oriler to írnprove delivery and erection
schedules. The firm of An¿trews and Clark, Consult-
ing Engineers' New York Cityr was co¡nmissioned to
desígn two overpass bridges on the Long Island Ex-
pressway. These were conventional rivetecl Plate
girder structures. ouring the planning phase the
perforrnance of the Arvida bridge was carefully stu¿l-
iecl to determine if there Ytas any excessive cracking
in the concrete deck as a result of ¿lifferential ex-
pansion between the concrete deck and the aluninum
structure. rt was concluded that not only was there
little or no cracking but that 'the contraction of
the aluminutn structure in the winter haal the Poten-
tially beneficíal effect of preventing Èhe ingress
of moisture and road salt into the deck. Of the
bridges reviewed in this paper these tong Island Ex-
pressway bridges are the nost important in proving
the feasibility of alu¡ninum because of the high
traffic ilensity they sustain.

The next step in the evolution of the aluminum
bridge was .an attenpt to drastically reiluce weight
and initial cost. The first embodiment of this con-
cept was the Fairchild Bridge' a seminonocoquet
riveted girder consistíng of a series of triangular
boxes. Each box is made fron stiffened aluminum
sheet, with the sheets connecÈed via longitudinal
extrusions. with this constructionr the weight of
the alu¡ninum structure was reduce¿l substantially
(one-quarter to one-fifth the weight of a steel
structure) without sacrificing perfornance. FulL-
scale fatigue tests at Lehigh University suggested
that a life of over 100 years could be antlcipated.
No failure occurred during the test period. Four
bridges of this tyPe túere erected between 1960 and
1963.
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RESULTS OF 1983 SURVEY

Hov, have these bridges perforned? Àre the designs
and ¿letails used ¡neeting the test of ti¡ne? What
about corrosion resistance--particularly to road
sãLt? ¡{hat about overal.l maintenance? Answers to
these questions are summarized in Table 1.'t,

Arvida Bridge

The Arvi¿la, Quebec, bridge yras the fírst alL-a1uni-
num highway bridge and the largest alu¡ninum struc-
ture ever built at the ti¡ne of its erection ín
1950. Total length is 504 ft including approach
spans. Length betneen skehrbacks ís 290 ft. Rise of
the flxed arch is 47.5 f.E. Width of roadway is 24
ft plus tero 4-ft sidewalks. The arch shape was
chosen for aesthetic reasons although it was real-
ized that a truss structure would be lighter ancl
nore econo¡nicaI. Because only three alumlnum
bridges had been erected prior to 1950 (the Alcoa
bridge at ¡¡lassena, a bâscule bridge at Sunderland,
England, and a footbridge in Scotland), it was
thought necessary to recor¿l the behavior of the
Àrviila bridge for a period of ti¡ne after it was
erected to co¡npare its actual perforrnance with
assumed design values in such areas as stress
levels, temperature effects, and corrosion behavior.

The bridge, locateil near the city of Jonquiere'
was tlesigned by C.J. Plnenoff, chlef englneer, Do-
minion Bridge Cornpany, Ltd., and fabricated by that
conpany at their Lachine, Quebec, works. Dead loads
were based on a unit welght of 175 lb per square
foot. Arches were desígned for a live load of 80 lb
per aquare foot plus tero 20-ton trucks abreast. The
floor system and floor slab were ilesigned for a live
load of 100 lb per square foot plus tno 20-ton
trucks abreast. An alternate l-ive load for arch,
floor system, and floor slab design yras a 50-ton
electrical transforner on a 12-ton trailer pulleil by
an l8-ton tractor travelíng at 10 rnph. wind loads
incluiled (a) a horizontal force of 30 Ib per square
foot on I.5 times the projected area of the struc-
ture plus 200 Ib per llnear foot applied 7 ft above
the road$ay or (b) a uniform load of 50 lb per
squâre foot on I.5 ti¡nes the projected area of the
unloåde¿l atructure.

The structure was designed to reslst stresses due
to tenperature varíation of plus or ninus 70oF fro¡n
a nor¡nal tenperature of plus 30oF (a range from plus
100oF to minus 40oF). Aluminun alloy 2014-T6 (clad)
was used for plates and for extruded structurãl
shapes (unclad). Rivet alloy yras 2I]-7-T4, bolt
alloy 2024-T4. Unit axial tension stress used for
alloy 2014-T6 (net section) was 211000 Ib per square
inch. The maximum conpression stress could not ex-
ceed this level. Va1ues used for shear and bearing
were 12r500 lb per square inch and 30r000 Ib per
square inch, respectively. These levels of stress
are consistent with those currently specified by
AÀSHTO for alloys of cotnparable strength to be used
in aluminun bridge-tlæe structures.

The Arvida bridge has perforrned eell during ite
34 years of service. The brídge has not been
painted despite the original concern about the rela-
tively low resistance of al1oy 2014-16 to corro-
slon. In fact, Alcan inspectors aalvise that the
bridlge is generally in good condition and the only
cost of naíntainlng the structure to date has been
$51000 for repairs to the base plates in 1971. The
asphalt wearing surface on the britlge aleck has re-
quired only normal naintenance over the years and
was replaced in 1983. It should be noted that aI-
though trafflc density is relatively llght on this
bridge, roacl salt ls used to melt snow during a
6-nonth ninter perlod fron Novernber to the end of
April.
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Long Island Expresswav Bridges

In 1959, A.A. Trinidad, Jr., of Andrews and Clark,
Inc., Conaulting Engineers, New York Clty, presented
a paper to the New York State Assoclatlon of Hlghnay
Engineers titled rProblens Involved in the Develop-
ing and Designing of the Aluminurn Brldges for the
Long Island Expressway' in . which the followlng
points were ¡natle.

Àfter inspecting the Arvida aluminun bridge in
1957, one thing stood out to Àndrews and Clark:
Under critical inspection, the structural aluminun
showed no signs of corrosíon or distress after 7
years of continuous exposure to the elements and to
varying traffic loads. ft was therefore agreed that
with good design and construction pråctlce a safe,
durable, corrosion-free structural alu¡ninurn bridge
with a concrete deck vras practical. Further, pre-
venting corroslon of the alumlnun alloy by concretê
and providing for' dlfferentlal thernal expånslon
nould not be problems.

Two bridges carry the Long Isl"and Expressrray over
the diviiled lanes of the Jerlcho Turnplke and have
sÍng1e spans of approxinâtely 77 feet on a sker of
over 30 degrees and a sidth of over Il0 feet (Flgure
1). They are tl1tical of many nedium-span bridges
where vertical clearances are critlcal and large
skews are cornnon. Designing the alumlnum girderB to
act compositely with the concrete deck enabled
girder depths of 4 instead of 5 ft to be used whllê
meeting a Lfve-Ioad deflection requlrement of L,/9OO
of the span. Àfter this 1-ft reduction, girder
depth is still one foot greater than that of a ateel
structure.

Aluminum alloy 6061-T6 was choeen for both struc-
turals and rivets becåuse of its good strength,
availabillty in a wide vâriety of product forrîa,
hígh resistance to corrosíon, and good fabricating
quâIitles. Àlso, structural specificatl.ons for this
alloy had been fully dleveloped (Ànerican Society of
Clvil Engineers, Proceedings Paper 970). Recom-
¡nended tensile design streas was 15r000 tb per
square lnch based on a specl.fled ultinate strength
of 421000 lb per square inch and a yield strength of
35r000 Ib per square inch.

Àlu¡nlnum alloys ¡¡ork efficíently with concrete aa
a cotnposite beam because of the relatíve closeness
of the elastic noduli of the t¡ro materials. To re-
duce fabrication, teo flange angles were dleveloped
that required special extrusion dLes. These angles
have an outstanding ).eg thicker, as well as longer,
than the leg connected to the web plate. They nere
extrudeal for the fulI girder length to elinlnate
splices and cover plates. Top flanges nere painted
with zinc chromate to reduce attack on alu¡ninum frorn
the concrete. The steel shear connectors were hot-
dip galvanized. À 7-in. reinforced concrete slab
supports a 2.5-in. asphalt-concrete wearing surface.

The superstructure is desígned for a standard
IIS-20 loading with 17 girders on the westbund
bridge and 18 girders on the eastbound bridge.
Girders are spaced 7 ft on center. Rivets ate 3/4
ln. in diameter, driven co1d. These were the first
riveted alu¡ninum highnay briclges built ln the tnited
States.

The total aÍìount of aluminun used in the two
bridges was approximatêIy 2701000 pounds or about 14
pounds per square foot of bridge surface. This com-
pares nlth an estÍmateal 35 pounits per sguare foot
for steel. The total cost of each bridge including
abutments, wing walls, anil deck was approxlmately
$3501000 or an estimated 18 percent above the cost
of a comparable steel structure. (In a rêcent 1984
study Andrews and Clark estinate that this pre¡niutn
could be reduced to around 5 pêrcent). plans and
specifications Ìrere prepared by Àndrens and CIark
for the New York State Departtnent of Publlc Work8.



TABLE I Reeulte of 1983 Survey of Aluminum Bridges

Locati on

Date Completsd

Designer

Ovrne r

Fab ri cator

Type of Constructlon

Span

lli dth

Girder Depth

Al I oy:

Design Load

Avg. No. Vehicìes/Day
/Year

Al umi num Superstructure

å. Condition

b. dðmage

c. repai r

Bridge Deck

Condition of Roadway
Surface

L.l. Expressway over
Jericho Tpke, Nassau
County, NY (2 bridges)

1 960

Andrêws & Clark,
NYC, NY

NY State D.O.T.

Pul lman Standard,
Chicago, I L

Riveted pì. girder
with extruded flange
reinforced concrete
deck.

76'-gú

611

¿+ I -6rr

6061-T5 pt, & extrn
6061-7/8rr Rivets

HS-20

1 40,000
50 million

Good-Excel I ent

OK

poor due to heôvy vehicìe
trôffic, asphalt wearing
surface repì aced.

Rte 36 over Appomattox R
Chesterfield Co., VA,

1 961

Hayes, seay, Mðttern &
Mattern, Roanoke, VA

VA, DOT

Reynolds Metals Co.
Sanford Constn. Co, lnc

Alum trianguìar
girder. Cravity
abutments on solid rock
reinforced concrete deck.

100r-4fi

28r clear roadway

4r -1 0n

6061 -T6 pl . & extrn
AN5 & AN10 boìts & rivets

H20 & HS15, wearing
surface 20 psf,
sidewalk live load 60 psf

8050

good, slight pitting,
bent stiffeners

I ongi tudi na I -sti ffener s
dômðged by flood debris

none

fair-20ft2 spaììed

OK

Sykesville MD, Route 32
over River Rd.

r 963

Maryland Flwy Admin. &
lnter. Aìum. Str. lnc.

Maryland llwy Admin.

lnternational Alum. Str.
lnc., & Globe lron
Construction Co., lnc.

Alum girder with concrete
deck, abutments & piers.
Riveted trianguìar box
stif fened sheet girders,
reinforced concrete deck
with asphalt wear surface,

93r-6¡r, 94r-2il, 105r-9il

30r roadway, 37r overaìl

5' -7n

6061-T6 pl. & extrn
girders field spliced

HS-20

61 00

good, some corrosion

none

not vi si bl e

bitumen wearing surface
pðtched at bridge joints
otherwise good.

Amityville, NY (2 bridge)
Sunrise Hwy @ Rte 110
Sunrlse Hwy @ lleì'lwood Av.

1 963

Kaiser & N.Y.0.0.T.

NY State D.0.T.

Traveller Mfg. Co.
Sub. Stanray Corp.

Riveted triangular Box
Stiffened Sheet Gi rders,
reinforced concrete deck.

30r-76r_76r_30r

96r -0,,

6r-0Í

6061-T5 pl. & extrn
Al. plate type shear
connectors

HS-20, future weôring
surface 20 psf., sidewalk
live load 60 psf.

7050/21 ,800
2,573 ,250/7 ,957 ,000
46,3 1 8,500/1 43,2 26,000
(18 years)

good

minor-no repai rs

îone, will be difficu]t
to jack structure to
free frozen bearings.

deck in good shape no
unusual cracking

good, no problems

Deslloines, lA
86th St./l-80 overpass

1 958

Ned L. Ashton
lowa City, lA

li" 
oo'

V,lel ded pl ate gl rder
reinforced concrete deck.

41 r-3rr, 68t -9il,68t-9n,

24¡ roadway, 36r overall

3t -zfi

5083-H1 '13 pI .
5183 weld wire

HS-20+19 p.s.f.

Lèss than typical,
but rising

Quite well, many 1/8r'-2"
long hairl íne cracks in
welds connecting diaphram
and stiffener to webs of
beams.

Section loss in bottom
flange beams 1-4 due to
coìlision damage caused by
hìgh vehicle.

Crinding to remove notch
in flanges damaged.

0K, random cracking, hair-'line transverse crackrs
a little leachìng

Fai r

Arvida P,Q. over
Saguenay River

1 950

C. J. Pimenoff

City of Jonquires P.Q.

Dominion Brdg Co. Ltd.,
Låchine P.Q.

Riveted aluminum arch,
concrete deck, rock
foundati on

290r clear, 504r overall

24r roadway, 2-4 ft
si dewal ks

4rx6r-2r deep box
gi rders

2014-T6 pl. 2117 rivets

50 ton transformer on 18
ton tractor and 12 ton
trailer

Good-exceì I ent

None reportêd

Base plates
repaired in 1971 at
cost of $51000

OK

0K, resurfaced in 1983
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FIGURE 1 Aluminum superstructure of Long Island Expressway
bridge.

This departnent supervised construction with its or.rn
engÍneering staff. PullrÌan Stanclard Car Manufac-
turing Co¡npany of Chlcago rùas the fabricator, and
the general contractor was Hendrickson Bros., Inc.,
Valley Streån, New York.

In the 1983 survey, New York State engÍneers re-
ported that the alu¡ninu¡n structures were holding up
very well. The engineers were particularly in-
pressed with the speed of erection and suggested
there night be a market for alurnlnum structures as
replacernent bridges on heavily used highways. Of
the bridges surveyed, these Long Island bridges have
by far thê greatest traffic density. The estimated
average daily traffic count is 140r000 vehicles; the
yearly count is 50 million vehicles. This suggests
that close to I billion vehicles have passed over
these bridges since they were erected in 1960.
Autonobiles and light trucks accounted for 82 per-
cent of the traffic with buses an¿l heavy trucks
(tractor-trailer) accounting for the remaindler.
Nornal tenperature range is ooF to l00oF (58oF aver-
age). Road salt is used for rnore than 4 nonths per
year.

The condítion of the aluninu¡n briclge structures
yras rated âs goo¿l to excellent after an inspection
of girder webs, flangesr stiffeners' diaphragtns, and
connector plates. There had been no structural darn-
age. No corrosion was reporte¿l except of steel
parts adjacent to the aluminum structure. The con-
crete deck is in good condition and has not required
replacement. No water is leaching through the ileck
and there is no spall-ing concrete. Because of the
traffic density the asphalt-concrete surface is
rough and has some pot holes.

Iowa Brlclge

The lo\da bridge is the only welded aluninu¡n highway
bridge in the United states. As noted earlier 'welding was chosen over riveting to mininize weight
and to gain experience with the tyPe of construction
being used on steel bridges. Erecte¿l ín 1958, the
Iowa bridge predates all the other highway bridges
describe¿t in this paper except the Arvida bridge.
The lowa bridge was designed by Ned L. Ashtonr Con-
sulting Engineer, Iona City, Iowar for the lowa
State Highway Comnission. The brialge is the 86th
Street I-80 overpass and is located ín the north-
western suburbs of Des trloines. rt is a 22o-ft-long
x 3O-ft-wide continuous alu¡ninum girder bridge with
â composite concrete deck. It has two 69-ft center
spans and two 4l-ft end spans.
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The bridge Ís designecl for AÀSHTO HS20-HSÌ6 lÍve
Ioads plus 19 Ib per sguare foot. The aluminum
alloy specifiecl for the structure was 5083-HIt3
\delaled with 5183 welding wire. The shíe1ded inert
gas tnetal arc welding process was specified to meet
welding qualifications of Section Ix of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Fabrícation con-
for¡ned to ASCE Paper 970-ST3. Estinated weight of
structural aluminum hras about 751000 pounds or ap-
proxinately 12 pounils per square foot of bridge sur-
face. Aluminum main beans weighed an estinated
53,144 pounds, diaphragms 171288 pounds, and expan-
sion joints about 41000 pounds.

Traffic over the Iowa bridge, although less than
typical, has increased in the past 2 years and is
expected to continue rising. According to the loe¡a
Departnent of Transportation, the bridge has needed
1ítt1e naintenance and ¡nost of this was due to
structural danage caused in 1978 by a vehicle ex-
ceeding the tnaximun height li¡nits cotliding with the
superstructure. Thls overheight load struck the
right exterior beam of span 3 causing a 2-in.-deep
notch in the bottoÍr flange. This notch was smoothed
out by grínding to prevent it being the point of
origin for a crack. In additíon, weld cracks were
observed between the ends of diaphragms 2, 3, and 4
and the web of bea¡n 3. These crack'! are beíng
,nonitored and in a 1981 inspection were reported as
numerous, fine, l/8 to 2 inch cracks in the welds
connecting diaphragns and stiffeners to the web of
beams. The cracking is thought to be due to the
welder pullíng away when ending a neld. These
cracks continue to be monitored.

The re¡¡aining four alu¡ninum briilges in the survey
represented attempts to substantially reduce metal
contenÈ and cost by applying aircrafÈ design princi-
ples to redluce weight and to use the productíon
facilities of a nu¡nber of fabricators supplyíng
riveted aluminun structures to the transportation
industry.

Amitvville, Negr York, Bri¿lges

In 1965 the New York State Department of Public
Works (NYSDPW) let contracts for two alurninu¡n
brÍdges with rívete¿l triangular box stiffened sheeÈ
girders. These structures were designed by Kaiser
Alunínum & Chenical Corp. and NYSDP$I. Both are
located near AmíÈyvilÌe, N.Y., one on Route 110 and
Sunrise Highway, the other at Wellwood Avenue and
Sunrise Highway. The bridges ate 2I2 ft long and 96
ft wide ancl have thro center spans of 76 ft and end
spans of 30 ft (Figure 2). Loading was AÀsHTo HS-20

FIGURE 2 Amityvile bridge.
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nith a 20 lb per square foot provísion for a future
wearing surface.

Sidewalk l-ive load ís 60 1b per square foot.
Specifications called for an approve¿l seminonocoque
design for the superstructure with the skin braced
by stiffeners or ¿liaphragms for ad¿litional strength.
The girders work conpositely lrith the concrete s1ab.
rndividual inverted triangular beams ¡nade of a1Ìoy
6061-T6 support the concrete ¿leck. They measure 10
ft wíde x 6 ft deep overall and have 0.081-in.-thick
sÍde sheets and a 0.032-in.-thick corrugated top
sheet. A bottom sheet, 0.102 in. thick' bridges the
apices of the trÍangles. These sheets are rivetecl
to specially ¿lesigned longituilinal extruileil sections
and to lateral extrude¿l bulb angle stiffener bea¡ns.

Falsework was eliminated by casting the concrete
slabs directly on the corrugated top sheets that run
Iongitudinally on top of the beans. A layer of. 2.5
in. of asphaltic concrete covers the slabs. In ¿le-
signing the bridges as composite beans, stresses
created by the difference in thermal expansion be-
tween aluminum and concrete are rêacted to by ther-
ma1 beams that run the ful1 wiclth of the structure
near bulkheads. The aluminun superstructure of each
of the Anityville bridges weighs 356r000 Ib or about
17.5 Ib per square foot.

As of 1982, the traffic count on the Route I10
and Sunrise Highway bridges \ilas 7.050 vehicles per
day, 2,5731000 vehicles per year. The estitnated
l8-year total was 46r318r500 vehicles. The equiva-
lent fÍgures for the lilellwood Avenue bridge are
21,800 (daity), 7,957.000 (yearly), and 143,226,000
(18 years).

These briclges are locate¿l in a light industrial
seacoast region witt¡ ¡ninimu¡n and maximun tenpera-
tures of OoF and 100oF, respectively. Hunidity var-
íes between 50 antl I00 percent. Road såIt is used
over a 4-month winter period. Annual snowfall is
relatively light at 12+ inches.

Structural damage to the bridges has been minor
and has required no repair. A major potential nain-
tenance problern wiII be servicing rusted steel bear-
ings. The problen is causecl by the difficulty of
jacking up the triangular beatns due to lack of
clearance and a fear of overstressing the structure
Iocally at supports. (Shortly after erection the
webs of both the Amityville and Sykesville bridges
required reinforcement to resist the high shear
loads at supports.) It was suggestedr honever, that
the naintenance problens with the bearings coul¿l
have been elininated if aluminun or elastoneric
bearings had been usecl initially. Other observa-
tions included the Presumed difficulty in naking
repairs if a truck should hit the bridge, possible
problerns in obtaining a new triangular box girder'
close placement of girclers during construction that
affects expansion and contractíon¡ antl ilifficulty in
obtaining proper camber an¿l correct bean length dur-
ing fabrication. The bridge clecks of both AmÍty-
ville bridlges erere reported to be in excellent con-
dition an¿l have not been repaired or patche¿l in l8
years. No naintenance of the aluminum superstruc-
ture has been required.

SvkesvilLe, !4aryland, Bri¿lge

The sykesville' Md., briclge (Figure 3) is similar to
the Nnityvitle briilges in design an¿l constructlon.
It vras designed by the Maryland State Highway Admin-
istration and InternationaL Aluminun Structures,
Inc., in 1963. It is located on I'laryland Route 32
(Sykesvitle bypass). It spans River Road' the South
Branch of the Patapsco Ríver, and the B&o Railroa¿!.
There are three spans of 93 ft 6 ín. r 94 ft 2 ín..
and I05 ft 9 in. Depth of the triangular girders is
5 ft 7 in. (Figure 4). overall width of the struc-
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FIGURE 3 Sykesville bridge.

FIGURE 4 Erection of cell beam on Sykesville bridge.

ture is 37 ft (30 ft clear roaclway). AASHTO clesígn
loading is Hs-20.

The estinate¿l traffic count in 1983 was 6'100
vehicles per day' up from 4'800 vehicles per day in
1980. The region is rural; average annual tempera-
tures vary fron plus 100oF to tninus 5oF. Road salt
is usetl over a 3-¡nonth winter period to hanille an
average snowfall of 22.5 ín.

The aluninu¡n beans werg reporteil to be in good

condition with no repairs necessary although there
is some visible corrosion includlng discoloration at
the longitudinat jolnts connecting the bottom
plâtes. Steel bearings are rusteal. The slab is
constructed of lightweight concrete vtith a bitumi-
nous wearing surface that has been patched at the
joints. Spot repairs to the concrete deck are an-
ticipated. The effect of roacl salt leaching through
the ileck awaits coring alata to tleterrnine if there
has been any effect on the alu¡ninum.

Àppomattox, virginiar Bri¿lge

The Appomattox bri¿lge also employs senimonocoque
triangular bearn girders, but íts <letails are worth
studying because they differ somevrhat from those
useil ín the triangular beam briclges in Maryland and
Ner¡ York (Figure 5). Locate¿l on Route 36 over the
Appomatox River ín Chesterfield County, Virgínia,
the bridge has a single span of 100 ft 4 in. and'
due to clearance restrictions, a depth of 4 ft 10
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FIGURE 5 Aluminum superstructure of Appomattox River bridge,

in. This provideE a span-to-depth ratio of. 20.7 to
1, which is so¡newhat higher than that of nost other
bridges in this survey and results in minor vlbra-
tíons r¡hen â heavy vehicle crosses the structure.
Clear width of the roadway is 28 ft. AASHTO desÍgn
load is H20 and 8s15. Alloy 6061-T6 eas used for
all sheets, platesr extrusionsr and rlvetsi con-
nectors include alu¡¡inum AN5 and AN10 bolts and
rivets. The bridge was designed by Rayes, seay,
llattern & Iuattern, Roanoke, Va., fabricate¿l by the
Reynolds Metals cornpany, and erected by the sanford
Construction Conpany in 196I.

Unlike the other triangular brídges¡ there are no
continuous lohrer plates so the girders are open on
their underside. Exterior longitudinal stiffeners
reinforce the side sheets of the triangular bearnsi
there are also interior stiffeners. There is pro-
vision for jacking the bridge to servlce bearings.

The estinated average nutnber of vehicles per day
ís 8r050;95 percent of these vehicles are auto¡no-
biles and light trucks and the re¡nainder are heavy
vehicles. The brltlge is located in an industrial
region. Road salt is used, as required, over a
S-month perlod each year.

The structure is reported to be in good conãl-
tlon. The conclitlon of indivldual aluminun cotnpo-
nents such as flange extrusions, side sheets,
diaphragns, stiffeners, and connector plates is
reported to be good but with slight pitting. The
aluninum has taken on a typical rough granltelike
appearance. Cadmiu¡n plated steel bolts and nuts are
rusted and steel bearing plates and rocker assen-
blies need painting.

The longitudinal stiffeners of the upstream
fascia girder have been bent by pounding from large
tiÍìbers, poirer poles, an¿l other large flood debris
(Figure 6), but no structural repair has been re-
quired. There has been no adverse reaction betneen
the aluminu¡n structure and the concrete ¿leck. The
condltion of the roadway surface ís classed as fair
hrith about 20 square feet spalled.

SPECIFICATIONS, DESIGN DÀ14

Current alu¡ninun specífications available to brídge
designers include alu¡ninu¡n chapters in both AÀSHTO
Standardl SpecificatÍons for Highway Bridges and
ÀÀsHlO standard Speciflcatíons for Support for High-
way signs, Lu¡ninaires and Traffic Signals. The À1u-
¡ninum Associationr s Specificatíon for Aluminum
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FIGURE 6 Appomattox River bridge: stiffeners damaged by
flood debris.

Structures or Specifications for Alurninull Bridge and
Other flighway Structures are referenced in both
cases. fn 1983 the A¡nerícan weldlng Society (ÀwS)
published the flrst editíon of À¡{S D1.2 Structural
Welding Code--À1uminum. this cotle was approved by
AASHTO ln 1983.

Alu¡ninum Standlards and Data provides detailed ln-
for¡nation on nonenclature, product forrns, mechanical
and physical properties, fabrlcabílityr dlínenslonal
tolerances, and so forth for a wide variety of
alloys. A¿lditional design l'nforrnation is also
available ln Conmentary on Speciflcâtion for ÀIunf-
num Structures. lhese publications are available
fro¡n the Aluminun Àssociatlon, Inc., Washington, D.C.

SI'TIII,IARY

This 1983 inspection revealetl that no paínting or
other major naintenance has been required for the
aluminum superstructure of the seven brldgea stud-
ied. Fascía gir¿lers of two of the bridges have been
hit but the only repair required was grlnding out a
notch on the flange of one bean. The satisfactory
perfornance of concrete decks anil alumfnum super-
structures continues to verify the valldity of the
design princlples, specificationsr details' fabrica-
tion, and erection practices used initially. No
fatlgue crackÍng tras reported for any of the riveted
structurês, and the type of fatigue cracking found
in the one welded âlumínum structure could be
avoided in future brldges by rnodiflcations in fabri-
catlon and design.

The lÍfe of a typical bridge is expected to be at
Ieast 50 years although there are obvious excep-
tions. Based on an estinated total traffic count of
I billlon vehicles, an average of'1I4r000 vehlcles
have traveled across the aluninum Long fsland, N.Y.,
bridges each day slnce they were opened to the traf-
fic in 1960. This billion-vehicle perfornance relF
resents a llfe expectancy of at Least 50 years for
similar aluminum bridges if the l.ifetirne averãge
daily traffic count is 551000 vehicles rather thân
the 140'000 carried by the Long Island superstruc-
tures.

In addition, the premiun for alumlnum bridges ap-
peârs to be narrowing accoraling to studiee made by
Àndrelrs and Clark Consulting Engineers in 1960 and
in 1984. In L972, in a paper entitled 'Alu¡ninum
Bridges--An Evaluatlon, r presented to a conbinedl



neeting of the Ànerican Society of Civil Engíneerê
and Èhe Engineering fnstitute of Canada, John Clark
of Alcoa concluded! 'fn the nain, it has been shordn
that alu¡ninun in bridges give trouble-free, nainte-
nance-free service--up to 28 years in the exarnples
cited."

Ten years later, the 1983 survey of these same
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bridges leads to a sinilar conclusion. On the basis
of engineering applicabitity, aluminum is now a
proven naterial for bridge construction. any ini-
tíaL cost prenium is more than justified by low
maintenance and long life.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on General Structures.

Finite-Element Load Distribution Factors for
Multi-T-Beam Bridges

PATRICK R. REISNOUR and FAHIM A. BATLA

ABSTRÀCT

In this paper the deterrnination of the lat-
eral distribution of wheel loads on multi-T-
bean bridges using the finite-elenent nethod
ís presented. The results are compared with
existing applicable ÀASHTO specifications
ancl other ¡nethods found in the literature.
the evaluation of lateral wheel load ilistri-
bution is of irnportance because of the sig-
nificance of the localized effects of wheel
loads on stresses and ¿leflections of indi-
vidual T-beams and nust be determined with
sufficíent accuracy. ft is found that sig-
nificant ilifferences exist ín r+heel load
distributions determined using appJ.icable
specifications and other methods compared
with distributions deter¡nined using the
finite-elenent ¡nethod of structurat analysis.

The use of precasÈ concrete conponents for the con-
struction of nulti-T-bean briilge superstructures
with short to rnedium span lengths is increasing
because of the ease of construction and relative
economy associated with thÍs type of superstructure.
Because of the complexity of the behavior of rnulti-
T-bean superstructures, the bridge engÍneer rnust
often reLy on design aids to avoid the complicated
rnathenatical procedures of a rigorous analysis.
these design aids should be simple to use yet lead
to sufficíently accurate designs.

For bridges with short to mediun spans, consider-
able enphasis nust be placed on the calculation of
stresses and deflections due to wheel loads. This
emphasis is necessary because the locaI effects of
these loads are of considerable significance in
comparison r'rith those effects caused by the other
loads on the superstructure that are better distrib-
uted both longitudinalty and transversely. There-
fore the lateral distribution of wheel loads on
multi-T-bearn superstructures nust by deterrninecl with
a considerable degree of accuracy.

In this paper a comparison of factors used for
the lateral distribution of wheel loads on nonskewecl
multi-T-bean superstructures obtained by several-

nethods is presented. The load distribution factors
that are based on existing desígn aids and other
methods are compared with distribution factors de-
Èerrnined using modern technÍques of structural anal-
ysis based on the finite-elenent method. In the
finite-element method, T-bean-type or sinilar struc-
tural systems are represented as an assemblage of
plate finite elements and the overall behavior of
the structure is then represente¿l by the interaction
of in-plane and out-of-plane plate deformâtions of
the plate elements.

A multi-T-bean bridge superstructure is con-
structe¿l by placing single-, double-, or multiple-
stem T-beans side by síde on the supports (Figure
f). In thís investigation the ftanges of adjacent
T-bea¡ns are assumed to be connected throughout the
length of the superstructure in a manner that pro-
vides fuII transfer of transverse shear and bending
monents bet\reen the bearns. The behavior of a nulti-
T-beam superstructure can be represented as the
interaction of the longitudinal bending, transverse
bending, and torsional behaviors of the superstruc-
ture (Figure 2). These individual aspects of the
overall behavior of the structure are in turn depen-
dent on structural parameters such as span lengths
and thickness of the flanges and stens. The distance
bet\deen the stems, width of the superstructure,
depth of the stems, and positíon of wheel loads also
affect the behavior of the superstructure. The
parameters, which influence the distribution of
vrheel loa¿ls, that are varied in this study include '

1. Span length,
2. Width of the superstructure,
3. Depth of Èhe superstructure,

FIGURE I Cross section of multi-T-beam superstructure.
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ent flexural properties in the transverse and longi-
tudinal directions (4-6). The actual flexural proP-
erties in the transverse direction of a nultí-T-beam
superstructure are not unifor¡n across the widlth
becausê of the localized contribution of the tor-
sional stiffness of the stetns to the transverse
bending stiffness of the flange. Eor¡ever, in or-
thotropic plate theory, the transverse bending
stiffness of the orthotropic plate is taken as the
unifor¡n distribution of the actual flexural stiff-
ness.

In addition to the assunption of uniforrn flexural
properties in the trânsverse and longitudinal direc-
tions, assunptions pertaining to classical thin
plate theory are also used in the orthotropic plate
approach (4-6). Furthermore' the following assurnp-
tions are used by Sanders and Elleby G).

1. Poissonrs ratio is equal to zero,
2. AI1 connections transfer full monent and

shear,
3. The spacing between beams and diaphragns is

uniform,
4. The superstructure is rectangular in plan,
5. The beans are of equal stiffness, and
6. The superstructure behaves elastically.

with the exception of the first of these assurnp-
tions, the same assumptions nere used for the anal-
yses of nulti-T-bea¡n superstructures by Aziz et al.
l2r. Furthertûore' in the analyses it is assumed
èhat no internediate diaphragns are used ln the
superstructure G).Application of the orthotropíc plate noalel to
represent the behavior of a ¡nultl-T-bean superstruc-
ture consists of representing the superstructure as
a flat plate sinply supportedl at the ends and free
along the longitudinal edges. In superstructures
where the spacing betneen stens or the depth of the
stens is large ín comparison with other di¡nensions
of the T-beams, the orthotropic plate model presents
a grosa sinplification of the actual behavior of the
superstructure because of the nanner in which the
transverse and longitudinal bending stiffnesses and
the torsÍonaI stiffness are treated.

In superstructures wlth large spacings betgreen
the stens, or deep stetns, or both, the localized
transverse stiffness of the flange in the viclnity
of the stems creates a condition of transverse bend-
ing sirnilar to the bentting of a bean that is contin-
uous over elastic supports (Flgurê 3). These elastic
supports (stens) provide resistance to rotation (due
to torsional stiffness of the stem) anil resistance
to vertical translation (due to longitudinal bending
stiffness of the superstructure). Therefore, to
arrive ât å sufficiently accurate solution for the
behavior under load of a nulti-T-beam superstruc-
ture' Èhe use of orthotropic plate theory is limited
to those superstructures where the alimensions of the
individual T-beams are such that the uniform trans-
verse bending stiffness of the orthotropic platê
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FIGURE 3 Continuous beam analogy.
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FIGURE 2 Deflection behavior.

4. Transverse position of the wheel loads,
5. tongitudínal position of the wheel loadsr antt
6. Number of traffic lanes.

The following pärameters influence the lateral
ilistribution of wheel loads and are the sa¡ne for all
the superstructures analyzed in this study.

1. spacing of beans,
2. F1ange thickness,
3. Thickness of stems,
4. LocaÈion of diaphragmsr and
5. Span-to-depth ratio.

It should be noted thatr in the course of developing
final design aids for deternining wheel load élistri-
bution factors for multi-T-bean superstructures' the
influence of the paratneters that rnay affect the
lateral distribution of wheel loads nust be
thoroughly investigated. This is a monumental task.
However, ihis task can be made easier and the re-
sults rnore accurate by use of the finite-elernent
nethod of .structural analysis.

To inítiate the conparíson of wheel load distri-
bution factors based on various ¡nethods of analysist
it is useful to first díscuss the theories on which
the analysis nethods and design aids are based. The
tliscussion of theories and nethods of analysis is
presented in the nêxt section. Thls is followed by
the presentation and discussion of the results of
the investigation described previously.

!¡IETHODS OF ÀNÀLYSIS

The finite-element nethod, the provisions of Àrticle
1.3.1(B) of AASHTo Standard Specifications for High-
hray Bridges (f), and procedures tleveloped by Àziz et
aI. (!) are usetl to deternine distribution factors
for wheel loads in this study. The finite-elenent
rnethod is used to determine thê distribution of
stresses and defleëtions in nulti-T-bean superstruc-
tures ancl single T-bêarns. These dlistributions are
in turn used to calculate the distributlon factors.
Distribution factors are deternineil using AÀSHTo
design aids based on the spacing between the stems
(I) and, in the procedures presented by Azíz lal,
the calculation of distribution factors requires the
evaluation of several dinrensionless stiffness coef-
fícients of the superstructure.

The AASHTO provisions for load distribution on
beam and slab bridges, which are revisions to the
specifications propose¿l by Sanders and Elleby (f) 

'and the procedure presenteil by Azíz et aI. G) are
based on analyses of bridge superstructures using
orthotropic plate theory and tests conducted on
actual briilges.

rn orthotropic plate theory, the behavior of the
superstructures is modeled as the behavior of a
plate with unifor¡n thickness and unifor¡¡ but differ-
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dtoes not differ greatty frorn the actual stiffness at
any transverse location in the flange.

As noted previously, the lateral distribution of
wheel loads is affected by the longitudinal and
transverse bending behavior and the torsional be-
havior of the superstructure. The longitudinal
bending behavior of the superstructure produces
longitudinal in-plane stresses in the flange and
ste¡ns (Figure 4). The transverse bending noments
produce Èransverse distortions of the stems and
flanges in the plane of the cross section that in
turn Ínfluence the torsional properties of the cross
sectÍon.

-,-= E=L _Z-.F-t-t-,_r I l¿ I
ln-Plane Stresses Due lo I

Bondins of Beam 
I

Strêsses Due to Bend¡ng ol Flangê l--l
About lts Centro¡dal A¡¡s I '

FIGURE 4 Longitudinal stresses

caused by bending'

In Figure 4 it can be seen that the thíckness of
the flanges ís s¡nall in conparison with the overall
depth of the structure. The longiÈudinal in-plane
stiesses in the flange due to longitudinal bending
of the fLange plates about their centroiclal axes are
quite smaLl- in conparison with the longitudinal
in-plane stresses in the flange due to the longitu-
dinal bending of the T-beatn cross section about its
neutral axis. Hence, the longitudinal plate bending
stresses of the flange due to ben¿ling about its
centroidal axis can be neglecte¿|. Furthermore'
because the longitudinal tlimensions of the flange
are tnuch greater than the transverse dinensions
bethreen the ste¡ns, the bending of the flange ñay be

treated as predominantly one-etay (transverse) bend-
ing. ' Sirnilar reasoning can be apPlie¿l to the stems
to show that they are also subject to one-way bend-
ing in the direction across the ¿lepth of the stem'
Multi-T-bearn suPerstructures can therefore be clas-
eif,ied as folded Plate structures that consist of
Iong flat plåtes joined at the folds.

The finite-elernent ¡nethod of structural analysls
provides a ¡neans of accurately representing the
actual geo¡netry of rnulti-T-bean superstructures as
well as the actual loading and support conclitions.
Furthernorer the finite-elenent rnethod elirninates
the neeil to rnake several sirnplifying assumptions
tl4)ically usecl in the analysis of foltled plate
structures with other analytic têchniques and
formulations (7'8). Modeling of a, nulti-T-bean
superstructure using the finite-element rnethod

eli¡ninates the neecl to assume thât the transverse
bending stiffness is a uniform distribution of the
actual stiffness because the actual distribution o.f
the transverse bending stiffness is represente¿l by
the ¡nodeI. Finite-element rnodeling also provicles an
accurate representation of the longitudinal and
twisting behavior of the structure. The finite-ele-
nent tnethod of structural analysis in general uses
the assunptions of classical thin plate bending and
in-plane elasticity theories because mo¿lel develop-
ments are tlpically base¿l on these theories. If
these assumptions are satisfactoryr the finite-eIe-
tnent nethodl leails to a ¡nuch nore accurate and
straightfornard analysis than do sirnplified methods
of analysis. The accuracy of the finíte-elenent
models used ln this stuily is demonstrated elsewhere
(!-II) where results.of finite-element analyses are
conpared with exPerlnental results and results baseal
on elasticity solutions that are considered exact.
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Tvro finite-element programs are used for the
analysis of multi-T-beam superstructures in this
study. The finite-efenent program FÀP, which was
developed by Bat1a (ÀI) specifically for the elastic
analysis of constant-depth, straight folded, plate
structuresr is usecl as is the finite-elenent progran
SAPIV (12). The FAP progran is usedl to ¿leternine
the distribution of stressês and ileflections due to
wheel loads (two vJheel loads per traffic lane) in
all the nulti-T-bearn superstructures consialered in
this study. The SAPIV program is used as a finite-
element analysis to provicle índependent verification
of the results. The stresses and deflections, due
to one wheel load on the beamr are also determined
in a single T-bean. The longitudinal location of
the wheel loads is the same for the superstructure
and the single T-bean. The transverse locations of
the wheel loa¿ls on the superstructures are díscussed
in the next section. The load factor representing
the lateral distribution of wheel Loads is aleter-
¡nined as the ratio of the rnaxirnum stress in the
superstructure to the naximurn stress in the single
T-bean. Load factors are ¿leterrninedl fron comparison
of rnaxi¡nu¡n peak stresses that occur in the flange
above the stens, comparíson of the maxirnu¡n tensile
stresses that occur at the bottom of the stems, an¿l

comparison of the maxinum deflections that occur in
the superstructure and single t-beams. The load
factors deternined using the finite-element analysis
and those determined usíng the metho¿ls discussed
previousty are presenteil in the next section. The
load factors based on conparison of the compressive
stresses, tensile stresses, and deflections using
the SAPIV finite-element program (12) are also
presented to cotnpare the load factors deternined
using different f inite-elenent models.

DETER¡4INATION OF WTTEEL IOAD DISTRIBUTION

The multi-T-bean superstructures for which wheel
Ioad itistributíons are deterníned ín this study are
assumed to be constructed of single-sten T-beams.
The span-to-depth ratio, spacing between ste¡ns,
flange thickness, and ste¡n widlth are the same for
each supersÈructure (Figure 5). The superstructures
considered here consist of two overall widths: two-
lane superstructures constructed of five T-beamst
and superstructures constructed of seven T-beams.
The latter are analyzed âs both two-lane and three-
lane bridges (Figure 6).
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FIGURE 5 Cross section of typical single

T-beam.
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In the finite-element nethod, the superstructures
and single T-beans are modeled as sirnply supported
Írith end diaphragms that are' infinitely rigid in
their own plane but completely flexlble ln the di-
rection nor¡nal to the plane of the díaphrag¡nsi no
inter¡nediate diaphragms are usecl. The wheel loads
on the superstructure are applied at rniilspan as well-
as at a dÍstance fron the nidspan that represents
the location of the wheels of an ÀASH1¡O HS 20-44
truck load with the center of gravity of the truck
near the midspan (Figure 7). The lateral 1ocation
of wheel loads considered for the evaluation of load
factors is such that the loads act in the plane of
the stems (Figure 8).

'- L/2 L/2 L/2 L/2

FIGURE 7 Longitudinal location of
wheel loads.

FIGURE B Transverse location of
wheel loads.

As shown in Figure 8, two wheel loads are applied
on stens that are common to two lanés. For conve-
nience the finite-element idealizat.ion of the struc-
ture is done so that concentrated loads can be ap-
plied at the nodes. The wheel load cases shown in
Figure I represent cases. in which trucks are side by
side and their wheet loads are close enough together
to be assune¿l to be acting at the same point. The
rrheel loads are applied directly above the stems to
ensure that the naximun compressive and tensile
stresses occur at the top and botton of the stens,
respectively.

The ¡naximum stresses and deflections in the
nulti-T-beam superstructures shown ín Figure 6 and
corresponding single T-beams are presented by
Reisnour in his study of the lateral distribution of
r+heeL loads on rnulti-T-beam bridges (10). The dis-
tribution of conpressive stresses, due to singLe
wheel loads placed at tnÍdspan, in the flange of a
two-Iane, 4O-ft-span superstructure is shor+n Ín
Figures 9 through 11. Figure 9 shows the stresses
due to a wheel Ioâd over the stem of the central
T-bean. The stress distributions shown in Figures
10 and 11 are due to single wheel loails placed on
the T-beam adjacent to the central beam and the
rightnost T-bean, respectively. Figures 12 and l3
shor{r the distribution of conpressive stresses in the
flange due to tú¡o wheel loads in two positions at
nidspan. To illustrate the difference in the dis-
trÍbution of stress and deflections, the ctístribu-
tion of deflections due to the similar loading con-
ditions for the sane superstructurea is presented in
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FIGURE 9 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by single wheel load
over stem of central T-beam.

Unlls: PSI Q9:t6 Klp Wh..l lo.d

FIGURE l0 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by single wheel load on
T-beam adjacent to central stem.

L widrh=sar6=3o' 
- --l(Nesaljve Vatúor ¡nd¡cate rênstoñ)

Un¡ts = PSt &= t6 x¡p whc.t loåd

FIGURE 11 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by single wheel load on
rightmost T-beam.
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. Width= 5 ãt 6 =3Or- *,Ëi"'E j lål,ii"=;¡;;l
FIGURE f 2 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by two wheel loads:
position l.

L Wl.tth:s ât 6 :30 
1

' Un¡t¡= pst X= r€ xrÞ Wh..l Loåd
{X.9¡tlv. V!lu.! lndlcat' f'ñtlon)

FIGURE 13 ComPressive stresses in
flange caused by two wheel loads:
position 2.

Figures 14 through 18. The deflections shown in
Figures 14 through 16 are thosè ¿lue to single wheel
loads, and Figures 17 and 18 show the deflections
¿lue to trro nheel loads.

The wheel load distribution factors based on
¡naxi¡num peak conpressive stresseg in the flange'
¡naxí¡nurn tensile stresses at the bottom of the stems,
and ¡naximu¡n deflections as deternined using the
finite-element progran FAP for the analysis of the
superstructures shown in Figure 6 are presente¿l ln
Table l. Àlso given in TabÌe 1 are the load factors
calculatêd using the sÀPIv finite-element progran
(!A for the 30-ft-widler 40-ft-span superstructure
to indicate the reliabilíty of load factors deter-
mined using the different fínite-elenent moilels.
These distribution factors are calculateil using the
stresses and deftection due to wheel loads place¿l at
the nidspan of the superstructures and single
T-beams. Dístribution factors calculateil using the
stresses and deflections ¿lue to nheel loads Placed
ât a distance fron the ¡nidspan are not presented
because they are sinilar to those shown in Table I.

Accordíng to AÀSHTo provisions t!' Artlcle

Un¡l! = l.ch.r r 1OO. E: rO Xtp Wi..l Lord

FIGURE 14 Deflections caused by
single wheel load: position l.

, Wldrh 3 ¡t ô' 30'
ffi

FIGURE 15 Dellections caused
single wheel load: position 2.

I width=5at6:30'

Unltr = lnch.. ¡ !OOO. X = tO Klp Wh..l lo.d

FIGURE 16 Deflections caused by
single wheel load: position 3,

by
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F wldth= 5 6t 6'= 30' .l
Unll¡ = lncñ.t x tOOO. E= lC Xlp Whr.l Lo.d

FIGURB 17 Deflections caused by
two wheel loads: position I.

' Wldth 5 ât 6'3ô'' 

-

Unll. l.ch.. ¡ IOOO. tç = ta XlÞ Wn..l !o.d

FIGURE lB Deflections caused by
two wheel loads: position 2.

TABLE I Load Distribution Factors Based on Compressive
Stresses, Tensile Stresses, and Deflections as Determined Through
Finite-Element Analyses
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I.3.1(B)1, the wheel load dlstríbution factor for å
beatn and slab superstructure, with two or ¡nore traf'
fic lanes, constructed of concrete T-beans is deter-
tnined as

LF = s/6

rdhere

S = spacing beiseen stens (feet).

Because the spacing bet$reen stens of all the auper-
structures consídere¿l in thís study is 6 ftr the
¿listribution factors for these supdrstructures are
a1I equal to 1.

The procedure for ileternining distributlon fac-
tors for rnulti-T-beam superstructures using the
design aids presenÈed by Azíz et aI. (2, involves
calculation of two nond\mensional coefficents Èhât
are functíons of the stiffness paranetera of the
superstructure. These coefficients ar.e used to
deter¡nine the coefficiãnt D from charts presented in
their paper l2r. This coefficient D is corrected
using a parameter that is a function of the wlilth of
the traffic lanes. The distribution factor is then
calculated as

LF = S/D'

where

S = spacing between stems (feet) and
D'=correctedD(feet)

The ¡naxi¡nurn wheel load distribution factors for
each superstructure calculated using the finite-ele-
nent nethod presented in Table 1 are given in Tablê
2 along with the distribution factors deter¡nined
using the design aíds of AÀSHTO (I) and Aziz et al.
(21 .

TABLE 2 Load Distúbution Factors Ba¡ed on Various Methods

Method
No.

Span Width of
(ft) (fÐ Lanes

40'

Finite
Element

AASHTO Aziz et al.(!)@
40302

422
423

60302
422
423

80302
422
423

100 30 2
422
423

|.23
I .19
1.47
1.25
1.t 1
1.46
1.28
1.19
1 .45
1.30
t.20
t.47

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
i.00
1.00
l 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.ll
1.t7
I .15
1.09
l l3
L07
1.08
1.17
1.11
1.07
I .17
l.09

Span
(fÐ

No. Based on Based on
Width of Compressive Tensile
(fÐ Lanes Stresses Stresses

Based on
Deflections

40

60

80

100

STJI¡II,TARY AND DISCUSSION

The data presented in Table 1 indicate that wheel
load distribution factors based on comparison of
compressive stresses, tensile stresses, and deflec-
tions aI1 differ for each of the given superstruc-
tures. Figures 9 through 13 and 14 through 18 iI-
lustrate the dífferences betrdeen the ¿listribution of
compressive stresses ín the flange and deflections.
The difference betvreen clistríbution factors based on
tensile stresses and those based on cornpressive
stresses indicates that there is a difference in the
manner in which these stressês âre distributed.
this difference in the distribution of compressive

30
30

42
30
42
42
30
42
42
30
42
42

2
2
2
J

2
2
3

t.23
1.294
1.19
|.47
1.25
1.17
1.46
t.28
l.19
t.4s
1.30
r.20
I .47

1.14
l l0a
1.06
1.34
1.16
1.07
1.35
l.l5
I .06
| .34
],l.4
1.05
L33

1.04
1.02à
0.93
1.r9
1.11
0.96
l 19
1.10
0.99
1.22
t.ll
0.99
L24

aBased on analyse$ using SAPIV; all othd results are based on ue of FAp
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and tensile stresses is due to the presence of shear
Iag at the junction of the flange an¿l stensr there
is no shear lag effect at the bottom of the stems.
The stress dístributíons shown in Figures 91 10' anil
12 shovr the occurrence of shear lag where the space
bethreen consecutive contours decreases more sharply
along the loaded stern of the T-beam than at other
Iocations across the witlth.

Figure 11 shows a region in the flange rrhere a
Iongitudinal stress reversal occurs at one si¿le of
the superstructure when the wheel loacl is located
near the other edge. In the orthotropic plate model
the superstructure is treated as a flat plate sinply
supported on the ends, free along the e¿lges, and
with uniform properties in the transverse and longi-
tudinal directions. For this reason' under general
wheel loading conditions, the orthotropic plate
¡nodel of the superstructure will- not be capable of
preilicting this stress reversal in the longitudinal
direction of the superstructure, which may cause
tensÍle stresses in the flange. Although the longi-
tudinal stresses ín the flange will be conpressive
nhen the deacl load and other wheel loads are placed
on the superstructure of the bridge shown ín Figure
1lr thêre rnay be cases, especially in structures
where the width-to-span ratio is high, erhere the
tensíle stresqes in the flange of the superstructure
are quite signíficant and the net stress due to the
superposition of aII the loads may result in a lon-
gitudinal tensile stress in the flange.

Comparison of the distribution factors deter¡nined
using the provisions of Àrticle 1.3.I(B) (1) with
the distribution factors calculated using the re-
sults of finite-elenent analyses Gg) and the proce-
dure presented by Aziz et aI. l2l (Table 2) indi-
cates that the l-atter nethocls of determining the
Iateral distribution of \rheel loads on multi-T-beam
superstructures are substantially different. The
distribution factors deter¡ninecl using the stress
distributions obtaÍned fron finite-elenent analyses
and the procedure presented by Aziz et aI. (2) are
expected to be slightly higher because in both situ-
ations the superstructures are assumed to have no
inter¡nediate diaphragms. In the study by Sanders
and Elleby (3) the superstructures were assutne¿l to
have internediate diaphragms. It is ínteresting to
note, howêverr that for the structures considereil in
this study, the wheel load ¿listribution factors
deterrnined using the distribution \ of conpressive
stresaes in the flange are quite conservative in
cornparison with the load factors calculated using
the provisíons of the AASHTO specifications.

To arrive at sufficiently accurate results of
analyses of multi-T-beam superstructures, the rnoilel
used to represent the behavior of the superstructure
under load must be selected with great care. The
use of orthotropic plate theory for the analysis of
multi-T-bean superstructures nust be Limited to
those superstructures where the uniform dístribution
of transverse bending stiffness does not differ
greatly fro¡n the actual transverse bending stiffness
at any point in the flange. The finite-element
method is not limitecl to any particular geometrical
configuration, loading or support conditions, or
structuraL and material pararneters. This nethod rnay
be usecl¡ in conjunction with experimental testing of
actual brídges, as the basis of sinplified design
alds without encountering the tinitations found in
other methods of analysis.

13s

No matter what nethod of analysis is useal for
developíng design aids for determining lateraL wheel
load distribution factors for nulti-T-beam super-
structures, it is irnportant to cliscuss and clearly
indicate in the specifications the linitations of
äpplication of the ilesign aids in cletermining the
lateral distribution of v¡heel loads. This will
prevent inadvertant gross overdesigns or under-
designs.
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Design, Fabrication, and Erection of a Curved,

Prestressed Concrete Bridge with Continuous Girders
ROBERT M. BARNOFF, GORDON NAGLE, MARIO G. SUAREZ,

LOUIS F. GESCHWINDNER, JR., H. WILLIAM MERZ, JR., and HARRY H. WEST

ABSTRACT

À five-span, prestressed concrete bridge has
been constructed for thê Pennsylvania De-
partment of Transportation at the Phila-
delphía Airport. The five curved, post-
tensioned¡ box girders for the bridge are
continuous over two and three spans, respec-
tively. Approximate lengths are I39 and 126
ft for the two-span girders and 92, 135, and
92 ft for the three-span girilers. Radius of
curvature is 478 ft for the two-span girders
and 326 ft for the three-span girders. Cur-
vature of the girders was achieveil by incre-
mental chords 20 ft long' anrjl field splicing
was ¿lone only at piers with cast-in-place
cliaphragms. The brídge was analyzed assum-
ing that the girders and cliaphragrns act as a
two-dímensional grid s-ystern. A conventional
program based on a matrix nethod of analysis
was used to find the bending nonents. shear
forces, torsional nonents, and displace-
¡nents. Post-tensioning forces were analyzed
using a space frarne matrix nethod of analy-
sis. Girders were prefabricated in lengths
corresponcling to the five spans and were
transported by truck to the job site. Each
span length of the girder vras partly post-
tensioned for shípment, and final post-
tensioning for continuity over the piers gras

clone in the field. The design, fabrication,
transportation, erection, and final post-
tensioning of the continuous curved girders
are described in this paper. Details of the
composite ¿leck are also discussed.

À five-span, prestresse¿l concrete bridge has been
constructed for the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation on LegislatÍve Route (LR) 795 (Inter-
state 95) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
structure, which is located on a conpound horizontal
curve, is identifiecl as ranp K over LR 57054. the
rarnp provides vehicular access to the Philadelphia
International Àirport.

The original design of ranp K was a curved,
steel-plate-girder briclge, but an alternate design
for a continuous, curved, prestressed, concrete
britlge was subnitted and approved. I.A. Construc-
tion Corporation was the general contractor for this
projectr and the prestressed concrete components
were fabricated and supplied by Schuylkill Products.
Inc., Cressona, Pa. Schupack Suarez Engineers,
Inc., rdere the dlesigners for the project with as-
sistance from R.M. Barnoff and Associates, fnc., who
performed the analysis of the continuous structure.

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE

The conpound horizontal curvature of ramp K dictated
the use of two separate structures as shown on Fig-
ure 1. À two-span continuous structure, with spans

FIGURE I General layout of ramp K at Philadelphia
International Airport.

of l-38 f.E J-J-:3/4 in. and 126 ft 4-3/8 ín., v¡as se-
lected for the portion of the curve that has a
radius of. 477.4I f.t. Three continuous spans of 92
ft 5 in.r 134 ft 9 ín., and 91 ft 6 in. were used
for the remainder of the ramp that is located on a
curve with a radius of 326.13 ft. One end of each
of these structures has a conrnon bearing on pier 6

as shown in Figure 1. AIl di¡nensions shown ín fig-
ure I and given previously are on the construction
centerline.

Ranp K has a roadvray width of. 24 ft plus a lo-ft
shoulder on the outside of the curve and a 6-ft
shoulder on the inside. The overall width of the
structure is 43 ft 6 in., and a slope of 0.05 ftlft
is maintained across the roadway. A vertical curve
along the entire length of the bridge further com-
plicates the geonetry.

Five precastr post-tensioned, concrete box gircl-
ers were selected as the main structural conponents
for the two struetures. Figures 2 anil 3 are framing
plans showing the geonetry of the girders and the
Iocation of the exterior cast-in-place díaphragns.
The girders were curved by fabricating then with
incremental chords 20 ft in length. End chords of
all girders deviated frorn the 20-ft length to accoÍr-
modate the required center-to-center bearing length
of the girders. Radially curved girders were not
feasible because of fabrication diffículties.
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FIGURE 2 Framing plan for spans 5 and 6.
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tion are shown in Figure 4. Voids were formed in
Èhe girders with Styrofoa¡n, and internal diaphragrns
were provided at the junctíon of each 20-ft seg-
nent. Polyethytene ducts vtere provide¿l for the
nultistrand post-tensioning ten¿lons. Each girder
received sone post-tensioning at the fabricating
plant Èo counteract the ilead l-oad stresses proiluce¿l
by the weight of the girders. Final post-tensioning
of the continuous structure was done in the field
afÈer the diaphragms vtere constructed. The ducts
for the tendons were in the voí¿ls of the box beam
and the tendons were not bonded to the gírder.

FIGURE 4 Typical girder details.

External cast-in-place diaphragrns were heavily
reinforced and tied into the girders. Post-tension-
ing was used to provide continuity in the direction
transverse to the span of the girders. Essentially,
the diaphrâgns were constructed so that the conti-
nuity between the gírders and diaphragrns resulted ín
a structural grid in the horizontal pLane.

A composite deck was placed over the gridsr and
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT)

stanalard parapets ancl safety curbs were constructed
to conplete the structure. The composite ¿leck con-
sisted of 2.5-in.-thick precast, prestressed con-
crete paneLs that span the box girders and a
5-ín.-thick cast-in-place topping over the panels.
Details of the deck are sho\dn on the typical cross
section in Figure 5. Mild steel reinforcement used
in the cast-in-place portion of the slab was epoxy
coâted in accorclance with PennDOT specifications.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

The location of the structure, the methoal selected
for fabrication, the transportation of the girders,
and the exístence of roadways and utilities under
the bridge created several design constraints. Some
of these erere

1. The five girders for each span were fabrj-
cated individually for the fuII span length between
supports.

2. During construction the girders Ìrerê erecteil
and functioned as sinple beans between supports to
carry their ovrn dead load plus the dead load of the
exteríor cliaphragrns. P1ant post-tensíoning vras sup-
plied to accon¡nodate the dead load stresses in the
sirnple beans. Obstructions at the site prevented
the use of temporary shoring.

3. A constant radius of. 477.4I ft was used for
all girders on spans 5 and 6, the two-span continu-
ous structure. Girders in spans 7, 8¡ and 9, the
three-span continuous structure, \{ere fabricated
with a radius of 326.13 ft.

4. Pier 5K, the interior support for spans 5 and
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FIGURE 3 Framing plan for spans 7, B, and 9'

The girclers were fabricated and shípped in
lengÈhs corresponding to the five different spans.
Continuíty for the two- and three-span bridges nas
provided by spticing the gÍrders at the piers with
exterior cast-in-p1ace diaphragrns and applying post-
tensioning for the full tength of the spliced gird-
ers. For ease of fabrícation all girders in spans 5

and 6 were fabricated vrith a co¡ilnon railius at the
horizontal centerline of the 20-ft chordsr and all
girders in spans 7, 8, and 9 also have a conìmon
radius.

Dimensions and details of the giriler cross sec-

5'( I YP

FIELD

ô¡
r
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FIGURE 5 Typical cross section and
deck details.

6, was skewed in relatíon to a radius of the curve.
This resultecl in aII girders for these tvro spans
having sígnificantly differenÈ lengths. ÀI1 other
piers, and the abutrnent at the far end of span 9t
were orienteil so that their transverse centerline
was on a radius.

5. Curvature of the girders caused a torgue at
each end yrhen the si¡np1e spans were erected and be-
fore the ¿liâphragns were placeil. Struts were cast
on the ends of the girders and jacks were used dur-
ing erection to counteract this torque. The struts
becane part of the diaphragms at the supports after
the cast-in-place concrete construction nas com-
pleted.

6. The post-tensioned grids consisting of the
continuous girders and the exterior diaphragns were
desi.gned so that the deck could be re¡noved and re-
placecl wlthou! overstressing any of the structural
cor¡ponents. rhis conclition required that the post-
tensioning of the continuous girders be done before
the deck concrete hras placed.

The five individual girders for each span were
analyzecl in the conventional manner as simple
bea¡ns. Stresses were computed for the dead load of
the girders and dead load of the exterior dia-
phragns. Stresses due to the liftlng and tran8port-
ing operation were also evaluated. The magnitu¿le of
post-tensioning required to counteract these
stresses was founil and applied at the fabricating
plant before the girders were moved from the casting
bed.

Analysis of the two-span and three-span grids
consisting of the girders anil their connectfng ex-
ternal diaphragms nas acconplished using â stiffness
¡natrix nethod of analysis. Each straight beam seg-
nent and iliaphragm were consiileredl to be a struc-
tural member of the grid, resulting in 114 members
and 75 joints for the tv¡o-span structure and 133
menbers and 90 joints for the thrêe-span structure.
Coorclinates for each joint erere conputedl and beca¡ne
part of the input data for the analysls, along with
assu¡ned cross-sectional propertles.

ltornents, shears, torque, and displacernents at
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each end of each ¡ne¡nber were found for the following
loadling conditions.

I. Dead load of beatn haunches¡
2. Dead loacl of 2.5-in.-thick prestressedl panels

over the entire length of the bridge, and
3. Dead load of cast-in-place dleck concrete in

the positive no¡nent portion of the girder spans.

All of these data were found using a STRITDL grid
analysls program. Af,ter the dead load actions werê
determined, the section propertles in the girder
lrere modified to account for the colnposíte action of
the deck slab. The grids were then analyzed for the
following loading condltions.

1. Dead load of cast-in-place deck concrete in
negative ¡nonent portion of the girder spans,

2. Dead load of parapets,
3. Dead load of future wearlng surface, and
4. Live loaals plus inpact.

Prelininary analyses were conducted to determine
the positions and types of Live loadings that would
produce the naximu¡n actlons in the varloug netnberE
of the grid. ÀÀSH1IO Rs20 loadlng was u6ed in the
live load analysis. Truck loads, lane loads, and
overloadts were investigated; and the naxi¡num in-
ternal ¡nenber actions at the jolnts were used in the
final analysis for stresses.

Analysis of the continuous grids for Etresses due
to fíeld post-tension, which had a variable eccen-
tricity, nas done by rnodeling the structures as
three-dimensional rlgid franes. Tl¡pícal profiles of
the field post-tensioning tendons are shown in Flg-
ure 6. Forces fror¡ the fíeldl post-tensloning were
appliedl at the interior cliaphragns and at each endl
of the grlds. At each end of each nember the ap-
pliecl forces conaisted of an axial force (adjusted
for friction loss), a vertical forcer and a ¡no¡nent
about the horizontal axis of the cross section. Àt
the ends of each structure the appliedl actions con-
sisted of the axial prestresslng force and a nomentt
due to the eccentrlcity of the prestressing force,
about the horizontal centroialal axis. Five separate
analyses were done for each spân hrith an asaumed
value of the prestressing force applied to individ-
ual girders for each of the five analyses. Results
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fro¡n the five analyses were combineil using various
percentages of prestressing force for indívidual
girders and conbining the prestress with stresses
due to the varíous loailing condítions until the re-
quíred prestressing force in each girder was deÈer-
¡nined. Nornal losses due to shrinkage and creep
were also considered.

Special attention Ìras given to the torsional
noments ín the girders that were caused by the grav-
ity loads acting on the curved' continuousr grid
systems and by "the eccentricíty and change in direc-
tion of the prestressing force. Additional mild
steel reinforcement, in the form of stirrups anil
longitudinal reinforce¡nentr was used ethere nee¿led to
accommodate the stresses causecl by the torsíona1
noments.

Conventional ilesign procedures were use¿l in se-
lecting the reinforcement an¿l prestressing tendons
for the deck cornponents. The prestressed deck pan-
els were designed to support the full dead load of
the deck ancl to act in a conposite manner with the
cast-in-place topping to carry the superixnposetl dlead
and live loads. AÀsHTo HS20 loading was used as the
design live load for the deck. PennDOT specifica-
tions and design standards were used to select con-
crete components and reinforce¡nent for the deck.

FÀBRICATION AND ERECTION

The twenty-five individual girders were fabricated
by SchuylkilL Products fnc., at their Cressona,
Pennsylvania, plant. steel forms were used on the
tr¡o sÍdes and botton of the girders and Styrofoarn
was used to forn the internal voids. Reinforcement
rras preassernbled into cages and secured ín the
forrns. Polyethytene post-tensioning ducts were useil
for the rnultistrand tendons. Because the tendons
could not be bonded to the girder concrete except at
the internal and cast-in-p1ace diaphragms' care was
taken to electricatly insulate the tendons to reduce
the possibí1ity of corrosion. Fabrication nethods
used in producing the girders are shown in Figures 7

through 10.
Lifting hooks were provided at the internal dia-

phragns that were closest to the balance Points of
the girders. After the plant Post-tensioning was
appLied the girders were noved from the casting bed
and stockpiled. À1I girders were shippe¿l by truck
fro¡n the Cressona plant to the construction site at
Phlladelphia' a distance of approximately 94 miles.
Large tractors with hydraulically steerable dollies
hrere used to transport the girders, sorne of which
weighed I15 tonsr were 147 ft longr and had a maxi-
mum shipping width of t3 ft 6 irf. and a shipping
height of 12 ft. To equalize tire loads'and elini-
nate static overturning monent' the girders were
loadert so that their wèight was transferred to the
vehicle through their balance points. the size anil
rnagnitude of the loaals dictateal use of a vehicle
with eight axles and thirty wheels.

The individual girders etere set ín position on
the piers and tetnporary torque forces \rere applied
at the girder ends to counteract the ¡îoment due to
the curvature of the girders. Àfter the girders had
been set in place the external díaphragns vtere
ptaced. Post-tensioning was then applied to the
gritl framework consisting of the continuous girilers
and the external diaphragrns. The conduits housing
the tendons were filled with grout to act as corro-
sion protection for the prestressing steel.

construction of the deck follol{ed the normal Pro-
cedure for decks with partial depth prestressed
panels. The 2.5-in.-thíck 8-ft-wide panels were set
to gratle on grout haunches. The haunches were
placed using tirnber forms bolted to the sides of the
box girdlers and inserts cast into the concrete.

FIGURE 7 Steel forms with reinforcement and voids in place.
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FIGURE B Placing tendons for post-tensioning in plant.
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FIGURE 9 Post-tensioning in plant before shipping.

FIGURE 10 Completed girder being prepared for shipment to
bridge site.
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After the prestressed panels were placed, the top
mat of reinforcing steel was set anal the cast-in-
place concrete topping was placed using conven-
tional screedlng and finishing equipment.

The cast-in-pIâce concrete topping was placeal in
segnents along the length of the contlnuous spans
vrith the fírst plaeenent being ¡nade in the positive
moment portions of the continuous structures. This
was follor+ed by placement of the deck concrête over
the piers in the negative noment portions. Addi-
tional longitudinal reinforcing steel was used in
the deck slab in the negative moment areas to reiluce
cracking ¿lue to the tensile sÈresses in the slab an¿l
tops of the girders. Concrete and reinforcê¡nent for
the parapets and safety curbs were placed in the
conventional manner using standard forrning tech-
niques.

SU}IMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

Continuous. curved, prestresse¿l concrete bridges can
be built econonicalJ.y using a combination of plant
and fleld post-tensioning. Prefabrication of large
girders is necessary to reduce field labor, con-
struction time, and costs. Current technology an¿l
modern equipnent allov, plant fabrication and ship-
ment of girders that are 160 ft long and weigh 90
tons.

Proper analysis and design of curvedr continuous,
prestrêssed concrete bri¿lges is essential to achieve
proper behavior of the completed structure. CIosê
cooperation among the fabricator, erector, anil ile-
signer is necessary to prêvent overstressing any of
the cornponents during the fabrication ancl erection
process. Ingenuity is.required of all members of the
design¡ fabrication, and erection teams to develop
techniques that will reduce costs ancl assure good
strucÈural behavior of the bri¿lge.

Conventional nethods of ¡natrix anaLysis can be
used to fínd the dead and live loacl nonents, shearst
and torques in the prestressed grid. Care is re-
quired in evaluating the prestressing forces applied
as loads to the structural franework. It was ob-
served that the internal rnonents and torques !.eere
sensitive to slight discrepancies in the applied
loads. The complicate¿l geonetry of the frarnework
anplifies slight imbalances in the loads and results
in conputed torques and rnonents, of small nagnitude,
that do not agree with recognize¿l theory.

htblícation of this paper sponsored by Committee on Construction of Bridges
and Structures-
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Construction of Post-Tensioned Bridges in Germany

GUNTHER PLUEMER

ABSTRÀCT

A systern for proilucing crack-free pre-
stressed concrete by avoiding the tempera-
ture differentials due to escaping heat of
hydration and sunshine is discussed. A
alescriptíon of girder productíon is followed
by a report on slab productlon. The require-
ment of the strictest possible honogeneity
of girclers and slab is covered, and the
structural, organizationalr and economic
advantages of the systen are enumerated. If
applied according to specifications, this
systern produces craclsless prestressed con-
crete of such densíty anal appearance that
alnost no maintenance is required. The
system also yields consíderable savings in
material, labor, and overhead.

concrete, an artificial conglonerater has been in
existence for more than 4,000 yeârs. Until about
trdo centuries ago the high compressive strength of
its main ingreclientr the aggregater could not be
Èaken advantage of because of the 1ow conpressive
strength of its other ingredient, the biniling agent.

The development of modern cenent was a great
improvetnent. It increased the comPressive strength
of the binding agent to approximateLy .half that of
the average aggregate, which neets most require-
ments. Unfortunately' concrete cannot withstand
tension and therefore cannot endure bending. Wher-
ever particular tensile stresses occur they result
in cracks.

A century and a half ago Sir Marc I. Brunel
thought of taking up the tensile share of a concrete
section by iron rods and thus becarne the first per-
son to apply the idea of reinforced concrete. It is
now knor¡n that reinforced concrete does not fulfitL
its original purpose: reinforcernent does not prevent
cracking of concrete.

À further attempt to eliminate cracks r¡as made
about 50 yeärs later by P.H. Jackson of san Fran-
cisco. Because the tensile strength of rebars is
scarceÌy useil unless the concrete has cracke¿I, Jack-
son tried to prestress them, but the attempt failed
because the prestress was reduced to almost nothing
by shrinking antl creeping of the concrete. Jacksonrs
íclea was finally realized by E. Freyssinet who in-
troduced the first useful stressing systen antl built
the first prestressed concrete bridge in 1939 near
oelde in Westphalia. This wâs nade possible by the
alevelopnent of high-gra¿le steel.

Modern reinforcing steel has such high tensile
strength that not one-tenth of its aLlowable tension
is usetl if the concrete is not cracked--and cracked
concrete is precisely nhat reinforcenent was in-
tended to prevent.

After world l!¡ar II, when nany bridges ín Germany
had been ¿lestroyeal and the price of steel rose enor-
mouslyr prestressed concrete experienced a veritable
boo¡n. At the same time statically indeterminate
systems beca¡ne popular. fmpressed \dith the possi-
bilities of the latter, (e.9., continuous steel
girders, or rigid franes, or boxes) rnost englneers
tried to conbine the two by dleveloping methods for
building continuous prestressed concrete structures.

Unfortunatelyr none of the methods yielded crack-

free concrete. Because nobody knew what caused
cracks they were considered inevitable. One rnight
as well accept cracks and enjoy the fringe benefits
of prestressing, such as larger spans or tnore
slender bea¡ns. The idea of crack-free prestressed
concrete was gradually foigotten.

A similar fate befell an article by philipp
Schreck (!) wherein he exposed the causes of cracks:
the temperature differentials due to escaping heat
of hydration and to sunshine. In a later supplenent
he proved that crackless continuous prestressed
concrete structures cannot be built econo8ically.
This article too nent unheeded by the profession.

Schreck was undaunted and finally realized Jack-
sonrs idea. Schreck developed a constructíon sysÈen
that, by avoíding the aletrinental effects of tenper-
ature differentlals, produces crack-free prestressed
concrete in the field and elirninates nost problens
associated with concrete bridges. Although cracks
in reinforced concrete tend to be sonenhat evenly
distributed, rather numerous, ând therefore narrow,
theory tells us that with prestressed concrete just
the opposite is true. Cracks occur in prestressed
concrete in small numbers, are comparatively wide,
and appear close to the supports. Such cracks are
an effect of the tlro tenperature dífferentials rnen-
tioned previously.

The notion of evenly distributed cracks in a
continuous prestressed concrete structure is a pipe
tlrearn. Four conditíons would have to be fulfilled:

I. The tension at the underside of the menber
would have to be constanti

2. The critical tension that induces cracking of
the concrete woulil have to be constanti

3. The shear between grout and tendon and be-
tween rebars anil concrete would have to be constant;
and

4. The sectional area of reinforcenent and of
prestressing steel would have to be constant.

Note that none of these con¿litions is fulfilled in
current practice.

Another point tnust be considered: A steel bridge
announces íts failure far in advance by visibLe
alteratíons that allow its remaining service life to
be determinecl fairly correctly. In contrast¡ pEê-
diction of the tine of rupture of a tendon ín a
prestressed concrete bridge is virtüally impossible.
This implies that, if such a bridge hâs cracks,
there is a constant danger of í¡nminent collapse.

During the development of his system Schreck
found, by theoretical deduction as well as by trial
and error, that to avoid cracks each menber of a
prestresse¿l concrete structure ¡nust be designe¿l and
treated as homogeneously as possible in all re-
specÈs. This most important and peremptory condition
explains the sinplicity of the system (G. Pluemer,
The viaduct System, presented at annual neetíng of
TRB Conmittee on Construction of Bridges and Struc-
tures, washingtonr D.C., January 20, 19821.

GIRDER PRODUCTION

The temperature differentials due to escaping heat
of hydration and to sunshine affect structurally
indeterninate systens of considerable height, such
as box girders and continuous structures. This led
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to using only sinple T-beans. Although the construc-
tion height of the girders nay amount to I/L6, I/IS,
or even I/L4 of the span, the thickness of the slab
may vary only fron 24 to 28 cm, \rith negligible
temperature difference betereen top and bottom. Ànd
although the girders span lengthlrise fron pier to
pier, the slab spans crosswise fron girder to
girder. this distinetion between the two components
of a T-beam is clearly reflected in the separate
production of girders and slab.

The use of a structurally determinate system a1I
but eliminates the effect of the tenperature differ-
ential due to sunshine. This leaves the problem of
the escaping heat of hydration. Cotnnon sense as
well as experience indicate that forced changes in
the temperature of a concrete menber, such as cool-
ing its outside wíth cold v¡ater or heating it with
stean, do not prevenÈ a detrinentally large tenpera-
ture difference between the outside and the core.

The safest and most practicable way to avoid
temperature differentials is to heat the outsitle of
the conèrete mernber with $¡arm air thät, thanks to
the development of unit heaters that use all kinds
of fuel, is very economical and easy to ¿lo. A holl-ow
steel forn is required to serve as a vrarm aír duct,
and thermostats must be i¡nbedded in the concrete
section to nonítor the unit heaters. The eralls
pointing away fron the future girder must be insu-
l-ated; this is nost readily achieved by spraying
their inside rdith plastic foan.

No falsework is neetled because the doubte-walled
forn is self-supporting. To give it even more
strength and the necessary camber, the form is pre-
stressable. Inside the naII facing the future girder
are extra-heavy-duty vibrators that can be activated
indivídual]-y f.or external co¡npaction. The bottom
plate, rigidly connecting the two side parts, is
âlso double walled and foam ínsulated. The top of
either síde part is secured by removable railings.
The gap between the two can be closed by ínsulated
flaps and the ends can be close¿l by special plates
designe¿l to support the anchorage bearings.

The whole apparatus thus serves as

t. A form for the girders,
2.. Its ol¡n falsework,
3. A compactíng Èoo1,
4. À heating device,
5. A curing container,
6. Shuttering gear,
7" An adjusting utensÍI,
8. A working space, an¿l
9. A footbridge.

The girders have a cross section like an inverted
T. They consist of a web ånd a bottom flange. The
latter stands out 45 cm on either siile of the web.
The flange slopes outward erith a pitch of I tlegrees
ancl has an average thickness of 25 cn. The r¡eb has
a thickness of 30 or 35 cn, naking the flange 1.20
or 1.25 n wide. The height of the v¡eb depends, of
course, on the span length. The top of the web
ends, ternporarily, at about the level of the under-
side of the future deck. For subsequent connection
of the web and ¿leck tvro parallel rows of stirrups
shapecl like inverte¿l Urs stick out of the web. With
the exception of a slight widening at both en¿ls, to
accommodate the anchor pLatês, the cross section of
the girder is cônstant throughout its entire length.

The girders are cast in place onto the bearings.
These are of three kinds: (a) laninated steel-elas-
tomer defornable in all directions, (b) la¡¡inated
steel-elastorner that slide lengthwise, and (c) lami-
nated steel-elastomer that are adjustable length-
wise. The adjustment of (c) is done by turning
bolts and can be done under full load. To fâcíIitate
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retnoval of the for¡n its bottom part ís slotted at
the bearings, and the slot is closed wíth adjustable
plates on high-speed bolts.

Two transportation trusses, 1.5 spans long, ¡nove
the equiprnent forward into the next fíeld where it
serves as â gang\ray fron pier to pier and as a erork-
ing platform for the assembly of the reinforeing
cage. Because the latter is too vrobbly to be picked
up at the ends, it is hooked onto the reinforcenenÈ
carrier, a prestressed lightweight truss. A pair of
hoisting frames affords verticâl an¿l lateral ¡nove-
nent of the equipnent, which is conpleteil by an air
compressor and a group of unit heaters with flexible
ducts.

First the bearings are set on their concrete pads
ancl the bottom part of the form is installed around
thern. Then one side part is connected to the bottom
and the form is oiled very lightly. In the neantime
the rèlnforcing cage including conduits has been
assenbled at the working. ptatforn on top of the
transportation trussesi it is now lifte¿f into place
by the reinforce¡nent carrier. Then the other si¿te
part of the form is ¡noved over and connected to the
botto¡n. After setting of the en¿l plates and connec-
tion of the anchors thereto, the form is linkeil up
lrith heater and compressor and is ready to be pre-
s tressed.

The concrete should at least be B 35 with a 28-
day cornpressive strength of 51000 psi. Usually B 45
with 6,500 psi is used, but an intermediate vâlue of
B 42 wÍth 6,000 psi will suffice in rnost cases. The
aggregate shoul<l be of constant mix, quality, and
Lov¡ ce¡nent demand. The water-to-cenent raÈio should
be around 0.38; additives shouLd be avoided.

The concrete ís pumped into the form in the
afternoon. The depositing starts at the far, or
front, end and proceeds without interruptíon to the
near end of the girder, so that there is no workingjoint whatsoever. Vibrators are individually acti-
vated as reguired to conpact the concrete without
segregation.

After the top has been covered by the flaps the
new girder is cornpletely enclosed and ínsulated so
that curing is not influenced by the weather. when
the concrete temperature rises, due to hydration of
the cetnenÈ, the unit heaters are autonatically
switched on and wartn air is circulated through the
hoLlog¡ form parts so that the temperature of the
core and the outer layers ríses simultaneously. In
thís way a te¡nperature differential due to escaping
heat of hydration is avoided because the heat cannot
escape. In fact, there is a heat gain that accel-
erates the hy¿lration and thus the curing. This in
turn speeds up the hardening of the concrete so that
it reaches a rather high strength ¡nuch earlier than
under nornal circumstances. Note that the nâjor
purpose of the war¡n air is to cause an even increase
in tenperature over the whole cross section. Faster
curing is merely an additional bonus.

Shortly before midnlght, when the girder has
reache¿l its peak tenperature, the unit heaters are
turned off autonatically. Àfter that the temperature
starts to fall very slowly. Although it took about
6 hours for the temperature to rise to maxinun, it
takes at least 6 days or longer for it to cone down
to anbient level. flowever, 14 hours after pouring,
the concrete has attained 55 to 65 percent of its
28-¿lay strength. Not only can the form be removed,
the girder can be partiaÌIy prestressed; and it is
noer strong enough to be exposetl to the air without
darnage.

This is the nost inportant monent in the life of
the girder. Renetnber that the forn itself was pre-
stressed, gíving it a canber to ¡nake up for the
added vreight of the girder, the slab, and part of
the traffic load. Nosr, before renoval, thê form is
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slowLy relieved of that stress whlle the gírder is
just as slowIy and simuÌtaneously partly pre-
stressed. Thls avoids all vertical and lateral
novenent that r¡ouLd be detrÍmental to the young
concrete. The new girder has been minutely shortened
and the forn has been considerably extended. Thus
they cone âpart by the¡nselves wlthout application of
external force. this explains why the systen can
afford wide botton flanges with a slight slope.

One side and the botton part of the forn are noe,
shoved lnto position for the next girder, and the
other side part is lifted up and over the finished
gírder and placed next to the first side and bottom
part. The inside is swept clean andl oiled lightly,
the nen reinforcing cage is dropped in, the forrn is
closed and prestressed, and so forth. By afternoon
the next girder can be cast. One girder is produceil
per day.

When all girders of a span are finished, the
transportation trusses are shoved over the front
pier into the next fleld. They are then lined up
with two adjacent new girclers to form a two-span
rail on which all the other equipment is rolled
forward by casters and trucks. For this purpose the
crossrails of the hoisting fra¡nes are lowered Èo
lower their center of gravity.

The whole nove takes about I working day, but to
stay on the safe siale 2 days are usually allocatecl.
The handling of a1l the equiprnent for girder produc-
tion normally requires four trained rnen and one
helper.

SLÀB PRODUCTION

Àbout a week later, as soon as the girders are fulty
prestressed and the equipment for their production
has cleared the span, the driveway slab is built in
daíly increments. Wíthin any span the number of
theae segments equals the number of girders plus
two, so that the speed of deck production coincides
iùith that of girder production. On a bridge 15 m

wide, for example,3 girders and therefore 3 days
are required; 2 days are scheduled for the nove into
the next fielcl. This makes 5 days per span, . so
there rùill be 5 daíIy segments.

The najor part of the equipnent for slab produc-
tíon is the ¡novable platforn. Its front part is a
little longer than a daily segment ancl nade of rough
boards. It serves as a stage for the reinforcing of
the deck. Its hind part is exactly one segnent long
and lined with eiÈher sheet metal or Duraply. It
serves as a forn for the sIãb. The whole movable
platfortn is divided lengthnise into strips. Those
in the center are located between the girders; the
outer t$¡o for the overhanging parts of the slab are
supported by suspension trusses, which are light-
weight steel space franes. The front ends of the
Èrusses hang frorn the crossboom, a king post steel
truss running on the wêbs of the girdlers between the
stirrups¡ and their rear ends hang from cantilever
carts that roll on the finished slab. The platforÍr
is built on wooden joists and blocking and is sup-
ported by steel forn cârts that run on casters on
the botton flanges of the girders and are a¿ljustable
in height by jacks.

When the slab section of the previous day has
attained the necessary strength and shen the rein-
force¡nent for the nen segnent has been prepared an¿l
te¡nporarily suspended, the whole novable platforrn is
lowered and rolled forward two increments so that ít
is in front of the reinforcement and ful1y acces-
sible. The front part, the working stage, ís svrept
shile the rear part, the for¡n, is cleaned and oiled.
Then the platforn is ro11ed back one increment, so
that the forn is now underneath the reinforcement,
and raÍsed into posltíon. Thereafter the ternporary
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suspension of the reinforcenent is renoved, the new
workÍng joint is set with a slotted board, and the
for¡n is adjusted to the gírders. The next segrnent
can now be cast.

Punping of the concrete takes place in the early
afternoon. The segnent is divided into several
subsections the size of the vacuun equípnent. First
the concrete ís distributed by spade and shuffle;
therefore it has a \rater-to-cenent ratio of 0.42.
Then it is conpacte¿l by bottle vibrators until it is
of norrnal density, rather even, and about 0.25 inch
too thick. Now a motor screed is passed slordly over
the concrete. The screed runs on adjustable steel
straightedges and gives the slab the specified slope
and an evenness unobtainable nanua1ly. It condenses
the concrete a second time to 0.L25 inch above de-
sÍgn thickness.

The third conpaction is achieved by the vacuutn
technique. The concrete is covered with a two-ply
maÈ, the bottorn layer of whlch is perforated so
finely that air or nater can seep through it but
cement cannot. The top layer ís airtíght, and its
ri¡n is carefully pressed down. A transparent hose
connects the vacuum nat to a suction punp hrith a
nater meter. Vfithin 20 tO 25 ¡ninutes betneen 10 and
15 percent of the erater is extrâcted from the con-
crete that thus 1oêes around 1.5 percent in volume
and attains the specified thickness.

While the first subsection is vacuum treated, the
second section is poured, distributed, vibrated, and
screeded. In this rnanner one subsection after the
other is cast. Subsequently each subsection is
finished with a skí¡n floater, a rotating power
trowel. to get a specially dense and smooth surface.
Finally the nev¡ segnent is covered with burtap and a
tarpaulin to protect it frorn the weather and to
prevent cooling of the surface. The nhole procedure
takes about 2 hours. Around noon the next day the
concrete has attained the necessary strength ând the
process begins agaín. Another 24 hours later the
segment can be post-tensioned and driven over by
heavy equipnent. The handling of the cornplete outfit
for slab production norrnally requires five trained
men and one helper.

HOMOGENEITY

This system offers a nunber of advantages in design,
calculatlon, estimatíon, implenentation, organiza-
tion, logistics, handling of equipnent, and conpre-
hensibility for all persons involveil because of its
arnazing simplicity and--ín the broadest sense of the
word--its honogeneity. Ilomogeneity of material is
important. The concrete of the girders is treated
differently than that of the slab. The former has a
\dater-to-cement (w,/c) ratio of 0.38 and is conpacted
once externally, and the latter has a w,/c ratío of
0.42 and is compacted three times: first internally
by hand vibrators, then externally by ¡notor screed,
and finally by water extraction. But the result is
the same: the loss of l0 percent of the water gets
¡-l:.e w/c râtio do!¡n from 0.42 to 0.38, and the den-
sity of both girder and slab is about 3 percent
greater thân that of concrete that was merely hand
vibrated.

Research on vacuun dewatering has been done at
the U.S. Bureau of Reclarnation; the Chalners Insti-
Èute of Technology at cöteborg¡ Sweden; and at the
Technical University of Hannover, cermany. The
f indings were inpressive.

1. fn a custornary concrete slab the wrlc ratio
increases from bottom to top and the strength de-
creasesi therefore t.he surface is less dense than
the undersÍde. fn a vacuum treated slab the w/c
ratio decreases from botton to top and the strength
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increases; therefore the surface is denser than the
underside. skim floating can only be done with
vacuum treated concretei custonary green concrete is
much too soft before setting, and after setting it
is too hard.

2. Perneability is cut 60 percent with each
percent of increase in density. If a concrete is
made 3 percenÈ denser, its perrneability is cut to
0.4 x 0.4 0.4 = 0.064 or 6.4 percent. The additional
skim floating reduces it further to about 5 percent.
This was corroborated by numerous tests in which
custornary concrete sho\ded a erater penetration of 20
mn but vacuum treated concrete was permeate¿l less
than I nn.

3. The vacuum does not remove air fro¡n the con-
crete, but it expands the individual bubbles due to
Ioss of pressure. when the voids are enlarged the
air therein gets thinner. Frost resistance of the
concrete thereby is increased considerably withouÈ
raising the air demand.

4. As a result of the triple treatment (screed-
ingr dewatering, and skim floating) the surface not
only gets stronger, denser, and less permeable but
also ¡nore wear resistant. Thís is a rather important
feature to the traffÍc engi.neer if it causes a deck
to last three, four, or even fíve times longer.

5. Carbonization of the cement by reaction vtith
the carbon monoxide of the surrounding air is re-
tarded by the cube of the lo$rering of the w,/c ratio.
If the latter fs cut in half, the edifíce lasts I
times longer; if it is reduced by two-thirds, the
duration increases 27-fold. obviously, even a slight
realuction is signÍficant.

6. The strength attained by custo¡nary concrete
after 28 ilays is reached after 1 week by dewatered
concreter and after 28 days is surpassed fro¡n 20 to
30 percent.

More test6 have been made \rith si¡nilar results:
shrinking and creeping are reduced considerably,
there is no edge rising of slabs, the ¡nethocl is
applicable to vertical or curvecl surfaces, antl so
forÈh.

The resistance of derdatered concrete to extreme
changes in a¡nbient tenperature and trenendous pres-
suro is demonstrateil by the fact that it was used to
line the fire chanber and exhaust tunnels of the
space shuttle launching pad at Vandenberg, Ca1if.,
where the ternperature reaches 6r0000 F.

Just as important as hornogeneity in naterial is
constancy in all other respects. It hâs alrea¿ly
been ¡nentionetl that, ¡{ith the exception of a slight
widening at the encls of the lrebs to accornmodate the
anchor pLaÈes, there is no enlargenent or reduction
of the girders; there are no cutouts; there are no
crossbeans¡ there are no diaphragms.

Constancy in statics means a structurally ¿leter-
rninate systent an elastic cross section, not a rigid
onei and no constraints. That is why this systetn
uses simple beans, a T-beârn section, and direct,
three-dimensíonally elastic bearings.

Constancy in function means clear differentÍation
of the carrying direction of the me¡nbers. The
gírders are prestresse¿l longitudinalJ-y, but the slab
is prestressed transversely. Continuous structures,
both T-bean and box girder, under average loading
conclitions have positive monents in the fíeld and
negative ones over the supports. Ideally, the super-
structure should be upside down. But because such a
structurally correct solution is rather irnpractical,
it ís replaced by heavy reinforcing over the sup-
ports. The concrete is thicker an¿l proportionâtely
nore mil¿l steel is used. This system is utterly
heterogeneous.

Ilornogeneity in treatment during construction
means steady and even pouring, conclensing, heating,
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and cooling of the concrete until it has attained
the sÈrength necessary to withstand any deviation.
It neans no novement, neither ïertical nor lateralt
during removal- of for¡ns. Transfer of carrying func-
tion from form to girder should be conpensated by
tenporary shoring or by partial prestressing. goiro-
geneity means no transport of the nember because
that requires measures (such as a nakeshift upper
flange or special reinforcement) that ]-ater oD¡
under service conditions, have no function whatso-
ever. The transport itself is expensive and consti-
tutes a stress to which young concrete shoultl not be
subjected. Homogeneity also means gradual loading,
with a safe time lag between increasing strength and
corresponcling stress. ÀI1 these requirenents are
met by the systen discusseil herein.

Homogeneity in behavior under service load ¡neans
constancy of structural contlitions. This requirement
automatically excludes use of the continuous beam
because of the reversal of nonents and consequent
wrong positlon of tendons as well ¿rs because of
consideratlonE of inversion and continuity.

STRUCTURAI] ADVANTÀGES

Forty-eighÈ hours after production the slab is fully
integrated into the T-beam section. Creeping of the
girder causes the ilaily working joints to be pressed
togêther. There is also a transfer of stresses from
the neb to the deck that takes over its share of t.he
compressive zone. The effective width of this upper
flange is t2 tirnes its thickness plus the width of
the rdeb, namely 3.60 rn or three tines as wide as the
lower flange. Because the latter is situated within
the precompressed tensiLe zone its area ls atlequate
to rdithstand that precompression. ft is built
rathêr shallow and 1.20 rn wide for three reasons:
First ít raíses the nonent of inertia (I) of the
concrete sectíon. Second ít allows the lower two
tendons to spread apart I.00 m center to center so
that the next pair may come down all the way; this
increases the value of both r* and ru,. Third it
affords a track for the for¡n carté an¿l other
equipnent.

Another way to considerably raise the Ix is an
Íncrease in construction height because height
enters the fornula by the thir¿l power. For aesthetic
reasons the height should not surpass I/L2 of. Èhe
span and not fall short of 1,/I8. The mean value of
l/I5 of the span length turned out to be the rnost
effectíve and economic. The result is a wide flange
sectlon, with a high nonent of inertia, made of a
¡naterial \rith a high ¡nodulus of elasticity.

Naturally such a bea¡n has a rather low deflection
and consequently an egually s¡nall end rotation, less
than half that of a standar¿l precast girder. This
in turn sharply reduces the negative noments within
the slab that is continuous over the piers. The gap
between the girders is 50 cm or L ft I in. The bond
between girder and sLab is broken on either side for
another 50 cn. Thus the slab is given 1.50 tn or 5
ft 0 in. for slight negative bentling. Vlithin this
stretch it is reinforced a little rnore with mild
steel in both directions, and the transverse pre-
stressing tendons are cLoser than along the major
part of the span where they usually are installed at
I.00 n center to center. A thickening of the slab
is unnecessary, so it too is constant Èhroughout the
length of the bridge. The only heterogeneities are
the expansion joints that occur at intervals of
approxinately 300 neters or Lr000 feet.

The goal of the system is to construct crackless
concrete. One more way to avoiil cracks is full
prestressing. This ¡neans that each member is under
constant compression in its particular carrying
direction and that tensile sÈresses in other direc-
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tions within the concrete, if they occur at all, are
Ii¡¡itecl in origin, tine¡ location, and intensity,
never surpassing the altowable tensile strength of
the concrete di¡nínishecl by a substantial safety
factor.

In prestressed crack-free concrete the slack
reinforcement contributes less than 5 percent to the
tensile strength of thè tnenber, and prestressing
steel is rnore than five times rnore effective than
slack reinforcenent. ft therefore rnakes neither
structural nor econonic sense to replace part of the
prestressing steel by slack reinforcement or to
partially stress reinforced concrete. There is no
continuous transition fro¡n reinforced concrete, via
restricted prestressing, to fuIly prestressed con-
crete. One cannot mix cracked concrete with crack-
Iess concrete.

Furthernore, the systèm uses fu1l Ëond. pre-
stressing steel wíthout bond 'does not participate
in transfer of stresses, nor contribute to the Iími-
tation of the wiilth of cracks" (2), and it contríb-
utes not at aI1 to their avoidance. The syste¡n also
u6es subsequent bond, or post-tensioning, because
innediate bonil, or pretensioning, is suited only for
the precasting of parts that are limited in size and
purpose.

The continuiÈy of concreting ensures homogeneous
material. Each girder is cast in a single operation,
and the slab is built in successive portions srnall
enough to be easily and quickly handled by the crew.
While the girders are stilL relatively \darm the deck
is built at a considerably lower temperature level
that, by transfer of heat frorn slab to web, åverts
the danger of cracks due to temperature differential.

ORGANIZATIONAL ADVANTAGES

This systen is extrenely industrialized, which means
it achieves the largest output possible by enploying
the fewest personnel and least eguipnent possible
and keeping then both constantly busy. The produc-
tion cycle is as short as the material allows, and
its course is fully adapted to the final product.
Àny and all operations that are not absolutely nec-
essary are avoided, thus considerably reducing their
nunber. Finally the system is as simple and as
clearly arranged as possible. Five men handle the
equipment for girder production, six nen that for
building the deck¡ inclucling the supervisor this
nakes one dozen people.

Once the equipnent ís mounte¿l it is easy to
handLe; it is self-propeltíng, so to speak. No
heavy hoisting gear is required. For a 140-ft span
the equipment neighs less than 100 metric tons or
220 kips. The heaviest part, one side of the forn,
weighs approxinately 26 tons or 57 kips compared
with thê 113 tons or 250 kips of a gírder.

Because of the special treatnent of the concrete,
the production cycle can be set at 24 hours for the
girders as \reI1 as for the s1ab. Day after day both
crews perform the same \dork. Every day the same
equipnent is handled at the same hour. Day after
clay the satne type and änount of tnaterial are nee¿led
at the same ti¡ne.

Because the slab can be driven over níth heavy
equipment 2 days after pouring, all supplies can be
brought ín over the bri¿tge ítse1f. The systen ís
fully indepen¿lent of the ground unclerneath, which
needs never agaín be touche¿l once the substructure
is finished.

Reinforcing is easy: there are only four sizes of
rebars, and more than half i¡f them are straight and
uncut. Most bent bars are used over and over with
regular spacing. The number of conduits is rela-
tively small and their positioning not at all prob-
lenatic because there ís no inversion¡ this also
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alleviates installation of the tendons. There are
no coupler joints.

Because the system is repetltious, rational, and
easily understood, break-in of the crew is fast and
unconplicated. The sarne holds true for alI other
people involved. The remarkable sirnplicity of the
system results in considerable facilitation of the
engineerrs task: designr cal.culation, and supervi-
sion are nuch easier. Estinating, bídding, sched-
uling, organizing, implementing, settling of ac-
counts, and dealing with subcontractors are easy for
the contractor. Ànd, of course, the job is just as
easily nanageable for the owner.

ECONOMIC ADVANTÀGES

That a sinple constructíon metho¿l like the one de-
scribed herein yields savings in material, Iabor,
overhead, and maintenance is not at all astonishing.
The rnagnitude of these savings can be illustrated by
a conparison of tero different designs for the super-
structure of a tlpical bridge, that across the 150-
ft deep Waldnaab VaIIey near the town of $feiden,
Gerrnany. It has I spans 140 ft 3 in. long, a con-
struction height of 9 ft 0 in., and a width of 46 ft
0 in., with 3 girders per span at 15 ft 4 in. on
centers. fhis bridge was designed and coste¿l out as
a continuous box and as sirnple T-bean aecording to
the systen described here (Table 1). The latter was
executed.

TABLE I Comparison of Continuous Box and Simple T-tseam

Continuous
Box

T-Beam as

Percent of
Simple Continuous
T-Beam Box

Conc¡ete B 45 (yd3 lft2 )
Reirforcing steel (lblf{) 

^Post-tensioned steeÌ (lb/ftr)
Longitudinal
Transverse

Working time (tu/ft2)
Maxìmum compression (psi)
Du¡ing construction
In-service

Maximum diagonal tension (psi)

0.058 68.5
5 .7 46.7

2.9 87.5
0.96 62.7
0.093 50.0

800 22.4
t,203 55.3
52 36.0

0.085
t2.3

3.3
1.54
0.186

3,510
2,115
145

The continuous box must endurê two-thirds rnore
conpression duríng construction than under serviee
condítions, but the sirnple T-beam nust endure one-
third 1ess. Under servíce conditions the maxi¡nu¡n
compression in the sirnple T-bean is only half that
in the contínuous box, the díagonal tension rnerely
one-thi.ril. Because the concrete of girders and slab
is of such density and appearance that it reguires
neither finishing nor upkeep, naintenance is prac-
tically niL.

If applied correctly an¿l executed in the right
manner, this system guarantees a superstructure
¡{ithout cracks, thereby avoiding nost of the pr'ob-
Ìe¡ns encountered with prestressed concrete today.
This systen also costs less both initially and ln
the long run.

CONCI,USION

Cracks are by no means inevitable, but they are
fatally dangerous to prestressed concrete bridges.
There is no rday to predict the tine of failure of
such structures. Narrow cracks are barely less
perilous than wider ones because their width in-
creases in tirne. There is no way to distribute then
evenly over a continuous prestressed concrete girder.
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Because cracks are dangerous they must be
avoidleil. Prestressed concreter by virtue of its
definition and of the idea which te¿l to its inven-
tion, has no cracks. To avoid cracks need not nec-
essarily be expensive.

The systen described in this Paper produces
crack-free concrete econonically. The success of
the system is demonstrated by the bridges that have
been built using it.
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Rehabilitation of Steel Truss Bridges Using a

Superimposed Arch System

ROBERT J. BRUNGRABER and JAI B. KIM

ÀBSTRACT

A systen for reinforcing steel truss brídges
has been developed. The systern consists of
superimposed arches with hangers supporting
the existing floor beans, which rnay be rein-
forced or replaced nith new ones' as weLl as
additional internediate floor bearns. To
date this system has been applied to three
oridges ranging in span fron 74 to 136 ft.
The first application was to a Loo-year-oldr
74-f.t Prâtt truss bridge at CoudersPort'
Pennsylvanía. For a total cost of $621000,
including painting of the bridge' the
borough of Cou¿lersport was able to increase
the posted weight limit of the bridge fron 3

to 20 tons. Given reasonable routine main-
tenance, the bridge could proviile servlce
for another I00 years. During the installa-
tíon of the reinforcing systen, $¡hich took 3

weeks, traffic flow was rnaintained.

In the g.S. híghway netwôrk there are still nany
steel ancl Ìrrought-iron truss britlges of the prefab-
ricated, pin-connected type built cluring a 50-to-60-
year periotl around the turn of the century. These
bridges were designed for loads considerably lighter
than the AASHTO H-20 or HS-20 loadings' to say noth-
ing of the trucks that are permitted and conte¡n-
plated on our Interstate systen. over the years
1ittle has been done to inprove the carrying capac-
ity of these bridgesi in fact' accidents ancl limited
¡naintenance have usually led to serious ¿leterio-
ration.

There ís arnple eviclence that tnany steel truss
bridges on secondary highways and local roads are in
need of replacement or major structural repair.
These.truss bridges typically hâve pin connections'

and rust as weII as corrosion and fatigue damage to
the ping and the eyes of the truss ¡nenbers cannot be
detecte¿l. It is clear that all of these bridges
cannot be replaced andl that the problen is r¡orsen-
ing. When resources are lirniteil, all brldges, par-
ticularly aged onesr should be looked after. Thus a
cost-effective prograrn of reinforcement and rehabíl-
itation of these aging truss bridges is neecled.

The present procedure for deternining the maximu¡n
safe live toad capacity of existing brídges ls sup-
posed to consider the effect of ileteriorated por-
tions of the brlclge such as (a) rusteal andl dislo-
câte¿l end supports' (b) deforne¿l and corrodeil
menbers, (c) stretched or otherttise loosenecl l-bars
that can no longer be counted on to carry Èheir
planned share of the loaal' and (d) inconsistent and
uncertain quality of the ¡naterial of the nembers.

The most critical regions, where most structures
fail, are the joints. These portions are virtually
impossible to inspect to deter¡nine the extent of
deteríoration. The only way to inspect such portions
accurately is to conpletely disas6enble the bridge
joints, which would typically require the disas-
se¡nb1y of the entire bridge. In the absence of such
detalled inspection an¿l evaluation of the joints'
the presently posted weight limits for steel truss
bridges are questionable, yet they severely linit
the utility of many of our rural roacls.

lttany of the o1d, locally owned brldges are nar-
rohr. Hohrever, there is little eviilence that serious
accidents occur on thesé bridges. prirnarily because
of the openness of the truss structure that pernits
easy visibility of onconing traffic and the low
volune of traffic on nosè of these bridges. Thgre-
fore it would be a low-priority use of public funds
to provide wider bridges at nany of these locations.
Many of the roads leading to these bridges are only
slightly wider than the briclges themselvesi provid-
ing a nodern-width, tyro-lane bridge çould nake
little practical sense.
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PROPOSED SOTUTION

Because it is virtuaLly. irnpossible to accurately
predict the carrying capaCìty of even an individual
rnenber, not to say an entire bridge, it rnakes 1ittle
practical sense to attenpt the repair of any but the
most obvi.ously cleficient nembers of a briclge. The
resultÍng increased weíght limit would stiIl be
highly uncer.tain and inadequate. What is needed is
the superposition of a new structural system that
¡vilL conpletely bl4lâss all existing ¡nembers and
joints except those that can be expected to reliably
carry modern loadings. The proposed reinforcenent
sche¡ne to íncrease the load carrying capacity an¿l to
extend the life of a truss bridge consists of

1. Superirnposed arches anchoreil to the existing
abutments, or piers, or both. If necessary the
píers and abutments are reinforced to resist the
thrust of the arches.

2. Àdditional fLoor bea¡ns and hangers rnidway
between existing floor bea¡ns.

3. Replacement or reinforcenent of existing
floor beans if they are deteriorated or overloaded.

4. Connection of the existing vertical nembers,
which now act as hangers, to the arches and to the
existing floor bea¡ns or replaced floor bea¡ns.

5. Àdditional stringers if neede¿I.

Because the existing truss systern, nith brace¿l
portals and lateral bracing in the planes of the top
and bottom chords¡ witl proviile lateral restraint
for the superinposed arches, the arches can be of
light rolled sections and thus quíte econonical.
Doubling the nu¡nber of floor beans, by adcling a new
floor beam betbeen each pair of existing floor
beâns, cuts the effective stringer span in half so
that live load noments are reduced by a factor of
tÌro and dead load monents are reduced by a factor of
four. Because the new and repLacenent floor beams
are instalLed frotn below, it is often possible to
use the existing deck and stringer system without
modification. Because the superimposed arches will
pick up all floor beqn loads, al| existing nembers
except the stringers and floor beans will be largely
relievecl of live load stresses. The arches can be
designed to be strong enough to carry both dead l-oad
and live loail forces. The hanger connections for
the new interrnedíate beans as well as for the exist-
ing or replaceÍrent beams completely blpass all of
the lower chorcl pin connections. Thus this rein-
forcenent sche¡ne $roulct provide structural integrity
even if existing bottom joint connections were to
fail. Ilrpica1ly, such joints consist of several
I-bars connected by a pin, and these botto¡n joints
are usually in the most serÍous condÍtion because of
their proxirnity to the bri¿lge roadway.

fn a test of a L-to-7 scale ¡nodel of a typical
bridge of this type, a sirnulateil truck load of 40
tons was supported by the arch system even after
both lower chords haal been severe¿l by the renoval of
a pin near midspan. The renoval of the pin caused
increased defortnations in the loa¿led nodel, but the
¡nodel did not colIapse.

Sot¡e aclvantages of the systern are that
1. Costs are reduced cornpared lrith replacernent

costs.
2. The reinforcing system can be designed to

increase the loatl carrying capacity to any ilesired
level so that, from the standpoint of structural
safetyr the bridge will be new.

3. By retlucing the span of the stringers, the
atresses in the floor system are reduced enough
that, in tnany cases, the floor and stringers need
tot be involved ín the rehabilitation.
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4. In contrast with replacenent bridges, the
rehabilitaÈed bridge involves no additionat en-
croachnent on the irraterway or changing of the ap-
proaches to acconmodate a higher roadway elevation.

5. The short construction period--the erection
of a typical span will take 2 to 3 weeks--rneans that
traffic can be rnaintained with littte or no inter-
ruption.

6. The critical pin connections in the botton
chorcls are cornpletely bypassed so that they are nuch
less likely to fail, by fatígue or other causes, and
failure of such a connection wiIl not affect thê
overall integrity of the bridge.

APPLICÀTION

The systen can best be described by referring to its
first application, a 74-ft-long pratt truss crossing
the upper reaches of the Allegheny River on Seventh
Street of Coudersport, pennsylvania. This briilge
was onê of two connecting a group of about tvrenty-
five homes to the rest of the borough. One bridge
had been closed because of extensive corrosion of
the stringers and floor beans, and the other, the
bridge in question, had had iÈs load linit reduced
!o 3 tons. Thus t*tis part of the borough was ef-
fectively without the services of fire trucks,
school buses, trash collection trucks, and large
delivery trucks such as those carrying heating oiI.
A new bridge, built to current standards of width,
was estinated to cost in excess of g180,000 and
would have required the conplete isolation of this
part of the com¡nuníty for at least several rnonths
while the old bridge was renoved and the replacement
installed. Also, to ¡naintain the necessary waterlray
opening with current standard bridge designs of
steel or concrete girders would have required
increasing the elevation of the approach roadways by
at least 2 or 3 feet. This v¡ould have caused
serious disruption of the front yards of several
adjoining properties.

Figures 1 and 2 show the bridge ín its original
condition ancl after the rehabilitation systen had
been installed. The arches of this bridge consisted
of l3-in. channel sections welded and bolted to form
four segmental arches, one insiile anct one outside
each existfhg truss. Each arch nas shop wekled to
forn three separate lengths, each about 25 feet long
and weighing less than 800 pounds, that could be
easily transported an¿l erected. In fact, because of
the proxinity of power línes to one side of the
bridge, two of the arches hrere completely erected by
neans of hand-operated hoists attached to the exist-

FIGURE I Coudersport bridge before rehabilitation.
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FIGURE 2 Coudersport bridge after rehabilitation.

ing truss. For this first application, the arches
ân¿l floor beans were matle of A-572 grade 50 steel
and all other nerd members were of À36 steel. In the
two additional applications of the systen to ¿late,
all nev¡ rnembers have been of 436 stee1.

For the Coualersport bridge it ltas possible to use
the existing abutnents to resist the thrust of the
arches. This was because the briilge hail been raised
2.5 ft to accommodate the channel lining work that
e¡as done as part of a flood control project in 1953.
At that tine conbined abutment and r¡ing walls of
reinforced concrete were cast in place on top'of the
earlier stone abutnents. These concrete monoliths
rrrere found to be able to develoP enough soil resis-
tance to provicle the required thrust. If the exist-
ing abutments had not been found a¿lequater two al-
ternative solutions would have been possible: (a)
reinforce the abutments with a facing of reinforced
concrete or (b) resist the thrust by neans of ties.

After the insÈallatíon of the arches' the next
task was the installation of hangers, additional
internealiate floor beams, and stringers. The addi-
tional stringers were neeiled to reduce the span of
the existing timber deck so that it couLd safely
carry the wheel loads of an AÀSHTo H20 lGading. If
the floor deck hatl been ¡netal grating or reinforced
concrete, it might not have been necessary to add
stringers because the introduction of intermediãte
floor beans cuts the span of the stringers in half
thus reducing their bending moment by a factor of at
least two. The internediate floor bea¡ns were sus-
pendeil from the arch by hangers, which were weliled
assemblies of light rolleil shapes' and a pair of
I-in.-square hanger rods with I.5-in. round threaded
ends (Figure 3). The floor beaqs were L6-in.-wide
flange sections, and each one weighed less than
11000 pounds so they coultl be easily installed fron
beneath the bridge erithout dísrupting traffic.

when Èhe new intermediate floor beans had been
installed, lt was possible to replace the existing,
l-aterally buckled floor bea¡ns. Because the nunber
of floor beans hadl been doubled an¿l only one exist-
ing floor beam was rerìoved at a ti¡ne, it was pos-
sible to keep the bridge open for traffic. Figures
4 and 5 show the original u-bolts supporting the
existing floor beams anil the new hangers for the re-
placement floor beatns. The neÌt hangers for the re-
placernent floor beams are similar to those for the
new intermediate beams in that they terrninate ín the
same system of l-in.-square roils with 1.5-in. round
threaded ends usedl for adjusting the camber. Hoet-
everr they differ in that wherever possible an
existing vertical truss ¡nember vras used for the
upper portion of the hanger. This pernítted the
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FIGURE 3 Intermediate floor beam supported by hanger
rods.

FIGURE 4 Original bottom pin-U-bolt joint for floor beam.
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FIGURE 5 l-in.-square rods to support replaced floor beam.

complete bypassing of all the exísting pin connec-
tions and rendered their condition uninportant to
the future performance of Èhe bridge. All that the
old truss connections are called on to do is to pro-
vide enough contínuity of the existing trusses to
serve as lateral bracing for the slender sections of
the new arches. Without the bracing of the existing
truss the arch sections would have to be much
heavier and thus more expensive. The entire erection
operation took less than 3 weeks. The total eost
for the rehabilitation, incluiling painting, was
about û62,000.

The rnost recent application of the rehabilitation
systen, a l3g-ft-span, single-lane bridge in eastern
Kentucky, Ì.rent out for bids in early Dece¡nber 1983.
The result was a low bid of $91,000, less than 25
percent of what the state of Kentucky had planned to
spend for a new bridge. This installation was de-
signed for an AASHTO HS-20 loading to acconmodate
coal trucks serving loca1 strip nines. The Couders-
port bridge installation was designed for an H-20
loading. In both cases the current AÀSHTO specifi-
cations were used.

TOAD TESTS

A series of load tests on the Coudersport brídge
erith the heaviesÈ borough truck fully loadeil wíth
wet sand was conducted (Figure 6). The total weight
of the loaded truck vras 22.5 tons and this r{ras
judged to be the heaviest load that the bridge would
be subjectedl to. (The heaviest fire truck in the
borough is a fully loaded tanker weighing 17 tons.)
The maximun deflection with the truck fully loaded
with wet sand was 0.20 in. at the mldspan of the
brídge. For the load tests the bridge was ínstru-
mented with dial gauges clamped to the bridge. The
stens of the gauges were tied by neans of thin wires
to concrete blocks placed in the bed of the stream.
The thin wires provided such 1ow resistance to the
flow of erater and air that there was little randorn
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FIGURE 6 load test with 22.5 tons.

fluctuation of the gauges and repeatabíIity of mea-
surements was adequate.

ADDITIONAI, STUDIES

'lhe authors are currently seeking support for a
larger nodel, approxinately 50 feet long, to be
constructed and studied in the structural test fa-
ciÌity that is being conpleted on the campus of
Bucknell University. Such a ¡nodel woutd be nearly
full scale for sone protoÈypes and thus ¡vould offer
the following advantages: (a) It could be nade of
actual rolled shapes rather than the shapes milled
from steel tubing that were necessary in the l-to-7
scalê model. (b) There nould be no need to add
sreight to sirnulate déail load; the rnodel could be
tested to actual faiLure without as great likeLihood
of conpletely destroying the model. This would per-
nit the determination of the actual failure load of
the ¡node1 under a variety of reinforcement configu-
rations and loading conditions.

ft is planned to use this larger model to provide
three signlficant extensions of the previous
stuclies: (a) ¡nore careful investigation of the need
for and provision of lateral bracing for the arches,
(b) the possibility of placing arches only on the
outside of the main trusses so that there yrill be no
encroachment on the width of the traffic lane¡ and
(c) the possibility of placing the arches outboard
fron the main trusses so that, with the use of
Ionger floor beams and re¡nodeled end portal franes,
the bridge can be widened. This would increase the
availability of FHWA funds for these projects. Such
funds can be made available for bridges of substan-
dard width on the basis of state or county petitions
for waivers; however, it may be feasible to include
wíclening of the roadway as part of the rehabílíta-
tion systen.
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Renovation of the Third Avenue Bridge in Minneapolis

DAVID O. MILLER and RICHARD D. BECKMAN

ABSTRACT

The Third Àvenue Bridge has the most dra-
matic setting and soPhisticated design of
alL Minneapolis spans over the ÈliEsissippi.
Built in l9I8 this reinforced concrete
structure had deteriorated to the point
where it neected najor renovation or replace-
ment. Howardr Needles, Tammen, & Bergendoff'
Àrchitectsr Engineers, and Planners, did a
detailed inspection and evaluation of the
bridge. They recommended replacenent of the
entire deck including roadway, barriers'
sidewalksr railingsr ancl lights; the span-
drel caps and the upper portions of the
spandrels; th€ entire approach spansr in-
cluding the bentst and even the abutments
and wing walls. Special challenges for the
designers included esti¡nating quantities ånd
defining hocù much of the structure was to be
replaced, inproving sight distancesr inprov-
ing drainage by intlucing a 6light grade'
protectíng the top reinforcenent, adding a
new safety-shaped barrier between the road-
way and the nalkways, and developlng special
provisions for the use of shotcrete. In
addition, the designers worked to preserve
the historic and aesthetic values of the
bridge. It became clear that a normal con-
struction pace would not be acceptable. The
bridge was too irnportant to the traffic
systern to be closed any longer than really
necessary. An íncentive clause vras added to
the contract. Construction brought acldi-
tional probtems. The condition of the bridge
\das worse than exÞected. Decisions about
thê extent of the repairs had to be made
daily. Nevertheless, the project was a
success. The Third Avenue Bridge was re-
opened to traffic alnost a year ahead of
schedule and has been saved for decades to
co¡ne.

The Third Àvenue Bridge is one of eleven bridges (or
bridge systens) crossing the g-rnile course of the
l4ississippi River through Minneapolis and connecting
the east an¿t west sides of the cíty. ft carries
State Highrvay 65 over the river and connects Third
Avenue South on the west (downtown) sicle to Central
Avenue on the east side of the river. These are
both rnajor city streets that carry high volunes of
traff ic.

of âtI Minneapotis sPans over the Mississippir
the Third Avenue nridge has the nost dranatic set-
ting and sophisticated design (Fígure 1). It angles
across the river, just above Saint Anthony Fallsr on
seven low arches that are curved at each end and
leads straight ínto downtown !4inneapolis.

BuiLt in 1918 at a cost of $850'000' this rein-
forced concrete structure had deteriorated badly
over the yeârs. The Minnesota Departnent of Trans-
portation (Mn,/DoT) thoroughly renovated the bridge
between 1979 and 1981. Because the bridge was in a

historic ilístrict, was itself a historic structure'
spanned a developing park, and had obvíous hístoric
anil aesthetic values' its renovation posed both
special problems and opportunities.

:q

FIGURE I Third Avenue Bridge.

The Third Avenue Brldge, I'864 ft long and 52 ft
above the river, wâs built with four traffic lanest
two broad sidewalks, observation decks, and a spiral
stair between the deck and Main Streetr below. By
the I960s the briatge had ¿leteriorated to the point
where it needed major renovation or replacement.
The concrete deck and sidewalks were ilisintegrating;
the east abutment yras sptit top-to-bottornt the
spiral stair was a complete ruin.

¡s originally constructed between 1915 and l9I8r
the bri¿lge consisted of six dlstinct unlts: the
southwest abutrnentr four southwest apProach spans
over railroad tracksr five ribbeil arch spans and two
barrel arch spans over the water, four northeast
approach spans over another track and ¡/tain streett
and the northeast abutnent. The earth-f1lled abut-
ments had reinforced concrete wing"walls and abut-
¡nent walIs. Tlto of the southwest approach spans had
sixteen reinforced concrete girders suPporte¿l by
three-colunn, reinforced concrete bentsr and the
other two had five steel girders supported by the
sane type of bents. The five ribbed arches hâd a
clear distance between springing 1ínes of 2ll ftt
the two barrel arches had a clear distance of 134 ft
between springing línes. open-spandrel columns were
used above the ribbeil archesr and spandrel walls
were used above the barrel arches to supPort the
deck. The four spans of the north approach had
sixteen reinforcetl concrete girders supported by
five-colu¡nn reinforced concrete bentg.

The asphalt-surface¿l roadway was 56 ft eride be-
tgreen the faces of the traffic railings and wae
flanked on both sides by concrete sidewalks 9 ft I
in. wide. The outer railings were decoratíve art-
deco castings, added in 1939. The out-to-out width
of the bridge was 82 ft 6 in.
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The Thirdl Avenue Bridge was addeil to the !{inne-
sota Trunk lllghway system ín 1933 and now carries
State ltigheay 65. The bridge is currently naintained
by the city of Minneapolis through an agreement
vrith, antl at the expense of, the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Transportation.

DESIGN

In 1967 llonard. Needles, TaÍunen, & Bergendoff
(HNTB), Architects, Engineers, and Planners, was
retainedl by the Minnesota Elghway Department, the
predlecessor of l,tn/DOT, Èo inspect Èhe Third Avenue
Bridge and conduct preliminary englneering for its
rehabllitation. They found that localized anil pro-
gressive failures could occur unless the deteriora-
tion was checked.

From the deck the bridge appeared to be Ín fair
condition at that tine. The in-¿tepth investigation
reveaLed that the concrete throughout the bridge had
areas of severe spalling, which often exposed the
relnforce¡nent. Mineral deposits ancl scaling existed
in areas lrhere water had seepedl 'through the con-
crete. These deposits hrere densest around the deck
expansion devices andl floor draíns.

The corrosive action of loconotive exhausts had
deteriorated the concrete beams and steel plate
girders in the approach spans, significantly reduc-
ing their load carrying capabilities. Additional
supporting menbers had been placeal adjacent to the
bearns in both of the weakened approaches to rein-
force them. The structural integrity of the bridge
was also di¡ninished by penetrating cracks ln the cap
beams of the concrete bents, in the spandrel colunns
anil walls, and in the north abutnent.

The remaining portions of the briitge were found
to be ín good general condition. These included the
piers andl their foundations, the arches, and por-
tions of the spandrel columns and walls. Reconstruc-
Èíon would allow a substantlâl portion of the bridge
to be saved at a cost considerably less than that of
building a new bridge. In fact building â new bridge
at the same location would have been inpractical and
perhaps irnpossible. The existing britlge stands on a
thln 1ínestone shelf and is carefully alignecl to
avoid several large breaks in that shelf. Denolition
of the existing bridge h'ouldl probably further darnage
the 1i¡nestone shelf and render it uneuitable as a
foundation for any new briilge.

In 1973 HNTB begân the reeonstruction plans for
the Thirtl Àvenue Bridge. The designers rnade plans
for a new deck. Drainage sras to be improved by
inducing a slight grade on the new cleck and side-
walk. Neoprene expansion dlevices were to be used to
iielp prevent aleterioration of the concrete around
the expansion joints. A type-J safety barrier was
to be aflded to replace the existíng tubular steeL
safety rall between the sidewalks and the traffic
lanes. A concrête parapet and a new liqhting system
nere proposed to replace the existing art-deco rail-
ing and lighting system.

fnprovements below the deck were to include re-
pairing or replacing the spandrel walls and columns.
During the inspection, cracks and spalling had been
found in the spandlrels, but further investigatlon
would be required to deterrnlne the full effect these
had on the structural íntegrity of the span¿lrels.
For this reason the plans specified that dlecisions
on the extent to nhich the spandrels were to be
replaced were to be ¡nade in the field during re-
construction.

The new design called for conpletely rebuil¿ling
both abutnents andl âpproach spans. Because of nert
design standards, the plans calIed for replacing the
three bents at each approach with single bents of
si¡nllar design (Figure 2). This nas nore economical
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FIGURE 2 Southapproach bent.

than the three-bent clesign, and opened the space
beneath the bridge. In addition, a 36-in.-diarneter
water ¡nain lras to be added beneath the deck.

The plans called for extensive use of shotcrete
to repair the spalling and cracking concrete found
throughout the structure. ouantities of shotcrete
to be used were estinated in the plans but were to
be finally determined in the fieLd. The bridge was
then to be coated ín Thoroseal to give it an even
color and texture. HNTB submitted the designs to
the state for final approval in 1976.

Because the britlge was located in the Saint
Ànthony FâlIs Historic District and was itself of
considerabLe historíc and aesthetic value, Mn/DCXI
worked closely with thro historical agencies to re-
taÍn these values. VÍhen the Minnesota Historical
Society and the ¡{inneapotis Heritage preservation
Corn¡nissLon first revlewed the plans, they were con-
cerned about sorne aspects of the proposed rnoderniza-
tion. The original reconstruction plans nere ilone
with econony and function as primary considerations.
and they were done to the stanclarcls of AASHTO and
the bridge specifications of !4n,/DOT. The plans did
not include reconstruction of the spiral staircase,
which had been closed for years and removeil in 1976.
The historical agencies wanted the stairway re-
placed. They believed that the stairway was a his-
toric and aesthetic elenent of the briclge and that'
pedestrian access fro¡n the bridge to the newly re-
developed Main Street area beLow nas essential.

Research of the ol¿l plans inclicated that a re-
design of the old stairway would not neet current
safety codes. The spiral raclius was too tight to
meet todayrs standards. Redesign using a larger
radius would require the purchase of additlonal
right-of-way. The alternative finally agreed upon
by aII parties was a windling staircase of poured
concrete with four straight runs ând three round
lanilings, all wrapped around a central pier (Fígure
3). The design retained mueh of the sculptural
vâlue of the original design but in a safer and ¡nore
functional forn.

Ànother concern was the bridge lighting systen.
The original reconstruction plan catled for 19 swan-
neck. standard freei{ay design, Iighting fixtures.
Ihe argument was ¡nacle that this Iighting syste¡n
r¡ouLd not be in character with the design ancl his-
toric nature of the bridge. The parties concerned
finalLy decided upon 53 architectural-style units,
only 20 ft high (Figure 4). This liqhting system
satisfies functional standarals and looks attractive
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FIGURE 3 Reinforced concrete staircase.

{Ð

as it outlines the bridge and defines the curves at
the ends.

The northeast approach bent r¡as also changed. It
was argued thåt the redesígn was less aesthetically
pleasing than the original arched bents and that the
railroad crash barrier ças not nee¿led because the
track was used rarely and at slow speeds. A vaulted
bent without a crash barrier was fínally decided
upon (Fígurè 5). In addition the historic agencies
objected to the proposed replacement of the art-deco
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FIGURE 5 North approach to bent.

railing. Mn/DoT agreed that the railing should be
salvagecl and reínstalled (Figure 6).

Before the final plans were submítted in 1979, a
few other changes were made. Vehicles approaching
the bridge from Ist Street South could not obtain
proper sight distances to cross Third Avenue. The
vertical profile of the bridge was flattened to
alleviate this problem. A flare that widèned the
bridge at the south approach was also added to the
design to inprove the sight distance.

FïGURE ó Art-deco raiìing.

Desígn practices had changed to some extent dur-
ing the long design period, and the final plan re-
flected these changes. They included using À588
steel bea¡ns in the southvrest approach spans and
epoxy-coated reinforcing steel and a 2-in. dense
concrete wearing course on the roadway of the deck.
In addition¡ the entire reconstruction was rede-
signed using a load factor.

CONSTRUCTION

The practice of Mn/DOT is to get the construction
engineer involved in a project as early as possible.

, /:,
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FTGURE 4 Lighting system.
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A field trip was planned well before the final plans
were compfete to acquaint the field staff with the
structure. A tsnooper" was scheduled so the sub-
structure could be examined. Unfortunately the
sidewalk geonetrics were such that use of the
snooper would have created a safety problem. Con-
sequently a closeup inspection of the deterioration
díd not occur until construction began, leavíng the
extent of the problem a surprise. The nore acces-
sible areas were inspected and binoculars were used
to view the rest. Ànother bridge was exa¡nined that'
several years earlierr had undergone si¡nilar re-
pairsr and the engineers and inspectors fron that
job were interviewed. That input was given to a
Mn/DOT design liaison person who, in turn, conveyed
it to the consultant. One significant ite¡n revised
by the field input eras the quantity of shotcrete.
The initial quantity called for was 50 cubic yards.
It was recommended that this be increased to 500
cubic yards. That ânount was determined not by
measurenents but by the combine¿l experience and
judgnent of fielcl personneL. The actual final guan-
tity came to about 600 cubic yards.

The next task was to determine the nu¡nber of
working days nee¿le¿l to cornplete the work. That
number was to be a stipulation of the contract. Past
records were used for production r.ates. Reports frotn
other agencies gave typical ti¡nes anil production
rates. The sinilar repair project, previously
mentioned, was used as a guide. Contractors wêre
called for their ideas. In the end the field person-
nel sat clown with the pl-ans and napped out how the
$rork wouLd be acconplished and what would be the
controlling operation. The fact that Mínnesota does
not charge workíng dlays between November 15 and
April J.5 was taken into account. Estirnates were
made of how much work could be done during Èhisnfree" tirne. AIso taken into account was the fact
that work pursuãnÈ to the contract, because of the
letting date, coulcl not start until late faII. One
inportant questíon was how rnuch leeway to allow to
accornplish unanticipated repairs. At vrhat point
should repairs be stopped and the existing structure
used? Another problen was the installation of the
new water main¡ the city of Minneapolis typically
prefers to use its own forces. would that create a
coordination probl-en? Still another problem was to
maintain Northwestern Bell telephone service in
exÍsting duct6.

After much deliberation, a reasonable number of
workíng days were determinecl. Taking into consider-
ation the Septernber 15 cutoff date for laying a
biturninous wearing course, the october 15 cutoff
date for the low-slunp concrete cleck overlay, antl
the typical 110 working days in a Minnesota bridge
constructíon season, final conpletion was projected
well into the second construction season.

The dístrict staff was so advised. They in turn
consulted with the city of llínneapolis, nhich deter-
mined that a closure of this vital link for thaÈ
period of time would create a serious negative eco-
nonic inpact on the city. Meetings were held \dith
city officials, the city council, and business as-
sociatíons. The bridge connects downtown wíth the
historic Saint Anthony area (the beginnings of lilin-
neapolis). The area was being redeveloped and the
nev¡ merchants of the area grere concerned that a
closure woulil be clevasting to their business. For
obvious econornic reasons they requeste¿l that the
bridge not be closed during the first Christmas
seâson.

Hovr coul¿l the closure tine be held to a nini¡nurn?
To have a contractor accelerate the schedule would
¡nean more cost to Mn,/EtOT. How nuch rnore was Mn,/DOT
willing to pay? The date of September I8, 1981. was
established as the Iâtest ¿late Mñ/DOT rvanted to have
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traffic restored to the structurê. An incentive of
$51000 per day, for up to a naxi¡num of 100 câIendar
days, yras offereil for early completion. The anount
was determlned by calculating t3 per hour delay per
vehlcle, and $0.I9 per nile per vehicle for a de-
tour. These figures gave nearly a 2-to-1 benefit-
cost ratio. The same anount per day would be as-
sessed as damages if the contrâctor failed to open
the bridge by September 18, 1981.

The contract was written to allow the contractor
to use ingenuity in finilíng ways to earn the incen-
tive. The city council revisetl a noíse ordinance to
allow around-the-cLock work. The new wâter main was
included in the contract, thus eliminating some
possible coorilination problens. À stipulation was
included in the contract requiring that one lane of
traffic be open in each direction until January 2r
1980, thus satisfying the Saint Ànthony merchants.

Bids r¡ere opened at a special Letting on JuIy 6t
]-979, and Johnson Brothers Corporation of Litch-
field, Minnesota, was the low biilder at $9.1 mil-
tion. They electe¿l to naintaÍn traffic on the
upstrean half of the briilge, and bolted portable
traffic barriers to the in-place deck (Figure 7).
Denolition began with removal of the bítuminous sur-
face and Èhe san¿l layer that was over the structural
slab (Figure 8). Àt that point it becane apparent
that the structure gras in worse shape than antici-
pated (Figure 9). It was questionable how ¡nuch con-
structíon equipment the slab could support. On the

FTGURE 7 Traffic barrier on upstream half of bridge.

FTGURE B Sand layer removed.
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FIGURE 9 Deterioration of cap.

FIGURE l0 Holes in structural slab.

FÏGURE ll HoIe opened by tire of front-end loader.

northeast approach spans, which had been underpin-
ned, portions of the slab ¿lisintegrated leaving
fairly large holes (Figure 10). On one occasion the
tire of a front-end loacler, which was removing the
sand layer, fell through the strucÈural slab (Figure
11). Ànother question wâs how the substructure
noul¿l react to the unloadíng of just half of the
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superstructure. The plans suggested that a certain
sequence be followed. Experienee on a previous
project indicatedl that the sequencing woulil create
no problens. Traffíc was still carried on the
upstrean half, and whether that half would hold up
beca¡ne a concern. In addition to the poor condi-
tion of the structural slab, it was found that sone
of the spandrel colunns had deteriorated to the
polnt where they were only half as wide as they
should have been (Fiqure l2). The strength of the
remaining concrete eas questlonable. Àt that point
all trucks and buses were banned. The inspectors
$rere on a continual lookout for signs of fatigue or
failure. At one time Ames dials were installed, anil
it was found that the freeze-thaw in the 'punky'
concrete was causing ít to move but that the move-
ment nas not progressive.

FIGURE 12 Spandrel cap deterioration.

When the sand layer had been removed the contrac-
tor began concrete renoval. The nethod chosen to
rernove the old deck was to first saw it into large
panels (Figure 13). The contractor devised a sling-
tl¡I)e device that, nhen used with a nobile cråne,
held the slab while the reinforclng steel was cut.
When the steel nas cut the crane merely llfted the
slab ancl set iÈ on waiting trucks or on a spot frorn
which it could be hauled away later. The deterio-
rated spandrel colu¡nns and walls trere renoved in a

FIGURE 13 Deck removal.
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si¡nilar nay (Figure I4). Roles were drilled at the
elevation to be cutr and splitters and torches were
used so that large sections could be rernoved at a
tírne. These methods helped control the rubbte prob-
Ien. The contract stfpulâted that rubble not be
dropped into the river. Innediatel-y after these
rernovals the contractor built a fglse deck belon the
elevation of the new deck. This servêd not only as
a replace¡nent for safety nets but as a nork platform
to inçrease efflcÍency and to catch rubble. The
rênoval operations continued around the clock until
well into Èhe sinter nhen the contractor determined
that the removals were no longer a factor affecting
the efflciency of the daytirne rebulldíng crew.

IIGUBE 14 Spandrel rembval.

Shortly after the bidls nere opened, the fleld
engineering staff wag forcedl to take a look at the
dlfferent typee of concrete repalr. vfhat dlld the
contract say? Ílhen shouldl the varioua types of
repalr be uËed? Untll then lt hadl not been antici-
pated that there nould be such a ilrastic difference
in the bid unit prices. For instancer the shotcrete
r¡as $21000 per cubic yardi the mortar patch ças ô500
pér cubic yardl. Part of the reason sorne of the
rêpair prices were so hlgh was the speciffcåtion
that removal of unsound concrete be included in the
prÍce--jackhatnmerlng, chipplng, and all the handlwork.

One area that Ìras anticipatedl to be a problen,
but nas not, nas the repair of thê spandrel colunns.
The actual elevation to which they were to be re-
rnoved was to be deternined by the englneer in the
fieldl. The nethod of deterrnining çhether the colunn
should be repaired or completely renovedl and built
anew waE sfunple. The length of colunn and the square
footage of Ehotcrete repåir at which the co8t nould
be equal grere computed. If the needed shotcrete
repair was greater Èhan that, the dlecísion was to
renove the colunn donn to the arch. This requlred
inspectors to be on the spot whlle the tlemolition
was taking place.

lhe deter¡nination vras based on the results of
visual inspectlon and sounding with a rninerrs harn-
¡ner. This ¡nethoil norked qulte weII. fn only one
case nas it deternined, iluríng subsequênt repaír,
that a colunn shouldl have been completely removed.
The freezing weather during the initlâI inspection
was appärently responslble for the sound appearance
of the concrete. The 'punky" concrete had been
frozen and so had lookecl and soundled like sound
concrete. Just prlor to the shotcrete repair a more
thorough inspectlon was nade andl speciflc areas nere
¡narkeil for renoval. The renoval creyrs hrere ¡vatched
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to verify the accuracy of the previous findings.
fnsPection consísted of not only viewing the nate-
rial being removecl but watching the equipnent and
the worknanship of thê crêns. It nas specifiedl thåt
the renovals be done ¡¡ith hammers not heavier than 5
lb. Larger hanners could cause costly and unneces-
sary damage.

Ànother area where it was difficult to deter¡nine
whlch type of repair to use was the pier repâlr.
The piers near the nater Iine r¡ere in quite bad
shape. The experience on thê spandlrel columns showedl
that the strength of the shotcrete nas quíte high.
strengths of 81000 to 9'000 psL were experlenced in
just a few days. The lord-slurnp concrete used on
other ileck repairs had given strengths of 6¡000+ psi
on 28-clay tests. Conslderlng that, it wae determinedl
that near the hraterline shotcrete rather than forn-
ing and pourfng should be usecl. The shotcrete riethod
nould also give a tighter bond that would be more
resistant to freeze-thaw cycles and the nater action
of the river. During the repair of the piere, in
rnany instances not just a few inches but several
feet of bad concrete erere renoved (Figure 15). The
shotcrete was applied in layers as specÍfieil.

FIGURE 15 Pier repairs before shotcreting.

Mortar patch sras to be used pritnarlly on horizon-
tal surfacês. An example of this was repairs on the
tops of the arches. In tnost instances the contractor
choge to use shotcrete but to be paid the mortar
patch unit price.

The bridge was closed to traffic after the first
of the year and the contractor continuetl work. The
approach spans over land at the northeast end of the
bridge were conpletely torn dovrn. The approach
spâns over land at the southwest end Yrere left in
place until nearly the end of the job and nere used
by the contractor for access. The tenporary NorÈh-
western BelI trestle at the northeast end was also
used for foot access by workmen. The upstrearn half
of the bridge was usedl as an access road and not
dle¡nolishecl until enough of the downstream half was
rebuilt to allow it to be used for access. Excêpt
for a short tine whên the weather was too bitterly
cold Èo work, rebuildíng of the spandrel colu¡nns and
the northeast pier continuedl all winter (Figure
16). Forns h'ere insulated and the tenperature of
the concrète nas contínuåIly checkedl to be sure that
it didl not freeze. the flrst section of structural
aleck was readly for concrete pouring by April (Figure
L7l .

During the rebuildlng it soon becâtne apparent
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FIGURE 16 Winter work.

FIGUBE 17 Structural deck ready for pouring of concrete.

that the as-built plans did not always represent the
actual structure. Dimensions did not always agree.
In-place reínforcing steel vras not always where
shown¡ in sone places iÈ was rusted through or even
misslng. This created a potential problen because
the contractor was working to earn the fuIl incen-
tive. A nísrepresentation on the plans, or a failure
to nake tinely decisions, could leave Mn,/DOT open to
future clai¡ns. Luckily a good working relationship
between the state and Johnson Brothers had been
established. Workers were lookíng for and reporting
Potentíal problens early enough for tlrnely modlflca-
tions to be made. Mn/DOT and IINTB designers were
available when needed for dlesign modifications.
Decisions ha¿l to be nade daily, sometimes at the
sPur of the nornent. Maintaining the intent of the
plan and good worknanship were the primary objec-
t ives.

Denolition of the upstrean half of the structure
began after the new structural slab on the down-
stream half could be useil for contractor access.
Operations sÍmilar to those of the first half, ex-
cept that no night work was schecluled, continued.
The last sections of the structure to be ¿lenol-íshed
and rebuilt were the approach spans over land at the
southvrest enil of the bridge.

The safety barrier was poured an¿l the low-slurnp
concrete wearing course pavenent was placecl by the
October I cutoff date. An unexpected incident oc-
curred during the placement of the low-slunp con-
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crete. The ârches were contracting duríng the cool
late summer evenings. fn some cases the green low-
slunp concrete debonded before the joints could be
saere¿|. All the joints were then checked for debond-
ing. Where necessary they were cut out and repoured
to leave room for temperature-induced movenent.

MnlDOT normally provides all the surveying on its
construction projecÈs, but i¡ this case it was spe-
cified that the contractor woultl furnish it. There
were two reasons for this: Firstr inspectors were
busy on other projects. Second, with the shortage
of nanpower l{n/ÐOT did not want to be in a position
of delaying the contractor. lt was betieved that
the contractor should have flexibility and control
scheduling if he was trying to earn the incentive.

By faIl the art-deco railings, which had been
re¡noved before denolition, were reinstalled. The
new Iighting system was ínstalled and operational.
In late Novenber. al¡nost a year ahead of schedule,
Èhe bridge was reopened Èo traffic and the ,Johnson
Brothers Corporation earnecl the full incentive pay-
nent. Work beneath the deck continued until the
following su¡nmer. That work consisteal of finishing
the shotcrete repair and refiníshing the entire
structure to a uniforrn texture and coLor. Finally,
the new staírcase was built.

CONCLUSIONS

MnlDûT believes tbat the renovation of the Third
Avenue Bridge (Figure 18) was a complete success.

FIGURE 18 Night view of rehabilitated Third Avenue Bridge,

Alnost aLl known renovation nethods were used. Por-
tions of the bri¿lge were completely rebuilt. Por-
tions were patched or repaired with shotcrete. New
joints were watertight. Epoxy-coated reinforcement
bars were used. The upper portion of the deck was
Iow-slump concrete. The latest safety standards were
incorporated. The historíc and aesthetic integrity
of the bri¿lge was maintained. The structure vras out
of service for less than a year, which was a plus in
the eyes of the public. Conplete de¡nolition and re-
placement, even if possible, would have taken sev-
eral years. The project won a national third-place
a\rard fron the FHWA for nexcellence in design for
historíc preservation and cultural enhancement." The
project was given an award for design excellence by
the l,tinneapolis Comnittee on Urban Environrnent. Best
of all, the useful and lovely Third Avenue Bridge
has been saved for decades to come.

htblicatiott of this paper sponsored by Committee on Construction of
Bridges and Strucfires.



Test of Welding Technique for Repair of
Steel Highway Bridges

T. MATSUMOTO and S. MOTOMURA

ABSTRACT

A welding technique for the repair of steel
highway bridges is described. Recent in-
spection of steel bridges inclicates that
there are considerable fatigue cracks, which
neecl sorne repair work, in bridges that have
been ín service nore than 10 years. The de-
mand for fÍeld welding in lieu of botting
has increased. The main problems of fieltl
vreliling are welding un¿ler the influence of
stresses, weltling under the influence of ví-
bration' and rewelding a weld with fatígue
cracks. These problems are not com¡non in
new bridge construction. A series of labo-
ratory anil field tests on Plate gircler
bridges has been conducted to assess the in-
fLuence of these problerns on the welding
technique usecl in field repair. A recom-
mended practice for field weld repair is
proposed, and test results showing the
effect of stresses, víbrationsr and so forth
are given. The erelding technique proposed
here has been successfully applied.

There are approximatety 3'700 steel bri¿lges on the
Hanshin Expressway, which is 123.6 kn long. Accord-
ing to the results of a recent inspection, there was
considerable fatigue cracking in brídges that ha¿l

been in service more than I0 years. This meant that
an effective repair method was needeil.

Fie1d welding can be nore practical than bolting,
but there are differences betr¿een shop and field
welding. For exanple, it is common practice to keep
a bridge open to traffic during repair. This causes
traffic-induce¿t vibration and load-induced stresses.
The ínfluence of such vibration and stresses on
welding was not clearly unalerstood.

In the last 5 years a series of laboratory and
field tests of ptate girder bridges has been con-
ducted to assess the influence of vibratíon and
stresses on the rewelding of fatigue cracks. A

recom¡nended procedure for field weld repaír is pro-
posed here, and test results showing the influence
of stresses, vibrations' and so forth are pre-
sented. The weldlng technlque proposecl here has
been successfully used in the repaír of bridges.

QT'ESTIONS

The main open questions about weld repair are

For field welding un¿ler the ínfluence of stresses:

1. what is the possibility of cracking
stresses and cold cracking due to restraint of

2. Are there excessíve residual stresses
stresses and restraint of plate?

3. Is there deforrnatíon due to welcling
stresses and restraint of plate?

due to
plate?
due to

under

For field welding under the influence of traffic-
induced vibrations:

TABLE I Chemical Composition of Test Steel

s tee I

grade

Thickness

(rÐ

Chemical composition %

c Si Vln P S

JIS SM5O
ASTM 4572
Grade 50 )

I 0. 14 0.40 t.2I 0.020 0.004

JU 0. 18 04r L37 0020 0015

JIS SM588
ASTM A678
Grade B)

I 014 034 1.3 0 0014 0003

30 0.12 o29 1.31 t01t 0003

40 013 029 1.2 I 0 018 û003
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l. what is the possibility of hot cracking due
to vibrations during weld solidification?

2. what is the effect of vibrations on bead
shapes?

3. what is the effect on the strength of joints
of welding under the influence of vibrations?

For butt rewelding of fatigue cracks, to what extent
is fatigue strength recovered in rewelded joints?

TEST AND MEASURE!4ENT

ceneral Consideratíons

Tests of fíeld weld repairs of plate girders ínclude

1. Fillet weldíng tests with tensile-stressed
specimens t

2. vibration measurenent of actual briilgest
3. Fillet welding tests of vibrating specimens'

and
4. Fatigue tests of original and repaired butt

weld joints.

The che¡nicaI cornposition and meehanical proper-
ties of test steel S¡{50 and S!!58Q, specified in the
Japanese Industrial- Standard (JIS) r are shown in
Tabtes I and 2, respectively. s!¡150 steel is equiva-

JIS: Japanese Industrial Standard
,{STM : .funerican Soeiety for Testing

and Material

TABLE 2 Mechanical Properties of Test Steel

Steel
gr ade

Thi ckness

(n)

Mechani cal propert ies -A.l I owab lc
tens i le
stress

(kcf znz)

Yie ld
st rengtl

(kgf ,ã2)

Tens i le
s trength

(kgf ,ùr" )

tlongation

(%)

sM5 0
AslM Ä572
Grade s0)

9 42(>33) bt)(50*62 z5(:1 7) 2,t00
30 4l

(:>32 )
þð(50-62 zl

(>2t

SMs 8Q

ASTI\4 A678
Grade B

I 58
(>47 )

63(58-73 27(>re)
2,60030 JÐ

(>46)
OJ(58-73 (>26)

40 58(>46 )
66(58-73 30()'26 )

): JIS provision
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Ient to ÀSÍ!,1 4572 gra¿le 50, and Sl¡t580 corresponds to
ASI'¡{ À678 grade B. Electrodes for fillet trelding
are the super low hydrogen tlr[)e, LBI[I-52 (JIS D 5016,
equivalent to AWS E 7610), and super low hydrogen-
low strength tlæe, LB-474 (aIIS D 4316), v¡hich were
selected basedl on nonpreheated weld ¡netal crãckfng
tests. For butt welding, an ultra low hydrogen
electrode, LB-62UL (iIIS D 5816, equivalent to ASW E
9016-c), whlch has strength eguivalent to that of
the test steel, was used.

Fillet Welding Test of Tensile-Stressed Specinens

Weldling tests of thirty specinens were carried out
in the labcatory to exa¡nine the effects of tensile
stresses and restraints transferred frorn the sur-
rounding pfate on cracks. residual stresses, and
welding deforrnation. Test specitnens and conditions
are shown in Figure I and Table 3, respectively.
Tensile stresses are 0.8oa1l for neb plates
(thickness, t = 9 rm) , and oall tor flange
plates (! = 30 nm), where ou11 is allowable ten-
sile stress. In the tests, constant stress was ap-
plied during welding¡ then deforrnation was kept con-
stant by controlling the gauge length for 48 hours
after welding, and finally stress and restraint of
tleformation were released.
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Welding defects vrere sought using X-ray, rnagnetlc
particle, and microstructure and macrostructure
tests in accordance vrith JIS. Welding residual
stresses, (Sx, Su)RS, and maxinum stresges,
(S')¡¿y, were mêasured by tno-axis strain
gaùges. The ¡naxi¡nun stress [ (S")..*r ] can also
be expressed as

(Sy)-* = (Sy)rRc + (Sy)RRc (l)

where (Sv)I'nC is the stress ¿lue to constant ap-
plied lóad and welding, and (Sv)nnc is the
atress increment at a constânt gauge length. Defor-
mation, or change in length, ¿lue to weltling rras tnea-
sured using a gauge length of 40 cm that was rnarked
on thê specinens.

Vlbration Measurenent of Bridges

Before the test of fillet welding under the influ-
ence of vibration was conducted. field neasurements
of traffic-induced vibrations of main girders in
three plate girder bridges were carried out to ob-
tain basic data for lâboratory tests. Span lêngths
of these bridges aÉe 22.4 m, 34.3 m, and 37.4 m.
Both vertical and horlzontal vibration responses
$rere neasured in the frequency range of 0.3 to 300
Hz. The tneasured points erere on the support, Èhe
flange plate, and the vreb plate (top, center, ãnd
botto¡n) of the rnain girder at rnidspan. The nain
glrder vibrated irregularly in both the horlzontal
and the vertical dlrection.

The results of the freguency analysis of the nea-
sured horizontal and vertical irregular vibration6
are shoern in Figure 2. Thls figure deplcts the re-
Iationship between mean and deviation of horizontal
and vertlcal displacenent ranges and freguencles.

Flllet Welding Tests Under the Influence
of Vibration

The effect of vlbration on beâd shape and other reld
defects hrere examined using specirnens (Flgure 3)
that $rere connected by fillet welding under vlbrat-
ing conditíons.

The specinens are of SM50 and SM58Q steel with a
thickness of 9 Íun for the web plates and 30 nm for
the flange plates of the plate girders. Frequencies
in the tests were 0.3, 3, 30, 90, I50, and 300 Ez¡
and displacenent rânges were Vs, 5 vs, and I0 vs.
Vs is the mean value of the dlsplacernent ranges
shown in Figure 2. In-p1ane or out-of-plane vibra-
tions are åpplied to the specimens ât each frequency.

tLv
t

loading
P

(a) Perpendicular wlding to stress uis (b) Pârallel welding to stress axis

FIGURE I Specimens for teet of welding under etress.

TABLE 3 Test of lVelding Under Stress

Spe c i-
mer

)i recti on
of

weld lin¡
Stee I
grade

'l hi ck-
ne ss

t(tr)
S t ress
(k,t 4t2

Gauge
lengtl
(;r)

Weldini
pos i-

t ion
Electrode

V- I Pe rpen-
dicular slvls 0 I tâ1] 0 5 400 Hor i-

zonta
( 4ø)

LBM-s 2

V-2 Di tto Slvl5 0 I 6¿tl'0 8 Di tto Ditto (4ø)
LBM- 5 2

V-3 Di tto SM5 O 30 al I Ditto Di tto ( 4ø )
LB-qz¡

\-4 Di tto SM5 8Q 9 otll, A Di tto Ditto (4ø)
t P-¡ r À

V-5 Di rto SM58Q 30 6àl I Ditto Di tto (tø¡
Þ-, t 

^

P-l Para I le I SMs O 9 dall / 08 Ditto Ditto (4ø)
.RM-62

P-z Di tto SMs o 30 tall Di fto Di tto ( 4ø)
LB-47 A

P-3 Di tto SMs 8Q I o"¡¡X0ó Ditto Ditto (4ø)
LB_ 47 A

P-4 Ditto SMs 8Q 30 oLll Di tto Di tto (4ø)
LB-47 L

P-s Di tto s1vls o 9 r¡¡¡X05 Di tto Di tto l4ø )
LBM_5 2

weld bead line
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3 Specimen for test
of fillet welding under
vibration.

vertical up-welding, vertical dovrn-weldingr and
overhead welding were usecl on the specimens to ex-
a¡nine Èhe effect of directions and positions of
welding. Welding defects were sought and inspected
using the ¡nethods mentioned earlier.

In addition to the fillet welding test, a groove
welding test was carried out to examine the influ-
ence of vibration on the strength of welded joints
(Figure 4). The electrodes used in this test were
LB-47À and LBM-52.

Fatigue Strength Test of Repaired Weld Joint

Fatigue cracks often occur in the weld zone of steel
bridges. Fatigue tests were conducted on four spec-
i¡nens (Figure 5). Two specinens vrere used for the
originaÌ weld joínt and weld netal tests, and two
¡vere used for the reweldecl joint and reweld rnetal
tests. Each specinen was of SM58Q steel 40 ¡ùn thlck
and was connected by subnerged arc welcling at the
center. For the rewelding tests, tvro specimens'
whích had received proper gouging treatment after
some fatigue da¡nage, were mar¡uaIly welileil wlth an
LB-62UL electrode. The nu¡nber of stress cycles in
thls test is shown in TåbIe 4.

13 I 3 l0 30 100

Frequency

Results of frequency analysis of measured vibration.

300 (rL )

\backing plate

FIGURE 4 Specimen for test of groove welding under
vibration.

(ai Specimen to evaluate the fatigue strength (rr)
of welded joint

!,,T
(z)

þ) Specimen to evaluate
the fatigue strength
of weld metal

FïGURE 5 Specimens for test of fatigue strength of welded
joint.
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Test specimen
Stress range

(*91 ,'^z ,

Number of

cycles n

Fatigre damage

n //Nf

re-wlded joint 40 2.0 X 105 030

re-wld metal 35 1.0 x 105 034

150

TABLE 4 Stress Range and Number of Cycles

Nf : Number of cycles to failure

TEST RESULTS

Fillet welding with Tensile-Stresseil SÞecinens

No hreld cracks occurred, but a few pinholes, ¿le-
tecteal by magnetic partlcle test, and a fev¡ blow-
holeg at the rdeld toe were found. It{axirnum stresses,
(Sy)¡¿¡¡, in the load axis hrere almost equal to
yiêld stress of the base metat for both perp€ndicu-
lar and parallel weld cases.

Resldual stress, (sl,)nax, in the load axis is
shown in Figure 6. thãse values are loyrer than I
kgf/nrm2 for both cases. The deformations, due to
the influence of welding and tensile stress, 0.8o.11
and oallr are less than 0.87 rnÍn for a single
weld line (Table 5).

Test of FiLlet Weldlng Under the Influence
of vibration

In Figure 7 the results of visual examinatlon are
shonn. Undercuts, leg length, and throat ilepth of
the fillet welcl for both vertical up- and vertical
ilown-welding con¿litions are shown. Unacceptable de-
fects are indlcated by a black portion of a circle.

The interpretation of the results of the visual
examination is based on the provlsions of Japan Road
Associatlon (JRA) specificåtions (1). As shotrn ín
Figure 1, poot beâal shapes, especially on the under-
cuts, occurred at a frequency of 3 Hz for verticaL
up-welding. The effect of in-plane vibration on
bead shape is more significant than that of out-of-
plane vibration. ft ls assumed that the speci¡nen

€ paralìel
welding

-+--{ts- parpendi

Meåsurement po i nt
(a) Max imum s t re s s

FIGURE 6 Maximum stress and residual stress
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vibrates with large displacement amplitude at this
frequency and that weaving is difficult for in-p1ane
vibration. Hohrever, the vibration did not affect
the leg length or the throat depth of the fillet
welding. In the case of the vertical clown-welding
test conducted only for in-plane vibrations, the
bead shapes were in the acceptable range. fn the
overhead r¡elding condition, there were undercuts at
a frequency of 3 Hz.

Blo$rholes were ¿letected by the x-ray test. Re-
sults of the evaluation of vertical up-vreldlng are
shown in Figure 8. The figure shows blowholes at a
frequency of 3 tlz and 5 Vs or nore displacenent
range. No blowholes were observed in the case of
vertical down-welding.

fn Figure 9 typical photographs of the weLd zone
are shohrn for different test conditíons. The first
crystaL structures with round shapes occur at vibra-
tion frequencies of 30 Hz or nore.

Figure 10 shows the relationship bethreen the ten-
sile strength of the joint connected by groove welil-
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TABLE 5 Rezults of Test of Welding Under Stress

Spec i-

men

Steel

grade

.Llec-

t rode

1'h ick

NESS

Load (tor
(Stress) Defor-

ma! i o¡
Ji rec tior

of
weld

I ine

Crack
.niti
rt io mun

&eld Lire

I

V-r-c SMS O Lilvl* 5 9 85
(9¿

21:r
24J 0r 0.40

Peroer
dicirlar NO

v-2-c SM5 O Ltslvl- 5

LB_47

I r52 Q83 03 068

0s5

Di tto Ditto

v-re Sùr 50 30 57.3
(19.r.

828
(27.6 0.37 Ditto Ditto

v-4{ SM58 Q Lts-¿z 9 18J
e0.r

336
(37.8 036 073 Di tto Di tto

r'-s-{ SIVIs 8 Q LB_ 47 30 ?82(rr) 050
(850 0.5 o7 Ditto Di tto

P-r-c SM 5O LBlu-5 9
ls3
ír48

tg42
(380 426 0.75 Paral le Di tto

:-2-< SMsO L}J-47l 30 573
o9rl

900
(so. 036 0ss Di tto Di tto

:-J{ SMs8 Q LB-47t I 182
Q02

i450
(500 036 û87 Ditto Di tto

'-4{' slvls8 Q LB-42 30 780
Q60

163
i389 051 070 Di tto Ditto
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FIGURE 7 Visual examination resr¡lts of test of welding under vibration.

FIGURE 9 Microstructures of weld metal under
vibration.
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No vibration
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No vibration
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FIGURE l0 Teneile strength of groove welding joints
r¡nder vibration.

ing and the frequencíes of the vibration. The ten-
sile strength of the welded joints is not influenced
by víbration. There is a slight decrease in charpy
impact at 3 Hz and I0 vs vibration. The tensile
strength of the joint welded vrith a super low
hydrogen-low strength electroder LB-474r was lower
than that of base metal, S!,158Q.

In addition to the laboratory tests, field tests
were carried out on a plate girder bridge with
traffic-induced vibration. Three fillet test speci-
nens (Figure 3) Ì¡ere welaled to the plate girder. In
spite of slightly poor bearl shapes, weld defects
were not detectecl and the strength of those fillet
weliled joints was in the acceptable range.

Fatigue strength Test of Repaired Weld Joints

stress nu¡nber (S-N) lines for the fatigue strength
test are shown in Figure ll. This figure illus-
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FIGURE ll Fatigue rtrength te¡t reeults.

tråtes the relationship anong the applied stress
range, Áor the nunber of cycles at the initiation
of the crackr Ncr and the nu¡nber of cycles at fall-
ure, Nf. Two straight S-N lines for the originâl
welded jolnts and the teeld metal can be approxi-
nately expressed as

Nf . 

^o?.?4 
= 1.65 x 10tE (2)

Nf . 

^o?'e2 
= 4.96 x l0r1 (3)

The fatigue strêngth of the re¡relded joint is
alnost equal to that of the original nelded speci-
nen, except in the case of the specirnen for 

^d 
=

50 kgf/wn2. rn the case of ao = 50 kgl/wn2,
the fatigue strength was clecreased by a weld defect
(¡l ¡nn x I mm slag inclusion). The fatigue strength
of repaired weld netal specinens is not lovrer than
that of the original neld netal specinens.

SUI¡II'ARY ÀND DISCUSSION

Fillet Weldíng Under the Influence of
Tensile Stresses

The lnfluence of lon tênsile stressea on weld de-
fects is alnost negllglblê. I,laxinurn stresaea,
(fu1¡¿¡¡, apProach the yíeld stress of the base
netal, and the maximun resldual stress ls lovrer than
I kgfl¡n¡nz. Elongåtlon of welding defortnation 1s
affected by tenslle stresses, but deforrnâtlon of
this magnitude is not thought to cause problens in
practical use. It is concluded frorn these results
that flllet welding ls applicable to repair work
done under the influence of tensile stresses.

Fillet welding Under the Influence of
Compressive Stresses

Àlthough a test for this condition ¡ras not con-
ducted' it is assuned that vrelding deformation under
compressive stresses will be magnifiedl by shrinkages
during the heat input and solidification process.
such defortnation and weltling heat will dêcrease the
buckling strength of me¡nbers under conpressl.ve
stresses. These proble¡ns are being studiedl.

Fillet Í{eldinq Unaler the Influence of vibration

For the web plate of the plate girder. vertical up-
and vertical down-welding tests $ere conducted. In
the case of vertlcal up-trelding, blonholes that
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lonêr the sÈrength of joints dicl not occur within
the vibrâtion range of 5 vs, although bead shapea,
especiatly undercuts, were slightly affected by vl-
bration. In the case of vertical down-weldfngr bead
shapes and blowholes lrere fn acceptable ranges. The
applicatlon lf¡nÍt of vertlcal weldfng is shonn ln
Figures 7 and 8.

It iE conclu¿led that fillet welding can be used
to repair ereb pLateÊ uniler the Lnfluence of vibra-
tion if vigual exanlnatlons and the correctlon of
defects are done carefully.

In the test of the flllet weldlng on the flange
plate, bl-owholes were not detected although the pos-
sibtlity of undercuts exists. Fillet selding can be
used in the repair of flanges under the lnfluence of
vibratlons lf visual examlnation and correction of
defects are done carefully. It iE noted that the
leg length and the throat thlckness of fillet etelds
have to be increased to give an equivalent strength
to connectlons if it is necessary to use an elec-
troder such as an LB-474, the strength of nhlch is
loeer thån that of the base tîetaI.

Repaireal Weld Joints

Recovery of fatigue strêngth to the original level
in fatigue-damaged joints can be achievetl by the
butt rewelding nethod although the s-N data pre-
sented are based on only a few tests. The comblned
effect of the removal of the fatigue-damaged netal
by gouging and the reheating of the treld metal is
thought to be the main reason for this recovery.

CONCLUSION

The series of teÊÈs reported in Èhls paper high-
Ilghted the inportance of welding conditlons and
r{eldability conÊiderations, 1ímitations, and cau-
tions for field r¡eld repalrs. It can be concluded
that fleld weld repalr is applicable to steel
bridges, except in híghly conpressed ârêâs¡ lf there
is sufficient assessrnent of the welding condition,
inspection, and re¡noval of defects.

RECOI/¡UENDED PROCEDURE FOR FIELD WEID REPÀIR

To secure the necessary quallty of repalr, field
weldlng should be carefully done following the pro-
cedureg glven hereafter in addition to the provi-
sions of the exlstlng,JRÀ specificatlons for the
constructlon of nes bridges.

1. Stresses of the bridge to be repaired should
be checked and vibration should be neasured and
assessed.

2. A welding procedure teEt shoulil be done using
speclnens attached to the actual brldge andl under
the same condlttons as thoEe under which actual re-
pai! work wlll be alone. The sâne skiUed welders
should be etnployed for the test and the actual re-
pålr work.

3. Scaffolds for field ereldlngs should be stlff
enough to prêvent the scaffolds from vlbrating wlth
a large anplituale.

4. Visual exanination and correctlon of defecta
should be done carefully.

5. Bead shapes should be Enoothed by grinding
after weLding to mlnlnlze stress concentratlon.

The Hanshin Expressway Publlc Corporation has
recently pubJ.ished a manual for the repalr of steel
higbnay bridges (3) that Íncludes field weld repair
provislons based on these recomrnendations. The man-



ual hås been succesefully followed in repairing dan-
agedl bridges of the Eanshin Expressvray.
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Scale-Model Tests for Full-Depth Precast Concrete

Panel-Decked Composite Bridge Span

MRINMAY BISWAS, ROBERTO A. OSEGUEDA, and JAMES S. NOEL

ABSTR,ACT

?he Texas TransPortation fnstitutêr untler
the joint sponsorshfp of the Texas State
Departnent of Highrfays and Pub1ic Transpor-
tation and the FHWA, has undertaken a ¡nulti-
year research proltran to investigate the
strength and structural perforrnance of a
bridge deck systen uslng fuIl-depth precast
concrete slab panel rnodules supported on
steel atringers. The prinary objective of
thê study is to evaluate the fulI range of
behavior of a conposite brialge deck syaten
that uËes epoxy nortar and shear studs âs
Jolnt naterial for a ¡nodular constructíon
uslng fu1}-tlepth, full-wiilth precast con-
crete panels nith block-outs. Understanding
this behavior noulil facllitate the use of
auch å rnethod for rapid bridge deck con-
struction and rehabitttation. the first
phase of this progran, a series of static
load testg on a one-thlrd scale laboratory
nodêI, has recently been completed. The
design and detailed construction ðf. the
scale model, the iletails and results of the
Ioad testË' and the evaluation of thè re-
sults are presented in thls paper. The
results indlcãte thât' within the elastic
stress rânge, the construction systen dle-
scrlbed here would ilevelop conposite actlon
in a satlsfactory rnanner.

Use of full-depth precast concrete panels is a
vÍable ¡nethod of bridge ¿leck construcÈion and re-
placement. such a rnethod has been used sincê the
eårly 1960É. l{ore than a dozen transportation agen-
cieE have built at least tnenty-flve bridges using
euch a method. Many of the projects were for reha-
bilitatÍon, and sorne reere neï constructions. Since
1973 nany of these bridges have been constructed to
provide cornposite action. Cotnposite action is af-
forded' tlr¡>ically' by the use of nechanlcal shear

connectorsi or structural nortar based on epoxyr
cement, or polyner¡ or both connectors and ¡nortar.
Except for so¡ne scatteredl and ninor nonstructural
failures, all the bridlges are reported to be per-
formíng well.

fn Èhe case of noncomposite constructionr the
structural behavior of a span is not greatly depen-
dent on the precast panel decks, although sone inci-
alental development of conposite action has been
reported. In the case of conposite consÈructíon, on
the other hand, structural behavior would be depen-
clent primarily on the perforrnance of the separate
conponents as well as on that of the systen as a
whoIe.

Attenpts to investigate structural behavior and
strength of such construction have been rare. Be-
cause the rehabilitation and construction of struc-
tures on existing highways are done under extremely
restrlctive tactical constraints, a reluctance to
engage in such research and investlgation involving
a bridge pressed for servíce is understandable.
Because of the significance of such an investíga-
tion, the Texas State Depart¡nent of Highways and
Public Transportation, jointly with FHWA, has uniler-
taken a research progran conducted by the Texas
Transportation Institute, Texas Aet4 University,
involving laboratory t€sts, prototl¡pe construction,
and subseguent tests of the prototlpe under field
conditions. The first phase of this progran, the
design and construction of a one-third scale labora-
tory model anal static load tests, has recenÈly been
conpleted. The progress and results of this research
are dlescribed.

DESIGN PRO1IOTYPE

To establish a basis for design of the model, a
typical design of a tso-lane, 60-ft nominal span
bridge was selected fro¡n the Standard Drarùings of
Steel l-Bean Bridges of the Texas Righh'ây Department
(I). A typical cross section ls shown in Figure
1(a). The stringers are o1d standaril 36I{F150 rol1ed
sections, spaced I ft center to center. One signif-
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FIGURE I Schematic views of the prototype bridge (l).

icant feature ís that welded cover plates, 3/4 in.
thickr 10 in. wide, and 40 ft long, were used top
and bottom.

rt was assurned that the existing deck of such a
brídge ¡rould be replaced by a series of full-depth
and fuIl-width, 8-in.-thick' precast panels, typi-
cally 6 ft long. Standard welded stual shear con-
nectors and epoxy mortars would be used Ø. The
average no¡nlnal gap between the top of Èhe stringer
and the botton of the precast panel nould be 3/4
Ín. A side view of the prototl¡f)e stringer and re-
placement paneL is shown in Figure 1(b). It was
further assumed that an isotropic reinforcernent
system consisting of same size bars' spaced equally
both wâys top an¿l bottom, would be used for the
precast slabs. Such reinforcenent for cast-in-place
clecks is specified by the ontario Bridge Design Code
(3) and has been used experinentally by the New York
State Department of Transportation (4).

UODEIJ DESTGN ÀND COMPONENT CONSTRUCTION

General Considerations

After consideration of the facilitles available and
review of the experience hrith nodels at other in-
stallations, a one-third scale was selected. Dead
load and rnass density effects were not included
because the cornposite action is usually and primar-
ily engaged to resist live loads on1y. This greatly
simplified the design and loading sche¡ne of the
¡¡odel. Necessary dimensional analyses were done to
símulate the structural mechanics para¡neters in
relation to live load only (5).

A 16-ft typicâl width of the prototype, including
trùo interior stríngers, was nodeled. It was con-
sidered important to physically incluale cover plates
in the model to sinulate a realistic construction
situation. A schematic layout of the model is shown
in Figure 2. The values of sectíonal property para¡n-
eters of the protot!¡pe, an ideal one-third scale
nodel, and the calculated values of the actual model
design are gíven ín Tab1e 1.

I lO Ponels @ 2'-O" (nomrnol)'20'-O' I

T
TI
nl

I
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(o) PLAN
224',

(b) SIDE VIEW

(c) SECTION

FIGURE 2 Layout of one-third ecale model.

TABLE I Composite Sectional Properties of hototype, a One-
Third Ideal Model, and the One-Third Design Model: Middle and
End Sectione

Section

Composite
Sectional
Parameter

l/3 Ideal l/3 Design
Prototype Model Model

Midsection I (in.4)
Q (in.3)
Sroo (in3,)
36o¡ (in.')
I/Q (in.)

I (in.4 )
Q (in.3) 

^
Sro p lin.: )
S¡ro¡ (in.")
I/Q (in.)

424.06
32.55
t05.92
37.87
I 3.03

324.7 8
27.08
91.37
28.34
1 1.99

34,37 0 424.32
871.32 32.27
2,878.08 106.04
1,029.1 38.11
39.45 13.15

25 ,77 8.7 318 .26
713.17 26.43
2,453.7 90.88
756.32 28.01
36.12 12.038

End section

Note: I = moment of inertia, Q = horizontal shear, S = sectioû modulus.

Model Stringers

The conputeal sectional properties of the stringers
could ideally be obtained by h'elding plates cut to
precise dlnensions. However, a number of fabricators
indicated that this would be impractical becâuse
propêr aligrunent could not be rnaintainecl. Compromise
clesign was reached by using W 12 x 19 beam sections
modified in the following nanner: Cover plates, 3/16
ín. thickr 2-3/4 ín. wide, and 13 ft 4 in. long,
were welded top and botton. Both sides of top and
botton flanges at each end (totaL of I locations per
stringer) were coped by grindíng away 3,/8 in. of the
edges of the last 34-L/2 in. The design of the
model stringers is shown in Figure 3.

To símulate reaListic eonstruction, avaÍlable
standard headed studs, I,/4 in. in diameter and 2-L/2
in. long, s¡ere used. The shear studs were placed in
pairsr erith a lateral spacing of I-3/4 in. and a
longitudinal spacíng of 6 in. center to center
through the whole length of the stringer. The cal-
cul-ated horizontal shear strength of the system eras
ilesigned to match the ultimate flexural strength of
the composite rnodel stringer when subjected to a
third-point loading.

Model Precast Concrete Panel Modules

The overall dinensions of a typical, full-depth,

(o) cnoss secro¡¡

z-1" E ro".co'

r-t{ rr " t*'J
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SEC- A

(c)

FIGURE 3 Details of model stringers.

one-third scale precast concrete model panel is
shorm in Figure 4(a). Ten such ldentical panels
were used in series to form the deck of the model
span. The blocked-out holes stere cleslgned and
positioned to fit over the heacled studs that had
been previously welded on the ¡nodel stringers.
Figure 4 (b) shows the details of the transverse
joint between adjacent slabs.

Formrork

clêar acrylic sheets' L/t ín. thick' were selected
based on the experience of other researchers. The
naterial can be cut precisely using standard wood-
working equipnent. It allov¡s visual lnspection of
the underside and sides of the forn. No bond release
agent is needed. snooth clean surfaces are obtainedlt
which are amenable to bonding to epoxy ¡nortar sub-
sequently useil at shear keys. The form does not
absorb water, and it elininates bleetling. The co¡n-
pleted forms are light and can be easily hanalled.
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To facilitate vlbration, the plastic fornwork was
placed on a plyerood frame, whlch in turn was placed
on a table-tlrfre vlbrator. In aaldition, two pneunatic
båII vibrators rrere used at each end of the plywood
frame to assure consolldation of fresh concrete
evenJ.y throughouÈ the form.

Relnforcíng steel

Deforned reinforce¡nent undler No. 3 bar Eíze is not
avaiLable. t{elded-çire fabric (3 x 3--D3 x D3) Itas
used as top and bottom reinforcernent for the precast
slab panels. Thís essentially elininated all prob-
lems related to ¡nodeling the reinforcement. The
mesh was equivalent to deforned 0.195-in.-diameter
bars, placed at 3.0 in. center to center both ways.
The steel area províded is 0.38 percent of the gross
cross-sectÍonal area of the slab. this is less than
the conventional steel reguirement for transverse
flexure, and it slightly exceeds the usual longftu-
dinal distributlon steel require¡nents. The isotropic

fi , zf". rr'-e"

f"ora ' zf"

sTlF4Er€RS ¡6 t
ar t Poil¡rs

(o) HALF_ PLAN
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FIGURE 4 Details of model precast concrete panel.

reinforcement provided, however, exceeds the re-
quirements of the specífications of the Ontario
Highway Departnent and the practíce of the New York
State Departnent of Transportation.

l4ode.L concrete and Slab.casting

To model the concrete to the extent possíble, noni-
nal 3,/8-Ín.-max pea gravêÌ, passed once through a
I/4-ín. sieve, was chosen as the coarse aggregate
and fine masonry sand was selected as the fine ag-
gregate. The gradation of the coarse and fine ag-
gregate was nostly within the geometrically scaled
alosrn linits of AASHTo requiremênts. Because of the
presence of a larger anount of fines than is found
in usual concrete, a larger amount of water was
needed to obtain proper workability, ancl consequent-
ly a relatively large cement factor of 9 bags per
cubic yard was needed to obtain the necessary
strength.

Figure 5 shows the acrylic sheet fornvrork, Èhe
welded wire re-bar cage, and the block-out molds.
Figure 6 shows a typical cast panel. one panel \ras
cast every 3 days. The panels were cured using wet
burlap. Test cylinders 2 in. x 4 in. and 4 in. x I
in. were also cast. They aI1 tested at over 6'000
psi in conpression at 28 days.

Epoxy Mortar

Epoxy Compound

Texas High\ray Departnent (THD) standard epoxy binder

Transportation Research Record 950

FIGURE 5 Acrylic plastic form including welded wire isotropic
reinforcement and block-out molds,

8-102 was selected. It has customarily been used as
a binder in a patching conpound to repair exísting
concrete structures. It was not fornally classífied
in accordance with the recent ASl!4 C-88I specifica-
tions. It, however, appeared to be sinilar to the
ÀSTlt tl¡pe III, grade I. class C epoxy.

Aggregate

A conpromise was made between using graded silica
sand and comnon constructÍon sand. Commercíally
available sand blasting sands, namely Texblast
grades No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4, were considerecl. On

EPOXY

FIGURE 6 Concrete panel after casting.
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the basis of sleve analyses, a 50-50 percent blend
of Texblast No. 2 and No. 4 was selected. This
blend meets the requirenents of TIID grade No. I
aggregate that ls specifleal for rnixing nith B-I02
epoxy co¡npound (j) .

Ittix Design

The design of epoxy rnortar ¡nix was based on neeileil
workabillty. Trial batches h'ere rnade with sand-to-
epoxy weight ratios of 2.75 through 3.50 at incre-
ments of 0.25.

A sand-to-epoxy weight ratio of 3 to I was se-
lected to produce a troyrelable ¡nix that would be
used to cast the pockets aroundl the pairs of shear
studs. A weight ratio of 2.75 to I was selected to
produce a flowable mix that would be poured into the
transverse keyways betweên adjacent slab panels.

CyJ.indrical test specimens 2 in. x 4 in. were
caat. The naterial exhibited consistently high
strength of abut 12r000 psi in conpression and
about 1r500 psi in (sp1it cylinder) tension when
tested at about 24 hours after casting. The average
tangent modulus was about 1.4 (106) psi.

MODEL ÀSSB,IBLY AND LOAD TESTS

the prefabricated cotnponents of the nodel e¡ere novêd
by truck to a site about I0 niì.es away for assenbly
and subsequent load testing. This simulated a real-
istic constructlon situation. Composite action
develops in steps that follo¡r the sequence of place-
ment of slab panels and the subsequent grouting of
various joints. The test sequences were designed to
nónitor such stepwise developnent of the composite
action.

Loading qystem and Instrunentation

The layout of the load points and the key to loca-
tions of various sensors are shown in Figure 7.

Loading

A third-point loading was used with four identical
RC-250 Blackhawk hydraulic ra¡ns. The r¿¡ms were
connected to a sÍngle pump through a four-way mani-
fold. Calibrated load cells were used under each
ram to rnonitor equal load application. Properly
designed anil fabrlcated AASH1IO grade elastomeric
bearing pads were placed between the loading devices
and the top of the no¿lel.

L67

Strain cauges

Longitudinally oriented uniaxial strain gauges were
placed at cross sections I through 8 (Figure 7) to
neasure flexural deformations. Surface bondecl gauges
yrere used at the flange and web of the stringers and
on the unilerside of the concrete panels. fn adili-
tionr sna11 strain gauges were bonded to the rein-
forcement bars, and large capsulated concrete strain
gauges, to be enbedded in the precast concrete
panels, were placed in the for¡nwork. Straín gauge
rosettes were placed at four sections, À through D,
(Fígure 7) to rneasure shear defornations.

DiaI Indicators

A total of six dial indicators erere used¡ placed at
the quarter points on the underside of each
sÈringer. À reference bea¡n was used to neasure
relative deflection as a function of loail.

Displ"acement Transducers

Four electrical displacenent transducers were used
to measure the relative horizontal sLip displacement
between the botton of the precast panel and the top
of the stringer. One transducer was placed 18 in.
(longitudinally) âway frorn each end of the tno
stringers. A typical installation is shown ín Fíg-
ure 8. In all there were 4 load locations and a
total of I03 sensor locations.

Test l: Nonconposite Stringer

The purpose of this test was to validate the loadíng
system, the instrunentation system, and the cal-
cuLated structural properties of the steel
stringers. Only thro precast panels were placed on
top of the stringers, over a strip of elasto¡ner, to
provide horizontal loading planes at a suitable
height un¿ler the rans. Figure 9 shows the setup of
test 1. A maximum load of 5 kips per ra¡n was ap-
plied. Figure 10 shows a flexural nornal strain
distribution of a typical section within the ¡niddle-
third length. Figure 1I shoers shear strain distribu-
tion at a section near the support. Miilspan ¿leflec-
tion as a function of load per ra¡n is shown in
Figure 12. The average flexibility is 0.094 in. per
I kip third-poínt load per ran, or the average
stÍffness is 10.638 kíps/ran/l
deflêction.

in. of midspan

.1

L__-l
' z'trvpr I

PLAN

FIGURE 7 Key to location of instrumented sections.
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FIGURE B Typical displacement transducer installation to
measure horizontal slip.

FIGURE 9 Setup for test I (noncomposite).
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FIGURE 10 Flexural strain distribution at section 4-4: test l.
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FIGURE ll Shear strain distribution at section A-A: test 1.
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Test 2: Partial Composite Stringer

For this test, only the pockets around each pair of
shear connectors were grouted. The keways betweên
adjacent slab panels erere left ungrouted. This
sinulates a situation where a bridge night need to
be briefly opened to traffic in between stages of
construction. To isolate the effect of inciclental
¿levelopment of composite action due to adhesion of
epoxy mortar bedcling at the stringer and slab inter-
face, the areas of the top of the flange in between
the pockets were dam¡ned using peel-back foatn insula-
tion strips. These also served as beârings for the
precast panels and provided the necessary gap be-
tvreen the stringer and the panels. This arrangement
is shown in Figure 13. The load test (Flgure 14)
¡¿as conducted 24 hr after grouting the pockets and a
naxi¡nun load of 5 kíps per ran was attained. The
nidspan deflection as a function of load per ram is
shown in Figure 12. The average flexibility is 0.08
in. per I kip of third-point load per râm, or the
average stiffness is 12.5 kíps/ram/I in. of nidspan
deflection. This indicates a 17.5 percent increase
in stiffness due to grouting only the pockets.

Test 3: FuII Composite Stringer

For thís têst all the transverse joint keyways be-
tween the adjacent slab pânels were filled with a
flowable epoxy nortar. Peel-back foan insulation
strips¡ backed by I in. x 2 in. furring lunber, were
used to seal all the potential leak locations.

O NON-COI.4PO5I TE
Â PÚCKETS GBOUTED

+ FULL-COI'4POS I TE

0. 60

Figure 15 shows the deck after grouting all the
joints. The load test was conducteclr 24 hours after
grouting of the transverse kel¡rraysr to a rnaximum of
6 kips per ram or a naxi¡num total load of 24 kips
for the rnodel span. Readings werê taken at intervals
of l-kip load per ran. Figure 16 shows the flexuraL
nor¡nal strain dlstribution at a typical tniddle-third
region of the span. Figure 17 shohrs the sheâr strain

FIGURE 13 Peel-back foam irur¡lation ueed to dam epoxy mortar
and as bearings for precast panels.

FIGURE 12 Comparison of midspan deflections for tests 1, 2, and 3.
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FIGURE 14 Setup for test 2 (partially
composite).
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FIGURE 16 Flexural strain distribution at æction 4-4: test 3.
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distribution at æction A-A: test 3.

SuÍmarv of Results

The various test results have been reduced and con-
pared rith calculateil theoretical values rrhenever
posslble E). cenerally good correlatíons have been
obtained.

Figure 18 illuEtrates the advantages achieved by
grouting the shear connectors to get co¡npoalte
action. À 40 percent lncrease in the llve load
carrylng capacity fs realízed because of cotrfroaite
action.
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FIGURE 15 The one-third scale model
after completion of all grouting before
test 3 (fully composite).

FIGURË l7 Shear strain

distribution at a typical section near a Eup[,ort.
The rni¿lspan deflection âs a function of loacl per ram
is shown in Flgure 12. Àverage flexibility is 0.037
in. per I klp of third-point load per rarn, or an
average stiffness of. 27 kLps/ra¡n/l in. of ni¿lspan
deflection. This is about a 155 percent increase ln
stlffness over the nonconposlte section.

The maxirnum horlzontal slip, meåsured at the
displacenent transducers, was about 0.001 in. À
nearl.y linear relatlon betneen load and slip dis-
placenent was observed.

0.05 0. r0 0. 15 0.20 0.2s
SHERR STRÊtN (lN/lN) xl0-r
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TENSION

So¡ne of the results 'trere scaled uP to comPare
nith the corresponding calculatedl values of the
prototlrpe. Figures 19 and 20 shovr the conParisons
of normal straln at the botton of a steel stringer
andt ther (llnearly projected) strain at the top of
concrete, respectively. Figure 2I shows the con-
parison of midspan defl"ection.

Eorízontal shear deformation or slip displacenent
was lege than estimated. This rnay be dlue to a¿lhesl-on
of epoxy nortar at the shear pocket locations.

CONCLUSIONS

In concluËllng the first phase of this experinental
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lnvestigation the maxLmurn applÍeil loãd was limited
to keep the steel stresses wlthin elastic Iimit.
nithout faillng the horizontal shear transfer sya-
tem. À stepwise developrnent of composite action
correspåndlng to ¡nodular construction sequence was
observed. Àfter thê conpletion of constructíon
using the full-depth precast panels' satisfactory
composlte action developed. Load-deformation re-
latlons, in generalr were Iinear. Excellent corre-
spondence between nodel behavior and calculated
prototype behavior was obtainedl. For the prototype
considered in this investigation the results in-
dicated nearly 50 percent over load caPacity com-
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pared to live load effects of an IIs20-44 deslgn
truck.

The model is stil1 intact and has been moved to a
new testing facllity about 10 ¡niles away. Many
other experi¡nents to investigate other structural
characteristics are anticipated.
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Ohio Turnpike Cuyahoga River Bridge Rehabilitation

WILLIAM S. FREEH

ÀBSlRÀC1

opened to traffic in 1955, the twín tvro-lanê
ohio Turnpike bridges over the Cuyahoga
River valley span 2'650 ft and reach as high
as 175 ft above the valley floor. Each
bridge ls conpriseil of four 100-ft-1ong
girder spans anil nlne 250-ft-long truss
spans supported by 12 reinforcecl concrete
piers. As the use of deicing salts increaseal
tluring the 1960s, so di.d deterioration of
the concrete portions of the briilges. The
orlginal design pernitted salt etater to flow
directly onto the surfaces of the piers. By
the ¡¡id-I9?0s deterloration of the piers
became evldent. Efforts to patch the piers
and divert drainage were made, but the Piers
had already become so saturated with chlo-
rides that ¿leterioratlon continued. In 1980'
under contract to the Ohio rurnpike Conrnis-
sion, nolrard, Needllesr Tam¡nen & Bergendoff
inspected the piers and found that about 40
percent of their surface area was spalled or
near spâtled. subsequently the flrn recon-
¡nended nethods of repair to prevent recur-
rence of the conditionr prepared plans and
specifications for shotcreting (selected
alternative) r âDd provided resident oon-
struction inspection.

The Ohlo Turnpike' opened to traffic in 1955' nas
designeil antl constructed before serious considera-
tion was glven to rnitigatlng the potentially de-

structive effects of deicÍng salts. The twin, two-'
lane bridges over the cuyahoga River valley âre the
longesÈ on the turnpike, spannlng 2.650 ft and
reaching as hígh as I75 ft âbove the valley floor.
Each bridlge is cornprised of four loo-ft-long girder
spans and nine 250-ft-long truss spans suPPorted by
12 reinforced concrete plers. The concrete decks,
nhen originally constructed, had open curbs for
drainage.

As the use of deicing salts lncreased durlng the
1960s, so did ¿leterioration of tbe concrete portions
of the bridges. The deck, where the reinforcing
steel ls cl.ose to the surfacer and the edges of the
deck slab' where the salt-ladlen water floweil through
the open curbs, were the first areas to show severe
spa11ing. The deck was patched r¡lth relative ease'
but patching the vertical edges of the sl.ab outside
the railing was dlifficult. To prevent salt eater
flo¡ring over the fascias, the oPen curbs were closed
ln 1967 and a1I drainage fron the clecks was diverted
through open toothPlate-t!¡pe expansion joints 10-
cated above all but two, of the piers. Joints were
locãted 25 ft from piers 45 and 4N to Prevent
drainge falling on railroad tracks passíng close to
these piers.

The piers had been subjected to some salt water
flowing through the joints sínce the first use of
deicing salts' but the closing of curb openlngs
increased the floet directly onto the surfaces of the
plers. By the tnid-1970s there was visible deteriora-
tion of the piers (except 4s ancl 4N). There were
sone efforts by ohio Turnplke Comnission (orc) nain-
tenance forces ln later years to patch the piers and
to divert drainage away from thern, but the piers had
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already become so heavlly saturateil with chlorÍdes
that their deterioration continued.

By 1980 it was âppãrent thât extreme neasures
were necessâry to prevent further deterioration of
the piers. The OTC selected the Howard, Needles,
Tanrnen & Bergendoff (Rti¡TB) C1eveland office to nake
a thorough inspection of the piers, recommend
nethods of repair to prevent recurrence of the con-
ilition, prepare plans and specificatlons for the re-
pairs, and provide resident construction inspection.

With the aid of spider staging, the entire sur-
face area of each pier (except 4S and 4N) was in-
spected by hamner sounding to locate delaminated
areas in the apparently sountl concrete. Bollow
sounding areas were outLined in chalk and recorded
on scale drawings of the piers as "nêar spall.'
Areas where spalling had already occurred were re-
corded as 'spaIIed.' The depth of most spalled
areas was at the plane of the outside face of the
¡nain vertical reinforcement that ranged between 2.75
and 4 inches. clearly, spalling and dela¡nlnation
were the result of expanslon of the corroded rein-
forcement.

In the spâlled areas it was observed that the
horizontal tie bars were heavily corroded but that
¡nain vertical bars did not have large metal 1oss.
Concrete nas removed around a number of representa-
tive vertical bars revealing that corrosion l{as
1i¡nited to the outside faces and that good bond
remained on the ineide portion of the bars. The
surface area recorded as spa).Ied or near spalled
totaled about 54.000 sguare feet, representing ap-
proxitnately 40 percent of the surfacþ area of the
piers. Samples of concrete were removed from 26
locations in sound concrete and tested for salt
content. Results indicated that large amounts of
chloriile occurre¿l in vlrtually â11 exposed pler
surfaces.

Several alternatives for repair of the piers were
considered. The repaír would have to provide protec-
tion against continuing deterioration resulting fron
the high chloride content found in nuch of the con-
crete that is sound at present. A routine repair
alternative ¡¡ould have been to renove a1l deterio-
rated concrete down to sound concretei replace
heavily corroded reinforcenenti and replace all
missing concrete with conventional concrete, pneu-
matically placed mortar (shotcrete), or preplaced
aggregate and pressure-injected grout. A 1atex addi-
tive could have been used to improve the bond anil
reduce the permeability of the shotcrete patches.

Follolring this t]Þe of repair, all surfaces of
the piers could have been waterproofed to prevent
aclditional water and chloríde penetration. Honever,
sone moisture would still penetrate the concrete
surfaces¡ rnigrate through parts of the piers, and
combine with the chlorides already present in the
sound concrete to cause corrosion of the reinforce-
ment. Thls solution r¿as Èhefefore not consldlered
suf f iciently ef fective.

The second alternatíve considered was the use of
cathodic protection. Cathodic protection reverses
the electrochemícaL process of corrosion. Tero orga-
nizations that specialize in cathodic protection and
have installed successful systens in bridge clecks
were consulted. Although neither had ever attenpted
such â systen on a vertical concrete face, both were
of the opinion that a successful systen could be
devised.

The Harco Corporation, one of the cathodic pro-
tection specialists consulted, was hired by the OTC
to do a corrosÍon evaluation and cathodic protection
feasibility field study on sample piers. Harco
prepare¿l a report that stated that it would be fea-
sible to protect. the piers cathodicallyi however,
for the cathodic protect.ion to function properly,
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chlorldes wouLd have to be added to the ner patchee
to closely match the chloride content of the ailjoin-
ing concrete because cathodic protection ls ¡nost
effective in wet, chloride-taden concrete that
serves ag a conductor. ft ¡ras also noted that if
neÌr concrete patches wfthout chlorlde were placed
adjacent to chloride-laden concrete and lf cathodic
protection were not used in these areas, a aevere
battery action would be crêated, significantly ac-
celerating corrogion.

The ¡nethod proposed for cathodically protecting
the piers includeil rernoving all loose and deterlo-
rated concrete, patching wlth new concrete contain-
ing chlorides, inatalllng a system of wlres on the
surfaces, and then coating the surfåces of the plers
erith a conductive ¡naterial. The recomlended coating
¡naterial would have been e:(tremely high ln carbona-
cious ¡naterlal and black in color. The cathodic
protection alternatLve was rejected because lt lras
expensive, experimental, had an obtrugive color, and
wo'rld require an unknown a¡ûount of nalntenance.

a third alternative, chlorlde renoval, was con-
sidered. Tno methods of re¡nova1 have been Êucceasful
in laboratory tests. One method uses a flushlng
technlque rlth Lon-free water. The other nethod
involves an electrochenical process. The latter dld
show proníse for bridge decks but would have been
impractícal for the large vertlcal surfaces of the
pler6.

Becauge the renalning sound concrete díd contâin
potentially destructl.ve anounts of chloríde, the
cost to renove and replace all surface concrete nas
ínvestígatê¿t. ft waE found that a much better unit
price could be obtalned for removing and replacing
the entlre surface than for treating only the
spalled and near spalled areag. Certâinly the
aesthetics of a patch job would have beèn un-
desirable.

HN:rBrs recomnendation to the OTC naË that all
surface concrete on all piers (except plers 43 and
4N) be renoveil to a mlnimurn of 1.5 ln. behlnil the
¡nain reinforcing steeLt that all surfaces be sand-
blastedt anil that the surfaces be restored with
either plaln shotcrete or preplaced aggregate and
pressure-injectedl grout, ensu;lng that the steêI
reinforce¡nent would not be ln contact with any
chl-oride-contatninated concrete. To rnaintaln the
structural integrity of the plers it would be necea-
sary to design a sequence of renoval and repJ.ace-
nent. The OTC accepted the recomîendation and au-
thorized ñNTB to prgpare plans anal speclfications.

It has been the experience of ENIts that sone
repair projects usíng shotcrete have not given good
long-tern results, For this project the objectlve
was to achieve a repair that would last 50 years or
more, and because thís project would be one oÉ the
largest such pler repair projects ever undertaken,
HNIts, erith concurrence of the OTC, engaged the aer-
vices of Thotnas J. Reading, a nationally recognized
authority on shotcrete.. Reading has had Eone 3O
years experience in this field, rvas formerly Chair-
¡nan of the À¡nerlcan Concrete fnstltute (ACI) Conunit-
tee on Shotcrete, and ls an active menber of that
comnittee. Ee assisted in writing the shotcrete
specification. field testíng and qualifylng the
nozzletnen, and organlzing other fleld controls.

Plans were prepared showing the construction
sequence necessary to maintain structural integrity,
and bids trere taken on the t$o recormtended alterna-
tlve methods of repair. Only one bid for the pre-
placed aggregate alternative was receiveil, and it
was signlficantly higher than the low bid of
Û2t73I,L76 for shotcrete repair submltted by the
Pressure Concrete Construction Company. pressure
Concrete i'as awarded the contract ând the project
wae begun on May 17, L982.
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Type IA cement was specffied. It was supplied in
tank trucks for aL1 piers east of the Cuyahoga River
by the Dundee Cement Conpany and in standard sacks
for the plers west of the river by the Medusa Cenent
Conpany. The fine aggregate, a natural sand, had to
neet the requirements of the ÀCf speclficatlons.
Samples nere taken for testing from all stockpíIes
in the supplierrs yard and again ât the site. Mois-
ture contênt was frequentl-y checked andl was ugually
betneen 3.5 and 4.5 pe_rcent. The sand hras covered
to protect it fro¡Tl rain because an increase ín ¡nois-
ture content vrould hanper pu¡nping the sand-cetnent
nix through the hoses. The natêr-cetnent ratio varied
betvreen 0.35 and 0.45 by weight. Thê tnixíng and
curing water nas haule¿t to the site ín tank trucks
from a local nunicipal supply.

Specifications required that cemenÈ and sand be
batched by lreight. The contrâctor was granteal per-
¡nission to batch volunetrically, provided periodic
weight checks hrere made to ensure the specified
ratio of cement to sand. Frequent calibratlon of
the batching equipnent--Concrete ltoblles--was found
to be necessary. feriodically separate sanpfes of
cenent ând sånd were taken anil welghed just before
cornblning. Àdditional tests were ¡nacle to determine
the ratio of cement to sand in the mixture before it
was discharged lnto the shotcreting rnachine.

Dry-nlx (i.e., except for the free tnoisture in
the sand, all nixing r¡ater $ras added at the nozzle)
shotcreting equipnent eras used. Shooting equipment
consisted of four iletcreters supplernented by one
Ir{lcon and one üaynedier gun. The guns required
f.requent naintenance mainly because of eear. An
anple supply of conpressed air was provided nith
pressures as high as 110 psi at the gun. Àir pres-
sure6 at the nozzle were estinated at about. 80 psl
for tîoËt applications.

The shooting of test panels was required before
ahotcrete was applied to the structure to establish
the rnix proportlons and gualify the nozzlenen. A1-
though all of the nozzlenen had had prior experi-
ence, each nas required to denonstrate his abillty
to apply shotcrete of the required quality. The
test panels were 3 ft square at the back with sidles
flared out at a 60-degree angle. To sinulate actual
project conditfons, the thickness of the panels and
the locâtion and size of reinforcing bars and wire
mesh were the same as in the structure.

A 28-day strength of 4,2O0 psl on cores taken
fro¡n the preconstruction panels was requlred--20
percent ¡nore than the 31500 psi required in control
test panels taken during construction. The panels
were also required to be substantlally free from
lenses and sand pockets and have good bond of the
shotcrete to the reinforce¡nent. Because the reln-
forcing bars vrere as large as No. 11 and as closely
spaced as I in. (5 in. at laps) sone difficutty in
obtåining sound shotcrete was anticipated.

The first serles of panels was rejected becåuse
of low strength, attributable to lnsufflcient cernent
resulting from lmproper batching. Several nozzlemen
were dlsqualifieil because of the presence of sanal
lenses anal pockets behlncl the reinforcing bars of
their test panels. ft was deterninêd that a mix
sonewhat wetter than that used in ordlnary shotcrete
constructlon gras necessary for the naterial to flo}t
around the reinforclng bars wlthout forníng sand
pockets. The mix proportlons had to be adjustêd to
obtaln the needed strength and to compensate for the
snall amount of ailded hråter. Because the nlx r,ras on
the wet elcler ít eras necessary to use a design of I
Part cenent to 3.5 parts sand by weight. This gen-
eral1y gave strengths of about 51000 psi. The hlgh
6trength level eras consiilered ilesÍrable because
shotcrete is usually rnore varíablê than ordinary
concrete. Thís nlx design also provlded good freeze-
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thaw resistance. Nozzle¡nen who failed to qualify on
their first atternpt were given the opportunity to
gun another panel.

Fíelal control testing was done on panels having
the sane size and features as those in the precon-
struction tests. They were gunned on the sane day
as that portion of the structure that they repre-
sentetl, to provlile an indlcation of the quality of
shotcrete in the structure. Cores taken from the
control test panels were required to have a 28-day
strength of 3,500 psi. Seven-day strenqths were
also determine¿l to compute the Btrength ratio for
the tero ages. This pernitteal an early estinate of
the acceptabilíty of the shotcrete.

A generous nunber of control test panels were
made early ln the work, but the nu¡nber was reduced
after the nunber of cores taken fron the structure
was suffícient to indicate a satlsfactory correla-
tion. In all, 42 control test panels erere tnade.
wÍth few exceptions there were no problems in ob-
taining shotcrete of the required quality. The
shotcrete was applied in two layers placed several
weeks apart. The first layer was about 4.5 in.
thick and encompassedl the existing reinforcing bars.
The second was about 2 in. thick and encompassed the
newly installed ¡rire mesh. The bottons of the piers
were usually shot first, and the re¡nainder \das done
by workíng from the top down.

Because of the height of the piers (sone 100
feet) the gunning on each pier extended over a 3- to
4-day perioil. This resulted in bonding pioblems.
When working from the top doh'n overspray and waste
shotcrete diluted by hrater fro¡n the nozzl.e ran down
over the piers and created a coating that could not
be re¡noved by $rater b1ast. In the eârIy stages
brooning of the surface of the first shotcrete layer
nas too light or was done too early (before bleeding
was conplete) to produce a good bonding surface.
AIso, a coating of the tyfre described previously
tende¿l to develop on this surface when the second
layer of shotcrete was applied.

Because these conditions could lead to poor bond,
they were eloseLy observed by the lnspectors. Con-
siderable sandblasting or rnaterial blasting (using
the regular shotcrete nix with no water adiled at the
nozzle) was required before these areas were covered
rr¡ith shotcrete.

After the shotcrete had hardenecl, each layer was
sounded with a harnner to check for clrurnrny areas.
Particular attention was paid to locations where
drumminess was thought to be nost Likely. Ten piers
were found to have drumrny areâs, most of which were
s¡nall. The total area involved was about 500 square
feet, only 0.4 percent of the area of the shotcrete.
l¿lost of the drurTûtry areas were found in the lower
half of the piers where the coating problem was
greatest. Virtually all drumny areas occurred be-
tween the t$ro shotcrete layers. All drunny areas
were chlpped out ånd reshot.

The acceptability of the shotcrete was detertnined
malnly fron cores taken from the structure. These
were usually taken through the t$ro layers cornprising
the 6.5-ln. thickness. FolJ"owÍng the rationale in
ACI Shotcrete Specificatlon 506.2-77, it was re-
quired that the average of three 28-day tests frorn
any dayrs work shouLd not be less than 31000 psi and
no slngle test should be below 21600 psi. In aII
âbout 120 cores were taken from the structure. The
overall average strength exceeded 5r500 psi. The
lor¡est average of three tests was 31500 psi, ancl one
core tested belor' the 2r600 psi requirenent.

The low core hâal a 28-dlay strength of 21215 psi.
A proximate core had a 7-day strength of 2,100 psi.
These cores were taken from the first layer of the
top drop (the top 6 ft of the pier) of pier 85 on
the south end where the guality of shotcrete nas
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suspect because of trouble in the batching opera-
tion. The shotcreÈe in the cores appeared sounfl to
the eye. The apparent cause of the low strength wåe
inadequate cêment content resulting fro¡n faulty
operation of the Concrete Mobile. The layer was
sounded and no tlrummy areas were foundl. The rnatter
was discussedl with structural englneers who thought
thât this slight strength deficlency could be toler-
ated in this area where loading conilltions are in-
significant. The batching machine was adjusted, ancl
cores taken fron the next drop were very good. ft
eras therefore decided to accept this ¿lrop antl allow
the contractor to proceed wlth the second shotcrete
layer. The appearancê of the shotcrete in the cores
frotn the structures wa6 very goo¿li thêre were a
minirnrun of lenses anil sand pockets. Because of the
favorable results obtained, the nu¡nber of cores was
re¿luceil for the later piers.

HNTB is of the opinion that the aesthetics
achieveil by the contractor were ¡nuch better than
anticipateil. The specifications callecl for a flash-
coat finish, but at the suggestion of the contractor
a sanple with a finish struck off with a trowel vras
administered to a section of a pier and conpared to

Rivet Replacement Criteria
R.N. FAZIO and A.E. FÄZIO

ABSTRACT

The New Jersey Transít Corporation (NJ Tran-
sit) is currently lrnplernentÍng a major
capital improvements program to upgraale its
physical plant. The rehabilitatíon of exist-
ing bridges is a rnajor elenent of this work.
The adoption of rivet replacetnent críteria
for the varíous bridges programned for reha-
bilitation is dÍscussed in this paper. The
rívet replace¡nent criteria have been devel-
oped for use as a guideline by the engineer
during inspection, designr and constructíon
of the varíous briclges programmed for reha-
billtation. The criteria ¿leveloped are
sinple, re1iable, and reproilucible and pro-
vicle a uniforn evaluatíon scherne for the 600
râilroad bridges found within NJ Transitrs
physical plant. In this paper the importance
of loading conditions, tl¡tr)e of connection,
grip length, and cost as paraneters to be
consi¿lered in assessing if a rivet should be
replaced is discussed.

The New Jersey Transit Corporatíon (NJ Transit) was
created by the stâte legislature in 1979 and has
been chartered to run all conmuter passenger trains
in the state of New Jersey. N.f Transit is the third
Iargest comnuter rail system in the nation and in-
cludes 490 route miles of track, 600 unclergraile
bridges, 75 locomotives. 968 Passenger cars, and 142

a sample of the flashcoat. The finish with the
trowel was selected. Wire guides were used on every
corner ancl aë about 3 or 4 foot centers on flat
surfaces. The conbinatlon of trowel finish and wl.re
controls produced very sharp lines nuch llke thosê
of a formed surface, êxcept that there were no form
¡narks.

In order to protect the repaireil piers from new
sâlt penetration they were treatetl wlth Chem-Trete
BSM40 r{eatherproofing after the proper cure tine had
elapsecl.

HNTB believes that Èhe well-researched, clear,
and strictly adhered to specifications will achieve
the desired so-year J.ife expectancy of this rnajor
shotcrete repair project. A second rehabilitation
contract for the bridges has been let. This con-
tract will include a ner{ deck' about 10 ft wider
than thê existing deck, reith sealed expansíon joints
and a cLosed drainage system. The nestbound bridge
was rehabilitated in 1983, and the eastbound brldge
is scheduled for conpleÈion in 1984.

htblicøtion of this paper sponsored by Commíttee on Structures Maintenønce.

stations. As a result of years of deferred nainte-
nancer NJ Transit is in the process of ímplenenting
a major capital improvenents program to up,grade its
physical plant. The rehabilitation and replacenenÈ
of various bridges wlthin the rail systen is a major
element of this program. NJ TransÍt bridges vary in
length from 5 ft Lo 21926 ft an¿l were founcl to have
deficiencíes that ranged frorn ¡ninor palnt loss to
najor structural deterioratíon.

In this paper the ailoption of uniform rivet re-
placenent criteria for the various bridges that are
progranìmed for rehabilitation is discussed. The
criteria are ¿leveloped to ¡neet the follor+ing goals:
(a) provide standard rivet replacement criteria that
are simple, relÍab1e. and reproducible for the 600
railroail bridges v¡ithin NJ Transitrs physícal ptantt
(b) provide the various consulting firns, construc-
tion contractors, and ín-house staff standard cri-
teria to be used for the rnany bridges programne¿l for
rehabilitation; (c) gíve guidance to the engineer
during the inspection, design, constructionr ând
quality control phases in selecting which rivets
should be replaced; and (¿l) allow the developrnent of
tnore accurate rivet replâcement costs for the
brídges program¡ne¿l for rehabilitation.

PROBLEM TORMULATION

Any structure consists of individual rûembers that
nust be fastened together to create a structural
systen that is compatíble with its intended service.
If the connections are inadequate the structural
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system wílI behave in such a nanner that the design
atresses of the individual connecting members will
not be in agreernent with the actual stresses experi-
enced in the system. Therefore, no matter how effi-
ciently the indlvidual ¡ne¡nbers are designe¿t, proper
attenÈion must be given to the connections of the
structure. The concept of a properly functioning
strucÈural systen is especially important in the
rehabilitation of railroad briclges.

After the bridges that were programned for reha-
bilitation had been inspected it was observed that
rivet head deterioration varied fron zero to 100
percent. Fielil observations led to iliscussions
centere¿l around the following questions.

1. How will the riveted connections behave under
the existing railroad loadings if the rivet ís not
able to hold the connection tiqht?

2. What ¡ninimun acceptable percentage of rivet
head should be specifieil ín order for the connection
to re¡nain tight?

3. Do the type of loading (i.e., direct shear,
prying action) and the type of connection influence
the ¡ninimum acceptable percentage of rlvet head thaÈ
is requíred for the connection to re¡nain tight?

4. Can uniforrn rlvet replacement criteria, which
$¡ould be utilízed by inspectors, design engineers,
and field engineers, be estabLished for the bridges
progranmed for rehabilitation?

RTVETS

The rivets found on NJ Transitrs bridges erere pre-
dominantly button head of a rounded shape with di-
ameter of I.5 D + L/8 ín., where D is the noninâf
diameter of the rivet shank. The height of the rivet
head is 0.425 tirnes its diameter. Rivet heads were
also found to be flattened to I/4 in., countersunk,
ancl chippecl flush as ilictated by clearance require-
nents.

The hot riveting technlque, v¡hich was used ex-
tensively, consists of heating a rivet to 1r800oF
and then inserting the rivet into maÈching holes
(sized l/16 in. larger than the noninal diarneter of
the rivet) of the connecting materials. A head was
formed on the protru¿ling end of the plain shank by
the rapid forging action of a pneunatic hamner. The
force of the riveting causes the heated shank to
expand laterally ancl nearly fill the hole. As the
rivet contracts and squeezes together the parts
being connected, a clanping action develops.

The squeezing effect actually causes somè trans-
fer by frlction of stress between the rnaterials
being connected. The frictional forces developed
between the naterials being connected are not con-
sidereal a alependable factor to be included in the
calculation of the strength of the connection and
were conservatively neglected in the design specifi-
cations. Yet the frictional force that is developed
in the connection results from the rivet head pro-
viding the necessary resùraining action to keep the
joint tight. As cân be seen frorn Figure l(A), the
equilibriun equations of statics shov¡ that the íni-
tial conpressive force in the plates nust equal the
initial tensile force of the rivet. The initial
tension in the rivet of the connection produces the
conpressive forces bethreen the back of the connec-
tion and the adjacent surface. Fígure 1(B) shows
the approximate stress ilistribution tleveloped by
Rotsher that is most coÍmonly accepted by the pro-
fession (1). This stress distribution depicts the
transfer of forces that are generated on a smalI
ring of contact between the fixed hea¿l of the rivet
and the connectlng steel members.

L77

FIGURE I Rivet stress distribution.

I,OADING CONDITIONS

Riveted connections are usually considerecl bearing-
type joints and are designed in connection rnembers
to resist shear forces that ¡nust be transferre¿l
between the connection ne¡nbers. The clampíng force
in a rivet is difficult to control and cannot be
relied on as can that of high-strength bolts. There-
fore, in the analysis of a riveted connection sub-
jected to an in-plane loading through the centroid
of the rívet group, the following loading stagea
exist: (a) static friction prevents slip; (b) exter-
na1 load exceeds the frlctional resistance and the
joint slips until rivets are partly or a1l in bear-
ing; (c) the rívet and plates deform elastically;
and (d) yieldíng of the plates or rivets occurs
until either the plate fractures or the rivet shears
co¡npletely.

Three significant loading conditions exist for
which the foregoing analysis is some\dhat dífferent
and ¡nore complicated. These loading conditions are
pure tension, conbined tension and shear, andl prying
âction.

Pure Tensile Load

When a tensile load is applied to a connectíon, the
fastener will elongate and the precornpressed menbers
will tend to expand to their original thickness. If
the plate expansion does not exceed the initial
contraction of the plates, some contact pressure
bettùeen the connecting rnenbers will renain, an¿l the
following relatíonship will hold true.

Rivet Force = Contact Forces + Tensile l.oad

A further increase in external tensile load will
result in a decrease in member contact forceg until
the plates separate. When the connecting me¡nbers
separate, the rivet force is equal to the applied
external load, and the followíng relationship wiJ.l
hol.d.

Rivet Force = Tensile Load

Combined Tensile and Shear Loads

Figure 2 depicts a typical girder-floor beatn connec-
tion in which the rivets are subjected to conbined
shear and tensile forces. The verticâl load beíng
transferred tends to cause the connection to slide
downward anil is resísted by the shearing strength of
the rivets. The downh'ard externally applied loa¿l
and upward resisting shear force of the rivets pro-
duce a couple. The mornenÈ produced is Pe. An equal
and opposite couple must be produced by the tension

c=r lîì c'r
JrL--,

(a)

ROfSHER S STRESS
OISTRI BUTION

(B)
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ECCENTRIC SHEAR
FORCE

A SHEAR FORCE

G I ROER

FIGURE 2 Typical girder-floor beam connection.

in the upper rivets and by the conpression in the
lower part of the connection. As shonn in Flgure 3

the stresses in the connection are assumed to vary
linearly from the neutral axís. Figure 4 shows that
the rivet head acts as a restrålnt in keepíng the
connecting naterlal tight when tensile loading ls
experienced within the connection.

RIVETS

\û,\-_|

NEUTRA Laxts 
-\
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EXTENAL LOAO P

TENSION A SHEAR
(RIVET HEAD IMPORTANf)

/'---N.r
NTER OF GRAVITY

ENTIC . STIEAR LOAD
(RIVET HEAD NOT IMPORTANT)

RIVETS RESISTING EXTENAL
LOAO P

prying forces, and the useful capacity of the rivet
ís clecreased by the prylng forces developed 1n the
connectlon. Therefore, dependlng on the relatlve
stíffness of the rivet fastenerg and the connecting
tnaterialr the prylng forces rnay be negliglble or
they may be a substantial portlon of the total ten-
slon Ín the rlvet.

FAII,I'RE I{ODES OF RTVETED JOII¡TS

Failure of.rlveted joints occurs if the åpplled load
exceeds the tensile capaclty of the net Êectionr the
shear capacity of the rivet' or the bearlng strength
of the connecting naterial. It is assuned thåt the
rlvete ãre tight and that the heads are fulI and
provide the area needed to develop a restraining
force. l¡tany of the rivete observed during brldge
inspections had heads aubstantlally reducedl by cor-
rosLon. If the head of the rÍvet is corroded and iE
not able to provlde the restralnlng actlon requlred
to keep the joint tlght, the rlvet head shouldl be
considered in assessing trhether the jofnt ls atle-
quâte to reslsÈ the applled 1oå¿1.

Head Reduction

fhe tl4)e of connection (rigid, senlrlglÈ!, or flex-
ible joint) and the loading conditlons experlenced
by the connection should be paraneterg to consider
when assessing whether a rivet shouldl be replaced
because of rivet hêad deterioratlon.

In partlcularr ít appears that reductlon of the
rivet head should be investigated nhen rLvets are
experiencing loading conilitions of pure tenEiont
conbined shear and tenslon, and prylng action.
Thus, if the rlvet is subjected to any tl¡I)e of ten-
siLe force, the reduction of the rivet heatl should
be considered as an adldltional pararneter ln deciding
if the rivet should be replaced,

Depenaling on the rotatlonal characterLstlcs under
load, donnectlons can be classified as Eimpler se¡ni-
rígid, and rigidl. A rigid connection Is one that
does not rotate anil has complete no¡nent resistancei
a connection that is flexible' free to rotate' and
has zero nìoment resistance is a simple connectlon. A
senlrigld connection falls sotnenhere ln betfeen the
rigid and flexible connection. The three clasglfl-
cations of joÍnts can be charactêrized as follows.

- Rigid connectlon--reslsts greater than 90 per-
cent of ¡nornent (2),

LINEAR STREES
DISTRIzuTION

FIGURE 3 Fastener group rtress distribution.

I " lp
t-lfflr/-Èl\

RtvÉr HEA9 _+ : )-+rYlrqkL

-i"iJåîlll'FIGURE 4 Detail of rivet connection.

Prying Action

Prying action forces develop depêndlng on the flex-
ural rigidiÈy of Èhe connection. ff the connecting
menbers are not fairly stiff' prying action forces
will increase the tengile force in the rlvets.
Therefore, for equilibrium to exist, the total force
in the rivet ¡nust equal the applietl force plus the

( sEcT¡otl A- A )
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- Sernirigid connection--resísts 20 to 90of tnoment (2) . an¿
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rotation of the joint) that develops from the heavylive loads experienced on railroa-d bridges. Thislogic seens to indicate that the rivet connectionwill fail in tension and thât these stresses will befurther redistribute-d to other rivets, eausing anunbuttoning and failure of the 
"orrn"atiorr. ih,r",when any rivet experiences a tensíIe loading and theconnection is not !e-signed as a rigid connection,the rivet head should be considereA as a structur_a1ly significant parameter rrhen deterníning if therivet should be replaceil. e nini¡nu¡n acceptablepercentage of rivet head should be defined to ãnsurethat the rívet is able to resist the secondary ten_sile stresses produced by joint rotation.

Grip Lenoth

Unless Èhe connecting plates are rigld with respectto the rivets, the connection remains elastic, theload ís transrnitted from one plate to another, andthe dístribution of forces is not uniform. rt mustbe emphasized that thê longer the joint is, thegreater will be the nunber of ro¡¡s of iivets and thegreater will be the proportion of the load trans_mitted by the outeÍ rivets. The grip length of arivet in the jolnt must be investigáteã to deter¡nineíf the clarnping force is adequate io feep the jointtight. In joints fastened with lonj rívets theindivldual plates have adjusted to the ioads experi_enced and have âssu¡ned a curved shape within theconnection. Tests on high-strength bolts have con_firrned thÍs behavior¡ shear tests of single boltsyield shear planes at almost 90 degrees to the bolt

percent

- FlexÍble connection--resists O to 20 percent ofnoment (2).

The tl¡pe of structurâl connection in which therlvet head is. signÍficant is the flexible connectíonin which thè three loading conditions discussedprevlously develop. À flexlble connection is de_signed to rotate and, if thê connectlng angles are1Íght connectors, the angles r¡i11 deform. ff theconnecting âng1es deforrn, the rivets ¡nust also de_formi thus it becornea apparenÈ that the rivet head
con_trlbutes to keeping the connection tight.As illustrateal in Figure 5 for the fl-'oor beam_to_stringer connection, the connecting angle defor¡na_tion couLd exist. The applled fãaairig tends tocause the connectlon to slide dlorrnward-, and thÍstendency is resisted by the shear strenlth of therivets. The heavy live loads experienced on therailroad bridges tend to rotate tìre connection bypulling the upper rivets away from Èhe web by induc_ing a tensile force in these rivets. Thus the rivethead becomes an inportant paraneter to investigâtein assessing whett¡er the connectÍon is adequate whensubjected to tensile force Isee Figures 6(A) and
6(B) l.

Às shown in Figure 6(À), the rivet head acts as arestrainlng Êupport thåt holds the joint in place asthe rivet shank bends. ft can be inferred that ífthe rivet head ls I0O percent deterÍoratea [Figure6(B)lr the rivet connection witl resist the shearforce but not the tensile force lprJucea by the

E ANGLE
CONNECTION

FLOORBEAM
(At

FIGURE 5 Typical deformation in floor

(B)

beam-stringer connection.

NO REDUCTION

ROTSHER'S
STRESS
DISTRIEUTION

IOOTO RIVET H€AD REDUCTION
ZERO RIV€T HEAD REDUCTION

ECTING I{ATERIAI.

T IIEAD
loo.l

FIGURE ó Example of reduction in rivet head.
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TABLE I Field Report

Existing RiYet
Condition

Rivet Rivet
Replacement Replacement
C¡ite¡ion A Criterion B

Rivet fuvet
Replacement Replacement
Crite¡íon C Criterion D

Percent of rivet head remaining 25 50
Rivets to be replaced (%) 5 l0

85
20l5

Criterion A
C¡iterion B
Criterion C
Criterion D

by the total nunber of rivetÊ to be rePlaced accord-
ing to criteria A' B, c, and D (Table 1).

Accordlng to Table 2, rivet replacenent baseal on
griterion D witl cost four times more than rivet
replacement based on criterion À. Clearlyr the
rivet reptacenent criterion adopted for a Particular
bridge v¡iII influence rivet rePlacen¡ent cost.

In additionr a great varíance in cost can develop
if (a) the rÍvet replacement criteria used blf the
engineer in developing cost estimates are not
identical to the rivet replacement criteria used by
the contractor in developlng the bid price or (b)
each contractor in developing bid costs for rivet
replacenent uses different rivet replacenent cri-
tería. If standard rivet replacenent criteria are
lncorporated in the contract docurnentsr there should
not be major variances betereen the engineerrs esti-
nated cost, the contractorsr bidsr and the actual
cost of a parÈicular bridge rehabilltation. Further-
more, as the magnitude of the job íncreases' so does
the nunber of rivets to be replaceil. Thís increases
the cost of rivet replacenent. For these reasons
uniform rivet replacenent criteria have been ¿level-
oped and adopted by NiI Transit for bridge rehabili-
tation work.

CONCI,USION

The neeil for and developnent of the unlforn rivet
replacement crlteria adopted by NiI Transit for use
in íts progra¡n¡ne¿l bridge rehabí1itatíons have been
tlíscussecl. In suÍmaryr it has been shosn that the
type of loailing, type of connection, and grip length

are inportant paratneters to be conaiderêd shen de-
terrnining if a rivet nust be replaced. The crlterla
deveLoped and adopled by NJ Translt ¡riIl (a) provide
the varlous archltectural ancl englneerlng firns,
construction contractors, anil in-house staff uniforn
rfvet replacernent criteria for the vârious brldge
rehabilitations, (b) provlde conslEtent and reason-
âble coat estimates for the varlous bridge rehåblLi-
tations, anal (c) provi¿le NJ Transit, for ltg 600
raitroad bridges, standård rivet replacement cri-
teriâ.

Further studies should attempt to deternlne the
arnount of rivet head redluctlon that wouldl be accept-
able to maintain servfce loads (hlghwayr rallroad).
The following research shouLd be undlertaken to dê-
tertnine what structural iúÞact the rlvet head has in
the çonnection.

- Ernpirlcal testing,
- Theoretlcal research, antl
- Correlation studles of theoretical results and

emplrical testing results.

The results of such research should be lncorporated
in standard speclficatlons such as those of the
Amerícan Råflway Engíneering Association, the Ànerl-
cân fnstitute of Steel Construction, and AASHTO.

Thls infor¡nation would be beneficial to the pracÈlc-
ing engineer tackllng bridge rehabilitation problems.
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TABLE 2 Relative Cost Values

Rivet Replacement Unit Price
Criterion ($/rivet)

Rivets to be Relative
Replaced (/o) Cost Value ($)

300
600
900

1,200

5

l0
l5
20

60
60
60
60
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Strengthening California's Steel Bridges by Prestressing

GUY D. MANCARTI

ABSTRÀCT

The Surface Transportation Asslstance Act of
L982 that addresses increased truck sizes
and weights has exacerbated rnalntenance
problerns of exlsting bridlges deélgneil to
meet earller Loading críteria. In 1975
California inplernented the Permi! Design
Live Load that allows substantial increases
in live loails. strengthening existing steel
bridges on the highway systen, in particular
those brldges on Californlars State Highway
Extra Legal Load network (SHELL routes) ' has
assumecl a high priority. Tvo steps can be
involved: (a) All existing steel girder
bridges are screened for potential over-
stress by a sophisticateil computer program,
CUR\¡BRG. Thls progra¡n, which uses a plane
grid analysis, was written at the University
of California at BerkeLey and adapted by the
structural Research Unit of the California
Department of Trånsportation for use by the
office of Bridge uaíntenånce. For the heavi-
er live loadsr CURVBRG assesses stresses and
deflections much more precisely than do
usual design methods. If overstress is
lndlícated, step (b) is inplenented. (b)

. Longitudinal prestressing tenilons are ln-
stalled to enhance nonent capacity ln criti-
cal areas. Structurâl Eteel rnay be addetl as
necesEary to achieve balancedl design
stresses. Thís has been done on seven steel
gircler bridlges to date and ls plannecl for a
dozen more. cURvBRc is described briefly,
and several examples of prestressed instal-

P5 26k 48k
P7 26F 48h
P9 26h 48h
Pil 26K 48h
PtS 26h 48k

ffiffi ffiffi

48k
48k 48k
48k 48k 48k
48k 48k 48k
48 k 48h 48k

Iations are presented. Prestressing has
proven to be a qulckr economical, aestheti-
cally pleasing nethod of strengthening steel
br idges.

The surface Transportation Assistance Àct of 1982
mandated' anong other things, increased truck sizes
and weights. with this lncrease, many bridges de-
signed by earlier Iive-loaclíng standards became
structurally inadlequate. several statesr including
California, have established even higher permit-
loading criteria for special heavy-hauler routes.
Californíar s system, known as the State HighYtay
Extra tegal Load or SHELL systen, is being deslgned
to acconmodate Californiars maxinum pernit loads--
trucks with up to 13 axles and gross weight of
314'000 lb (Figure 1).

Steel girder briilges, with relatively sna1l dead-
to-líve load ratios, are especially affected by
increases in live loacls. ALthough California does
not have a high percentage of steel bridges in its
highway systenr there are enough steel bridges r

particularly on SHELL routes, to warrant comprehen-
sive studies of systen bridges to determine pernit
live-load ratings and i¿lentify bridges in need of
strengthening on key routes. Several other nethods
have been used in unique cases, but the best ilevel-
oped technlque thus far for increasing live-1oad
capacity has been to strengthen steel girder brídges
by prestressing.

BRTDGE INVENTORY RÀTTNG

AJ.l britlges on Californlars state highways have been
inventoried by ¡neans of standard rating techniques

48k
48k 48h Mox' vch.

g$

IE¡ ffiffi ffiffi
I ,r' ,1, ,r' I nr,.' -

lo'.o'Clooro

SECTION A.A

FIGURE I California permit loads.
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to identify those ¡¡ith lower capacities. The con-
puter progran CURVBRG hâs been adapted by the Office
of Brldge Maintenance for second-Ievel analysis of
¡nore precise stresses and deflections under in-
creased live load on bridges previously identified
as overstressed.

The CURVBRG prograrn was written ln I974 by
l¡londkar and Poh'ell (f) at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, and was nodlfled as regulred for
California Departnent of Transportation,(Cattrans)
computer equiprnent by the Structurat Research Untt
of the Office of Structures Design under the direc-
tion of R.E. Davis, Bridge Research Engineer. The
progratn was introduced to the Office of Bridge Main-
tenance by Davis in 1977. For the benefit of engi-
neers unfa¡niliar with conputer technology, a second
volume Q) provided annotated input fortns and input
and output for sample Caltrans problerns.

subsequent studies nade in conjunction with fiel.d
tests of instrumented structures subjected to mea-
sured loads clearly denonstrated that (a) CURVBRG
could provide ¡naximum envelope stresses at all
points in a structure for any comblnation of load-
ings ilesignatedl by the râteri (b) the progran could
readily account, with appropriate load factors, for
alead loads, construction stages, arbitrary confígu-
rations of geonretry and articulation, and arbitrary
configurations of vehicle axles and cornbinations of
load cases; (c) theoretical strains agreed cLosely
ytith neasured ones, and correlations were signifi-
cantly better than those obtainecl by other nethoils;
and (d) stresses obtained by the current AASHTO
distribution factors erere ultraconservative. For
these reasons CURVBRG was adopted for day-to-day use
and has been consistently denonstrating that steel
girder bridges previously identífied as substandard,
basecl on current AASHTO criteria, are actually catrF
able of carrying the new permit J.oadings without
costly rehabilitation or replacement. Currently
projected savings to the highway fund are large.

When refined analysis by CURVBRG dernonstrates
that bridges deemed substandard in the first-leveL
screening have adequate load capacity to sustain
permit loadings they are re-rated on the inventory
and no further work is done.

Bridges found to be deficient by CURVBRG analysis
are scheduled in systenwitle príority for the
strengthenlng program. Results of the ¿tetailed
analyses, ldentifying critical areas and arnounts of
overstress, are ¡nade avaílable to designers for
preparation of contract plans.

STRENGTHENING BY PRESTRESSING

Steel girder structures are freguently found ade-
quate for pernit loadings in aII respects except
tnoment capacity, a deficiency susceptible to aI1ê-
viation by prestressing. Compressive force is ap-
plied to tension flanges to provl¿le a resisting
monent sufficient to acconnodate permit loadíngs.
Deficíencies in negative rno¡nent areas of continuous
structures rnay reguire the addition of steel to
compression flanges to balance the sectlons. Con-
crete decks usually provide enough area in positive
rnoment strengthening to keep conpressive stresses
within nornal Iinits. These refinements will be
illustrated in the examples.

CRITERIA FOR DESIGN

Normal prestressing criteria are used for the design
of prestress tendons. Special tendon prestressing
sequences are seldotn requíred because applied forces
are noninal in comparison yrith supersÈructure capac-
ity. Special attention is paid to tendon paths,
tenclon encasement, and fastening devices, which are
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deslgnedl to rnatch tendon ultl¡nate values. These
devices should not fail under any loading conditlon
includlng seisnic or accidental loading, and they
are proportioned so that they yrill not cause failure
of components of the structure to whlch they are
attached.

Tendon paths are generally straight, although
haunchedl girders may require angle polnts to align
forces with girder flanges. Ten¿lon paths nust clear
gírder stiffeners and lateral bracing, nhich may
require relocatÍon or, if allowable, creation of an
opening to accom¡nodate tendons. Tendons are kept
free from corrosion by encaÊement in galvanized
pipes'and grouting after tensioning. Anchorages are
also sealed.

All strengthening by prestressing in California
to date has enployed strandË, although specifica-
tíons also perrnit use of high-strength rocls. OnIy
tendon forces and paths are shown on the plans. AII
prestressing systens and anchorage hardware ¡nust be
tested and approved by the Caltrans Transportatlon
Laboratory prior to installâtion.

DESIGN PROCESS FOR A SIMPLE SPAN

The steps of the deslgn process are

1(a). Deternine noments for appliect dead load +
live load + inertla (DL+LL+I) at center of span.

I(b). Calculate girder stresses.
2la). Determine allowable girder stresses based

on as-built material.
2 (b) . Calculate stressing force required to

cornpensate for the difference between the allowable
stresses and the DL+LL+f stresses ín the tension
flange. Assune an eccentricity for the stressing
force that will allow adeguate space for mounting
the sÈressing anchorage brackets. Check conpression
flange steel anal concrete stresses.

3 (a) . Repeat the process for other critical
points within the span at. flange redtuction locations.

3(b). Determine location srhere stressing force
may be terminated based on allowable unit stresses.
Termination point nust be between existing Èrans-
verse stiffeners if anchorage brackets are nounted
on the girder web.

4(a). oesign anchorage brackets. Use sufficient
transverse offset to clear girder stiffeners if
brackets are nounted on the gírder web. Check
bracket size to ensure that its dinensíons are con-
sistent hrith the available space and the assumed
stressÍng eccentrlcity.

4 (b) . check the exÍsting giriler web for bearing
stresses genêrated by the anchorage bracket.

EXÀII{PLES

Pit River Bridge and Overhead on I-5

One of the earliest strengthening jobs using pre-
stressing was done in conjunction with the coÍlplete
rehabilitatlon of the pit River deck truss over
Shasta Lake. Constructed to 1941 standards, the
structure served for many years until ¡rear and tear
due to increasing truck traffic and deteríoration
due to sâIts necessitated complete deck replacement.
Addition of a safety nedian barrier, replacement of
portions of deck previously rsidened with lightweight
concrete, addition of a deck seal and wearing
course, and an íncrease in roailway width to accornrno-
date exterior safeÈy barriers required strengthenlng
the stringer systen an¿! the cantilevered portions of
floor bea¡ns.

Stringers were strengthened by prestressing ten-
dons, affixed as shown in Figure 2, to reduce ten-
sile stresses in negative ¡noment areas over the
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FIGURE 2 Pit River bridge stringers'

floor bearns. Because prestressing increased com-
pressive stress in the botton (compression) flanget
it was necessary to ailcl the compression bars shown.

Floor-bea¡n cantilevers were strengthened at their
bases by fastening tension straps vtith tie plates
alongside the original floor-bea¡n cover Plates be-
fore adcling suPerstructure ilead load (see Figure
3). Tbe finished work is shown in Figure 4.

ELEVATION
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FIGURE 4 Pit River bridge-strengthened interior stringers.

Avenue 328 overcrossing on CA-99

This composite steeL girder structure' with six
sirnple spans and five lines of gÍrders, ttas designed
for AASHTO HS20-44 live loading. The bridge wås
found to be dleficient in no¡nent capacity for permit
Ioadings in the three central, 90-ft spans.

Strengthening was acconplishedl by adding 120 kips
of force to each of the fifteen girdlers by means of
tl¡o 60-klp tendons' 60 ft long' sl¡mmetrically Placed
on either side of the eeb 6 in. above the bottotn
fLange. The attachnent (Figure 5) nas secured to
the glrder web by fourteen 7/9-in. hígh-strength
bolts. All hardware was gâlvanizedl. Creep loss in
the prestressing system was assumed to be 51000 Psi
plus any losses characteristic of the Prestressing
and anchorage systen. The tendons of each girder
web were stressed sinultaneously andt enclosed in
2-in., standarclr alt gatvanized PiPe, which trâs
grouteal after stressing. The longitudlinal centerline
of the tendons was placed outboarcl of the gÍrder
stiffeners, andl tendon suPPorts (Figure 6) ttere
placed at 15-ft intervals.

E LEVAT I ON SECTION A.A

FIGURE 5 kestress tend<jn anchorage-positive moment
zone.
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FIGURE 6 Avenue 328 overcrossing tendon supports.

Bl¿l items and total bid amounts for the contract
were

Traffic control syste¡n (Iu¡np sum) $ 31000
Prestressing steeL girder (15 girdlers) 30'000
Miscellaneous tnetal (6'L00 Ib) 20,000

contract total $53'000

Drilling of bolt holes for the anchoraqes Ìras in-
cluded ín the price of rnlscellaneous metal. All
other work¡ including prestressing steel and grout-
ing, was included in prestressing steel giriler.

Àfter anchorages r¡ere installed, prestressing was
conpleted in less than a vreekt the contract allowed
50 days. Figures 7 through 9 are photographs of the
installation iluring and after construction.

No Scolc

FIGURE B Tendon anchorage.
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Truckee River Bridges and Overheads on I-80

Í{hen I-80 was constructedl through the Truckee River
Canyon ln 1955, high falsework for cast-in-placd
structures over deep canyons and segrnental cantlle-
ver construction had not been dlevelopeil to the.prês-
ênt state of the art. vlelded-steel girder structures
were the best alternative for such sites. Seven
crgsslngs of the Truckee River and'two high railroad
overheads wêr€ constructed of steel. the southern
Paclfic Transportation company ¡nain 1Íner whlch
occuples the canyonr was used for the delivery of
the glrders. Designed for Hs20-44 llve loacling, the
rnajority of steel structures on this nain truck
route lnto Californla becane deficient in load-
carrying capâclty vtith the introduction of Èhe
Catifornia perrnlt load. Wldening, deck replåcements'
sêlsnlc retroftttlngr and upgrading to pernit capac-
ity for most of the steel structures frorn Auburn to
the Nevada border are noh' under way. spans shorter
than 90 feet usually meet permit live-Ioad requlre-
Íìents' but spans longer than 100 feet ínvariably

TABLE I California Bridges Strengthened by hestreeeing
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tendlons and encasements in position over traffic.
Prestresslng is checked by neasuring both dlêforna-
tions and gauge pressures. ProPerly equipped andl

qualified prestressing contractors perforrn thl e¡ork.

MAINTENANCE

nrldge malntenance engineers inspect the strength-
ened structures annually. They report no perforrnance
problems and all strengthened brldges are carried at
ful1-pernit l-ive J.oading. No corrosion problems
have been discovered even though several of the
structures are locatêdl in aggressive nountain envi-
ronnents.

CONCLUSION

À11 structures strengthenedl by prestressing (see
Table 1) have perforned ftell thus far. There has
been no evldence of loss of prestress due to slip-
page ln the anchor systems. Permit loads on the
SHELL systen routes do not aPPear to pose a fatigue

Bridge Route County

Strengthened

Date Span (ft)
Force per
Girder (kip)

Pit River bridge
Salinas River bridge
Milpas Street separation
Bridge-street undercrossing
Avenue 328 overcrossing
Truckee River bridges
Route 43/5 separation

I-5 Shasta
CA-101 Monterey
CA-101 Santa Barbara
CA-l0l San Luis Obispo
CA-99 Tulare

I-80 Nevada
CA-43 Kern

1979 35
i980 89
1980 t27
1980 74
t982 90
1983 100
1984 t45

70-100
190
360

75
120
110
350

have to be strengtheneil. The total anticiPated cost
of these improvements over the next 5 years wÍll be

more than $20 ¡nIllion.

Route Separatioirs

Route sêparationsr which are points of interchânge
on the SEELL systern, are carefulty screened and must
be upgraded to permit live-load capaclty. The route
sêparation of CÀ-43 and CÀ-5 in Kern County ls a

typical steel girder structure that has been
sÉiengthened by prestresslng. The two 145-ft sPans

have been strengthenedt by puttlng 350 kips of Pre-
stress force into each of the girders. For the
four-girdter section, a total force of I'400 kiPs has
been introduced lnto the superstructure. Tåe largest
force used ín a steel girder superstructure thus far
Ís at the MitPas Street separation structures in
santa Barbara. These conPositer four-girderr dual
st.ructures, with single spans 122 ft long and 6 ft
dleep, have 360 kips of force in each girder, rrhlch
mâkes a total of 11440 kips on the cross section.

CONSTRUCTION

Construction Problens rePorteil by resident bridge
engineers are ¡ninimal. Field adjustnents and coping
of intertnedlate interlor web stiffeners tnay be re-
quired at so¡ne locations. Becâuse California dloes

not use interne¿tiate stiffeners on exterior exPosed
websr installation problens at those locatíons are
nonêxistent. Carer hoseverr must be taken ín placing

problen. Encasement of the tendons and anchorages
has proven to be a wise precaution, particularly in
coastal Callfornia and in the Hiqh Sierra where
salting of bridlges may expose unproÈected prestress
hardware and tendons to corrosive elernenls.

As structures have been itlentified and scheiluled
for strengthening in Californiais priority Program'
neyr problerns in unique situations have been encoun-
tered. Innovative aPProaches taken by both designers
and prestressors have solved these problens. Pre-
stressing to upgrade the load-carrylng câpacity of
steel girder structures has becone the nainstay of
California Practice.
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Rehabilitation of Steel Deck Girder Bridges
STANLEY W. WOODS

ABSTRÀCT

Trdo l2-span bridges composed of two steel
plate girders with a floor systern were con-
structed in 1960. These nere the first
all-welded girder bridges built in Wiscon-
sin. PLans were prepared to wlden these
bridges to carry a third lane anal replace
the existing deck. Several flaws that re-
quired repair were discovered ln the welded
girders. Before construction a transverse
crack in the flange was found un¿ler the
gusset plate used to attach the loner lat-
eral bracing. The gusset plate was welded
Longitudinally and transversely to the bot-
ton flange. During construction several
other flaws rdere found: cracks under tack
welds on the flânges, fatlgue cracks in
floor-beatn webs, web butt welds with inco¡n-
plete fusion, poor fLange-to-sreb fillet
welils, and improper termination of welded
covered plates. These flaws were repaired
to extend the life expectancy of the bridge
by (a) renoving the welded gusset plates,
grinding the flange s¡nooth, and bolting on
new gusset platest (b) renoving the tack-
welded piece and grinding out the cracks in
the flanges¡ (c) renoving the stringer-to-
floor beam welded web connections, reattach-
ing with bolted angles, and drilting stop
holes; (d) dr111in9 stop holes at the
flange-web lntersections in the tension area
and providing bolted splice plates as re-
qulred; (e) grlnding the poor web-to-flange
fl1let welds into a smooth transition; and
(f) pJ.acing bolted splice plates across the
ends of the eelded cover plates. The totaL
rehabilltation was analyzed and found to be
cost-effective.

Two bridges carry Interstate 94 across the WÍsconsin
River. These l2-span bridges are composed of two
steel girders with a floor system anal were designed
in four segnents of 3 continuous span units (Figure
l). The bridges vrere construeted in 1960 and were
the first all-welded girder bridges built in f{iscon-

sin. Rehabilitation plans were prepared in 1977 to
replace the deteriorated concrete decks and to adil
four new girders to widen the bridges to three
lanes. Lack of fundíng ¿leLayed biddíng until septem-
ber 1981- The contractor, working on an accelerated
schedule, completed the contract in December 1983.

In llarch 1981 bridge maintenance personnel re-
ported that the bottom flange of one of the rnain
girders was crackeil, resultíng in a 75 percent loss
of section. Traffic $ras rerouted until a bolted
sp1íce was placed on the flange. Further investiga-
tion revealed that the crack initiated lrhere the
botto¡n lower lateral system was attached to the
gusset plate, which was welded to the botto¡n flange.
Although the shop plans showed the gusset plate
attached with longitudinal fillet welds, the plate
was welded both longitudinalLy and transversely.
The trãnsverse fillet welds were believeit to be the
initiators of fatigue cracking. Because this itetaíl
was repeate¿l at every 1oÌrer lateral connection, the
plans were rnodified to renove all these welded gus-
set plates and replace them with bolted plates in
the positive rnoment areas. After the contract had
been ar¡arded and rehabilitation work had begun,
several rnore problerns with the steel girders were
discovered. The repair of the gusset plates and the
newly discovered proble¡ns are discussed in this
paper.

REHÀBILITATION ANALYSIS

the original bridges erere designed as two steel
girders with a floor syste¡n because this structural
systen hras thought to be nore econo¡nical than a
nultiple-girder systen. The brldges r¡ere supported
on separate piers with a meclian nidth of 46 ft. To
add an extra lane in each direction, it was decided
to build a pier bethreen the existing piers and add
four steel girders (Figure 2). The new girders were
tlesigned to be the sane depth as the existing
girders, so that girder deflections would be cotnpar-
able, although these girders were ileeper than re-
guired for a nultiple-giriler systen. Since the
existing gírders t{ere assumed to be in good condi-
tion, with only a new deck requiretl, it was deter-
¡nined that the extra cost of building the neer
girders deeper than required rvould be nuoh less than

PILI¡8 - TYPICIL
ALL PIEig.

E. = EXPAX3tOil
F. ¡ FIIED
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FIGURE I Design data.
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FIGURE 2 Cross section through roadway.

the cost of replacing the existing girders to create
a rnultiple-gir¿ler system. The e6tirnatêd cost to
replacè the vrelded gusset plates vtas considereil
reasonable an¿l provialed effective repair so it was
included in the rehabilitation contract.

The properties of the existing bridge steel were
evaluated before the contract was let. charPy ener-
gles at 40o F ltere 80 ft Ib for the flange and 56 ft
lb for the cover plates. Nil-ductility temperatures
lrere approximately -30o F for the cover Plates and

-I00o F for the flanges. The steel was therefore
considered adequate.

The contractor constructed the nedian piers' new
superstructrue steel, and deck before starting deck
renoval on the existing briilges. As deck removal
began on the first bridge, the need for more repair
work nas discovered. An estirnate was made of these
additional repalrs and contract change orders were
placed with the contractor. The following tables
show the cost breakdown for the projecÈ, including
the additional repairs that were required after the
original contract was Iet.

rtern cost ($)
Contract bid price 610571000
Gusset plates for lower lateral connection 257 r0O0
Termination of cover plates l-25r000
Top flange connectionsr flange-to-web

welds, weld flaws at web butt weld
near flange

Floor beam-stringer connections
Web cracking at butt v¡elds
Ultrasonic testing
substructure repair--pier encasenent
Bolting cross bracing to existing

bridges
Total project cost

superstructure costs (in clollars) were

60 ,00 0
4 50 ,000
72,000

7 ,000
166,000

37 ,00 0

7 r23r|OOO

wialening only
New deck on existing bridge
Girder repairs on existing

br itlge

2,315r000 ot 28.24/ft2
7 92,0O0

1 r 008,000
1,800,000 ot 15.20/ft2

Hindsight indicates that a tnore thorough lnspec-
tion of the existing bridges should have been made

before the rehabilitation plans t{ere Prepare¿!. The
estinated final costs of the rehabilitation plans
could have been compared to the estinated cost of
replacing the existing superstructure with a nulti-
ple-girder system, v¡hich would be a more redundant
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structure. ThIs clecision would have also had to be
weighed against the publÍc response to replacing â
2o-year-old bridge.

However' at the ti¡ne the rehabilitation plans
were prepared. there was no reason to suspect the
existence of faulty welds ancl poor construction
practices. More and tnore was being learned about
fatigue-prone details but thorough checks for them
were just being initiated. Conslalerable cost ând

'effort were required to repair the existing bridges,
but it is believed that fatigue-prone areas have
been eliminated or isolated and that these bridges
will have a normal service life.

GUSSET PLATES FOR I,OTVER IATERÀL CONNECTION

The bridges nere fabrlcated entirely fron A242
steel. The loÌrer lateral systen eas attached to the
main girders by gusset plates welded to the top slde
and inside of the bottom flange (Figure 3). The
shop details ghowed the gusset plates to be attached
with longitudinal welds only, but the fabricator had
welde¿l these plates on all sides. Flånge butt welds
al6o occurred under some of these gusset Plates.
Before the bidding on this bridge was opened, nain-
tenance personnel discovered a crack in the bottom
flange in the butt weld under a gusset plate. Ultra-
sonlc testing indicated thåt the crack reduced the
net section by 75 percent (F1gure 4). A bolted
splice detail (Figure 5) was developed using 4588
steel to attach the loeer Lateral syste¡n as well as
sptice the flanges together. In additionr a hole

wÎ 7 x 2l ,5

lYT6x25

*" plarg

IYT 7 x 21.5
PLAN VIEW

FIGURE 3 lower lateral connection.
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FIGURE 4 Crack location in bottom {lange.
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FIGURE 5 Bolted splice detail.

was drilled at the web-flange intersection to pre-
vent crack growth into the web. The fillet wetds
connecting the cover plate to the flange were re-
noved for 1 in. on both sídes of the crack center-
line to'prevent crack gror¡th into the cover plate.

This repair detail was added to the contract
plans. The contractor was required to renove the

FILL PLATE
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vrelded gusset plates, grind the flanges smooth, and
ultrasonically test the flange. Where serious flaws
were discovered in the flange, full-strength flange
splice plates h'ere bolted to the flange. Otherwisä
only a gusset plate to attach the lateral bracing
was bolted to the flange along with a corresponcling
plate on the botton of the flange.

In several locations deep gouges (0.5 in. maxi-
murn) were discovered in so¡ne of the flange plates
under the gusset plates. Full-strength flange splice
plates were boltecl to the flange at these locations.
The shallow gouges grere ground srnooth before the new
gusset plates were bolted to the flanges.

Ultrasonic tesÈing was useil to deternine whether
any fatigue-initiating cracks erere present after
re¡nova1 of the gusset plates. If no such cracks were
found it was assumed that the girder was all right.
Where cracks or flaws were detected, the fLange
plates were isolated from the web by drilling holes,
and the splice plates provideil the required strength
in case the cracks should grow.

Eventually the concrete deck over the first
bolteil splice repair that had been done 2.5 years
earLíer was renoved. As a folloer-up investigation,
the splice plates nere removed and the flange plates
were examined with ultrasonic testing. These tests
showed that the inltial crack had now grown com-
pletely through the flange plate. Because the splice
¿letail was designed for fu1I strength, the plates
were replaced and no further action was contemplated
because the cracked flange plate now had a full-
strength bolted splice.

TTRMINATION OF COVER PLATES

The original plate girders had been fabricated with
cover plates welded to the fJ.ange plates. This had
been done to take advantage of the higher allowable
stress f.or A242 steel with thicknesses of 0.75 in.
or less. Bêcause fatigue crâcks $¡ere not found at
the ter¡nination of these cover plates but stress
levels were high enough to cause them, retrofit
plans were prepared to reduce Èhe chance of fatigue
cracks starting.

Bolted splice plates were designed to connect
both sides of the flange plate at the cover plate
termination (Figures 6 and 7). ft yras assurned that
the plane of failure for the flange would occur in
this area. These full-strength splices were provided
ín the tension areas on both top and bottorn flange
plates to reduce the stresses at these locations and
thus provide a longer fatigue lífe. If fatigue
cracks develop in the fJ.ange the bolted splice
plates will provide the requiredl strength.

!" I rr| !r3''74 I r'-eå I s'-z
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FIGURE 6 Splice detail at end of cover plate.
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FIGURE 7 Cross section of cover plate.

TOP FIÀI,¡GE CONNECTIONS

The brldge was lnitiatly built with stay-in-place
for¡ns. The contractor used z-angles at a 4-ft spac-
ing that extended atrnost all the 1{ay across the
flange to hold the for¡ns in place. The z-angles
were attached to the flange with four tack welds.
cracks betlreen L/32 and L/16 inch deeP were dis-
covered under all the welds transverse to the longi-
tuilinal axls of the glrtler flange. These flans Ìtere
repaired by removing the angle anil grintling the top
flange to re¡nove the cracks. Magnetic partícle
testing was usedl to check for complete crack re-
rnoval. These cracks were initially thought to be
fatigue cracks but ¡tere later assume¿l to be caused
by the tack weld replacenent because they occurred
undler all the tack we1ds. The cracks also may have
been a reãction caused by the galvanizing on the
angle or the use of a non-Iow-hydtrogen welding con-
sumable. The original contractor also welded round
pipe flanges to the top flange to support the rail
for the paving nachine. These Pipe flanges were
removed in Èhe tenslon areas ancl the flange was
groundl snooth. No cracks were found in these ârêâsr
probably because nore heat nas applied to these
fitlet welds than ytas used for the tack weldE.

FI¡OR BEA¡,{-TO-STRINGER CONNECTIONS

These two-girder bridges have a stringer-to-floor-
bearn systeß to support the slab. The l2-span bridge
also has 4 units of three continuous spans with
ex¡ransion joints at the ende of each unit. The
strlngers were designed as contínuous me¡nbers to
croaË over the floor beatns (Flgure 8) excePt at the
ends where they were terminateal (Fiqure 9).

Inspection of these connections revealed fatigue
cracks beginning to forn in the floor-beam webs
where the stringers yrere contínuous over them.
These cracks were apparently caused by out-of-p1ane
bending in the web caused by live loail stresses. Àt
the end floor bea¡ns where the stringers terninatedt
several faÈlgue cracks in the web had aLreaaly propa-
gated to the botto¡n flange (Figure 10) because there
lras more deflection occurrlng here ilue to lack of
restraint because the stringer was not continuous.

To correct these flaws the stringers were renoveil
fron the floor beams by flarne cutting the stringer
flange and web adjacent to ttle fillet weld connec-
tions. The re¡nainlng naterial on the floor-beân tteb
was ground s¡nooth. The stringers ltere re-attachêd
to the floor beams with clip angles (Figure 11) r and
studs were placed on the flanges to make the
stringers composite wlth the s1ab. The composite
acÈion reducecl the simple spån stresses enough to

FIGURE B Stringer-to-floor beam connection.

FIGURE 9 Stringer end-to-floor beam
connection.

FIGURE l0 Floor-beam web fatigue cracks.
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FIGURE 1l Stringer-to-floor bearn repair
attachment.
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compensate for the loss of continuity. Stop holes
were drilled at the crack tips on the floor-bea¡n
webs.

Even though fatigue cracking had grovrn tnore than
å few inches into the web, full-bolted web spllces
were also made. These areas wllÌ have to be checked
closely in future bridge inspections, but there is
redundancy Ín the nurnber of floor beâms to provide a
tnargin of safety.

¡{EB CRACKING ÀT BUTT VIELDS

weld flans were discovereil at the web-to-flange
intersection where the nebs lrere butt welde¿l to-
gether (Figure L2'). Apparently the flanges were
attached to the web before the web butt welds rrere
made. As a result weld flaws were ¡nade durlng fabri-
cation where the web butt weld terrninâted near the
flange.

WE8 EUTT
SPLICE.,

FIGURE 12 Web l¡utt weld flaw.

Tr¡o I-in. round holes were drilled through the
r¡eb on each side of the weld at the base of the
flange (Figure t3). The area between the holes was
removed by sawing and the cuts nere ground smooth.
The portion of the web above the saw cut was chec-Ked
with dye penetrant to be sure the flan was com-
pletely removed. Further inspection of these web
butt hrelds indicated that sone of them had areas
with cracks due to lack of fuslon at the time of
fabrication. A bolted web splice was provided at 33
out of 80 potential locatlons where the lack of
fusion hras more than I foot long. There was no
indication that these flaws were growing but, where
no splices nere nade, they will be checked during
future inspections.
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FIGURB 13 Web butt weld repair.

FLANGE-ÎO-IIIEB WELDS

several areas rrere found nhere there lras undercut-
ting in the flange-to-web flllet welds. These arêas
were repairecl in the tension zones only (top flânge
over piers and botton flange in midspan) by grinding
the areas erith sharp contours. No welding was added
because it was believed thât there was sufficient
yteld present and grindíng smooth would elininate any
crack initiators.

ST'MI¡IARY

Àfter the field flaws were discovereil a neeting was
held to declde what retrofit action to take. Because
the needed repalrs were substantlal, an estimate hras
rnade of the cost of completely removing the floor
system and replacing it with two lines of ful1-depth
girders. this estimate was compared r¡ith the esti-
mateal costs of repairing the existlng girders. The
cost of replacíng the floor systen was estimated to
be ¡nore than the cost of repairing the existing
girders ($2r000r000 versus $600r000) so this scheme
rras not used.

Fatigue cracking was found at the 1ower lateral
gusset connections and at the stringer-to-floor-bea¡n
connectlons. All other cracks anil flaws that erere
found were believed to be caused during initial
qirder fabrication. Rernoval or isolation of the
fabrication flaws was considered adeguate for brídge
safety. The locatÍons of the fatigue cracks nere
also isolated or changed to reduce or eliminate the
chances of future crack growth. ft is êxpêcted that
these rehabilitated structures will perfor¡n satÍs-
factoríly throughout their life.

htblication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Structutes Maintenence.



Thin Polymer Concrete Overlays for

Bridge Deck Protection

MICHAEL M. SPRINKEL

ABSTRÀCT

The installation of thin polymer concrete
(PC) overlays on portland cenent concrete
bridge tlecks cluring the past 3 years has
demonstrated that overlays of low permeabil-
ity and high skid resistance can be success-
fuLly installed with a ¡ninimum of disruption
to traffic. The inítial condition of the
overlays has been excellent from the stand-
point of perneability, skid resistance, and
bond, although some overlays have been bet-
ter than others. In this paPer the poten-
tial of thin PC overlays for extending the
service life of bridge ilecks is iliscussed.
The bond achievetl bet$¡een the overlay and
the deck concrete, the protection provided
by the overlayr and the tensíIe properties
of the resins antl how they affect the per-
formance of the overlays are describeil. The
cost of a PC overLay is conpared with that
of a nore conventional, latex-modifieil con-
crete overlay, and insight is provided about
when to specify a Pc overlay based on con-
siderations of service Life, traffic volume,
discount rate, and the value of driving tine.

Thin polltmer concrete 1nc) overlays have been in-
stalled on portland cernent concrete bridge decks in
Virginia and several other states during the past 6

years (À-:). The experinental overlay consists of
four layers of resin and clean, dry' angular-
grained, silica san¿l applied to the top of a
portland cenent concrete ¿leck to provide a 0.5-in.-
thick, relatively impermeable, skid resistant wear-
ing surface (6). Typically the initiated ånd pro-
moted resin is sprayecl unifornly over the surface of
the deck (Figure 1), and before it gels (10 to 20

¡ninutes) the resin is covereil to excess s¡ith broad-
cast fine aggregate (Figure 2). Usually, within the
firsÈ hour a l-ayer cures sufficiently to Permit
vacuuning the excess aggregate in preparation for
placing a subsequent layer. Approxinately 12 hours
are required to ptace an overlay on one lane of a
350-ft bridge. Five to I hours are required to
shotblast the deck and 5 to 6 hours to install the
four layers of polymer--l hr per layer plus I hr for
curing before opening the lane to traffic. when a
lane cannot be closetl for 12 hours, the overlay can
be placed on part of the lane, or the entire ileck
can be shotblasted and one layer of resin and aggre-
gate applied one day and the subseguent layers on
the next ¿lay.

The installation of PC overlays on fíve bridges
on rnterstate 64 near vlilliansburg, virginia' in
1981; a sixth bridge near vienna, Virginia (Beu1ah

Roa¿l bridge) ' in 1982; and a seventh bridge near
Columbia, Tennessee (BiS Swan creek bridge) ' in
1983, has dernonstrated that an overlay of low per-
rneability and high skid relÈistance can be success-
fully installed by a- contractor or by a state or
fedêral force labor with a ninimum of ¿lisruptíon to
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FIGURE I Polyester resin sprayed over deck surface.

FIGURE 2 Silica aggregate broadcast over resin.

traffic and at a reasonable cost. The initial Per-
meabilíty¡ skid resistance, and bonil conclition of
the overl-ays was observed to be excellent, but some

overlays were better than others.
The resins usecl were c1ear, low-viscosityr highly

resilient, general-purpose, unsaturated polyester
resins designect for applications requiring resis-
tance to r,tear and high inpacts. U.S.s. Chemical
btend LBl83 was used on bridges near williamsburg
and on the northboun¿l lane of the Beulah Road

brídge; Reichhold Chemical blend Polylite 90-570 was

used on the southbound lane of the Beulah Road

briilge; and Dural International btend 317 was used
on the Big Swan Creek bridge. The first course con-
tained I percent Union Carbiile A-174 coupling agent
and 1 percent Surfynol 5440 wetting agent to enhance
bond strength and reduce surface tension. The sec-
ond, third, and fourth courses contained 0.5 percent
Union Carbide A-1?4 coupling agent and 0.5 percent
Surfynol 5440 wetting agent.

Two ínitiators were used. One was 60 Percent
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methylethylketone peroxlde IMEKP (C4H6O2) I ín
dinethyJ. phthalate and the other rr'as 40 peicént ben-
zoyl peroxide dispersion (BpO-40) equal to ReÍchhold
Che¡nicalrs formulation 46-742. Taro pronoters $rere
also used. One hras approxinately 5 percent active
cobalt in naphtha (CoN), and the second was N, N,
dinethyl aniline ID!{A (C6H¿N (cH3) 2) I .Before placenent of the first layer of poll¡rner
and after all major spalls had been repalred, the
deck was shotblasted with a machine equlppedl with a
dust collector. The equipnent recycles the steel
shot, collecÈs concrete euttings, and rapiclly pro-
vides, at lor.r cost and with little or no environmen-
tal i¡npact. a co¡npletely cleaned deck. The equipment
cleans the deck at a rate of 100 to 150 ydl2 per
hour depending on the size of the unit (_?,!,1). ¡t
does not fracture the aggregate or paste as is com-
non when jackhammers or scarification eguÍpment are
used (7), and it cleans ¡nore efficiently and com-
pletely than does sandblasting equip¡nent.

The purpose of this paper ís to report on the
con¿lition of the PC overlays after I year of service
life--particularly the overlay on the Beulah Road
bridge, which is representative of the others--and
the knowledge gainecl of the potential of thin pC
overlâys for extending the service Iife of bridge
decks. fn the first part of this paper the bond be-
t$¡een the overlay and the deck concrete is discussed
and atte¡npts are rnade to ans¡{er the guestion, iHow
long wlll the overlay stay dohrn?n fn the seconil part
the protection provide¿l by the overlay, which is in-
tended to prevent the infiltration of water and salt
and thereby prevent corrosion of the reinforcÍng
steel, ls examined. fn the third part the tensile
properties of the resins are compared and ho$¡ these
properties affect the performance of the pC overlays
ls noteil. fn the fourth part the cost of a pC over-
Iay is conpared to that of a nore conventlonal, Ia-
tex-no¿lified concrete overlay and insight is given
about when to specify a pC overlay based on consid-
erations of service life, traffic volume, cliscount
rate, and the value of driving tine.

STRENGTIT OF BONDS

Shear Strength

To obtain an indication of the shear strength of the
bonal at the interface between the pC overlay an¿l the
base and the shear strength of the portlanil cement
concrete base, cores were subjecteil to two tests.
For the former, the shear force was directed through
the bond interface; for the secon¿¡ it was ilirected
through the concrete approxirnately 2.5 inches below
the interface. The load was applied at 10r000 lb
per mínute with the âpparatus shown in Figure 3.

Table I gives the shear strength and the types of
failures for cores taken fron the Beulah Road bridge
in 1982, 2 ieeks afiér thé õïerlay- was-ÈIac-eã-, ãnd
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in 1983, 47 weeks after the installation. Àlthough
the cores taken in 1982 were 2.75 in. in diameter
anil those taken in L983 were 4.0 ín. in dianeter
there is no evidence that the difference in size af-
fected the results. As can be seen from the table,
there v¡as no significant difference betvreen the
shear strengths of the two sets of cores for thê
portland cenent concrete, but the l9g3 strengths for
the bond interface r¿ere lower than those for 1992.
Of pârticular' significance is the deterioration ln
strength of the bond of LBI83 resin during the first
year. whereas the strength of this bond was greater
than that of the base concrete in 1982, in 1993 it
had decreased an average of 56 percent to a value
only 52 percent that of the base concrete. For the
90-570 resín there was a 25 percent 1oss in the
strength of the bond during the first year, but the
strength was stilI 89 percent Èhat of the base con-
crete. The loss in shear strength nay be attributed
to the creep and thermal stress that occurrecl during
the year in service and that can be expected to con-
tinue (8).

The nodes in which the cores failed in the shear
tests also provided evidlence that the strength of
the bond deteriorated durÍng the first year. In
1982 the only failures rdere ín the base concrete; in
1983 failures were noted in the bond interface, in
the base concrete, and someti¡nes ln both.

Further evidence of the breakdown in shear
strength with cycles of temperäture change ís shown
in Figure 4, which shov¡s the resul-ts of shear tests
on specimens prepared in the laboratory of the vir-
ginia nighway and Transportation Research Council.
The concrete base of each specimen consisted of a
section 4 in. in diameter and 2.25 in. thick cut
frgn. q 4tín. I 8-in. cylinder.. tLe baqe, çqnq!_etes
were fabricatèd to have four different 2g-ilay con-

TABLE I Shear Strength of Cores from Beulah Road

FIGURE 3 Apparatus used to subject cores to shear.

L8183 Resin 90-570 Resin

Shear ^Strength(lb/in.¿)
No. Failures at
lndicated Location

Shear Strength
(1b/in.')

No. Failures at
Indicated Location

Year Concrete
Bond
lnterface Bond Concrete Both Concrete

Bond
Interface Bond Concrete Both

1982 Avg776
SD 76

1983 Avg 838
SD 38

I,001
229
436
140

0

4

0

I

04
ll

Ars824 972
sD 164 175
Avg823 730
AD 165 108

03
0¡0

Note: SD = standard deviation.
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pressive strengths as shown in Figure 4. Follo$ting
ã z-week period of moist curíng antl a 6-week period
of air curing, a Pc overlay constructed etith 90-570
resin was ptaced on one savln concrete surface of
each specirnen. Fine aggregate was applied to the
overLays in an excessive amount (approxinately 56

pounds per square yard) and at rates of 0 and 14 Ib
per sguare yard. The curves are based on the aver-
ages of tests on two specimens of concrete repre-
senting each level of design strength and subjected
to either 0, I0, or 24 therrnal cycles. The cycles
vrere apPlied at the rate of I per alay with the tern-
perature changing fron OoF to I00oF. The overlays
were I neek o1d at the tirne the first thernâI cycle
was applied and 2 nonths old at the tiÛe the shear
tests were conducted.

Figure 4 shows thatr regardless of the strength
of the base concrete, the shear strength of the bond

interface clecreased as the nu¡nber of thermal cycles
increasedl. Also' the highest shear strengths in the
bonil interface were achieved wíth the base concrete
having the lowest design strength. Thís lmplies
thât the rnore perneabLe Iow-strength base concrete
absorbed nore resin, providecl nore mechanical bondt
anil ylelded more uniler stress thereby subjecting the
bond interface to less stress. Finally' Figure 4

sho$s that when an excess of aggregate (56 lb per
square yard) was used in the overlay, the shear
strengths at 0, I0, aîd 24 cycles were higher than
v¡hen an average of 7 tb per square yard was usefl be-
cause the thermal anct shrinkage stresses are less
when an excess of aggregate is used in the overlay
(8).

The ¡node of failure for the specinens prepared in
the laboratory was si¡nilar to that of the cores
taken fro¡n the Beulah Roacl brÍdge. At 0 cycles'
which can be compared e¡ith the data for the cores
taken in 1982 (fable 1) ' rnost failures were in the
base concrete or involved the base concrete. At l0
and 24 cycles, Yrhich can be co¡npared with the data

Physlcál Propertfes of Base concrete
28-day Compresslve Shear Streq8th'

w/c strength, lb./tn.2 Ib./in'z

2200

3150

1.235

1543

10 24

Nwber Themal Cycles

FIGURE 4 Shear strength of bond interface åB function of number of thermal cycles for different base concrete strengths.
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for the cores taken in 1983, nost failures were in
the bond interface, and the few failures that in-
volved the base concrete were in the teto lower
strength concretes.

of additional interest i8 the fact that the shear
strength of the bond interface at 0 cycles was Lower
for all specinens prepared in the laboratory than
for the cores fro¡n the bridge. There are three pos-
sible explanations: First, the À174 coupling agent
that is added to the resin helps bond the resin to
the silica in the aggregate anil this effect would be
less pronounced for the siliceous gneiss coarse ag-
gregate used in the laboratory specimens, which con-
taín less sílicar than for the chert aggregate used
in the Beulah Road bridge. Second, the shear
strengths of the base concrete in the laboratory
specinens were generaLly higher than those of the
base concrete in the bridge. Third, more surface
contact was achieved with the shotblasted surface of
the cores than with the sawn surface of the labora-
tory specimens.

Of particular i¡nportance is the fact that, de-
spite the loes in bond strength that occurred with
both resins as a result of thernaL and shrinkage
stresses' a second set of specimens identícaI to
those that had been subjectecl to the shear tests and
constructed with 90-570 resin and 56 Ib per square
yard of aggregate (Figure 5, right) withstood 300

thernal cycles ytithout beconing ¿lebonded. The re-
naining specimens in the second set Prepared r¡íth 0

and 14 Ib per sguare yard of aggregate (Figure 5r
left) delaminated in the vicinity of the bond ínter-
face. Base¿l on the perfornance of these specimenst
it' is reasonable to expect that a PC overlay Prop-
erly constructed with 90-570 resin will stây bonded
for approxinately I0 years.

Tensile Strength of Bond

one-inch-dianeter cores were renoved fron the Beul-ah

sand appllcatlon rate = so tA,lYd.z
Âverage sand appllcation rate = 7 J:b./yd.2
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FIGURE 5 Condition of test specimens after 300 thermal cycles.

Road bridge in 1982 and again in 1983 and tested in
tension in an atternpt to pull the overlay from the
base concrete. The average tensiLe strength of the
cornposite and the mode of failure are given in Table
2. Note that the tensile strength of the eores with
the LBI83 overlay decrêased an average of 28 percent
during the first yèar but the tensile strength of
the cores with the 90-570 resin did not change,
which suggests that a longer service 1ife can be ex-
pected for the 90-570 resin. The rêsults of the
tensile tests agree in pattern with those of the
shear tests.
Delamination

As deÈernined with the Delamtech, after 47 weeks of
service life, I.4 percent of the LBIB3 overlay on
the Beulah Road bridge was delaninated whereas no
delaminations were detècted in the 90-570 overlay.
Inspections of the delaninated area revealed that
insufficent aggregãte was placed on that portion of
the overlay. The lower aggregåte content resulted
in an increase in shrinkaqe and in thernal stress
tluring the first winler and thereby led to premature
failures in the bond and in the base concrete. After
2 years of service life delaminations have not been
observed in the LBI83 overlays near williamsburg.

fn sunmary, overlays constructed with both resins
were soundly bonded to the base concrete initially
and after I year of service Iife. An area of the
L8183 overlay on the south end of the Beulah Road
bridge detronded during the first year because insuf-
ficient aggregate had been placed on that portion of
the overlay. The bond strength of the L8183 overlay
is decreasing nore rapidly thån that of the 90-570
overlay. Whereas it is anticipated that the properly
constructed portion of the LBl83 overlay will re¡nain
bonded at least 5 years (21, the 90-570 overlay
should remain bonded a much longer tine.

TABLE 2 Tensile Strength of Cores from Beulah Road

LB 183 Resin
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PROTECTION PROVIDED BY OVERLAY

Electr ical Resistivity

Tvro rdeeks and 47 weeks after the overlay was in-
stålled on the Beulah Road bridge.'electricaL resis-
tivity measurements (ASTM D3633-77) were made at
grid points located 4 ft apart in the transverse
direction and 5 ft apart in the longitudinal direc-
tion. Measurements were also made at hatf of these
locations af.ter 24 weeks of service 1ife. The re-
sults are given in Table 3. Both maÈerials exhibited
good to excellent resístivity 2 weeks after they
were ingtalied. The resistivity of the LBLB3 overlay
decreased to fair after 24 weeks of service life,
but that of the 90-570 overlay was stitl good to èx-
cellent äfter 24 vieeks and good after 47 weeks. The
resistivity of the LBIB3 overlays placed near WiL-
Iiansburg was fair to poor after I year of service
Iife.

The Èest provides a good indication of the extent
of crackÍng in an overlay. A low reading is indica-
hive of a crack at the test location. The crack al-
lows water to penetrate the overlay and lower the
resistance in the eLectrical circuit. The 90-570
overlay is nore flexible than the L8183 and there-
fore is less prone to crackíng to relieve the stress
caused by tenperature changes, shrinkage, reflective
cracking, and creep.

Permeabil i tv

A rapid test (9) recentty developed by the portland
Cement Association for the FHWA was used to deter-
nine the perrneability to chloride ion of 4-in.-di-
ameter cores removed from the Beulah Road bridge,
and the results are given in Table 4. A perneabil-ity
of 2214 coulombs was determined for the base con-
crete. After 2 weêks of service life the perrneabil-
ity of the base concrete with a pC overlay was 2.9
coulo¡nbs for L8183 and 0.9 coulonbs for 90-570.
After 24 and 47 weeks of service life additional
cores r.rere taken. Cores containing the LBIB3 overlay
showed an increase in permeability, but the perme-
ability of the cores with the 90-570 overlay was
about the same as when the overlays r.rere installed.
The permeability data support the electricaL resis-
tivity data in that both indicate a deterioration in
the waterproofíng characteristics of the LBIB3
naterial after only 24 weeks of service life. The
deterioration was probably caused by a conbination
of shrinkage and thermal stresses.

Cores taken from the L8183 overlay after 47 weeks
of service life showed a greater permeability than
ones taken at 24 weeks, whÍch suggests that the
ther¡naI stress to vrhich the overlay was subjected
during the first winter caused additional cracking.
of greatest significance is the fact thåt the cores
taken from the 90-570 overlay exhibited a permeabil-
ity of only 1 coulomb after 47 neeks of service.

90-570 Resin

Tensile
StrengtÌr

Year (lb/in.2)

No. Failures at Indicated
Location

No. Failures at Indicated
LocationTensile

Strength
(lb/in.2)Polymer Bond Concrete

1982 Avg331
SD 78

1983 Ãvs24l
SD 48

Avg 268
SD 93
Avg lÕÕ
SD 53

;:'r{

'ql

Note: SD = standard deviatìon.

Polymer Concrete
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TABLE 3 Electrical Resistivity Measurements, Percentage of
Total Number of Readings

Range of Eleclrical Resistivity (ohms/ft2)

Product
Poor Fair Good Excellent
i.ioo) (looto<106) (l06tol08) (>t08)

L97

cycles per dayr anal perneability tests were con-
clucted at 0, I0r 50r 10O' 200, anil 300 cycles. The
resultsr which are baseal on the average of tests of
thro or tnore specimens at each nu¡nber of test cyclest
are shown în Figure 6. AIso shown ln this figure
are the results of tests on cores removed frotn the
Beulah Road bridge, the bridges in WillÍansburg (3) r
anat a bridge with a latex overlay. Recent tests of
cores renoved from 12 bridges with latex ovêrlays
ranging in age from I to 9 years have exhibiteil per-
neabilitles in the range of 130 to 1298 coulombs
vrith an average of 773 coulonbs for an overlay
thickness of 1.25 in.

rt is not obvious that the 90-570 overlay is slg-
nificantly better Èhan the LBI83 overlay fron the
standpoint of Perneability (Figure 6). Hohteverr it
must be remembered that the base concrete preparedl
in the laboratory had an average perrneability of
7400 coulonbs' a value sígnificantly higher than
that of the base concrete in the Beulah Road brldge.
Test results for the overlay are affected by the

sl18182 10120182 3129183
(2) (24) (47)

2

24

47

L8183 0
90-570 I
LBl83 2
90-570 0
L8183 2
90-570 0

clearlyr this represents the best l-year performance
of any thin Pc overlay placedl in virginia.

To further exanine the permeabitity of the 90-570
resin, laboratory-preParecl specinens lalentlcal to
the ones subjecteil to the shear tests were subjecteiì
to 300 cycles of tetnperature change at the rate of 3

TABLE 4 Permeability Data, füulombs

Date of Sample and Age (weeks)

79
84

I
58

I
11

l5
l3
ô

41
17
78

6
2

88
I

80
1l

3101182
(-e)

sltslsz t0120182 3lzel83
(2) (24) (4't)

Material

Span Conc¡ete LBl83 LBl83 LBI83 90-570 90-570 90-570

A 2348
B_c-
D_
E_
F 2124
Log. Avg 2214

0.5
0.7
3.7

52

248

qit

179

809

859

sit
'7 t3

*
2.2

0.3

0.0

u7
0.1

2.2

5.1

tl
l_0

53.0

2.9
0.1
0,9

Nole: Dash = no samples taken

Baee Concrete !¡llltåffiburg

90-570 l.ab. Speclnens
lfled Concrete 111æeburgrlay

L8183 tlllltamsbu
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FIGURE ó Permeability to clùoride ion of PC overlays ag a function of number of thermal cycles.
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per¡neability of the base concrete because the 0.5-
in.-thick PC overlay accounts for only 25 percent of
thê 2-in. thickness of the test specimen.

Based on the data shown in Flgure 6, lt can be
concluded that both resina experlenced an Lncrease
in perneabillty yrhen subjected to cycles of têrnpêra-
ture change. Also, if the results obtained with the
Iaboratory specimens and the cores removedl fron the
Beulah Road brídge are averagedl, it can be conclualed
that after 300 cycles the permeability of a 0.5-in.-
thick layer of 90-570 resin and aggregate was about
equal to that of a 1.25-Ín.-thick oveilay of latex-
modified concrete. If it can be assu¡ned that I year
in servíce is equivalent to 50 thermal cycles, the
90-570 and the L8183 overlays should provide â per-
rneability less than or equal to that of a 1.25-in.-
thick latex overlay for at least 6 years. The per-
formance of the overlays must be observeal for a
number of years to ållow a more accurate projection
of the permeabllity to be expected after 6 years.

Shrinkage

It was believed that the LBl83 resin cracked more
than 90-570 resin because it exhiblted a higher
shrinkage. Ilowever, recent nìeasurements indicated
no najor differences anong the shrinkages of the two
resíns ancl resin 317. The rneasurenents indicated
that a shrinkage of approximately 2 percent can be
expected when no aggregate is used and a shrinkage
of 0.2 percent is typical when the aggregate-to-res-
in ratio by weight is 4 to 1. It is obvious that
the principal way to ¡ninimize shrínkage is to load
the resin to excess with aggregate. Becâuse th€
L8183 resin does not shrínk significantly rnore than
the other resins, one rnust conclude thåt it cracks
more as a result of shrinkage-incluced stress because
it is less flexíble and therefore less able to
strain to åccommodate stress.

Half-CelI Potential

Copper sulfate half-ce1l potentiaÌs (ASn4 C876-77)
were tneasureil before, imnediately after, an¿l approx-
imately I year after the installation of the pC
overlays. The results of the Íìeasurements inply
that there yras a high probability that no corrosion
was occurríng before and approxinately I year after
the installation of the overLays. values could not
be determined i¡n¡¡ediately after the installation of
the overlays because there were no cracks ín the
overlays to allow the conpletion of the electrical
c ircuit.

Rutting in ii¡heelpaths

A 12-ft straíghtedge was useil Èo neasure rutting in
the wheelpaths. The ¿levice has six scales spaced 2
ft apart. !¡leasure¡nents are natle by depressing the
six scales until they touch the surface of the deck
and recording the readings. The ruttl.ng in a wheel-
path is compute¿l by subtracting the reading on the
scale located in ttle center of the wheelpath fron
the average of the readings for the two adjacent
scales. Measurenents were nade at lo-ft intervals
along the length of the bridges. The amount of wear,
computed by subtracting the neasurenents obtained
after I year of service llfe from the neasurenents
obtaineil inmedlately after the overlay was in-
stalle¿I, was less than 1,/32 in. for all the bridges.

Skíd Numbers

Skid numbers (Asnfl E501-75 and E524-76) were deter-
míned in tests at 40 rnph in each lanê 3 weeks before
and 4, 13, and 50 weeks after the pC overlay was in-
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stalled on the Beulah Road bridge. The results are
given in Tabte 5. The concrete surface exhlblted
hlgh nurnbers prior to the overlay and even hlgher
numbers afterwards. The lon reâdlíng found for the
L8183 resin after 4 neeks of servlce life waE causeit
by asphalt tracked onto the lane fron an approach
area that had been given a new surface the same
week. After 50 weeks of service life the lane wlth
the r,8183 resin exhibited stightly higher skial num-
bers than the lane wlth 90-520 resln, but the num-
bers obtained in both lanes eere excellent and
higher than the onea determined,for the base con-
crete prior to placing the overlays. The skid re-
sistance of the lane wlth the 90-5ZO resin ehoulb be
tnonitored over the next few years because it is the
only overlay of Íts type in Vlrginia. After 1 year
of servíce life the LBl83 overlays nêar Hilliamsburg
exhibited an average treaded tl.re number of 52 anit a
bald tire number of 44 (3).

TABLE 5 Skid Numbers for 40 mph Tests

Treaded Tire Bald Ti¡e

Date
Resin
90-570

Resin
Age (weeks) L8183

Resin Resin
L8183 90-570

41 ls 182
6103182
8102182
4119183

39 36
36b 5l
47 49
49 45

52
44b
53
58

_34

4
IJ

50

51
57
55
56

aThree week before PC overlay was ptaced.
bAsphalt had been trâcked onto bridge.

TENSTLE PROPERTIES

The bond strêngth and thd protection providled by the
overlay constructed with the 90-570 resín were bet-
ter than those of the overlays constructed with
LBl83 resin. For exanple, the shear and tensile
strengths of the bond interface deterlorated nuch
more for the latter than for the forner during the
first year of service life. Àlso, the resistivlty
of the L8183 overlay ¿lecreased anil the permeability
increasecl signlficantly during the first year of
service 1ife, whereas the 90-570 overlay exhibited
good resistivity and low perneability after I yeâr.
Because both producbs are polyester re6ins, it wae
thought, necessary to deter¡irlne their physical prop-
erties, which explain the superior perforrnance of
the 90-570 overlay.

The nost obvious differences between the two
products were determined using ASTlrt D 639-90, istan-
daril Test l¡tethod for Tensile properties of plas-
tics.' The results of tests conducted in accordance
with this procedure are given in Table 6 anil qhown

TABLE 6 Tensile hopertiee of Resins

Tensile
Strensth
(lb/in?)

Elongation at Modulus of
Bteak(Vo) Elasticity(lblin?)a

Resin Avg SD Avg SDAvgSD

317 2,858 301 23.3
L8183 5,089 1,928 8.0
90-570 2.836 373 49.2
MMA-tb 1,42'7 525 2.3
EP5LV 4,797 626 12.5
MMA-2c 4,82t 262 0.7

8.1 4.69 x10a 0.99 x lOa
3.8 ?.81x lOa 0.91 x ioa

11.4 3.52 x tOa 0.21 x 10a
0.4 6.29 x 104 1.39 x lOa
1.2 6.60 x 104 l 56 x lOa
0.0 7.t9 x l}a 0.58 x 104

Note: SD = standa¡d deviation.

flCalculated at 0.05 in./in. strain except MlúlA,.
:63 percent MMA and 3? percent PMMA.
"FX822, PMMA unknown.
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ln Figure ? (unpublished rnenoranda fron R.E. Steele
to ttl.Iit. Sprinkel, July 13 and October I7, 1983) '
Data for resin 3I7, v¡hich was used on the Swan Creek
bridge in Tennesseer clata for methylmethacrylate
(M¡.1À-1) usedl on one of the bri¿lges near vlilliams-
burg, anil data for an EP5LV epoxy currently belng
placed on several bridges in virginia are included
in the table an¿l figure. The tests r'tere conducted'
on specimens 0.13 in. thickr 0.50 in. wide' and 8.5
in. long. À 3.0-in. gauge was usedr and the test
speed was 0.2 in. Per minute.

Frorn Table 6 and Figure 7 it is obvious that the
LBt83 resin has a higher tensile strength and noilu-
lus of elasticity and a ¡nuch tower elongation than
the 90-5?0. Because the L8183 resin elongates only
8.3 percent it is more likely to crack when sub-
jected to shrlnkager refl-ective crackingr or thermal

"tret" 
than is the 90-5?0 resin. The rnore flexible

9O-5?O is able to elongate and accomnoilate the ten-
6i1e stresses and thereby provide an overlay of high
resistivity änd low permeabilíty. The 90-570 anil
317 resins should be less prone to cracking than
LBI83, M¡rlA-I' MMÀ-2' and EPsLV epoxy. Extensive
cracking has occurreil in overlays constructed wíth
L8183 and !{ÈtÀ-l (¿é). The EP5LV epoxy overlay sys-
te¡n is being studied at this ti¡ne. Based on the data
ln Table 6, it is reasonable to conclude that a res-
in shoutd have a minirnutn elongation of 20 Percent to
minimize the formation of cracks and thereby ensure
adequate protection. A specification reguiring 20

to 40 percent elongation seens reasonable.

Thermal Stress

when tvro rnaterials of different properties are
bonded together, a shear stress develops ehen the
composite is subjected to a change in tetnperature.
The stress is a function of lhe temPerature change
and the coefficíent of thermal expanslon and rno¿luli
of elastlcity of the materials. A shear failure in
the viclnity of the interface can be expected if the
shear stress exceeds the shear strength of either of
the materials or the strength of the bonil. A method
for computing the theoretical stress is discussedl in
detall elewhere (2-!).
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Reasonable values fbr the dynanic modulus of
elasticíty for a polyester resin, as deter¡nined by
ASTII c215-60, are 0.4 x 105 lb pêr square inch for
an overlay with no aggregate and I x 106 tb per
square inch for an overlay sanded to êxcess (2). For
the same aggregate application rates' reasonable
values for the coeffícient of thernal exPansion for
a polyester resin are 56 x 10-6 ín./in./"F and
16 x 10-6 in./in./"8, respectively. Portland ce-
ment concrete typical of that used in briilge tlecks
in Virginia has a dynarnic modulus of elasticity of
4.2 x 106 tb per square ínch and a coefficient of
thermal expansion of 5.7 x 10- 6 i^./ín./"F (3) .
Using these valuesr the theoretícal shear stress at
the bond line for a IoF change in ternperature is I8
lb per square inch for an overlay with no aggregate
and 8.3 lb per square inch for an overlay with ex-
cess aggregate.

If an overlay is placed on concrete at 74oF and
later cooled to 0oFr as was the case for the speci-
nens shown in Figures 4 and 5, the bond ínterface is
subjected to a stress of 1'300 lb per square inch if
the overlay has no aggregate and 610 lb per sguare
inch if it has an excess of aggregaÈe. when no or a

srnall a¡nount of aggregate ís ptaceil in the overlay'
the theoretical shear stress exceeds the shear
strength of both the bond interface and the base
concreter which explalns the fallures shown ln Fig-
ure 5. on the other handr when an excess of aggre-
gate is placed in the overlay, the theoretical shear
stress is about equal to the shear strength of the
bond interface anil is less than the shear strength
of the base concrete' Yrhich explains v¡hy the speci-
rnens sho\rn in Figure 5 with an excess of aggregate
in the overlay ilid not delaminate after 300 thermal
cycles. Becâuse the shear stress is great enough to
fatigue. the bond interface, the strength of the bond
¿lecreases with an increase in the number of therrnal
cyclesr as shovtn in Figure 4.

Because of fatigue due to cycles of thernâI
stress, the service life of a PC overlay is finite
but difficult to Pre¿llct. A useful service life of
l0 years seetns reasonable for an overlay constructe¿l
with a high-eLongation resin and an excess of sand.
It wlll be necessary to continue to nonitor the per-

)

¡
oô

x

oke
Ø

0 .0s .1 1.s .2 ,25
Strain, in. /in.

FIGURE 7 Stress-strain data based on average ofthree specimens of each resin.
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formance of the overlays to make a rnore accurate
projection.

V|IHEN TO SPECIFY THIN POLYMER
CONCRETE OVERLAYS

Three cases are presented to illustrate hrhen the use
of a thin PC overlay instead of a more conventional
Iatex-rnodified concrete overlay is justified. The
conparison is based on consíderation of the service
life of the PC overlay. the volume of traffíc, the
discount rate, and the value of dríving time. For
each of the three cases, it is assurneil thaÈ the fol-
lowing conditions exist.

1. The overlay is to be placed on a two-Iane
bridge on r-95, 40 ft wide by 350 ft long.

2. It is necessary to increase the skid resis-
tance and curtail the infiltratíon of additional
chlor ide.

3. IÈ is not feasible to construct a tenporary
bridge or detour traffic.

4. À 0.5-in.-thick pC overlay can be installed
with 12 hr of lane closure time, at a cost of ç24
per square yard plus the cost of controlling traffic
with cones, and will provide acceptable servlce for
5 to 15 years.

5. À 1.25-in.-thick latex-modified concrete
overlay can be installed with 9 days of lane closure
time, at a cost of t30 per square yard plus the cost
for controlllng traffic with r¡edian barriers, and
wiLl provide acceptable service for 30 years.

6. Because it is difficult to predict the rela-
tionship between interest rate and inflation over a
30-year period, calculations are nade for discounÈ
rates of 0, 5, and 10 percent, where the discount
rate ls the annual rate at which money increases in
value through investmenÈ.

case 1

For case I, the peak-hour volume-to-capacity ratio
with both lanes open is 0.30. With one lane closed,
the ratio for the open lane is 0.60. Traffic flow
wlll not be impeded by closíng one lane for an ex-
tended period of tine.

The cost for traffic control while the pC overlay
is being installecl ís g1 per square yard and the
cost for the latex overlay is g5 per sguare yard"
The present r¡orth of the thin PC overlay at a dis-
count rate of 0 percent and a service Life of I0
years is 625/yd2 + i25/yd2 + i25/y1, = 875 per
square yaril compared nith $35 per square yard for
the latex. At a cliscount rate of 5 percenÈ and a
service life of l0 years the present worth of the pC
overlay is 25 + ($25) + (1.05)t0 + ($25) + (1.05)20
= $50 per sguare yard, and at a discount rate of 10
percent it is $38 per square yard. According to the
data in Table 7, the latex overlay ât $3S per equere
yard is the most econo¡nícal alternative in case 1
unless for a service Life of 10 years the discount
rate exceeds 12.6 percent, which is highly unlikely,
or for a service life of 15 years the discount rate
exceeds 6.3 percent. It seems reasonable to conclude
Èhat for case 1 the latex overlay is the most eco-
nomical alternative because a service life for the
PC overLay in excess of l0 years and a díscount rate
in excess of 5 percent are not likely at this ti¡ne.

Case 2

For case 2 the peak-hour volu¡ne-to-capaciÈy ratio is
0.6 with both lanes open and 1.0 with one lane
closed. The one open lane cannot carry the peak-hour
traffic volume, and a najor reduction in speed and
level of service occurs. The pC overlây is justified
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because one lane of the bri¿lge cannot be closed dur-
ing peak-hour traffic, which is necessary for the
construction of the latex overlay.

For case 2 the cost of traffic control for the
Iatex is higher than in case 1 because of the higher
volurne of traffic. A cosÈ of S20 per square yard
seems reasonable. The cost of traffic control for
the PC overlay would be the same as in case 1. The
present worth of the latex overlay for the 3o-year
service life is 950 per sguare yard and, as can be
seen in Table 7, the present worth of the pC overlay
is less if the discount rate exceeds 5 percent for â
l0-year service life and exceeils 0 percent for a l-5-
year service Iífe. For case 2 the use of the pC

overlay is justifiecl because one lane cannot be
closed during peak-hour traffic to allor¡ the con-
struction of a latex overlay. fn addítion, the pC

overlay can be justified on the basis of present
worth vrhen the discount rate exceeds 5 percent for â
10-year service life and 0 percent for a 1s-year
service l-ife.

TABLE 7 hesent lVorth ($/yd2)
of Thin PC Overlay as a Function
of Discount Rate and Service Life

Discount Rate (%)
Service Life
(yr) l0

s89 562
50 38
37 31

5

t0
t5

$l s0
75
50

Case 3

For case 3 the peak-hour volune-to-capacity ratio
hrith both lanes open is 0.5 and with one lane closêd
lt is I.0. It is reasonable to assume that an in-
crease in the volu¡ne-to-capacity ratio fron 0.5 to
1.0 will cause a decrease in the average speed of
the motorist from 53 rnph to 32 mph (10, p. 140). As-
surning the speed reduction affects a 1o-¡nile segrnent
of the average trip, the average tine lost per ve-
hicle is 7.4 nin. Furthermore, assuming an average
wage rate of g1 per hour per vehicle, which ís ex-
trenely conservative, the cost of reduction in speetl
to the motoríst is 12 cents per trip. Assuming an
average hourly traffic flow of 1r300 vehicles, which
is reasonable (LI, p. 20), the cost to ¡notorists of
the reduction in speed is $161 per hour. For the 12
hours of the lane cLosure required for the installa-
tion of the PC overlay the cost is negllgíble assun-
ing the lane closure occurs duríng off-peak hours.
For the rninimun of 9 days required for the installa-
tion of the latex overlay, the cost is $15 per
aquare yard assuming the delays associated wlth the
Iane elosure last for I hours each day. The addi-
tion of the cost of travel time increases the pres-
ent worth of the latex. overlay to 965 per sguare
yard, and for a service llfe of 15 years the poll¡mer
overlay ís nore econonical. For a service life of 5
or I0 years, the polymer is ¡nore econonical when the
discount rate exceeds 9.2 or 1.5 percent, respec-
tively. For case 3, if the value of travel tine is
taken into account, the PC overlay is generally the
rnost econornical alternative based on present worth.

The costs of accidents and increases in vehicle
operatÍng costs that result from a lane closure pro-
vide an additional incentive to use a pC overlay.
Over a 3o-year period the total lane closure time
required for the construction of a latex overlay
with a 30-year servíce tife ís 3r 6, or 9 tirnes
greater than that required for the construction of
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Pc overlays yJith useful service lives of 5, 10, or
15 yearsr resPectively. It is reasonable to expect
that the benefits fron a retluction in lane closure
tirne and, thereforer in the nunber of potential ac-
cidents woul¿l increase with an increase in the vol-
une of traffic and the useful service life of the PC

overlay. Research is neeiled to quantify these bene-
fits.

CONCLUSIONS

PC overlays can be installect by nâintenance forces
or by a contractor with a minimum of disruPtion to
t raffic.

Pc overlays constructed with tv¡o polyester res-
ins¡ 90-5?0 and L8183, are securely bonded to the
base concrete and provide low perrneability and high
skid resistance after 1 year of service lífe'

Pc overlays constructed with resins 90-570 and

317 are exhíbíting the highest bond strength' the
least amounÈ of crackingr and the lowest perneabil-
ity because they have a tensile elongation at break
in ttre range of 20 to 50 percent as determined by
ASTM D638-80, which is higher than that of the other
resins tested.

The PC overlay becones nore econonical relative
to a latex overlay with increases in the service
life of the Pc overlays' the volurne of traffict the
discount rate, and the value of clriving tine' These
factors can be use¿t to deternine the rnost econonical
alternative.

Pc overlays are still experimental andl should not
be used h'here alternative ¡nethods for extending ser-
vice life are practical. A useful service life of
t0 years seems reasonable, but the performance of
the overtays shoul¿l be ¡nonitored so that a nore ac-
curate Projection of service life can be nade'
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Effect of Water Infiltration of Penetrating Cracks on
Deterioration of Bridge Deck Slabs

TA,KEAKI KATO and YUJI GOTO

ABSTRACT

The deterioratlon of bridge decks is a serí-
ous malntenance problen in Japan, but dete-
rioration in ilapan is different from thåt in
the Uníted statêB because all bridge decks
in Japan are covered tdith an asphalt overlay
about 7.5 cn thick. Deterloration to a
depth of about 18 c¡n has been found in decks
that were seldlon treated Ìrith deicing
salts. These ilecks exhibited pârtíal dle-
pression and fall-off, not scaling or spall-
ing. Fatigue tests of ¡noilel slabs and fieltl
surveys of bridges were carried out to de-
termine the tnechânism of deterioration, in-
vestigate ¡nethods of repair, and evaluate
existing brldge tlecks. A test specimen,
faultily constructed and severeLy cracked Ln
the laboratory, deteriorated rapldly due to
hrater infiltration of cracks, leakage
through cracks, and abrasive actíon caugedl
by crack novenent under repeated loading.
The fatigue strength of this specimen was
about one-third its static strength, which
is rernarkably Low conpared with the normal
fatígue strength of reinforced concrete.
The mechanis¡n of deterioration of bridge
decks is thought to be a co¡nbination of
three conditions: break-out of penetrating
cracks caused by faulty construction and
drying shrinkage, infiltratlon and 1eåkage
of rainwater, ancl abraslon ilue to wheel
loading. Experimental v¡ork on an actual
bridge showed expansive concrete to be ef-
fective in preventing break-out of shrinkage
cracks.

Nihon Doro Kodan (Japan Highway public Corporation),
which oversees all express highways in Japan, pres-
ently maíntains 3200 km of expressway includlng
3'500 brídges. The deterioration of bridge deck
slabs is a serious problem in Japan, but the deterÍ-
oration is clifferent fro¡n that in the United States
because all bridge tlecks are covered with an asphalt
overlay about 7.5 cm thick. Deteriorated bridge
dêcks are often found where tlelcing chenical.s are
seldom used. These ilecks exhibit partial depression
and fall-off, not scaling nor spalling. Because
air-entrained concrete is used for all bridge deck
slabs ín Japan, deterioration due to freezing and
thawing is seldom seen.

Bridge clecks designed before 1970 exhiblt a great
deal of deterioration and damage. The span between
nain girders of these bridges is about 4 meters, and
the depth of the slab is 15 to I8 cm. Concrete
cover over both top and botton reinforcement ls 3
cm. l.lost of these bridges have been repairetl by
partial reconstruction of the bridge deck, rein-
forcement with additional stringers between girders,
or steel-p1ate bonding.

The 1973 "Specífication for flighway Bridges"
(publishe¿l by Japan Road Àssociation) has been re-
vised to require that the span bettreen rnaln girders

be about 3.2 meters and slab depth 22 to 23 cm. The
sfÞcification of a concrete cover over top rein-
forcement did not change. To study the cause of de-
teríoration, lnvestigate nethods of repalr and rein-
force¡nent, and establlsh a nethod of evaluating
bridge decks, nany fatigue tests of brldge deck
slabs have been carried out in the laboratory of
Nihon Doro Kodan slnce 1976.

The following reqults have been obÈalned frotn
full-size nodel tests.

I. A full-size nodel bridge deck (18 crn ilr
depth) designed according to thê older standards had
a static strength of about 490 kN and a fatigue
åtrength of about 250 kN under niclspan polnt loadlng
(loading plate size is 20 x 50 ctn) (1).

2. A rnodel bridge deck (22 cn ln depth) designed
according to the newer standards had a statlc
strength of about 930 kN and a fatigue strength of
about 440 kN under the sane Ioâding (2).

The ratio of fatigue strength to static strength
in the bridge deck (about 0.5) is coneLstent with
the results of other tests that used small-size slab
specinens (3). It can thus be confirrned thåt bridge
decks ordinarily show the sarne Éatigue conduct as do
general reinforced concrete (RC) menb€rs. It{axiDum
wheel loads neasured on expressways 1n Japan are
around 100 kN if tandem axle loads are converted to
eguivalent single axle loads for reinforcenent
design.

iludgíng from the reaults of the fatlgue tests
rnentioned previously, fatígue strength of deck slabs
far exceeds the actual wheel load level, so lt ls
not expected that fatigue datnage r,ill occur even Ln
thin slabs designed according to the old standard.

observatlon of deterioratedl bridge decks indl-
cated that (4)

- Deterioration is foundl only in ll¡¡ited parts of
bridges.

- Deterioration of one-lane roadways is heavier
than that of two-lane roadways.

- Most deteriorated parts exhibit a gridlfke påt-
tern of cracks that progress because of water
infiltration andl leakage. Free 1ime, concrete
powder, and rusty liguid fron reÍnforcements
are found on the botton surface of bridge decks.

On the basis of these observations ít was hl'pothe-
sized that lrater leakage through cracks that run the
êntire depth of the deck (hereinafter called pene-
trating cracks) nas one of the Írost irnportant fac-
tors in deck deterioration. To test this hypothesís
a nodel bridge deck that exhibited the characterl.s-
tics that hadl been observed in the field was recon-
structed in the laboratory. ttodel slabs wlth se-
vere' artifÍcia1Iy induced penetrating cracks were
constructed and repeatecl loading tests rùere carried
out in the presence of water leakage. The results
nere a great quantity of abraded concrete powder and
many broken píeces that flowed out with irater leak-
age. Progressive deterioration tùas clearly shown
and as a result fatfgue strength dropped conEider-
ably. In this paper the deterloration mechanlsn of
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bridge deck slabs, evidenced by thèse test results
and fÍeld surveys, is consldered and counterneasures
to deterioratlon are dlescribeil.

FATIGUE TESTS OF ARTIFICIAT,LY CR.ACKED MODEI. SI,ÀBS

Fabrication of Specimens

To årtificially produce penetrating cracks in a
s1ab, the slab can be turned upside clown and loaded
so that cracks are initiatedl on the top surface.
But this nethoil is not very effective becâuse, $then
the slãb is rightedr cracks on the top surface c!.ose
alue to the self-weight of.the s1ab. At the begin-
ning of loadlng Ìittle water infiltration was ob-
served. soon thereafter slight water leakage was
noted, but lt soon stopped. The Pro{tress of cleteri-
oration could no longer be followed.

Àt this point another netho¿l was tried to artifi-
cially produce cracks. À tnodel bríilge dleck slab was
fabricate¿l on ¡node1 steel girders under unfavorable
construction conilitions. The properties of the ce-
ment of this slab nere

- Cornpressive strength--2l.9 llpa'
- I{ater-to-cenent ratio--0. 70'
- Slunp--2l.3 cm,
- Entrained air--3.6 percent' anal

- Tenperature--30oC.

weather conditions v¡ere

- skies--cloudy,
- Temperature--3ooC (86oF) r and

- Relative hunítlity--70 percent.

The slab was clrietl by the artificial windl (velocity
2 to I neters per second) of an electric fan. There
vras no noisture curing.

Details of this specimen are shovtn in Figure 1.
The result was that nany crâcks, nainly above the
positions of reínforcenents, were generated in about
30 ¡ninutes after the concrete tras cast. By the bê-
ginning of the fatigue test' about 3 months after
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construction, these cracks had grown wider because
of shrinkage of the concrete ând restriction of the
steel girdera as shown in Figure 2(a). Sorne of the
transverse cracks are tnore than I to 2 n¡n ln width.
Figure 2 (b) shows that wider transverse cracks
reached the botto¡n surface of the slab, and during
rainfall so¡ne free lime with eater leakage coul¿l be
observed.

Loadinq Method and Repetition Patterns

Fígure I shorys the loading apparatus, the positions
of the moving load, and the erater that yras ponded on
top of the slab during fatigue loading of the top
surface of the slab. As a preliminary loadingr ap-
proxitnately 2'000 78.4-kÀl repeate¿l l"oadings were ap-
plied to points I to 23 to produce a grídlike pat-
tern of cracks over the entire bottom surface.
consequently, cracks occurred and finålly crack den-
sity reached I0 m,/rn2 (totaL crack length per unit
area) as shown in Figure 2(c).

The fatigue loading patterns were as follows.
The loading point was changed to the next point
after every cycle (0.3 nlllion repetitions).

Case l. Fatigue. load level hras 78.4 to 24.5 kNt
one cycle on points 31 5r I3r 19, and 2l' respec-
tively; three cycles on points 4' 1I' 12' and 20r
respectively; 5.1 nillion repetitions total.

Case 2. Fatígue load level was 103 to 24.5 kNt
one cycle on points L]-t 72.20r 101r and 102r re-
spectively¡ I.5 ¡nillion repetitions total.

Case 3. The upper load level was decreased to
88.3 kN; three rounds of one-cyc1e loaclings on the
same points as in case 2¡ 4.5 rnillion repetitions
total.

Case 4. The loadlng point was rnoved to point
103, which eas between points I0l and I02 where se-
rious danage had been observe¿I. Fatigue load level
was 88.3 to 24.5 kNt and after 0.65 nillion repeti-
tions at this poínt fatigue failure occurred.

Various kinds of tneasurement were carried out by
the static loading of points 9 through 15 after one-
cycle loadings had been applie¿l to aI1 points.
vlater that leaked was collected in a container under

Restricting steel girter Reinforcement dia.13m

o

I25 =25o 125 =25O

water pool

trEE
Emø

XB
tll trl @

container to gather leaked water

FIGURE I Shape of specimen, loading points, and loading apparatr¡s.

Speciîen

1480 KN Actuator
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FIGURE 2 Change in cracks of slab specimen.

the specimen slab at every cycle on each poínt ând
its volune e¡as measure¿I. The \daÈer was then allowed
to evaporate ancl any re¡nains were neâsured as abra-
sion weight.

Fatigue Test Results

Progress of Deterioration

Figure 3 shows how the deterioration of the specimen
progressed under repeated loacling fron case I
through case 4. Figure 3(a) shows the loading pro-
cess (one unit of the abscissa inclicates one cycle
or 0.3 million repetitions of loail). In case 1 ten-
sile straín of the botton reinforce¡nent was 400 r
500 x 10-6 and the change in crack wi¿lth lras about
0.L m¡n. Water leakage volurne hras slight and little
deterioration occurred except for the flowage of
sone \dhite, soft, free lime. fn case 2 the upper
linit of tensile strain of the reinforcenents was
arranged to be about 900 x 10-6 so that fatlgue
failure of the reinforcements woul¿l not occur, and
the upper load leve1 hras increased to 103 kN. The
result was that the tolune of grater leakage fron
cracks sud¿lenly increased to I000 to 2000 cm! per
hour and abrasion weight during one cycle of loading
reached 5 tó l0 gm. thé change of crack wltlth dlue
to loading was tnore than tv¡ice as largei clearly.
deterioration vras remarkably rapid lsee Figure 3(b),
(c) , and (¿l) I .

Because the tensile straín on the bottom rein-
forcement increased as deterioration progresseil, the
upper load was ilecreased to 88.3 kN and repeated
loading was continued. As shordn in Figure 3, dete-
rioration progressed even as the load level nas
dropped to 88.3 kN.

Figure 4 sho¡vs that abrasion volune increased in
proportion to the increase in total Leakage volume.
Apparently erater Ínfiltration of cracks and abrading
action occurred. Fígure 5 shows this abrading ac-
tion. Figure 5(d) represents relative move¡nent par-
al-LeL to the crack dlrection near poínt 12 on the
bottom surface. The sllding clirectíon of a crack
reverses when the loailing point is moved from point
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(a)
Before loading (!op surface of
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o,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Total water leakage (m3)

FIGURE 4 Relationship between total water leakage and total
abrasion weight.

(a) Opening and closing of the
crack on the toP surface
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specimen was observed in detail. On the top surfaee
of the slab punching-shear cracks had occurred
around point I03, and on the bottom surface shear
cracks, which are different frorn bending cracks, had
penetrated fron the top surface. The vertical open-
ing of a shear crack close to point 103 (neâsured
with a dial gauge) irras about 0.3 mm at a loading
level of 0 to 88.3 kN. rt Ytas juttgecl that punching-
shear failure had occurred and the fatigue testing
of this specitnen ended.

State of cracks

Later, fatigue test specirnens were subdividecl with a

concrete cutter into snall pieces and their cross
sectíons were observed. Figure 6 shovts a cross sec-
tion connecting loadíng points lg and 20. tr'atigue
punching-shear cracksr including vertícal bending
cracks generated at the Posítlon of reinforcenentt
were observed. Figure 7 shows cracks near Point 20

tnagnified. Because of water infiltration and abra-
sion caused by loading, the inside wiilth of the
crack expanded to about 0.5 ¡n¡n and its edge was
round. The condition of the top surface of the slab
is shown in Figure 8. n similar pattern of deterio-
ration can often be seen on deterlorated in-service
slâbs after renoval of the asphalt overlay.

Comparison with Static Strength

After fatigue tests were completedr static loading
tests were carriecL out on points A an¿l B shown in
Figure 1. Static strength nas 282 kN at point A and

273 kN at point B. If the average of these values
is taken as the static strength of this slab' the
ratío of fatigue upper loads of 88.3 kN and 103 kN

No.102
.1,

No.19
.1,

\¡.

FIGURE 6 Croes section where punching-Eheû failure took place

(seen from trânsverse direction).

.rfu{:,
FIGURE 7 Magnified cross section under point 20 (width
of crack expanded because of abrading action).
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Shearíng of the crack
on the top surface
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FIGURE 5 Change of representative crack caused by moving
load.

1I to 12, abrading action occurs, and crack vridth is
about 0.15 n¡n. After loading in case 3. the loading
point was noved to Point I03 in ease 4. when point
103 was loadecl, water leakage volume increased con-
siderably to 4000 to 5000 cm3 per hour, and at 0.65
rnillion repetitions of load it suddenly increased
signif icantly.

Therefore the loading machine was stopped and the
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FIGURE B Deterioration of top surface of specimen.

to static strength is 0.32 and 0.37, respectively.
These values are renarkably low conparecl v¡ith the
value usually obtained without water ínfiLtration.
This is an example of a case ín which the punching-
shear strength of the concrete is less than the fa-
tigue strength of the reinforcement.

DETERIORÀTION MECIIANISM OF BRIDGE DECKS

It is assumeal that the fatígue stiength of the spec-
i¡nen with vrater leakage ¡nentioned previously is
about 88 kN. Because specinen depth was 15 c¡n and
the steel ratio was tlifferent fron that used in ac-
tual bridgès, Kakutars proposed fornula Q), whlch
gives a favorable calculation value of strength for
this type of test specimen, was used. Conversion of
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these calculated values to the old standard (slab
depth = I8 cm) gave about 120 kN. This is close to
the ¡naximum converted wheel load of 100 kN. To con-
firm this flnding, full-size nodel tegts need to be
carried out. Investigation of this subject ís nor¡
under way.

on the basis of the findings discussed prevl-
ously, it nay be concluded that the deterioration
nechanisn of briilge decks is a co¡nbination of three
conditions:

I. Break-out of penetrating cråcks that were
caused by dryíng shrinkåge and faulty construction,

2. Infiltration of cracks by rainwater and leak-
age of rainwater fron cracks, and

3. wheel loa¿ls great enough to cause abraslon.

It is widely knolrn that bridge decks are thin
compared with other concrete structures and thât the
influence on durabllity of slight construction er-
rors and inperfections is serious. Furthertr¡ore
bridge decks are loaded directly by traffíc and sub-
jected to sev'ere curing conditions.

To confirm these findings. in 1983 the condition
of cracks on the top surface of 24 brldge decks on
the To¡nei Expressway Ìras investigated. Asphalt
overlay sections 1 m x 2 n were torn off and the
relationship betneen water leakage and cracks on the
top surface of briilge decks was studle¿1. Cracks,
serious or not, occurred in aÌI parts of the top
surface of decks. Figure 9 shows serlous cracklng.
From this figure it can be seen that cracks on the
top surface of a deck are sÍ¡nilar to those on the
bottom surface and that rainwater is infiltrating
penetrating cracks. (OnIy cracks on the botton sur-
face fro¡n which free li¡nei flowed were consiclerecl.)
In rnost places concrete over top reinforcement did
not deteriorate evên if there were cracks in it, and

Drivinq direction

crack of ÀsphaLt PaveffEnt

Crack on the top
surface of bridge deck

crack on the bottom
surface of bridge deck
with flown out free li¡re
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nininal serlous spalling of concrete and corrosion
of reinforcenent were found.

Table 1 shorrs the results of regression analysis
of 24 investigateal data. Fron the clata in Table 1,
it can be seen that in case I the correlation be-
tween asphalt overlay and botton surface of the ¿leck
is not strong and that the correlatfon in cases 2
and 3 is fairly strong. fn case 2, there Ís a dif-
ference between each coefflcient of partiai correla-
tion. This difference shows that where there are
cracks in the asphalt overlay there are always
cracks in the top surface of the deck, but that
there are not always cracks in the asphalt overLay
where there are cracks ln the top surface of deck.

In case 3 the difference betyreen coefficients of
partial correlation noted in case 2 obtains. The
analysis of case 3 sholrs that where there are cracks
in the bottorn surface of a deck there are always
cracks in the top surface of a deck, but that there
are not always cracks in the bottom surface where
there are cracks ln the top surface.

From this analysis it is clear that rainwater
infiltration of trÞnetrating cracks results in damage
to the botton surface of a cleck. Cracks ln the top
surface of a deck bring about reflection cracks in
the asphalt overlay. In general, nore deterioration
nas observed on one-lane than on two-lane bridges.
Thls indicates that wheel load influences the rate
of deterioration.

It is possible that the three previously rnen-
t!.oned condlltions Èhat contribute to deteríoration
occur at the sane tine. If this is the case, a
¡nethod for maintalníng deterÍorate¿l brídge decks can
be devised based on the assignment of nu¡nerical val-
ues to the density of the gridlíke pattern of
cracks, from which free li¡ne has flowed, on the bot-
ton surface on bridge decks.

rNFLI'ENCE OF DEICING CIÍEI¡IICÀLS

Corrosion of reinforcement by ileicing chenicals must
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âIso be considered. It is probable that such cor-
rosion of reinforce¡nent influences the progress of
deterioration to sone extent even lf punchlng-shear
failure due to wheet load does not occur. In the
United States corrosion of reinforcement by deicing
salts antl spalling of covering concrete are kno$rn to
be a probletn (6). Even though âsphalt overlays are
Iess frequently used on briclge decks in the united
States than in Japan, it is possible that the same
t]¡fre of deterioration occurs on the top surface of
decks in both countries.

Figure I0 shows a concrete core taken fron a se-
verely deteriorated bridge deck rdhere deicing che¡ni-
cals nere scattered. There are wide crack links be-
tween main reinforcing bars due to corrosion of the
bars, and the covering concrete is spalling off. In
this figure chlorine quantity inside the core far
exceeds the specified value (in .Iapan NaCl weight in
concrete must be less than 0.I percent of sand
weight) .

Although deterioration due to deicing satts has
not been observed frequently on bridge decks in
Japan, it should be added to the three previously
discussed conditions that accelerate deterioration.

COT'NTERIiEASURES TO DETERIORÀTION

The increase ín the depth of bridge decks to 22 to
23 crn in the 1970 speeificatlon has been effective.
Not only has shear strength increased, but adverse
effects of construction errors and inperfections
have decreased. fn fact, if static strength erere
increasedl from 1.8 to 2.O, bridge decks would not
fail because of wheel loads even if they hrere some-
what deteriorated.

The addition of stringers between main girders
has been used for reinforcing bridge decks designed
by the old standard. Because bending mo¡nent occa-
sioned by wheel load is ilecreased by this rehabili-
tation method and crack movement due to ¡¡heel load
becone.s snaller, this nethod can be helpfuI. A1-

TABLE I Regression Analysis of Cracks in Asphalt Overlay: Top and Bottom of Slab

Coefficient of Partial Correlation

Case Analysis

Coefficient of
Multiple
Correlation

Asphalt
Overlay

Bottom of
Top of Slab Slab

I
)
3

Asphalt overlay versus bottom of slab
Asphalt overlay versus top of slab
Top of slab versus bottom of slab

0.6'7
0.7'7
0.84

0.45
o.'77 i,,

0.5 5

9.rn
0.83
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FIGURE l0 Cl- content of concrete core of actual briilge deck and crack caused
by corrosion of reinforcement.
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though it slows the rate of ileterioration' it is not
a perfect nethod because a decrease of rnoment does
not nean a decrease of shear force and an increase
of shear strength of cross section.

Even wíth the new increased standard strength of
bridge decks, the concrete cover ÈoP reinforcenent
remains 3 c¡n. cracks caused by drying shrinkage and
construction-induced cracks over reinforcenents con-
tinue to occur. Thereforer reinforcements vti11 con-
tinue to be corroded by infiltrating deicing che¡ni-
calsr än¿l covering concrete witl eventually tear off.

There are two nethods of preventing bridge-deck
cleter ioratlon ilue to r.Yater inf iltration of cracks .
one nethod ls to prevent the break-out of cracks due
to factors such as drying shrinkage. Another mêthod
is to prevent rùater infiltration even if cracks oc-
cur. An example of the forner will be given
hereafter.

In 1980r for the first tine in Japan, an exPan-
sive concrete bridge ileck was constructeil on a in-
terchange ramp bridge (sinPle steel' conposite plate
gírder) 41.5 rn long and 8.5 r¡ widle (7). The unit
content of the expansive conponent is 35 kg,/rn! es-
ti¡nated as part of ce¡nent content. Test specimens
macle with this rnix proportion expanded to about
300 x 10-6 in a stan¿lard confined expansion test
after 7 days of 20o C water curing. These test
specimens had a steel-to-concrete ratio of 0.01.

Figure II shor¡s the change in lêngth of an expan-
sive concrete ¿teck ln actual service cornpared with a

like-shaped nornal concrete deck constructed at the
same time. Expanslon of the expansive concrete deck
reached íts naximum value at 5 days, and expansive
strain was measured as 160 x 10-6 longituilinally
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aîd 220 x ]0-6 transversely. After abouÈ 700 days
this expansion became nearly zero because of drying
shrínkage. From this time on, expansive concrete
conpletely conpensated for the drying shrinkage of
concrete. The norrnal concrete deck shrank to about
2OO x 10-6 due to clrying and, as shown in Figure
12, many cracks developed after 30 days. Few cracks
developed in the expansive concrete deck. Another
experinental construction of an expansive concrete
bridge deck was carried out in 1982 on an expressway
plate girder bridge with a span of 36.b ¡n. The re-
sults of this experiment were sinilar to Èhose of
the first.

It has been confirned that expansive concrete is
effective Ln preventing crack break-out. Thereforet
Níhon Doro Koalan is now investigating the use of ex-
pansÍve concrete decks as a standard construction
method.

To prevent water infiltration, waterproofing mem-
branes were consldered first, but. to ilate in Nihon
Doro Kodanr membranes have been used only in li¡nlteil
projects, such âs the reconstructlon of a snall area
of deteriorated bridge cleck. This is because

1. There were rnisgivings that asphalt overlays
on the me¡nbranes woulil slide,

2. t¡o reliable rîethod of waterproofing had been
established' and

3. Me¡nbranes are very exPensive.

These problems will probably be solved in the future
on the basie of recent technological developnents.
Large-scale experinental construction will determine
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whether the practice of using waterproofing rnen-
branes wiLt be ddopted.

CONCLUSIONS

llechanisms of bridge-deck deterioration, repair
¡nèthods and ¡nethods of evaluating bridge-deck fa-
tigue were investigated using tests of nodel slabs
and field surveys of bridges in service.

The results nay be sunnarizeil as follows!
Test specimens--constructe¿l of low-quality con-

crete under adverse curing conilitions and severely
cracked by artificial means--deteriorated rapidly
because,. of water infiltration of the cracks and
abrasion causecl by repeated loading.

Abrasive action was provecl by the neasurement of
concrete powder and pieces that flowed out of pene-
trating cracks anil by the neasurernent of abrading
tnovement of cracks.

Fatigue failure, due to Èhe punching shear of the
slab, occurred. The fatigue strength of this specí-
rnen \das about one-third its static strength, which
was renarkably low conpared with the usual fatigue
strength of RC ¡ne¡nbers.

From the test results and fieLd surveys, the de-
terioration ¡nechanis¡n of bridge deck was estinated
to be the combination of three conditions: break-
out of penetrating cracks caused by drying shrínk-
ager infiltration and leakage of rainwater with and
without dÍssolved deicing chemicals. an¿l wheel loads
that generate abrasive actioni

Experinental constructÍons shog¡ that expansive
concrete is extremely effective in preventíng break-
out of shrinkage cracks.

Some type of nunerical characterization of the
density of gricllike cracks from which free lime has
flor¡ed is needed to facilitate evaluation of exist-
ing bridge decks.
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Preface

The nost recent national bridge inventory of defi-
cient bridges conducted by the Federal High\day Ad-
¡nlnistration, U.S. Department of Transportation,
indicates a continuous increase ín the total nunber
of bridges that are being classified as structurally
dèficient or functionally obsolete. approxinately
27,000 bridges in the federal-aid highway system
alone are considered structurally cleficient aJ-ong
$rith more.than I23r000 bridges in the remainder of
the systetn. The problem faced by railroad and tran-
sit agencies is just ¿rs severe. ltlore than half of
the one ¡nillion bridges in the United States âre
more than 50 years o1d.

The problem ís widety recognized, and increasing
federal, state, and operating-agency appropriations
are being ¡nade available for bridge construction,
maintenance¡ and rehabilítation. Finding a solution
to the rapid and continuous deterioration in exíst-
lng bridge systems de¡nancts the best efforts of pro-
fessional empLoyees of state, federal, and local
governmentsi private transportation agencies; con-
suLting engineering firrns¡ ínclustryt planners; sci-
entistsi engineers; and other Ínterested groups.

With an annual investment of billions of dollars
in fixed transportation systens and the conconitant
decision to protect the investnent during an infla-
tionary períod has cone a realization that the re-
suÌts of research and developnent and modern manage-
rnent nethods ¡nust be applied to optimize the limitecl
funds. fncrenental savings that result frotn tech-
nical- ancl ad¡ninistrative ilecisions will result in
substantial long-term sa.r4ings to o$rners and users.

The Second BrÍdge Engineering Conference was
organized to facilitate an interchange of informa-
tion on all aspects of planning, design, construc-
tion, repair, rehabilitatþn, replacernent, and nain-

tenance of vehicular bridges with specific emphasis
on problens and solutions of interest to bridge
engineers and aclministrators of highway, raílroad,
and transit agencíes. The papers in these two vol-
utnes were prepared in advance and presented at the
conference held Septernber 24-26, I984, in Èiinne-
apolis, !¿linnesota. Several of the papers are not
included in the progran because of 1i¡nitations of
tirne and space.

Organization and direction of the conference are
the responsibility of the Planning Committee, whose
members are listed on'the reverse side of the title
page. Technical reviews of papers were conducted by
the several connittees also listed on the same page.

The Bridge Engineering Conference was partly
funded by the Fe¿leral Highway Administration. Fi-
nancial contributions were also received fron sev-
eral contracting companies and suppliers in liinne-
sota.

The following organizations cooperâted to nake
the conference possible:

cosPoNsoR

Federal Highway Administration

COOPERÀTING AGENCIES

Associated General Contractors of Anerica
Àmerican Railway Engineering Àssociation
American Road and Transportation Builders AssocÍation
International Road Federation
14Ínnesota Department of Transportation
Minnesota Chapterr Anerican public Works Association
National Àssociation of County Engineers

vtl





Fatigue Behavior of Weathered Steel Components

J.M. BARSOM

ABSTRÀCT

The effect of weathering on the fatigue
behavior of fabricated neathering-stee1
components used for bare applications in
bridges and other structures is iliscussed.
The fatigue behavior of ereathered weaÈher-
ing-steel and unsreathered steel structural
details is conpared, and the applieabllity
of ÀÀSHTO fatigue-design curves to predict
their behavior is discussed. The data and
cliscussíon reveal that surface roughness of
steels caused by weathering corresponds to
locallzed stress (strain) raisers on the
surface that nay decrease the fatÍgue life
of weathered weathering-steel components.
Conseguently, the effect of weathering on
faÈigue life is more pronounced for category
À details. However, because the surface
imperfections that correspond to the various
ÀASHTO fatígue-design curves are more severe
than those generated by weathering, the
current ÀÀSHTO fatigue-design curves should
be equally applicable to preclict the fatigue
behavior of weather and unweathered bridge-
steel conponents.

Unprotected structural steels are oxidized by aque-
ous environments. This corrosion process occurs on
the exposed surfaces and transforms the steel sur-
face into corrosion products. Because of locatized
variations in the eLectroche¡nical reactions during
the corrosion process and in the transport of the
environrnent through the corrosion products, the
oxidation process proceeds at slightly different
rates in neighboring regíons. This tocalized varia-
tion results in roughening of initially snooth sur-
faces that are exposed to the environment. Surface
roughness corresponds to localized stress (strain)
raisers on the surface that may decrease the fatigue
life of weathere¿l components.

Weathering steels (such as AST!,i 4588) subjected
to full-irùnersion conditions in vrater corrode at the
sa¡r¡e rate as carbon steels. However, unlike carbon
steels¡ weathering steels subjectecl to wet and dry
weathering cycles form a highly adheríng oxíde layer
thatr with tine, significantLy retards further oxi-
dation. During the tíne necessary to develop a
protective oxide Iayer, the underlying surface of
the steel is roughened by the wet and dry weathering
Process.

The effect of weathering on the fatigue behavior
of fabricated weathering-steel components use¿l for
bare applicatiohs in bridges anil other structures is
discussed. The fatígue behavior of unereathered
fabricated-steel details and the prÍnciples used in
the development of the AASHTO fatigue-design curves
are described. Then the effects of weathering, if
âDyr on the fatigue behavior of fabricatêd-steet
details are presented, and the applicabitity of the
AASHTO fatigue-design curves to predict the behavior
of weathered fabricated-steel conponents is dis-
cussed.

GENERAIJ FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF STRUCTURÀL COMPONENTS

The fatigue life of any structural conponent can be

divided into an initlation life and a propagation
life. The existence of stress raisers (such as
changes in geonetry, notches, or welding inperfec-
tions) mininize or may elininate the initiation
Iife. Stress raisers can be classified as geonetry
related (such as changes in cross section) or inper-
fections (such as gouges and weld inperfections).
Fatigue cracks always inítiate at the geornetrical or
inperfection stress ralser that eauses the highest
localizeal stress intensifícation. Thus, under iden-
tícal test conditions, a nachined and polished spec-
imen would have a longer fatígue life than the sane
specimen that has mill surfaces that, in turnr would
have a longer fatígue Iife than the same specinen
that contains a severe gouge.

Once a crack is initiated the remaining life is
governed by the stress range and the crack size,
such that the fatigue life decreases as the magni-
tude of each of these parameters increases.

It can be concluded from the preceding discussion
that, arnong other things, stress raisers decrease
the fatigue life of structural conponents, and that
the shortest life of otherwise identical details is
obtained for the component that contains the most
severe stress raiser.

FATIGI'E BEHÀVIOR OF T'NIIEATIIERED STRUCTUR,AL-STEEÍ,
COMPONENTS

To evaluate the significance of weathering on the
fatigue behavior of structural-steel conponents, the
fatígue behavior of unweathere¿l details and sorne of
the prínciples used ín the developrnent of the ÀÀSHTO
fatigue-design curves need to be understood. The
behavior of unweathered details can then be used as
reference to establish the significance, if any, of
weathering on the fatigue behavior of structural-
steel cornponents.

AASHTO Fatigue-Desígn Curves

The current AASHTO fatigue-¿lesígn specifications are
based on experinental curves that relate the fatigue
life to faíIure (nurnber of cv:Ies), N, of unwelded
and welded details to the total (tensÍon plus con-
pression) applied noninal stress range, 

^o 
(1). À

Iarge number of tests for a given detaíI $rere con-
clucte¿l and compared wíth other available data to
generate statístically significant stress-range ver-
sus fatigue-Iife relationships. The design curves
represent the 95 percent confidence limit for 95
percent survival of all avaitable data for a given
detail.

The extensive fatigue data that have been ob-
taíned by testing bridge details have been use¿l to
establish allowabLe stress ranges for various cate-
gories of details (Figure l). Each category repre-
sents structural details that have approxirnately
equivalent fatigue strengths. For example, all
welded attachments that have a length (L) in the
direction of stress equal to or less than 2 in. are
considered to have equivalent fatigue strength. In
reality, under identical fabricatíon and geonetrical
conditions, a 2-in.-long attachrnent resuLts in ¿t

higher stress concentration than a shorter attach-
ment and, therefore, would have a shorter fatigue
1ife. Because the curve for each category corre-
sponds to the 95 percent confidence Iimit for 95
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percent survival of all the details in a given cate-
goryt the fatigue-tlesígn curves correspond to ap-
proximately the shortest lives obtained for dêtails
in each category and are, therefÕre' governed by the
details in that category thât have the rnost severe
geometrical or i'¡eL¿l-stress concentration.

The existence óf gouges and weld-inperfection
stress raisers in a struçtural detail of a given
geonetry decrease the fatigue life of the ¿letail.
Conseguently, significant variability (scatter) in
fatigue-life data can be obtained by testing nany
details of identical geometry, but which contain
different size inperfections. This variability in
the data is apparent in the data base used to estab-
lish the AASHTO fatigue categories. For exanple,
the longest life obtained for a category C detail
(stiffener) that was teste¿l at a stress range (ôr)
of about 25 ksi s¡as about 4 tirnes longer than the
sane detail that exhibited the shortest life. The
difference in fatigue life for these two specimens
was caused primarily by the difference in the size
of the initial irnperfections that existed in the
specirnens. The one Èhat had the shortest life con-
taíned the rnost severe stress raiser. Becâuse the
shortest life is obtained for the specirnen that
contained the nost severe imperfection, the AASHIP
fatigue curve for each category is governed by the
specimens that containe¿l the most severe imperfec-
tion. Thus the AÀSHTO fatigue curves represent the
95 percent confidence li¡nit for 95 percent survival
of all the details in a given category and are gov-
erned prímarily by the details in a given category
that have the most severe geonètrical discontinu-
itiesr inperfectionsr or both.

ImÞerfections ín Structural Cornponents

The AÀSHTO fatigue categories êncompass base rnetal
(category A) as well as wel¿lnents (categories B-F).
Consequently, the inperfections that ärè the origin
of fatigue cracks can be divided into three catego-
ries: (a) inperfections in base netal, (b) imperfec-
tions e¡nbedded in weld metal, and (c) irnperfections
ât a vreld termination or h'eLd toe. The following is
a brief characterization of the imperfections that
are of primary significance Èo èach of the AÃsIITo
c ategor ies.

Category A

The AASHTO fatigue-design curve for category A de-
termines the allowable stress ranges for base metal
with as-rolled or cleaned mill surfaces and flame-
cut edges that have a surface roughness value no
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greater than 1r000 microinches (¡rin.) R. (arithnetíc
average roughness), as defined by the American Na-
tional standards rnstitute (ANSr) (2, p. 4).

The avail-able data (_3-!) inclicated that 'rolled
beams provide the least severe flaw condition for
structural elements and can yield extremely long
lives at high stress-range levels; however' a large
discontinuity in the surface or at the flange tip
can reduce the fatigue life of the beam substan-
tially" tl, p. 11). Thus a few rolled beans that
contained large discontinuities' which are not per-
mitted by the current specifications, yielaled fa-
tigue lives equivalent to the mean life for weldeil
beams (category B).

Exa¡nination of welded-beam test results obtained
at Lehigh University (3r4) indicated that, in gen-
eral, the nost severe irnperfections reeided in the
fiIlet welds rather than at the flane-cut edges.
The fatigue performance of good-quality Iarithmetic
average roughness (Ra) of 1,000 uin. or Lessl
fla¡ne-cut edges was closer to that for rolled beams
than for welded beatns. consequentlyr fläme-cut
edges that hâvê an ANSI roughness of 11000 ¡.rin. Ru or
less are included in category A.

The notches introduced by good-quality flane cut-
ting (Ra of Ì'000 ¡rin. or less) that caused failure
were nore severè and sharper than the notches intro-
duced ín rolled beâms ând plate surfaces by the roll-
ing operation (4, p. 10). Because the shortest lives
were obtained for the specinens that contained the
nost severe imperfections, the AASHTO fatigue-design
curve for category A íncluded those specinens that
contained the nost severe inperfections generated by
good-quality fla¡ne cutting (Ra roughness 1I,000
uin. ) .

Category B

The wel¿led details that are enconpassed in AASHTO

category B are primarily fíI1et welds, groovè welds
with welds ground flushr and groove welcls in transi-
tion joints that have generous slopes (no steeper
than I to 2.5) and radii (>24 in.). These ground
slopes and radii were selicted to mininíze the
effects of the geonetrical stress concentrations and
thus force the fatigue cracks to initiate from
subsurface weld irnperfections.

Fatigue cråcks in category B weldrnents originated
at porosity, lack of fusion, ereld repair, tack neld,
stop-start position in the longltudinal flange-to-
web fillet weld, or trapped slag (9). The najority
of cracks initiated and propagated as subsurface
cracks until they intersected the fillet-welil sur-
face. The few cracks that started from the flange
tip contained notches that were "visually apparent
and more severe than the règu1ar flange roughness
caused by the flane-cutting procedure" (3, p. 22).
Bearns that faileil by this node yieldeil shorter lives
than those that failed frorn weld imperfections.
Despite the severe ¿lanage to the flange edgesr the
short lives for these beans exceedêd the desiqn life
prÕvialê¿l by the category B fatigue-design curve.

Because AASHTO specifícations require the removal
of severe gouges an¿l notches from flanges' the rnost
1ikely inperfection that would cause faÈigue failure
of plain r¡elded beams is an internal weld imper-
fection.

Categories c-E

The rnajority of fatigue cracks in brídge gir<lers
initiate at a v¡eld toe or at a weld termination near
a stiffener, or other ãttach¡nents such as a gusset
plate or end of a cover plate. These are regions of
high stress concentratlon and high residual stresses
that may contain snal1 weld imperfectíons such as
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slag intrusion (:r10). Moreover, b"àuu". the surface
of the deposited welal netal is invariably rippted,
the toe angle between the ldeld netal and the base
metal can vary significantly at neighboring points
along the weld toe, thereby resulting in variations
in the stress concentration. For a cover plate with
longitudinal fillet weIds, Èhe fatigue crack ini-
tíates at the termÍnation of the weld. For a cover
plate with transverse fillet welds, ¡nultíple fatigue
cracks initiate at the toe of the we1cl.

Because fatigue cracks in categories C-E initiate
fro¡n similar weld imperfections at weld toes and
weld terminations, the decrease Ín fatigue life from
category C Èo category E is related primarily to an
increase in the severity of the geometrical stress
raiser at the toe or termination of the wetd. This
severity is dependent on geornetrical factors as well
as on the quality of fabricat.ion.

EFFECT OF I{EATHERING ON THE FATIGUE PERFORMÀNCE OF
WEATHERING-STEEL STRUCTURÀL DETAILS

Surface roughening of steel-s that is caused by
weathering corresponds to localized stress (strain)
raisers on the surface that may decrease the fatigue
Iife of vreathered conponents. The change in fatigue
life of a cotnponent cause¿l by weathering depends
primarily on the magnitude of the most severe stress
raiser induced .by weatheríng as conpared with the
nagnitude of the most severe stress raiser residing
in the component before weathering. Thus the de-
crease in fatigue life caused by weathering should
be nost pronouncecl for machined and potished compo-
nents and negligible, if not beneficial, for conpo-
nents that contain severe surface notches or irnper-
fections from other sources. Thus the magnítude of
the effect of weathering on the mean fatigue life is
strongly dependent on the intitial condítion of the
ungreather€d cgmponents, such that the nean fatigue-
lífe curves for conponents with the smaltest surface
and subsurface irnperfections exhibit the lârgest
effects. consequently, the effects of weathering on
the AASHTO fatigue-design curves rather than on the
mean fatigue-Iife curves should be ínvestigated.
Also, the correspondence bêtr,reen the most severe
stress raiser encompassed by each AASHTO fatigue
category and those induced by weatheríng need to be
considered.

Surface Roughness Caused by lveåthering

The arithrnetic average surface roughness (Ra) for
weathering-steeI samples that have been weathered
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for up Èo 11 years was measured ín accordance with
ANSI procedures by using a standard roughness sam-
pling length (cutoff) .value of 0.03 in. The specí-
mens }¡eathered for 11 years had as-received ni11
surfaces and were expose¿l in a moderate marine en-
vironnent. Specimens that were weaÈhered for 6 years
had either as-receivêd mill-scaled surfaces or
blast-cleaned surfaces an¿l were vreathered in a semi-
índustrial environnent. À11 specimens erere cleâned
as recommended by ANSI/ASTI'{ Gl-72 in a I to 2 per-
cent solution of sodliun hydriile in ¡nolten sodium
hydroxide at 700oF.

Figure 2 shows the Ra values as a function of
exposure tine. The data indicate that the Ra
values for aII specinens an¿l test conclitions reach a
constant ¡naxinum value of about 600 yin. between 2

and 3 years. Moreover, the peaks-per-inch count (of
peaks greater than 50 pin., peak to valley) as a
function of tíne, whÍch is another surface roughness
parameter, for aII specimens and test conditions
(Figure 2) also indicates that the surface roughness
asperity density reaches a constant ninimun value of
about 100 peaks per inch between 2 and 3 years.

Because Ra, and therefore the ¿lepth of the
surface pits, reachès a constant ¡naximun value, and
the peaks per inch reach a constant ¡nininu¡n va1ue,
the surface roughness induced by weathering corre-
sponds to gentle craters rather than to sharp
notches.

Effect of Weathering on AASHTo Fatigue Categories

The AASHTO fatigue-design curves represent the 95
percent confidence limit for 95 percent survival of
all the details in a given category and, therefore,
correspond to the fatigue behavior of the components
that have the nost severe geonetry, inperfectíons,
or both in that category. Therefore, mÕst of the
details in a given category should have longer fa-
tigue lives than predicted from the design curve for
that category. ¡'or exanple, a butt-welded cornponent
with the weld ground flush (category B) can be fab-
ricated with mini¡num or no irnperfections such that
its fatigue life for a given stress range is as goo¿l
as the life for the as-receiveil plate or rolled bean
(category A). The fatigue cracks for such a category
B detail would nore likely initiate fron surface
rather than from subsurface irnperfections. weather-
ing, which is a surface phenomenon, would be ex-
pected to decrease the fatígue life of such a detäil
nore than for a si¡nilar category B detail that con-
tains a severe subsurface imperfection. Conse-
guently, the effect of weathering on the fatigue
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life of steel components must be considered in ref-
erence wíth its effect on the AASHTO fatigue curves
rather than on the curves that correspond to the
nean fatigue lives. The AASHTo fatÍgue curves repre-
sent the fatigue behavior of components that contain
the rnost severe ínperfections allowed for a given
category, rather than the behavior of components
that contain the least severe imperfections and
therefore would exhibit superior fatigue behavior.

Category A

Fatigue tests conducted on unweathered category À
type specinens indicated that the failure-causing
notches introduced by good-qualíty flame cutting
(Ra < I,000 pin.) were rnore severe and. sharper than
the nolches introduced in rolled-beam an¿l plate
surfaces by the rolling operation (4, p. I0). Con-
sequently, the AASHTO category A fatígue curve cor-
responds to the fatigue behavior of conponents that
contain notches that have a severity equivalent to
at least the severity of a fla¡ne-cut edge nith an
Râ of 1,000 uin. Figure 2 sho¡+s that the ANSI
roughness of hreathered surfaces reaches a ¡naxinum of
600 pin., which is lower than the 1r000 uin. aI-
lowed for fla¡ne-cut edges. Therefore, the fatigue
life of \reathere¿l weathering-stee1 surfaces should
be longer than the life of flame-cut edges wiÈh
1r000 ¡¡in. roughness and, at a gíven stress range,
longer than predicted by the ÀASHTO category A fa-
tigue-design curve. This observation is supported
by experinental data obtained at U.S. Steel Research
for specimens with as-received míIl-scaled surfaces
and \rith blast-cleaned surfaces (Fígure 3). (Note
that these data are fron an unpublished report by
G.T. Blake, nFatigue Tests of 4588 Stee1 at Differ-
ent Exposure Tines During Six-Year weatheringr" JuIy
1982. )

Because weathering ís a surface phenomenon that
induces surface stiess raisers, and because fatigue
cracks for category A initiate at surface imperfec-
tions rather than fro¡n weld inperfections or fro¡n
geotnetrical stress raisers as for categories B-8,
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the effect of weathering on the fatigue life of
weathering-steeI conponents should be nost pro-
nounced for category A type conponents than for any
other conponent.

The fatigue behavior of weathered steel specimens
was investigåted by several Japanese organizations
ín a round-robin program reported by Kunihíro et al.
(11). The investigation include¿l (a) carbon steels
and weathering steels' (b) tvro strength 1êve1s for
each type of steel, (c) base metal specimens and
butt-weld specimens that were ground flush, (d)
three exposure sites that had different atnospheric
severíty,-and (e) three exposure-time duratíons: 0,
2, and 4 years.

The following discussion presänts an analysís of
all the Japanese data for base metal speci¡nens of
the t\ro grades of weathering steels that erere ex-
posed at three sites for 0¡ 2, and 4 years. These
combined data have been reported by Albrecht (12)
(Figures 4 and 5). These clata indicate that, for
stress ranges larger than about 35 ksi, sone of t.he
fatigue lives for weathered and, to a lesser extent,
unweathered specimens were smaÌIer than would be
predicted by the AASHTo category A fatigue-design
curve.

The data reported by Kunihiro et al. (f,L) were
presented in a tabular form wíth comments that usu-
ally defined the location for the fatigue-crack
initiation site. These comnents indicate that the
failure of many specímens was caused by cracks that
initiated and propagated to failure outsiile the test
section for the hourglass-shaped specimens (for
example, fillet ancl radius regions of the transitÌon
from the test section to the shoulder, and in the
shoulder and grip regions of the specimen). The
fatigue life for these specímens \das influenced by
specinen preparation, specimen desígn, and test
procedure, and it should not be used to characterize
the behavior of unweathered or weathered specimens.
Elirninating these test results fron the total popu-
lation presented in Figures 4 ând 5 significantly
decreases the nunber of data points that fall beloet
the category A fatigue-design curve (Figures 6-8).
Nevertheless, a few test results for both unweath-
ered an¿l weathered specimens still hadl fatigue lives
that were logrer than predicted by Èhe clesign curve.

The data presented in Figures 6-8 represent the
total population of test results for specimens whose
failure was confined to the test (necked-down) sec-
tion and for some specinens shose fracture origin
was not identified and could have failed outsidê the
test section. The data in Figures 7 ând 8 also
represent test results obtained from the three ex-
posure sitês that had significantly dífferent at-
mospheric severity. one of the three sites, the
simonoseki site, was a narine environnent and'was
close to a tunnel where the exhaust frorn the vehi-
cles [Iocâlized acid water] could have affected the
resultsn (11). Unfortunatelyr the reported data
were not identified by exposure site andr therefore,
the effect of atmospheric severity on the fatigue
1ífe of the specimens, especially those exposed at
the Si¡nonoseki siter cannoÈ be delineated.

Some of the unweathered-specimen test data felI
below the AASHTO category A fatigue-¿lesign curve.
Further analysis of the data presented by Kunihiro
et al. (11) índicated that the yield strength for
the S¡4À 50 grade steel varied between 47 and 64 ksi,
and for the S!,1À 58 grade steel it varied between 67
and 74 ksi (the SM.A 50 and 58 represent minimun
tensile strengths in kg/mm2). The ninimu¡n stress
for the fatigue tests nas about 3 ksi. Consequently,
the ¡naximum stress for specimens subjected to stress
ranges that exceeded 44 ksi woulcl be higher thad the
yield strength of sone specinens. The fatígue life
for specirnens subjected to such test conditions, as
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expected, is less than that predicted by the cate-
gory A fatigue-desÍgn curve. In other words, the
AASHTO design curve should not be used to character-
ize the behavior of these specimens. Unfortunately,
although the yield strength for the steels that were
obtained from different sources was reported, the
source or yield strength for the ínclividual fatigue
specinens was not given.

Examination of the data presented in Figures 6-8
indicates that I0 of the L3 test results that exhib-
ited fatigue l-ives shorter than those predícted for

the AASHTO category A fatigue-¿lesÍgn curve vrere of
the lower-strength grade steel (yield strength > 47
ksÍ). Nine of these 10 test results (tr¡o in Filure
6, four in Figure 7, and three ín Figure 8) were at
stress ranges (Ào) equal to or higher than 47 ksi,
wíth one (Figure 8) at a Âo of about 55 ksi. The cor-
responding maxi¡num stress f.or these specinens was
equal to or higher than 50 ksi, with one subjected
to a maxímu¡n stress of 58 ksi. The rernaining speci-
nen (I of the 10 ín Figure 8) was subjecte¿l to a
stress range of 43.5 ksi and a maxi¡nun stress of
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46.5 ksi, which is close to the ¡ninimum yield
strength reported for the s¡lA 50 grade steel. The
fatigue life for this specinen ldas 2.65 x 105
cycles, which is within I percent of the 2.85 x 105
cycles expected from the category A fatigue-design
curve.

Ba6ed on the preceding observatíons and because
the AÀSHTO fatlgue-design curves represent the 95
percent confidence 1i¡nit for 95 percent survival of
all the details in a given category, the behavior
for the data reported by Kunihiro et aI. (1¡) ap-
pears to be consistent with the data base used in
the development of the AASHTO fatigue-design curves.

Category B

Fatígue cracks in components that contain calegory B

type detaíls occur primarily at subsurface imperfec-
tions such as gas pockets. These imperfections are
more severe than the surface or fla¡ne-cut edge in-

perfectíons allowable for category A tlPe iletails.
Because weathering is a surface phenomenon, it can-
not alter the severity of subsurface imperfectlons.
Consequently, the category B fatigue-design curve
corresponds to a lower boun¿l for weathered and un-
weathered category B details. These observations
are supported by all available data (ll'12) for
weathered v¡eathering steels (Figures 9 and 10) r
where all the test results for weathere¿l and un-
weathered butt-welded ground-flush specinens exhib-
ited longer fatigue tives than those predicted by
the category B fatigue-design curve.

Categories C, Dr and E

Fatigue cracks in specinens that correspond to cate-
gories C, D, and E initiate from sinilar weld imper-
fections that are egual to or smaller than 0.016 in.
and that are located at weld toes and weldl termina-
tions. The decrease in fatigue perfornance from
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FIGURE 13 Fatigue data for blast-cleaned welded
specimens (from Blake, unpublished data).

category C to D to E is relatecl primarily to an
increase in the geonetrical stress concentration in
the regions of the weld irnperfections. Because
metal rernovaL due to neathering is negligible when
weathering steel is used properlyr ãn¿l because
weathering does not preferentially attack the weld
¡netal or heat-affected zone over the base netal
(Å3), it cannot increase the geotnetrical stress
concentration inherent in the geornetries for cate-
gories c, D, and E. Furthernore, because the size
(0.016 in.) of the weld imperfections for these
categorles is small, the renoval of a surface layer
of ¡netal by weathering rnay elininate or at lêasÈ
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dècrease the size of the surface irnperfectÍons, thus
resulting in a possible inprovernent in the fatigue
lives for category C, D, and E details that ini-
tially contained severê imperfections. fmproved
fatigue life for fabricated conponents as a result
of çeathering has been docunented by Yama¿la (14).

Figures 11-15 present fatigue data for unweath-
ered and weathered weatheríng-steel category C de-
tails. (L2., ]-5, and unpublÍshed data frorn Blake).
These figures present tlata from specínens that have
been weathered for up to 1l years. The conbined
data indicate that vreathering had a negligible ef-
fect on the fatigue behavior of category C tl4)e
details. llore importantly, a1l the specinens ex-
hibited better fatigue lives than those that corre-
spond to the AASHTO category C fatigue-design curve.

Figure 16 (12) presents fatígue data for unweath-
ered and weatherecl weathering-steel category D de-
tails. The data inclicate that the fatigue behavior
Õf weâthered ancl unweathered specimens are iden-
tical, and that the AÀSHTO category D fatigue-design
curve predicts their behavior conservatively.

No data are available for weathered category E
type specinens; however, based on the preceding
observatíon, !'¡eathering shoul¿l not have any adversê
effect on their fatigue behavior.

Based on all availabLe data for the fatigue be-
havior of weathered weathering-stee1 cornponents and
on the cliscussion in the prececling sections, it can
be concluded that the current AAS¡iTO fatigue-design
curves are equally applicable to predict the fatigue
behavíor of weathered as well as unvreathered briclge-
steel components.

sull$tÀRY

The data and discussion presented in this paper
indicate that surface roughness of steels causecl by
weathering corresponds to localized stress (strain)
raisers on the surface that may decrease the fatigue
life of weathered components. Consequently, Èhe
effèct of weatheríng on fatigue life is more pro-
nounced for câtegory A details of the AASHTO fa-
tigue-ilesign provislons. Nevertheless, because the
rnost severe surface inperfections that correspond to
the various AASHTO fatigue-design categories are
morê severe than those generated by weathering, the
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current AASHTO fatigue-design curves should be
equally applicable to predict the fatigue behavior
of v¡eathered as well as unweathered structural-steel
cornponents.
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Fatigue Strength of Weathered and Deteriorated Riveted

JOHANNES M.M. OUT, JOHN W. FISHER? and BEN T. YEN

ÀBSIRACr

A study has been performed on the fatigue
resistance of corroded and deteriorated
riveteil ¡ne¡nbers. The need for this study
arose from the concern with the large number
of riveted structures functioning today that
have various degrees of corrosion and poten-
tial fatigue dånage. The validity of AASHTO
and A¡nerican Railway Engineering Association
category D that is generally used for rivetêd
connections is uncertain, particularly near
the fatigue 1imit. A series of fatigue
tests was carried out on 80-year-old steel
bridge stringers with a riveted built-up

cross section. The stringers erere signifi-
cantly corroded along the cornpression flange
and 1ocaI1y at the tension flange. The
stress rânges that were applied vrere
selecÈed between the fatigue timits of cle-
sign categories C and D. The corroded re-
gion of the tensíon fIånge proved to be the
nost severe conclition, varying between cate-
gories C and E. The category D fatigue
linit appears to be applicable to the rivet
detail studied. The reduction of the com-
pression flanges had no effect on the per-
fornance of the netnber. A strong frictional
bond between section components was found to
have a beneficial effect on fatigue life. A
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series of reduced-tenperature tests on a
cracked stringer tlíd not induce fracture of
the cracked component and confírmed the re-
dundancy of riveted built-up sections fabri-
cated fron mild steel.

Major concerns of bridge engineers today are the
safèty of old riveted structures and the potential
fatigue damâge that has accumulated. Many of these
structures were fabricated and placed into service
at the beginning of the century. The question of
safety is of increasing irnportance as ever-intensi-
fying traffic, deteriorating cornponent.s, and accumu-
Iation of large numbers of cycles are a reality for
highwayr railroad, and ¡nass transit bridges.

The erítería adopted for control of fatigue and
fracture of new brÍdge structures åre based on stud-
ies of modern welded construction and ongoing labo-
râtory resèarch on welded members. Most older
bridges were cônstructed of riveted built-up ¡ne¡n-
bers. Research is needed to êstabtish better êsti-
mates of the fatigue resistance of rÍveted built-up
sections.

Most of the previous laboratory work has been
carried ouÈ on simple butt splices. A further liní-
tation is that none of the previous testíng has been
perforned \dith stress ranges less than 97 MPa. Both
the AASHTO and the American Railway Engineering As-
sociation (AREA) specifications use a lorder-bound
estinate based on these limited data to classify the
fatigue strength of riveted built-up mernbers lI,2l.
This lower bound corrêsponds to categÕry D in the
joint classification system. A description and sum-
nary of the data base used are given in the cornmen-
tary to the AREA specifications (?).

A recent literature survey by the authors con-
firned the validity of category D as a lower-bound
estinate for fatigue strength. l'igure I shords the
collected test results for normal clamping force and
bearing ratios as permitted by the specifications.
The test results for bearing conditions that exceed
the specification limíts are shown in Figure 2,
whích shows that some results fall below category D.

A pilot test program on the high-cycle fatiguê
behavior and fracture resistance of rivetêd built-up
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members in their weathered and deterlorated state is
described. Stringers fron an actual britlge were
used in this study. The need for this investigation
stens from the desirability to ascertaín erhether or
not a dÍfference exists between splices, built-up
sections, cover-plate ter¡ninations, and other de-
tails of rívete¿l built-up members. Category D fa-
tigue restrictions impose an enorrnous penalty on fa-
tigue resistance. It is of particular interest to
investigate the applicability of this category near
the fatigue or endurance limÍt because no experinen-
tal data are available at values less than 97 MPa.

FATTGUE TEST PROGRAII,I

Fatigue tests were conducted on four riveted
built-up stringers taken fro¡n a railroad bridge.
The purpose of the test program was to

1. Establish fatigue life data on rivet details,
with particular focus on the high-cycle regíon; and

2. Establish the fatigue behavior of the deteri-
orated built-up rnenber.

The second objective deals with the effect 'of
force redistribution to the other section conponents
as a result of crack extenslon at a rivet detail or
corroded flange angIe. this redistribution raises
stresses and produces progressive crack initiation
antl propagation in those components. Note that
riveted built-up ¡nenbers possess a ilegree of .redun-
õlancy, which allows for an important increnent of
life after cracking develops in one conponent. The
factor of redundancy did not appear ín the najority
of the previous experínents, which had been con-
ducted on simple splices.

The project concentrated on high-cycIe fatigue
behaviori that is, near the constant cycle fatigue
Iinit of ÀÀSHTO and AREA categories C and D of 69
and 48 MPa, respectively. This generally neant con-
tinuation of cycling beyond 107 cycles.

Test Specinens

The fatigue tests were conducted on ¡nenbers that had
been re¡noved frorn a railroail bridge. It v¡as a
three-span riveted truss briclge that supported a
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FIGURE I Fatigue resistance of riveted steel connections with normal clamping
force and low bearing ratio (= 1.5).
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single railroad track. The bridge was owned by the
Southern Railroåd Cornpany and was located near Mar-
shaI1, North Carolina, spanning the French Broad Ivy
River. ft rdas built ín 1903 and demolished in 1982
for being obsolete rather than for nalfunctioníng.
It lras in service until denolition. Strain Íreasure-
ments made while in service indicate that about I
percent of the stress cycles exceealed the category D

fatigue Iimitt thus the cumulative fatigue da¡nage
fro¡n service was negligible (l). The bridge rdas
constructed by the Phoenix Steel Company. The con-
struction material used was ¡neilium steel, an early
alloy steel. In 1903 alloy steels had just replaced

Transportation Research Record 950

wrought iron as thè principal material for netal
structures.

Fritz Engineering Laboratory acquired six of the
stringers. They were built-up l-shapes that were I
rn deep and 0.32 n wide, and consisted of a web plate
and four angles that r.rere connected to the web by
two rows of rivets (Figurè 3). fheir original
length e¡as 7.32 m. As cut frorn the bridge, they
vrere about 6.10 m long.

The conalition of the stringers appeared to be
satisfactory. Their surface had been protected by a
heavy tar coating ancl was eventually cleaned by sand
blasting. Inspection indicated that the tension
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FIGURE 2 Fatigue resistarice of riveted steel connections with normal clamping
force and high bearing ratio (t 1.5).

FIGURE 3 Stringers of the French Broad hy River Bridge.
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flange was relativety undanaged except at sections
where the cross frame hacl been connected to the web
(Figure 4). The botton inside flange angle is seen
to be severely corroded, so that a retluced thickness
resulted as well as a partly eliminated rivet head
at that sêctÍon. The regions of reduced thickness
contained a set of notches and associated stress
concentrations, which ploved to be rather severe.

Signíficant deterioration was generally present
al.ong the compression flanges' as íllustrated in
Figure 5, which shows a thickness reduction of the
flange where the cross tíes had rested on the
stringers. Several long cracks were founcl ín the
compression flange at thê location of the lateral
bracing connection plates' as illustrateil in Figure
6. It appears Èhat the bracing connection had pro-
vided restraint to the top flange adjacent to a tie-
bearing poínt.

Test Setup

The stringers were tested in a four-point bending
setup. The repeated loads were applÍed by tldo
Ansler 245-kN hydraulic jacks and one pulsâtorr as
iltustrated in Fígure 7. The distance between the
jacks was 1.53 m. The loading signal ha¿l a constant
amplitude, and the freguency of the cycle $tas 520
cycles per ninute.

Lateral braces were attached adjâcent to each
jack to prevent lateral movêÍìent caused by the
slight ¿listort.ion and lack of syrûnetry. of the dete-
riorated section. The high freguency of the vari-

able loads requíre¿l special care to
tíon of the setup and the jacks.
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prevent vibra-

FIGURE 5 View of compression flange showing significant
reduction in outstanding legs.

FIGURE 6 Preexisting crack in compression flange next to bracing
connections.

FIGURE 4 Flange angle corrosion at cross'frame connections. FIGURE 7 Fatigue testing setuP.



2 62.1

3 62.1

4 55.2
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Results of Fatigue Tests

General Rernarks

Four of the stringers have been tested. The atten-
tion focusecl on the following details: (a) the cor-
roded region of the flange angles, and (b) the
riveted connection betr¡een the web and angles. The
data in Table I sun¡narize the test results for the

TABLE I Observed Cracking, Corroded Area

Ao Grossa Ao Netb No._of Cycles
(MPa) (MPa) (106) Comment

1 73.4 75.2
4.40
4.99

0.85
1.45

39 .7lc

t.t9
5.37
7.6f

Note: Ratio R= omin/omax æ 0.1.
uStr"sr r"ng" at fu¡l section.
oslaaaa rung" at sect¡on reduced by corrosion.
cTest discontinued.
dTest stopped because of change in condition.

fatigue strength of the corroded region. For each
test bea¡n, the gross section stress range (at the
ful-I section) and the net section stress range (at
the section reduced by corrosion) are tabulated.
Results are tabulated for the number of cycles until
first detected cracking, until fail-ure of thè cor-
roded ang1e, as well ãs the number of cycles untíI
failure of the section, if applicable.

The test results on the rivet details are sum-
marized in Table 2. Only the test alata for those

TABLE 2 Summary of Test Resr¡lts at the Rivet Details

No. of Cyclesb (106)
Âo Netâ

Test (MPa)

Transportation Research Record 950

sectional elements. lhis reclistribution often gen-
erated rapid cracking in those elenents. This
effect is shown in Figures I and 9. Soon after

FIGURE B Crack at corroded area of test
beam l

::llDr:s

FIGURE 9 Surface of crack in corroded a¡ea of test beam l.

severing of the corroded angle, the opposite flange
angle developeil several cracks within a short period
of tirne.

Fatigue Resistance of Corroilecl Region

The four stringers tested all had the region of re-
duced thickness fron corrosion. The degrees of re-
ductionr however, were quite clifferent and varied
fron 5 to 40 percent of the angle 1eg area. Figure
8 shows the cracked-reduced section of beam l. The
crack surface at this section is shown in Figure
10. Cracking was observed to initiate at multiple
sites in the region neâr the edge of the angle where
the thickness is minimal.

The corroded section of bea¡n 2 after fracture is
shown in Figure 11. Before Èhe test a small exist-
ing crack had been detected in the corro¿le¿l section,
which was removed by grinding. Thís segment is
shown in Figure 12.

The degree of corrosion of the third stringer Ís
shown in Figure 13. No cracking was observed at

64.8

63.4

57.2

Crack found > 104 mm
A¡gle severed
Section failed

AngÌe severed
Section fâiled

No failu¡e

CYack found >7.6 mm
First hole drilled
Section spliced

Nc Nr Comment

65.9

5 9.3

56.2

46.8

45.8

6.52
7.34
8.70

t2.98

36.50

t8.26

25.94

25.94

Argle, bottom hole, top of hole
Angle, bottom hole, top of hole
Argle, bottom hole, top of hole
Angle, bottom hole, top of hole

18.25 Test stopped
Web plate, bottom hole, bottom
of hole

36.50 Test stopped
38.69 Argle, bottom hole, fillet, top of

hole
39.72c Angle, bottom hole, fillet, top of

hole
39.72c Angle, bottom hole, fillet, top of

hole
A¡gle, bottom hole, top of hole,

shear span
Angle, bottom hole, top of hole,

shear span

Notet Only cracks at rivet holes not affected by a cracked section are included.
" Slress rangc al scct¡on rcduced by corros¡on.
O*" 

= t,r" until first cracking, and Nt = l¡tc unlil fâilure of component.
c'Iest 

stopped.

fatigue cracks that were not affecte¿l by cracking of
the corroded section or other adjacent sections are
liste¿l. It was observeil that progressing cracking
of a section caused force redistribution from the
cracked sectíôn components to the other cross-

'I
+
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FIGURE 10 Set of cracks developed because of force redistribution
in section.

FIGURE 11 Cracked section at corroded area of test
beam 2.

this section Èhroughout the test. The thickness
reductíon was less than half the original thickness.

Figure 14 shows the crack in the reduce¿l section
of bea¡n 4. This crack was arrested by drilling
holes centered on the crack tip after it had grown
to a length of about 64 nm. The crack subsequently
reinitiated aî.ter 2.2 ¡nillion additional stress cy-
c1es, and the section was finalJ.y spficed to pernit
continued testing of the stringer.

The fatigue test data of the corroded region de-
tail of the flange angle are shown in Figure 15.
The stress range is defined on the net section.

The corro¿led areas of stringers 2 and 4 (see Fig-
ures 11 and t4) had a fatigue life at the first ob-
served cracking that !'¡as lower than that provided by
category E. The corro¿led detaÍl of stringer 1 (see
Figure 8) had a fatigue resistance slightly lower
than category c. Stringer 3 (see Figure 13) did not
crack at this location.

The deterioration of the flange angle of bean 3

FIGURE 12 Initial crack in corroded area of test beam 2.

FIGURE l3 Corroded area of test beam 3.

FIGURE 14 Corroded area of test beam 4 with crack, reinitiated
after having holes d¡illed.

15
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FIGURE 15 Fatigue resistance of corroded area details.
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FIGURE 16 Fatigue cracked riveted section in test beam 3, after
several reduced temperature tests.

FIGURE 17 Cracked sr¡rface of crack at rivet hole rururing into
bottom flange.
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was not severe enough to have a crack iniÈiate. The
severity of the corroded regions of stringers 1, 2,
and 4 r¡ere greater than that predícted by consitler-
ing the loss of cross-sectionâI area only, as they
all plot well belos¡ category A. Apparently, the
roughness of the surface and the associated stress
concentrations are the major factors in making this
detail more severe than anticipatecl.

The ¡nechanism of crack for¡natíon in the corroded
area is as follo¡rs. First, several small cracks
form on the rough surface at the deeper notches
close to the angle tip. These cracks coalesce and
forn a long, shallow surface crack. This surface
crack then propagates through the flange thickness
at the tip and beco¡nes an eilge crack, whereas small
cracks continue to form in the corro¿led surface and
to coalesce with lhe eclge crack. The crack length
¡neasured at the bottom surface significantly lags
behind the length rneasured at the corroded top
surface.

À final note should be nade on the crack length
at discovery in èhe various cases. For beam 4, the
crack was s¡nall when detected--7.6 nn. This condi-
tion is identified in Figure 15 as cracking. The
condition where the crack length has increased to
approximately the length at discovery for bearn I is
represented by point Cr. Hence the fatigue strength
of the corrodetl sections of beams I anil 4 are corn-
parable.

All three stringers that developed cracks in the
corroded section sustained a substantiat number of
additional stress cycles before the section faitecl.
The numbers of cycles at failure of the angte of the
cross section are inclicated by angle failure and
section failure, respectively.

Fatigue Resistance of Rivet Detaí1s

Fatigue cracks forned at rivet holes, as illustrated
in Figure 16. The crack surface of one of these ¿le-
talLs ls shown in Fígure 17. The fatígue strengths
of the rívet details that cracked independently of
each other are summarizecl in Table 2 anil plotted in
Fígure 18 as a function of the net section stress
range. In Figure I8 cracking denotes first observed
cracking. Failure of the flange angle developed for
stringer 3 only. The cracked angles of the remain-
ing stringers were retrofitte¿l before failure coulcl
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FIGURE lB Fatigue resistance of rivet details'

occur. No tests were continued until failure of the
riveted section because of cracking at rivet holes.

Fatigue cracking was observed to occur belon the
fatígue limit for category c (69 MPa). Tv¡o cracks
developed below the fatigue linit of category D

(48.3 lrfPa). Both of these cracks were located ín a
shear span. The stress condition that corresPonds
to bendÍng and shear is slightly nore severe than
bending alone if the rivets are in bearing.

The literature review tlemonstratecl that clanping
force and bearing ratío were the principal variables
influencing the fatigue behavior of riveted joints
(4). Most of the cracke¿l-rivet details are located
in a constanÈ monent region, so that the rivets clo

not transrnit a bearing force. ghis is â favorable
contlition. At the sane time, the rivets appear to
be tight, which ls favorable as well.

The avaiLable shop drawings ¿lo not indicate the
nethod of hole preparation. The apparent distortion
of the holes may be a result of punching or driving
of the rivets.

There \ras no clear evidence of cracks existing at
the beginning of the tests. fn one or two instances
a dark oxiile was found on the crack surface, but
sometines this oxide was located away from the hole.
In at leåst one instance it appeareal this had oc-
curred when the anglês were f1a¡ne cut from the sec-
tion in or¿ler to expose the crack surfaces. None of
these cracks corresponded to an appreci-ab1y ¿lif-
ferent fatigue life than others without any indica-
tion of oxide.

The majority of the rivet detaíls vlere observe¿l
to develop first cracking at the top of the hole'
even though the norninal stress range is higher at
its bottom. Þ{ost cracks initiated at the inner sur-
face between web plate and angle at the edge of the
hole. It is possible that fretting has aicled crack
i nitiation.

observations during the test íntlicated that there
was a significant influence of a frictional bond be-
tvreen the web plate and angles. This bond was from
a paint and corrosion procluct. The significance of
this ínfluence lies in the effect it had on the
propagation velocity of the crack. The fríctional
resistance betvreen web plate and ang1e, v¡hich was
adjacent to the crack as well as ahead of the crack

front, reduced the compliance of the cracked plate
and the crack opening displacement. This decreased
the crack growth rate and extended the fatigue
life. crack growth neasurements indicate that the
crack grorvth rate was fairty constant with increas-
íng crack length, as long as the crack propagated in
the vertical leg of the angle. This phenonenon is
treate¿l in nore detail elselrhere (5).

The fatigue resistance of the riveted stringers
is compared with the category c and D resistance
línes, which are shown to represent riveted rnernbers
(?) in Figure 19. AIso Plotte¿l are the results of
other tests on rivetecl tnembers. Fatigue life is de-
fined as first observe¿l cracking in all cåses. The
truss joints tested by Reernsnyder (6) and the hanger
menbers tested by Baker antt Kulak Q) were subjectecl
to nuch higher stress range levels than the string-
ers and therefore yieldeit ¡nuch shorter fatigue
1ives. All three sets of test alata confirm that
category D is a lower bound for the fatigue lifer as
defíned by the developnent of a snall crack.

cracking of Deteriorated conpression Flänges

The sígnificant loss of sectíon of the conpression
flange apparent in Figure 5 yfas typical of every
test beam. In extreme cases this loss was suffÍ-
cient to result in the development of fatigue crack-
ing in the outstanding legs of the ansle. Fígure 20

shows one such fatigue crack. The crack surfaces
are shoe¿n in Figure 21.

The cracks always started at the section that had
the largest thickness reduction. The explanation
for this phenornenon is Èhat the compressional stress
cycle resulted in yieltling on the net ligãments of
the reduced section as a result of stress concentra-
tion and reducedl area. During the unloading part of
the stress cycle a residual tension stress field
forrned, which pernitted crack initiation. rn these
circunstances the crack propagated towaral the heel
of the angle ancl arrested after having grovtn out of
the region of yielding. None of the cracks propa-
gated past the heel. Hence the cracks in the co¡n-
pression flange did not ailversely affect the load-
carrying capacity of any of the test beams.
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FIGURE 19 Fatigue resistance of riveted members.
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FIGURE 2t Fatigue crack su¡face in deteriorated compression
llange of test beam 1.

nitrogen, the tenperåture of the enclosed section of
the stringer was decreased to approximately -40"c.
The tenperature vras monitored by three temperature
gauges attached to the web plate at mid-depth and to
the top and bottom angles. After reaching the re-
quired tenperature, the temperaturê was maintained
by regulating the nitrogen flow.

v¡ith the cracked section being at this low tem-
peraturer a static l-oad that corresponded to the
maxi¡nu¡n load of the repeated load cycle was ap-
pIÍeil. The cyclic loading was then resumed at a

frequency of. 260 cycles per minute. The crack front
advanced in a stable, fatigue rnode. The cyclic
Ioading was continued for a period of approximately
0.5 hr at the reduced tenperature. Then the crack
was propagated at roon tenperature for an additíona1
12.5 to 25 mn. This procedure was then repeated.

l.laterial Fracture Character istics

An indication of the fracture characterístics of the
material was obtained by perforrning a series of
charpy V-notch inpact tests on J-8 specimens taken
fro¡n a tension flange angle of one of the string-
ers. Temperatures varied from -18o to 66oC. The
results are shown in Eígure 22.

À l-arge variation in absorbed inpact energy can
be seen at test temperatures between 21" and 44oC.
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FIGURE 20 Fatigue crack in deteriorated compression flange of
test beam l.

REDUCED TEMPERATURE TEST

objective and Procedure

A reduced temperature test was carried out on the
third stringer. Thê objêctive was to evaluaÈe the
behavior of the rnemberr given a fatigue crack, under
low temperatures. More specifically, the objective
was to deterrnine if brittle fracture of a component
would occur and how that would affect the behavior
of the cross section. At the start of the test a
fatigue crack extended fron lhe top of the hole to
the edge of the angle and fron the botto¡n of the
hole to the angle fillet, as shown in Figure 16. No
cracking was observed in the other flange angle or
in the web plate at that cross section.

The test procedure r.ras as follo!¡s. The cyclic
test was interrupted so that an insulating box of
Styrofoam could be built around the sectionr which
contained a grid of copper tubes with openings at
regular distance through which liquid nitrogen could
be injected into the closed space. By injecting the
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FIGURE 22 Charpy V-notch characteristics of flange angle.

The estinated 20.3 J transition temperature was
about 20oC. Hence the naterial woulil satisfy the
inpact energy requirement for zone 2 of the AASHTO
and AREA specif ications.

Results of Reduced Temperature Test

The reduced temperature test was performed for a
number of different crack lengths. These lengths
and the number of stress cycles experienced under
reduced ternperature are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3 Reduced Temperature
Test Results

Test a¡ (mm) AN (cycles)

I
2

3

4
5

6
7

Note: T È -40'C. (omax)s - 6t MPa. ¿ =
2.6 x I 0-3 fS-l¡. u¡ = "ìîãtit"ngrh 

at s¡årt
of test measured ât bottom of flange from
angle co¡4er to crack tip.
aCrack iû fillet.
bsingle static test.
c Test ? discontinùedl no fracture.

No unstable crack extension occurred in the
cracke¿l angle at any stage. During the process of
crack extension the gross section stress increased
by about 30 pêrcent. It is apparent fron the datâ
in Table 3 that significant numbers of stress cycles
were applied at each crâck length increnent.

The rnaxi¡nun estinated stres,ç intensity factor
during the test v¡as 45 MPa(m¡1/2 if an edge crack
wâs assurned fro¡n the heel of the angle. The test
results suggest that a significant temperature shift
is applicable because the alynanic fracture toughness
at 21oC was thís oraler of nagnitude (8).

rn addition, the results indicated that the fric-
tional restraínt between the cracked angle and the
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uncracked web, which was noted ln the section on
Fatigue Test Program, was beneficial because the
crack opening was Enall. The associated stress in-
tensity factor vras probably snaller than predicated
by assumÍng an edge crack.

No ailverse behavior was experienced at the sec-
tion when the flange angle crâcked in two under the
reduced ternperature. The renaining resLstance of
the cross section was sufficient to carry the ap-
plied loa¿|.

SI'I.{MÀRY AND CONCI,USIONS

The experirnental studies carried out on four
ereathered and deteriorated riveted members provided
infor¡nation on the extreme Iife behavior of such
rnembers. In adldition, they have also provided in-
formation on the behavior of severely corroded re-
gions and their susceptibility to fatigue crack
growth. The principal findlngs are as follows.

l. The extrene Iife fatigue resistance of the
web flange riveted connection appears to be close to
the category D fatigue linit. Several fatigue
cracks were found to ¿levelop in the rivet detalls ât
stress ranges betneen 46 and 66 UPa after 8 to 30
million cycles.

2. The fâtigue resistance of the corro¿led sec-
tíon was observed to vary between category E and C,
depending on the severity of the corrosion and the
loss of cross-sectional area. This degree of sever-
ity cannot be accounte¿l for by considering only the
loss of area. The four test results suggest that
when the thickness of the outstanding flange angle
is reduced until less than half remains, the proxirn-
ity of the corrocled area to the opposite surface re-
duces the fatigue resistance. Those sÈringers that
had more than half of their flange thickness renìove¿l
by corrosion initiated fatigue cracks near the cate-
gory E resistance curve. When about half the thick-
ness was avaíIable, lnltiation was observed to occur
near the category C resistance curve. A lesser
level of thickness did not result in crack initi-
ation.

3. Severing of a component of the built-up sec-
tion ilid not im¡nediately lnpair the cyclic loading
capacity of the nernbers. BetÌreen 0.5 to 1 milllon
cycles of a stress range of 62 to 69 MPa on the
gross section Ìrere reguired before the load-carrying
capacity was conpletely destroyed. Cracks for¡necl
slow1y in the other angle and in the web plate. Al1
four test beans exhibitetl redundant behavlor once
cracks developed that severed a flange angle.

4. Significant bond was observedl to exist be-
tween the angles and web plate in their painted and
corroded condltion. This reduced the opening of the
crack and extended the fatigue life.

5. Fatigue cracks that forned in the deterio-
rated legs of the conpression flange were observed
to arrest near the heel of the angle. None of these
cracks affected the load-cârrying capacity 'and the
fatlgue resistance of the stringers.

6. Reduced tenperature tests at periodic inter-
vals of extension of a crack grown fron a rivet hole
into the outstanding leg of an angle did not result
in unstable crack growth. Even wÍth 95 percent of
the angle section cracked, the crack extension ¡node
was stable.
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Stresses in Hanger Plates of Suspended Bridge Girders
JAMES R. BDLLENOIT, BEN T. YEN, and JOHN W. FISHER

ABSTRACT

Hanger plates in suspended span bridges are
briefly exanined for in-pIane bending. The
hanger plates are designecl as tension men-

, bersi however, measurements indicate that
bending occurs as well. This bending is
producecl by the reLative rotation at the
encls of the pJ.ate and is caused by the fric-
tional bond between the hanger plate, pinr
and girder web assembly. A finite-element
¡¡odel of the hanger plates in¿licates that a
nonunifor¡n stress distríbution exists across
the width of the plate at the pinhole. The
¡naximu¡n stress concentration factors were
calculated to be 4.6 ancl 1.8 for 6.9 MPa (l
ksi) axial and bending stressr respectively.
A fatigue strength analysis was conducted to
cletermine the 1ífe of the hanger plates.

À frequêntly a¿lopted arrangenent for short- an¿l
nedium-span steel bridges is the three-span struc-
ture with a suspeniled portion in the middle (see
Figure 1). The suspendled steel girders are usually
connected to the overhanging girders by hinges and
hanger plates. This arrangènent renders the sus-
pended girders in a simply supported condition.

The hanger plates, which are attacheil to the
girders by pins (as illustrated in Figure 21, are
primary bridge conponents. The plates are designetl
to undertake the reactlons of the rocker supports of

FIGURE I Three-span bridge with suspended girders.

the suspen¿led span. Because the pins of hanger
plates are assumed to rotate freely, the hangers are
assu¡ned to sustâin tension forces.

In actual cases hanger plates nay be subjectecl to
in-plane bending because of friction at the pins,
and to out-of-plane bendíng because of skewness of
the bridge or other reasons. Broken hanger plates
have been founcl in bridges (!). Some results of a
brlef study on in-plane bending of hanger plates are
presented here.

MEASURED STRESSES

Because hanger ptates are assumed to take tension
forces, Iive-load stresses ín hanger plates are
expecteal to be tensile in nature. Measurements by
electrical resistancê strâin gauges on hanger plates
of two highway brídge girders índicated that strains
varied from tension to compression, or vice-versa,
as vehicles traversêd the bri¿lqes (j¿).

Exa{nples of recorcled strain-tine traces are sho¡tn
in Figure 3. These results irnply that the hanger
plates were subjecte¿l to more than sinple tensíon.
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FIGURE 2 Hanger plate.

FIGURE 3 Recorded strain traces.

Fro¡n the strain traces, stress disÈributions in
hanger plates were established. Exanples are plotted
in Figure 4. These are estimated stresses across
the hanger plates at a specific instance. The dis-
tributions clearl.y indicate that the hanger plates
were subjected to bending ín addition to axial-
forces. In other words, the hanger plates were not
acting as sirnple tension nenbers, as assu¡ned.

CAUSE OF BENDING STRESSES

A hanger plate subjectecl to tension and in-pIane
bending nay be modeled as a pin-connected tension
member r¡ith restraints against end rotations (see
Figure 5). The restrainÈs could be induced by fric-
tion at the pins or bonding betv¡een the hanger
plates and adjacent gírder wèbs. when relative
rotation or transverse displacenent between the
pinholes occurs, the hanger plate undergoes ben¿líng.

The relative rotatíon and transverse displacement
of a hanger plate in a bridge are ilifficult Èo cal-

FIGURE 5 Model for hanger plate analysis.

culaÈe. Their magnitudes depend on the geometry ancl
configuration of the hanger plaÈes and pins, as well
as on the arrangenent of the brÍdge girders and the
roadrray deck in the.vicinity. If it is assumed that
the hanger plates rotate with the girders such that
the relative rotation between the ends Õf the hanger
plate is eguivalent to that bet\reen the ends of the
cantilever and the suspended girder, anal that the
transverse clisplacenent is conpatible to this rota-
tion, then the bending stresses in the hanger plate
\dou1d be dírectly proportional to the relative ro-
tation.

This postulation can be examined by comparing the
influence lines of the relative rotation of the
girder ends and the recorded live-Ioad strains in
the hânger plates. Figure 6 shords such a comparison.
The recorded strains at a point of a hanger plate
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FIGURE 4 Stress distribution
across hanger plate width.
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lnfluence Line fon Slope ot A

FIGURE 6 Influence line for slope
versus recorded strain trace.

were produced by a single truck traversíng a bridge
at a crawl speed. The sinilarity of the curves is
obvious.

To explore this further, the relative rotations
at the 12 hanger plates of 6 girders of a bridge åre
estimated. The axial forces in the hanger platest
evaLuated frorn measured strains in the plates' are
applied to the respective girders. The resulting
rotations are given in table 1r together with the

TABLE I Bending Moment in Flange Plates
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o.5 1.O 1.5 2.O 2.5 lN
12.7 25¿ 38.1 504 635 l\^,1

DISTANCE

FIGURE 7 Strees distribution at pinhole.

stresses are egualr where the highest stress at the
edge of the hote is 3.2 times the highest stress in
the plate.

The variation of stresses at a pinhole can be
estimate¿l fro¡n the stress hístory of the hanger
p1ate. For the plate discussed in Figure 7' the
stress histogram fro¡n measurement is shovrn in Figure
8. Ir{ost of the stress ranges (live-load stresses)

O.5 1.O 1.5 20 2.5 3,o ksi
3.4 6.9 10.3 13.8 17.2 n7 þtu

STRESS RANGE

FIGURE B Histogram of stress range'

erere lowr i{ith a maxi¡num value of 20.7 fitPa (3.0
ksi). By assuning that the stress distribution
shoen in Figure 7 is applicable all the tíme' the
maximum stress range at the pinhole would be 66.2
MPa (9.6 ksi).

The fatigue strength of hanger plate pinholes has
not been ¿lefined. Conservatively, category C of
AASHIIO allowable stresses mây be ailopteal (3). For
muIÈígirder briilges, the threshold value for cate-
gory C is 69.0 lfPa (10 ksi). Because the maxinu¡n
live-load stress could be higher than this thresh-
o1¿1, fatigue crack propagation must be considered.

Results of studies have índicated that .fatigue
crack growth in ferrite-pearlite steels follon the
rule (5) that

da/dN=3.6x1o-ro ( K)3

where

a = crack síze,
N = number of cycles,
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respective computed bending noments, assuning that
the ends of the hanger plates are bonded to the
girder webs. The corresponclíng bending moments fron
measured strains are also listed. By conparing the
conputed and measurecl bending noments it is evident
that the bending of the hanger Plates is less than
the cornputed value. Neverthelessr the hanger plates
do appear to have rotated with the girders and to
have sustained bending noment.

ESTIMATION OF FATIGUE STRENGTH

Under tensíIe axial forces and bending nornentst
live-Ioad stresses at the pinholes of hanger plates
could be quite high. The result is posslble fatigue
crack growth at the pinholes. To estinate Èhe fa-
tigue en¿lurance, it is necessary to know the stress
rnagnitudes and their variation with tirne (3).

The stress distributÍon at a pinhole of a hanger
plate is evaluated by a finite-element analysis.
The results are shown in Figure 7. The stress con-
centration factor (Kr) is 4.6 at the edge of the
pinhole for a uniform- axial stress, and is I.8 for a
naxi¡num bending stress of 6.9 MPa (1 ksi). The
nonuniforrn nature of stresses in the hanger plate
produces nonsymmetrical stresses at the pinhole.
For the case shown, the axial and maxi¡num bending

(r)



ÁK = range of stress intensity factor = f(a)
sr /1ã,

Sr = constant amplitude stress range, and
f(a) = correction factor for crack shape, stress

graclient, and so forth (6).

Equation 1 may be rearranged and integrated to give
an estimated life (N):

N=JdN=j;r(dal\3.6xro-r0 [r¡a)s,r¡ra]3]) e)

For the hanger plate shown in Figure 7, an ini-
tial corner flaw of ai = 2.54 ¡nm (0.1 in.) is as-
suned with a detectable final crack size of af. = 25.4
¡nm (I.0 in.). The constant anplitude stress range
is estinated fron the stress hístogram by using
üinerrs hypothesis and is equal to 5.8 ¡/tPa x 3.2 =
18.5 MPa (2.7 ksi). By incorporating the stress
gradient of Figure 7 into an expressíon for the
connection factor f(â), the resulting estinate 1ífe
is 506 x I05 cycles. If 2,000 cycles per day are
induced by trucks, it would take nany years for the
crack to grow. Thusr if the hanger plate is nade of
steel with adequate toughness against bríttle frac-
ture, there should be ample time for inspection if a
crack would ever develop.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the folJ.owÍng points are restate¿l.

1. Hanger plates of suspended bridge girders are
subjected to bending as well as axiâI forces.

2. In-plane bending results from friction at the
pin and the relative rotations of thè girders at the
hanger pIate.

3. Live-load stresses at the edge of pinhoì.es
are higher than those in the hanger pLåtes.

4. Fâtigue cracks could grow fron pinhole edges.
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For the case studied, there is anple tine for in-
spection. Further studies are needed on the adequacy
of current design assurnptions and, particularly, on
the behavior of plates in relation to girder geome-
try and brídge di¡nensÍons.
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Design of the Cable-Stayed Girder Weirton-Steubenville

Bridge
WILLIAM R. KOZY and RUSSELL J. KOLMUS III

ÀBSTRÀCT

When completed, the Weirton-Steubenville
Bri¿lge wiII be the sixth cable-stayed girder
bridge constructed in the United states.
The design to be constructed at a $20 ¡nil-
l-ion cost was chosen ín 1983 from three
bridge designs presented for construction
bids. Crossing the Ohio River between weir-
ton, west Virginia, and steubenville, ohio,
the new bridge will be 1,965 ft from abut-
ment to abut¡nent and have a rnain span of 820
ft. A concrete, inverted Y-shaped tower,
which rises 365 ft above the supporting

pier, features above its apex a l4o-ft-high
pylon that supports a dual-plane cable sys-
ten. Mat.eriaLs specified for the conposite
bridge were placecl where their properties
would provide the greatest advântages v¡ith-
out sacríficing integrity and function.
Fascia girders are I-girders with hrebs
skewed at 10 degrees frorn the verticalr thus
reclucing cable-connection eccentricity, ma-
terial quantitiesr and steel fabrication
costs. The conposite superstructure con-
sists of longituilinal stringers' transverse
floor bearns, and a concrete deck--all
treated as an orthotropic systern. Further,
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horizontal trusses are placed at the bear-
íngs of the togrer pier and at the outermost
cable connectíons on the ends of the bridge
to distribute axíal loaõl throughout the
cleck. The approach spans are continuous,
conposite, nultigirder tlæes. Load-factor
design was used in the approach spans, sub-
sÈructure uníts, the tower, and the multi-
girder portions of the stayed spans.

In the early 1970s the West Virginia Depärtnent of
Highways retained Michael Baker. Jr., Inc., to stuily
and recommend a current state-of-the-art bridge tô
cross the Ohio River betyreen the towns of Weirton,
West Virginia, and Steubenvilte, Ohio. After study-
ing the several bridge types proposed by Baker, the
state of West Virginia requested that a cable-stayed
girder bridge be designecl for this river crossing.

STEEL ALTERNATE DESIGN 1

The initial bridge design consisted of a four-span,
cable-stayed girder rnain river structure that had
three simple-supporte¿l approach spans (see Figure
I). The approach bpans were chosen so that future
ramps could be added easily.

The cable-stayed girder portíon of the bri¿lge etas
a four-span continuous box girder that had spans of
143, 820, 547, and 141 ft. The superstructure con-
sisted of a two-ce1t rectangular steel box girder
with outriggers supporting the full six-lane brÍdge
width. The ileck was an orthotroPic steel ilesign
that had an epoxy asphaLt wearing surface. The
torder was A-shaped with the cleck passing through the
steel box legs of the frame (see Figure 21. A
single-plane¡ fan-shaped cable syste¡n vras used that
featured six cable lines. These cables connected to
the tower and extended through the medían, which was
atÈached to the middle web of the two-cell box
g irder.

on the ohio side the three 102-ft sírnple-sup-

I

FIGURE 2 Typical crose section of cable-stayeil
bridge at pier 5 (design f).
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porte¿l approach spans consisted of twin steel box
girders r,rith outriggers supporting an orthotropic
steel deck that had an êpoxy asphalt wearing surface.

Of the eight substructure units--six piers and
two abutnents--six r,rere supported on steel H-piles
driven to rock, whereas the tr¡o main river piers
(piers 4 and 5) had footings founded on rock.

The abutrnents vrere standard U-shaped cantílevers
with high back walls to accornmodate the deep box
g irder s.

All the piers were basic soli¿l shaft design.
Pier 6, as the anchor pier for the cable-stayed
girder unit, was modified by a slot in the center to
accorimoilate the tie-dolrn assembly.

The configuration of pier 5 was clictated by the
À-frame tower (see Figure 2).

CONCRETE ALTERNATE DESIGN

In 1978 the FHWA directed that an alternate concrete
bridge be designed. Another engineering consultant
was chosen to design the alternate by using the
cable-stayed girder concept with concrete as the
¡nain ¡nateriat. This ¿lesign used a concrete fascia
girder, steel floor bean' and concrète cleck and
tor'¡er. This design was conpleted in 1983 and bid
against the two steel alternates.

STEET ATTERNATE DESIGN 2

The original steel alternate briilge was developed as
a state-of-the-art briilge in 1974. Then nearly 7

years went by frorn the ti¡ne that the original bridge
design was initiatecl. This, along with the FHWA

ctirective requiríng a concrete alternate design,
pronpted the west vírginia Departnent of Highvtays in
I981 to request a reilesign stu¿ly to determine Èhe
economics of updating the original design or creat-
ing a new cable-stayeil girder bridge design that re-
flected thê current state of the art.

REDESTGN STUDY

In 1981 the west Virginia Department of Highways re-
tained Baker to study whether or not a new cable-
stayed girder design might have a lower construction
cost than the original steel design. To ãrrive at a

lower construcÈion cost, two najor cost areas \tere
addresseil: the first was the fabrication costs in-
volved in different deck an¿l tower cross sections;
and the seconil was material quantities and types.
These savings \rere to be made without sacríficing
the servíceability or the structural integrity of
the bridge. To acconplish these goals the stu¿ly was
divided into two phases. The fírst phase considerecl
five superstructure cross sectíons of the bridge
structurer as shordn in Figures 3-7. The relative
cost of the sections was estimated' and then each
section was evaluated and ranked by using the cri-
teria given in Table l. on the basis of the results
of the evaluation' Baker recomrnentled cross-section
type 2, which the west virginia Department of HÍgh-
ways selected for use in the seconal phase of the
study.

In the second pHase of the study the bridge was
investigated along its longitudinal axis. Pier and
abutnent locations already had been established in
the original steel design. In adilition' piers 4 and
5 had been constructed by this time. consequently'
the najor items renaining to be determined were thê
cable arrangement and spacing as well as the tower
height, cross section' and transverse configura-
tion. Researching the literature' stutlying recent
cable-stayed girder brídge designs, and performing
prelirninary calculations reveâled that a dual plane
of cables Ìrith connections spaced at about 60 ft was
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FIGURE 4 Redesign study: typical cross section, type 2.
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FIGURE 5 Redesþn study: typical cross section, type 3.



FIGURE 6 Redesign study: typical cross section, type 4.
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TABLE I Redesign Study Type Comparisons
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Type la Type 2b Type 3c Type 4d Type 5e

Steel quantities (cross-frame
only)

Conc¡ete quantities
Weld quantities (l = most,

5 = least)
Constructability
Wind stability
Live-load stability (torsional
rigidity)

Adaptability to existing Pier 4

Adaptability to precast deck
units

Composite slabgirder efficiencY
Floor beam spacing adaptability

Slab removal for maintenance
Degree of redundancy
Cable connection adâptability
Adaptation to many cable
connection points

F¡acture critical members

Adaptation for multigirder
approach spans

91 I #/1f bridge

2.64 cy llf bridge
1

Fair to good
PÍoven excellent
Good

No modification
required

Good

Good
Poor

aesthetically

Poor to good
Fair
Poor

Poor

Poor

1047#llf bridge

2.5 cy llf úidee
4

Good
Good
Excellent

Extensive modification
required

Good

Fai¡
Good
aesthetically

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Good

Excellent

2335#/lf bridge

2.5 cyllf bridge
3

Good to excellent
Good
Excellent

Extensrve modttlcatron
required

NA

NA
Good
aesthetically

Excellent
Good
Good

Best; lowe¡ tension
stress than 2

Good

845/lf bridge (trans-
verse diaphram not
included)

2.64 cy llf brtdge
5

Fair
Good
Fai¡

Some modification
required

Fair

Good
Poor
aesthetically

1843#/lf bridge

2.5 cyllf bridge
2

Excellent
Good
Excellent

ExtensiYe modificâtion
require d

Excellent

Fair
Good
aesthetically

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Good

Excellent

Good
Poor
Poor

Worst

Poor

Note: NA = not applicable.
âsee Figure 3.
bsee Figure 4.
c 

See Fizure 5.
dsee Figure 6.

"s"" Figr"" 1. ,

the most economicalr stable configuration under the
given conditions and with the chosen cross sections.

Supporting the cable systern in this tlesign is an
inverted Y-shaped, reinforce¿l-concrete tower that
has a box section in the legs and an H-shaped sec-
tion in the pyIon. The approach spans vtere changed
to a continuous cornposite steelr multigirder config-
uration. After sizing all the nembers and calculat-
ing the brídge quantities, $11 rnillion was estimaÈed
as the savings in constructíon costs over the origi-
nat steel design. Baker then recomtnended a total
redesígn of the bridge. Agreeing with Bakerts rec-
omnendationsr the West virginia Departrnent of High-
ways authorized the redesign of the bridge as shown
in Figure 8.

FINÀI, DESIGN

In the finat design of the bridge three goals gui¿led
the research an¿l design approach to devise a cost-
effective bridge for biclding. the load-factor de-
sign nethod, as described in the AASHTO Standard
Specifications for Highway Bridges (!) ' was used
wherever practical as opposed to thê service load
tlesign nethod as describe¿l in the sane publication.
In addition, different naterials (i.e.' concrete or
steel) yrere used in the nost effective rnanner. Fi-
nally, the most cost-effective cross sections vrere
used in appropriate areas. These goals were to be
obtained erithout sacrificíng metnber and section
safety or function.

APPROACH SPANS

In the redesign the approach spans took on a new

configuration. The superstructure changed from
simple-supported, dual steel box gir¿lers over three
6pans to a 315-ft, three-span continuousr coÍlposite
steet rnultigirder with a concrete ¿leck (Figure 9).
The greatest econony ídentifieil here was in steel
fabrication costs. To accoÍunodate this rdider struc-
ture, the piers were changed fro¡n a straight con-

crete shaft to an open frame concrete bênt, which
resulted in lower concrete quantities.

STÀYED SPÀNS

To use the nost econotnical superstructure configura-
tions in applicable areas' a continuous' composite
steel multigirder with a reinforced-concrete decll
again was used in the non-cable-supported Portion of
the cable-stayed girder spans (Figure 10). This'
then, transitioneal into a cross section by using
stringers' floor beams, and fascia girders with a

composite concrete deck. The arrangements are shown
in Figures 11 ancl 12. this configuration is most
effective because it permits conbining the najor
deck support elenents with the cable reaction points.

fn the final design stage the suPerstructure took
on a slightly different configuration than that usecl
in the re¿lesign study. A significant item that
changeil was the fascia gir¿ler. In the re¿lesign
study a box girder e¡as thought necessary for hân-
dting the torque incluced into the fascia gir¿lers by
the cable connections. After further investigations
of state-of-the-art designs and extensíve studies of
shear centers antl centers of gravíty' a mo¿lified
I-type fascia girder cross section was found to be
nore feasible and economical than the box girder be-
cause of reduced natería1 quantities and fabrication
costs. The web of the fascia girder was skewed at
L0 degrees from the vertical, which closely approxi-
mates the shalloúest cable inclination transverse to
the bridge. This then enables the web to follow the
cable from the critical clearance arêas tô their
point of connection' thus drastically reducing the
èccentricity in the cable connections (about 40 in.
with the box section to 10 in. with the weldment).
Reducing the eccentricity drastically ninínized the
structural requirernents of the cable connection. In
addition, the floor beâm was connected at the cable
work points to aid in the stability of the fascia
girder. The fascia gírder was optinized further by
using stringers in conjunction with the concrete
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deck to withstand the axial loail induced by the ca-
bles into the superstructure. In doing this the
deck with the \ride flange stringers was analyzecl as
an orthotropic systetn. À finite-elenent computer
analysis, which also checked the shear 1ag effect,
proved this innovative approach to be reasonable.

The fascia girder also was optimízeil by requiring
that (a) the construction of the superstructure be
in 60-ft segnents and (b) the fascia girder be
shored until the cast-in-p1ace concretê deck reache¿l
a specified strength. Therefore, the composite sec-
tion supports the dead and live loads. As with all
cable-stayed girder bridges, the ¿lead-load monents
were adjusted by selecting the proper cable tensions
to optinÍze the superstructure cross section.

Horizontal trusses were then aalde¿l at pier 5 (the
tor¡er pier) and at the last cable connections on the
ends of the bridge. The end trusses ensuredl that
the axial load induced by the end cable was dístrib-
uted directly throughout the entire deck cross sec-
tion, specificâlIy in the stringers. The pier truss
transferred the unbalanceil stringer axial forces to
the fascia girder bearings at pier 5. These trusses
ensured that there was no shear lag effect at any of
these locations.

These trusses also provide flexibitity for bridge
deck replace¡nent while the bridge is stitt able to
carry two lanes of traffic.

After a review by Èhe American Institute of Steel
Construction Bridge Connittee of prelininary bridge
design plans, the stringers ¡rere macte continuous and
the floor beams were lordered except at the truss Lo-
cations. Doing so significantly cut the nunber andt
complexity of connections in the design and also
Iowered construction costs, despite an increase in
steel weight.

TOWER

In this design the tower configuration changeil from
a 22S-ft-hígh steel A-shape to a 365-ft-high con-
crete inverted Y-shape, as shown in Figure 13. As
anticipated, with reduced fabricâtion and because
the tower is basically a compression nemberr con-
crete rdas the most econonic naterial to use.

Àfter researching the literature on cable-stayeal
girder design and calculating preliminary estinates¡
the most economic cable-to-horizontal angle ln the
longitudinal plane was determined to be beteeen 25
and 65 degrees. Cable lA was close to 25 degreest
however, cables near the tovrer had to exceed 65 de-
grees to naintain proper overhead clearances in the
transverse ilírection, according to West Virginia re-
quirements.

By usíng these design criteria, the tower height
was raised to 365 ft above pier 5 and 430 ft above
normal pool elevation. To accommo¿late the expandeil
number of cables and to obtain optinun tower height¡
an H-shaped, concrete. single-leg pylon was used to
anchor all the cables. Supporting this pylon are
two concrete box-shaped legs.

The H-shaped pylon cross section rdas selected for
its sinplicity in designing and constructing the ca-
ble connectíons. À concrete fascia panel was used
to protect the cable connections fron the weâther
and to conceal inspection platforns anil access
ladders.

The posttensioning was placed in the pylonrs web
to counteract the tension inilucecl by the cables,
thus sínplifying design and constructlon.

The height of the apex of the inclined legs that
were accommodated required Èransverse clearances be-
threen the tosrer leg and traffic and between the ca-
ble and traffic. This then gave the pylon a total
height of 140 ft above the apex.

The dual, inclined to\der legs, each 225 ft hÍgh,
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maintained ninimurn deck \ridths and fully used the
conditions dictated by the already constructe¿l pier
5. These legs wilt set on a concrete tower pedestal
on a yet-to-be-constructed portion of pier 5. Dual
access for cable connection inspections is provided
by an elevator in one leg and a ladder in the other.

SIJBSTRUCTURE

To arrange the cables symnetrically in the first
steel tlesign, pier 6 was placed between pier 5 ancl
abutnent 2. with the last cable anchorecl ínto itt
pier 6 served as a tieback for the entire struc-
ture. In the secon¿l steel alternate design, the in-
creåsed nunber of cables rnade abutment 2 the sym-
metrical tieback location. As ä result, pier 6 was
eLi¡ninated in the second steel designr thus leaving
four substructure units in the stayed spans.

These units had to be designed to accept a ¡nuch

wider bridge--92 ft as opposed to 36 ft for the bot-
tom flange of the box girder--than the original
steel alternâte. Pier 4 was rnodified from â

straight pier to a hammerhead, and pier 3 was de-
signetì as a hârnrnerheadt for this reason' and because
the piers are in the river's flood plain' pier 5 \das
changed slightly to accommodate embeclment of the
bearing pedestal reinforcing steel.

Eliminating pier 6 rneant that abutment 2 would
tie back the entire structure. unaler certain load
cases, the uplift on thê abutnent becarne substantial.

The tiedown is a large ¡nass of concrete placed
beneath abutment 2. This mass is posttensioned to a

weldment that attaches to the tiedown bars from the
last floor bean and is supported on piles. The max-
imurn pile loacl occurs in the constructíon phase be-
fore tensioning the tieback cable. The najority of
the load on the piles is relieved vthen the super-
structure tÍeback cable is tensíoned. The abutment
back wall and wing walIs are cantílevered on piJ.e
footíngs.

DESIGN CONSIDERÀTIONS

As with alt cable-stayed girder bridges, the dead-
load noments in the stayed areas can be adjusted by
changing the tension in the cable stays. This as-
sÍsted in ¡naterial optinization of the fascia
girder. when the live-load moment envelope was ob-
tâined, the maxinum negative moments at the interior
hârd points (piers. 4 and 5) were large cornpared with
the positive rnoment.

To realuce the effect of the large negative mo-
ments on the girder' the dea¿l-Ioail moment was made
positive by adjusting cable tensions. The Iíve-load
noment envelope was investigated along the entire
stayed span length' and the dead-loatl moment was
then adjusted to optirnize the superstructure
sections.

Temperature and wind loads did not govern the
deck stress design, but they did affect the tower
design in sone areas. Wind loadíngs werè aPplied as
recom¡nended by A.G. Davenport of the UniversiÈy of
western ontario in Canada, who also reviewed the
winil stabíIÍty stu<ìies and confírmed the stability
of the bridge. Differential temperatures vtere ap-
plied between the concrete tolderr steel cables, and
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the mixeil concrete and steel deck. The loa¿ls that
were induced affected the tower design only.

The nethod by which this briilge will be erecteal
has an effect on the fihal stresses in the dlêck.
Several erection schemes were investigated to opti-
mize material use.

The first erection scheme specified that the
bridge be built on falsework fro¡n abut¡nent 2 to pier
5. It then used cantilever constructíon to erect
the nain span, tensioning the forestay and the back-
stay as the main span progressed. This scherne was

abancloned in favor of balanced-cantilever construc-
tion because of the high cost of the falsework. The
initial balanced-cantitever construction contem-
plated that aII the steel be erecte¿l in the super-
structure, and then the concrete deck poured. The
vast najority of the dead-loacl stresses went into
the steel by using this schene. Because thís tlæe
of construction required a great deal of steel, a

panelizecl, shored-erection scherne workíng away from
pier 5 in a balancecl-cantílever rnanner gtas chosen.
This schene optinizes the superstructure cross sec-
tion without penal.izing the erection process signif-
icantly.

The tower' nultigiriler cross sectionsr and all
substructure units were economized further by using
the toa¿l-factor desiqn nethod in these areas. The
cable-supported areas of the bridge were alesigned by
using the service load clesign ¡nethod because the
AAsHTo cocle criteria do not address cornposite bean
colunn design and design schedule constraints pre-
cl-uded developing such criteria.

CONCI.UDING REMÀRKS

on SepÈe¡nber 9r 1983, construction bids were opened
for the three alternate bridges. The lov¡est bid was

made on the second steèI alternate design' and the
construction contract was awarded to S.J. Groves and
Sons conpany for its $20 million bid.

There were nine bíds on the second steel alter-
nate' one at $32 nillion on the first steel alter-
nate, and none on the concrete alternate. Several
contractors who bid the second steeÌ alternate said
that they priced the concrete alternate and esti-
rnated it to be about S4 million more than the second
steel alternate.

À11 three alternates were satisfactory desígnst
with econo¡nic conditions an¿l preexisting constraints
creating áilvantages and clisadvantages for all
three. However, conmon practice states that con-
crete exerts its best qualíties in compression and
that steel exerts its best qualities ín tension and
bending. Exploítíng the materials' best qualities
and reducing the quantity and complexity of steel
fabrication appeared to alLow the second steel aI-
ternate design to gain final advantage over the
other alternatives.
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Design of the Cable-Stayed Mississippi River Bridge at

Quincy, Illinois
JOHN M. KULICKI, H. EUGENE WÄLDNER, and JOSEPH E. PRICKETT

ABSTRACT

Two alternative tvro-Iane, cable-stayed
bridges have been designed to earry US-24
Õver the Mississippi River at Quincy, Ilti-
nois. The design ând detailing information
on both alternâtlves are pfesente¿l. Both
bridges inclu¿le main spans of 900 ft and
both use concrete towers and a concrete
deck. The concrete âlternative uses 6r000-
psl concretè precast segments that consist
of edge beams, floor beams, stringers, and a
deck slab. The steel alternative uses welded
I-shaped edge girders, steel stringers, and
floor beams, an¿l a deck conposeil of precast,
fu11-wiclth, fu11-thickness slab panefs that
are posttensioned longitudinally in erectíon
lengths (comparable to the cable spacing)
and are then mãde composite erith the string-
ers an¿l rnain girclers.

The new westboun¿l US-24 ¡.{íssissippi River bridge at
Quincy, Il1inois, has been designed for two alterna-
tive tnethods of construction. In the first alterna-
tive the deck systern is entirely of concrete. fn
the other âlternative the ¿leck systen consists of
steel ne¡nbers with a concrete deck. fnasmuch as
both alternative cable-staye¿l bridges have been
designecl by one consultant, the sane philosophy of
design and detailing has been applied to both alter-
natives. this should result in two genuinely equal
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FIGURE I Elevation view of concrete alternative.
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alternatíves in terms of the designersi attention to
both the inmediate and long-term costs to the owner.

The entire project consists of several thousand
feet of approach structure, some ground and approach
work, and a cable-stayed nain brídge. The prime
consultant is Booker Associates, fnc., which ¿le-
signed the approaches to the câblê:stâlred bri¿lEe;
including the flanking transition spans. Modjeski
and luasters designed the cable-stayed bridges. The
owner is the Illinois Departnent of Transportation.
The dlscussion in this paper is limited to a de-
scription of the cable-stayeil bridge.

The general elevatíon of the concrete alternative
bridge is shown in Figure I. In both alternâtives
the general span arrangenent consísts of (fron left
to right) a transition span of 2OO ft, a 440-ft side
span of the cable-stayed unit, the main span of the
cable-stayed unit at 900 ft, another slde span at
440 fE, and a transition span of 200 ft. The span
arrangernent was preset by a separate engíneering
contract for alignnent studies. The two-lane bridge
is relatively narroçr, being only 32 ft, 0 in. curb
to curb. In both alternatives the tower is of con-
crete. In the concrete alternatíve the ¿lêck system,
which consists of edge beans, floor beams, string-
ers, and a deck s1ab, is composed entirely of con-
crete. There are 96 cables on the concrete alterna-
tive structurè.

The steel alternative is shown in Figure 2. This
alternative contains 56 cables. The deck sysÈern
consists of longitudinal welded steel gírilers, steel
fJ-oor beans, and steel stringers. The longitudinal
me¡nbers are cornposite with the concrete deck after
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FIGURE 2 F,levation view,of steel alternative.
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posttensioning of the slab panels. The contract
drawings contain the conplete details for both al-
ternatives. A third alternative is also being per-
¡nitteil wherein the main span nay be of concrete
construction and the transition spans may be of
steel construction.

BASIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Basic loads for both alternatlves are given in Table
1, which is excerpted from the general note sheet of
the contract docurnents. The basic design procedure
used influence lines for aII structural conponents.
This inples a first-order analysis. The secondl-order
effects rdere estimatect from a linited number of it-
erative second-order analyses and were found to be
relatively srnall. A percentage aaljustnênt was na¿le
to in-plane and out-of-Ptane tower moments. The
loading patterns that produced the largest secon¿l-
order effects in the ileck system, which were found
to be quite small in âbsolute terns, were not the
sa¡ne as the loading patterns that produced the rnaxl-
¡num first-order effect. Because these two effects
offset each other, no adjustrnent in the deck nonents
was nade. rt is inportant to note that this conclu-
sion is structure dependent and should not be gener-
alized v¡ithout further study.

The alead load of each of the bridges was balanced
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such that there was essentially no deatl-load bending
in the tower anal onty local (i.e., between-cable)
bending in the deck structure. This v¡as acconpllshecl
by selective cable adjust¡nent and local ballasting.
In order to alLow for sorne tolerance in the actual
as-constructed balancer an unbalance¿l dead load was
apptiecl¡ as explained in Table 1.

Deaat-Ioad moment and thrust curves. and live-Ioad
nonent an¿l thrust envelopes for the concrete and
steel alternatives are sholtn in Figures 3 and 4,
respectlvely. Both alternatives have been designed
so that the concrete decks can be removed and re-
placed if necessary, and also so that any cable can
be replacecl $rithout auxiliary support in the river.

Dynamic analyses and wind tunnel tests were per-
forrned for both alternative Etructures. The wlnd
tunnel tests were perforned at the low-speed aero-
dynanic test facility of the National Research coun-
ci1, ottawa, Ontãrior Canaila, under the dlirection of
R.L. wardllâw. Sone alteration of both cross aec-
tions was requlred, as explained herein. À surEnary
of the pertinent results is given in Table 2.

CONCRETE TCfiERS

À front elevation, side elevatlon, and severâl sec-
tions through the toeter are shoetn ln Figure 5, as
are Èhe principal ili¡nensions.

TABLE I Design Loads

DE5 I GN

- 

EXCIPT AS NOTED HTREIN, THE ERIDGE IS DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE I,{ITH

THE AASHTO STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHI.IAY BRIDGES, 12TH EDITION, DATED

1977 AND, THE AASHTO INTERIM SPECIFICATIONS THROUGH 1982.

LOAD FACÌOR DESIGN t'ltTHoDS HAVE BEEN USED l0 PR0PORTIoN THE r0l¡lER,

EDGEBIAMS, STRINGERS, BEARING PLATES, TRANSIfION SPANS, ANO THE CONCRTTT

AI-TERNATT (CABLI-SUPPORTED SPAN) DTCK SLAB, IHE TRANSITION SPANS HAVE BTEN

DESIGNEO FOR MSHTO LOADING. THE FOLLOI,IING FACTORED LOADS I.¡ERE USID IN THI
CABLE-SUPPORTED SPANS :

GROUP I:
GROUP I I :

GROUP III:
GROUP IV:
GROUP V:
GROUP VI:

1.4 (eO) + 2.17
1.4 (80 + l,l)
1.4 (8D+L+I
1.4 (BD+L+I
1.35 (BD+l./+
1.35(BD+L+
B = i.0, B

(L + I)

+ 0.3w + l.lL
+s+T+R)
+ T + R)
+ 0.31./ + wL

0.875

+ LF)

+LF+S+T+R)

NOMENCLATURT IS THE SAI'1T AS AASHTO.

SERVICT LOAD DESIGN MTTHODS HAVE BEEN USED TO PROPORTION THE CABLES'

AND FLOORBEAMS IN CAELT-SUPPORTED STRUCTURE (CONCRETT ALTERNATIVE) AND HAVE

BTEN USTD TO DTSIGN IHE DTCK SLAB AND CABLTS IN THI CAELE-SUPPORTTD

STRUCTURI (STTEL ALIERNATIVE).

EDGEBTAMS AND SÌRTNGERS ON THE CABLE-SUPPORTED STRUCTURE (CONCRETE

ALTERNATIVE) HAVI BETN OESIGNTD TO HAVE NO TTNSION UNDER GROUP 1 STRVICE

LOAOS.

THE DEAD LoAD 0N THt CABLE-SUPPORTED SPANS CONSISTS 0F IHE GE0|'IETRIC

DTAD IOAO, PLUS AN UNBALANCED DEAD LOAD EQUAL TO 3f OF fHE DEAD LOAD

TREAITD IN THE SAME MANNER AS A ÞIOVING LIVT LOAD, I. E., THE PORTION OF THE

STRUCTURT CONTRIBUTING TO A GIVEN MAXIIIUM FORCE OR MOMTNT l,lILL BE

CONSIDERED TO BE 3Í OVERl,llTIGHT.

-.__MSHÏo, 
ZONE 1

]TüPEIÂI]I8.Ã ( CABLE -SUPPORTEO SPANS)

ASSUMED ERECTION TEMPERAÏURT

ASSUMEO MEAN TEI'IPERAÏURT

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAL - CABLE TO CONCREÏE

TEMPERATURI DIFFERENTIAL - CABLE TO STETL

TTMPERATURE RAI.IGE FOR EXPANSION DAI4S

TEIIPERATURE GRADIENT THROUGH DECK SÏRUCTURE

TEÈIPERATURE GRADIENT THROUGH IOIIER

ALL DIMTNSIONS GTVEN AT

STISMIC LOADS

500
cn0

400
300

+ 800- 
2oo
150
500
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DECK DEAD LOAD MOMENTS

DECK LIVE LOAD MOMENT ENVELOPES
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FIGURE 3 Moment and thrust envelopes for concrete alternative.

The bot{-Legged arrangemènt hras chosen in oriler to
sinplify the structural arrangement of the cabÌes.
On this bridge the cables all lie in a vertical
plane. This greatly simplifies the detailing of the
anchorage of the cables in the tower and in the deck
section, in that the geonetry at each cable anchor-
age point can be defineil by a single angle¡ which
the cable makes with the horizontal pLane. The
cables all frame into the pylon, and because the
lower cable connections are located in a plane ver-
tically beneath the cãble connections in the pylon
and the deck passes between the towêr Legs, ít is
necessary to sweep the legs outward to provi¿le
clearance for the ileck section. Below the deck at
the level of the bottotn strut, the Èorrrer legs are
turned lnwarcl to ¡ninimize the width of foundation
reguired. The concrete in the tower ls 5r000-psi
cast-in-p1ace concrete.

Typical reinforcing details in the pylons are
shown in Figure 6. The location of the cables is
shown in each of the three views, which iLlustrate
the problems in iletaillng the reinforcing to clear
the cable anchor pipes. The principal vertical
relnforclng is nechanicalty coupleal for continuity
and is distributed around t,he outer face of the
column anil the inner face of the voidl. The horizon-
tal reinforcing consists of stirrups ancl other rein-
forcenent distributed aroundl the exterior face of
the column and the inner face of the void.

DECK THRUST

A partial elevation vien anil sectlon that sho$¡s
the ilistribution of posttensioning in the toner
pylon is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen in sec-
tion A-À, the cables are designeil to be socketed on
the inside tower walLs in a nanner that applies
tension to the long waIls. ft lras possible to use
this arrange¡nent because the relatively narrow
bridge resulted in cable loads that were low enough
that posttensioning to resist wall Èension was prac-
tical. The cable sockets cou1d, therefore, be rela-
tively well protected by being within the tower 1eg
voids.

The cable locations and bearing corbels are also
shown in Figure 7. The detailed Location of the
posttensioning shords that the posttensioning nust
clear the cable anchor pipes. The torver pylon is
posttensioned verticalty ånd in both horizontal
dlrections, thus providíng a state of triaxial post-
tensioning. The verticat posttensioning is heaviest
in the upper portíon of the pylon; however, a re-
duced amounÈ continues clown to the botto¡n of the
upper strut. The horizontal bars are the 14-ft,
6-in. posttensíoning bars, hrhose primary function is
to carry the horízontal puII from opposing cable
pairs across the tower pylon. The posttensioning
shown as dots are the 7-ft-long posttensioning bars,
whose function is to control the bending that re-
aults from the cable bearing on the corbel that
spans bethreen the tower walIs, and also to provtde
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adequate shear friction for transfer of the cable
load into the 14-f!' 6-in. posttensioning bars' The

overall systen of posttensioning ís designeil to keep

the concrete in compression cluring alI stages of
erecÈíon and ¿luring the life of the structurei this
will rninínize crack fortnation ín the pylon'

The pylon section has been subjected to a finite-
element analysis, whereby it was found that the
concrete is in conpression at atl service loail

TABLE 2 Aerodynamic Characteristics
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stages during the life of the bridge, except for
some minor tension fron Poisson effects. It is
important that these 7-ft posttensioning bars main-
tain the Pylon concrete in compression. These bars
are so short that a snall amount of seating loss
could seriously affect posttensioning. Additional
requirenents to assure that these bars itill provide
compression for the life of the bridge are incLucled
in lne special provisions, vthich require restressing
atl of the horizontal bars in the tower pylon. The

restressing shall take place no less than 30 days

after the initial prestressing of each bar' The

restressing will consist of two repetitions of jack-
ing each bar to the desireil tension ancl seating the
ur,óhor nuts on the anchorage. A test block was used

to stress and restress a bar of 7-ft length as re-
quired on the contract tlraníngs; based on that ex-
perience it is believed that the restressing opera-
tion as describedl will give satisfactory long-tern
perforrnance of these short bars.

A cross section of a bottom lower strut is shown

in Fiqure 8. The longitudinal and transverse reín-
forcing are shown as solid lines and small dotst and

the longituctinal posttensioning is also shown' The
J.ongitudinat posttensioning extends out-to-out of
the tov¡er legs. The struts on these towers are
structurally sígnificant ¡nembers that stabilize the
tower legs and carry torsionr moment, shear, an¿l

thrust.

Concrete
Alternative

Sfeel
Alt ernative

Ftust bending frequencY (Hz)
First torsional frequencY (Hz)
Flutter

Damping (% critical)
Speed (mph)

Vortex: vertical
Damping (% crifical)
Speed (mph)
Displacement (in.)
Accelention(7o g)
Wind angle (degree)

Vortex: torsional

0.27s
0.631

0.462
0.706

0.5
> 130

0.5
25
0.5
l.l
0
_a

0.3
t20

0.3
l6
0.5
0.4
0

a
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FIGURE 4 Moment and thrust envelopes for steel alternative'
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FIGURE 5 füncrete tower: elevations and sections.

CABLE SYSTEM

The cable system proposed for the euincy bridge
shown on the contract drawings consists of cables
nade of bundles of parallel Ì{ires of 0.25-in.-diam-
eter, ASTM 4421, gratle BA that have 240-ksi tensilestrength. In the socket the wires splay out and are
buttonheaded and anchored by a locking plate that is
attached to the socket. The splayed area in the
socket is fílled wilh a special epoxy casting mate_
r ial that further anchors the ¡vires within the
socket. Emerging fro¡n the soeket, the wires are
wrapped with a spírally wound wire strand and pro_
tected by ã polyethylene pipe. In addition, near
the socket a short length of steel sleeve is at-
tached to the socket and surrounds the polyethylene
pipe. These detaíls are shown in Figure 9. The
number of wires per cable in the two alternative
structures varies from 81 to 283 wires per cable.
The stress ín each cable has been li¡nited to 103ksi. In some cases the cabte design is baseil on a
tenporary design condition in which one cable is
assumed to be renove¿l and the adjacent cables must
carry not only their load but also part of the load
that would normally be carried by the cabte that ís
renoved.

Transportation Research Record 950
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As a natter of interest, this design calls for
about 943 miles of wíre for the concrete alternative
and about 630 niles of wire for the steel alter_
native.

Tower atÈachrnent dêtails for the proposed cable
are shown in Figure 10. This is the deail end of the
cable. fÈ bears on a concrete corbel that is an
integral part"of the tower wall. The cable anchorpipe is welded onto the bearing plate, and the en-tire assembty is cast into the tower pyton. Thecable and socket are threaded upward through thecable ânchor pipe and anchored with split washers.
An elastomeric washer is positioned at the los¡er endof the cable anchor pipe, along with a protective
neoprene boot that is clamped to the polyethylene
tube and to the cable anchor pipe.

The cable hardv¡are at the cleck connection is
shown in Fígure 11. First, there is a bearing plate
that has an opening large enough to pass the socket.
Next is the split bearing washer followed by the
adjustinq split shims. On top of that is a socket
alignnent shi¡n, and finally, the cable socket.
Nominal shim thickness of 6 in. is anticípate¿1. The
special provisions reguire that íf the thickness of
shi¡ns needed to adjust the cable to its required
tension exceeds 12 in., the engineer must be con-
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alternative cable systen proposed shall denonstrate
equivalent fatigue resistance. The total number of
stays and the location of the cable work points nay
not be changed. If a socket with an ei.ternal threail
is proposed, the special provísíons contain require-
¡nents for the anount of thread required. Any alter-
native systen .ProPosed shall provlde cables of es-
sentially the same stiffness and t{eight as those
shown on the contract clrawings; that isr the Pro¿luct
of cable area times the effective noilulus elasticity
shall be the sane as those shown on the plans. Note
that some of the cabl-es on the contract dlrawings

SECTION A-A

EN) VtEï

FIGURE 6 Concrete tower pylon: reinforcing details.

sulted. More than 12 in. of shins woutd be outsi¿le
of the anticipated nornal ranget thus it would then
be necessary to consider the reason for the ilis-
crepancy.

The special provisions provide for an alternative
cable system that uses a 0.6-in.-iliameterr low re-
laxation ÀsTM 4416, grade 270' seven-wire strand in
a parallel configuration. such a syste¡n nay be

proposed by the contractor as sumrnarized herein.
The parallel wire cables, as shown on the contract
drawings, have previously ¿lenonstrated acceptable
fatigue characteristics. It is man¿latory that any
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FIGURE 9 Cables: schematic of parallel wire cable.
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FIGURE 1l Cables: details of edge beam attachment.

have been oversized, either to provide additional
stiffness to the structure or to provide for cable
renoval, and these requirements ¡rill also aPp1y to
any alternative cables proposed. It is desirable
tnãt an alternative cable systen use anchor plpes no

larger than those presently detailed. If the size

of the anchor pipe were to be change¿l to accomno¿late

a proposed alternative cabler nany of the internal
deiails within the edge beam and tower would have to
be ¡nodified to a larger anchor pipe size.

Typical corbel ¿letails in the towêr pylon are
shown in Figure 12. The anchor pipe, bearing plate
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FIGURE 12. Cables: reinforcing at tower corbel.

assenbly, and the location of the work points that
completely describe the geonetry of each corbel are
shown. The extra reinforcing required at each cor-
bel¡ and aII other requíred rei4forcing, is con_
pletely detailed on the contract drawings.

CONCRETE ÀLTERNATIVE DECK SYSTEM

A general elevation of the conerete alternative
bridge is shown in Figure 1. Thís brídge is of
segmental- concrete construction. BegÍnníng at eachtoi{er, the deck is cast-in-pIace. Then, proceeding
in each direction from the tower, the deck is com_
posed of precast segments. The closing sections atthe centerline of the bridge and at the anchor piers
are cast-in-pIace. The cast-in-place sectíons use
5r000-psi concrete, and the preôast segments have a

J.? . F2

,ISIOE FrcE ü )LL

gz:o' RoArn^V ¡rvarcrrt

minimum strength of 6,000 psi. In each side span
the cables are spaced at 36 ft, g in.¡ nain span
cable spacing is 36 ft, 0 in.; and generally the
seg¡nents are the same length as the cable spacing.
There are 12 cables on each side of each pylon for atotal of 96 cables on the bridge.

A cross section of the ¿leck section is sho¡{n ín
Figure 13. Cables are in ä vertical plane, and on
each side the èdge beam is centered directly under
the cables. The floor bea¡ns span transversely be_
tween the edge beams and carry the stringers and thedeck. In this figure edge beans of different sizes
are sho\dn ín the 1eft and right half sections be_
cause the edge beam changes dimensions along thebridge. In the side span Èhere are two major changes
in edge bean dimensions. In the first major transi-
tion the edge bean is a constant 3 ft, 9 ín. wide
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and varies from 8 ft, 6 in. to 5 ft, 6 in. in depth.
fn the second major transition the edge bearn re¡nains
at 5 ft, 6 in. in depth and varies from 3 ft, 9 in.
to 5 ft, 3 in. wide. It rernains at this latter sec-
tion across the tower pier to the centerline of the
bridge. Thus, âlthough the depth and the vridth of
the edge bearn vary at several different locations,
only, one dlmension varies at any given location.

The floor beans are box sections that have â
width of 2 ft, 6 in. Thê concrete stringers are 10
in. wide an¿l 3 ft deep from the top of the roailway
slab to the botton of the stringer. The roadway
slab is 9 in. thick, with a 1.75-in. bituninous
concrete wearing course.

Steel v¡ind fairing plates (to control wi'nd vibra-
tion) are aclded to the structure beneath each
stringer in the main span onlyi they extend from the
bottom of the strínger to the sane elevatlon as the
bottom of the edge beam.

Figure 14 is a typical cross section of the deck
thaÈ shows the mild steel reinforcing and the pre-
stressing bars. There is.longitudinal posttensioning
in every longitudinal elernent (i.e., the edlge bean,
the deck, and the stringers). The anount of the
posttensioning varies with the natural thrust in the
bridge. At the to$¡ers, where the natural thrust in
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the bri¿lge is the greatest, the amount of the post-
tensioning is the least. cenerally, the longitudinal
relnforce¡nent within a segment is the same length as
Èhe segment itself. However, ín, the edge beam a
percentage of the ¡nild steel reinforclng is plâced
in ducts and ¡nechanically coupled to the reinforce-
ment in the adljacent segnênt. The ducts are then
fllled with grout, which produces some continuity of
rnild steel reinforcing between the segnents in the
edge bean.

A front elevation of the floor beam is shown in
Figure 15. This is a reinforced-concrete member
with no prestressing in it. cenerally, there are
two floor bearns per segnent. In a¿lilition to sup-
porting the floor and its loa¿ls, the floor beam
stabilizes the eclge bearn. A grid analysis was Per-
fornêal that shoris that lf a Ioâd ls' pÌaced on one
floor beanr that floor bean deflects and twists the
edge bean, and as the edge bean rotates the adjacent
floor bea¡ns are caused to deflect.

A cross section of a tlrpical floor bea¡n is shov¡n
in Figure 16t it is a hollow box' 2 ft, 6 in. wide
with 5-in.-thick wa1ls. Diaphragns are located at
the stringer and intermediate points. At the center
of the maln span so¡ne of the floor beams are solid
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FIGURE 15 Concrete alternative: floor beam reinforcing details.

FIGURE 1ó Concrete alternative: floor beam cross ¡ection.

where additional weight is requíred to balance the
br idge.

The general deck arrangernent is shown ín Figure
17, which ls a half plan for a typical superstruc-
ture segment. The following eLenents are shown: the
deck, the edge bean shown at the botton, and a cabte
anchor pipe passing through the edge beam. The
stringers are shown running horizontally, and the
floor beams are shown as vertical lines, with their
diaphragns being horizontal.

Figure 18 shows an elevation view of the edge
bea¡n r¡ith the reinforcing and the embedded cable
anchor pipe terminating at the steel bearing plate
under the edge bean at the corbel. Detailíng of the
relnforcing and the prestressing to maintain clear-
ances for the cable anchor pipe eras a problen.

The hardware associated with the anchorage of the
cable at the edge beam is shown ín nore detall in
Figure 19. A neoprene boot is fastened to the anchor
pipe and to the cable. An elastoneric washer is
l"ocated at the upper end of the steel anchor pípe.
The cable and the anchor pipe pass through the edge

rYPtc¡- oEcx
REtNFoRC nac

tfc¡( Post-
l€Ns t(t¡l tllc

beän to the bottom of the corbel where the anchorpipe is welded to a bearing plate. The bearing
plate supports the splít washers, the shim pack, and
the cable socket.

The edge beam cross section in figure 20 sho¡ps
the posttensioning and thê e¡nbedcted bearÍng plate
and cable anchor pipe. The shear rings welded to
the cable anchor pipe are also shown. This figure
shows the tight clearances that exíst bethreen the
posttensioning and the cable anchor pipe with its
nelded shear rings.

Erection of the bridge is basicalty the contrac-
torrs responsibility. Ilovrever, an erectíon seguence
has been assumed anal analyzed on a prelininary
basis. The contractor may choose to be guided by the
procedure shown or riray develop a totally different
erection procedure.

The first stages of the erection of the super-
structure are shoren in Figure 21a. The tower con-
struction has been completed. The auxiliary erection
stays have been tiecl off to the top of the tower,
and falsework has been erected adjacent to the tor¡er
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FIGURE 22 Steel alternative: typical cross section.

to support the initial cast-in-place cleck segrnents,
r¿hich have been cast and are supported on their
stays.

Figure 21b shows an early stage in the erection
with two travelers ín position on the deck. The
left traveler is shor¡n in the rest position an¿l the
right traveler is erecting a precast segment.

An elevation view of the briclge with all the
precast segrnents erected is shown in Figure 2Lc.
Falsework has been erected at the anchor pier, and
the cast-in-pIace segrnent has been constructed.

STEEL ALTERNATIVE SUPERSTRUCTURE

A generat elevation of the steel bridge layout is
shor.rn in Figure 2. The span lengths are the sane as
the concrete brídge. The structural arrangenent
includes two single-web welcled steel girilersr rolled
section floor bearns, and rolled stringers. The
system includes a precastr compositer concrete deck.
There are ? cables on each side of each of the py-
lons, for a total of 56 cables in all. Thê cabLes
are spaced at 60 ft in the main span and 63 ft in
the side spans.

A typical cross section is shown in Figure 22.
The deck stab is detâiled to be precast fuII width.
The two main girders are tnade up of 72-in. constant-
depth webs and are spaceil at 43 ft' 6 in. The stay
cables are inboard of the girders at 40-ft trans-
verse spacing.

Typical floor beams are w36x260 sections. The
stringers are two different sizes, dePending on
location: either wt8x119 or w18x97. The stringers
are heavier than might nornally be reguirecl because
the deck is uncler conpression and the stringers are
required to function as compressíon members.

Generally, the fabricated steel members are shop
welded, and all field connections use high-strength
bolts.

certain details are somewhat unconventional,
partly because of the conbination of features built
into the structure. The conposite section is re-
guired to acconmo¿late both the bending and conpres-
sion stresses that the str¡¡cture loads create. The
strength requirements were not obtainable by post-
tensioning the slab section after it wâs composite
with the steel. A systen of precasting the ileck
slab unit, then continuously posttensioning it, and
subsequently making it composite with the steel sras
devised to meet all strength requirements.

.G. LINE C/R

certain aerodynanic features were necessary on
the 900-ft main span, but not on the side spans.
Plates ¡¡ere added beneath each stringer' which in
effect extend the stringer webs down to the level of
the bottotn flanges of the gíriler, as shown in Figure
22. The plates are 0.375 in. thlck and are appro-
priately stiffened and bracecl.

The wind tunnel testing also leil to the ailclition
of wind fairing plates located outside of the rnain
girders. These plates are 30 ín. wicle and are posi-
tioned horizontal}y in the plane of the bottom
flanges of the girders.

A partial cross section viev¡ is shoern in Figure
23. The !v36x260 beâm spans longitudÍnally between
floor beans only in the panels that contain cable
anchorages. fts purpose is to react the vertical
component of the cable. Because the cable is eccen-
tric with respect to the maín girtler, this beam is
required to carry half of the vertical component of
the load in the cable.
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Figure 24 shows a pLan and elevation of the deck
framing at a t!Þical cable anchorage. The horizontal-
component of the cable load is applied out' of the
plane of the nain girder, and the transverse framing
provides a rneans of stabilizíng the forces without
overstressing the girders. The fra¡ne is also effec-
tive in acconnoclating cable loads that åre unequal
in the two cables in a pair on opposite sides of the
road$ray.

Figure 25 shows a detailed plan view at a cable
attachrnent location. The 0.75-in. plate, which ís

TransporÈation Research Record 950

connected to the girder and the longitudinal W36
bea¡n, helps to reâcÈ the horízontal conponent of the
cable loatl. The connections on alI four edges of
the 'plate trânsmit the loa¿ls into the horizontaL
f ra¡ne.

The connection of the cable to the girder is
acconplishecl by a weldment that accommoilates the
cable socket. A typical cable anchorage is sho\rn in
Figure 26. The we1¿lment is bolted to the bottom
flange of the girder and to the frarning ne¡nbers
inboard of the girdler. Shi¡ns are proviiled to aLlow
for initial- adjustment of the assembly to assure
that it is in proper orientation $rith respect to the
vertical plane of the cab1e.

Figure 27 ehows an elevation view of the lower
enal of a tl4)ical stay cable. The hârderare for this
tlT)€ of cable is basically the sane as shown pre-
viously in Fígure 11 for the concrete briilge. The
cable penetrates the deck slab through a steel pipe
that is etnbedded in the precast unit.

Details of a typical girder fieL¿l sp1íce are
shor¡n in Figure 28. The girder functions in both
bending and axial conpression, which requires that
the splice details include a heavier connectiôn in
the web than is nortnally required in a typical beam
splÍce. The gircler \reb is considerably heavier than
is typical for thè same reâson. The splices are
designecl to be consistent with the load factor de-
sign for the member änd are specially deslgned for
the co¡nbined state of stress that occurs at the
specific location of êach splice. Depending on the
erection scheme, it nay be possible to erect 1onger
sections and e1i¡ninate sone of the splices shown on
the plans. The splice locations shown on the con-
tract ¿lravrÍn9s are consístent with the assumptions
that were made for the prelirninary erection scheme
shown on the plans.

Typícal features of. the precast. deck slab units
are shown in cross section in Figure 29. The slabs
are detailed to be cast fult width and ful_l thick-
ness. It is specifically reguired that the deck
erection nust follow closely behind the steel erec-
tion, because the superstructure design is based on
the conposite section carrying nost of the conpres-
sive dead load that is caused by the horizontal
components of the cable loads. The slab units can-
not assurne compression loads until the slab is ¡naile
conposite wíth the longitudinal girders because the
stress occurs initially in the girder and is then
¿listributed into the slab.

The deck units are full eridth and vary fron 9 to
1l ft in length. The stabs contain adjusting scress
that allow the units to be placed on the supporting

atFIGURE 24 Steel alternative: plan and elevation of deck fiarning
cable anchorage.
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FIGURE 25 Steel altem¡tive: cable frame attachment details.
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FIGURE 26 Steel alternative: cable anchor assembly details.
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FIGURE 27 Steel alternative: cable details at deck level.
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FIGURE 28 Steel alternative: typical splice details for girders.
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FIGURE 29 Steel alternative: details for precast slab panels.
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steel rnênbers erÍth a space betvreen the slab and the
flange that is later filled r'¡ith grout to coÍìp1ete
the haunch. This sequence permits thê slab to be
posttensioned before making it conposite i{ith the
steel beams. The slabs are reinforceil both longi-
tudinally and transverseLy and are posttensioned
longituclinally in groups of three to five panels.
The posttensioning takes place after the slabs are
erected on the steel supporting elements, but before
they are nacle composite with the girders and string-
ers. The slabs are cast nith openings to allow
placenent of the steel studs. The stu¿ls are attached
to the beans after the slab has been erected and
finally positioned. The openings at the stringer
Iocations allow enough roo¡n for nornal application
of the êtud6r but èhe openÍngs over the girder
flanges are restricted, and special testing proce-
dures are required for the studs. The normal bend
test woul¿l require a larger opening than the avail-
able space a1lows.

Àfter Èhe studs are installed and grouting of the
openings and Èhe haunch between the undersiile of the
slab antl top of the bearî is completed. the grout
hardens and the slab becones composite with the
steel girder.

An ínvestlgation yras made of an assume¿l erection
procedure to determine the feasibility of the scheme
shown on the contract p1ans. Conputatíons geneÉally
índicated that no major reinforcenent of the members
will be required, but a¿ljustment of so¡ne cables nay
be necessary to avoid overstress as the erection
proceeds. À general seguence similar to Èhat shown
for the concrete bridge \das assumed, except that the
inilividual pieces are not as heavy, which allows
sornewhat greater flexibílity in maintaining balance
\.rith respect to tower bending. the concept is based
on installing ternporary stays on the torder top and
erecting the initial steelwork at the towerr which
is supported by appropriate falsework. The deck
slab at the tovrer is cast-in-place and posttensioned
after it. cures. The typicaL sequence outllned in the
following paragraphs is then foll-oweil in a balanced-
cantilever arrangement.

The deÈaiLs shown in Figure 30 outline the items
conprising one section of deck erection. The process

FIGURE 30 Steel alternative: deck panel erection sequence.
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is then repeated for the other sections. The typical
requirecl sequence, referring to Figure 30, is de-
scribed as follows.

- The first step is to erect the steel franing
rnembers, cantilevered frotn the previously corn-
pleted section.

- The precast slab panel at the cable location is
then placed in its reguired position, as shown
in step l.

- Step 2 is erection of the cable. Because the
slab at that location is already in place' the
cable nust be pulled through the opening in the
slab.

- In steps 3-5 the precast panels are placed.
with the cable in plaee'. the additional dead
loads are supported by the cable and are not
dependent on cantilevering.

- Àt step 6 the posttensioning bars are placed
and spliced to the preceding bars at the loca-
tion of the cast-in-place joint.

- At step 7 the cast-in-place jolnt is placed and
allowed to cure.

- The bars are posttensioned and the stucls are
placed through the openings in the slab at step
8. The grout is then placed to fill the stud
openings and the haunches betlreen the slab and
the tops of the flânges. At this point the
section becones co¡nposite and the sequence can
be repeated for the next section.

At the final closure stage at the center of the
main span, first the steel members are closed andl
the joinÈs bolted, and then a 4-ft section of slab
is cast-in-place to complete the deck section. The
re¡naining itens can then be completedr such as com-
pletíon of the installation of parapets, Placement
of the roa¿lway wearing surface, and final adjustnent
of the cables.

CONCLUSION

Both âlternative structures were ailvertised for bitl
in Nove¡nber 1983. Bids were taken in February 1984.
The winning alternatlve \tas the steel bridger which
yras bid at a total cost of $1712301461.
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Deflections and Camber Loss in Heat-Curved Girders
MARVIN H. HILTON

ABSTRÀCT

To check the camber loss in heat-curved
girders, a 140-ft, simpty supported span was
instrumented iluring the constructÍon of a
bridge. The span was composed of four steel
plate girders that have radii of curvature
varying fro¡n 802.51 ft on the insíde to
834.51 ft on the outside of the alignment
curvature. cirder deflection and camber
loss wêre measured before and after con-
struction of the briclge deck. Sone loss in
ca¡nber from construction loading occurred
shortly after placenent of the concrete
deck. The amount of loss, however, was only
one-fourth of that deternined fro¡¡ the
ÀASHTO equatÍon for predicting such loss.
In addition, no significant canber losses
were caused by service loading over a 6.5-
nonth period subseguent to construction.

The construct.ion of a nu¡nber of curved girder
bridges during the past few years has given rise to
at least one question relating to the fabrication of
the steel girders. This involves the requirement
that additional canber be provided in steel girders
that are to be heat curved. This additional canber
is to al1oe, for subsequent losses frotn the dissipa-
tion of residual stresses irnposed by the heat-curv-
íng process during fabrication of the girders. The
AÀSIITO specifications suggest that âpproxítnaèely 50
percent of the camber loss relating to the heat-
curving process occurs during construction of the
bridge, and an additional 50 percent occurs after a
few months under service loading (1). Therefore,
the increase in ca¡nber should be included in bridge
forming duríng construction, and after eonstruction
is compì.ete the bridge profile should be higher than
the plan grade between the supports. If the addi-
tional camber ís lost as suggested by the AASHTO
specifications, then the final profile should be at-
tained after several nonths of traffic loading.

Many bridge engineers and steel fabricators, how-
ever, question whether the additional canber is nec-
essåry. The fabrícators would prefer that they not
be required to provide the additional eamber in
heat-curved girders because, in ¡nost cases, this adds
to the time and expense of fabrication. To deter-
nine the nature of the deflections and canber loss
in a heat-curved girder bridge, one bridge sas in-
strumented and measurements were taken both during
and after construction. The camber losses neasured
do not ínclude those that nay have occurred betereen
the steel fabrication plant and the job site, or
those that nay have occurred before placenent of the
instrumentation on the structure.

STRUCTURE STUDIED

À curved girder bridge consisting of three simply
supported spans, two of them relatively short at 36
and 18 ft, and the third 140 ft, was studied during
its construction. All the tneasurements, however,
were confined to the 140-ft span. A general view of
the curvature of the steel gírders is shown in
Figure l.

FIGURE I View showing curvature in the girders and design of
diaphragms and lateral cross bracing.

The bridge has four steel-plate girders spaced at
10 ft, 8 in. on center. The girders of the 140-ft
span are connected by truss-tlT)e diaphragms, and
lateral cross bracing is used on the exterior bays,
as illustrated in Fígure 1. The glrders r+ere fabri-
cated from 4588 steel and were heat treated to ob-
tain the requíred degree of curvature. They are
curved on radii varying fro¡¡ 802.5I ft on the insiile
to 834.51 ft on the out,side of the alignment curvâ-
ture. On the centerline of the bridge the alignment
is equal to a 7-degree highway curve.

INSTRT'I.{ENTATION, TESTS, AND PROCEDUF.ES

Girder and Bearing Deflection Instrunentation

Because some of the deftection increnents to be tnea-
sured were expected to be on the order of hundre¿lths
of an inch, a high preclsion, ¡nodífied Wild N-III
level was selected for use. The level, which is
¡narked in 0.001-in. incrernents, was rnounted on a
trivet set in stationary bronze lugs on the top of
the pier cap at the north end of the span. The line
of sight of the level was thus stightly below the
botton flanges of the girders. Special design
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scales vrere instaLled at the nidspan points of each
girder and adjuste¿l vertically to intersect the line
of sight of the level. To meâsure and account for
possible dead-Ioaal deflections of the bridge bear-
ings, dial gauges were set as close as possible to
the centerline of bearing of each girder.

Thernal Instrunentation

Thernocouples were placeal on the top and botton
flanges at the ¡nitlspan of the glrders. They were
also placed at the quarter-span points of the giril-
ers and at selecte¿l positions on the web of the
g irders.

During placement of the concrete deck and parapet
wêlls a 24-channel temperature recor.lle-f -s.çanned each
gauge every 12 ¡nin. Other tenperature neasuretnents
were taken before the concrete vras placed and after
each phase of the construction was complete¿l to de-
termine the effect of solar radiation on the deflec-
tlon of the girders.

Tests on Plastic Concrete

Tests of the plastic concrete were restricted to the
measurerTìent of properties that would have the nost
dlrect influence on the girdet deflections during
deck placenent. These included the times of initial
and fínal set, unlt weight, and temperature of the
concrete.

Procedures

The instru¡nentation was installed on the test span
while construction was in progress, an¿l initial
readings were taken on all systems as soon as the
installation vras cornplete. Subsequent neasurements
wêre taken cluring a full day after each major stage
of construction to deter¡nine the effects of cliffer-
ential thermal contlitions. With the exception of
brief tlelays during deck placenent for taking mea-
surements, the contractorrs normal procedureg were
used during constructlon.

Àfter construction was completed, the posíéions
of the deflection rods and scaleE were narked on the
girders to establísh their horizontal and vertical
positíon. Initial readings nere then taken on the
vertical position of the girders, and the therno-
couples were scanned to obtain data that were used
to establish the dÍfferential tenperature condl-
tions. these data were then used as the basis for
tneasurements of the long-tern loss in camber after
the bridge had bêen put into service. The gauges
were then tlisrnantled and later installed after the
rerìoval of the forning and painting of the struc-
triral steet.

RESULTS

lhernallv Induced Deflections in Steel Sectíon

With the forming for the deck in p1ace, the l-ower
portion of the steel girders are shielded from the
sun. Consequently, the top flanges of the glrders
are expose¿l to solar raaliation, whereas the lower
portion is exposed to only the ambient air tenpera-
ture. Because the alignnent of the bridge is in a
generally southerly to northerly direction, in the
early morning the sun strikes the web and lower
flange of the eastern girder and ln late afternoon
it strikes the web and lower flange of the western
glrder. The effect ls a net thernal differential
between the upper and lower flanges that ilevelops an
internal moment over the cross section of each
girder (2). The internal ¡noment causes the girder
to deflect upward by an amount relating to the in-
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tensity of the solar radiation, time of day, and so
forth. The ¿lifferential temperatures shown in Fig-
ure 2 were recorcled at eight times from 7:30 a.m. to
3:20 p.¡n. on a typical sunny day in early August.
At 7:30 a.n. the lower flanges were war¡ner than the
upper flanges for all the girclers, probably because
they were somewhat protected fron the eletnents ¿lur-
ing the night. Ilowever, with ti¡ne the upper flanges
heated up. By 3:00 p.m. a maximum temperature dif-
ferential of 36oF'was recorded on each of the two
center gírdérs.

The deflections Èhat correspond to each of the
reported differential ternperatures are shown in Fig-
ure 3. The initial reference elevations of the
girders were recordeal at 7:30 a.n. As can be noted
fro¡n these data, the rnaxinum upyrard nitlspan ileflec-
tions of the girders were on the order of I.25 in.
at 3:00 p.n. These ¿lata indicate that the thernal
effects on girder deflections must be taken into ac-
count if there is an attempt to rneasure deflections
that tesult frorn loading and from sustaine¿l losses
of camber caused by deail weighè or service loads.

To determine the thermal gradients through the
depth of the girders, thernocouples were placeil on
the vrebs of girders 5, 7, and 8. One hras located at
nid-depth of the web and another approxinately 2 in.
below the lower slile of the top flange. The thernal
gradients for girder 7 (Figure 4) indicate that the
tênperature increase caused by solar radiation on
the top flange was transnitted downward through the
web. Thus any calculations perforned to deter¡nine
thermal deflections nust consider that the upper
portion of the web above the neutral axis partici-
pates in the ¿levelopment of the forces and ¡nonents.
In some instances, as the data in Figure 4 suggest,
a portion of the web belo\r the neutral axis was
warner than the lower flanges of the girders.

For the bridge tested ln this study, the plate
girder design incorporates changes in the nornent of
inertia at points of íncreasing flange plate thlck-
ness. This. in additlon to the action of the rigid
diaphragn connections beÈrdeen the giders, creates a
complex systen. The rigid diaphragm connections
cause the thernally related deflections to be dis-
tributed across the width of the span, as indicated
by the data in Figure 3. Because the 3:00 p.m.
thernal deflection data e¡ere nore unifornly distrib-
uted across the span width, theoretical calculations
hrere nade to determine the agreernent with the fieltl
resuLts. The calculated deflections were base¿l on
the following relationship:

F= AEq^T (l)

where

F = force developed by expansion of Èhe heated
steel,

A = area of the section above the neutral axis,
E = modulus of elasticíty of steel,
o = thermal coefficient of expansion for steel,

and
AT = difference in tenperature betneen the upper

and lower flanges.

Because the internal ¡nomenÈ ln the girder is de-
veloped by the proaluct of the force and the distance
to the neutral axis, the deflection (¿) is

A = (Aa^TdL'?)/sI (z)

where

d = distance from the force center to the neutral
axis,

L = length of span, and
I = noment of inertia.
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the concrete haal been place¿l on the span anal the
temperature on the top flanges began to drop rela-
tive to that on the lower flanges. By 2224 p.rn. the
temperature differential betr.¡een the flanges was
slight, and the span was, for all practical pur-
poses, in a thernally neutral state.

Figure 5 shows the deflections of the girders at
the various stages of concrete placement. These de-
flections existed at the stage of concrete placement
indicated on the graph and incluile any amount eaused
by lhermal differentíal-s. At 11:25 a.m., approxi-
mately 5 hr after the beginning of placement, all of
Lhe concrete eras in the forms. At that timê, how-
ever, the top flanges were warmer than the lower, so
it could be expecteil that a counter-¿leflection up-
vrard exísted. Therefore, additional deflection ¡nea-
surernents were taken at 2:45 and 3:20 p.n., when the
span was close to a thernally neutral position. As
would be expected, the downward deflection was
greater at these tines, although the dead load on
the girders renained unchanged fron that which had
exísted at 1I:25 a.m. Àpplying the corrections pre-
vÍously díscussed to account for the initial thernal
dífferentials yieLded the final thermally neutral
dead-load deflections that resultetl fro¡n the vreight
of the concrete deck. These final values are shown
by the lower curve in Figure 5 and are reported ín
Table 1.

Before calculating the thernal corrections for
the deflection data, it was necessary to consider
the setting time of the concrete. ThÍs is an inpor-
tant consideration because once the concrete begins
to set, sone degree of conposite action between the
concrete and steel begins. To determine the times
of initial and final set, t¡{o sanples--one at the
beginning and one nidway through the placernent oper-
ation--were tested by using ASTI4 C403-68 proce-
dures. It was found that the time of final set $râs
approxirnately 5:45 p.n. for the first concrete
placed on the span. For the concrete located in the
miclspan region, the final set occurred at 10:30
p.m. Based on these data, no composite action
between the steel gÍrders and concrete could be ex-
pected at 3:20 p.n., when the last cleflection nea-
surements were recorded. Accordingly¡ aII caLcula-
tions to determine thermal corrections to the gírder
deflections that occur during ileck placenent are
based on the section modulus of the steel action
only. Corrections to the deflections rneasured sub-
sequent to the final set of the concrete, as dis-
cussed later, must be calculateal based on sone de-
gree of conposite action betr,¡een the girders and the
concrete deck.

SÕne slight rnovenents of the bearing assenblies
¿lid occur during the placement of the concrete
deck. The average final deflections, or settle-
ments, in the bearÍngs at the north an¿l south ends
of the span are given ln Table l. As would be ex-
pected, the placernent of the concrete caused so¡ne
downward settlement of the bearings. These average

FIGURE 4 Thermal gradients through the depth of girder 7 caused by solar
radiation; deck forming fur place.

By using the nidspan propertles of the sÈeel sec-
tion, the thermal ¿leflections calculated fron Equa-
tion 2 ¡rere within less than I percent of the ther-
mal deflections ¡neasured ín the field at 3:00 p.m.
in early August. Thus Equation 2 gives a reasonably
satisfactory estimate of the defLections caused by
differential temperatures that arè relatively uni-
forn across the width of the span.

Dead-Load Deflections ín Steel Section

Reinforcing-Stee1 Placernent

The first deadweight loading on the span (excluding
the deck forming) was the reinforcing stee1. Tem-
perature neasurements and deflection readings taken
on the girders before placenent of the ¿leck concrete
r¡¡ere compared with the initial" readings taken ap-
proxinately 12 days earlíer. The thernal ëlifferen-
tials were the sane for these two periods except for
a 0.5oF difference on two of the girders. By using
Equation 2 and applying a correctíon to the measured
deflections for thosê tr,ro girders, the ther¡nal dif-
ferentials were neutralized. The resulting deflec-
tions thus reflected only the downward movenent
caused by the deadweight of the reinforcing steel.
The nidspan dead-Ioad deflections that result from
the weight of the reinforcing steel were on the
order of 0.15625 in. (Table 1).

TABLE I l\{idspan Dead-Load Deflections of Steel Girders Caused
by Placement of Deck Reinforcing Steel and Concrete

Midspan Dead-Load Deflection (in.) by cirder

Loading G-'l G-6G-8 G-.5

Reinforcing steeÌ 0.144
Concrete 2.494
Steel plus concrete 2.638
Bearing settlement - 0.01 8

0.1 65
2.568
2.'7 33

- 0.007

2.',l26

3.7 5
+l

0.1 7l
2.662
2.833

- 0.012

2.82t

o.209
2.690
2.899

- 0.002

2.897Total

Plan values
Difference

2.620

3.625
+l

3.25 3.37 5
+0.437 5 +0.46875

Note: Thermally neutral deflections.

Concrete Deck Placement

Concrete was placed on the 140-ft span beginning at
6:30 a.rn. on August 21. At the beginning of the
deck place¡nent the temperature on the steel girders
indicated thät they were not in a therr¡ally neutral
position. Beeause the lower flanges vrere vrarrner
than the top flanges, the girders were initially de-
flected downward. As the day r.rent by, the tenpera-
ture differential between the top and botton flanges
changed. By 10:00 a.m. the upper flanges \dere
warner thân the J.ower flanges, but by l1:J.5 a.n. all
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values are thus deducted fron the girder deflections
measured on conpletion of the placement of the con-
crete deck.

The total measured deflectÍons of the curved
girders caused by the weight of the reinforcing
steel ând concrete are given ín Table 1 and are
lower than those given in the bridge plans. fn ad-
dition, the rneasured defLections wère progressively
Iarger fro¡n the inside girder to the outside girder¡
whereas the plan iteflections alternate fron lower to
higher values betvreen gírdèrs. This suggests thãt
the díaphragm action between the girders tends to
even out thê actual deflection patterns. It is in-
teresting to note that the average of the neasured
deflections ís 2.766 in. Theoretical calculations
that include deflections from shear forces at the
diaphragms yield an average deflection of 2.77 ín.
Thus, based on the average deflection, which tends
to allo}r for diaphrâgm action between girders, there
\das excelÌent agreement between the measure¿l and
theoretical dead-Ioa¿l deflections.

fwo additional deflection neasurements were re-
corded the day after the deck was placed. By this
time the heat of hydration of the concrete was caus-
ing the top flanges of the girders to be jrarner than
the lower flanges. Tenperature differentials on the
order of 17o to 24oF existed at 10:00 a.rn. on August
22, and it was expecte¿l that the girders would be at
a higher elevation at midspan than they had been at
2:45 p.n. the day before. The L0:00 a.n. data in
Figure 6 show this to be the case, as the deflec-
tions were at that t.ime less than the therrnally neu-
tral final deflections for the previous day. The
thermal deflections were calculated by using Equa-
tion 2 and are shov¡n in the upper portion of Figure
6. ay applying these as corrections to the measured
data of August 22, t_}]e thernally neutral defLections
shown by the lower curve in Figure 6 were withln
0.01 in. or less of those measured on the previous
day. Therefore, no deflections resulting from cam-
ber loss in the steel girilers occurred aluring the
first day after the deck was placed.
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FIGURE 5 Downward deflections at midspan caused by placement of concrete deck.
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Thernally Induced Deflections and Short-Tern
Camber Loss in Composite Section

As discussed earlier, the data for 2zL5 p.n. on the
day the concrete deck $ras cornplete¿l best represent a
thermalJ.y neutrå1 conditÍon of the span under
study. Therefore, these deflections and thernal
data $rere used ag a new base reference for the com-
parison of the deflections resuttíng frorn subseguent
thernalr dead-loading, or other conditions. Nine-
teen days after conpletion of the deck adclitlonal
temperature-deflection data were recorded to ¿teter-
mlne their order of rnagnitude under the new condi-
tion of the concrete deck and steel girders actlng
as a cornposite section. Unlike the thernaL effects
discusseil earlier for t'he steel sectlon onLy, the
top flanges of the girders were then protected fron
the sun, whereas the re¡¡aining portion of the glrd-
ers was exposed to anbient conditions as well as to
direct sotar radiation on the east side of the
brídge in the morning and on the v¡est side in the
evening. fn addition, because of the composite ac-
tion of the deck ancl girders, the monent of lnertia
and locatíon of the neutral axis cliffer fron those
of the steel section only. consequently, therrnal
deflection ¿lata were coltected during a day ln early
Septenber for two purposes: (a) to obtain data that
could be used for rnaking thernal- corrections to all
subsequent deflection measurements that noulal be re-
corded, and (b) to determine if any loss of carnber
in the heât-curved girders had occurred in the 19-
day period since the application of the sustalneal
dead loadlng of the concrete deck and reinforcing
s teel.

The results of these neasurenents, given in Fig-
ures 7 and 8, show the net thermal differentials be-
tween the top and botton flanges of the steel and
the deflections that result fro¡n the thermal loads,
respectiveLy. These data irere recorded at seven
tines during the day, srith thê first ¡neasurenent be-
íng used as a reference. Therefore, for the thermal
data shown in Figure 7, the net tenperâtr¡re differ-

6: 30 a.n. Reference

2:45 p.m.

Final Defl.ection
(Thermalty Neutral-)



Tenperature Differential, oF.

+23ô
l0:00 a.n. 8,/22

(Calculated The¡na1)

Girder llunber

2:45 p.m. 8/21 and
10:00 a.n. 8/22

(Thermall.y ¡;eutraL )
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ential betseen the top and bottom flanges of each
girder is the algebrâic dlfference bethreen the dif-
ferential at 8!30 a.n. and that at the tine of the
subsequent rneasurement. In all cases measuretnents
taken subsequent to the 8:30 a.n. reference indi-
catedl that the exposed lower portion of the steel
girders lras warmer than the top flanges within the
concrete deck. Net temperature dlfferentlals on the
order of llo to 14oF developed downward deflecÈions
of the conposite girdleis on the order of 0.25 in. or
nore, as shown ln Flgure 8.

Because of the uneven distribution of the tenper-
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aturês measureil on the lower flange and web of each
girder, it vras difficult to use Equation 2 to calcu-
Late the therrnal ¿leflections of the composite sec-
tion. Al"though the calculateil thernal deflections
erere reasonably close to those measufed, the ter¡Per-
ature varlation within the web of each girder made
ít virtualLy inpossible to assumer with a reasonable
degree of confldence, that the true effects \rere be-
ing reflected in the câlculations. Therefore, the
experirnental datâ were useal for making thernal cor-
rections to the composite section deflections. To
deter¡nine the dleflections that occurreil between thè
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FIGURE 6 Deflections of girders I day after deck placement, showing effect of
differential temperatures resulting from heat of hydration of concrete.

Girder Nunber llest

FIGURE 7 Temperature differentials between top and bottom flanges in
composite section 19 days after deck placement.
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completion of the deck and 19 days lâter, the de-
flections that existecl at 2:45 p.m. on August 21
were used as a base for cornparison with those mea-
sured at 3:30 p.m. on September 9. The former data
\rere setected because they were nearly thermally
neutral. The latter data, however' indicated that
the lower flanges were apProxinately 12oF warmer
than the upper flanges. ny using the 3:30 p.m. dif-
ferential temperatures fron Figure 7 and the corre-
sponding cleftectíons fro¡n Figure Ir thermal correc-
tions were calculatecl by proportioning. Because the
dífferentiâl tenperatures were nearly the sane for
each set of datar only a snâII reduction in the 3:30
p.¡n. thernal deflections had to be maile. Àfter cal-
culating the corrections for the thermally induced
deflections and subtracting thesê algebraically from
the ¡neasured changes in deflections occurring be-
tr'reen August 21 and September 9, deflections ranginq
fron 0.243 in. on girder 6 to 0.313 in. on girder 8

still remained. These renaining deflections re-
ported in Table 2 are thus a loss of canber in the
steel girders that occurred sonetime during the 19-
day period.

TABLE 2 Deflections and Camber Loss 19 Days

After Deck Replacement

Deflection and Camber Measurement (in.)
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Girder llunber
G-?

FIGURE B Dorvnward de{lections at midspan caused by differential temperatures

between top and bottom flanges of steel girders in composite section 19 days after
deck placement.
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a camber loss on the order of 0.25 in. for all four
g irders.

Dead-Load Deflectíons in Co¡nposite Section

Twenty-two tlays after Èhe deck vtas completed con-
crete v¡as placeal for the last of the two parapet
walls. The wa1ls \{ere place¿l on different dayst
thus allowing for the rneasurenent of the steel
girder deflections resulting fron the weight placecl
first on the east and then on the west sides of the
br idge.

The dead-load deflections of the gírders from the
weight of both walls are given in Table 3. The net
deflection after correction for ¿lifferential tenper-
atures \ras about the same for each girder' that is'
approxinately 0.5 in. Conpared with the values
given on the bridge pl-ans, the actual deflectiÕns
were lower on all girders except nunber 8, which was
0.125 in. higher.

TABLE 3 Midspan Dead-Load Deflections of Steel

Gilders Caused by Placement of Parapet Walls

Midspan Dead-Load Deflection (in.) by
Girder

Loading G-5G-6

Total The¡mal
Girder Measured Deflections
No. Deflectionsâ (corrections)

Remainins
Deflectio;b
(camber loss)

0.3s 1 0.412
0.183 0.094

0.s34 0.506

West wall
East wâll

Total

Plan values
Diffe¡ence

0.048
0.429

0.477

0.5

0.r69
0.293

o.462

G-5

G-7
G-8

- 0.505
- 0.504
-0.501
- 0.5 l0

-0.226
-0.263
- 0_201
- o.t97

- 0.279
-0.241
- 0.300
- 0.3 l3

0.625 0.625 0.75
f0. I 5625 +0. I 25 +0.25

aDifference between 2:45 p.m. August 21, and 3:30 p m. September
.9 (19 days).
"AJgebraic d¡fference between measured and thermal deflections.

The camber lossr which ranges between 0.25 in.
for girder 6 to 0.3125 in. for girder I' probably
occurred within the first few days subsequent to
placement of the deck. this is substantiated by a
set of deflectíon tneasurernents taken 5 days subse-
quent to the placenent of the deck, which in¿licated

Note: Thermally neut¡al deflections.

Long-Term Camber Losses

with both the east and vrest parapet walls placedt
the dead loading on the test span was essentially
conplete. Therefore, it was once again necessary to
monitor the tenperature-¿leflection characteristics
of the completed span. To allor¡ the east parapet
¡ra1I concrete Èo gain sufficient stfength to be rep-
resentative of that whích would be effective over

Reference 8:30 a.n.

3:30 p.m.
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the next several ¡nonths,4 days were allowecl to
elapse before the ther¡nal deflection data were re-
corded. These final temperature-¿leflection data
were recorded in nicl-September, but are not reported
here because they were similar to those data re-
corded on Septernber 9. In general, however, a naxi-
¡nun downward deflection on the order of 0.21 in. was
èaused by a 10oF therrnâI difference between the up-
per and loÍrer flanges. Thus, for reasonably uniforn
ilifferentiaL thdrmal conditions, a deflection of
0.021 in. per degree F could be expecteil.

At the sarne time that the ilata just discussed
grere collected, initíal readings for the measurement
of long-term camber loss were recorded for each
girder. Based on the thermal deflection data, cor-
reqtions were applied to these Ínitial readings to
obtain a thernally neutral basis for subsequent con-
par isons.

On October IO, 24 days after the initial camber
readings were taken, the bridge was opened to traf-
fic. On Àpril 29 of the following year, 202 days
after the bridge was placed in service and 226 days
after the initial long-term camber readings $rère
recorded, the final ca¡nber measurements gJere re-
corded. By using the thermal data that were re-
corded simultaneously, the final readings were cor-
rected to obtain the thernally neutral position of
the girders. Vlíth the exception of girder 5, the
initial and final readings were virtually the sane.
For girders 6 , 'l , and I there !¡as a 0.01- to
0.02-in. increase ín canber. Because a clifference
of this order of magnitude is weII within the ex-
pecteal experimental error involvecl in reinstalling
the deflection scales, it is reasonable to conclutle
that there was no long-tern camber loss of any prac-
tical consequence in either of these girders. AL-
though these data indicate that girder 5 experienced
an increase in ca¡nber of 0.I3 in., it is not likely
that this was the case. It is more likely that this
result can be attributed to experinental error, aI-
though it is higher than expected. Therefore, ít is
concluded that there rras no camber loss of any prac-
tical signifícance in the span during the 226-day
period, which included 202 days under service
load ing.

CAICULATED VERSUS ACTUAL CAIqBER LOSS

OF HEAT-CURVED GIRDERS

Vlhen bridge gírders are to be heat treated to obtain
horizontal curvature, the current AASHTO specifica-
t;ions for highway bridges require that an additional
amount of camber be includecl in then iluring fabrica-
tíon to compensate for possible losses during ser-
vice as residual stresses dissipate (3). The anount
of camber (inclucling that v¡hich would be needed to
offset anticipated ilead-Ioad ileflections) is given
in the specification as

A = (ADL/^m) [A* + (o.o2L2Fy/EYo)l

where

ADt = camber (in.) at any point along the length L
calculated by usual procedures to compensate
for deflection causecl by dead loads or any
other specified loads,

A,n = maxinun value of A¡¡ (in.) within the lengÈh
L,

E = no¿lulus of elasticity (ksi) ¡
Fv = specifled minimu¡n yield point (ksi) of the- girder fl-ânge,
Yo = distance fron the neutral axis to the ex-

treme outer fiber (in.) (¡naximum distance
for nonsymrnetrical sections), ancl
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L = span length (in.) for sínple spans or the
distance between a sinple end support and
the ¿lead-loacl contraflexure point for
continuous spans.

[NoÈe¡ Part of the canber loss is attributab].e to
construction loads and wil-I occur during construc-
tion of the bridge; total cârnber loss will be com-
plete aftêr several months of in-service loads.
Therefore, a portion of the canber increase (approx-
inately 50 percent) should be included in the bridge
profile. Carnber losses of this nature (but gener-
ally snaller ín magnitude) are also known to occur
in straight bea¡ns and girders.l

Actually, onl-y the second portion of the AASHTO
formula pertains to the additional canber allonance
for heat curving. This part of the relationshlp was
presented by Brockênbrough (3) in 1970 as

A. = o.o2L2FylEYo Ø)

where ôr is the residual deflection to be offseÈ
by an increase in vertical canber at Èhe point of
naxi¡num dead-load canber.

Because the test structure is a simple span, the
maximum dead-Ioatl ca¡nber is at nidspan. In addi-
tion, the flange plate thickness changes at certain
points along the length of the girder, which results
in a nonsymrnetrical section. Noting that the speci-
fications assurne that 50 percent of the ca¡nber loss
occurs during constructíon and the remainder occurs
under service loailing, the values for additional
canber were calculated fron Equation 4. For the
construction loading, the steel section Yo was
used, and for the service loading the composite
section Yo was used. This resulted in separate
calculations for the construction and the service
loadings. The calculateil ca¡nber loss values are
conpared ¡¡ith the rûeasured values in Table 4.

The canber losses câlculated for the construction
loads ranged fron 1.16 to 1.20 in., with an average
of 1.19 in. for the four girders. The measured can-
ber losses ranged fron 0.24 to 0.31 ln.r with an av-
erage of 0.28 in.' only 24 percent of that predicted
by the for¡nula. The camber losses calculated for
the service loads ranged from 0.90 to 0.95 in., with
an average of 0.92 ln. for the four gírders. As
discussed earlier, no service load ca¡nber loss was
¿letecte¿l in the fíeld.

The total canber loss calculated for the four
girders ranged from 2.09 to 2.11 in., with an aver-
age of 2.10 in. The total canber losses neasured
were only those classified as constructlon losses
and averaged 0.28 in., only about L3 percent of the
average of those calculated for the four girders.

It should be note¿l that the radii of curvature of
the four gírders comprising the test span hrere
greater than 800 ft, whereas those investigateil by
Brockenbrough were curved to radii in the 200- to
500-ft range (3). The shorter radii of curvature
vrere developetl by applying heat to a greater portion
of the flange width. The relative residual vertical
curvature renaining after loading v¡as also greater
in the shorter radii girclers. Of the five girders
investigated by Brockenbrough, all had radii of cur-
vature less than 300 ft when curveil vrith type 3 heat
(one-quarter of the flange width heated) an¿l less
than 470 ft when curveil with tlÞe 2 heat (one-sixth
of the flange v¡idth heated). Brockenbroughts rela-
tionship for the increase in vertical canber (Equâ-
tion 4) would thus appear to be applicable to gircl-
ers heat curve¿l to consi¿lerably shorter ra¿lii than
those tested in this study. Becausê the degree of
heating and the radíus of curvature appear to be re-
Iated, residual stresses and thus loss of catnber

(3)
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TABLE 4 Calculated Versus Actual Camber Loss of Heat'Curved Girders
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Span Radius of
Girder Length Curvature
No. (fÐ (ft)

Steel
Section Yo
(in.)

Construction Loading
Canber Loss (in.)

CaÌculated Actual

Composite
Section Yo
(in.)

Service Loading
Camber Loss (in,)

Calculated Actual

G-5
G-6
G-7
G-8
Avg

138.45 834.51
138.5 8 823.84
138.72 813.18
I 38.9 r 802.5 I

4t.l
39.9
40.3
40.4

1.16
t.20
l.l9
1.19
t.t9

0.28
0.24
0.30
0.31
0.28

49.6
s2.2
52.5
53.3

0.95
0.91
0.91
0.90
o.92

0
0
0
0
0

Note: 4588 sleel; yield of 50 ksi. E = 29,000 ksi.

would probably be greêter in girders curved to
shorter raalii.

The results of this stu¿ly suggest that the AASHTO

speciflcations relationship (Equation 4) night not
be applicable to girders heat curve¿l to radii of 800
ft or greater. Consítlering the magnitude of differ-
ence between the camber losses measured on the test
structure and those calculatedr Equation 4 nay not
be conpletely applicable to girders heat curvedl to
râdii in the 500- to 800-ft range. In aililition' the
results suggest that the radius of curvature might
be a factor in calculating the potential camber loss
in heat-curved girders.

ST'¡iI!,TÀRY OF CONCI,USIONS

1. The results of thê study suggest that the re-
tatíonship given for the calculations of the potenr
tial camber loss in heat-curveil girders Iarticle
I-7-]-4 (c) 

' AASHTo stândard specífications for High-
way Bridges (À) I may not be applicable to girders
that have radii of curvature greater than 800 ft.

2. some canber loss from construction loading
occurred shortly after placement of the concrete
deck. The amount of carnber 1oss, however, was sig-
nificantly less than that which woulcl be Predicted
fron the specifications. The camber loss from con-
struction loads vras approxirnately one-fourth (24
percent) of that determined from the AASHTO equation.

3. There was no significanÈ camber loss caused
by service loading after the bridge had been in ser-
vice for approxinately 6.5 rnonths.

4. The average total canber toss, including both
construction and service loailingr was approxirnately
13 percent of that predicteil by the AASHTO equation.

5. Considering the magnitude of the dlfferences
betrdeen the camber losses measured on the test
structure and those calculated, the AÀSnTO equation
rnight not be completely applicable to gírders heat
curved to radii in the 500- to 800-ft range.

6. Because the amount of heat apPlled to the
girders ís related to the degree of curvature re-
quired, the results suggest that the radius of cur-
vature night be a variable that should be considerecl
in calculating potential canber losses.
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Observations tiom Tests on a Segmental Bridge

RICHARD M. McCLURE, HARRY H. WEST, and P.C. HOFFMAN

ABSTRACT

The Pennsylvania Departnent of Transporta-
tion designed and constructeil a postten-
sionedl segtnental concrete box-girÇer bridge
at the Pennsylvania Transportation Research
Facillty (Têst Track) locate¿l at Pennsyl-
vaniâ State UniversiÈy. The bridge consists
of tno independent eurved girders with a
stnply supportëd spän lènEth ôf 121 fr. (36.9
¡¡). The cross section of each girder con-
sists of a box section with side cantile-
vers. The main objectives of the research
program for the segrnental bridge grere to
nake field ¡neasurements on the full-scale
bridge, to study the behavior of the bridge
under normal truck loadings, and to study
the overload behavior to establish actual
safety factors. The acconpLish¡nent of these
objectives requíred temperature stu¿lies,
stat.ic loail testing of the bridge, overload
testíng of the brldge, Iaboratory testing of
inclividual seg¡nents, andl theoretical stuil-
ies. Thls research resulted ln nany obser-
vations for the design of segmental bridges
concerning temperature, longitudinal bend-
ing, and transverse bending.

The United States is faced with the severe proble¡n
of briclge deterioration. It has been reported that
105,000 of the 564,000 bridges in the United States
are in critlcal neeil of repair or replacernent (Ð.
There is no simple answer to solving the problem of
replacing and repairing these deteriorated bridges.
The task of correcting the structures will un-
doubtedly require many different technologies ancl
metho¿ls.

One of the ansvrers to this problen ls the use of
precasË, prestressed-concrete segmental construction
in ¡vhich the benefits of both precasting and post-
tensioning cân be co¡nbined aclvantageously. This
combined nethod has been shown to be an efficlent
and econonical ¡nethodl of construction (2).

Segnental briilge construction originatecl in the
United States about threê ilecades ago. In 1952 the
Freyssinêt Conpany deslgned a seg¡nental I-girder
briclge in New York Statet however, the technique of
segtnental construction s¡as not coÍìrnercially applied
on a large scale until 1962, when the Choisy-le-Roi
Bridge was built over the seine River in paris (3).
Since then segrnental construction has spread
throughout Europe, and the technique has been con-
tinuously reflned (3). Segmental construction is
now gaining worldwide acceptance, with ¡nuch use in
the Unite¿l States.

Engineers concerned with the problems of briilge
repalr or replacenent are constantly looking for
innovations and inprovenents in bridge quality and
econony. To this end, an experimental aegmental
brialge was designed and constructed by the Pennsyl- curb ond

vania Department of Transportarion !!). (5.i:jj;
A letter survey was also conducted as part of the

project. The purpose of the letter survey lras to
gather infornation on current designs anil construc-
tion problerns as well as to assess the state of the
art concerning segnental concrete box-girder bridges
in the United States. The results of this survey
pointed out the need for the establishrnent of na-

tional desígn and construction criteria Þ). Since
this survey, two reports on the subject have been
published by the Prestressed concrete fnstitute
(PCr) (6,7)

The nain objectives of the research program for
the experirnental segrnentat bridge were to make field
measurements on the fulL-scale briilge, to study the
behâvíor of the briilge uncler normal truck loadingsr
and to study the overload behavior to establish
actual safety factors. The aceompfishment'of-these
objectives required temperature studies, static load
testing of the bridge, overÌoad testing of the
briilge¡ laboratory testing of inctiviilual segments,
as well as theoretical stuilies.

TEST BRIDGE

The experinental segrnental brialge wâs construcÈêd at
the Pennsylvania Transportation Reseârch Facility
(Test Track) ' which is located at Pennsylvania State
University. thís facility is an oval-shaped highwayr
1 ¡nile in length, which was built primarily for
pavernent and bridge research.

The configuration of the bridge had to match the
existing alignment of the facility' and the span
length was controlled by the existing abutrnents.
Because of the curvature at the bridge locations,
the curved girders have full superelevation and are
on a gra¿le. The general planr elevation, anil cross
section of the experirnental bridge are shown in
Figure I. The bridge consists of tvro identical

'Àtf'-

ELEVATION

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION

Note' l'= O.3O48 m
l"= 25.4 mm

FIGURE I General plan, elevation, and typical section,
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sinply supported gírders with segments and joints
nurnbered as shown. I! shoul¿l be noted' however,
that most segmental bridges have continuol¡s spans.
Each inilependent girder consists of 17 segments that
are tieil together with longitudinal bar or strand
posttensioning tendons plus diagonal bar postten-
sioning tendons. Steet shear ¿lowels were used to
achieve alignnent during construction and to trans-
fer torsional rnorient after the girders v¡ere built.
Epoxy eras used as the main joínting rnaterial bet$¡een
the segnents. An open longitudinal joint bete¡een
the girders was selecteil to allow an independent
comparison of the two girilers.

The design specificatíons for the experirnental
briilge were from the standard specifications for
Highway Briilges of ÀASEro (!). These gtere supple-
nented by the Pennsylvania Departrnent of Transporta-
tionrs Design Manual (9).

The curve¿l box girder was designed for longituili-
nal tnonent by using straight beâm theory for the
dêad load' A.ASHîO HS20-44 live loading' and Pre-
stress. The ilesign was maale by using allowable
stresses and was checked for ultimate strength. For
transverse noment, the segrnents were deslgned elas-
tically as a box fra¡ne with side cantilever flanges.
At the bottom of the webs the frame was assuned to
be simply supported.

each girder was analyze¿l for torsion as a hori-
zontally curved bea¡n with eccentric loads- Torsional
design was ba'secl on a netho¿l presented by zia and
l,tccee (10). The cross section of the segments was

approxinated as a box section with'the flanges ne-
glected.

The abíIity of the joints to provide friction was
considerecl only for ulti¡nate strength conditions.
Accommodations for flexural shear were provided by
the posttensioned diagonal bar tendonsr and the
steel shear ilowels were clesignecl to resist torsional
shear between segnents. These joint ¿letaifs are not
necessarily representative of current practice.

End diaphragms were introduced in the enil seg-
nentsr which were ample in size to take the substan-
tial reaction forces fro¡n the neoprene bearings pads
and torsional anchorages and to provide roorn for the
posttensioning end anchorage plates. In additionr an
openíng was nacle to allow easy access by researchers
to the insíde of the box section.

The segments for the experimental bridge were
cast individualty at a fabrication plant by the
short-line methoil in one steel form with provisions
for adjustments. They were then hauled about 100
¡niles (16I krn) to the facility' where they were
erected on steel scaffolding-type falsework.

TN¡IPERÂTURE STI'DY

The main purPoses of this stucty were to ¿leternine
the dimensional leve1 that neeils to be considereil in
the heat flow problem for a bri¿lge structurei to
observe the tenperature distributions that occur
r¿ithin a cross section over a l-year periodf as r'¡ell
as to ldentify the rneteorological conditions as-
sociated Ì¡ith extreme temperature ilistributionsi ancl

to neasure bridge novements un¿ler the ¿lifferent
observedl tenperature distributions.

fnstrunentation

The instru¡nentation for ¡neasuring temperatures con-
sisted of an Estherline Angus-Model E It24 E nulti-
point recorder and 24 coPper versus constantan ther-
tnocouples that were located aÈ various positions on

Èhe cross section (1Ir12). The thernocouple place-
ment was perforneil after bridge erection by drilling
andl filling the void ¡tith an epoxy that was speci-
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fied by the nanufacturer as ther¡na11y conpatible
with the concrete (11).

The average vertical ileflections at rnidspan were
¡neasured by using six dial gaugesr v¡ith th¡o placeil
at each end and two placedl at miilspan. The dial
gauges were ¡nounteil to produce vertical deflections
that vrere perpenilicular to Èhe bottom of the giriler
(u).
tong itud inal Var iation

The initial portion of the thermal study considered
the possibilíty of a longitu¿tinal temperature varia-
tion. This investigation co¡npared 10 thermocouple
readings at hourly intervals for 3 different daily
cycles between segments 2A and 5Ar and segments 2A

and 9À (see Figure 1).
The collected ortlered pairs of readings for like

thernocouple posítions were then analyzed by simple
Iinear regression. From the regression analysis it
was conclucled that there Ì¡as no significant longi-
tudinal tenperature variation GU. fne longitu¿linal
study reilucecl the heat-flolr problen from a three-
ilimensional analysis to one with no nore cotnplexity
than two dimensions.

Transverse Variation

The second portion of the study observed the trans-
verse te¡nPerature distributions of the bridge for I8
daily cycles during the period starting on October
25, ]g78' anil ending on october 16, 1979. The set
of 18 daily observations was ilesigned to indicatê
seasonal extre¡nes as best as could be Predicted by
the researchers before the measure¡nents- Each trans-
verse te¡nperature distributon was cornpileil hourly
fro¡n the 24 therrnocouple reailings (LI).

It was foun¿l that there r'eas 1ittle transverse
tenperature variation in the horizontal direction.
Therèforer the heat-flow problen could be further
reduce¿t from a two-di¡nensional to a one-tlirnensionaL
state with the vertical ternperature variations re-
sulting in vertical deflections only (È) .

vertical Deflection and vertical Temperature
Distr ibution

The effect of the seasonal variation on vertical
deflection has been reported previously (llrI¿).
The observâtions indicaÈed that the maximun upgtar¿l

deflection was 0.72 in. (18.29 mn)t it occurred on
July ?, 19?9. Also, the naximurn downward deflection
was 0.fI in. (2.79 ¡nm)i it occurred on January 4¡
L979. The therrnal conditions on the two dates were
cornpletely opposite (11) .

The therrnocouple readings on July 71 1979r that
correspondeil to the naxi¡nun upr'raril deflection of
0.72 in. in¿licated a rnaxi¡num surface temperature
differential of 51oF (28.3oC) between the top an¿l

rnldheiqht to the girder.

Specifications

Currently, U.S. design codes do not specify the
consíderation of a vertical temperature distribu-
tion. Hosrever, the New zealand specification re-
quires the consideration of a fifth-Pov¡er tempera-
ture distríbution for webs anil cantilever flanges,
as shogrn in Figure 24. Alsor the deck slab above
the cells and the soffit are subjected to a linear
tenperaÈure distrlbutionr as shown in Figure 2a'
The PCI and the Post-Tensioning Instftute (PTI)
reco¡n¡nended as simplier vertical thermal distribu-
tionr as shown in Figure 2b, where the flange is
unifornly etarmer than the renaining cross section
(12).
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FIGURE 2 Thermal distribution assumptions for
design.

Comparisons

À comparison of the temperature distributions wíth
the Nêw Zealand specification indicates satisfactory
agreenent. The observed rnaxinun surf.ace temperature
clífferential of 51oF is reasonably close to the New
zealand recommendation of 57.6oF (32oC). Also, the
fielcl observations for the webs indicate that the
critical tenperature distribution that causes naxi-
mun upward bowing can be approxinated by a fifth-
order polynomial. In ad¿lition, the slab above the
box cell showed a linear temperature clistribution
(11).

The observed curvaturer which was calculated fro¡n
¡neasured vertical ileflections, was compared with
theoretical curvaÈures, which were calculated fro¡n
both the rnodified Nelr zealand specification and the
modified PCI-PTf temperature distribution. In the
modified New zealand specification the vertical
temperature distribution varíed as a fifth-order
polynonial fron 51oF at the top surface to 0oF
(-17.8oC) at a depth of. 47.24 in. (1200 mm). In the
¡nodified PCI-PTI nethod the te¡nperature was assu¡ned
to be 35.8oF (19.9oC) in thê 8-in. (203-mm) flange,
which is approximately teice the reconmended value,
and 0oF elsewhere. The observed curvature for a
0.72-Ín. (18.3-nn) midspan deflection agreed closely
r.rith curvatures calculatedl from the moilified Neht
zealand and PCI-PTI distributions (12). Horvever,
residual temperature stresses calculated from the
two vertical temperature distributions differed
narkedly (I2).

STATIC LOAD TESTING

The nain purposê of the static load testing of the
fulL-scale experimental bridge was to study the
elastic longitudlinal bending behavior of girder A
under actual live-load conditions. The tests focused
mainly on the deternination of experinental deflec-
tions and strains from which stresses were deter-
¡nined. The test results grere compared with results
fron a fÍnite-ele¡nent analysis and fro¡n a conven-
tional analysis. Numerous conparisons were nade
betrùeen observed and calculated quantities, but only
two are reported here. More comparisons.are avail-
able in a report by Mcclure and west (13).
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Testing and Instrunentation

The tesb vehicle for these tests was Ioâde¿l to con-
form as closely as possible to AAsHl¡o lrs20-44 live
loailing plus additional loadíng to account for thê
effects of Írnpact (8). The loading arrangement for
the vehicle is shown in Figure 3. The test vehicle
traveled from north to south and occupied three
fateral positions on girder A during the static. load
tests. First, the center of the vehicle was 5 ft
(L.52 ¡n) to the left of the girder centerline $¡hile
the vehicle crossed. On the next two passes the
center of the vehicle was centered and 4 ft (1.22 ¡n)

to the right of girder centerlíne, respectively (13).

FIGURE 3 Test vehicle for static load tests.

During the tests ¡neasurenents were nade to deter-
nine live-l"oad deflections by using tlial gauges, and
live-load strains were deternined by using electri-
cal resistance strain gauges. The readings for the
deflections when using clial gauges erere taken manu-
ally, which required the test vehícle to be stopped
when the front axle v¡as at odd-numbered joints so
that thê readings could be taken. The readings for
strains were recorded continuously by using a Honey-
well Accudata System with a half-bridge hookup for
tenperature conpensatibn âs the test vehicle
traveleal at approxirnately L.0 mph (1.6 kn,/h). There-
fore, tr.ro separate runs rvere needed to obtain a
conplete set of readings (13).

The live-1oad deflections for various positions
of the test vehicle were measured by usíng six dial
gauges that srere located on the bottom of girder A.
At. each end, two dial gauges \dere located at the
lower corners of the box approxinately I.5 in. (38
nm) frorn the abutnent pedestal. Two dial gauges
vrere sinilarly located at midspan. The clesirecl
tleflection was taken as the average value at the
center of the span with respect to the averâge
values at the enil gauge locations. All measurements
were perpendicular to the bottorn of the glrder,
which resulted in deflections that were also per-
pendicular to the bottorn (13).

Measurenents to determine live-1oadl strain for
atl posid,ions of Èhe test vehicle were made by using
electrical resistance straín gauges located at the
¡niddle of segnent 9À, which is at rnialspan. This seg-
ment was chosen because of the high live-loaal bend-
ing noment at that location (13). The locatíons of
the metal foíl electrical resistance strain gauges
are shown in Figure 4.

Deflections

Both experinental and theoretical values of vertical
deflection are plotted in Figure 5 accortling to the

I'
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FIGURE 4 Locations of electrical resistance
strain gauges on segment 9A for static load
tests.

JOINT LOCâTION OF LEADING AXLE

FIGURE 5 Midspan centerline vertical dellections for static load
tests.

position of the leading axle of the truck loadíng.
The nain theoretical values ltere deterrnined by using
an elastic finite-elenenÈ analysis for prestressed-
concrete structures rùith the use of SAP Iv. The
structural analysís progra¡n (SAP) is a general pur-
pose finite-element prograrn that was developed at
the University of California at Berke1ey. The sAP
rV version' first released ín June 1973 and revisecl
in April 1974. was used in this stuily (1¿!).

The varíation in midspan deftettion as a function
of load position is theoretically conposed of
sÈraight-J.ine segnents when a11 three axles arê
either to the left or the right of nidspan. Dlscon-
tinuities occur in the straight-line segnents when
an axle enters or leaves the span. Howeverr the
variation is curved in those regions where there are
axle loads on both sides of midspan (f3). rne curves
shown in Figure 5 are drawn through the data points
to reflect these conditions.

An exanination of the data in Figure 5 indicatês
that the experimental results are consistently lower
in value than the finite-element results, with a
maximun discrepancy of about 15 percent. This ten-
dency for the actual bridge to be stiffer than the
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finite-element mo¿teI nas reflected throughout the
study (I3).

ÀIso displayed in Figure 5, for the truck-cen-
tered caser is the nridspan deflection assocíatetl
with the leading axle .at joint 5 based on the con-
ventional bearn theory approach. This deflection of
0.455 in. (11.56 nm) is about 14 percent grêater
than the corresponding finite-element valuer which
indicates that the conventional approach used in the
design enploys a ¡nodel that ls even less stiff than
the fínite-elenent model (13).

Longltudinal stresses

If the bridge is treateil approxirnately as a straight
rnember, and if it is assu¡ned to be loaded and to
respond in the-vertical plañe, then the rnaxlmt¡n
midspan rnomenè hriIl vary piecewise llnearly as the
truck ¡noves across the span. Dlscontinuitles occur
as an axle enters the span, crosses over nidspan, or
leaves the span (!1). A standard influence line
approach gives a maxi¡nurn nidspan no-Bent of 2 1229
ft-kips (3021 kN.n) when the leading truck axle is
at joint 7. Thís monenÈ reduces slightly to 21133
ft-kips 12892 kN.n) ythen the leading axle is at
joint 5. Because longltudinal flexural stress ls a
direct function of bendlng no¡nent, this stress will
have the sarne piecewise-IÍnear variation as. does the
monent when the truck Passes over the bridge (f!.

The longitudinal stresses on the bottotn center-
Iine surface of the box section for segmênt 9À are
conparedl in Figure 6. The varlation Patterns in
stress as the truck passes over the span shott excel-
lent correlation betneen the experinental and fí-
nite-elenent results. Alsor the trend observed
earlier in lhe displacement conparisons is sub-
stained here¡ that is, the experimental results are
approxi¡nately 15 percent Ieãs than the finite-ele-
rnent results (!f .

tlotc: I k!¡ ' 6.895 N/m2
I ft = O.3O48 m

Trúck Før Fæl Righl

JOINT LOCATION OF LEADIT{G AXL€

FIGURE 6 Bottom flange longitudinal stresees for middle of
segment 9A for static load tests.

Based on standaral flexural stress calculations,
and by using the ¡naxinun ¡nidlEpan moment of. 21228
ft-kips for the slnplifÍed Etraight beam anal the
section ¡nodulus fron the design co¡¡lputations, the
¡naxi¡num flexural stress is 0.468 ksl (3.23 Nr/m¡n'z)
(13). This stress ls shown in Figure 6 for the
truck-centerecl case vrith the leading axle at jolnt
7, and it is seen to bê largêr than both the finite-
eletnent and experirnental values.
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OVERIOAD TESTING

The naín purpose of the overload testing was to
study the Ínelastic longitudinal bendíng behavior of
girder B under overload conditions. The tests fo-
cused nainly on the deternination of experínental
deflections and strains fro¡n which stresaes were
deternined. The test results Írere conpared with the
results from a finite-element analysís and fron a
conventional analysis. Nunerous comparisons \rere
made between observed anil calculated quantities, but
only a few wíI} be reported here. More cornparisons
are available in a report by Mcclure et al. [!).
Testing and Instrunentation

Girder B was tested nlth statlc loacllng by uslng the
loadfng frames shown in Figure 7. The loading frames
include four hydrâulíc tension jacks. Four openings

FIGURE 7 Loading frame for overload tests.

for the jacks were cut through the concrete bridge
deck directly above the jacks. The jacks were hinge-
connected to the steel loading beans at their top
enda and attached to the anchor assembly of the rock
anchors at their lower ends. The rock anchors were
drilleil andl grouted approximately 75 ft (23 m) belo¡r
the ground levelr 20 ft (6 n) of which were in soun¿l
bedrock. Each rock anchor eras capable of developing
a load of 500 Rj-ps (2225 kN), which was equal to the
câpacity of the loading beans used for Èhe testing.
Each loâiling beam consísted of two 27 x IL4 wiile
flange beans placed on a roller support at one end
and a hinged Êupport at the other. The beams de-
livered the loads through 2-in.-thick (50.8-mm)
steel plates to concrete pedestals locatêd over the
r{ebs to give a longitudínal bending type failure.
The load schedule called for an initial load of 186
kips (887.4 kN) r rùith daily increments of I00 kips
(444.8 kN) untll failure occurred. The loads vrere
monítored by separate pressúre gauges for each jack
anil verified from strain readings on each ran QÞ).

Deflections for all load íncrements were measured
by using dial gauges. Three gauge lines located at
the bottom of the girder yrere used as was previously
described for the static load tests. ÀIf ¿lial gauges
deterrnined the dísplacenents in a dlrection perpen-
dlicular to the bottotn surface of the giraler. Àfter
the girder started yielding, the dleflections were
neasured with an engineerrs leveI, whfch was set up
aÈ a dlstance fro¡n the girderr and two level rodst
whLch were pêr¡nanently nounted at the nidspan of the
girder (15).

Strains at the middle of segment 98 nere measureil
at each loadl increment by using metâl foll electri-
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cal resistance strain gauges. This segrnent, whlch
is at nldspan, was chosen because of the large bend-
ing nonent at that locaÈion. These longitudinal
strain gauges were placed as shov¡n in Figure 8.
Only longitudinâl gauges were used because bentling
was of prinary interest. AlI strains were read with
a Model P-350 Budd Strain Indicator, which used a
half-bridge circult wlth tenperature compensation
gauges Q!).

, 64.0"

, "54.O" >F 54.O' i itoic: I in = 25.4'm

FIGURE B Location of electrical resistance strain gauges on
segment 98 for overload tests.

Deflections

To obtain the total experimental deflection at mid-
span for any load, the pernanent set was added to
the measure¿l deflection. This was necessary so that
all experimental deflections were measured fro¡n the
sane origin. The experirnental and theoretical nid-
span ¿leflections are shown in Figure 9. The data in
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FIGURE 9 Load deflection diagrams for girder B for overload
tests.

the figure indicate satisfactory agreement bethreen
finite-elenent and observêd deflêctions at a1I load
levels, with the finite-ele¡nent model once again
indicating less stiffness than the real structure.
The finite-elenent analysis was once again perfornedl
by using SAP IV, which was exteniled beyond ylelcling
by using the inelàstic properties of the naterials
(I1). Figure 9 also shoers the results of a conven-
tional prestressed-concrete bean analysis by using
strain compatibility (fq), shích indícateg satis-
factory agree¡nent nith experimental values up to
first yieliling.
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Longitudinal Stress

The pernanent set straíns shouldl be adiled Èo the
¡neasureil strains to obtain the absolute surface
strains that should be with the theoretical strains.
Hovrever' pernanent set strains vrere not rneasured.
Conparison of ¡neasured and finite-e1e¡nent strains
did indicaÈe fair agreenent up to first yieldingr
where permanent set strains were s¡nall- but diil re-
veal a devíation of results above first yielding
r¡here the permanent set strains v¡ere relatively
large (15). Figure t0 shows the comparison of ob-
served and finite-elenent strains at the niddle of
segnent 9B for a load of 376 kiPs (1672 kN) ' which
is below first yielding.

FIGURE l0 Longitudinal surface strains at middle of segment 98
for a load of 376 kips (1672 kN) for overload tests.

Cracking and Failure

ln the first and second days of testing, up to load
P = 276 kips (1228 kN) ' there s¡as no visible crack-
ing on the bottom surface of the bridge. In the
third day of testing' at loa¿l P = 376 kips (16'12
kN), the first visible cracking was observed at the
botto¡n surface betrdeen the points of loading. As
the l-oad was increaseil, cracks increased in nunbert
and those between the points of Loading wiclenecl and
extended toward the cotnpressíon zone. Nothing un-
usual was noticed until the eighth day of testing at
a loäd of 876 kips (3896 kN), h'hen two loud sounds
were heard at different times anil the pressure gauge
readings for the jacks dropped down sIiqhtly. It
sounded like a strand or bar tendon had broken each
ti¡ne. AÈ this load the cracks at joints I and 9

openeil widely and extended upward toward the top
s l-ab.

In the last day of testing, at loa¿l P = 945 kips
(4203 kN), t}¡o events occurred: first, a noise r.tas

heard and the deflection íncreased suddenly by 0.25
in. (6.35 mm); second¡ two strong sounds, similar to
those that occurred at P = 876 kips were heard, and
again, deflection increased suddenly by another 0.25
in. Pressure readlngs started to faIl offr but then
reached a constant value. As the load was slightly
increased to a load of 955 kips (4248 kN), the crack
at joint I opened widely and the concrete in the
compression zone crushed and spalled on t.he surface.
The rnode of failure of the bridge is shown in Figure
tI. on inspection of joint I' it was found tha! all
the longituclinal stran¿ls were broken and only the
bar tendons were holding the bridge in place.

The finite-element load at first cracking Yras

estirnated at P = 420 kips (1858 kN) r which is 12
percent larger than the observe¿l value. The cracking
Load calculated from conventional theory was P = 439
kr.ps (1953 kN) r ¡¿hich is 5 percent larger than the

FIGURE 1l Mode of failure of girder B'

corresponding finite-element value. Also, the fi-
nite-elenent load at failure was estí¡nated at P =
920 kips (4092 kN), which is 4 percent s¡naller than
the observed value. The failure load calculated
fron conventional theory by using strain compatibil-
ity was P = 901 kips (4000 kN), which is 2 percent
smaller than the corresponding finite-element vaLue
(1s).

LABORATORY TESTING

The main purpose of the testing of incliviilual seg-
ments was to establish transverse bending behavior
to augnent the data obtained fron fieldl testing the
experinental bridge. The indiviilual segments were
tested under si¡nulated field conclitions to determlne
failure no¿les. Experirnental results were conpareil
with the results from a conventional approach thât
used a frane analysis in the eLastic range and
yiêId-line theory to predict ulti¡nate behavior of
the sLab. NuÍìerous cornparisons were rnade betv¡een
observed and calculated guantitiesr but only a felt
will be reported here. More comparisons are avaiL-
able in a report by !4cClure et al. (17).

Testing and Instrumentation

Four inilivídual segments Ì¡ere tested undèr simulated
fielcl conditions in the strucÈures laboratory at
Pennsylvania State University. Each concrete segment
was supported between tvro steel end frames approxi-
rnateiy the shape of the segnent, as shown ln Flgure
12. The en¿l franes had provisions for torsional
shear dowels, diagonal tendonsr and longitu¿linal
posttensioning bars that coul¿l be tensioned to in-
duce the desired longitudinal stress condítions. Thê
four segnents \rere tested statically for several
loading positions. In the tests the loads v¡ere
positioned along the middle of the segment to simu-
Iate wheel loads fro¡n a standarcl truck.

Measurenents were taken v¡ith dial gauges to de-
ternine transverse deflections at the middle of the
segnent. Irleasurenents \rere also taken with wire
electrical resistance strain gauges to determlne
strains at the niddle of the segment. À1I strains
were read with a Mo¿lel P-350 Budd Strain Indicator,
which used a half-bridge eircuiÈ \dith temperature
compensation gauges (17).
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FIGURE 12 Test setup for testing of segments: front view (top),
and side view (bottom).

Deflections

The results of the tests indicated that the onLy
significant deflections vrere the vertical deflec-
tions of the top slab that were maximurn at the ends
of the cantilevers. Deflections at other locations
were extremely sna1l. Deflections aÈ. the en¿l of the
flange are shown in Figure 13. The data in thís
figure indicate that the amount of longitudinal
posttensioning stress in the slab also affects the
fl-ange deflection.

The theoretical flange deflection curves shown in
Figure 13 are for a sirnple cantilever without fric-
tion along the edge of the flange. The theoretical
curve used elastic theory up to first cracking and
was ¡nodified for inelastic stresses above first
cracking.
Ivloments

Experimental an¿ ttreoretical transverse monents r.rere
compared to deternine the reliability of the frame
design process in the transverse direction. ell of
the experimental anil theoretical nonents were for
the middle of the segnent, where the moments are a
¡naximum because the loads are applied at the middle
of the segment. The moments are for two static loaals
of 2O kips (89 kN) ' which represent the standard
AASHTo wheel loads plus ån allowance for impact.
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FIGURE 13 Deflection of flange in transverse direction at middle
of segment,

Strains from the electrical resistance strain
gauges were used to eståbLish the experimental
strain distribution at any section. The stresses
and forces at that section could then be deternined,
and the experimental transverse noments were calcu-
lated by using statics. Thè theoretical transverse
noments were calculated by the method used for the
design of the segments. This procedure is based on
the moment distribution method of analysis for a
rigid frame, and the load is assumed to be distríb-
uted over a length of segment (I7).

A conparison of experimental and theoretícal
noments indicated that transverse bending ¡noments
are the largest in the top slab, and that in al¡nost
all cases the experimental móments are smaller than
the theoretical ¡noments (17).

Cracking and Failure

A1l cracking and failures during the laboratory
transverse bending tests occurred in the top slab of
the segnents. Thêoretical cracking loads were cal-
culated by neglecting the end frames and treating
the sections as doubly reinforced sLabs. The flanges
were treated as cantilevers, and the top slab of the
box section was treated as a part of a rigid frane.
Theoretical ultimate loads were cal-culated by using
yield*line theory for the top slabs. A simple sup-
port was assumed at the end frarnes, ancl a fixe<l
support was assumed along the tops of the r,rebs.
Satisfåctory agreenent was observed between experi-
mental and theoretical cracking and failure loads
(!z).

OBSERVATIONS

- curvature because of temþerature is constant
along the length of gircler. Therefore, the
heat-flÕr.r problem can be reduced fron a threê-
dinensional to a two-dirnensional state.

- Little transverse temperature variation occurs
in thè horizontal direction. Therefore' the
heat-flow problem can be further reduced from a
two-dimensional to a one-dimensional state,
with temperature variation occurring in the
vertical direction only.

- For a staticalJ.y determinate or Índeterminate
structure, residual stresses develop because of
restrained strain from a nonlinear vertical
temperature variation. These residual stresses
can be calculated by direct analysis if the
vertíca1 variation in tenperature is known.
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- For a statically in¿leterninate structurer the
curvature from vertical te¡nperature variâtion
is also inportant in the tlesign. Either a

fifth-order vertical ternPerature clistribution
across the entire cross section (New zealand
gradient) or a uniform vertical tenperature
distribution in the top slab (PCI-PTI graclient)
can be used to predlct the curvature.

- Reinforcing steel nust be provided to carry the
total tensile force if the temPerature stresses
cause¿l by the nonlinear vertical tenperature
distribution or continuity-induced stresses
exceed the ultinate tensile stress of the
concrete.

- Elastic deflections and stresses fron longltu-
dlnal bending can be adequately predictêd by
using the finite-ele¡nent rnethod' with the
finite-ele¡nent values about 15 percent larger
than the actual values. A conventional tleslgn
can also be used to conservatively predlict the
values, with the conventional values con-
sistentty larger than the finite-elenent val-
ues. sone econotny in design night be achieved
by using the finite-eletnent nethod of analysis
ín the desígn.

- Inelastic deflections and stresses from longi-
tudinal bending can be adequately predictedl by
using the finite-element nethod. The conven-
tionaL design approach of using strain compatí-
bility can be used to conservatively predict
the failure loa¿l' but it shoulil not be used to
predict inelastic deflections.

- The only significant transverse deflections in
a segrnent are in the toP slab. These deflec-
tions occur under the wheel l-oails and are
¡naximun at the end of the cantilever flanges.
The elastic transverse cleflections can be
predicted by treaÈing the cross sectíon as a
rigid frame.

- Transverse moments have a maxi¡nu¡n value at a

cross section under the wheel loails. Elastic
transverse rnoments can be conservatively pre-
dicted by using a frame analysisr where the
fra¡ne consists of a box section with sídle
cantilevers.

- Transverse bencling failures of the top slab
were the prirnary node of failure, rtith the
flanges being the weakêst part of the segment.
Theoretical transverse cracking loads can bê
predicted by treâting the cross section as a

rigiit frarne. Theoretical transverse failure
loads can be predicted by using yield-J-ine
theory for the slab, with a sinple support
assumed at the edge of segment and a fixed
support assumed along the top of webs.
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Problems in Designing Prestressed Segmental

Concrete Bridges

DANIEL J.W. WIUM and ORAL BUYUKOZTURK

ÀBSTRACT

Prestressedl segnentâL concrete bridge con-
struction offers unique advantages over con-
ventional nethods of bridge construction.
As a result, this relâtively new method has
gained wide popuLarlty in the construction
industry. However, as wíth any innovative
technigue, there are sone design problens
associated wíth these bridges that reguire
attention. Experlence has indicated that
damage rnay occur at local detaiLs in these
bridges. Sone design problens that can be
solved erith the use of advanced analysis
methods to obtain a better understan¿ling of
bridge behavior are iliscussed. The finite-
eLement nethod, in conjunction with repre-
sentative tnaterial nodels, is ideally suiÈed
for providing a betÈer understanding of the
structural behavior and for obtaining accu-
râte response predictions. Two representa-
tive examples are analyzed and discussed to
denonstrate how to use these procedures in
the design process. Response predictions
obtainedl fron the application of Èhese ad-
vanced analysis methods to segnental con-
crete bridges ean be used as a basis for in-
proving ilesigns. Further examples are
given, and finally the importance and im-
plementation of such methoils in routine de-
sign are briefly discussed.

À darnaged loca1 detail in a precast segmental bridge
can adversely âffect the stability or safety of the
briclge as a whole. Therefore, special attention
should be gíven to the design of these details.
Eo¡rever, in sone cases standard design nethodls rnay
not sufficiently cover all crÍtical conditions in
these detaíls. The objective of this paper is to
enphasize that these problems can be solved with the
use of advanced analysis ¡nethods during the design
process.

As a result of the need for efficient, econorn-
ical, and maintenance-free structural systems,
structural clesigners optimize their designs by using
structural components and ¡naterials as efficiently
as possible. Precast segmental brídge technology is
an exanple of such a development, by which construc-
tion costs have been reduceal in nany cases. These
briclges consist of small prefabricated segments that
are asse¡nbled and prestressed on site (Ir2).

Despite the advantages associated with the struc-
tural efficiency and low ¡naintenance of the struc-
turesr damages have been observed in some fíeld ap-
plications. [ittle information ís available on the
long-terrn perfornance of these structures. A feÌ¡
exainples of previous probtens on these bridges are
joints that failed, spalling and honeycornbing of
concrete, instabillties during construction, and
various problems at locaL details.

In the fo]"lowing sections typical structural
problens that have been encountered in precast seg-
mental bridges are discussed. Tgro specÍfic problems

are then analyzeil and iliscussed to illustrate Èhe
use of advanced design ¡nethods. FinaIIy, the impti-
cations for future ilesigns are exanined.

STRUCTURÀL PROBLEMS IN PRECAST SEGMENTAL BRIDGES

A large number of precast segnentat bridges have
been constructed over the past I0 years, and on thè
Ìdhole the construction method has prove¿l to be eco-
nomically viable. Neverthetess, a number of engi-
neering probJ-ems that are unique to these types of
bridges have been encountered (2). So¡ne problems
that can be resolvecl in the design stage are briefl"y
discussed. Other problems that usually occur during
constructlon are not covered, but they have been
discussecl elsewhere (2).

Concrete has spalled off or cracked on several of
these bridges. Gerwick (f) and Lin and Redfield (4)
reported that concrete was crushed at prestressing
tendon anchors in the Colunbia River crossing
bridges. A large nunber of prestressing ducÈs ín
thin slabs also caused spalling Õn these struc-
tures. Casey (5) indicated thaÈ an overly complex
cross section nade it difficuLt to compact the con-
crete, and this 1e¿l to honeyconbing. Expensive re-
medial measures then offset nuch of the cost sav-
ings. In a box-girder bridge with external tendons,
severe cracks developed in the anchor diaphragm,
which resulted in closure of the structure to traf-
fic (6). Additional vertical prestressing and ex-
tensive groutíng v¡ere necessary to prevent further
crack growth. A si¡nilar exanple is analyzed and
discussed in more ¿letâit in the next section of this
Paper.

cracks and thermal defornations occurred on a
nu¡nber of bridges while manufacturing ând curing the
segments. For example, Iarge cracks developed in
the segnent wíngs of the Zih¡aukee Bridge after cur-
ing, but thê majority of these cracks closed after
transverse prestressing was applied. Shrínkage and
ther¡naI expansion and contraction probably cause¿t
these cracks (7). The renaining large cracks were
fiüed with epoxy, and additional prestressing was
added to limit further cracking iluring operational
use.

Creep ancl shrinkage defornations of concrete sig-
nificantly affect the deflections of the structure.
Thus the shapes of the segnents have to be adjustecl
so that large secondary motnents are not introduced
when two adjacent sections of the bridge are joined
together. This problen is especially troubleso¡ne
when the two parts do not ileflect by the same
a¡nount. Several research projects have focused on
the time-dependent behavior of segmentally con-
structed briilges, and a number of nu¡nerical nethods
have been ¿leveloped to predict the creep, shrinkage,
and elastic deflections during . the life of the
bridge (9-!!). These nethods have been used r,rith
varyíng degrees of success. On the najority of
bridges the actual deflections compared favorably
with the predicted values, but discrepancies oc-
curred on sone projects (IZ). fn cast-in-place
bridges these differences can be remedied while
casting the new segnent. However, shi¡ns or special
wet segnents have to be used for precast bridges,
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but these methods may not Provide a satisfactory
solutíon.

Shear keys on the contact faces between segments
provide shear strength ancl ensure that adjacent seg-
ments can be positione¿l accurately cluring construc-
tion. Epoxy bonding agents are usually applied on

these surfaces to protect the prestressing tendons
from corrosion, to provicle a¿lditional shear
strength, and to assist in placing the segments
while erecting the bridge. On a number of earlier
bridges the epoxy failecl to reach the required
strength before additional segments were ailded, and

some of these shear keys were crushe¿l (5112rÀ1).

Analvsis of Local Distress

The large costs that are involved in constructing
prestresse¿l segmental bridges reguire that prècau-
tions be taken to prevent damages in these bridgest
such as danagèd bearings and delaminatíons and
cracks in the concrete. Cracks shoulal be prevented
fron forming or kept to a miní¡num because they ¡night
result in corrosion of Èhe reinforcement and deteri-
oration of th€ concrete. The complex geometries an¿l

¡naterial behaviors of these bridges differ substan-
tially fron those of norrnâl building-type struc-
tures, and therefore conventional techniques may not
apply in designing details.

One example is the design of anchor blocks' where
standard design nethods are based on the behavior of
rectangular beatns. If the geornetry differs from
this fornr the calculated stress distributions will
be incorrect and the design rnight be unconserva-
tive. Material properties also play an inportant
role in the behavior of a structure. The engineer
should use realistic and representative values anil
¡nodels for the strength, stiffness, an¿l time-depen-
dent properties of the materials. often empirical
data are not sufficiently accurate for complex
structures. If there is any doubt about the charac-
teristícs of the concrete, representative tests
should be perforned to ensure that the design data
are consistent wíth Èhe naterí41 that ldill finally
be used in the bridge. Further' it might be neces-
sary Èo make additional adjustments during construc-
tion if the concrete properties change.

Two selêcte¿l problems are considered in the fol-
towing subsections to demonstrate how refined meth-
ods can be used to nore closely approxinate the ac-
tual deformations and stress distributions in a

bridge. The objectíve is to indicate that these
¡nethods can provide realistic answers to complex
problens in bridge design. The effect of sharp de-
viations in the prestressing tèndons are fírst in-
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vestigated. Then the creep and shrinkage ¿leforna-
tions under dead loails and prestressing forces are
calculated.

The specifíc details assume¿l in these analyses do

not refer to any particular structure. The objec-
tive of this presentation is to provide an under-
standing of the problems in general, ancl to descrÍbe
methoals that can ídentify anit clarify these problems
during the design stages.

spalling and cracking of concrete at Prestressing
Tendon Locations

Stress concentrations generally occur at positions
where prestressing tendons are sharply curved or at
anchor locatlons. An analysis is presented of a

torsion diaphragm that also serves as an anchor
block for prestressing tendons. This diaphragm is
locâted above lhe supports of a rnultispan continuous
bridge. The tendons are sharpLy curved in this
anchor diaphragrn, and the concern is whether cracks
rnight develop in this region.

Analysis

The anchor region of the bridge in Figure I is ana-
lyzed to deterrnine whether cracks night develop from
the stress concentrations around the tendons. The
finite-element method ís used for this purpose. No

details will be given regarding this method' and

readers are referred to the available texts on this
topic (14r15). what assumptions have been made in
these analyses, and how the prestressing forces have

been incorporatedr are discussecl. The results of
these anal-yses are discussed later ín this sub-
section.

Two different two-dimensional plane stress analy-
ses are perforned on the concrete box girder. These
analyses are for an assumed cross-sectional detail
at the anchor diaphragm, as shovrn in Figure 2, and
for a corresponding tong section of the anchor re-
gion, as shown in Figure 3. These sections are as-
sumed to be sl¡mnetrical about their centerlines.
Figures 4 and 5 show the finite-element meshes and
the boundary conditions that are a¿lopted to repre-
sent the s)4nmetry.

concrete ís a nonlinear naterial in which defor-
mations are not proportional to applied loads and
strains are not proportional to the applied stresses
(16). This is especiatly true at high conpressíve
stresses that are close to the failure strength of
the concrete. But in tension the stress-strain re-
sponse is approximately linear. The purpose of the
present analysis is to pre¿lict the formation of

FIGURE 1 Typical sPan.



FIGURE 2 Details of cross section at zupport.

FIGURE 3 Details of long section
through pier segment.

FIGURE 4 Finite-element mesh for cross-section analysis.

cracks in the diaphragm caused by the tensile
stresses that occur at the locations where the ,pre-
stressing tendons are sharply curved. Because ten-
sile cracks for¡n in concrete at' relatively low
stresses, a Iinear analysis provídes sufficiently
accurate answers.

Reinforcing steel introduces additional stiffness
and strength in concrete, and in the finite-elenent
analysÍs of a reinforced-concrete structure the ef-
fect of reinforcement rnay be conveniently nodeled
with the use of the smeared-reinforcenent concept
(12). The finite-elernent analysis program used for
the present study includes thís capability. But
Iight reinforcement usuälly included in the torbion
diaphragm under consideratíon does not significantly
affect the crack predictions, and thus it may be ig-
nored.

In both cases a thin section of the anchor block
is analyzeil so that the stresses ¿lo not change sig-
nificantll¡ through the thickness. Thus it is not
necessary to perform a three-dínensíona1 analysis; a
two-dinensional (plane stress) approach is consid-
ered to be a¿lequate.

For the purpose of this exanple, a bridge is con-
sidered that is prestressed in both the longitu¿linal
and thè transverse directions. Transverse prè-
stressing is applied in the top slab of the box sec-
tion by bonded pretensíoned reinforcement. Prè-
stressing in the longitudinal direction is applied
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FIGURE 5 Finite element for long section
analysis.

with posttensioned bonded tendons. The longitudinal
prestressing tendons are sharply curved in the an-
chor block. This introcluces J.arge vertical forces
on the cross section, which are taken into account
in both analyses.

In the analysis thê transverse prestressing
forces are applied as nodal forces on the finite-
element nodes. Equivalent forces are calculated to
represent the prestressing as accurately as possi-
ble. Because the pretensioned tendons are fully
bonded to the concrete, it can be assumed that the
total prestressing force is transmitted to the con-
crete by uniformly distributed bond stresses. These
forces act along the tendon, and all forces should
therefore be applied along that line. This restric-
tion would dictate where the finite-ele¡nent nodes
should be placed. As an alternat.ive, equivalent
noclal forces can be calculated to represent the ef-
fect of the prestressing force at the boundary of
each fínite elenent. Displacenent interpolation
functíons for the finite elenents provide the basis
for allocating the representaÈive forces to the tv¡o
or three nodes on each boundary (I1).

The vertical forces that result fro¡n the curved
longitudinal prestressing tendons are applied as
distributecl forces on the nodes. The displacenent
interpolation functions are again used to convert
these distributed loads to equivalent nodal loa¿ls.

Experimental results indicate that the failure
strength of concrete is greatly influenced by the
stress level. Kupfer et aI. (fg) tested concrete
under biaxial cornpression and compressíon and ten-
3ion. Thèy found that under biaxial conpression,
the compressive strength of the concrete exceeds the
usual uniaxial strength. However, when concrete is
subjected to tensile and conpressive stresses in tr,ro
perpendicular directions, the tensile strength of
the materiaL is less than the tensile strength under
uniaxial stresses. These phenonena are best repre-
sented by the failure envelope in Figure 6a. This
envelope represents the biaxial stress combinations
under which concrete fails. In tr'igure 6a the two
principal stresses at a point (oI and oZl
are normalized with respect to Èhe uniaxial com-
pressive strength of the concrete. If the stresses
lie outside the failure envelope, it can be expected
that the concrète will have faíleil. The node of
failure depends on the type of stresses. If ,both
stresses are conpressive, the concreÈe will- be con-
sidered crushed; if one or both of the stresses are
tensile, the concrete will be cracked.
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1.O

glt¿
(b) Assumed biâx¡al failure envolop€

FIGURE 6 Failure envelopes of
biaxially loaded concrete,

Several numerical metho¿ls have been proposed to
represent these experinental results (lZrf2). e
sinplified moclel is used for this analysis (?q). It
consists of the criteria for the biaxial compressíon
region (!! ' a bilinear model in the tension-con-
pression region, and a constant strength in the biax-
ial tensíon region. This postulated failure enve-
Iope is shown in Figure 6b.

Therefore' the proposed strategy to deterrnine
whether cracks might form in the concrete is to
analyze the details with thê use of a linear elastic
nethodr ancl then to compare the predicted stresses
with the established failure criterion for concrete.

Discussion of Results

The results of the finite-ete¡nent analyses are pre-
sented in Figures 51 7' and 8. The deforned shape
(indicated by broken lines in Figure 5) is exagger-
ated to indicate the effect more clearly. Note the
effect of the boundary conalitions, as well as the
ínfluence of the prestressing forces on the deforma-
tion. Figure 7 shows the ¡naxí¡nu¡n principle stress
contours. In this figure ful1 lines represent ten-

FIGURE B hedicted crack location
in long section'

sile stresses and broken 1ínes represent compressÍve
stresses. It is particularly important to notice
the large tensile stresses above the prestressing
tendons in the cross section.

The ¿lirections of the princiPal stresses and
their relative rnagnitu¿les have been obtaíne¿l from
the fínite-element anaLyses. Of particular interest
are those locations where large tensile stresses oc-
cur i.n conjunction r.tith the conpressive stresses.
rhis is the case aÈ Positíons above and behind the
tendons anchors (see Figure 8). If such an analysis
is perforrnetl white designing a bridge' the engineer
can take precautions to prevent these cracks fron
forning or to prevent thern from extending if they do
for¡n.

cleep in Concrete

The tirne-dependent behavíor of segmentally con-
structed precast and cast-in-place briilges is of
great inportance in the design and construction of
these structures. sections of a structure can be
deforned or overstressed if the time-dependent de-
fornations are not predicte¿l correctly. Thereforet
it is necessary to use accurate nodels for the
structure as well as for the materlal so that they
represent Èhe actual bridge. These ¿lefornations are
used to calcutate the Prestressing forces an¿l to de-
ternine the initial shape of the bridge.

A number of nu¡nerical ¡nodels are available to
calculate these long-tern defornations. The metho¿ls
of the American concrete rnstitute (AcI) l22l and
the Comite Europeen du Beton (CEB) (23) are widely
used. Hovrever, these standard methods for predict-
ing creep and shrinkage have been guestionetl for
their accuracy. Bazant and Panula (2L) recently
suggested a model for better predictions. Àlsor at-
tention should be paid to varlations in the local
clinatic, naterial' and environ¡nental conditions in
cotnputing long-term defornations.

A method for predicting the long-term shortening
of a multispan bridge with finite elements ís cle-
scribed. The method offers advantages in (a) com-
puting accurate ¡naterial models for long-ter¡n defor-
mations, and (b) allolring flexibility for better
structural representation.

It has been shown that the long-tern ilefor¡nation
of concrete can be predicted nore accurately if sone
tests are perforned on the concrete (2!1. There-
fore, it ís possible to reduce the uncertainty in
the creep and shrÍnkage predictions. The nethod de-
scribed in this subsection is well suited for íncor-

PREDICTED CRACKS IN CONCRETE

(a) Experirental biax¡al failure envelope

FIGURE 7 Resr¡lts of cross-section analysis.
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porating such test results in the design of such a
structure.

Nu¡nerical Model for Creep

Bazant Q!) and Ànderson Q!) proposed a method for
calculatÍng long-terrn creep and shrinkage ¿lefornâ-
tions sith the finite-element nethod. The ¡nethod
for the uniaxial creep of concrete is based ,on the
following assumptions.

1. The total ¿leformation of the concrete at tinìe
t is the sum of those defornations that result from
the applied stress Ieo (t) I an¿t those deforna-
tions that are independãnt of the applied stress
Ieo (t) ] :

€(Ð=€o(r)+€0(t)

2. The stress-related defornatíons can be
vided into the instantaneous and the long-terrn
fornations, such that

€o(r) = { il/E(t)l + c(t¡') 
} 

o = o J(t;t')

where
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ignored in this analysis. ELernents of ¿lifferent
thicknesses are used. These corresponil to the total
thickness of concrete on the particular 1evel, and
no special provision is naile for the holtow box.
One-dirnensional elements with axial stiffness are
used to represent prestressing tendons. Initial
strains in the tendons introduce the prestressing
forces in the briclge. The a¿lvantâge of using this
approach, rather than applying equivalent external
forces at finite-element no¿les, is Èhat prestressing
losses caused by concrete creep and shrinkage are
taken into account through defornations in the
bridge. The additional stiffness of the tendons is
also taken into account.

The ínítial strains in the prestressing tendons
are calculated as follows. The bri¿lge span is ana-
lyzed with llnêar elastic ¡naterläL ÞroÞerties that
represent the stiffness of the concrete at the iine
of stressing. Unit forces are consecutively applÍed
at the finite-element tendon anchors. The force
Pii in tendon section i caused by the unit force
aÉ. anchor j is obtaíned from these analyses:

fi = f; - (Prif +p2ifi +... +p"ifl)

if there are n tendons. These forces,
ditional forces introduced by the dead
written as

tfl = {trl - ¡e] }¡fl] + ¡rDtl

where

(4)

with the acl-
Ioâds, can be

If] = vector that contains the prestressing
forces in the tendons (fi) at the tine
of stressing,

[I] = n by n identity natrlx,
' tPl = stress influence rnatrix with entries p.;¡,

t_f]l = initial prestressíng force vector, and'-
¡¡DL¡ = vector that contains the forces in the

tendons fron the dead loacls.

The initial tendon forces can then be obtained from

lfll ={ trl -[P] ]'1 [r- rDL] (6)

The correspondíng iniÈiat strains are caLculated
fro¡n these initial stresses.

Bazant (ë) suggeste¿l that the total tirne-¿tepen-
dent compliance in Equatíon 2 can be expressed as a
Dirichlet expansion such that

J(t;t') = ao + bo(t'¡-no n 
,,Þ, tu* + bn(t')-n-l {r-expþ(t- t')/¡-l } (7)

vrhere.air bir and ni are experinentally deterrnined
coefficÏentsl and ri are retardatíon tÍnes. Also,
the shrinkage strain ðan be expressed as

e"¡(t) = e,¡- Lo y(t -ìfi1t - t ; + ""1 (8)

where es¡-r kd, and to are coefficients that depend
on the eoncrete properties.

Note that the particular netho¿l does not nerely
require one single creep coefficient, but several
coefficients (as shown in Equation 7) are needeil to
fully represent the time-dependent behavior of the
concrete. It is important that the correct coeffi-
cients are usetl ín this nodel. These coefficients
can be obtained either from experimental data or by
calibrating Equation 7 to available creep curves.

In this analysis data fron previous tests are
used to illustrate the method (27,28). These coef-
f icients are adjustecl for the -pafücular concrete
cornpressive strength of approximately 5,000 psi.

The fínite-element ¡nesh and the deformed shapes

(1)

¿rÍ-
de-

(2)

a/E(t,) = instantaneous defornatíon at age tr,
oC(t;tr) = creep deforrnation, and
J(t;tr) = total time-dependent compliance.

Bazant indicated that a tine-step integration
nethod can be developed fro¡n these basic assumpÈions
to calculate the tine-depênilent defornations under
varying stress contlÍtions. This naterial law can be
vrritten as

¡.=(ÄolE,")+Àe" +Aeo (3)

shere

Áe = change in strain during a tine step,
ôo = change in stress during the time step,

L/n" = time-dependent compliance,
ôe" = incremental ínelasÈic (creep) strain, and
Áe0 = non-sÈress-related strain incre¡nent.

This model for creep has been incorporate¿l in a
finite-etemenÈ program for the anaLysis of plane
stress and plane strain specimens.

Finite-Element Model of prestressed Span

The center span of a five-span continuous bridge
r{ith posttensioned tendons is analyzed to dleternine
tlne-dependent deformations. ft is assuned for the
purpose of this analysis that the tendons are 1o-
cated outside the concrete andl that they are only
attached to the concrete at the anchors an¿l at t¡{o
intermealiate diaphragns, where the tendons change
direction (see Figure I). The nain objective is to
ca1culâte the shortening of this span as a result of
creep and shrlnkage in the concrete so that the ex-
pansion joints anil bearings can be designed accord-
ingly. Therefore, because the end spans are far re-
rnoved fro¡n this span, and because only long-tern
effectE at the expansion joints will be calculated,
it can be assumed that the ends of this span are
prevented from rotating.

Only dead-load effects are consialere¿l, anil be-
cause these do not introduce torsional or any other
nonplanar effects, plane stress finite elernents can
be used Èo nodel the concrete box girder. AIso, it
is assumed that the shear lag effect in the flanges
of the box girder will not affect the long-term de-
formations, and that thls effect can therefoùe be

(s)
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are shown in Figure 9, and the shortening of the
bridge is shown in Figure 10. Note that the defor-
nations inítially increased rapiclly, but then the
rate of change in deformations decreased. These

defornations only take elastic, creep' and shrinkage
effects into account, but short-tern effects of ten-
perature changes and horizontal traffic toads should
also be considerecl in the final calculations'

Variability of Concrete Properties

Because of variations in the way concrete is batched
and cured, and because of variations in aggregate
properties, conposition of ilifferent mixes, and en-
vironmental conditions, concrete fron different
batches have different stiffness' creep, and shrink-
age properties. This is so even for concretes wÍth
sirnilar strengths. Therefore' it Ís not possible to
accurately predict these properties with ernpirical
expressions. Because of these uncertain properties
the structural response is also uncertain' An un-
certainty analysis should be perforned to explore
how the response of the structure ís affected by the
uncertainty in the ¡naterial properties.

The present case study is extende¿l in this sub-
section to iLl-ustrate how Èhe shortening of the
bridge is affected by the variability in the long-
tern concrete properties. It has been found that
the predictecl stiffness, creep, anil shrinkage prop-
erties have stanclard deviations of 20, 22, and 33

percentr respectivety, with resPect to the average
material properties (24 ). To sÈudy the behavior of
the bridge uniler these variable conditions, a number

of analyses can be perforned with different naterial
properties. For this exalnple, three different val-
ues are assigned to each of the rnaterial proper-
ties. In terrns of the average (predicted) value
(o) and its standard cleviation (oo) r these three val-
ues are (a - oo) r cr âñd (c + o<r). The pre¿líeted re-
sponse for ninË selectedl cases are Presented in Fig-
ure I1r where different combinations of each of the

2oo toå. 
* åR*- ä, 

tooo r2oo

FIGURE it V*iubltity in the sholtening.

three naterial properties (stiffnessr creepr ancl

shrinkage) are used.
Note the wide range in the pre¿licted shortening.

It is clear Èhat it is not possible to accurately
predict the shortening of the bridge; the bêarings
and other suPporting structures can also not be ¿le-

signed to close tolerances, but thís uncertainty
should be taken into account.

The finite-element nethod, as previously de-
scribeél, is idealty suited for this analysis, where
the material properties have to be lncorporated in
the actual design. The exarnple indicates that it is
i¡nportant to cletermine whether the deformations are
sensitive to variations in the rnaterial properties.

APPLICÀTION OF REPRESENTATIVE CONCRSTE MODELS TO

BRIDGE ANALYSIS

Current design codes incorporate måny safety margins
that have been built up thróugh many years of expe-
rience. Howêver, ilesígn conditiÕns only reflect the
sometímes linÍtetl experience of prevíous designs and

experinents, anil usually it is not possible to ex-
tend these standards beyond those linits on which
they are based. Therefore' in applying innovative
design concePts that do not adhere to these limitsr
alteinative methods have to be explored to verify
the designs.

Research has been conducted on the funda¡nental
behavior of concrete v¡hen it is subjected to various
load and envirorunental conditions. This information
reflects the actual material response, whereas cur-
rent concrete design codes tend to reflect the prop-
erties of me¡nbers or structural systens. Although
these research results nay nÕt be used directly in
the design process, finite-elenent progratns have

been ¿leveloped in which they have been incorpo-
rated. As was illustrated in the previous examplest
these nethoals can be used to study the nonstandard
details to ensure that the material strengths are
not exceeded.

FIGURE 9 Configuration used for creep analysis.

\
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Apart fron these cases, several more exanples can
be given where standard building codes would not be
directLy applicable. Simplifying assurnptíons are
often inplicÍtly incorporated ín design rules ancl
can be justified for s¡naller ¡¡embers. fn larger ap-
plications these simplifications nìay introduce inac-
curacies that might not be compensated for by the
redundancies in the structure. A few examples are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Varíous theories have been proposed for designing
shear and torsional reinforce¡nent in beams, but
tests indicate that current design expressíons may
be unconservative for certain conditions (16). liore
advanced ¡naterial behavior should therefore be ap-
plied in the analysis of deeper beams and box gírd-
ers. In these instances the members resemble plane
seregs condit.ions for which biaxial properties
should be considere¿l to more accurately incorporate
the failure and shear transfer behavior of concrete.

Current design ¡nethods should be improved in ac-
counting for the effects introduced in statically
indeterminate structures by prestressing and thernal
grâdients at ultimate loads. Àpproximations would
introcluce inaccuracies that can lead to cracking and
crushing untler design conditions. The use of incor-
rect creep and shrinkage data in the design can
Iikewise cause inaccuracies in deformation predíc-
tions, which would result in distress.

Local details also deserve special attention, es-
pecially where high strêss coírcentrations can be ex-
pected. Tendon anchors, abrupt directional changes
in prestressing tendons, supports, joints, holes,
and cavities can also introduce high stress concen-
trations. Again, current design ¡nethods should be
irnproved for these cases.

SU!4MARY

In this paper a brief discussion is presented of the
problems that have occurred on some precast seg-
mental brídges. Sone of these problems may be at-
tributed to conventional design nethods that may not
correctly íncorporate the complex behavior of these
bridges. Tl¡o typical problems are analyzed and dis-
cussed to show how the finite-ele¡nent ¡nethod can be
used in conjunction wíth a representative naterial
model to study specific details. These naterial
models can provide nore accurate infornation on the
serviceabiliÈy and uttimate linit strength of these
structures. Therefore, such methocls should be in-
corporated in the design process of these bridges.
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Edge-stiffening Effect of New Jersey Barrier Walls on

Cantilever Slabs

C. SADLER and M. HOLOWKA

ABSTRÀCT

The policy of usíng New Jersey type barrier
walls along all major highways has been en-
dorsetl by the ontario Ministry of TransPor-
tation and Co¡nmunications. conseguentlyt
new briilges and deck rehabilítations have
¡nassive barrier walls along outside eclges of
bridge clecks. These barriers act as etlge
stiffening for cantilever slabs and have a

significant effect on Èhe distributíon of
Iive load on cantilever slabs. The current
code specifications for the design of con-
crete cantilever slabs were established for
slabs with rigid supports an¿l with no edge

stiffening. These specifications are con-
servative when edge stiffeníng is present'
The load distribution of a tlpical canti-
fever slab supported by an exterior longi-
tudinal girder was investigated by using
three-dinensionat finite elenents. The study
consiilered various edge-stiffening conéli-
tions and varying ftexibility of longitudi-
nal deck support. The results are conpared
with the netho¿ls given in the Ontario High-
e¡ay Bri¿tge oesign Code antl $tith other sitn-
plified nethods. As a result. of Èhe en-
hanced load distribution, a significant
potential saving in the quantity of cairti-
lever reinforcíng steel anil in the cost of
deck rehabilitation can be realized'

During the past fer¡ decades the nature of highways
and vehicular traffic has changed rapiclly' The

highway systen has developetl with the objectives of
prãviaing- for increasect traffic volumes' increased
truck loadsr faster speedsr and greater safety' The

vehicular traffic, in particular truck traffic, has

dranatically changed in size and weight' As the
heavy trucks have becone nore numerous and traffic
has becone nore congested, a greater nee¿l to confine
out-of-control trucks has arisen. consequently, the
nature of the restraining elements' which are de-
signed to keep trucks within their right-of-way' has
atso changed.

Initially, the railingsr Parapet wal-lst or bar-

rier walls were of sinple forrn, consisting of a post
and railing type. The initial use of wood gave way

to the stronger naterials of steel and concrete'
However, as truck size increase¿l, the post and rail-
ing t1¡pe were not sufficient to resíst collision
loads and coul¿l not reilirect out-of-control trucks
back onto the highway. Consequentty' the province
of ontario adopte¿l a standar¿l barrier wall that con-
sisted of a continuous reinforced-concrete barrier
vratl. The typical barrier wall used for cÔntrolleil-
access highways is shown in Figure 1. This barrier
wall is 450 tnm wide at the base and just more than I
m in height, with a total mass of 76O kg/m' AIso
shown is a barrier waII with railing that is used

for roads with pedestrians. These nassive barrier
walls are consiélered a restraint ¡nechanism ancl are
used to redirect trâfficr but not in a structural
sense.

In Ontario a popular forn of briclge construction
is the concrete- stab on longitudinal concrete or
steel girders. Econonicallyr it is advantageous to
minimize the nunber of girders¡ consequently, the
use of a cantilever slab is cÕ¡ntnon. A typical cross
section of a recently clesigned contínuous steel box-
girder bridge is shówn in Figure 2. The ¿lesign of
fhe cantilever is governed by (a) dea¿l loads, (b)

vertícal Iive loads, and (c) horizontal collision
loads. The dead-loa¿l effects are secondary compared

to the live-loail effects. The ratio of factorecl
tive-loatt effect to factored clead-load effect is
approximately 2.5 to 3.5 for a cantilever span of
I.5 m.

Current clesign specifications ¿lo noÈ take into
account the presence of these rnassive barrier
r.ralts. The ¿lesign specifications have not kept pace

with the development of bhe barrier walLs and their
structural effect on the ilesign of the supporting
s1ab. The effect of the presence of continuous con-
crete barrier walls on the ilesign of the supporting
cantilever slab is investigated. The presence of
barrier walls affects only the ¿tistribution of ver-
tical tive loads and coll-ision loads. Dead-load ef-
fects are not altered by the presence of barrier
wall-s.

CODE SPECIFICATIONS FOR CANTILEVER SLABS

current codes have been developed so that the canti-
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FIGURE 2 Typical section of a steel box-girder bridge.

lever slab can be designed on a unit length basis.
The unit length is parallel to the support line of
the cantilever. The AÀSHTO specifications (1) for
the distributioh of live load have not chanqed over
the past 35 years. The formulas for deternining the
effectíve length of slab-resisting Iive Loa¿l were
developed so that the slab is designed to support
the load independent of the end support along the
cantilever. For railing or cotlision loads, the
provisions ¿lo attenpt to take into account the pres-
ence of a parapett however¡ they do not take into
account the length of the cantilever. The design
mo¡nents are cal-culated by distributing the monent
caused by a concentrated vertical r,rbeel load or a
collision load over a prescribed effective length
(E) :

M (per unit length of slab) = (P . X)/E

where

lr1 = ¡noment resultanti
P = concentrated vehicle load caused by wheel or

collision load;
X = moment arrn, distance fron wheet load to sup-

porte¿l end, or distance from locatíon of col-

lision load to base of barrier wall; and
E = effective lèngth of cantilever slab resisting

live-load monents (see Table l).
The recently published Ontario Highway Bridge De-

sign Code (oHBDC) e) bases its fornulâs for canti-
lever slabs partly on westergaard's (3) elastic
method (AASHTO) and partty on a semigraphical elas-
tic method (3), as shown in Table 1. In the cases
of (a) cantilever slabs spanning less than 1.2 n and
supporting wheel loads and (b) barrier wa11 colli-
sion loads, the applicable equations are identical
to those of AASHTO. In the case of wheet loads ap-
plie¿t to cantilever slabs greater than I.2 m and
vthere the cantilever span is small in comparison to
the length of the supported end, the semigraphical
elastic method proposed by Bakht and Holland (4) is
specified. The design monent for live load is given
in the forn:

M(perunitlengthofslab)=(PA'/r){1/cosh[A'v/(c-")]] e)
where

Ar = coefficient (see Figures 3 antt l0);
y = distance measured along supported end from

the wheel loadt

(l )
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C = distance of concentrated wheel load from sup-
port end, measured along the x-axis¡ and

x = distance measured perpendicular to and from
the supported end.

Equation 2 is applicable to slabs with Iinearly
varying thicknessr but it does not accÕunt for the
presence of edge stiffening. The coefficient Ar is
dependent on the slab thickness ratio, the position
of the load on the slab' and the location Ôf the
reference point, as shown in Figure 3, which is
taken from the oHBDC. For the rnajority of bridges'
the cantilever span is less than 1.2 m in Length;
consequentlyr the AASHTo format was retained in lieu
of the more general form of EquaÈion 2 because for
small spans the variation bethteen the two equations
is ninimal. It should be noted that for both coiles
the cantilever span for slab-on-girder bridges is
limited in length to I.8 m.

TABLE I Moment and Distribution Length Formulas

Direction of Force Effect Idistribution Ìength (E), m]

Load Case TransYerse Moment Longitudinal Moment

AASHTO

77

Wheel loads
Collision loads
With barrier wall
Without barrier wall

0.8x+ t.143

0.8x + 1.524
0.8x+ 1.143

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

The present study was undertaken to determine the
effect of the presence of edge stiffening or barrier
wa1ls on the distribution of live-load effects in
typical cantilever slabs. A typicâI cantilever deck
section (Figure 2) was considered in the for¡nulation
of the mathenatical nodels.

the distribution of Iive-load effects in canti-
lever slabs is affected by the following structural
parameters:

1. Length of slab in the direction of the over-
hang,

2. Thickness of the slab overhang'
3. Èlaterial proPerties of the sIåb (rnodulus of

elasticity) '4. Presènce of edge stiffening,

0.35X + 0.98 < 2.1 34

OHBDC

Wheel loads
Cantilever span < 1.2 m
Cantilever span > l 2 m

Collision loads
With bârrier wall
Without ba¡rier wall

0.8x + l.l 5

¡4 = 1ea'¡ø¡ltTcoshtA'y/(C - x)l Ì

0.8x+ l.l5
0.8x + 1.1 5

0.35X+ 1,0< 2.1
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5. Longitudinal stiffness of supporting girders,
and

6. Locåtion and type of load.

Several of these parameters are kept constant or
specified in order to simplify the analysis. The
first three items are established as follows: slah)
span = I.5 m, slab thickness = 230 mm, and ¡naterial
property of the concrete slab (Es1ab) = 27 700 l4Pa.
(Note that Eslab = Youngrs rnodulus of elasticity
of a concrete deck.)

The parameters studied are 4, 5, and 6. The de-
gree of edge stiffening is varied by assigning ap-
propriate vãlues of the modulus of elasticity to the
barrier v¡all. The longitudinal stiffness of the
supporting girder is varied by assígning different
boundary conditions to the supports. The location
and nagnítude of the applied vertical and horizontal
live loads are as specified in the OHBDC.

The results from the nathenatical model h'ere then
compared with both code methods and with other ex-
isting $ethods of anâlysis (4,5).

FINITE-ELEIqENT ANALYSIS

Analysis of cantilever slab configurations was car-
ried out by using the finite-elenent program oUEST
(6). The computer program vras used to perforn a

PHYSICAL MODEL

,,FIXED'

SUPPORTED -------->
END
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Iinear elastic analysis of a bridge by representing
strucÈuraI elements with quadrilateral thin sheII
finite elements capable of sir¡ulating both rnembrane
and flexure behavior. The program is based on the
displacement for¡nulation of the finite-elenent
rnethod and considers all six degrees of freedom at
each element node. The nethod allowed any one or
more of the six degrees of freedo¡n (three transla-
tory and three rotational) to be constrained at a
nodal point.

Three different cantilever slab configurations
were invesÈigated. The cases chosen represent ex-
trene structural or boundary states. In the first
case a cantilever slab fixed at the supported entl
against aIl translations and rotations ancl has no
edge stiffening along the free edge is modeled. In
the second case a cantilever slab, again, is
nodeledt it is fixed at the supported end but has
edge stiffening along the free edge, In the third
case a cantilever slab that has the supported end
resting on a flexible ¡nedia is modelèdt for qxample,
a sÈeel plate girder parallel to the direction of
traffic. Thê free edge is edge stiffened. These
three conditions are shown in Figure 4.

The load cases for each of the three cases are
shown in Figure 5 and äre as follows:

1. An 80-kN horizontal collision load applied aÈ
the top of the barríer waII,

BOUNDARY NODE
RESTRAI¡(T

FREE EDGE

-l

.lr*t""

EDGE SIIFFENING
E L€VENT

8) FIXED SUPPORTED END _ NO EDGE SIIFFENING

L,A-l+=
\1

+|
,l

b} FIXED SUPPORTED END _ EDGE STIFFENING PRESÊNT

SECTION AT MIOSPAN

c) FLEXIBLE SUPPORTED END _ EDGE STIFFENING PRESENT

FIGURE 4 Cantilevel slab configurations used to model structural response for
finite-element analysis,
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DÊiK sãafloN DÊCK PLAN

a ) COLLISION LOAD

NOTE: {') WHEEL LOADS ACT AS CONCENTRAfED POINT LOADS

b) ,IOO KN VERTICAL LOAD

cl 2 - 7O KN VERTICAL LOADS

FIGURE 5 Load cases: magnitudes and positions.

2. A síngle 100-kN vertical \dheel load acting on
the slab' and

3. Two 7o-kN ttheel loads that act on the slab
and are 1.2 m apart in the direction nornal to the
span of the slab.

The verticaL loads were apptied at 300 mm from the
face of the barrier wal1. Dynarnic load effects were
not included in this investigation because the ef-
fect simpty affects the magnitude and not the clis-
tribution of the live load.

The process of modeling the structural behavior
of a cantil-èver slâb reguires an arrangement of
guadrilateral elements so as to closely approximate
the load-distributiÕn characteristics of the real
structure. Figure 6 illustrates the subdivision of
the idealizeal structure into fÍnite elenents. The

arrangenent shor.rn provides reasonable element aspect
ratíos and provides for an element layout that re-
sults in a reasonable resolution of the resuÌting
force effects. To avoid loca1 effects caused by
slab discontinuitíes, a width I times the cantilever
slab span is useil. In this way the condition of an

infinitely wide cantilever slab is nodeled. struc-
tural components that cornprise the barrier wall'
slab, and support beam are all modeled. In modeling
the barrier wall it was decided to replace the ac-

tual barrier waIl shape with elements of a rectangu-
lar cross section to sinplify the modeling for the
finite-element analysis. The only requirenent is
that the overall height and monent of inertia of the
barrier walt about the base of both the moilel and

actual barrier wal1 be the same. This facilitated
the correct application of the horizontal collision
load ancl at the sane ti¡ne closely approximated the
vertical stiffness of the edge-stiffening elenent.

OBSERVATION ÀND DISCUSSTON OF RESULTS

A total of three different idealízations, each with
the same three load cases' were investigated. The
results of the analysis are given in rigures 7-9.
The bencling monents in the direction of the canti-
lever span are shown as contours on a plan of the
mathematical notlel.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of noments for
the collision loacl of 80 kN. As can be expecteal'
the maximum moment occurs at the free edge of the
cantilever slab. The first contour is representa-
tive of the condition where no barrier walI stiffen-
ing is considered. The second and third contours
are representative for the cases where barrier wall
stiffening is considered. The peak no¡nent decreâses
by al¡RosÈ 30 percênt when barrier walls are consid-
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TABLE 2 Comparison of Results of Analysis (moments at centerline rveb)
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Maximum Moment. Resulls (kN m/m)

AASHTO OHBDC QUEST I;
Fixed-End
Support
Without
Ba¡¡ier Wall

Bakht(l):
Fixed-End
Support
with
Barrier Wall

QUEST 2: QUEST 3:
Fixed-End Flexible-End
Support Support
with wfth
Bar¡ier Wall Ba¡¡ier WallLoad Case

Withoul
Barrier
Wall

With Without With
Barrier Barrier Barrier
Wall Wall Wall

80-kN collision 39.2
66.14

100-kN wheels
2- to 70-kN wheels

45.5
86.34
4t.2

39.2
66.1^

45.5
86.34
36.3
32.5

18.8
3 5.04
3s.4
32.5

2s.5
26.3

10.3
28.O4
24.O
21.8

9.0
25.OÀ

r 1.6
I 1.9

aMoment at fâce of barrier wall.

ered. The boundary condition of the supported end
has little effect on the rnoment distribution at the
free edge.

The comparison of resulÈs for the various methods
of analysis is given in Tab1e 2. For this load
case, moment values at both the supported and free
edge are tabulated. Both code nethods (AAsHTo and
OHBDC) give the same results. The finite-elenent
analysis gives. nioments that are significantly
smaller than the code reguirement. If the barrier
v¡al1 is treated as a cantilever slab supported by
the deck, then the moments at the base of thê bar-
ríer rr'all can be calculated in the same fashion as
for vertical loads ancl in accordance with the code
nethods. Consequently, E = 0.8X + 1.15 = 2.142 Íì¡
and the live-load monent = Px/E = 46.3 kN'n/m.
This is 72 percent greater than that predicted by
the finite-ele¡nent analysis, but it is only 70 per-
cent of the code predictions. At the supporteil encl
of the cantíÌever slab the finite-êlement results
are at least 50 percent snå1ler than the code val-
ues. It is obvious that for the cantilever slab
with lhis type of concrete barrier w411, the provi-
sions of both coiles are extremely conservative.

Figure I shows the distribution of bending mo-
nents for a 10o-kN vertical load. DirecLIy under

a) OUEST RUN No. 1

Èhe wheel l-oads and for all three conditions there
are local positive bending mo¡nents. At the sup-
ported end of the cantilever slab the moments are
negative. As expected' there is no mornent at the
free edge of the unstiffened caset however, there
are s¡nall negative nonents at the free edge for the
stiffened cases. with no barrier erall, thè finite-
element result of 35.4 kN'm,/¡n indicates satisfac-
tory correlation to the OHBDC value of 36.6 kN'm/m
and the A.ASHTO value of 41.2 kN'm/m (see Table
2). with the adclition of a barrier waII, the mo-
nents decrease to 24.0 and lI.6 kN'm/m' depend-
ing on the support condition. For the case of a
rigid support, this is a 33 percent reduction. It
should be noted that local positive nonents directly
under the wheèl point are of the same magnitude as
the negative moment when the presence of barrier
walls is taken into account. These are present for
the extrene case of point loads. rf a dístributed
load that represents the actual tire print is used'
this mo¡nent would be much smaller.

Figure 9 shows the moment contours for the load-
ing case of two adjacent wheel loads. This case
represents typical dual-axle loads where there is an
interaction of the tvro closely spaced loads. The
AASIÌTO code does not address this condition. The
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FIGURE B Moment diagram, 100-kN wheel (kN'm/m).
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a) OUEST RUN No. 1 b) OUEST BUN No. 2

FIGURE 9 Moment diagarn, 2- to 70-kN wheels (kN'm/m).

nethod outlined in the OËBDC for cantilever spans
greater than I.2 m can handle this condition. FiS-
ure 3 is used to compute the value for the coeffi-
cient At (Equätion 2). A conparison of Figurês I
and 9 clearly shows the difference between the t}¡o
load conditions. Local effècts are present at the
tr,ro points of loading. At the support end the mo-
ments are more uniform because the loading has been
spread into two discrete point 1oads. The various
bending moments are given in Table 2. The oHBDc
¡nethod and the finite-element netho¿l yield the same
result (32.5 kN.n,/m) for the condition of no bar-
rier wall. The maxi¡num negative monent decreases to
21.8 kN.m/m when the barrier wall effect is intro-
duced, and it further decreases to 11.9 kN.m/tn
erhen a flexible support is introduced.

The results indicaÈe that the OHBDC analysis,
based on the nethod for spans greater than 1.2 n,
shor,rs a satisfactory cornparison to the finite-
element results, not including edge stiffening. The
inÈroduction of a continuous barrier wâll causes a
signíficant reduction in the maximurn moment effect.
A flexible support causes a further reduction in no-
ment. None of the designer-oríented formulations
given in Table I takes into account the significant
effect that end support flexibility has on the load-
distribution characteristics of the cantilever slab.

ÀNALYSIS OF EDGE-STIFFENED CANTILEVER SLAB

The fínite-èlernent results for unstiffened canti-
lever slabs compared favorably with the OHBDC rnethod
for slabs with spans greater than 1.2 m. The OHBDC

method is based on a manual method developed by
Bakht and Holland (3). The.nethoal gives a sÍmple
procedure to analyze the problen of concentrated
loads on elåsÈic cantilever slabs of linearly vary-
ing thickness nade of isotropic materials. However,
the effect of edge stiffening is not included. A
subsequent paper by Bakht (5) takes into account ths.
effect of edge stiffening by elaborating on the
method givqn by Bakht and Holland (4). Equation 2

can be used with a new series of curves for Ar that

Transportation Research Record 950

") duesr RUN No.3

take into account the effect of the edge stiffening
as a paraneter of the ratio of the noment of inertia
of the edge stiffening to the moment of inertia of
the section of slab about its middle surface. The
introaluction of an edge-stiffening beam in the can-
tilever slab does not change any of the essential
conditions. Figure I0 shows the graphs for the new
values of the coefficient as developed by Bakht L!).

The data in Table 2 give the results for these
coefficients in the column titled Bakht. A compari-
son of the finite-elenent results for the second
case to these methods indicates a satisfactory com-
parison, with the. former results generally being
smaller. For the single wheel load, the rnethod by
Bakht þ) underestimates the nonent by 6 and 20 per-
cent for the single and the dual wheel load, respec-
tively. Consequently, the resuÌts indicate thât the
simplified methods outlined by Bakht and Holland (4)
and by Bakht Q) can reasonably predict moments in
cantilever slabs that have rigid support. These
¡nethods can be also used for cantilever slabs of
semi-infinite length.

The flexibÍ1ity of the cantilever slab support
has a significant effect on the bending moment.
Hovrever, only an elaborate method of analysís can
reasonably predict thq noment values. The flexíbil-
ity of the support will vary with spani conse-
quently, the cantilever slab should be designed for
a variable noment along the supportêd end and conse-
guently should have a varying amount of reinforcing
steel along the length of the support end. From a
practical point of view this may not be economical.
The effect of nonrigid supports appears to be a dif-
ficult aspect to íncorporate in a design office.

The effect of edge stiffening is shown in Figure
11. Thè coefficient Àr is plotted as a function of
the ratio |B/TS. (Note that IB = noment of inertia
of edge bearn about the midcll-e surface, and IS =
moment of inertia of longitudinal section of slab
about its middle surface.) This graph shows that
increasing the edge stiffness to cantilever slab
stiffness ratio to beyond 15 results in a rninimal
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NoTE: SEE FIGURE3 FOR LEGEND
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decrease to the design moment. For the case shown,
the coeffícient A', which is proportional to maximum
moment, can decrease by as much as 30 percent.

The barrier walls shown in Figure 1 woultl gen-
erally result in a T{ÍS ratio greater than 15.
Sidewalks and curbs can also act as edge stiffen-
ing. The ratio of stiffness of a siclewalk compare¿l
to that of the supporting cantilever slab, which is
typically between 1 and 3, is of a nuch lo$rer magni-
tude than for barrier wa1ls. This reduced degree of
edge stíffening can stil1 result in a reiluction of
the naxínum tnoment on the order of 10 to 15 percent.

The effect of varying slab thickness is not con-
sidered by AASHTO and was not considere¿t in the
finite-elenent anâlysis. However, the nethods given
by Bakht anil Holland (:!) ana Bakht Q) dq c_o,nsiCler
slab thickness variations. For the geornetry con-
sidered, increasing the slab thickness ratio (82/\)
has the effect of íncreasing the peak supporÈ mo-
ments. (Note that t1 = =lub Èhickness at free
edge, and t2 = "Iub thickness at supported end.)
Figure 12 shows that this increase can be as high as
30 to 40 percent. Conseguently, varying thíckness
could effectively elimínate any beneficial effect of
edge stiffening. cenerally, the ratio t2/t1 cloes not
vary significantl-y in the typical cantiLèver slab
considerecl and thereby has Iittle effect on its
design.

ECONOMTC CONSIDERATION

By adopting the nethod of analysis given by Bakht
(5), a cost savíng can be achieved. By using the
current version of the OHBDC for the design of the
cantilever slab, the 100-kN wheel load will produce
a factored maximun bending moment of.92.5 kN.rn/m
at the ultimate 1i¡nit state. To resist this mornent,
the 230-mm slab with a no¡¡inal cover of 70 mn would
require 2200 mm2 of reinforcing steel per meter of
s1ab. This translates into 20¡¡t bars at 135-mm cen-
ters. By considering the effect of the barríer
waIl, the naximum bending moment is only 7I.2
kN.m,/n. The reínforcing-steel- reguirenent is 1600
nm2, or 20M bars at 185 mn.

It can be seen that a savings of 27 percent, or
600 mrn2,/m length of. cantilever, can be achieved.
If it is assumeil that the cantilever steel is termi-
nated approximately 1.5 m past the centerline of the
girder (see Figure 1), the total length of the rein-
forcing-steel bars souLd be 3.0 rn. With a canti-
lever slab along each sicle of the brídge, this
translates into a mass savings of. 28 kg/n of bridge
Iength. For a bridge length of 60 ¡n, the savings in
nass ¡vouId be 1700 kg and would result in a total
savings of approxlmately $2,100 (assuníng cost of
epoxy-coated reinforcing steel to be çI,250/q.
(Note that $l Canadian = S0.810 U.S.)

Less reinforcing steel is necessary when the bar-
rier wa1l is Èaken into accounti therefore, smalter
bars or a larger concrete cover can be used. These
two features increase the durabil-ity of the concrete
slab when it is exposed to deícing chenicals.

A potential savings is also possible for rehabil-
itation. During rehabilitation the existing sub-
standard barrier walls of many bridges are upgraded
to current standards. Often there is also a need to
widen the existíng bridge deck. A narrow wideníng
coul¿l be achieved by sirnply addlng to the cantíIever
length. By taking into account the better distribu-
tion of the live load caused by the presence of the
barrier wall, the structural capaclty of the exist-
ing cantilever slab may be sufficient; otherwise,
the existing cantilever slab woutd have to be re-
¡noved and replaced or so¡nehow strengthened.

Transportation Research Recor¿l 950

CONCTUSIONS AND RECOUI4ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The finite-elemenÈ analysis confirms that standard
barrier walls sígnificantly enhance the distribution
of live-load effects in cantilever deck slabs. The
maximum live-load bending monents in the direction
of the span decrease by 33 percent.

A general simplified nethod of analysis based on
the extension of a nethod specified in the OHBDC (2)
and developed by Bakht (5) can be used for the de-
sígn of cantilever deck slal¡s y¡ith barrier walls.
This neÈhod can be used for cleterrnining noments any-
where âlong the slabs, including areas of the slab
near ileck expansíon joints.

Several parameters that affect the behavior of a
cant.ilever slab subjeeted to live load have not been
considered.

t. The effect of construction joints in the bar-
rier walls was not consiclerecl. These constructiôn
joints have no reinforcement passing Ëhrough them,
and consequently a weak link exists. Because these
joints are still effective in compression but not in
tension, their presence nee¿ls to be considered. The
local discontinuity should not have a significant
effect on the deflection characterístic of the sys-
tem becâuse the overall stiffness of the barrier
wall would not be affected. Consequently, these
discontinuities shouLd have Little effect on the
distribution of ¡nonents.

2. The investigation considered only point
loads. In realÍty, the erheel loads are patch loads
of finite area, thereby spreading the concentrated
Ioad over a larger area. this effect rnay result in
an even better distribution and a decrease in the
l-ocal mornent effect directly under the wheel loacls.

3. The effect of nonhomogeneity of the concrete
slab (such as cracking, honeycornbing, and so forth)
on the load dÍstribution was not consídered.

These three itens should be investigated. Prototype
full-scale nodels should be constructed and noni-
tored to ensure satisfactory behavior and agreenent
with the theoretical approach.
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Proposed Replacement of AASHTO Girders with
New Optim ized Sections

BASILE G. RABBAT aITd HENRY G. RUSSELL

ABSTRACT

Structural efficiency and cost-effectiveness
of bridges built wíth pretensioned I-sec-
tions and T-sections and a cast-in-place
deck grere evaluated. Selecteil precäst,
prestresse¿l sections produced in the United
States nere conpared with AÀSHTO and Pre-
stressed ConcreÈe Institute (PCI) girders.
Spans in excess of 80-ft (24.4 n) l¡ere con-
sidered. BuLb-T, Colorado, and Washington
girders were nore structurally efficient
than AÀSflTO-PCI girders. Cóst analyses were
performed. on existing Bulb-T, Colorado,
$lashington, and AASHTO girders, and on modi-
fied counterparts r¡ith 6-in.-thick (152-mn)
hrebs. BuIb-Trs were found to be the nost
cost-effective gírder, with estínated cost
savings of L7 percent on the in-p1ace cost
of girders and deck conpared !¡ith the AASHTO
girders. For equaL span length, girder spac-
ing, and truck loacling, nodified Bulb-Trs
required up to 25 percent less prestressing
force than the AASHTo girders. Modifíeil
Bulb-Trs are recommended for use as national
standards. ways of inplementing the proposed
new optimized sections are suggested.

The standard AÀSHTO and Prestressed Concrete Insti-
tute (PCI) girders, types I through VI, vrere devel-
opecl in the late 1950s and early I960s. Standardiza-
tion has led to sinplified design and econornical
bridge construction (I). fn the past 25 years there
have been significanÈ advancements in the technology
of prestresseil-concrete design and construction. In-
dividual state high$'ay departments ¿leveloped their
ovrn stândards for irnproved efficiency and economy.
With new ilesigns entering the rnarket, the guestion
became: Hoyr efficient are the standard AASHTO
gir¿lers?

OBJECTIVES

This investigation was undertaken to evaluate the
latest prestressed-concrete briilge girder designs
being used in the United States and to determine
which designs represent optimum designs that could
be promoted as national or regional standards. The
investigation rvas Limited to bridges built with pre-
tensioned I-sections and T-sections, for spans in
excess of 80 ft (24.4 n), and with concrete cornpres-
sive strengths up to 7,000 psi (48.3 MPa).

SCOPE

The objectives were accomplished wíthin thè follow-
ing scope:

1. Current precast, prestressed-concrete girders
srith composite cast-in-place deck designs being used
in the Unlted States were surnmarized;

2. Creative' new concepts becorning available
through research were reviewed;

3. círders representing optimun

exhibiting strong potential for standarclization were
determinecl; and

4. Rêcommendations for stan¿lardization of the
nost pracÈical andl cost-effectlve ileslgns were rnade.

RESEARCH APPROACH

The project was divicled into two phases. In phase L
infor¡nation was collected throughouÈ the United
States on a regional basis fron selected highway
agencies and producers. Advantages and disadvantages
of the concepts inventoried were assessed.

In phase 2 structural efficiency antl cost-effec-
tiveness of the best existing designs, as well as
some modlfied ones¡ were evaluateil relative to the
efficiency of AASHTO sections. This included evalua-
tion of structural paraneters such as girder spac-
ing, span length¡ concrete strength, and deck thick-
ness.

A conputer program was ileveloped for use in the
pararnetric studíes. A relative unit cost índex was
assigned to gírder ancl ileck-slab concretes, pre-
stressing strands, and reinforcing steel. The cost
índex reflected ín-place reLative costs fÕr the
finisheil gircler and deck. Costs of materials and
labor were includeil. Data generate¿l by the computer
progran were used to determine the most cost-effec-
tive girders änd to clevelop design charts.

Survey resulÈs of phase L, conputer program tlocu-
mentation¡ and results of phase 2 analyses are
avaílable in a detailed report l2). A sunmary of
the cost-effectÍveness analyses and a sanple design
chart are presented in this paper.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Cross Sêctions Analvzed

Conparisons of the structural efficiency of existíng
girders indicated that the ¡nost efficient sections
erere BuIb-T, washington series, and colorado c54 and
G68 sections (2). BuIb-Trs have been used success-
fully in the Pacific Northwest. A set of Bulb-T sec-
tions was deveJ.oped in 1959 by Ànderson (3). These
sections, as well as the washington seríes and col-
orado c68, have 5-in.-thick (127-m¡n) webs. Strands
¿leflected wíthin the rpebs of these sections are
bundled. End blocks are also used in these girders.

Several survey participants expressed concern
about possible cliffieulties in manufacturing anil
transporting gírders with 5-in.-thick webs. The
nain concerns were consolidation of the concrete in
thín and deep menbers and stability of such slender
members during transport. on the other hanil, sone
survey participants believed that current AASHTo
girders can be improved by reducing their web thick-
ness.

At a neeting held in April 1980' nembers of the
PcI Comnittee on Bridges vrere asked about the nini-
num pracÈicaI web width to place and consoli¿late the
concrete in precast, prestressed I-sectíons. AII
conunittee members were in favor of a minimum web
thickness of 6 in. (152 ¡nm). (Note that these datadesigns and
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are from the minutes of the PCI Committee on Bridges
¡neeting held April 15,1980, at the Rama¿la OrHare
Inn, Des Plaines, Illinoisr J. Barker, chairman.)

Standard ÀÀSHTO briclge girders types I and II
have 6-in.-thick webs. rn a1l regions of the United
Statesr concrete has been placed and consolidate¿l in
these sections without difficulty. Therefore' ín
phase 2 sections vrith 5-in.-thick webs were evalu-
ated and compared ,wiÈh si¡nilar sections with 6-ín.-

All Dim.n.lonr ¡n lnch.r
lin = 25.4 mn

Type lV
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thiôk webs. Sections with 6-in.-thick webs shoultl
be easier to rnanufacture and transport than sections
with 5-in.-thick webs.

Existing anil ¡nodifiecl sections analyzed for cost-
effectiveness are shown in Fígures 1 and 2.

Structural Pararneter

The sections were evaLuated through a detaíIed
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FIGURE I Existing girders analyzed.
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structural analysis. Pararneters considere¿l in the
analysis incluctecl girder spacingr span lengthr deck
thickness, and concrete strength. Girder spacing
was varied bet\reen 4.5 an¿l 10 ft (1.37 and 3.05 n).
spans in excess of 80 ft (24.4 rn) were consiilered.
Deck thickness variecl with girder spacing. Concrete
strength for girders was varied between 5¡000 and
7,000 psi (34.5 and 48.3 MPa).

Developnent of Conputer Progran

To evaluate the effect of each variabler a paranet-
ric study was carried out. The nunber of variables
necessitated preparing a computer prograrn to analyze
each case and to generate cost data. This prograrn'

All Dimens¡ons
lin'25.4mm

in lnch€s

Mod. Type IE
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called BRIDGE, requiretl lnput of gir¿ler span' spac-
ing, and cross sectioni concrete an¿l strand charac-
teristicsi and relative costs of ¡naterials. The
prograrn ¿letermined deck thickness and reinforcement,
required number of strands, and cost index per unit
surface area of briilge deck.

The following assunptions grere rnade in program
BRIDGE !

1. Design confor¡ns to AAsHltO specifications g).
2. Live load consists of HS20-44 loadíng.
3. Girders are sinp.ly supported.
4. A typical interior girder is considered.
5. Concrete deck is cast-in-place and acts

cornpositely vrith the girder. Deck fornwork is sup-
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Mod. Type I
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FIGURE 2 Modified girders analyzed.
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ported on the giriler. fn calculations of the com-
posite section properties, the transformed area of
strands is neglected.

6. concrete compressive strength of the deck is
constant and equaf to 4r000 psi (27.6 MPa) at 28
days.

7 . Strânils are grade 270 ( 1862 tt{Pa) stress
relieved' with 0.5-in. (12.7-mm) iliameter and have
an idealized trilinear stress-strain curve.

8. Total prestress losses are constant ancl
equal 45,000 psi (310 MPa).

9. Initial or Long-terrn camber or sag does not
govern ileslgn' âs the ÄASHTO specifications (3) do
not specify deflection linits for concrete bridges.

10. cost of rnaterials, labor, transportation,
and erection of girders with concrete cornpressive
strengths between 51000 and 7,000 psi (34.5 and 48.3
r¡rPa) is assuned constant. The effect of increasing
the girder concrete strength from 51000 to 71000 psi
on Èhe in-place cost of the girder is negligible.

II. Relative unit costs of materials and labor
are constant for the cost analysis. ALl gir¿lers are
conPared on a connon basis.

J-2. Cost analysis cornparísons arg for precast
girders and a cast-in-pÌace deck. Cost of substruc-
ture and approach fills are noÈ consiclered.

13. Ad¿litional costs from the use of enil blocks
in all girders that have 5-in.-thick (127-mn) webs
are ignored.

Relative Unit Cost Indexes

Several factors affect the cost of the superstruc-
ture. Costs of material and labor vary fron region
to reglon, between states of a regionr between dis-
tricts of a state, and within a district according
to bridge location. An assessment of 1ocal and
regional factors was not possible within the scope
of this investigation. However' a cost analysls was
possible by comparlng the cost of the recommen¿led
sections on a cornmon basis.

From survey data an average cost was determined
for girder concreter cleck concreter reinforcing
steel., and prestressing strands. These average
costs íncluded naterials and labor. For girder
concrete, the cost also included transportation and
erection. Average co6ts eere then re¿luced to rel-a-
tive costs per pound of in-place ¡naterial. The
following relative unit costs for in-place materials
(including labor) r'¡ere used for the cost analyses:
concrete (girders and deck), 1 unlt per pound;
strands, I uníts per pound; reinforcing steel,9
units per poundt anal epoxy-coated reinforcing steelt
12 units per pound.

cirdera yrere compared baseil on the same unit
costs. The relative costs of materiaLs were taken
as the product of material weight and relative unit
costs. The sunrúìation of relative costs of materials
was then divided by deck area to give a cost index
per square foot. Ad¿litional weíght anil therefore
cost of concrete required for the en¿l blocks of
girders that have 5-ln.-thick webs lrere ignore¿l.

Optímum Cost Index Charts

By using the BRIDGE program, a cost chart (21 yras

prepared for each of the sections shown in Figures I
and 2. The sane relative unit costs for in-place
materials (material and labor), as well as material
properties¿ were assutnêd for aLl gir¿lers and decks.
A representative chart is sho¡¿n ln Figure 3. This
figure shows the cost index per square foot of deck
versus span length for an ÀÀsHTo type vI girder. the
solid lines are for selected girder spacings. Maxi-
num girder spaclng was set at I0 ft (3.05 m). The
tlashed line is an optirnum cost curve.
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FIGURE 3 Cost chart for AASHTO type VI girder.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect Õf girder spacing
on cost. For a given spanr as gir¿ler spacing in-
creases, unit cost per square foot of briilgè ¿leck
decreaaes. For an AASHTo type vI sectionr Íf gir¿lers
are spaced l0 ft apart, the cost per unit area of
bridge deck is 30 percent less than if girders are
spaced 4.5 ft (1.37 n) apart. Therefore, it is most
econornical to place girders at the largest practical
girder spacing. This fact has already been suggested
by scott E) and Jacques (6).

COST-EFFECTIVENESS COIIPARISONS

optimun cost curves were used to cónpare the cost-
effectiveness of selected gírdlers. Girder spacing
ranged between 4.5 and 10 ft (1.37 anil 3.05 ¡n). A
fe!, selecÈed cases are eonpared here.

Overall Comparisons

optinurn cost curves for ÀASHtiO type vI, Colora¿lo
G68, Washington series 14, an¿l Bulb-T BT72 girders
are conpared in Figure 4. These girilers are intended
to be used for spans in excess of 100 ft (30.5 m).
The data ln Figure 4 indicate that the Bulb-T BT72
is the most econonical girder for spans up to 135 ft
(41.2 m), and that the AASHTO type vI girder is the
most expensive.

!'lodified girders c68/6, series 14/6, and BT72/6
are compared erith an AASHTO tlpe vI girder in Figure
5. For spans up to 140 ft (42.7 ¡n)' the ¡nodífied
Bulb-T BT72/6 is the most economicaL and ^is, on
âvêrâÇê¡ about 3 percent cheaper than a modifie¿l
Washington series 14/6 girder.

Modified Bulb-Trs are conpared with AASHTO sec-
tíons in Figure 6. For spans from 80 to 120 ft
(24.4 to 36.6 m), modified Bulb-Trs yield savings of
about I7 percent when conpared wíth the AÀSHTO

t40roo
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FIGURE 4 Comnarison of optimum cost curves for AASHTO
type VI, Colorado G6B, Washington Eeries 14' and Bulb-T 8T72.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of optimum cost curYes for AASHTO
type VI and modified GóB/6, series 1416, ar^d BT7216 girders.
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FIGURE ó Comparison 
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t],ili cost curves for modified
Bulb-T's and AÄSHTO girders.

girders. For spans of 120 to 140 ft' cost savings
vary from 17 down to 2 Percent.

Web Thickness

Comparisons of Bulb-T, washington series' and Colo-
rado c68 sections with 5-in.-thick (127-nn) webs and
similar sections with 6-in.-thick ' (152-¡nm) webs
indicate that girders with 6-in.-thick webs cost 3

to 5 percent nore than similar girders with 5-in.-
thíck webs. Ho$¡ever, survey results from phase l-

indicate that sections with 6-in.-thick webs are
easier to nånufacture throughout the Unite¿l States.
AIl sections with 5-ln.-thick webs have end blocks.
Additionat labor anil material costs and girder
weight rèsulting from the use. of end blocks e¡ere
ignored. However, if costs of end blocks are con-
sidered, differences in costs of sections with 5-
in.-thick web versus sections wíth 6-in.-thick web
would be somewhaÈ less than indicated.

Cornparisons betrdeen AASHTO sections and nodified
AASHTO sections with 6-in.-thick webs in¿licateil that
¡nodified ÀeS¡rto sections yield cost savings of 6

percent h'hen conpared with AASHTO sections.

Effect of Concrete Strength

In all comparisons the concrete conpressive strength
of the girder ldas assumed to be 6,000 psí (4I.4
MPa). Sone girders were analyzed assuning 51000 and
7,000 psi (34.5 and 48.3 t4Pa) concrete. The effecÈ
of concrete compressive strength on optimum cost
curves is shown in Figure 7 for an AÀSIiTO type VI
girder. Conparisons inclicate that by increasing the
concrete compressive strength of the gir¿ler from
5,000 to 7'000 psí, naxinun span capability of a

section was increased by about 15 percent.
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FIGURE 7 Variation of optimum cost curves with concrete
compressive strength for AASHTO tlpe VI girder.

Effect of Bundling Strands

In the cornparisons given ín the previous subsectíon
strands viere assuned to be spaced 2 in. (50.8 mrn) on
center at midspan. Strands were positioned as lov¡
as practical ín the section to obtain maximun ec-
centricity of the prestressing force. Sorne girders
nere analyzed by assuning that strands vrere bundled
at midspan. Cornparisons indicated that overalt cost
savings and an increase in span capability from
bundling of strands were negligible.

REOUIRED PRESTRESSING FORCE

Both modified Bulb-T 8172/6 and AASHTO type VI
girders are 72 ín. (1.83 m) ileep. The nurnber of
seven-wire 0.5-in.-diameter (12.7-run) sÈress-re-
lieved strands needed in these girders is shown in
Figure 8. Plotted are the number of requíred stränds
versus girder span for dífferent girder spacíngs.

Because the ¡nocÌified Bulb-T Bf72/6 is 35 percent
lighter than the AÀSHTO type VI girder, it requíres
fewer strands. Therefore, the nagnitude of the
initial prestressing force is smaller. Consêquently,
existing prestressing abutments for AASHTO type VI
girders would be adeguate for prestressing the modi-
fied BuLb-T 8172/6.

The data in Figure I indicate thaÈ AASHTO type VI
girders can be used at a girder spacing of 10 ft
(3.05 n). Maximum girder spacing for the ¡nodified
Bulb-T 9172/6 is approxinately 8"5 ft (2.6 m) l2l.
For egual span, girder spacing, and truck loading,
the ¡nodified Bulb-T 8172/6 requires 15 to 25 percenL
fewer strands than the AASHTO type VI girder.

Spon , fl
FIGURE B Required number of strands in AASHTO type VI
girder and modified Bulb-T BT7216.

SI CONVERSION

Recently, new International Systern of UnÍts (SI),
netric, sectíons were adopted in Canada under an
arrangement agreed to by the prestressed-concrete
producers. For an unspecified period of tine,
bridges in Canada will be designed by using the new
¡netric sections, but alternate designs will be pro-
duced based on existing nonmetric sections. Because
the new sections are nore efficient than the exist-
ing ones, it was believed that the changeover vrould
be accelerated by the cornpetitive neeil to use the
new sections. Some of the new metric sections are
currently being procluced in Ontario.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the cost-analysis results discussed pre-
viously, the following conclusions have been clrawn.

l. For gírders v¡ith 5-in.-thick (127-nn) webs,
the most cost-effective sections are Bulb-Trs. For
spans from 80 to 120 ft (24.4 to 36.6 rn), Bulb-Trs
have 20 percent less in-place cost for gircler and
deck conpared with AASHTO girders. For spans of 120
to 135 ft (36.6 to 4I.2 n), the cost reduction for
Bulb-Trs varies fro¡n 20 to 5 percent. The next most
cost-effective sections with 5-in.-thick webs are
the Washington series.

2. In most regions of the United States it tnay
not be easy to consolidate the concrete in girders
with 5-in.-thick webs. Moreover, in these girclers
thê strands nust be bundled at midspan, anil end
blocks are neecled to conform with ¡ninimum concrete
cover requirements.
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3. By using gir¿lêrs with 6-in.-thick (152-Íun)

webs, it will be possible to econonicatly consoli-
date girder concrete in all regions of the United
States. Howeverr the use of girders with a 5-in.-
thick web will be beneficial where experience has
denonstrated thè thickness to be satisfactory.

4. For girclers with 6-in.-thick webs' the most
cost-effective sections are modified Bulb-Trs. For
spans of 80 to 120 ft, nodifieal Bulb-Trs have 17
percent less in-place cost for girder and aleck con-
pared rdith AASHTO girders. For spans of 120 to 140
ft (36.6 Eo 42.7 n) ' the cost re¿luction varies from
17 Eo 2 percent.

5. Reduction of toP and botto¡n flange niclths andl

web thicknesses of AÀSHTO tlPes Iv' V' and VI gird-
ers by 2 in. (50.8 m¡n) re¿luces the overall inplace
cost of girders and deck by about 6 Percent. sPan

capability of the ¡nodified sections is not affecteil
by these changes in width.

6. The overall in-place cost of girders and deck
is decreased substantially by placing girders at the
largest practical girder spacing.

7. An increase in the concrete compressive
strength of the gírcter fron 5'000 to 7,000 psi (34.5
to 48.3 MPa) increases the span caPability of AASHIIO

girilers by about 15 percent.
8. Bundlíng of strands at nidspan to increase

eccentricity of prestress ¿toes not lead to any sig-
nificant overall cost reiluction for the glrders
consiclered.

9. For equal span and girder spacing, rnodified
Bulb-Trs require up to 25 percent less prestressing
force than the AÀSIITO girders.

RECOMIqENDATIONS

Based on the conclusions in the previous sectiont
the following actions are recom¡nendecl:

I . r,rodif ied Bulb-T g iralers with 6-in. -thick
(I52-mm) $rebs are recommended for use as national
standar¿l precastr prestressed-concrete bridge gird-
ers in the United States for spans fro¡n 80 to 140 ft
(24.4 to 42.7 nl ¡

2. cirder spacing should be as large as pos-
sible; and

3. If ¡netrication is acloptedl in the Unitêd
states, modification of the previous sections to sr
unlts should be considered as part of any stanilardi-
zation.

IMPLE{ENTATION

ConstrucÈíon of the Interstate highway system has
been completed ín some states. fn nost states it is
close to cornpletion. Therefore, the rate of bridge
construction on the Interstate system is nuch slo¡¡er
than it was from the late 1950s to the early 1970s'
Neverthelessr according to statistics prepared by
the Briclge Division of the FIII{A' considerable new

bridge construction and najor reconstruction is
ongoíng.

The cost of new Prestressed-concrete bri¿lge con-
struction and bridge rehabilitation e?ith participa-
tion of fecleral funds authorized during calendar
year 1982 totaled $767 million. Based on bridge
inventory and inspection recordsr it is anticipated
that "ín the next 20 to 30 yearsr we will have over
$30 billion worth of bri¿tge construction based on
the value of the dollar to¿layi (7). Revenue from
the recently legislated S0.05 tax on gasoline has
increased the funds allocated for briilge construc-
tion by about 25 Percent.
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As previously ¡nentioned, selectl'on of bridqe tl'tr)e
is basecl on economy. safety stanalards for Interstate
and other high-speeil highways requirê greater clear-
ances. Thereforer there is need for construction of
bridges lrith spans of I10 to 130 ft (33.5 to 39.6
¡n). In all states surireyecl, except california, the
¡nost economical briilges for spans of approxirîately
70 to 130 ft (21.3 to 39.6 m) are constructed $¡ith
pretensioned bridge glrders.

Cost analyses indlcate that nodlfied Bulb-lrrs can
yield savings of I? percent on the overall cost of
giriler and deck conpared with AÀsHTo gir¿lers. Àlso,
the nodifie¿t BuIb-Trs are about 35 percent lighter
than AASITTO girders for cornparable spans. À 140-ft
(42.7-rn) AASHTO tlzpe vI girder is extremely heavy
and therefore dlfficult to transport on highways.
tighter sections with 140-ft spans have been trans-
porte¿l on highways with no difficulty.

Although steel forms constitute a caPital invest-
nent' their life span is linltetl to about I0 years'
where new forrns are needled, new plants builtr or im-
proved sections sought, optimlzed sections shoul¿l be
äonsidered. capacity of existing strebsinq beds or
abutnents will be a¿lequate for the nodifietl Bulb-
Trsr as these sections require up to 25 percent less
prestressing force than the AAsItTo girders.

The implementation of new sections shouldl be

gradual over a period of time. It wiII require
effort on the part of both departnents of transpor-
tat.ion and producers. Preparation of design aíds
for the new sections will encourage antl facilltate
irnplementation of the nevt sectlons. A sarnPle pre-
Iíminary design chart is shown in Figure 8, where
design curves have been superinposed for the rnodi-
fied Bulb-T 8T72/6 and the AASITTO tl¡Pe vI giriler.

Highway agencies shoufd be informedl of the eco-
no¡nic benefits that can be achieved with optirnlzefl
sections. Departments of transportation wilI have

to design with old anil new sections over a transi-
tion period. The Canadian exPerience in switching
to new metric sections sets an example of lrnplemen-
tation of new sections under an arrangement agree-
able to producers ancl highway agencies.
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Proposed Limit State Strength Evaluation of
Existing Reinfo rced -Con crete

ROY A. IMBSEN and ROBERT A. SCHAMBER

ABSTRÀCT

Because of several catastrophic bridge fail-
ures, bridge safety has been enphasizeil dur-
ing the past decade. As a result there has
been a concerted effort to develop and ilis-
seminate procedures for 'systenatic bridge
inspection and rating. Although bridges
with concrete superstructures rarely fail
catastrophically, gradual deterioration and
increased loa¿ls can affêct their structural
capacity. Existing proceclures for inspect-
ing and rating bridges nlth concrete super-
structures are linited. A summary of a
metho¿lology proposed for rating reinforced-
concrete briilges is presented. The metho¿l-
ology was developed in the first phase of an
NCHRP project to inprove strength evalua-
tions of existing reinforcecl-concrete
bridges. The nethodology is presented in a
linit-states format by using approximate
load and resistance factors. By using this
forrnat a basis is providecl on which proba-
bility theory ancl engineering juclgnent can
be rationally conbined to allow for inde-
pendent consideration of each of the major
vâriables that can affect the deternination
of the load capacity of a bridge. This
¡nethodology includes consideration of the
level of effort in rnaintenance and inspec-
tion, the degree of load-Iimit enforcement,
the quality of construction, the refinement
used in sinulating the bridge, the effects
of deterioration on the load-carrying capac-
ity, and the degree of refine¡nent in deter-
rnlning the load-distribution factors.

Currentlyr the procedure for evaluating reinforced-

Bri,$ges

concrete bridges in the United States is basecl on
AASHTO guidelines published in the Manual for Main-
tenance Inspection of Bridges (1). Experience has
demonstrateil that the structural capacity of rein-
forced-concrete bridges usually exceeds the capacity
calculated by the conventional techniques presented
in this manual.
. Many engineers recognize the built-in conserva-

tism in the current approach to the evaluation of
bridge strength. Factors that tend to cause the ca-
pacity of reinforceil-concrete bridges to be under-
estimated include

1. Material strengths that exceed nominal values
used for evaluation,

2. Conservatíve assunptions used in calculating
structural resistance (i.e., zero tension in con-
crete) r

3. Interaction of structural components in re-
sisting and distributing the loads¡

4. Structural redundancies, and
5. Overestimation of the loads.

INTRODUCTION

To rnake inprovenents in the bridge evaluation pro-
cess that will lead to ¡nore realistic evaluations
while still preserving public safety requires a ra-
tional consideration of each of the five factors
previously ¡nentíoned. One method for naking such
improvements is through a Iinit-states approach
based on probabilistic concepts. This approach nas
used in the recently developed Clause 12 of the Ca-
nailian Standards Associatíon Bridge Codê (2-]!).

The proposed nethoilology for evaluating existing
bridges incorporates such a limit-states approach.
Although the nethodology rêpresents a significant
change in thè current philosophy, fron the user's
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point of view it is similar to the current AÀSHTO

load-factor approach. It should be emphasized that
the user need not understand the ståtÍstical basis
of the nethoalology to effectively apply it to the
evaluatíon of a structure. The specific values in-
cluded in this paper for loaal and resistance factors
are based on a combination of prelíninary statis-
tical data and engineeríng judgment. These values
shouLd be considered as preliminary an¿l are intended
only to illustrate the overall approach of the
methodology.

DEFINITION OF PROPOSED LIMIT-STATES EVALUATION

lilhen a structure or structural eletnent becomes unfit
for its intended purpose, it is said to have reached
its limit state (5'6). timit states fall into two
categories: safety 1i¡nit states and serviceability
Iimit states. Structural reliability is the proba-
bility that a given structure will perforrn satisfac-
torily by not reaching its limit state over a speci-
fied time period.

safety limit states (i.e., ultinate Iinit states)
correspond to the ability of the structure or struc-
tural conponent to support the applied loads. ser-
viceability líTnit states either restrict the normal
use of a bridge or affect its durability. The ac-
ceptable Level of structure reliability will vary,
depending on the type of li¡nit state used in the
cãIculations.

EVÀLUATION PROCESS

The Iinit-states evaluation process (see rigure l-)
described in this paper consísts of the following
s teps.

Step t--collection of information: field inspec-
tion, office records, and special testing;

Step 2--selection of rating vehicle: standard
vehicle, overload vehicle, and special per¡nit ve-
h ic le;

Step 3--ânalysis: identifícation of critical
faílure node(s), determination of nominal load ef-
fects, ând deternination of nominal resistäncei

Step 4--selection of load an¿l resistance fac-
tors: charts and engineering judgment¡ and

step s--determination of rating factors.

The results of the structural strength evaluation
rnay be used to deternine restrictions on the use of
the bridge by normal traffic (Ioad lirnit posting) r
the naxinun weight of the occasional overload vehi-
cte allowed to nix with normal traffic (unsupervised
overload permit), or the absolute maximun weight of
any vehicle allowed on the briclge under controlled
circumstances (supervised overload permit). ln ad-
dition, a substandard live-load capacÍty nay also be
justification for future repairs or replacenent or
both.

PROPOSED RATING EQUATION

The basic structural engíneeríng equation states
that the resistance of a structure must equal or ex-
ceed the demand placed on it by loads. StaÈèd nath-
ernatically,

n
R> Ð Qr

vrhere R is the resistance and 0k is the effect of
Ioad k. The solution of this si¡nple equation encom-
passes the whol.e art and science of structural engi-
neering, including the disciplines of strenqth of
naterials' structural anal-ysis, and loa¿l determina-
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tion. This equation applies to design as well as to
evaluatlon. In structural evaluations the objective
is to select the maxinun allowable live load. In
the case of bridge evaluations, this usually neans
the maxinum vehicle weight.

Àny rational and tractable approach to the ana-
lytical solution of the basic structural engineering
equatíon requires that the ¡nodes of failure be iden-
tified to establish the resistance. The location,
types, ând extent of the critical failure modes ¡nust
be deternined. The equation ¡nust be solved for each
of these potential failure no¿les.

Because neither the resistance nor the loatl ef-
fect can be established with certainty, safety fac-
tors must be introduced that give adequate assurance
that the linit states are not exceedecl. This may be
done by stating the equation in a load and resis-
tance factor format.

separate load or resistance factors that will ac-
count for each of the major sources of uncertainty
may be intro¿luced to thê equation. The basic rating
equation used in the propose¿l apProach is sinply a

speciat form of the basic structural engineering
equation, with load and resistance factors intro-
duced to account for uncertaintíes thãt apply to the
briilge evaluation problen; that is'

where

RF = ratíng factor (the portion of the rating ve-
hicle allowed on the bridge) '0 = capacity reduction factor'

n = nunber of elements íncluded in the ilead loatl'
c = si¡nulation factor,
R = noninal resistance,
n = nunber of live loads other than the rating

vehicle,
vÌ = dead-load factor for element i'
Di = nominal dead-toad effect of elernent i'
vt = Iive-load factor for live load j other than
' the rating vehicle(s),

Li = noninal traffic líve-load effects for load j
- other than the rating vehíc1e(s)'

.rLn = live-foad factor for rating vehícle,
h = nominal live-load effect for rating vehlclet

and
I = live-load inpact factor.

Equation 2 shoul¿l be evaluated for both the
safety an¿l the serviceability limit states. The
following subsections discuss the philosophy and
parameters considered for each of the variables in
this proposed rating equatíon.

Simulation Factors

The capacity of an existing bridge is evaluated by
sirnulating the hlPothetical failure scenario that is
most likety to occur v¡ithin the life expectancy of
the bridge. A mathematical model, field inspection¡
test results, and engineering judgrnent are typically
used ln this sinulation. A sirnulation factor (o)
is introcluced to account for the refinenent or level
of effort used in sinulatíng the actual failure sce-
nario. Three levels of simulation were selected
ínitially (see Table t). Requirements for fiel"d in-
spection, analysis, and the rater/checker nust be
met or exceede¿l before the tabulated sirnulation fac-
tors can be used.

nr = 
[øv") 

- ,] "io, 
- ,i rl r, (1.0 + Il / tlk LR (1.0 + I)t (2)

(1)
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Field Inspection Analysis Rater/Checker

0.95

1.0

1.05

Detailed: conducted by rater or checker; will include
determination of location and extent of deterioration;
structural dimension ve¡ified by field measurement;
some field testing may be required

Normal biennial maintenance inspection conducted by
professional engineer or qualified inspector; structural
dimensions taken fr'om plans; rater to review mainte-
nance records

Normal biennial maintenance inspection; some struc-
tural dimensions assumed; maintenance records not
¡eviewed

Detailed: some secondary structural effects considered
(finite element, grid, orthotropic plate, thee-dimen-
sional space frame in conjunction wlth irfluence
surfaces)

Detailed: only primary effects conside¡ed (two-dimen-
sional plane frame in conjunction with AASHTO live-
load distribution factors)

Approximate: simplified idealization of structu¡e that
includes only the most critical primary effects (neglect
structure continuity, and so forth)

Both rater and checker are pro-
fessional engileers with at
least I year of experience in
rating bridges

Either rater or checker is pro-
fessionâl engineer with at
leâst I yeü of experience in
rating bridges

Rater is a professional engileer
with at least I year of experi-
ence; no independent check
conducted

Resistance

The deÈermination of the structural reslstance (R)
of a structure or structural conponent ís one of the
prinary tasks in the evaluâtion process. In a
limit-states âpproach it is necessary to define the
1i¡nit states at which resistance wítl be deter-
mined. Regardless of the rnaterial or structure
type, these linít states shoulil provide for similar
structural perfornance.

Safety Limit States

Safety linit states are those states that correspond
to the naximurn load-carrying capacity of a structure
or component. These limit states should be set at a
low probability of occurrence because falture of the
structure or coÍìponent can lead to loss of life as
well as to major financial losses. Safety limit
states include

1. Loss of equilibrium of a1l or part of the
structure considered as a rigíd body (e.9., over-
turning, sliding, uplift) t

2. Loss of loacl-bearing capacity of mernbers be-
cause of insufficient naterial strength, buckting,
fatigue, fire, corrosion, or deterioration;

3. OveraLl ínstability of the structure (e.9., p
delta effect, wind flutter, seisrnic motions) t and

4. Extremely large deformation (e.g., transfor-
matÍon ínto a mechanism).

fn the case of reinforced-concrete structures
subjected to traffÍc live loads, the safety limit
state is assumed to occur when an individual cotnpo-
nent such as a girder reaches íts ultinate capâcity
and for¡ns a plastic hinge. In nost cases this state
does not present a serious threat to safety. The
actual threat to safety oecurs when enough plastic
hinges are for¡ned within the structure to result in
a collapse nechanisn. ì4any studies have indicatecl
that this will nornally occur at a loading signifi-
cantly greater than the load at which the first
plastic hinge was forned. Thís is because rnost
reinforced-concrete structures have a high level of
structural redundancy. Therefore, \rhat is currently
defined as the safety linit state would in most
cases be ¡nore appropriately called a severe danage
limit state.

The nominal resistance of reinforced-concrete
menbers at the safety 1ímit state ís the ultimate
strength of any given ne¡nber. Strength calculations
should take into consideraÈion the observable ef-
fects of deterioration, which may include (but are
not linited to) Ioss of concrete or steel cross-sec-
tional arear loss of composite action, or reduced
material strengths.

It is proposed that the strength of sound con-
crete shall be assumeil to be equal either Èo the

TABLE 2 Yield Stress of Reinforcing Steels

Reinforcing Steel
Yield Stress,
F, (nsi)

Unknown steel (before 1954)
Structural grade
Intermediate grade and unknown
after 1954 (e¡ade 40) 40,000

Hard grade (grade 50) 50,000
Grade 60 60,000

values taken fron the plans and specífícations or to
the average of the construction test values. When
neither of these values are available, the ultinate
stress òf sound concrete rnay be assuned to be 31000
psi. A reduced ultinate stress should be assumeil
for unsound or deteriorated concrete, unless evi-
dence to the contrary is discoveretl by fÍe1d testing.

To allow for undetected structural eeaknesses, it
is proposed that the area of tensÍon steel to be
used in conputing the ultinate flexural strength of
reinforced-concrete members should not exceed 75
percent of the reinforclng reguire¿l for a balanced
condition. The steel yield stresses proposed for
various types of reinforcing steel are given ln
Table 2.

Serviceability Limit States

Serviceability linit states either restrict the nor-
maL use of the brídge or affect lts durability.
These limit states lnclude

1. Excessive deflection or rotation that affects
the use or appearance of the structure or of non-
s tructural conponents i

2. Exceèsive local damage (e.g., cracking,
splítting, spalLíng, local yielding, slip of connec-
tíon) that affects the use, durability, or appear-
ance of the structurei and

3. Excessive undesirable vibrations.

The most important serviceability limit states in
a bridge evaLuation are those that tenil to affect
the durability of the structure and shorten Lts use-
ful life. Tvro tl1les of serviceability faiLures are
considerê¿l critical for reinforced concrete.

One of these criticâI serviceabillty failures ls
fatigue in the reinforcing steel. This will occur
when a large number of repetitive five loa¿ls result
in large variations in the steel stresses. The
critical nunber of load repetitions is only likely
to occur as a result of nornaL traffic. Becausê
evaluation of the serviceability llmit state for
fatigue is not used to restrict live loadings, its
prirnary funcÈion is to alert the engineer to a po-
tential problern that wiIl warrant nore frequent
field inspections.

33,000
36,000
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TABLE 3 Maintenance Effort (safety limit statee)
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Inspection
Preventive
Maintenance Repair

Maintenance
Effort

Annual ilspections by professional engineer involved in perform- Steps taken to prevent
ing o¡ checkilg st¡uctural strength eyaluation further damage

Annual ilspections by professional engineer or qualified inspector None
No special inspection None

Within 5 years, when capacity is curently impaired I
or when it may possibly become impaired

None
None

Crack control is the other critical serviceabil-
ity linit state considered in the evaluation of ex-
lsting reinforced-concrete bridges. The effect that
crack eidth has on the rate of deterioration of
structures exposed to 6evere environments is stilI
unkno?rn. Nevertheless, there 1s sonê concern that
excesslve crack width can cause an increase in the
rate of deterioration, âlthough several other fac-
tors not associated wÍth the level of Live loading
also play a role.

The allowable steel stress l-imitations are based
on fatigue and crack control requirements as ¿le-
scribed in AASTITO Sections 1.5.38 (Fatigue Stress
Linits) and 1.5.39 (Distribution of Flexural Rein-
forcement) (7). The following conditio¡rs are recom-
nended for serviceability limit states:

1. Restrictions of normal traffic (i.e., below
posted weight lirnits) should not be required to
naintaín serviceability;

2. Fatigue stress Linitations should not be con-
siilered for occasional overload trucksi and

3. Frequent inspectlons should be conducted on
bridges subject to live loadings that produce steel
stresses beyond the recommended allowable stresses
for servlceabilíty.

Capacíty Reduction Factor

À capacity reduction factor (ô) is includeil in the
basic rating equatlon to account for variation in
the calculâted resistance. It takes into considera-
tion the dirnensional variations of the structure,
differences in material properties, future deterlo-
ration, and potential inaccuracies in the theory for
calculating resistance.

The câpacity re¿luction factor also accounts for
variations in inspection and maintenance efforts
that limit the ability of the inspector to detect or
prevent future deterioration or distress that can
potentially result in losses in live-load capacity.
The naintenance effort for brídges that show signs
of deterioration dlistress is categorized into three
proposed levels (Table 3). Thê inspection, preven-
tive maintenance, and repair conditions must be rnet
or excee¿led before the tabulated value for the main-
tenance factor is used. Note that ¡naintenance ef-
forts on structures with no observable deterioration
or distress, which are inspected biennially by a
professional engíneer or by a qualified ínspector,
shall be classified as naintenance effort 1. Main-
tenance efforts on bridges vrith observable deterio-
ration shall be classified as either maintenance
effort 2 ot 3, depending on Èhe anount of deteriora-
Èion and the frequency of inspection.

The proposed capacity reduction factors for
safety Ll¡nit states shall be taken frorn Figure 2 for
flexure and fron Figure 3 for shear. fhe capacity
reduction factor for serviceability 1i¡nit states
shâII be equal to 1.0.

Dead-Load Factors

Dead loails, which shall be ileternined fron dinen-
slons on the plans or from field measuretnents, shall

t?3
MAINTENANCE EFFORT

FIGURE 2 Capacity reduction factors-flexure.

incluile the weights of each of the permânent parts
and ap.pendages of the bridge. Partial dead-load
factors are proposed to reflect both the various
degrees of control used in producing the structural
and nonstructural components of the bridge and the
degree of analytical refinenent used to deter¡nine
the distribution of dead load to the structural com-
ponents. The mininum unit weights of ¡naterials to
be used in computing the dead load are taken from
Table 4.

The effort used to deternine ilead-load distribu-
tlon is categorized into three proposed levels of
refinenent (Table 5). Once the level of refinêment
for the dea¿l-load distribution has been selected,
separate ctead-toad factors (vD) are obtained for
each type of conponent in the bridge. The ilead-toa¿l
factors proposed for use in the evaluation of safety
Limit sates are shown in Figure 4. Dead-Ioaal fac-
tors for eerviceabil-ity limit states shall be equal
to 1.0.

Live-Ióad Factors

Highway vehicles come in a wide variety of sizes an¿l
configurations. No single vehicle can accurately
reflect the effects of all of these vehicles. Be-
cause it is necessary to limit the nunber of vehiete
configurations to a manageable level in order to
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MAINTENANCE EFFORT

FIGURB 3 Capacity reduction factors-shear.

keep the evaluâtion process from becoming too cun-
bersome, the effect of the actual traffic live loads
r¿i11 vary from predicted values. This varíation
will usually be greater than the variatíon in dead-
load effect.

Live-load factors (vL) are used in the evalu-
ation to account for variations in the ¡naximun live-
load effects that are likely to occur duríng the
life of the bridge. Because the effect nust be mea-
sured in relation to the rnaximurn weight of the vehi-
cles aetually allowed on the bridge, ít is affected
by the amount of control exercised over weight IÍm-
its. ff load limits are strictly enforced or íf
there is close control of the types of vehicles
granted overload perrnits, the variation in maxlnu¡n
live load will be less, and a smaller live-loacl fac-
tor is justified. ff, on the other hand, loaal li¡n-
its cannot be adequâtely enforced and violations are

TABLE 4 Dead-Load Unit
Weights

t?
DEAD LOAD DISTRIBUTION

FIGURE 4 Dead-load factors,

TABLE 6 Live-Load Distribution Levels
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Asphalt surfacing
Concrete, plain or reinforced
Steel
Cast iron
Timber (treated or untreated)
Earth (compacted), sand,

gravel, or bãllast

TABLE 5 Dead-Load Distribution Levels

Description

Grillage analogy, orthotropic plate, finite element
Loadings from tributary areas in which reactions are computed by
including the continuity Õf the structure

Loadings from tributary a¡eas in which reactions are computed by
assuming simple supports

Level Description

Grillage analogy, orthotropic plate theory, finite element, or spe-
cially prepared influence surfaces developed by usilg one of these
methods

Load distributions based on formulas that have been derived fo¡
specific loads, such as AASHTO design liveJoad distribution facto¡s
for AASHTO design loads

Load distributions based on formulas that are not specifically in-
tended for the loading under consideration or load distributions
based on simple suppo¡t reactions

likely¡ then a higher live-load factor nust be used
to proviale for higher overloads.

The degree of refinement or sophistication used
to determine the distríbution of live loads to the
load-carrying components is also included in the
live-load factor. The three proposed levels of re-
finement are given in Table 6.

The Iive-load factors proposed for use in the
evaluation of safety l-imit stâtes are shown in fig-
ure 5. Live-load factors for servíceability lirnit
states shall be equaL to 1.0.

Impact FacÈors

It is proposed that the dynanic effects of moving
live loatls shall be included in the evaluation of
both the safety and serviceability Iimit states. As
part of the ¿leveloprnent effort for the Ontario
bridge code (t), comprehensive studies \dere con-
ducted on the dynamic effects of rnoving vehicles.
The findings from these studies led to the develop-
nent of inpact factors (I) that are dependent on the
dynamic frequency of the bridge deck. The method
for calculating impact in the proposed rating equa-
tion is specified in the Ontario bridge code.

The impact factor for conponents of deck slabs
with clesigns governed by a single-axle or dual-axle
unit shall not be less than 0.40. fn addition, the
inpact factor for the following itens shall not be

Mate¡ial

Unit
Weig\t
0b/ftr )

144
150
490
450

50

120

Level

I
2

3
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t.7 4

'l 2
LIVE LOAD DISTRIBUTION LEVE L

FIGURE 5 Live-load factors.

less than 0.35: (a) floor beans supporting deck
slabsr (b) other beans with spans less than 40 ft'
and (c) slabs with spans less than 40 ft.

The load factor for each of the main longitudinal
components other than those previously mentioned is
taken fro¡n Figure 6 as a function of the first flex-
ural frequency of the given component. The first
flexural frequency nay be determined fron a dynamic
analysis, tests, or an approximate formula (see
Equation 3). The inpact factor shall be the naxirnun
val-ue obtained from Figure 6 for any frequency
within t10 percent of the calculated val-ue.

For the purpose of determining the impact factor,
the first flexural frequency shall be calculated by
using the static properties of the rnåterials. In
the absence of advanced nathenatical ¡no¿leling Èech-
niques or tests' the following approximate formula
may be used to obtain the frequency:

Frequency (in hertz) = 409¡tp"n , t .t, (3)

ILI,USTRATIVE EXAMPLE

This exanple is íntendeil to itlustrate the applica-
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tion of the propose¿l nethodology. Note that, as
¡nentíoned previouslyr the factors included in the
proposed procedure are based on linited statistical
data and are only included to illustrate the overall
procedure. The bridge selected for this example is
a single-span, T-bearn structurei íts dimensíons and
metnber properties are shoyrn in Figure 7. The bridge
was constructed in 1925, and it is assumed in this
illustrative exarnple that a thorough flel-d inspec-
tion revealed insignificant deterioration. Given
this assunption, the bridge Ís to be evaluated for
nornal traffic loadings. Rating factors will only
be calculated for flexure in the interior girders
for the foJ"lowing vehicles: AASHTO HS20-44; and
legal vehicles: type 3, type 3S2, an¿l type 3-3 (1).

Simulation Factor

The bridge has been inspectecl by a qualified inspec-
tor as part of the nornal biennial inspectíon. The
analysis was performed by using a two-dirnensional
idealization of the bridge in conjunction with
AASHTo load-ilistribution factors. This evaluation
was performed by regístered engineers experienced in
bridge evaluåtion. By using the data in Table I'
the appropriate sirnulation factor is 1.0.

Resistance: Sâfety Limit states

Concrete

The field inspectíon revealed that the concrete was
sound. Because the plans contained infornation on
the design concrete strength and because construc-
tion records are not available, assurne that fra =
3,000 psi.

Reinforcing SteeI

Because the structure was built in 1925 and the
reinforcing steel type is unknown, assume fv = 33,000
psi (Table 21. To calculate the ultimate nonent
capacityr the following properties were determineal
from the dímensions on the bridge plans:

1. Gross stêel ãreâ: As = 6.89 in.2;
2, Depth of steel: d = 2.22 f.E¡
3. Depth of concrete compression block:, a =

1.14 in. (0.095 ft) r and
4. Ultinate monent capacity (resistance): R =

Asfy[d - (a/21) = 494 kip-ft.

Resistance: Serviceabilitv Limit states

Because f., = 33,000 psi ís less than the f., = 401000
psi limit', serviceability limit states will not be
critical. Therefore, no calculations for fatigue or
cracking are made.

Reduction Factor

No deterioration is present, the qualÍty of con-
struction appears satisfactoryr and the bridge is on
the biennial inspection program. Therefore, the câ-
pacity reduction factor (ô) taken from Figure 2 is
0.94.

Dead-Iôad Factors

À sum¡nary of the calculated deail loacls is as follows:

Concrete section = 0.87 kip/f.t,
Rail = 0.22 kip/ft, and
Asphalt concretê (ÀC) overlay = 0.40 kip/ft.
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E L E VATION

TYPICAL SECTION

FIGURE 7 Single-span, T-beam bridge evaluated in example.

ALL SARS ARE
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GIRDER DETAIL

TÀBLE 7 Live-Load Control Categories

2'- 6"

Dífferent dead-load factors apply to each portion of
the dead load. These fâctors wíI1 be selected fron
Figure 4, Ievel 2, which ,is based on the tributary
areas in which reactions are conputed by including
the continuity of the structure.

I. Total factored dead load:

?P x worr = 7P x wDLí (4)

Concrete section: I.24 x 0.87 kíp/fE = 1.08
k ips,/f t,

RaiI: 1.31 x 0.22 kíp/f.t = 0.29 kip,/ft' and
ÀC overlay: 1.50 x 0.40 kip/ft = 0.60 kip,/ft.

Thus the total factored dead loacl = 1.97 ktps,/ft.
2. Dead-load moment (surn of dead-Ioa¿l effects):

¿rP Di =(>yP wDL.L2)/8 = [1.97 x(2q2ll8 = 166 kìp-ft (5)

Live-Load Factors

The live-load monents pêr wheel line of typical
legal vehicles are taken from the AASHTO Manual for
Maintenance Inspection of Bridges G). The live-
load notnent for the Hs20-44 truck was taken fron the
AASHTO Standard Specifications for High\day Bridges
(l): type 3 = 93.5 kiP-ft' ttæe 3S2 = 90.2 kip-ft,
type 3-3 = 77.0 kip-ft' ancl HS20-44 = 104.0 kip-ft.

Nurnber of wheel lirtes = S/6 = 6.52/6 = 1.09 wheel
1 ines.

The Iive-Ioad distribution factors are based on for-
mulas from AÀSHTo (leveI 2 Iive-load distributions
from Table 6). rn addition' the control of lega1
loads is vigorously enforced (category I live-Ioad
control from Table 71. Therefore, the live-load
factor fron Figure 5 is I.50.

Many potential overload 3
sources (mining, logging, and
so forth)

Inpact Factor

ey using Equatíon 3' the calculated frequency is 15
Hz fot a span length of. 26 f.t. The lmpact factor
I = 0.30 is obtained fron Figure 6.

Live r,oad PIus InÞacè Effect

Calculating the live-load noment effects for a typi-
cat interior girder with I.09 wheel lines gives the
following:

rype 3: tR(1.0 + I) = 93.5 x I.09 x 1.30
= I32 kip-ft.

Tl¡pe 3S2: LR(I.o + I) = 9O.2 x 1.09 x 1.30
= 128 kip-ft.

Tl'pe 3-3: I,R(I.o + I) = 77.0 x I.09 x I.30
= 109 kip-ft.

HS20-44¡ h(1.0 + I) = 111.1 x 1.09 x 1.30
= 157 kip-ft.

Load Limit Enforcement Overload Sources Category

Vigorously enforced: roadside
weiglúng of trucks

Moderate enforcement of weight
limits: no roadside weighing of
trucks

Weight limits difficult to enforce

Reasonâble control of over-
loads at the source

Limited sources of overloads

'I

Evaluation

the evaluation [rating factor (RF)l
follows:

p¡ = t(4R/a) - > ?P Dt I / t7k LR (1.0 + Dl

is calculated as

(6)
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The evaluation produces the following calculations:

Ttzpe 3: Rr = t(0.94 x 494r/1I.0 - I66ll/(L.50 x 132)
= 1.sI.

ryp€ 3s23 RF = [(0.94 x 494r/(L.O - 166)l/(1.50
x I28) = 1.55.

r.ype 3-3! R¡' = t (0.94 x 494)/(L.0 - 166)l/(1.50
x 109) = 1.82.

rt¡pe Hs20-44: RF = [(0.94 x 4941/(L.o - 166)]/(1.s0
x I57, = L.27.

In order to co¡npare the results, both the current
AASHTO rating factors for ES20 loads that the CaIi-
fornla Department of Transportation calculated for
this bridge by using the load-factor method an¿l the
rating factors that the Illinois Departmen! of
Transportatlon calculated by using the allo¡{able
stress method are given:

1. fnventory rating factor-{alifornia (Ioad fâc-
tor): RF = 0.97; and llltnois (allowable stress) :
RF = 0.86; and

2. Operating rating factor--California (load fac-
tor): RF = 1.611 and lllínois (allowable stress) !
RF = 1.44.

CONCLUSIONS

A proposed methodology for evaluatlng the structural
strength of existing reinforced-concrete brldges
that was developed in the flrst phase of an NCHRP
project ls presented. This methodology for rating
brldges ratlonatLy combines probability theory $rith
engineerfng judgrnent by using a linìit-states for¡nat
that contâlns both load and resistance factors. A
sotneyrhat general approach was taken in preparíng the
tnethodology so that all of the relevant variables,
including sone that have not yet been evaluated by
sclentific neans, can be included in the rating pro-
cess. The numerical values assigned to the load and
resistance factors are based on Iinited statistical
data añd sone prelininary calibratlon efforts.

Tranaportation Research Record 950

The prirnary purpose of the proposed procedure is
to place all of the variables involved in perspec-
tive so that they can be addressed, researcheil (if
needed), and proportionally weíghted in order that
an overall evaluatlon procedure can be developed.
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Thermal Effects in Concrete Bridge Superstructures

ROY A. IMBSEN and DAVID E. VANDERSHAF

ABSTRACT

The findings of a current research project
entitled Thermal Effects in concrete Bridqe
Superstructures are highlighted. The re-
search project is sponsored by NCHRP. A

brief discussion of the mechanis¡ns of heat
transfer as they relate to bridge structures
is presented, including the ther¡nal coeffi-
cients of various types of different con-
crete conposed of different aggregates.
AIso inclualecl are brief discussions on nean
effective bridge temperatures' temperature
dífferentiats, and the response analysis for
nonlinear temperature gra¿lients. Two case
studies of longitudinal thernal response
selected from those conducted in the re-
search project are íncLuded ín this paper.
the thermal gradients used in Nev¡ zealand,
England, and Ontario, Canada, plus those
reconmended' by the Post-Tensioning Insti-
tute, are included in the response analy-
sis. In addition, specific recon¡nendations
for inproving the U.S. design provisions for
thermal effects are included.

Traditionalty, bridges have been designed to resist
only Èhe overall longituclinal movernent arísing from
temperature strain. However ' with the recent
changes in bridge types, it has become apparent that
tenperature differentials also exist in bridge su-
perstructures. These tetnperature dífferentials
cause stresses that should be inclucled ín the design
procedures. Although the current AASHTo specifica-
tions include probabLe temperature ranges of mean
temperature conditions that affect expansion and
contraction of concrete bridge superstructures'
there is no recom¡nendation for tenperature differen-
tials thât rnay occur in individual superstructure
sections.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight some of
the findings in a current research project' Thernal
Effects in Concretê Bridge supêrstructures (f) 'which reviews and evaluates the various procedures
that have been proposed for use in considering thêr-
maL effects on bridge superstructures. The ultímate
goal of the research is to upgrade the current
AÀsHTo code for thermal effects.

There are only a few publishe¿l accounts of con-
crete bridges danaged by diffêrential temperature
effects. In l98I zichner (!) described the funda-
nentals for determining temperature effects ín con-
crete bridges and indicated that cracks such as
those shown in Figure I were observed during
thorough inspections of several different bridges.
The cracks, located in the botton sl"âbs and girder
sterns of these box-gircler bridges, resulted in part
fron temperature differences that exísÈed erithin the
individual brirlge superstructures.

Recently in Colorado, cracking was experienced ín
the webs and bottom deck soffíts of four cantilever,
segmental, prestressed bridges. T\do of the bridges
are approximately 747 ft long, the third is about
516 ft long, and the fourth ís about 449 ft long.
The three longer brÍdges have four spans, whereas
the shorter one has three. The three-span bridget

shown schematically in Figure 2, exhibited thè
greatest anount of cracking (3). The crack patterns
on the single-cel1 bottom deck soffit and webs are
also shown in rigure 2. The largest crack wídth
reporte¿l ís approximately 0.13 in.

HEAT TRANSFER BY RADIATION

Heat transfer by radiation is gênerally considered
to be the most inportant contribution of heat energy
exchânge on concrete bridge superstructures. During
the daylight hours when the structure is exposed to
the sun, especially during the war¡û summer months, a

net gain of heat energy occurs throughout the depth
of the structure' prirnarily as a result of solar
radiation impinging on the surfâces of the struc-
ture. Conversely, prinarily as ã result of reradia-
tion to the surrounding environrnent of the heat en-
ergy stored in the structure' a net loss of heat
energy occurs during the nÍght. During the sunner
the ternperature in the top surface of the bridge
deck is warmer than the soffit' which results in a
positive gradient. A negaÈive gradient develops on
typical winter níghts when the top surface is cooler
than the soffit.

THERMÀL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE

The thermal coefficient of expansion for concrete is
greatly depen¿lent on its aggregate type and nix pro-
portions (4-l). The cenent paste of normal concrete
usually has a higher thernal coefficient of expan-
sion than the aggregate in the nixi howeverr because
the aggregate occupies about 75 percent of the vol-
ume, it is the thertnal expansion characteristics of
the aggregate that díctate the anticipated volunet-
ric change during a given tempèrature change.

l4ost co¿les specify an average thermal coefficient
of 0.000011 to 0.000012 per degree Celsius (about
0.000006 per degree Fahrenheit) for reinforce¿l con-
crete. The actual coefficients frotn laboratory
tests on concrete sa¡nplès (Table 1) vãry by äs much
as 22 percent äbove and 64 percent below the higher
value, depending on the aggregate type.

!{EAN TEI4PERATURES

Mean or effective bridgê tempêratures are associ,ated
with the long-term (seasonal) movements of a

bridge. Bridge codes typically provide detailed
guidelines for the calculation of overall l-ongitudi-
nal movements by specifying a range of temperatures
that depend on the geographical location of the
bridge and the structure type. The specified range
of effêctive temperatures rèpresents the average
range to be considered in design. At tines, a given
range of effective teÍìperatures tnay have to bè ad-
justed to compensate for unusual conditÍons' such as
frost pockets or shel-tered, low-lyíng areas.

EÍìerson (!) defines the effective temperature of
a bridge as that tenperature that governs the longi-
tudinal movement of the bridge deck. The effective
temperature may be derived by performing a calcula-
tion that includes both the product of the areas be-
tween isotherns and their rnêan temperatures divíded
by the total area of cross section of the deck.
Emerson (9) an¿l Black et aI. (!q) have correlated
the extreme values of effecÈive bridge temperatures
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FIGURE I Gacks in a multispan box-girder bridge.

with shåde temperatures. Ernerson correlated shade
temperatures with the tenperatures obtained fro¡n
structures instrumented with thermocouples, srhereas
Black et a1. correlated shade ternperatures with
bridge rnovements to obtain the extrene values of ef-
fective bridge temperatures.

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS

Because of the unsatisfactory thermal conductivity
of concrete, the diurnal temperature effects on a
concrete bridge superstructure usually produce ten-
perature gradíènts. Large, positive tenperature
grådients occur during days with high solar radia-
tion, clear skies, a large range of atnbient tem-
peråtures, and a Iight wind. Negative temperature
gradients develop during periods associated with
night and winÈer conditions. The ternperature gradi-
ents that for¡n in a given structure are governed by
heat flow through the bocìy and are a funcÈion of the
density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of
the concrete.

Transportation Research Record 950

One-dimensional heat flow in the vertical direc-
tion is generally consiclered to be sufficiently
accurate to conduct most analyses of briclge super-
structures. Researchers have conducted both
analytical and experinental studies to deterrníne
temperature differentials Èhat occur in bridge su-
perstructures. The research efforts Èhat led to the
development of the codes in New Zealand, England,
and Ontario, Canada, are briefly discussed.

New Zealand

Priestley (+r12) analyzed the effècts of several
assumed thermal gradíents and conpared the results
with measured data available at the time. One of
the assumed thermaL graclients consisted of. a linear
tenperature distribution through the top deck slab,
as proposed by l4aher (ll), and which was supported
by measured tenperãtures fron three bridges located
in the British Isles (L4,15). Other assumed thernal
gradients included the temperature distribution pro-
posed by the !4inistry of works of New zealand, and
distríbutions in which temperatures vary vrith depth

i
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FIGURE 2 Miller Creek Bridge in Colorado.

TABLE I Thermal Coefficient of Concrete (-0.000001 per

degree Celsius)
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early from a maxi¡nun at the top surface of the deck
stab to a mininum at a ¿lepth of 1200 tm. The non-
1ínear variation is represented by a fifth-degree
parabola. The second Part of the revised distribu-
tion appli"es only to a ileck slab over an enclosecl
cell of a box girder, in which case tenperatures are
assuneal to decrease 1inear1y. The third and finaL
part of the revised distribution assutnes a linear
variation of tenperatures over the bottorn 200 ¡nm (8
in.) of the cross section.

Priesttey also found that the naximum temperature
at the top of the concrete deck slab woulil decrease
linearly wíth the thickness of bituninous overlay
because of the insulating properties of thís ¡na-
ter ial.

creât Britain

In 1973 E¡nerson (!rlZ) describecl a method for calcu-
lating the one-dinensional heat flow within a con-
crete-slab briclge by using an iterative' finite-ilif-
ference solution schene. The method relates the
bridge temperature to solar radiation, ambient air
tetnperature, and wind speed. the rnoclel of the
structure in this case is conposeil'of several lay-
ers, and a starting tíme is assuned, at which point

i anrooE

I

Aggregate
Type

PCA
(q) Emerson

Browne

ç) Ontario

Quartzite
Quartz
Sandstone
G¡avel
Granite
Dolerite
Basalt
Ma¡ble
Limestone

11.9
1.t.7
10.8

9.5

12.7

tt.7
13.2
9.6
9.6

7.3

rz.8

tr.7
l 3.l
9.5
9.5

1.4

8.6

6.8

1t .7- t4.6
9 .0- t3.2
9 .2- t3.3
9 .0- 13.7
8. 1- 10.3

7 .9- \0.4
4.4- 7.4
4.3- r 0.3

as second-degree, fourth-degree, and sixth-¿legree
parabolas. The sixth-¿legree parabola was found to
be in satisfactory âgreement with neasured ¿latã' and
its use was recommencled for superstructure dePths
between 1200 anal 1500 rm (47 and 59 in.).

In 1976 Priestley (15'16) proposed a revised te¡n-
perature distribution that consisted of three indi-
vidual parts. as shown in Figure 3. In the first
part' ternperatures are assumed to decrease nonlin-

_¡J_O_8rH ELEVATTON
:
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FIGURE 3 Temperature difference from the New Zealand design
brief.

the equations governing the boundary conditions are
applied.

The assunption of boundary conclitions requires an
estirnation of the tines at v¡hich the nonlinear dif-
ferential distribution is at a minimum. ft is fur-
ther assuned that the tenperature throughout the
structure is a constant at this tine. Enerson (g)
estinated that the beginning tirne for concrete
brídges rdas 0800 hours for the heating phase and
1600 hours for the coolíng phase. By using Èhese
input paraneters, a nonlinear differential tenpera-
ture distribution was computed at l5-nin intervals
until a naxi¡num gradient was reached at approxi-
rnately 1500 hours. Tenperatures predícted by the
nodel correlated well with measured proÈotype sutuner
and winter temperature distributions. The current
British Standard BS 5400 (18) has been updated to
include the tenperature distributions deternined ín
these research efforts, ag shown in Figure 4.

Ontario
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used by Emerson (l). Àlthough acknowledging that
the assumption of one-dinensional heat flow is not
technically correct, they cited conparisons that in-
dicated that satisfactory correlations exist between
observed and predicted tenperature gradients ob-
tained fro¡n a one-dimensional heaÈ-flow analysis.
They were able to use Èhis approach to develop sin-
plifíed formulas for use in desígn.

Conparisons betr/reen the British standar¿ls (lg),
Irtaher (13), the New Zealand Uinistry of Works (20) ,
and Priestleyrs sixth-degree parabola to an l-gírder
indicate that the resutting stresses are strongty
dependent on the temperature differences and tenper-
ature gradients. Comparisons betlreen the gradients
proposed by Leonhardt et al. (21), priestley, trlaher,
and the one-dimensional heat flow were presented for
varying superstructure depths. The results were de-
composeil into continuity and setf-equilibrating
stresses. Radolli and creen proposèd that simple
flesign for¡nulas be used for clesigns that do not re-
quire an understanding of the tenperature grailient.

RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Having selected a gjven tenperature gradient or
loading, the bridge designer is next faced wíth per-
forming the response analysis. There are several
ways to accomplish this; the two most useful methods
follow.

General- llethod

The general nethod procedure, shown in Figurê 5a,
involves separating the arbitrary gradient into
three components: axial, bending, and residual. ft
is first necessary to solve these three problens,
and then to superimpose the resultíng three stress
distributions, as shown ín Figure 5b.

Equivålent Prestress ltethod

The equivalent prestress ¡nethod procedure, which ís
much easier to apply than the preceding oDêr is
based on an analogy betereen thermal strains and pre-
stress strains. In this metho¿l the stresses from a
conpletely restrained structure are superimposed
with the stresses that result from the removal of
the restraints, as shown in Figure 5c. Rernoval of
the restraint is accomplished by dividing the re-
strained stress field into a seríes of equivalent
negative prestress forces, as shown in Figure 5d.
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In 1975 Radolli and Green Ggl developed
dimensional heât-flow analysis sinilar to
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FIGURE 4 Temperature difference from the British Code of practice, BS 5400.
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Môst of the case studies presented in the follo'wing
sections were analize¿l by this method.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

The bridge design coiles of õlifferent countries pro-
vi¿le the designer with nany ilifferent approaches to
teip ...ount lor thernal effects' The codes basí-
cafiy aiffer in the refinemenÈ used to deter¡nine the
rãi"åt"r"gi.a1 conditions at proposed bridge sites'
ft. typ"" of ther¡nal loadings consiilered' and the
nethods used to accommodate these ther¡nat loadings'

The cocles in most countries are si¡nil-ar ín that
they contain provisions for some sort of thermal
graåient that producês a corresponding stress ¿lis-

tribution; this corresponding stress distríbution is
then grouped with other stresses (e'g', dead load'
live load, prestress) so as to rnodify the ¿lesign'

This usually results in an increase in the prestress
force, sometirnes by a relatively large amount'

However, researchers in Switzerland and GerÍìany

are currently ¿leveloping a new approach based on the
àoncept thaC partíaI prestressing is sufficient to
acconmoclate therrnal gradient stresses and strains'
This design procedure leaves the prestress force un-
ãhanged, ãnd relies insteaël on nilil steel reinforce-
mènt to resist the thernal stresses' Thist at least
in part, explains why bhe large nurnber of existinq
prestressed concrete brídges that were designed and

tuilt without consicleration given to thermal gradi-
ent effects have continue¿l to Perforn satisfactorily
for so rnany Years of service.
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FIGURE 5 Response analYses.
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The mini¡nu¡n design requirenents for briclges in
the United States are governeat by the AASHTO design

specifications. rn certain cases additional' more

aetaifea design criteria rnay be used' With respect
to temperature, the tlesign recommendations of the

Post-Te;sioning Institute (PTI) are often used in
the design of prestressed-concrete bridges' several
individual states have al-so developecl their own dè-

=iqn proceilures for considering thernal effects'
which in most cases arè similar to those reco¡nmended

by PTI. A iletailed description of the procedures'
cãnpitecr from a survey of the states' is contained
in the NCHRP report (1).

CASE STUDIES

Longitudinal and transverse temperature effects were

applied to a selected group of U.S' bridges as part
of the NCRHP research prÕjêct. Four thermat gradi-
ents were used to study the longituclinal effects¡
whereas two ther¡nal gradients were used to study the
transverse effects.

Four thermal gradients (Figure 6) werè selected
for the case studies on longitudinal temperature ef-
fects. These gradients were selected because Èhey

are representative of those currently being used'
they include those specified in the New zeal-and'

British' and Ontario co¿les. In ad¿lition' the gradi-
ent reconrnended by PTI was included because it is
somevrhat representative of the gradients currently
usecl in the uníted States. A surnmary of the briclges
included in the NCHRP project on case studies for
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FIGURE 6 Thermal gradients used for case studies.

TABLE 2 Summary of tsridges lncluded in Case Studies for Longitudinal Temperature Bffects

?7

3

BNITISH
?.7' F

NEW Z EALANO ONTÂRIO USA. PTI

Case
No. Name and Location Superstructure Substructure Length

Depth/Span
Depth Ratio

No. of No. of
Spans Hinges

No. of
Frames Comment

IL

2L

3L

4L

5L

6L

Colorado River Bridge, Precast, prestressed
California and Arizona l-girder

West Silver Eagle Road Cast-in-place pre-
overhead, California stressed box girder

Turkey Run Creek Precast, prestressed
Bridge, Indiana segmental box girder

Kishwaukee Rive¡ Precast, prestressed
Br.idge, Illinois segmental box girder

Columbia River Bridge, Cast-in-place pre-
Washington stressed segmental

box gûder
Wesf Silve¡ Eagle Road Cast-in-place pre-
ove¡head (falsework), stressed box ghder
Califo¡lia

East Connector, Cast-in-place rein-
Califo¡nia forced box girder

Miller Creek F-l l-AK, Precast, prestressed
Colorado segments and box

girder

Pie¡ wall

Double
column

Single
column

Single
column

Single
column

Double
column

Single
column

Single
column

5ó5 ft, 6 in.

750 ft, 0 in.

317ft,0in.

1,096 ft, 0 in.

1,870 ft, 0 in.

750 ft, 0 in.

I,104 ft,0 in.

445 ft,3 in.

6 ft, 3 in. 0.056

5 ft, 0 in. 0.037

9 ft, 0 in. 0.057

I I ft,8 in. 0.047

9 ft,0 in.a 0.053
24 ft,O in9

5 ft, 0 in. 0.037

6 ft, 0 in. 0.055

8 ft,0 in. 0.041

50
60
20
50
50

Representative
I-girder

Representative
box girder

Segmental
cantilever

Segmental
cantilever

Segmental and
haunched
cantilever

Falsewo¡k
loadirg

Multiframe

Case history

1L

8L

11 2

30

uMini^um bMaximum

longitudinal effects is given Ín TâbIe 2. The re-
sults of two of Èhese case studies (case numbers 5L
and 8t) are included in this paper. The âpplicable
portions of the codes are those that pertain to the
positive gradients that occur during the day when
there is high solar radiation.

PloÈs of top and botton fiber stress versus the
distance longitudinally along the bridge are pre-
sented in this paper for both of the case studies.
In addition, section stresses are included at se-
lected points atong the bridge to show the stress
variations at different depths.

The plots show thãt naximurn fiber stresses usu-
ally occur at the pier or column supports adjacent
to the abutments. The plots also show that changes
in superstructurê cross sections caused by flares in
the bottom slab and girder stens or in the haunched
superstructure cause significant changes in fiber
3 tresses.

The bridges analyzed were assumed to have a coef-
ficient of thernal expansion of 0.000006 per degree
Fahrenheit, uncracked section properties, and no re-
ductions in thernal gradients for surfacing, eleva-
tion, and so forth.

Case 5L: Columbia River Bridge

The Colu¡nbia River Bridge was included in the case
studies because it is a najor structure and because
it uses a customized and optimized cross section.
Another reason for selecting this bridge is to eval-
uate the effect of the pronounced variation in the
depth of its structure caused by the haunches at the
interior supports. This bridge was designect accord-
ing to the ¡{ashington State criteria on thermal ef-
fects. For longitudÍnal thermal effects of box

girders, the criteria specífy a temperature increase
of. 20oF in the top slab. The stresses caused by
this increase in tenperature are combined with deaã
load for a service loading. In additíon, another
service load condition, which results from one-hâlf
the temperature gradient (i.e., I0oF), is combined
with the dead load and full live 1oad.

This structure, sho$rn schenatically in Figure 7,
is a five-span, 1,870-ft-1ong bridge.

Figures 8 and 9 are plots of top and botton fiber
stresses, respectively, along the bridge center_
line. The Ontario code was not considered in this
case because ít ivâs not apparent how this code
should be applied to nonprismatic sections.

Figures 10 and 1I show plots of the variatÍon in
stresses, \¿ith section depth for the three gradients
considered for 9- and 24-ft-deep sections, respec_tively.

Case 8L: MiIIer Creek Bridge

The Miller Creek Bridge and several other bridges inthe same area developed severe cracking problerns
shortly after conpletion of construction. Because
thermal gradient effects are suspected as being one
of the causes of this distress, this bridge rr,as in_
cluded in the casè studies.

Thís structure, shown schemâtically in Figure 12,
is a three-span, 455-ft-long bridge.

Figurès 13 and 14 are plots of top anil bottom
fiber stresses, respectively, along the bri¿lge cen_terline.

The I{iller Creek Bridge is of special interest
because the structure developed retatively severe
cracking in the bottom flange and girder sterns atapproxinately the one-guarter ånd threè-guarter
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CASE 5L COLUMBIA RIVER
TOP FIBER STRESS
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FIGURE B Case 5L: longitudinal variations in top fiber stresses along a girder centerìine caused by positive
temperafure gradients.
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poínts of span 2 (see Figure 2) a short time after
ãornpletion of construction. Thernal gradient ef-
fecls are thought to have been a significant con-
tributing factor to this distress' The crack
wiilthsr in fact, were observed to be opening and

closing on a daily basis, generally correlating rea-
sonably wetl with daily tenperature fluctuations'

This structure was constructed by the segnental¡
balanced-cantílever nethoat. Prestress tendons are
typically placed in the bottom stab wíthín the cen-
ter portion of the span to resist positive bending
monents that can result from creep after the canti-
levered portions of the suPerstructure are Èied tÕ-
gether. In this bridge these tendons terninated in
[.ne vicinity of the cracking. several othêr sirnilar
brÍdges "ori"trr.t"d 

nearby at about the same tine
have developed similar cracking patterns'

A plot that shows dead-, prestress-, and U'S'
thernal-load stresses is shown in Figure 15' This
plot shoyrs that tensile stresses occur in the botton

fiber at the same location grhere the cracks devel-
oped in the Miller Creek Brialge.

Baseal on the iletails of construction and the
characteristics of the observed cracking, it is
postulated that the reasons for the cracking appear

to be some conbination of the following:

I. Greater inetastic reclistribution of stress
(i.e.r increase of positive monent from creep) than
anticipated,

2. Stress concentratíons in the prestress an-
choragê zone, and

3. Thernal gradient stresses.

Àlthough the prinary cause of the distress cannot
be precisely determined, it appears that thê inelas-
tic redistributíon of stress that results in an ín-
crease of positive moment (reason I) is probably the
most inportant single factor. Local tension
stresses caused by prestress anchorages an¿l thernal
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gradient êtresses, although significant, are prob-
ably of secondary inportance.

The cracking probably couldl have been avoitted by
extending the bottorn slab prestress tendons in the
zones of high bottom-fiber cornprêssion, thus anchor-
ing then much closer to bents 2 ancl 3.

In surnmary, it appears that although the thernal
gradient stresses do contribuÈe to the cracking
problem, they are not the basic cause of it.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM¡,iENDATIONS

Several câse studies were conducted to investígate
the effects of various assumed thermal gradients on
the longitudinal and transverse fiber stresses in-
duced in various. types of concrete bridge super-
structures. The following conclusions about the
nature of ther¡¡al effects on concrete bridges are
drawn fro¡n an asEessnent of the results of these
case studies.

1. Although fiber stresses induced in different
brídges by any single thernal grailient may vary in
magnitude, the stress patterns are generally similar.

2. Cross-sectional changes such as bottom slab
flares and haunches have a significant effect on the
fiber stresses induced by therrnal gradients.

3. The calculated fiber stresses were sensitive
to the type of tenperature gradient assume¿I. À1-
though some gradients produced similar, extrenìe
fiber stresses, the tlifferences in fiber stresses
betneen the extrene fibers within the girder section
were sígnificant. fn nany cases this difference ¡vas
sufficient to affect the requirements for longitudi-
na1 reinforcenent. Thís could be a contributing
factor in some cases where concrete cracking has
been observed.

Based on the results fron these case studies and
a review of the ilesign approaches used in other
countries, it is apparent that U.S. bridge design
requirenents should be expanded to include the ef-
fects of a thermal gradient. The current AASHTO
procedures for considering Longitudinal movenent are
basically adequate, a1-though it would be tlesirable
to include a mor€ accurate rnethod for deterrnining
seasonal variaÈions in tenperature. In Iight of
these observations, the following recom¡nendations
are nìade for i.mproved thermal design procedures in
the united states.

1. Maps that reflect climatic variation, similar
to maps used in the British design stândard and the
Ontario bridge code, should be included in the
ÀÀSHTO specifications. Data contained ín these maps
can be used to develop the nuch-needed methocls for
deternining structure tetnperatures.

2. Àn AASHTO guide specification should. be de-
veloped to províde for the effects of thernal gradi-
ents. Because there is little or no evidence of
distress caused by a tenperature gra¿lient in conven-
tionally reinforcedl-concrete bridges, this guide
specificâtion should be directed toward the Larger,
prestressêd-concrete bridges, which past experience
has denonstrated are nore likely to devel_op problens
fron temperature differentials. This guide specifi-
catíon ehoul¿l include the following:

a. l¡lethods for deter¡nining both longítudinal
and transverse stressesi

b. A nonlinear temperature gradient with a
shape similar to thât used in the British
design standard; actual te¡nperature dif-
ferentials will vary;

c. An option to accommodate the qradient
stresses by increasing the prestress
force or by deterrníning the anount of
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auxilíary ¡ni1d reinforcement by the par-
tlâ1 prestressing concept;

d. A nap that indicates the maxirnum probable
solar radiation in different geographical
areas to help deterrnine t,he maximum ten-
perature differential for a given bridge
site; and

e. Transverse analysis consideration of the
effects of a temperature differential
câused by solar radiation on the top deck
slab.

3. rn developing a method for designing bridges
for thermäl effects, there are several points that
¡nust be kept in mind. These pointsr which relate to
the current state of the art and design practices,
are as follows:

a. The format of the design specifícations
should be general enough to include ad-
vances in the state of the art as they
are developed and allow for extensíon of
the procêdures to other bridge types in
the future,

b. The proce¿lures should provicle for maxi¡nun
simplícity without sacrifícing signifi-
cant accuracy,

c. The need for future tralning to inplement
the procedures nust be considered, and

d. In light of the línited number of cases
in which tenperature-índuced ¿listress has
been observe¿I, there is a potential prob-
lem with designer acceptance of elaborate
therrnal design procedures.
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Before the refine¡nent of the steel-making process,
wroughÈ iron was widely used as the princÍple struc-
tural material in briclge construction. lt was used
in many railroad structures during the perioil from
the late 1800s to the early 1900s. Although the
naterial properties of wrought iron have been well
known since the beginníng of its use, the welded
fatigue behavior has hever been adequately quanti-
fied. Thus a study on the fatigue behavior of
welded wrought-iron splice plate repairs on Norfolk
and Western Raihray Bridge No. 651- in Hannibal,
Iqissouri, is prèsenteil. Welded repairs are knor.¿n to
result in l-ow fatígue strength details with steel
components. Because the structural membêrs were
wrought iron rsith steel reinforcementr it was
desired to evaluate the seriousness of the resulting
welded details and to assess the degree of cumula-
tive danage that rnay have occurred.

BRIDGE DESCRIPTION

The Norfolk and lilestern Railway Bridge was origi-
nally built for the wabash Railroad in 1888 by the
Detroit lron and Bridge works. The bridge spans the
!4ississippi River nith seven truss spans and one
continuous swing span for a total length of I'580 ft
(Figure 1). It carries a single track and has a
truss spacing of 18 ft. The bridge members are con-

Fatigue Behavior of Welded Wrought-Iron Bridge Hangers

PETER B. KEATING, JOHN W. FISHER, BEN T. YEN, ANd WILLIAM J. FRANK

ABSTRÀCT

The behavior of fatigue crack growth and
fatigue strength of welded lap splice
wrought-iron hangers in a railroad bridge
was studied. The origínal wrought-iron
hangers were lap spliced with steel plates
for the purpose of tightening the members.
Fíeld inspection revealed cracks in the
welded lap splices. Examination of simu-
Iated test joints and cracked hanger splices
in the laboratory indícated that fatigue
cracks would develop from weld deposits at
the cut of the wrought-iron bar, propagate
into the steel splice plate, and cause fail-
ure. Fatigue cracks could also propagate
into the wrought-iron bars but would be ar-
resteil by the slag (íron silicate) string-
ers. Breaking of the wrought-iron bar only
occurred when the applied stress was quite
high in conparison with the yield point.
l'leasured live-load stresses in the actual
bridge member were relatively Iow. Eval-ua-
tion of traffic and load records índicates
that the effective live-load stresses would
be well below the fatígue strengths of these
spli.ced joínts. No inminent problen of fa-
tigue failure is expected in the hangers.
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FIGURE I View of bridge.

structed of riveted built-up wrought-iron sections
and eyebars. Span F, which contains the most severe
welded repair detail, is a níne-panel, 176-ft, 4-
in.-long sirnply supported span (Figure 2). AII di-
agonals, bottoÍr chord members, and the UI-MI and U8-
M8 hangers are comprised of eyebar pairs.

Throughout its history, the bridge has underqone
an extensive number of repairs ancl revisions (note
that these data are from the records and summariza-
tions of repairs to Bridge 651 of the Norfolk and
IÍestern Railroad). This includes span shortening
and relocation, stringer replacenent, and eyebar
tightening. Beginning ín 1937, a period during the
early development of the welcling process, nany of
Èhe repairs incorporated welding, sone Èo an ex-
treme. Conmon to old, pin-ended truss bridges, many
of the eyebar members loosened vrith tine and re-
guired tightening. The corrective repair procedure
used on this bridge was to cut the eyebar body and
then to weld steel lap shear splices over the cut.
A small- length eras cut out of the eyebar body and
the two cu! enals hrere drawn together so as to reten-
sion the member. Splice plates were welded on
either side, thus overlapping the cut (Figure 3).
The steel lap plates rrrere of A7 material.

A continuous fiIIet weld h'as placed around the
entire peri¡neter of each lap plate, which resulted
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FIGURE 4 Toe crack in transverse weld.

in both transverse and longitudinal welds, the lat-
ter bridging thè exposed gap between the two
wrought-i.ron plate ends. This was done on many of
the diagonals, bottom chord nembers, and on six of
the eíght eyebar hangers in span F, as well as eye-
bar nembers in the other seven spans. For the
hangers in span F, the original cross-sectional area
of the wrought-iron bar is 4.0 in.2. The adilition
of the splice plates increases the total area by 12
percent to 4.5 in.2. This type of tightening pro-
cedure was a common method of repair before the
fãtigue strength of weldnents became known. Thè
A¡¡erican Railway Engineèríng Association (ÀREA)
specifications nor¡, provide procedures for eyebar
tightening by heating and upsetting of the eyebar
body.

FIELD INSPECTION

A detailed inspection of the bridge revealed fatigue
cracks in the r¿e1ded lap splices. The most severe
crackíng was found in the transverse wetds in the
hangers of span F, where the cracks had coalesced
across the toè of the transverse weld. Figure 4
shows the presence of the crack along the entire
length of the transverse fillet weld. Àlso, fatigue
cracks were found in the welded gap at the center of
the lap splice (Figure 5). Although each hanger is
cornprised of a pair'of eyebars, with a conbined
cross-sectional area of 8.0 in.2, the inspection
revealed that only one eyebar was carrying the 1oad.
The other eyebar was found to be slack, even during
live loading of the span. This may have occurred
from pin wear, pin rotation, or irnproper tensioning
during repair. This condition effectively doubled
the stress range level in the active member, which
resulted in a more serious situation. À study was
undertaken to determine the severity of the cracking
and to ¿letêrmíne what corrective ¡neasures were
necessâry to prevent failure of the mernber.

FIELD ¡4EASUREIIENTS

Concurrent with Èhe field inspection h'âs thè strâin
gauging and monitoring of one hãnger in span ¡'. An
electrical resistance strain gauge \dag nounted on
the load-carrying rnèmber of hanger Ul-Ml-. Strain
readings were taken during passage of several
freight Èrains and of a test train of knovrn r.reight
at various speeds. This allowed for the correlãtion
of the field-measured sÈresses with the stresses ob-

U8U7U6U5u4U3

L9L8L6L5L4L3L2 L7LI

FIGURE 2 hofile of span F.

t" x 4" wRouGHl tRoN BAR

3/4" X 3" X 24" STEEL

FIGURE 3 Plan of lap splice repau'.
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FIGURE 5 Gack in welded gaP.

tained fro¡n a cornputer rnoilel of the structure. À16ot

it pernitted the effective stress range for thê
recording period and, subsequentlyr for the entire
life of the briatge to be estirnated.

Figure 6 shows the frequency of naxinum stress
for 10 trains during the recording period, excluding
stress ranges less than 7 ksi. The maxi¡nurn recorded
stress ranfte was 16 ksí, which accounted for onLy
3.5 percent of the total number of cycles. The ef-
fective stress range (Sr Miner) was calculated to
be 10.6 ksi. Examination of the stress histories
indicated that there occurred one load cycle per car
or locomotive for the hanger ¡ne¡nbers. Each wheel
group (the tt¡o trucks from adjoining cars) gave one
complete cyc1e.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

wrought iron is a ti.ro-cornponent metal that consists
of high purity iron and iron silicate, a particular
type of glasslike s1ag. Originally, the slag con-
tent of wrought iron (2.5 percent by weight) vras

thought to be an undesirable impurity. But it was

SPAN F
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eventually realized that the slag r'¡as responsible
for the desirable Properties of wrought iron--its
resistance to corrosion and to fatigue.

Nineteenth century furnace tenperatures were not
high enough to keep the refineil iron from solidífy-
ing and trapping sone of the nolten slag Cluring the
final stages of the refining operation. Bessemerrs
developnent of steel rnaking was originally inten'led
to produce nrought iron of higher qual-ity and lower
co"t thun what was currently available. But the
process resulted in steel that did not cÕntâin the
slag. It had superior mechanlcal properties and

could be ¡nanufacturecl in greater quantities and at a

Iower cost.
In wrought iron, slaq is distributed throughout

the iron rnatríx, generaLly in the for¡n of threads of
fibers that extenil ln th€ direction .of rÛIling. Ap-
proxinately 250 '000 of the siliceous fibers are
present in each cross-sectional square inch' corro-
sion resistance is attributable to the purity of the
iron baser freedom from segregated impurities, antl
the presence of the slag fibers ¿listributed through-
out the netal base. The slag fibers are present in
sufficient nurnbers to form an effective barríer to
the process of corrosi'on, forcing it to spread over
the surface of the metal rather than to Pit or pene-
trate (1).

TensJIe tests of rvrought iron bars taken from the
structure gave a ¡nínimu¡n yield stress of 26 ksi at
0.002 offset. The tensile strength was neasured as

45 ksi. These results aqree with AST!¡i specifica-
tions for À42-I3 wrought-iron plates.

FATIGUE TESTS

The laboratory fatigue tests of the hanger lap
splice were conducted in two parts to accurately as-
sess the severity of the transverse wel¿l cracks'
Initiallyr specimens were fabricated an'l tested by
using pieces of wrought-iron bars salvage¿l from span

E. This span was replaced when the original span

was knocked into the river during a barge collision'
Laterr as a result of the replacement of the cracked
hangers, the actual weldecl joints fron span F became

available. These were also fatigue teste'lr exanined,
and then compared with the fabricatecl specinens'
Figure 7 shows a lap splice repair of span F in the
atternating stress testing rnachine.

Testíng of Fabricaterygg-imens

A total of seven tests were conducted by using threê
different constant amplitude stress ranges and two
variations of the ldeld orientation. The fírst three
test specinens were run at a stress range of 12 ksi.
Althouqh there was noticeable cracking along the toe
of the transverse welcl¡ failure of these three
specirnens did not occur at this location. The flrst
two specimens incorporatecl the center junction,
which was subjected to a stress rânge of 10 ksi'
This resulted in failure of the specimen at this
Iocation at 2.1 million cycles for specirnen I and
3.6 million cycles for specímen 2. The cracks ini-
tiated in the longituclinal weld that bridged the gap
between the wrought-iron plates an¿l propagated into
the steel plates. These failures correspond to the
fatígue life for orilinary steel and plot near the
category D fatigue strength curver as can be seen in
Figure 8. However' the test sa¡nple is so small that
assessing the resistance using category E is a rea-
sonable lower bound. Clearly, it was this location
that controlled the fatigue life of the lap splice
con¡iection.

AfÈer failure of the steel plates, both specimens
I and 2 were regripped to continue testing of the
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FIGURE 6 Histogram for hanger, span F.
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tranavêrse welds that provide¿l a cover plate detail.
Both speci¡nens erere tèsted to 20 rnil-l-ion cyclês
vrithout failure at thís location, although notice-
able cracking at the hrelal toe and in the rdeld oc-
curred. specirnen 3, which incorporated only the en¿l
detail, \ras teste¿l to 6 ¡nillion cycles without fail-
ure and then was destructively exanined to evaluate
the cracking.

Because failure at the toe r¡eld of the wrought-
lron plate did not result in faílure at 12 ksi, the
stress range vras increasetl to 18 ksl for the next
three speci¡nens. At the higher stress level failure
occurre¿l at the toe of the transverse weld beginning
at approximately 0.74 million cycles. This was
still well above the fatigue strength expected at a
category E cletail. AII fatigue test results appli-
cable to the wrought-iron ne¡nbers are plotted in
Figure 9. Those tests that rdere stoppêd before
faiLure are indlicated $rith an arrow.
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Becauge the properties of wrought iron are not
isotropic but are ilirèctionally dependent, a seventh
test specimen was fabricated with the steel plates
vrelded to the edges of the wrought-iron bar. The
specimen eras tested at a constant stress range of 15
ksi, and the fatigue crack propagate¿l perpendicular
to the edges of the elongateil stringers. thís clid
not result in crack arrest, and the failure occurred
at 0.46 nillion cycles. This failure lífe plots
within the scâtter band of a category E cletail and
is shor¡n by the cross in Figure 9.

In order to evaluate the fracture toughness of
the toe crack, the temperature was lov¡ered on two
specirnens during testing. Speci¡nens 1 an¿l 4, run at
stress ranges of I2 and 18 ksi, respectively, did
not fail by fracture with a reduction in temperature
to -400F. Thé Èêst resutts iäTlc¡itê thãF the *eléled
wrought iron had a relatively high resistance to
crack instability at reduced temperatures. It was
concludecl that the toe-crackeil eyebars vrould not
fail because of brittle fracture.

Testing of Span F Hangers

Six of the eight hangers in span F that contained
the lap splice repaír were removed from the struc-
ture. The six lap splice joints were cut fron the
me¡nbers and shipped to the laboratory for detailecl
exa¡nínation. Several were fatigue tested, anal the

remainder grere cut open to reveal the extent of the
cracking.

The actual- bridge lap splices were foun¿l to be of
lower quality i{ith respect to the welding and work-
nanship rdhên conpared to the taboratory-fabricated
specimens. These repairs were conductetl in 1937,
when the welding process had not been adequately
developeil, and they were nade uncler field condi-
tions. The majority of the transverse welds were
found to be undersized for the gíven plate thíck-
ness. The weld sizes rangeal fron 0.1875 to 0.25 in.
for a 0.875-in. plate. Current clesign specifications
require a ninimum weld size of 0.3125 in. In aildi-
tion, the welds exhibited porosity and unclercutting
of the $¡rought-iron p1aÈe. Many of the weld pro-
files had a contact angte that greatly exceedeil 45
degrees.

One full-size¿l joint was placed in the alternat-
ing stress machine anil fatigue tested at a stress

FIGURE 7 Alternating stress test machine,
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FïGURE B Plot of steel lap plate data on S-N curve.
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range of 12 ksí ín the eyebar. As expected, failure
occurred' . with a fatigue crack orginating at the
center gap, where the stress range was 10.7 ksi, and
propagated into the steel plates. Final failure oc-
curred at I.9 ¡nillion cycles; the results âre ptot-
ted in Figure 8. Thís obviously is a lower-bound
estimate of the Iife, as it diil not consíder the
stress cycles experienced by the detail in the
bridge. Each of the two resulting halves of the
original joint were then tested separately to eval-
uâte the fatigue resistancè of the visible trans-
verse weld toe cracks. Although each piece exper-
ienced tôe cracks in the wrought íron and root
cracking of the \,¡elds, the tests lrere carried to
10.0 million cycles without any evidence of failure
or inability to continue to resist the cyclic toads.
Thesê tests are also plotted in Figure 9; the arrovrs
indicate that they had not failecl. Two adilitional
joints r.rere tested to deterrníne Èhe fatigue strength
of the steel splices. These tests are plotted in
Figure I âs solid sguares. ALl three joints pro-
vided slightly less fatigue resístance than the fab-
ri-cated specimens as a result of their príor cyclic
Ioading in the structure.

The remaining lap splice joints were cut open to
expose cracks that ¡night have occurred in the welds
during service. For nost joints, cracks were found
on only one side of the joint. Thls \ras generally
observed at the weld !,rith the greater reinforcement
angle. AIso, toe cracks were found toward the cen-
ter portion of the transverse vreld, and root cracks
were found at the outer ends of the weld. No crack-
ing was found in the longitudinal welds, excepÈ at
the center gap location. Here thè crack had propa-
gated through the entire weld, but in no case was
the crack observed to enter the steel lap plates.
Figure 10 sholrs an exposed surface at the nenber
gap. The two lap plâtes r.¡erè partly cut with a saw
before pulling the rnember apart at â reduced tenper-
ature. No significant crack extension can be seen
in the splice plates. Cracking was visible in the
v¡elds at each edge only.

ination of Results

The mechanisn of crack formatíon and propagation is
as follows. Fatigue cracks erere found to begin at
the toe of the transverse weld in lhe wel-iled center
portion of the wrought-iron plate. VisÍb1e cracks

FIGURE l0 Exposed rvelded gap.

were first noticed -at approximately 0.5 rnillion
cycles at a stress range of 12 ksi. Initially, the
toe cracks propagatecl perpendicular to the thickness
of the wrought-iron plate untí1 they encountered a
significant slag stringer. the crack may then re-
initiate out of the strÍnger at a location that is
further into the joint. The crack continues to en-
counter stringerè, and this process continues tÕ a
depth of approximately 0.1875 to 0.125 in. at an ap-
proximate angle of 45 degrees. At this point the
crack is arrested as the crack turns and extends
vertically into the joint, parallel to the stress.
The angle of groerth corrèsponds to the plane per-
pendicular to the stress field through the fillet
weld. The crack growth results in a staircase ef-
fect, as can be seen in Figures 11 and 12.

The importance of the stringers in the wrought
iron appears to be their ability to arrest the
transverse crack and deflect the grovrth of the crack
into the joint. A sinilar joint geometry in steel
would result in the toe crack propagating through
the thickness of the ¡¡ain plate. In the welded
vrrought ironr the crack is arrested and turned
parallel to the plate and cyclic stress. There is
an obvious redistribution of the stress in thê vi-
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FIGURE 1l Crack growth in test specimen.

:'1. , i . .'

FIGURE 12 Crack growth in span F hanger.

cinity of the crack front. As the crack moves into
the joint following the laninated stringers' the
stress is redistributed to the longitudinal welds.
The redistribution of the stress to the outer por-
tions of the joint results in root cracking in both
the longitudínal welds and in the outer portions of
the transverse vrelds because the weld sizes were
snall. Eventually all thê load \Ías transferred
through the longitudinal welds, which resulted in
continued crack extension along the weld throät.

Fatígue testing at a high stress range of 18 ksi
resulted in a naximu¡n stress level of 21 ksi. This
inaximu¡n stress corresponds to approxinately 80 per-
cent of the measured yield stress of the wrought
iron. As the fatigue crack propagated into the
joint, the cross section of the wrought-iron plate
was reduced. This resulted in yieldinq of the net
section of the wrought-iron plate and also resultecl
in conÈinuèd crack extensíon, with the eventual
failure of the section. Such high stress ranges
would not be expected in a wrought-iron structure.

The test resulÈs fron the welded wrought-iron
specimens and the actual hangers are sumnarÍzed in
Figures I and 9. These têsts demonstrate that the
fatigue resistance is much greater thân that pro-
vided by category E--the expected fatigue category
for such welded steel details. None of the details
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tested at a stress range of 12 ksi faileil as a re-
sult of the crack that formed at the weld ternina-
tions. These cracks were arrested and did not in-
pair the load-earrying capability of the joint.
Failure, should it. occur, was shown to devel-op at
the gap regÍon.

TRAFFIC STUDY AND FATIGUE ASSESSIqENT

To accurately assess the severity of fåtigue crack-
ing in welded lap splices, the stress history spec-
trum for the hanger me¡nber must be determined. By
reviewing the traffic that the structure has exper-
ienced and its relation to the stress levels in the
hangerr an esti¡nate can be made of the cumulative
fatigue damage and the renaining l-ife of the struc-
ture.

Because of the long history of the bridge and a
change in ownership, limited traffic data were ob-
tainable fro¡n the Norfolk and western Railway.
Available data included the following: train time-
tables from 1936 to 1963, annual gross tonnage fig-
ures from I97l to l-981, and a listing of all train
movements during 1982. Because these data were in-
sufficient for an adequate traffíc study, it becatne
necessary to supplenent it v¿íth other sources of
data. Correlation $ras made with traffic ilata fron
Canadian National (cN) Rail at britlges that were on
lines si¡nilar to that of the line that Brídge 651
traverses (2,3). CN has done extensive traffic
studies on many of their linesr which allows them to
develop useful averages and to indicate particular
trends from an extensive data base.

civen the limited amount of traffic data, the
traffic frequency and distribution nust be esti-
rnated. There are several importânt parameters that
can be used to generate the necessary infornation.
These are the number trains per day, Ioconotive
r¿eights, engine units per train, annual gross ton-
nage, ancl carload distributíon. Although not all
parameters are known for each year under studyr not
all- are needed for any one particular year. The
method used in a particular tine period was dictated
by the available infornation.

The period of concern for the hangers is fron
1937, when the welded repairs vrere performed, to the
present. Àlso, an estimation for the future (to the
year 2000) was made. For each year, the nunber of
locomotives and cars that crossed the bridge was
estimated. Studies by CN concluded that only cars
¡nore than 60 gross tons have a sígnificant effect on
the fatigue life, and all other lighter traffic
could be ignored (4). Fron 1937 to 1954 it was as-
sumed that only the locomotives contributed to
fatigue damage because carloads seldom exceeded 60
tons. Assuming one locotnotive per train (typical
with steam locomotives), the yearly total r¡as cal-
culated from the timetables. Because extra freight
trains were run in a given time slot, the nunber of
scheduled trains, both passenger and freight, was
increased by 10 percent. Beginning in 1955r wíth
the conplete conversion to iliesel, carloads began to
increase. The number of cycles per year fron the
carloads $ras deterníned by multiplying the annual
gross tonnage by the percentage of cars greater than
60 tons and dívidíng by the root-mean-square value
for carloads greater than 60 tons. The number of
locomotive loadings was deternined from availab!e
tínetables, with the realization that more than one
diesel unit could be used on one train. Beginning
in 1962, when train tables rdere no Longer available,
the nunber of locor¡otive units was deterninecl by
dividing the annuaJ. gross tonnage by the estímated
average gross tons pulled by one unit. Carload
cycles were deteinined as previously mentioned.
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Eaving the number of loadíng cycles cåused by
both loconotives and carloads for each year, it was
necessary to determine the stress ranges caused by
them. A three-dimensional linear finite-elernent
nodel of the span was developed and calibrated with
the strain-gaugê data obtained during the field in-
vestigation. This exarnination de¡nonstrated that in-
pact effects were negligible and that a space-frarne
analysis ldas applicable to the structure. The ín-
fluence of dynamic effects is re¿luced on the struc-
ture because of the presence of a sharply curved
tunnel inmediately adjacent to the bridge site. This
imposes spee¿l restrictions on all train traffic.
Figure 13 shows the correlation betrdêen the theo-
reticâI and measured stress history for a gíven
train pâssage. From the computer analysis an in-
fluence diagram was developed for the hanger mem-
ber. A typical wheel-spacinq configuratíon was as-
surned for both a stean and diesel loconotive and a
typical car. Each was given a unit weight and
passed across the influence diagra¡n; then the stress
range was determined. Then, by using the estimated
static .values for locomotive and car \reights, the
effective stress range could be deter¡nined for each
year. By using Minerrs linear fatigue damage rela-
tionship, the extent of the fatigue danage could be
estinated by sumning the nunber of cycles at a par-
ticular stress range for a given yeår.

À problem of deternining the correct effective
stress range that corresponded to all danage cycles

r19

arose because of the slackness in some in the eye-
bars. The actual accumulated fatigue darnage esti-
¡nate for a given loadecl member is boundecl by the
condition of both bars carrying the Load an¿l by the
condition that only one carries the entire load for
the ¡ne¡nber. Assuming that both eyebars erere Loade¿l
resulted in an effective stress range (Sr Miner)
equal to 4.3 ksi for 3.I nillion variabl-e load
cycles. Projected to the yêar 2000, the figure in-
creâses to 4.5 ksi for 5.2 million cycles. With
only one bar participating, the 1982 value increases
to 9.8 ksi for 3.1 nillion cyoles, and the future
damage increases to 10.3 ksi for 5.2 million cycles.
These points are plotted in figure 14 and are com-
pared to AÀSHTO fatigue categories and the fatigue
test data developeil on the welded vrrought-iron
j oints.

The predicted effective stress range and accunu-
lated cycles of the variable loãding plot weLt below
the fatigue resistance provided by weJ-ded wrought-
iron end details. The tesÈs on laboratory-welded
specinens and on cracked detaíls renoved from span F
denonstrate¿l that a stress range of 12 ksi would not
produce failure, even after 20 million cycles of
loading. The effectivê stress range anil cunulative
cycles in 1982, as well as those projected to 2000,
are well belovr those resistance values. Had both
hangers been effective and the stress range de-
creased, an even greater nargin of reserve life
would exist.

TIME )

FIGURE l3 Comparison of measured and theoretical response.

. - WROUGHT IRON BAR

O - STEEL LAP PLATE

N - NUMBER OF CYCLES

FIGURE 14 Plot of estimated fatþe life for hangers, span F.
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Because the lap plâte splices are more critical
at the cross section at the center of the joínt
where the eyebar was cut, those vêlues are plotted
in Figure 14. The increased cross-sectional area
decreases the effective stress range to 3.8 ksi ln
1982 if both bars are effective and to 8.7 ksi if
only a single bar 1s carrying the load. The sma}l-
degree of cracking observed in the field and in the
eyebars removed fron the structure suggests that
both hangers were carrying the load throughout much
of their life. Ha¿l both hangera shared the load, no
apprecíabLe danage would have developed for the
traffic projected to the year 2000.

SI'M¡¡IARY AND CONCLUSTONS

As a result of the fatigue tests of weliled wrought
iron with welded lap splice repairs and the correla-
tion vrith the loa¿l hístory of the bridge, the fol-
lowing conclusions were reached.

1. Surface cracks were found to deveÌop at the
toe of the splice plates that \rere welded to the
surface of the \rrought-iron eyebars at cycJ-e lives
conparable to welcled steel components. These cracks
were foundl Èo have no adverse effect on the fatigue
resistance of the wrought-iron members because they
grere arrestêd by the vrrought-íron slag stringers.

2. An evaluatÍon of the load history to which
the nembers were subjected inalicated that the wel-d
toe cracking would be expected. It primarily re-
sulted because the two eyebar hangers rdere not shar-
ing the load. One eyebar was found to be loose, and
this increased the cyclíc stress in the other eyebar
by slightly less Èhan 50 percent.

3. Laboratory fatigue tests were carried out on
simulated welded joints and on several of the
cracked eyebar hanger splices. The simulated test
joints denonstrated that the r.rrought iron woulil ar-
rest the fatigue cracks that forned at the weld toe
at stress levels expected in the structure. The
weld toe cracks encounteretl the flattened longitudi-
na1 stringers and were arrested as the crack de-
flectecl parallel to the cyclic stress. The crack-
arrested details were able to sustain 20 nillion
stress cycles at 12 ksi yrithout any further evidence
of distress. The cracked hangers were also fatígue
tested, and they yielded cornparable results.

4. The laboratory tests also denonstrated that
the steel splice plates were the more critical de-
tail. The four tests carried out provided a fatigue
resístance comparable to category D, although they
are classified as category E details. Because the
stress range at the critical steel sectíon was Ìess
than the wrought-iron barr the hangers had not ex-
perienced much growth at those sections.
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5. The stress history analysis and laboratory
evaluation clenonstrated that the other rveld-repaired
menbers (such as chord and díagonals) were not sus-
ceptíble to any appreciable crack growth and would
not be fatigue critical.

6. A pilot test on the edge-welded wrought-iron
spJ-ice demonstrated that the stringers were not ef-
fective ín arresting fatigue crack growth.
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Evaluation and Field Testing of the
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direct service between the south and west sectors of
Chicago. The structure un¿ler investigation consists
of 40 spans, with a total length of about 4,000 ft.
A pl-an view of the structure is shown in Figure 1.

The viaduct structure is of welded steel con-
struction and l'ras co¡npleted in .Tune 1969. The
superstructure consists of continuous and suspended
plaÈe girders (stringers) with a cast-in-place' U-
shaped concrete deck. Figure 2 shows a typical
structural cross section at a hammer-head pier. In
addition to single-column supports referred to as
pier, the structure includes seven inverted U-shaped
supporting structures that have double colurnns;
these are referred to as bents. Three of these
bents sustained najor fractures in January 1978 (1).
Six stringers are used in each of spans 2-16 (double
track) t four stringers are used in each of spans I
and I7-34 (double track) t and spans 35NB-37N8 and
35sB-40S8 use two stringers (single track). String-
ers are curved in spans with sharp curvature.

The plate girders are provided eith vertical
stiffeners spaced approximately 4 ft apärt and hori-
zontal gusset plates space¿l at approximately 8 or 16
ft, depen¿ting on location. The gusset plates are
locatecl about 4 in. above the bottom flange of the
stringers. Deep, channel-shaped diaphragms are
bolted to stiffeners along the web of the channel
and gusset plates at the channel flange. tateral
bracing me¡nbers are åIso bol-ted to the gusset
plates. Lateral bracing consists of angle K bracing
to bent 34 and structural tee X bracing beyond bent
34. A ptan view of three spans that shows the var-
íation in franing syste¡ns is presented in Figure 3.
The underside of span 15 is shown in Figure 4t it
shows the lateral bracing systen typical of spans
2-16.

Lateral gusset plates are welded to the webs of
stringers, wÍth the vertical stiffener fitting into
a cutout in the gusset plate, as shown in Figures 5
and 6. In spans 1-27 the cutouts are close fitting,
and fillet welils were used for the gusset plate to
stringer $reb connection. In spans 28 and above
there is an approxinate 0.5-in. gap between the cut-
out edge and the stiffener, and the gusset plates
were single-bevel groove welded to the web. Back-up
bars nere used to make the groove neld connections
in spans 35-40. The back-up bars or gusset plates
were attached with short internittent fíl-let weLds
for fit-up before completing the groove welds. The
termination of all these welds represents conditions
that are sensitive to fâtigue (2).

fn 1978 the CTÀ found an 8-in.-long crack in span
35 that originated in the gap between the gusset-
plate cutout and the vertical stiffener. Holes were
clrilled at both the top and boÈtom ends of the crack
as a retrofit neasure,

In faIl 1982 a crack was found in the stringer of
span 15. Àgain the crack origínated at the gap be-
tween the vertical stiffener ând the' gusset-plate
cutout. The crack had propagated do¡.vn through the
bottotn flange and also up about L2 ín. into the web.
A hol-e was drilleil at the top end of the crack and a
cover plate was bolted to the boÈtom flange across
the crack. An exterior view of the crack is shown in

Dan Ryan Rapid Transit Structure

ANDREV E. N. OSBORN and MICH.A,EL J. KOOB

ÀBSTRÀCT

The Dan Ryan rapid transit structure is a

4o-spanr 4 r00o-ft-long elevated structure
that carries chicago Transit Authority (CTA)
rapicl transit trains into and out of the
Chicago Lôop. The structurer which vras com-
pleted in 1969r consists of welded stringers
and is supported by steel box-girder bents.
Splices in the stringers are field bolted.
The steel stringers carry two sets Õf track
on a ballasted concrete cleck. In January
1978 najor brittle fractures occurred in
three of the steel box-girder bents. Since
discovering the bent fractures, CTA inspec-
tors founil two long cracks in the botton of
the stringers. These cracks were found to
originate at welded Iateral gusseÈ-p1ate
connections. Approximately I'800 lateral
gussets are used in the 40-span system to
attach lateral bracing. Each gusset plate
contains a cutout to accotnrno¿late the verti-
cal stiffener of the stringer. this detail
creates a short gap between the cutout of
the gusset and the vertical stiffener. An
extensive investigative stu¿ly of seven spans
of the superstructure was carried out to
assess the fatigue sensitivity of the
stringers with the lateral gusset-plate con-
nèctions. The study Ínclucled a review of
details used in the structurer field instru-
nentation and testing, an analytical review,
in-depth examination of gusset-plate connec-
tions, exa¡nination and testing of samples
that contain cracks' and the development of
retrofits. The informatíon collected during
the stu¿ly' particularly the field testing
¿lata, is reviewed. Reviews are also made of
the fractographÍc examination conducted on a
sanple that contains a 4-in. crack an¿l the
in-depth inspection finilings. As part of
this study retrofits grere developed to
either shield the crack origin from stress
or to increase the gap between the gusset-
plate cutout and the vertical stiffener.

A post-construction investigation of the Dan Ryan
elevated rapid transit structure bet$teen 1?th and
23rd streets in Chicago was conducte¿l for the Chi-
cago Transit Authority (CTA). The purpose of the
investigation was to evaluate the sensitivity of
weldetl details in the structure to fatigue.

Fíeld work consisted of in-depth inspection and
strain-gâuge instrurnentation of critícal conditions
in the structure. This work was carríed out betrveen
August and Nove¡nber 1982. office activities in-
cluded identifícation of critical details, struc-
turál analyses, evaluation of test data' and ¿level-
opment of recommendations for retrofiÈting and
ongoing inspection.

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE

The CTA's Lake-Dan Ryan rapíd transit line provides
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FIGURE 3 Schematic showing the three general types of framing.

Figure 7. Staining in Figure 7 is from the cutting
oil usecl for drillíng.

The discovery of these cracks increased concern
over the fatigue sensitivity of the lateral gusset-
plate connection and precipítated this evaluatíon
sÈudy.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

The study consisted of five tasks, as follows:

I. Conduct a linited structural anaÌysis of the
viaduct superstructure to determine theoretical
stress ranges at fatigue-sensitíve details,

2. fnstall strain-gauge instrunentation and per-

WELDED STEEL
PLATE COLUN¡IN

FIGURE 1 Plan of Dan Ryan elevated structure under study.
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FIGURE 4 View of framing on the underside of span 15.

FIGURE 5 Gusset-plate connection: schematic
view.

FIGURE 6 Gusset-plate connection: typical detail.

form tests at selected locatíons in several spans
under nor¡nal and controlled loadings,

3. Perform a high-quality fatigue crack inspec-
tion of gusset-plate welds in the same spans where
instrumentation was installed'

4. Renove steel sarnples for visual and nicro-
scopic evaluation, and

5. Develop a structural retrofit for the gus-
set-plate detail.

r23

FIGURE 7 Appearance of retrofitted cracklocated in
span 15.

Structural Ànal 1S

A structural analysis was perforned on a simplified
analytical nodel of the elevated structure. The
steel stringers were assumed to act conpositely erlth
Èhe concrete deck, and curvature effects were in-
cludeal in the no¿|eI. The stiffnesses of the box
bents inclu¿lêd consideration of so11-structure in-
teraction. The lateral rigidity of the U-shaped
deck eras nodeledi ho\rever, the torsional rigidity
províded by lateral bracing and iliaphragms was
otnitted.

Dead loads were base¿l on informatlon contained in
the design drawings. Live load eras based on the fa-
tígue and deflection loacling criterÍa of J.9.5 kips
per axle establíshed by cTA (see Figure 8); These
loads are higher than those usecl when the structure
was designed because of the introduction of the
heavier 2600 series cars in 1981. An irnpact factor
of 40 percent was ailded; however, testing díscusse¿l
.Later indicateil that inpact effects were tnuch
smaller. Thus the tabulate¿l stresses reported here
¿lo not include inpact.

The actual train weights vrere somewhat less than
the design loading criteria. Empty train car weights
vary from 45 to 54.3 kips for alL series of cars
used on this structure. The sreight of passengers
that can occupy the seat and aisle area is expected
to be about 26 kips under maxirnum loading condi-
tions. Nor¡oal rider weight during rush-hour traf-
fic, however, is probably closer to 16 kips per car,
or 4 kips per axle. Thus normaL rush-hour axle
loads are probably in the vicinity of 17.5 kips.
This estiÍ¡ate has been used to conpare theoretícal
and field-neasured results. on a hreekday 78 elght-
car trainsr l3l four-car trains, and 20 two-car
tralns traverse the line in both directions. on
weekends the traffic is lighter. Altogether, about
1r400 trains pass in each direction every week.

NOTE' DIAPHRAGM NOT
SHOWN FOR CLARITY

- f's¡r-- _
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260r-3200 sERrES, TOTAL Wt:/CAR = 54,300L8S.

r4.o t4.o t40 t4.o
5.5 5.5 55 5.5
r9.5 r9.5 t9.5 tSs

r4.o t4.0
55 55
r9.5 r95

FATIGUE AND
DEFLECTION LIMITAIION LOAOING

CAR WT 14.0 l4.O
PASSENGER 55 5,5
TOTAL 19.5 t9.5

TABLE I Calculated Midspan Stringer Stresses at Level of
Gusset Plate

Live-Load Stress Range (ksi)
Approximate
Dead-Load Stress
(ksi)

FIGURE B Elevation and axle load pertaining to transit car.

Span
No.

Two-Car
Train

Notei Live-load tabulalion based on axle loâd of 19.5 kips, ln curved spans the
longest sto¡age span was analyzed,

In calculating the total dead-load stressesr DôD-
cornposite action was assumed for the weight of the
steel- stringers, steel bracing, anal concrete deck.
composite action was assu¡ned for the remaining dead
loatls and all live loads. This procedure increased
the calculated dead-load stresses by about 30 per-
cent vrhen compared to an analysis based on a fuIly
conposite structure. The calculatèd stresses from
the structural analysis are given in Table 1.

fnstrumentation

Locations in seven spans and three supports r.rere
selected for strain-gauge instrumentation. Alto-
gether, 85 gauges yrere installe¿I. The instrunente¿l
areas includled both simple and continuous spans,
curvêd spans, and spans where relatively high levels
of stress range were expecte¿l.

Strain gâuges were installêd prinarily on webs of
stringers adjacent to gusset plates, on stringer
flangesr and on cross-bracing rnembers. Fígure 9

shows an installation adjacent to a gusset p1ate.
cauges \dere also installed on the nebs and flanges
of box bents and on a hinge línk. Details of the
strain-gauge layout are shoern in Figure 10.

InstaÌlation Details

Irocations in spans ]-5-I7,2Lr 22,35, and 36, and in
bents l7r 34, and 35 were instrunented. Single-ele-
rnent, 0.25-in. foíI-type strain gauges were bonded
Èo Èhe steel structure by using long-life epoxy ad-
hesive. copper lead wires of 18 or 22 gauge were
soldered to the strâin gaugesr and the gauges were
waterproofed. The entire installation was intended
to be durable so that readings could be taken for
several yearsr if desired. The lead wires were ex-
ten¿led to three primary junction areas located in
bents 16, 21, and 35 and connected to nultiple sock-
et connectors. In this way thè strain reading
equipment could be tnoved fron bent to bent instead
of running all the lead wires to one location.

Data Acquisition

The strains were measurecl by using a He!'t1ett-Packard

Eight-Car
Train

6
7
8
9

l0
1l
12
r3
T4
l5
16
T7

l8
19
')(\

2l
22
23
z4
25
zb
2'7

28
29
30
3t
32
33
34
35NB
35 SB
36NB
36SB
37NB
37SB
38SB
39SB
40sB

3.0
10.8
10.3
10.5
I 1.6
10.8
l0.l
t7.3
9.0

15.7
12.4
10.4
10.1
15.1

6.2
8.1

11.8
1r.7
8.8

11 .7
10.5
9.2
6.2
6.1

15.9
5.9
7.4
3,9
3.1
9.6
9.5
8.6

l0. t
9.2
8-5
7.5

12.2
11.6
17 .4
10.8
8.1
6.r
6.1

1.4
2.1
3.8
1.9
1.6
1.8
3.2
3.3
2.9
2.0
2.7
2.0
2.4
3.1
2.t)
2.5
4.0
2.3
3.6
2.3
3.9
T,7
2.8
1.4
3.8
1_5

2.1
t.0
1.8
i.9
?o
t.1
3.8
2.0
2.8
z.b
1.9
r.7
2.8
2.9
t.2
1.4
1.3

1.1
2.r
3.1
t.9
3.1
1.8
2.6
3.0
2.3
1.8

1.8
2.1
2.9
2.r
t5
3.4
2.3
3.0
2.3
3.2
1.1
2.2
1.4
3.5
1.5
1.9
1.0
1.4
1.9
3.1
t.7
3.1
2.0
2.3
2.1
1.9
1.1
2.7
2.5
t.2
r.2
1.1
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FIGURE 9 Typ. A gauge installation on web of stringer adjacent
to gusset plate.

CilnrH

125

HP3054 Data ecquisition Systen couPled to an HP9826

conputer. The data logger had thè capability of
neasuring and transmitting approxinately 50 channels
of voltage ¿lata per second. Five gauges were rnoni-
tored at one tine, which permítted about l0 rneasure-
nents per gauge per second Èo be recorded for each
train. cauges a! comparable locations were general-
ly read together to provide comparisons on the basis
of a single train passage.

The accuracy of the data-Iogging eguipment was
verifíed by recording strain data using a strip-
chart analog recorder an¿l a peak reatt digital strain
indicator. Both of these instruments gave strain
values that were close to those recorded with the
digital data-logging equipnent. The analog recoriler
also inalicated that there were no high-frequency
stress cycles that were being missed because of thê
sanpling rate of the ¿lata acquÍsition systen.

Data were recordecl dynamically during Passages of
conÌmuter trains' and both statically ancl dynamically

L( lr'¡oRTH

(VIEW LOOKING I{ORTH BqJND}

PIER 34

PIER 17

r*

ii, i

\t* o
INSTÂLLATION

BENT 36

BENT
wE8 È

STRINGER
BOTTOM
FLANGE

BOTTOM FLANGE
OF BENI

fYPE "C'' GAGES AT STRINGER

CROSS SECTION

{VIEW LOOKING NORTH BOUND)

TYPE "E'' GAGES AI JUNCTIOI{
OF STRINGER FLÀME ÂNO

NORIH
BOIJNO

SOUTH
BOUND

WÎ 61 36fr
¿ 4r4'

wPC'¡r c GE d¡
I¡IEÊAL-IBACÃ

FIGURE l0 l,ocation and designation of strain gauges.

STRINGER
WE8 R.

LINX

slRAt¡
GAGE

ÊPE-Ï'C'¡GLAI
HI¡C Uü

rffiB

TYPE E INSTALLATION
(TYEST WE8 R- INTERIOR)

STRINGER WE8 R.

I/2'. TYPICAL

GAG€ CENTÊREO AT
INIERSECTION, OPPOSIfE
SIDE OF WÊB È.

ç.
I

TYPE'O- GAGES AT 8€I{T
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TABLE 2 Comparison of Stress Ranges Measured on Selected Spans

Test Train
Commuter Trains Test T¡ain

Span
No.

Two-Car T¡ain
Dynamic
(ksi)

Two-Ca¡ Train
Static
(ksi)

Two-Car Train
Impact
Dynamica
(ksi)

Fou¡-Car Train
Dynamic
(ksi)

Eight-Car Train Eight-Car Train Eight-Car Train
Dynamic Dynamic Static
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

I 5SB
I 658
17NB
2I SB
22SB
35NB
35SB
36NB
3óSB

1.6
t.4
2.0
2.0b
1.5
2.O
2.2
1.9
1.6

t9

2.0

1.3
t.4
1.9
t.¡1"
1.6
1.8
2.1
2,1
2.1

1.3
1.5
1.8
l.9b
1.6
1.8
1.9
2.0
1.6

1.3
1.5
1.7
l 9b
t.7
1.9
1.8
2.2
1.9

1.4
1.6
2.0
7.Ob
1.7
1.9
1.9
2.2
1.8

1.5
1.5
1.9
2.Ob
t.6
2-1
2.2
2.0
1.7

aThese data we¡e obtained by having the two-car train b¡ake suddenly at midspan on 35NB and 36NB only
bActual 

measu¡ed streses ranged from tl,6 to t2.3 ksi,

by using a CTA test train. Data were obtained from
four- and eight-car conmuter trains and two- and
eight-car test trains.

CommuÈer Trains

The conmuter trains consisted of coupled cars of the
2000, 2200, 2400, or 2600 seríes. Cars of different
series were mixe¿l in a single train. Strain re-
cordings were started as the comnuter train ap-
proached the point on the structure where it could
be expected to have an influence on any of the
strain çtauges in that region.

Test Trains

Data acguisition involving the test trains hras done
at night by using 2600 series cars. For the dynanic
tests, the rnotorman r,¡as instructed tô naintain a
constant speed Õf 25 nph. Data recording .Iras ini-
tiated just before the front axle of the train
reached the poínt where it was anticipated to have
influence on the strain gauges being nonitored. For
the static tests, location marks vrere paínted at 10-
ft intervals on the raits. For each test, the front
v¡heels of the test train were positioned over a 1o-
catíon nark, data were recorded, and the traín was
advanced 10 ft to the next station. In this wäy a
stress influence line was generated for each gauge.
Thís influence line was compared ¡¡ith thosê of the
dynanic runs to indicate moving train position,
speed, and impact factors.

A special dynanic test was also conducted near
bent 35 by using a t$ro-car train on the northbound
tracks. The train nas brought up to speed anal then
stopped guickly at critical locatíons by using the
ernergency brakes. ft vras expected that this rnaneu-
ver would result in addiÈional impact loading infor-
nation for the structure.

Analvsis of Data

Type A Gauges Adjacent to Gusset PIatè

The stresses neâsured adjacent to gusset plates
agree reasonably erell with the theoretical analyses,
if a lesser axle load is used in catculations. The
rneasured stress ranges are g iven in Table 2.
Stresses ranged frorn 1.0 to about 2.5 ksi, with most
of the values within 1.5 to 2.0 ksi. The agree¡nent
betneen gauges located adjacent to the sane gusset
plate was quite satisfactory. The fôIlowing four
observations are based on type A strain-gauge read-
ings.

cacE NO. 30,35AO8A2
AD.'ACENT TO GUSSET PLATE

I CARS SOUtHEOUND, PASS 2
ScANNED AT 16,t8,03 0N O9/t6l82

MINIMUM MAXIMUM
STRAIN .I5 46
STRESS ( KSD -.43 t.33
AT TIME 5.2 8.9

o ? 4 6 I rO t2 t4 t6 t8 zo22 24262A3032
ltME (sEc.)

FIGURE ll Dynamic strain response during the passage of an
eiglrt-car train.

1. In all the measured strain responses it was
observed that a single train, regardless of length,
induces a single large cycle of stress. A typical
plot of dynanic strain response during the passage
of ân eight-car train is shown in Figure tI. In
many cases the groupings of four axles at the ends
of adjacent cars caused individual" cycles to have
magnitudes of up to one-third the maximun stress
ranges measured. fn the most extrene cases the mag-
nitudes of the individual cycles were found to be
less than about 400 psi, which is not considered to
be significant.

2. Dynamic stresses are a maximum of 10 percent
greater than static stresses in simply supported
spans, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. In continuous
spans the dynanic results are generally equal to the
static results (Table 2). These effects are diffi-
cult to quantify because the differences are smalI.

3. As expected, the outside stringer on hori-
zontal curves carries greaÈer loads than the inside
stringer. Figure 14 shows comparisons in stress
range for geometrically similar gauge locations in
adjacent stringers in three different spans. Note
that there appears to be a so¡newhat more equal dís-
tríbution of load in spans 36NB and 3658, which are
sinple spans of only two stríngers. The relatíonship
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8 CAR fEST TRAIN
SÍATIC LOADING

8 CAR TEST TRAIN
DYNAMIC LOADING

8 CAR COMMUTER TRAIN

CAR SERIES
(2Oæ¿20O!'2õOO,2600)

6,30 AM

DYNAMIC LOADING

øzu
F

=Ø
Y
@ø
U
E
t-ø

d-oo

APPROX. GAGE LOCATION

FIGURE 13 Comparison of upper and lower type A gauges in
span 36 under different loading conditions.

between the radius of curvature of the stringers and
the lateral distribution of loads could not be es-
tablished with the amount of instrumentation used.

4. overall, the neâsure¿l stress rânges adjacent
to gusset plates were less than the sÈress ranges

oz468r0121416
TIME (SECJ

predícted by the analytical studies. The average of
measured stress ranges frorn eight-car con¡nuter
trains is I"7 ksi. The co¡nputetl value ís 2.3 ksi
based on 19.5 kíps per axle' ancl 2.1 ksi for 17.5
kíps per axle. The naxi¡num measured stress range at
any gauge was 2.4 ksi compared with the theoretical
values of 4.0 ksi for 19.5 kips per axle or 3.5 ksi
for 17.5 kips per ax1e. Thus measured stress ranges
average 60 and 70 percent of the calculated values
based on expected and ileslgn train loads of 17.5 and
19.5 kips per axle' respectively.

one of the reasons for the difference betvteen
theoretical and neasured stress levels is shown in
Figure 15r which compares stresses from northbound
and southbound trains. These gauges are on the ex-
terior stringer under the southbound track in sPans
35 and 2I. Note that the stresses frorn northbountl
trains are 18 ancl 39 percent of the values from
southbound trains, which show the substantial lat-
eral disÈribution of loads by the concrete deck and
steel diaphragms. Snaller lateral stlffnesses for
span 35 relative to span 2\ are also indicatetl.
Span 35 has a lirnited läteral bracing system between
the northbound and southbound sídes of the structure.

Type B cauges on Lateral Braclng

Readings on type B gauges generally were relatively

o2468rOt2t4t6t8
TIME (SEC.)

FIGURE 12 Comparison of upper and lower type A gauges in span 22 under different loading conditio¡rs.

2 CAR TEST TRAIÑ
STATIC LOADING

2 CAR TEST TRAIN
DYNAMIC LOADING
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FIGURE 14 Comparison of stresses measured in type A gauges for adjacent stringers.
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FIGUBE 15 Comparison of influence of northbound and
eouthbound trains showing lateral load distribution.

small, .which indicated that axial forces in the
bracing were Iow. This is to be expected' because
torsional tnonents that would generate axial forces
in the lateral bracing are generally snaller at ¡níd-
span thân near supports. Maximun force levels of 7

to 10 kips vrere indicate¿|.

Type C Gauges on Top an¿l Botton
Flange of Stringers

Tlæe c gauges were placetl near type A gauges in ¡nost
spans to yield additional information about the dis-
trlbution of stress in the stringers. It was found
that the bottom flange gauges gave lower strains
than type A gauges, which indicates that the gusset
plates produced sone stress-magnification effects.
These gauges índicated strains about 15 percent
greater than those measured in type c gauges.

The tlæe C gauges also demonstrated the conposite
behavior assumed for the analytical nodel. the
position of the neutral axis deter¡nined fron ¡nea-
sured strains agreed within I percent ôf the theo-
retical position.

lype D Gauges: Cross-sectional Gauges in
Bents and Piers

strains rdere neasured on the cross sections of one
bent box support and tvro pier box supports. The
measure¡nents indicated that the neutral axis was
located at âpproxÍmately the nid-depth of the box
section. I,laxirnum dynanic tensile stress ranges are
about 1.2,1.0, and 0.8 ksi at bents 35 an¿l 34 ancl
pier I7, respectively. The dynamic stresses are
roughly 20 percent higher than static values, which
indicates that irnpact factors for box bents and
piers may be somewhat hlgher than those measured in
the stringers.

Type E cauges on Bent 35 l{eb Plate A¿ljacent to
FLange Tips of stringers

the stresses neasured in tl¡[)e E gauges compared well
with the stresses rneasure¿l on the bottorn flange of
bent 35. The overall indicated stress range is
about 0.9 ksi under ilynamic loacling. Magnification
of web plate strains caused by out-of-Plane bending
rdas not indicated.

Inspections of Gusset-Plate welds

close inspection of gusset plate to stringer web

Trandportation Research Recorcl 950

FIGURE 16 Upper segment of 4-in.-long crack found near midspan
of span 16.

welds r^ras macle in the seven instrumented spans. The
ínspections concentrated on the toes of weLds neär
the cutouts and arounil the ends of the gusset
platesr where fatigue cracks are nost likely to ini-
t iate.

The inspections were conducted by first
thoroughly cleaning the area and examining it with a
brlght tíght and a magnifying glass. If any indica-
tion of a crack or discontinuity was observed' thè
weld toe was subjected to ad¿litional cl-eaning and
magnetic particle inspection. If the observed dis-
continuity was located at either end of the gusset
plate, the weld toe was lightly grouncl and the mag-
netic particle inspection was repeateal. This pro-
cedure was used to verify and aid in the re¡noval of
a snal1 defect. If the crack was locateil adjacent
to the gusset-plate cutout (i.e., adjacent to the
vertical stiffener), it \das not grounal out because
the structural configuration at these locations pre-
vented access to the crack origin. Nevertheless,
any slíght extension of a crack out of the cutout
area was ¿letected by using the insPection procecl-
ures. Altogether' more than 400 gusset plates vrere
inspected, grhich represented approximately 23 per-
cent of the total number in the structure. Typical-
ly, each gusset represented four separate inspection
locations.

During the field exarnination one najor crack and
a total of 42 small cracks or cracklike indications
were found. The terminol-ogy najor crack is used be-
cause of its significant length (4 in.) and because
it penetrateat the full thickness of the 'stringer
v¡eb. No other observed crack had these characteris-
tics. The major crack r¡as located adjacent to the
vertical stiffener near the nidspan of span 16 (see
Figure 16). For comparison purPoses' the crack
found in span 15 ís shown in Figure 7.

Approximately 20 s¡natl cracks or cracklike indi=
cations were subjected to grinding. The tern crack-
like indication is used to define a discontinuity
that resembles a crack in a region where crack
gro\dth would be expecte¿1. ALl of these indications
were elininated by light grindíng.

Removal and Evaluation of Sanìples

Two steel sanples that contained cracks were renoved
fron the webs of stríngers at gusset l-ocations in
spans 15 and 16 for exanination. The examination
was perforned by John w. Fisher at tehígh univer-
sity. It eas found that the crack surface of the
sanple fron spân 15 was too corrocled to yield useful
informatíon äbout the cause of fracture. The crack

SPAN 35
2 CAR TEST TRAIN

STATIC LOADING

SPAN 2I
2 CAR TEST TRAIN

STATIC LOAOING
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FIGURE 1B Transmission electron microscope photomicrograph:
side B at 17,000X showing striation lines.

cycles caused by rail car loading accortling to nen-
ber classification. Hovrever' the results of the
test program índicate that the rnain consideration
for atl of the critical conclitions is the stress
range under high cyclic loading. The allo!¡able
range of stress for ¡he varíous classifications of
details in the sÈructure, as defined in Table
1.3.138 of Article 1.3.13 of the AREÀ specifica-
tionsr are given in the follo¡¡ing tab1es

Allowable Range of Stress
Stress (Snfat) for lilore Than
Category 2,000r000 Cvc1es (ksi)

FIGURE 17 Exposed crack surface of specimen tiom
span 16.

surface of the sanple from span 16 was found to ex-
hibit fatigue crack growth in the stringer v¡eb near
the bottorn surface of the gusset plate. The \teb
plate fracture surface is shown in Figure 17. The
fatigue crack nas roughly elliptical in shape, its
cli¡nensions were about 0.125 in. tleep by 0.375 in.
long, and it exhíbited fatigue crack growth stria-
tions. The striation spacing or crack growth rate
was observed to vary between 1.4 x 10-6 and 5 x
10-5 in. per cycle. Figure t8 is a transmission
electron microscope photograph that shor.¡s the stria-
tions. It is estímatedr basecl on these data, that
the crack after initiation can propâgate to critical-
size after only 6 months of service.

This evaluation included a fracture nechanics
analysis to predict fatigue crack growth' brittle
fracture, and crack arrest. The analysis was con-
ducte¿l based on recommendations by Platten et al.
(3). Measured stress ranges, however, Ytere con-
sidered to be too snall to have causeil the cracking.
Thus it is postulated that out-of-Plane bending in
the stringer web is occurring, which generates a
stress level of 8 to 12 ksi. unfortunately, the
out-of-plane bending of the web was not shown by the
straín measurements.

EVALUATION ÀND DISCUSSTON

During this study r^rel¿l iletails in the superstructure
were carefully revieweil and classified in categories
accorcling to current AASHTO and American nailway
Engineering Association (AREA) specifications (21.
It v¡as determined that the most severe conclition
currently in the structure is the weld junction of
the lâteral gusset plate to the strlnger web plate.
Altogether, about 1,800 lateral gusset plates are
used in Èhe 4O-span stringer systen.

Under current AREA speciflcatlons' the structural
ele¡nents of the Dan Ryan elevated structure \tould be
cesigned for varying me¡nbers of constant stress

t,

À
B

c
D

E

24
16
T2

7

5

These values äre the nost stringent requirements for
design under AREA specifícations. For a category E

type aletaíl-' an allovrable stress range of 5 ksi has
been establíshed.

Baseil on the analytical studies' a maxi¡nu¡n stress
range of 1.7 to 4 ksi was anticipated at the level
of the lateral gusset-plate connection. Hov¡ever,
the actual rneasure¿l range of stress was found to
vary betvreen I and 2.5 ksi. The measured stressea
are lower than the calculated stresses primarily be-
cause the actual train weight is lower than that
used in the analysis anil because of the lateral
distribution of wheel loads to adjacent stringers.

The neasured stress range values are less than
the conmonly accepted threshold for crack growth and
are less than the allowable design stresses estab-
lrì.she¿t by ÀREA. Therefore, typical conditions clas-
sified as category E detail's should exhibit satis-
factory perfornance without fatigue crack extènsion.
Nevertheless, the cutout between the vertical stiff-
ener antl the horizonÈaI gusset represents a con¿li-
tion that is nore severe than a category E detail.
The s¡nall gap causes a significant nagnification of
stresses due apparently to out-of-plane defornation
of the stringer web plate. Furthermore, the small
gap rnakes it difficult to fabricate the detail wíth-
out overlapping or íntersecting welds, thus causing
an unsatisfactory conditíon an¿l potential buíIt-in
cracks caused by wel-d shrinkage and restraint. The
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FIGURE 19 Exterior rff*"r ,"rr.orr, by coring through rveb
plate.

out-of-plane ileformation of the web appears to be
parÈ1y due to benilíng of the gusset plate by dia-
phragm loads and by axial loads in lateral- bracing.
However, the Level of stress required to propagate a
fatigue crack was not measured by the instrumenta-
tion used.

To date, one crack-related fracture in the
stringer web adjacent to ternination of a gusset-
plate weld has occurred in span 15. Also' tr¡to sig-
nificant cracks have been discovered. The first, in
span 35, was found in early J.978 and was retro-
fitted. The second, in span 16, r,ras found during
the inspection of the gusset plate to stringer web
welds. These najor cracks all orígÍnated in the
srnall gap at the connection betvrêen the gusset ând
vertical stiffener.

The crack surface in the sample from span 16 was
found to have only a small fatÍgue portiont most of
the crack vtas propagate¿l by brittte fracture. Giv*
the unsatisfactory access in the small gaPr the
fatigue portion is considered too small to have been
discovered by visual or nagnetic particle techniques.

In sumnary' the applícab1e codes indicate that
fatigue should not be a problem in the structure'
given the low l-evets of stress measured in the pri-
rnary ptate naterial. Hordever, cracking has occurred
and has been attributed to out-of-plane bending of
thè stringer web. The fatigue portions of cracks
cannot be observed because of the confined location
of the crack origin. For these reasons' a retro-
fitting program is essential.

AIRE TERMINATION
OF WELD

WEB PL.

4" DtA. CORE

GRINO TO
RAotus

DETAIL

FIGURE 20 Interiol stringer retrofit by coring holes through
lateral gusset plate.

RECOMI4ENDATTONS

The stringers require Iimited retrofitting to nodify
the lateral gusset-plate connections at the snall
gap. It is believed thât the retrofit progran nay
be limited to the middle thír¿l of all spans because
the greatest bending stresses and differential nove-
ments between adjacent stringers occur in this re-
gion. All of the observed cracks \rerè located within
the míddle third of their respective spans.

In addítion, it has been reconmended that the re-
naining 33 spans of the structure not included in
this study be inspected, concentrating on the weld
ter¡ninations of the lateral gusset plâte to strÍnger
web connections. The ínspection of the spans in
this study suggests that additÍonal cracks may be
found in the uninspected portions of the structure,
and this inforrnation may alter the scope of the ret-
rofitting progra¡n.

Two retrofit details have been developed to irn-
prove the snall gap condition in the lateral gus-
set-plate attachment. These details are shown ín
Figures 19 and 20 and are described as follows.

l. Exteríor stringer: This retrofit requires
coring a 4-in.-diameter hole into the stringer webt
as shown schematically in Figure 19. The core cut-
ter is intended to penetrate the laterâl gusset and
transverse stiffener by I.5 in. The purpose of thís
retrofitting procedure is to shiel¿l the fatigue-sen-
sitive detail frorn stress and increase the gap
width. It is intended to be used on exterior or
fascia stringers.

cussEr 
)



2. rnterior stringer: This procedure requires
coring 4-in.-diameter holes vertically through the
lateral gusaet plate on both sides of the transverse
stíffener. The e¿tge of the hole along the wêb plate
is milled or groun¿l to achieve the profile indícated
in Figure 20. The purpose of this retrofit is to
increase the gap vtidth betv¡een the gusset plate and
stiffener. rhis modification will reduce the stress
gradient in the gap region, thereby inproving the
fatigue 1ífe of the detail and providing a conilition
that witl be easier to insPect.

In conjunction v¡íth the limited retrofítting pro-
grarn, both routine and ín-depth inspections at
perio¿lic intervals should be continued. It is
recommencled that routine inspections be carrie¿l out
on a 2-year interval, r+hile a lO-year interval is
appropríate for the in-alepth inspection.

It has been concluded that the small gap condi-
tion in the laterat gusset Plate has the potentíal
for fatigue cracking and fracture. Assurning that the
recommentled retrofitting is carried out and a 10-
year in-clepth inspection progran is followed, satis-
factory performance of thís structure should be as-
sured.

ABSTRACT

The Frenont Bridge is a three-spin, stif-
fened-stee1 tied arch that is 2,I59 ft
long. During construction a rnajor brittle
fracture occurre¿l in one of the box-shaped
tie girders near the end of the bridge at
the beginning of the arch rib. Since con-
pletion in 1973, small cracks and other
discontinuitíes were found in welds in the
vicinity of the junction of the tie girders
and arch ribs. cracks were also found in
welds that connect wide flange stiffeners to
the side plates of the tie girders. A con-
prehensive post-constructidn evaluation of
the bridge was made to assess the long-range
integrity of maín load-carrying, nonredun-
dant tensile tnenbers and components of the
structure. The study included a review of
drawings and records of construction, visual
inspection of the tie girdersr nondestruc-
tive exarnination of rdelds, field testing, an
analytical review, and exanination and test-
ing of cores. The infornation collected dur-
ing the study, particularly the testíng and
examination of core sanples, ís reviewed.
Also, the evaluation of the resistance of
the bridge to fatigue and fracture is surn-
narized. As part of this study' a surveil-
Iance plan was developed that is intended to
reveal crack grorrth ín tine to take cor-
rective action.
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The Frernont Bri¿lge is a three-span, stiffenedl-steel
tied arch that is 2,L59 f.t long (Figure 1). It was

designe¿l in the late I960s (1) to meet the requíre-
ments of the ninth etlition (1965) of the AAsEo stan-
atarct specifications for Eighlray Bri¿lges l2r. This
was before the aaloption of new fatigue provlslons
that appeared in the 1974 AÀSH1IO Interim Speclfica-
tions (3). Constructíon of the bridge was conpletedl
in 1973.

Under the 1978 AAsHTo fracture control plan (i) 
'

the tie girders of the Fremont Brialge are classifle'l
as rnain load-carrying, nonredundant tensile rnenbers'
There are nurnerous condltions in the tie girders
that can be classified as category E or Er, accord-
ing to current AASHTO specificatíons.

During construction a major brittle fracture oc-
curreil in one of the tie girders near the end of the
bridge at the beginning of the arch rib. As a result
of this fracture' a major modification wâs madle in
the structure at this location.

Since completion of the bridge, snall cracks and
other defects were found in welds in the vicinity of
the junction of the tie girders and arch ribs.
cracks were also found in welds that connect Ytide
flange stiffeners to the web PlaÈes of the glrders.

A comprehensive post-construction evaluation of
the Fremont Bridge was made to assess the long-range
integrity of main loatl-carrying, nonre¿lundant ten-
site ¡nembers and cotnponents of the structure. The
study included a review of drawings and records of
construction, visual inspection of the Èie girders,
nondestructive exarnin¿¡tion of welds, fleld testingt

Post-Construction Evaluation of the Fremont Bridge

MICHAEL .I. KOOB, JOHN M. HANSON, and JOHN V. FISHER
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FIGURE 2 Typical section where arch is above
roadway.

an analytical review, an¿l exatnination and testing of
cores.

The inforlnâtion collected from the various tasks,
partlcularly the testing and exa¡nination of core
sanples, is revierved. This study was Linited to the
tie girders ând the junction of the arch rib and tíe
girder. AIso, the evaluatign of the resístance of
the bridge to fatlgue and fracture is su¡nmarized. Às
part of this study a surveillance plan was developed
that is intended to reveal crack gronth ín tine to
take corrective acÈion.

DESCRIPTION OF BRIDGE

The main span Ís divided into 28 panels' and each
side span is divided into l0 panels. Each panel has
a length of. 44 f.t, l0 in. Junctions between panels
are nunbered 0 through 48. In this structure the
arch is loaded in compression and the tie girder is
loaaled in tension to conteract the thrust of the
arch, as well as in flexure to resist the Live-Ioad
bendlng ¡nornents. À ¿letailed descriptlon of the
bridge and its design is given elsewhere (1).

A typical section through the bridge' in the
region shere the arch is above the roadwayr is shov¡n
in Figure 2. The orthotropic steel upper cleck,
which carries four lanes of \restbound traffie, acts
integrally with the tie gírclers. The bottotn ¿leck,
which carries four lanes of eastbound traffic, is a
reínforced-concrete slab supported on stringers and
floor beatns. In the middle 896 ft of the bridge,
where the arch ribs are above the tie girders, the
bottotn deck ls suspendecl by hangers fro¡n the tie
girders. Outside of this region the bottotn deck is
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E OF BRIOGE

EPOXY ASPHALT

OECK

OECK BEAM

GIRDER SECTION

FIGURE 3 Representative details of tie girder.

framed into compression struts that extend betneen
the arch ribs and the tie girders.

Representative detaiLs of the orthotropic deck
and tie girders are shown in Figure 3. The top
flange is À36 steel, whereas Ëhe botto¡n flange is
4588. The erebs are 0.5 in. thick, excepÈ at thê
junctions with the arch ribs and pier columns.
Typicâl1y, the lor¡er 6 ft are fabricated from a
high-strength, low-alloy steel that neets the re-
quirenents of ASTt¡l 4441, ând the upper part is fab-
ricated fron 436 steel. This hybrid design reflects
the integral action of the orthotropic deck and tie
girders, with the neutral axis about 6 ft belôw the
top flange. Welded construction is used throughout
the tie girclers, except for high-strength bol"ted
field splices.

The arch ríbs are box shape¿l and have a constant
width of 4 ft, 0 in. The depth of the web plates is
3 ft, l0 in. ¡ hence the overall depth of the arch
ribs varies, depending on the flange plates, which
have a maxi¡nu¡n thickness of 2.25 in. High-strength,
quenched and tempered AST¡¡! À514 steel is used for
the arch ribs, which are welded, except for bolted
field splices.

Àt the junctions of the girders and arch ribs
located at panel points 14 and 34, the cross section
of the arch rib is changed fron a box shape to three
4514 strap plates, each 3 in. thick and 3 ft, t0 in.
deep and oriented vertically. These three straps
are stiffened by a weldèd iliaphragn at mid-depth.

PANEL PorNrsl_\4

FIGURE I Elevation of Fremont Bridge.

I
ü
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The straps extend through slots in the top and bot-
tom flanges of the girder.

The center section of the bridge, fron panel
point 14-34, was fabricated off sitè' transported on
barges' and erected by hydraulic jacking. À bolted
splice connects the center and encl sections lÕcated
within the junction of the tie girder arch rib'
Heavy jacking stiffeners are also weltled and bolted
to the sides of the tie girder in this area.

FATIGUE-SENSI TIVE CONDT TIONS

Several fatigue-sensitive conditíons occur repeat-
eilly in the tie girders. These conilítions are shown
in Figure 4a--the junction of the longitudinal and
transverse stiffeners; Figure 4b--cover plaÈes ad-
jacent to vent openings; Fígure 4c--slots in the
bottom flange for lower deck hangers; and Figure
4d--the junction of deck beams and side plates.
Terninations of fillet welds' which are parallel to
the axis of the tie girder in Figures 4a, c, and d,
are classifie¿l as category E by AÀsHTo specifica-
tions €rJ). Overlapping welds at the junction of
Iongitudinal and transverse stiffeners and the heavy
welds of the thick cover pfates at the vent openings
are particularly severe conditíons.

vent and slot openings in the botton flange were
made by flaÍre cutting. A nurnber of these openings
contained severe notches anct gouges, as shown in
Figure 5. 'These conditions clo not meet the workman-

I/2.' TRANSVERSE
STI FFENER HORIZONTAL SECTION

(a) Junaion of longitudinal and transverse stiffeners.

HORIZONTAL SECTION
LOOKING DO'VN

(cl Slots in bottom flanç for deck hanger'

FIGURE 4 Fatigue-sensitive conditions in tie girder.
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ship requireÍìents of the AASHTo Stanclard Specifica-
tions for Welding of Structural Steel High$ray
aridges (7).

Ultrasonic testing revealed six groove i{elils Ín
the 4588 bottom flange of the tie girders that are
not in cornpliance with AASHTO requirements.

FIELD TESTING

A testing progran was carried out to provide infor-
mation about the behavior of the bri¿lge under traf-
fic and environmental conditions. Strain-gauge and

thernocouple instrurnentation v¡as installed at four
cross sections in the vicinity of panel point 14 to
obtain a neasure of overall response of the briilge.
Additional instrunentation was installed at loca-
tions where conclitions were believed to be suscepti-
ble to fatigue crack growth. This work is described
in detail in a separate PaPer (!).

Field testing indicated that stress ranges in the
tie girders under traffic are generally less than 2

ksir with infrequent excursions to 3 ksi. The number
of cycles varies wlth location, but it does not
exceed the average daily truck traffic. Howêver,
the temperature of plåtes exposed to the sun was up
to 50 degrees higher than for pl-ates in the shacle,
which were always close to the arnbienÈ temperature.
The nominal stress varied by about 10 ksi ãs a re-
sult of daily thernal effects.

The brialge was also subjected to a controlled

BOTTOM
FLANGE

t/2,3/4, OR t

THICK COVER
PLATES TOP
AND BOTTOM

HORIZONTAL SECTION
LOOKINC DOWN

(b) Cover plates at vent open¡ng.

TOP FLANGE

BOTTOM FLANGE
DECK BEAM

VÉRTI CAL
SfI FFENER

VERIICAL SECTION

(d) Junction of deck beam and web plate.

ELEVAT I ON

FLAME CUT
OPENING FOR

HANGER
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CiOUGE

FIGURE 5 Notches and gouges on flame-cut openings: (top)
vent opening in bottom flange, and (bottom) end of hanger
slot.

loading test by using a group of four trucks weigh-
ing a totaL of 177,100 lb. Static and dynamic tests
were conducted. The stress levels recorded during
both tests were quite tow, with the ¡naximum recorded
stress being 2.2 ksi at any instrumented location.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES

An indêpendent desígn review essentially confirrned
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the origína1 design and a previous r'eview of that
design. The design review was rnade by using a com-
puter progran developed for bridges of this type.
The prograrn considered a model of the entire brialge
by using linear beam elenents. Influence línes r+ere
developed for each panel poínt, and maxinum stress
ranges \dere computed for the live-load cases.

The naximum computed tensile strêss range from an
AASHIO loading on four lanes was 2I.2 ksi in the
bottom flange and 14.6 ksi in the top flange. For
four standard HS20 trucks moving as a group across
the bridge, the computed tensile stress range in the
botton flange varied fron 4.0 to 5.0 ksi, and for
the top flange the variation was from 0.7 to 2.9
ksi. The neasured stress range was smaller because
the design load condition is not representative of
the actual service loads. This is recognized in the
fatigue provisions of the AASHTO specifications and
is the reason why only 100,000 design cycles are
considerêd.

Following the desígn reveir,r, a state-of-the-art
finite-elenent analysis of the overall region from
panel point 13.5 to 14.5 (the junction of the arch
rib and tie girder) nas carried out. The analysis
did not reveal unusual force concentrations in this
reg ion.

REVIEW OF INFORMÀTION FROM IITILL REPORTS

A diagram that shÕ$rs the l-ocatión of various thick-
nesses and types of steel plates in the tie girders
is presented in Figure 6. From reviev¡ of the avail-
able nill reports and the shop drawings, infornation
was compiled relating to the heat number and the
physical and chenical properties of about 90 percent
ofl the steel plates. The nill reports for the ASTM
4588 plates in the bottom flange included values of
naterial toughness obtained from Charpy V-notch
(CVl{) specimens tested aÈ +40oF in accordance with

ASTM 823.
The physical and chemical properties met the

requirements of the ASTM and AASHTO specifications
for 436 (M183), A44I (¡,t188), and A588 (!r222) srruc-
tural steels.

CVI'I values were obtained from the miII reports
for 80 out of a total of 90 4588 bottom flange

Z" I 3/4"

SYI!!Ì\4. ABOUT Q

TOP FLANGE 436

WEB PLATE A36-

WEB PLATE A44I-

BOTTOM FLANGE A588

-TYPICAL 
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SHOWN OTHERWISE
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lr"l t2
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I
O
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FIGURE 6 Diagram showing location and thickness of plates in tie gir.der.
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plates. There was substantial variation in the
toughness values. Àt three locations the values did
not meet the AASHTo Gui¿le specifications for Frac-
ture critical Non-Redundant Þlenbers (1!) requirenents
of 25 ft-1b, or 30 ft-Ib for vtelded naterial nore
than 2 to 4 in. thick, at 40"F for zone 2. Mini¡nu¡n
service temperature for zone 2 is fron -30o to -1o¡'.
The 4588 steel at these locations came from 1.25-
and 3-in.-thick naterial. According to the ¡nill
reports, the cvN values of the two 3-in.-thick
plates were 18, 16, and 17 ft-lb at 40oF. cVN values
for the 1.25-in. plate r.vere 15' 16 ' and 15 f t-lb.

TESTING OF STEEL SA¡4PLES

Fifty cores nere extracted from the tie girders of
the bridge. Thirty-four 4-in.-diameter coresr along
¡¡ith additional plate ¡naterial recovered from the
location of the previous fracture near panel point
3, were used for tests to deter¡nine Èoughness Prop-
erties. Sixteen 2- or. 3-in.-diameter cores were
taken from areas suspected of containinq cracks or
defects for ¡netallographic and fractographic exami-
nation. This testíng is described more fully in the
following section.

The 4-Ín.-diameter core size was selected because
it was adequate, after preparation, for either a
special compact tension (cT) test or for rnachÍníng
CVN specinens. In a 0.5-in. plate, two cores $¡ere
rquired at each sanple location to obtain sufficient
¡naterial for 12 CVN tests. Otherwise' one core
sample was sufficíent. Two cores e¿ere extracted at
each desired sample location for a cT Èest in order
to have replication. In general, the sanples repre-
sented either cotûnon naterial or naterial that gtas

found to have los, toughness properties on the rnill
reports. In total, the testing program included 168
CVN tests and 20 CT tests. A1I of the toughness
Èests vrere conducted such that the fracture surface
of the specimen was perpendicular to the longitudi-
nal axis of the tie girder.

Trúo cVN specinens from each sample location i,rere
Èested at each of the following tenperatures'. -20o,
-10", 0o, l0o, 40o, and 70oF. The results of these
tests are given in Table l. The cvN test results of

TABLE I CVN Test Results

135

D/W= 135

Irw = o.zts.
d/w = O.?5'

c/W = 0.25'

0.4530/WrO.55'
0.25:B/WfO.50'

.SAME AS REoÍANGULAR
COlvlPACT SPECIIVEN

FIGURE 7 Geometry of round compact speeimen.

11 and 15 ft-Ib at 40oF for samPle M19A taken fron
the 3-in.-thick À588 naterial confirned the ¡nil1
report values.

The 2-in.-thick 436 steel represented by sa¡nple
M7A was found to have low CvN values of 7 and I
ft-1b at 40oF. This sarnple represents four 2-in.-
thick plates in the tie girders. It was selected
for testing because the yield strength given on the
nill reports gras unusually high--46'900 psi.

Al1 conpact tension tests v¡ere run at -l0oF,
which represente¿l the ninirnurn service temPerature
for the bridge. The tests were conductecl by using a
tine of I sec fron zero loa¿l to failurer which rep-
resented an internediate strain rate. ConPact ten-
sion specirnens nade from the cores rrere round, as
shown in Figure 7. Standard rectangular. cornpact
tension specimens were machined from the pieces of
an 4588 plate taken fro¡n the material recovered fron
panel point 3 of the previous failure, folloning
the requirernents of ASTM E399. The results of the
cornpact tension tests are given in Table 2.

EXAMINATION OF DEFECTS

As previously Ínilicatedr sixteen 2- or 3-in.-dia¡ne-

Steel
Designation Sample No.

CVN Test Results (fflb) at Test Temperature ("F)

-20" -10" 0'
Thickness
(in.)

I
70"40"10"

A36

^441

MIA and MIB

M2A and M2B

M3A and M3B

M5B

M7A

M9A and M9B

Ml lA and Ml lB

M13A and Ml3B

MI5A

M16A

M17A

M19A

M2OA

M21A

0.5

0.5

0_5

I

2

0.5

0.5

I

t.25

1.5

1.'1 5

3

2.5

58142t4699
s107244699
5 15 26 26 58 54
52112475860
8810104869
41015195883
s842543682
4 "Ì 11 48 82 86
2 3 3 4 8 13
333'7',| 13

21 13 32 44 67 84
I 5 t'l 16 21 2'1 43
6 '1 21 11 39 7l
9 9 tl 26 29 6l
s 12 13 14 31 48
6 9 13 19 33 57
81716476676

ls l0 34 t7 6s 66
81029232884

22 t3 l1 32 s7 54
134810313'7
2 4 1l l0 38 10

11 9 6 11 ll 12
9 l5 6 s 15 13
86\2s085

t7 26 32 45 61
ll 4 6 t9 5t 72
2020s1028s0

{ldY-T

A588

3.25
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TABLE 2 CT Test Results

Steel Sample Thickness
Designation No. (in.)

B
(in.)

w Ko-(in.) (ksiVin.)

Stress Intensitv Facto¡
ASTM E399 Valìdity (ksivî;J

P-u^/Pe 2.5(Kei oy)2 Krc K."* KJ

A44t

4588

0.5
0.5
I
1

1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5
I
I
L25
t.2s
t.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
3.18',7 5

3.1 875
2.5
2.5

+J. b
45.'l
50.7
48.8
52.'.1

55.6
s4.8
52.3
5 8.4
49.0
7 0.6
59.2
57.5
62.2
72.6
83.0

7 4.'7
74.4
70.1

1.83
L66
l .33
l.s9
1.53
L66
1.95
2.05
I .61
1.78
I .30
I .08
1.00
1.00
1.25
t.22
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.64
2.90
3.92
3.62
3.1 6
3.52
2.18
l .98

>1
>l

4.04
2.84
1.64
1.92
4.10
5.3 6
2.88
4.63
3.99
3.54

M4A 0.5
M4B 0.5
M6A I
M6B I
M8A 2
M8B 2
Ml2A 0.5
Ml2B 0.5
M14A 1

M14B I
MISA l s
M18B I .s
M22A 3'
M22B 3
M23A 2.s
M23B 2.5
M24A, 3.2s
M24B 3.25
M25A 2.7 5

M25B 2.ts

2
2
2
2
J

3

2
2
2
2
2.5
2.5
3
3

5

5

6.5
6.5
5

5

80.0
7 6.t
67.8 92.7
7'7 .6 1 16
80.8 r 04
92.r 130

lil
106
93.9 t 52
87.3 123
91.8 110

9l.l 114
l0l t28

59.04

Note:- B_= specimen thickness, W = specimen depth, KIc = c¡iticât stress intensity factor, Ko = critical s!¡ess intensity fâctor (conditional
¡esult), Kmax = critical stress inlensity fâctor (bæed o¡Þmax), and KJ = J integrol stress inlensity factor.

aTesl result meets ASTM E399 validity ¡equirement.

q- wrDE-FLANG€ STTFFENER

I

SECTION ÏHRU WE8 OF STIFFENER

(b) C2 cores at base of wide flange st¡ffeners.

GROOVE WELO TO
RESTORE PIECE OF
STIFFENER REMOVED
DURING FABRICATION

BOTTOM FLANGE

SECTION A

(al C1 cores at ends of horizontal stiffeners.

2'' DIA. CORE HOLE

(cl Cil core¡ through lvelds at the ¡unction of the arch rib and top and
bottom llangêr of the tie girder.

FIGURE B Regions where cores were extracted for examination.

WEB INSERT I

I

LONG I TUOI NAL
STI FFEN ER

WEB PLAIE
I" IYPICAL

TOP FLANGE

(dl C4 cores through welded inserts ¡n web plate.
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ter cores were taken fron locâtions representing
four different conditions in the bridge (Figure 8)
for ¡netallographic and fractographic exaninations.
These sanples vrere frotn locations where visual in-
spection had in¿licated a possible .discontinuity.

Cores Frorn Ends of Longitudinal Stiffeners

Four cores were re¡nove¿l fro¡n the junccion of longi-
tudinal and transverse stiffeners, cut into seg-
rnentsr and exarnined. The only significant defect
was found at a welcl overlap, where there vtas en-
trapped slag and a smaLl crâckr whích may have oc-
curred during fabrication or hanclling. This condi-
tion is shoi{n in Figure 9. No evíalence of fatigue

- - - -eraelcJ¡ropagatisn-waE-deÈ€€t€d---+¡hen--tshe c¡aek---¡'as
split open for exa¡nination.

cores in welds of wiale Flange stiffeners

These cores vrere also cut into segments. slgnificant
root cracking was present in all four cores, where
the fillet welils connected the stiffener flange Èo
the girder v¡eb. A typical root crack is visibLe in
Flgure 10. This crack originated from the sharp
slag pocket at the vertical wel¿l root.

It was evident that cracking at wiile flange stif-
fener connections had aleveloped at the ti¡ne of fab-
rication. Two out of the four cores exhlbited fa-
Èigue crack growth with a striation spacing of about
l0-6 in. per cycle. This striation spacing indi-
cated that the crack grov¡th rate was near the lower
limit detectable by fractographic exa¡nination.
These cracks v¡ere not considered to be significant.
Grovrth was the result of stress passing fro¡n the web
plate into the stiffener through the vertical fillet

FIGURE 9 Split segments from core CIC: (top) etched cross

section eholying lack of fusion, and (bottom) close-up showing
slag and crack in weld overlap.
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FIGURE l0 Etched surface of spìit segment of core C2D
showing root crack from slag pocket.

FIGURE ll Etched sections of sample core C3C showing
insert plate and notches at weld roots.

welds, prornoted by tire existence of extensive greld

root cracking. Ilov¡everr the crâck propagates along
the leg attacheat to be stiff€tlêr¡ ârd the lack of
fusion gap between the web and stiffener flange
prevents it fro¡n moving into the girder web and
creating a ¡nore serious crack condition.

corê Throuqh welds at Junction of Arch Rib and
Flanqes of Tie Girclers

Four cores nere extracted and cut inÈo segments for
exa¡nination. There was no evidence of cracking ín
any of the weldments' although it was visually ap-
parent that sharp notch conditions exist at the weld
roots. A substantial gaP was present in all of the
core sarnples betrveen the flange and the arch rib
plates. In one sanple a 0.3l25-in. plate eras found
to have been inserted to fill part of the gap be-
tereen the arch rib and top flange before Ìteliling.
The welal fused the insert ptate and the arch rib and
tie gir¿ler flangesr as shown ín Figure 11. Howeyert
sharp notches were founal at two locations. SIag was
also apparent at the rodt of the welilments that
connèct each plate. Although no sign of cracking
was detected at the weld rootr the distance between
the root and the outside surface was only 0.3125 in.
in thls core. This snall tiganent rnay be susceptible
to cracking.

Cores From l{eldled Inserts in webs

Two pairs of cores $tere removed from small insert
plates weliled into cope holes in the web' as lllus-
trated in Figure 8d. These holes were made durlng
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fabrication of the groove v¡elds in the flange. The
cores yrere sliced into segtnents for exa¡nination. It
appeared that the welds were intended to be doubte
V-grooves, but the root pass was not bagk-gouged.
There was evidence of sorne fatigue crack growth fron
the larger defects. The striation spacing suggested
that fatigue crack propagation was near the crack
growth threshold.

EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL FOR FRACTURE

In recent years substantial research has been di-
rectecl toward evaluation of the resistance of welded
steel bridges to fatigue and fracture. This research
has provided the basis for the current provisions on
fatigue ar!!¡ fractqle in qhe 

-A4iqHTO 
qpecífications.

In principle it is possible to establish rela-
tionships betneen flaws or defects in a steel struc-
ture and the conditions under which brittle fracture
tnay occur by using fracture ¡nechanics. In practice,
however, it must be recognized that there ís vari-
ability ín the prop€rties of steel and difficulties
in defining defects, as well as theoretical limita-
tions. on this relatively new technology.

virtually alI welded steeL bridges contain dis-
continuities that are built into the structure dur-
ing fabricatíon. Such discontinuities occur fro¡n
lack of fusion, porosíty, toe cracks, or even a weld
arc strike. fn addition, the geonetry of the welded
connections also induces stress concentrations.

Discontinuities oriented parallel to the primary
stress generally do not cause problems. However,
even extrenely sma1l discontinuities may induce
crack growth if they are oriented perpendicular to
the stress flow and the cyclic stress range is large
enough to exceed the crack gro$¡th threshold.

Under repeated loading, crack propagation may
occur at low stress rânges, especialJ.y if occasíonal
higher stress ranges also occur. .The rate of crack
propagation depends on AK, the range of stress in-
tensity at the crack tip. The stress intensity range
(ôK) rnay be computed as follows (9):

ÀK = F(a) s,/ri (1)

where Sr is the nominal uniform stress range, and

7'--l--W-'

xy= aJîi

(al Through thickness crack.

l--77?--

Kr' t t?o'fi

(c) Edge crack.
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a ís the crack length. The paraneter F(a) variesr-
depending on crack size, orientatlon, and shape, as
well as loadlng conditions.

During Èhe fiel<t testing neasured peak cycllc
stresses fron traffic were typically less than 1 ksi
and alnost always less than 2 ksi for the tie gird-
ers. For small iniÈial defects, 

^K 
conputeal frotn

Eguatíon I is about 2.5 ksi Frn fox a stress rangê
of l0 ksi. À value of ôK egual to 2.5 ksi Æñl is
generally considereil to be close to the threshold
value for fatigue crack propagation. The exaninatíon
of the cores supported the position that crack ex'-
tension was occurring near the threshold value.

Stress intensity factors for simple crack geone-
triês (9) are given in Figure 12. These factors are
coru)Iex fAr nost other geornetries, but solutions are
available in the technical literature.

. Fatigue cracks that grow fro¡n fillet welds usu-
a1ly have a senielliptical-shaped crack front. This
condition is shown in Figure 12b, where KI is the
stress íntensity factor for mode I behavior. Assum-
ing as an exanple that a equal to 0.20 in. and a/2c
equal to 0.25 represent a small senielliptical sur-
face crack, and taklng Q equal to I.25, Kf is ap-
proxinately 0.8 S¡r or Sr is approxlrnately 3 ksi for
for 

^K 
equal to 2.5 ksi Æñl essuming larger an¿t less

bolerable defects leads to lower values of Sr. Rec-
ognizing that these stress ranges are cornparabLe to
the maxi¡nu¡n values ¡neagured under traffic in the
bridge, it is not tikely that crack gror¡th wilt oc-
cur from the observed defect conclitions that existed
in the girders. The only observed crack propagation
was at larger cracks, such as shown in Figure 10.

The propagation rate for cracks in ferrite-pear-
lite.steels (l!), which includes the À36, A441, and
4588 steels in the tie girders, nay be conputed frotn

da/dN = 3.6 r tO-to1AKì3 A)

where AKf is the stress intensity factor range ín ksi
/Tñ1, and daldN is the crack grolrth per cycle. Àt a
small defect and at threshold level condítions, with
AKl = 2.5, crack groyrÈh would be expecteil Èo occur at
56-x I0-I0 in. per cycle. Therefore, in 2 rníllion cy-
c1es, for example, the crack extension would be

xr= IeaJioJs

(b) Surface crack.

. *GitBtK.:-r9

ll{ {,
(d) Embedded ellipt¡cal crack in an infinite

plate.

FIGURE 12 Simple intensity factor for simple crack geomehies,
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FIGURE 13 Fatigue strength of welded details.

snall--about 0.02 in. Larger initial defects would
have increased propagation rates.

Although Èhe stress ranges from traffic on the
Frenont Bridge are apparently close to and possibly
beloet the threshold leveLs if the defects are small,
a relatively high daily stress cycle caused by ten-
perature is inposed on the traffic stress cycles.
According to recent datar these large-rnagnitude,
low-cycle stress ranges nay result in crack growth
in the low-nagnitude, high-cycle stress ranges (11).

Test data on the fatigue strength of various
details are presented in Figure 13r where the lines
for the various categories are 95 percent confidence
linits for 95 percent survival (f¿). Thè solid
horizontal lines are considered to be a threshoLd
uniform stress range (S.¡¡) for these categoríes.
That is, for stress ranges below Sr¡¡r crack growth
does not occur an¿l no damage to the structural de-
tail is expected. Hor,¡ever, for variable rnagnitude
stress cycles, ít is reco¡n¡nended that the clashed
extension of the line be used to evaluate fatigue
strength when ocassional stress cycles in the vari-
able spectrurn exceed Srth (1!).

Àssuming that the effective stress range is 2 ksi
or less, inclutling the daily thermal effect, and
that the conditions in the gir¿lers are not or can be
utrEra¿led to not worse than category Er, it appears
that 60 millíon or more cycles would be reguired to
reach lhe lower bound of fatigue life. This region
is cross-hatched in Figure L3.

As a result of the field testing a rough estimate
of an effective lliners high-cyc1e stress range was
developed that was expecte¿l to occur approxímately
31000 tines per day. It was noted that this cycle
rate i{as equal to about 55 percent of the average
daily truck traffic. On this basis the Frement
Bridge is currently being subjectecl to approxi¡nately
I million cycles of low-magnitude, high-cycle stress
range per year that may be capable of producing
crack grogrth in details with relatively snall de-
fects.

As a crack propagates, the stress intensity fac-
tor increases untíl it reaches a crítical value
(Krc). At this value the propagation becomes
unsfable and brittle fracture occurs. The physical
testing progra¡n that was clescribed previously was
intended to provide test results to establish KIc.
However, only one test result reported ín Tab1e 2,
from sanple M24Ar rnet the validity requírements of
ASTM 8399 for consi¿tering K6 to be equal to K1..
This sanpte was obtained froin 4588 steel recovered
fron the bottom flange of the girder that sustained
the fracture during construction.

The values of Iþ for all of the samples frorn the
436 and 4441 steels were invalid estimates of KIc be-
cause the ratio Pnax/PO vras greater than 1.I0. This
indicates that the stedl was tougher than the esti-
¡nate provialed by Ke.

For the 4588 stèel, samples ¡,1184, 14234, and M23B

TABLE 3 Critical Crack Dimensions
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ø60
1+o
u30
z?O<t5
l,o
6^
UÞ
f+
Ø
u2
3(,
È
É

C¡itical C¡ack
Dimensiona (in.)

Crack o¡ Defect Geometry
ïvpe of Near
sirel Weldsb

Away From
Weldsc

Through thickness crack (2a)

Surface c¡ack with a/2c = 0.1 (a)

Edge crack (a)

Embedded elliptical crack, a/c =
0.2s (2a)

3.2s I 0
| .7 5 5.25
t3
1.1 3.6
0.6 2.O
0.3 t.t
1.25 4.O
0.'7 5 2.25
0.50 t.25
3.75 11.75
2.O 6.25
1.0 3.5

436

^441A5 88
436

^441A5 88
436
L441
4588
4.36

^441A5 58

a Arsuming Ktc . 80 ksiJ; for 436 ond A'44 I slecl and Klc - 6o ksi/i-n. for ,4588 steel.
þAssuming o = ør,
Assumrngo=u.55ov.

failed to neet the requirernent that the thickness of
the specimen (B) shall be greater than 2.5 1x6/ayl2
as well as the requírenent that Pmax/Pe shalt bã léss
than 1.10. All of the other invalid results on 4588
steel faiLed to meet the requirenent for ¡naximum
thickness. Hov¡ever, it should be noted that all of
the sa¡nples failing to meet the requirenent, except
folr 1422A anð Ì,tt228, were tested in full plate thick-
ness; therefore, Iþ should be a satisfactory estimate
for KIc. Further, the thickness of samples M22A and
M22B was close to the ratio of 2.5 (Kg/ou)2, and the
results are probably valid.

Based on review of the test results, KIc was as-
sumed equal to 80 ksi Æä. for the 436 and 4441
steels and 60 ksi /Tñ: for the 4588 steel in the
evaluation of fracture resistance of the tie girders.

critical crack dimensions for the sinple crack
geonetrics shown in Figure 12 were cotnputed based on
K1 equal to 60 or 80 ksi /in. For ã crack or defect
near a welil, it was assumed that the in sÍtu stress
was equal to the yield stress because of the resid-
ual shrinkage stress associâted with the weld. Fdr
defects away fron we1ds, the in situ stress was
considered equal to the dead-load stress plus an
allowance for thermal effects on the tie girders.
Assuming that this allov¡ance for thermal effects is
approxirnately I0.ksi (as measured during the field
testing program), the naximurn nominal stress for
defects not associated with welds was taken to bè
equal to 0.55 ov for all three steels. Critical
crack dimensions- based on these assumptíons are
given in Table 3.

CONCLTJDING REMÀRKS

The Fremont Briilge contaíns low-toughness steel that
does not meet current ÀÀsHTo specifications. Also,
the conputed stress rànges under the prescribed
loadings of the specifications exceed the alloerable
design stress range limits. However' the neasured
stress ranges from ttaffic are smaller than stress
ranges that correspond to the fatigue limÍt for the
worst ¿letails. only the thermal stress cycle was
observecl to exceed the crack growth threshold.
Thereforer the principal conclusion of thê evalua-
tion is that a long period of tíme, on the order of
60 years, is required before there should be any
potential for significant fatigue crack propagation
within the tie girders, provided there are no exist-
ing defects of greater size and sharpness than nor-
rnally are associated with category E or Er con-
cl i t ions.

Recommendations .Irere mâde to reduce the severity
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of all potentially critical fatigue and fracture
conditions, including grinding severe gouges in aIl
of the fla¡ne-cut openÍngs and shot-peening weld
terminations. The weld around the junction of the
arch rib and exterior flange surfaces was to be
rernoved by grinding or nilling. The exterior arch
rib straps are to be bolted to Èhe webs of the
girder to offset the renoval of the welil around the
junction. An in-depth visual inspection with non-
destructive testing rias recom¡¡ended along with work
to reduce the severity of the critícat conditions.

Future in-depth inspections were also recommended
beyond those nornally performed in maintaining a
bridge. These inspections should be performed at
intervals of about 10 years. Becâuse paint }¿ould be
removed and light grinding nould be carried out ât
critical l-ocations during this work, it appears to
be advisable to coordinate thesê in-¿lepth inspec-
tions with repainting of the tie girders.
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Dynamic Load Testing of Highway Bridges

RETO CANTIENI

ABSTRÀCT

Between 1958 and 1981 the Swiss Federal
Laboratories for !¡laterials Testing and Re-
search (E!4PA) perforned dynamic load tests
on 226 beam and slab-type highway bridges;
nost of them were concrete structures. Test
procedures as well as measurement and ilata
processing techniques are briefly described.
As a certãin degree of standardizâtion was
¡naintained over the years, it was possible
to draw some general conclusions fro¡n the
sunmarized test resulls. In particular, the
relationship between fundamental frequency
and maximun span is discussed as well as the
measured dåtnping values. Adalitionally it is
shown that a highway bridge exhibits a pro-
nounced dynamic response only if (a) its
fundaÍìentaL frequency lies in the same re-
gion as one of the two vehicle modes of
concern and (b) the vehicle speed and pave-
ment roughness are tuned to each other so
that Èhe corresponding vibrations of thê
vehicle will be excited. As a consequence'
it has been proposed to define the alynamic
load allowance for highrday briclge traffic
loads as ä function of the bridgers funda-
mental frequency in the new swiss code.
Taking advantage of the rapiil developnent ín
the field of electronics, nerd ilata acquisi-
tion and processing methods have been intro-
duced at E¡,iPA in the last few years. The
synchronous measurernent and recording of the
test vehiclers dynanic wheel loads and the
bridge response is now possible as well as
subsequent digital signal analysis.

Load tests on bridges hâve â l-ong tradition at the
swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and
Research (EMPA). The first pubLications on such
tests stí1l accessible today stem fron the work of
M. Roé, who held a leading position at EMPÀ from
1924 until 1949. He described the static and clynamic
load tests perforned in ]-922 on the Kettenbrücke
(iron chain suspension bridge) in Aarau (1). His
legendary EI4PA Report 99 (21 gives the proce¿lures
and results of 1oäd tests unalertaken between 1923
and 1947 on 32 arch and 14 bean-type briélges, in-
cluding the farnous structures of R. Maillart. Nêarly
all of these structures, most of the¡n highway
bridges, were subjected to static as well as dynarnic
loads -

In 1960 Rösli published some results of dynarnic
tests on 20 prestressed concrete highway brialges
that lrere performed by E¡'IPA in the years following
the Roé era (3). Some of the test reports from that
period are still available. They contain the data
that v¡ere used to form the basis for su¡nrnarizing
results of dynanic tests on 226 highr¡ay bridges
performed by EMPA since 1958 and presented later.

The guestion can be asked, how has it been pos-
sible, in a small country like Switzerland' to
gather a considerable amount of experience in the
field of dynamic load testing of highway bridges. À
conparison of the various code provisions in force
since 1892 shows that dynamic tests were requireil
only between 1892 and 191-3 and again since 1970.

14r

Therefore' ít has been largety due to the energies
and competence of the EMPA staff thaÈ the majority
of static tests on highway bridgesr which have been
required in switzerland since 1892, wère supple-
mented by clynamic tests. It has not alYrays been a

sinple task to convince the respective clients
(¡nainly Cantonal higlrway ad¡ninistr_ations) of the
ädvantages of dynamic tests.

There has usually been no reasoir to question the
applicability of the results of static tests. Such
tests, for exanple, allow conparisons of the rnea-
sured behavior of the structure with the respective
calculations. The situation has been somewhat dif-
ferent for dynanic tests. The results of these
tests, such as natural frequencies, da¡nping' and
dynanic increments (also referred to as impact fac-
tor, dynarnic load factor, or dynanic coefficient)
coulil neither be compared with calculate¿l values nor
with corresponding data from code provisions. Even
though the state-of-the-art has adlvanced consider-
ably during recent yearsr this statement can be
revised only slíghtly because

- Computing the frequencies of a sufficient nutn-
ber of bridge natural ¡nodes is no longer a
problem today.

- The great number of atternpts undertaken in the
last alecades to predict damping values or cly-
namic increments on a theoretical basis have
not led' as far as is known to the author, to
any generally adopÈe¿l and easily applicable
solut ions.

- The qualitative and quantitative comparison of
rneasured dynarnic increments with corresponcling
code provisions is generally stí11 not possi-
ble. fThe 1979 ontario Highsây aridge Design
Code is an exception (4).1

on the one hand, this is rnainly because the loa¿ls
(to which the dynamic incrernents are related) usecl
in the Load Eests are not the same as those in the
cocles. on the other hand, the question can be asked
whether the ¿lynanic effects of rnoving trucks on the
response of a bridge are really predo¡ninantLy a

function of the average briilge spanr as assu¡ned' for
example, in the present Swiss Code (5).

The dynamic incrernent, as used in the design of a

bridge, is the value of greatest practical interest
resulting fron dynarnic toad tests. If straightfor-
ward cornparison ôf the tnèasured values with theoret-
ical analyses or code provisions is not feasible,
there remains the possíbÍlity of conparing the ex-
perirnentaL values among each other. This can obvi-
ously only be done in a significant way if the
procedures of testing, neasuring, and data process-
ing are standardized as nuch as possible. Being
aware of this fact, the decision was made by RösIi
and Voellrny in the I950s to standardize the EMPA

dyna¡nÍc load tests on highway bridges. Although
EMPA is not the only institution performing such
tests in Switzerland, the number of standard tests
performed by EMPA since that ti¡ne is considerable.

only in the last several years has the client
been able to profit from this experience. Now the
results of a current load test are related to the
results of all previously perforned tests. AddiÈion-
atly interpretation of the collected test data has
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FIGURE I A two-axle vehicle Ì¡efore passing over a contact
threshold (speed meazurement) and over a 45 mm (l.B in.)
thick plank.

led to a proposal for the definition of the dynanic
increment for a future Swiss Loading Code.

STÀNDARD DYNAIIIIC LOAD TESTS ÀS PERFORÈTED SINCE 1958

Test Procedures

The bridges are tèsted dynâmically through passages
of a single, fully loade¿I, tero-axle truck, nhich is
provided by the client. vlith a normal axle spacing
of 4.5 m (I5 ft) the gross rdeight of the vehicle
usually Iies near the legal limit of 160 kN (35
kips). (In general 280 kN or 62 kips is the maxi¡num
legal gross weight lirnit in Switzerland for any tl¡pe
of vehicle.)

The test vehicle is driven at constant speed,
whenever possible, älong the longitudinal bridge
axis and always in the same direction (Fiqure 1).
The tests are begun with a vehicle speed of 5 kn/h
(3 ¡nph) which is then increâsed after every passage
in steps of 5 to 10 kn/h (3 to 6 mph) up to the
maxirnum achievable speed. Tests on the undisturbed
pavement are repeated with a plank placed on the
roadway in the nain neasurernent cross section. The
plank is approximately 50 mn (2 in.) thick and 300
mm (12 in.) wíde.

Data Àcquísition

Deflection is neasured whenever possible at the
characteristic point of the bridge, which is nor-
nally at the nidpoínt of the naxinum span (nain
measure¡nent cross section). In nany j.nstances de-
flection is ¡neasured at additional points of the
superstructure. This neasurêment is provided by an
invar wire stretchêd between the measurement poínt
at the structure and a fixed reference point under
the briilge. fn about 1964 Èhe mechanical vibration
recorders (vibrographs) that registered the deflec-
tion signal on a rotatÍng cylinder \rere replaced by
electronic tneâsurement setups. These usuãIly consist
of an inductive dísplacenent transducer, a signal
a¡nplifier, and an ink recorder.
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n=20 t=9.76s

þ= t't" t = 2.05 Hz, 8=.0a0

FIGURE 2 Deflection of the midpoint of the Ponte di Campagna Nova,
which has one 4.5-m (148-ft) span, under the passage of a 160 kN (35
kip) vehicle traveling at 251Ínlh (16 mph) on the undishrrbed pavement
(f = fundamental frequency, ô = logarithmic decrement, and 4 =
dynamic increment).

Data Processing

Frorn the dynanic deflection signals, registered on
paper stripsr Èhe following ínfornation can usually
be obtained (Figure 2) !

1. The frequency of one or more modes of the
br iilge ,

2. Danping of the natural vibration dominant in
free decay, and

3. The dynamic increment of one or more measure-
nent signals as a function of the vehicle speed.

Natural frequency and associated danping can be
determined by nanual signal analysis in the tine
dornain only if the bridge víbrations decay harmoni-
calIy after the passage of the vehicle. rf an ac-
curate time neasure has been recorded along with the
signal, the natural frequency, Hz, can be estab-
lj"shed by counting the number of periods in a given
portion of the decay process:

f=n/t

where

n = nunber of periods, and
t = corresponding tine interval in seconds.

Danping, for exanple the logaritht¡íc decrernent
ô, can be deterrníne¿l fron the sane tirne interval.
This requires measurenent of the magnitude of the
first and last amplitudes having the sa¡ne phase

6 = I/n (Ln) (aO,/An)

where

n = number of periods (n+1 amplitudes), and
ln = natural logarithm.

The percentage of critical damping, p, is given by

p=(6/2n).I00.

The dynanic increnent is defined as

ô = (Aayn - A"¡¿¡)/As¡at . 100

where A¿*r, is the peak value of the bri¿lge response
during a- passage of the test vehicle and À"¡"¡ is the
peak value of ¿leflection observed under static load-
ing with the sa¡ne vehicle. Although the rea¿lout of
Àdvn from a paper strip can be performed in a
st?aightforward manner, the deter¡nination of Astat
mây be problenatic.

Two basically different nethods have been used.
fn earlier years, As¡¿¡ was esti¡nated for every
passage from the sane dynanic trace as the corre-

¡=*re*
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sponding Adv.. with increasing ilynanic response
of a bridge,'the guatíty of this estimate for A"gu¡
decreases. Therefore, ín recent years A.¡a¿ has been
deter¡nined fro¡n the traces of three. very slow pas-
sages (crawl tests), and the value thus obtainecl is
subsequently used in the evaluation of all the pas-
sages. Comparative tests ín 1976 .shov¡eil that both
methods yield the sane value for Astat if the driv-
ing lane is marked an¿l accurately naintaíned by the
driver.

There is an additíonal problem in deter¡nining the
dynanic increnent, ö. Àside from all the knor¡n
quantities such as vehicle propertíes and speecl,
pavenent roughness, and bridge properties, the posi-
tion of the neasurement point in the cross section
of the bridge rras foundr under certaín circum-
stances, to exert a significant influence on the
calculated value of the dynanic increnent.

this is because the ¿leflection distribution over
a bridge cross section under statíc an¿l dynamic
Loa¿ling Ís generally not identical. Experience shows
that on the one hand, the deflection (Astat) of a
statícally loadecl beam-type bridgè will always vary
rnore or less strongly over its cross sectionr de-
pending on the shape and stiffness of the section.
on the other hand, the vertical motional ampliLudes
(responsible for Ad.rn) of the same bridge under
dynamic loading will- remain constant over the cross
section, as long as the bridge response consísts
solely of longitudinaL bending nodes.

The dynarníc increnent, ô, as a relation between
Àdvn and À"¿"¡ therefore will depend on the exact 10-
cation of the measurernent point in the brídge cross
section. This dependency is al¡nost negligible for
bridges with stiff box-shaped cross sections but may
invalidate results gathered from briclges with wide
and flexÍbl-e I-beam cross sections.

RESULTS OF TESTS ON 226 HIGHWAY BRIDGES

In the years from 1958 to 198L the concrete struc-
tures section of E'IPA perforned load tests on 356
bridges. fn the present contextr the standardizetl
dynamic part of 226 combined tests on bea¡n and slab-
type highway brÍdges is of interest. The rernaining
I30 tests concerne¿l tests on other bridge types and
purely static tests. Of the 226 brÍdges, 205 are
prestressed concrete, 5 reinforced concrete, l4
composite steel and concrete, and 2 prestressed
lightweight concrete structures. The number of
spans varies betgreen 1 and 42 erith an average of 4

and a value of peak occurrence of 3. The most common
structural systens are the continuous beam over nore
than one span (72 percent) ând the simply supported
one-span beam (L2 percent). TotsaL lengths and
lengths of the maximum span can be characterized as
follows s

ToÈaI Length l.laximurn Span
MÍninun I3.0 n (43 ft) 11.0 rn (36 ft)
!,laximun 3,147.5 rn (10'300 ft) 118.8 m (390 ft)
I{ean 155.9 n (51r ft) 39.5 m (130 ft)

of the briclges tested, 109 are straight and wíthout
skew,97 are skewed or curved, and 20 are both
skewed and curvecl. Half of the bridges have a box-
shaped cross section, 26 percent a multibeatn deck,
and 24 percent a solíd or hollow-core slab cross
section. The cross-sectional width varies between
4.3 n (I4 ft) ând 30.4 m (100 ft) with a nean value
of. ]-2.9 m (42 ft).

The spring constantr defined as gross weight of
the test vehicle divided by À"¡¿¡r was found to lie
betweên 7 kN/mn (40 kip,/in.) änd 800 kN/mm (4,500
kip,/in. ) with a mean value of 173 kN/nn (Ir000
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kip,/in.) and a value of maxímum occurrence of 75
kN/rnm (430 kip,/in.).

These data are taken from a computer data bank
set up in 1981 in which up to 40 paraneters from
each of the 226 dynamic load tests are stored.
Detailed information on the distributions of these
parameters (test conditions as well as results) is
given in EMPA Report 211 (6). The ¡nost itnportant
findings derived from these data are presented in
the paragraphs that follow. The nunber of ¡neasurecl
values clisplayed in the different figures does not
equal 226 because (a) it was not possible to meet
a1I the requirenents of a standåral test as described
previously for all tests and (b) the value of con-
cern could not alvrays be determined frotn the re-
corded signals.

Fundamentaf Frequenc ies

Figure 3 shows the distribution of fundanental fre-
quencies measured on 224 bridges. The result of an
attenpt to establish a relation between the funda-
mental frequency of a briõlge and the length of its
maximurn span is shoren in Figure 4. The scatter of

1234 56 789 t0 >105

Fundomenlol Frequency f IHzJ

FIGURE 3 Distribution of the fundamental
frequencies, f, measured on 224 bridges.
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FIGURE 4 Fundamental frequency, f, as a function
of the maximum span, L, for 224 bridges (o¡ = standard
deviation).

the neasured values around a curve determined
through nonlinear regression is consiilerable. This
is not surprising in view of the J.arge varíations in
geo¡netry and stiffness ôf the bridges tested. To
achieve a snal-ler scatter, the following lirnitatíons
were introduced:

- Eli¡ninate cantílevered structures'
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- Limit the horizontal radius of curvature of the
longitudinal bridge axis to >900 n (3,000 ft),

- Limit Èhe skew to <15 deg., -
- Li¡nit the spring õnstant, k, to 70 kN/nm < k

kip/in.),
- Elininate results that were not obtained fron

measurements on the maximum span.

The regression function cal,culated from the remain-
ing 100 values is almost identical to the function
shown in Figure 4 but the scatter has di¡¡inished
fron o¡ = 10.81 Hz to of = !0.62 Hz. As will- be shown
Iater, the dynamic increnent will probably be de-
fined in a futurê Svriss Code on bridge loading as a
function of the bridge's fundamental frequency.
Therefore, the previously ¡nentioned equation to
estimate this frequency from the maximum bridge span
nay be of sone practical value in the early design
stages.

Danpinq

The distribution of the logarithnic decrement, ôr
deter¡nined fron the free decay process of 198 con-
crete bridges is shown in Figure 5. Bêcause the
ð-values âre scattered over a consideråb1e range,
an attempt r.¡as made to separate the bridges ¡riÈh
relatively strong damping from those with relatively
weak damping.

0" .01 .05 .09 t3 .17 .21 > 22

Loqorithmic Decrement ô

FIGURE 5 Distribution of the logarithmic
decrement, ô, measured on l9B concrete
bridges (minimum, 0.019; mean, 0.082;
maximum,0,360),

considering the superstructurê of a bridge as a
vibrating bo¿ly, overall damping can be separated
into internal or structural danping and external or
systen danping. Thus, structural damping is ¿lue to
energy clissipation during all kinds of vibrations of
the superstructurei and system damping is due to
energy dissipation during relativê movernents between
superstructures and substructures and during all
kinds of vibrations of the substructure elements.
Because only eoncrete bridges were taken into ac-
count, material damping was not considered. Infor-
nation was not available on the influence of vibra-
tional anplitude on clamping¡ therefore, the damping
relation between this amplitude and the maximun span
could not be taken into account. As r+ill be seen
Iater, thís influence does not seen to be sig-
nificant when cornpared with the factors actually
under consideration.

Concerning structural dampíng it was founil that
bridges responding predominantly in a longitudínaI
node of flexure have on the average a smaller loga-
rithmic decrement than bridges that respond Ín a
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superposition of noales of longitudinal flexure,
torsion, and transverse flexure. Straight structures
with narrow, closed cross sections showed a nean
ô = 0.063 (p = f percent) ¡ and curved or skevred
bridges with wide cross sections showed a mean ô =
0.087 (P = 1.38 Percent).

The El,lPA data bank does not contain the necessary
information to investigate system da¡nping in detail.
For example the type of bearing constructions and
the relative stiffness of piers are often not given
in the test reports. An ãnalysis to confirn the
results of Green (]) showed that the total lêngth of
a bridge indicates the danping to be expected. Long
bridges with a total length of ¡nore than I25 n (410
ft) showed a mean ô = 0.056 (p = 0.89 percent),
and short bridges erith a total length of less than
75 m (246 ft) a mean ð = 0.098 (p = 1.56 percent).
Àlthough the total length of a bridge surely influ-
ences the previously mentioneal parameters of struc-
tural damping, it presumably also reflects influ-
ences of system damping. The long structures have
an average of 0.26 supports per 100 n (33 ft) of
bridge length, the short ones a corresponding value
of 0.60.

Figure 6 shows the ô-distributions for two
classes of bridges, which were formed by combining
the paraneters of structural dånping and the total
Iength: (a) Iong, straight bridges with narrow,
closed cross sections and (b) short, curved and/or
skewed bridges with wide cross sections. These two
classes seem to have well separated mean values and
distributions of overäll da¡nping.

01 05 .09 13 .,7 .2, >.22

Logorilhmic Decrement à

FIGURE 6 Distributions of the o-values for trvo
classes of concrete bridges.

ic Increments

Where a falsifying influence of the locatíon of the
rneasurernent point in the body cross section was to
be expected, these values erere elinìinated before
Èrying to interpret the measured dyna¡nic increments,
0. When the measurement point lies outside the
region of direct influence of the test vehicle, the
resulting O i{ill be too high to a .Lesser or greater

fl Long, straight, narrow bridgss
w¡th clogd c.os stion:
21 values {min., O.030; mean,
0.0¿E; max..0.079).

I short. cur""d and/or d(ewd,
w¡de brilgos: 33 values (min,,
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FIGURE 7 Definition of the coefficient, a, describing the
location of the measurement point in the búdge cross section
relative to the direct influence region of the vehicle,

Mæn Spon.L, IflJ
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FIGURE B Dynamic increments, @, for passages
without a plank as a function of the mean span
L. for 73 concretebridges (a < 0.8). Thesolid
line indicates the provision in the present Srdss
füde (ä).

extent dependíng on the transverse bending stiffness
of the bridge. Therefore, only data corresponding
¡6 c 1 0.8 (see Figure 7 for the definition o¡ c)
were retained.

First the relationship between Èhe dynarnic íncre-
¡nent and the nean span of the bridge was investi-
gated. It cân easily be seen from Figure I that
this reLationship does not correspond to the func-
tion inplied from the present Swiss Code (5). Each
of the measured 4-values displayecl in Figure I
represents the peak value of the élynanic increments
established from a standard test with the vehicle
passing over the undisturbêd pavement. As mentíoned
earlier the conparison between rneasured values and
code provisions can be qualitative only.

Then Ít was found that the fundarnental frequency
is an inportant paraneter Ínfluencing the response
of a bridge to the passage of a test vehicle, A
general explanation for this observation is as fol-
1ows. The bridge as well as the vehicle are rnechan-
ical ¡¡ass/spring,/darnper systetns whose dynanic be-
havior is cleter¡nined by natural modes; thê bridge
response will therefore be influenced by the rela-
tíonship between the frequencies of these nodes.
Stated differently, one of the conilítions to be
fulfilled for a distinct bridge response is a match-
ing of the frequencies of dynamic wheel loads and
the natural node of a briclge.

The natural nodes of the EMPA test vehícles werê
presurnably scattered over a relatively narrow fre-
quency band. Thê vehicles were all fully loaded
two-axle tip trucks with leaf springs. Under normal
conditions of pavement roughness, the dynarnic wheel
loads of such vehicles occur naínly in two frequency
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ranges: (a) in the range of the bo¿ly bounce fre-
quency betv¡een -2 Hz and *5 Hz and (b) in the range
of the wheel hop frequency bet\reen -I0 Hz and -15 Hz.
The body bounce ¡node of a vehícle is excited by rel-
aÈively long waves, and the wheel hop node by reta-
tively short waves of the roadway unevenness. De-
pending on the vehicle speeil, an unevenness of a
certain length may be effective ín both ranges. As
an exanple of special interest, a plank excites body
bounce vibrations for low vehicle speeds and almost
pure wheel hop vibrations for speeds above 40 krn/h
(25 ¡nph) .

Figure 9 shor¡s the maxirnum dynanic increnents,
ô, of test series on the undisturbed pavenent as a
function of the bridge's fundarnental frequency. The
curve encompassing the moasured values shows a clear
peak in the region of.2.5 Eo 4 Hz (í.e., in the
region of the vehicle's body bounce frequency). The
state¡nent that the shortwave amplitudes of normal
pavements are too smal1 to excite the vehicler s
wheel hop mode significantly is based on one single
measurement value in the corresponaling frequency
r ange.

Fro¡n the equivalent diagran for thè test series
with a plank lying on the roadway (Figure l0) it can
be seen that a first resonance peak lies in the
range of I.5 to 3 Hz and a second peak at frequen-
cies above 7 Hz. Taking into account that (a) a
plank represents a large anplitude of excitation
co¡npared with the anplítudes ôf roughness of a usuaL
pavement and that (b) the natural frequencies of a
nonlinear system, such as a leaf-sprung truck, de-
crease with increasing anplitude of excitation, then
the two observecl peaks lie in the range of the body
bounce and the wheel hop frequencies of the vehi-
cles, rèspectively.

It can also be seen from Figures 9 and I0 that
the dynamic increments do not follow a one- or t¡ro-
peaked resonance curve. Instead they are scattered
below the peaks. Unfortunately the infor¡nation
available is not sufficient to determine the reasons

.t

0,t 2345678910
Fundomenlol Frequency f IHzì

FIGURB 9 Dynamic increments, S, for passages
without a plank as afunction of the fundamental
frequency, f, for 73 concrete bridges (a < 0.8).

300

0.1 2345678910
Fundomentol Frequency f IHzJ

FIGURE 10 Dynamic increments, @, for passages
with a plank a¡ a function of the fundamental
frequency, f, for 69 concrete bridges (a < 0.8).
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for this scatter in detail. Nevertheless' an atternPt
was made to evaLuate the influence of three param-
eters available in the EMPA data bank (6). It \tas
found that darnping does not appear to exert an i¡n-
portant influence on the dynamic increment and that
straight' beân-type bridges respond only slightly
more strongly than more complicated structures. The
investigation also showed that the influence of
pavement roughness on dynaníc increments for pas-
sages srithout a plank was greater for Èhose bridges
with rnediun or poor pave¡nents than for those with
snooth pavements.

Hence, the interpretation of the EMPA test re-
sults can be sum¡narized as follows: A híghway bridge
exhibits a pronounced dynamic response only if (a)
its funda¡nental frequency lies in the aa¡ne region as
one of t-he tvro vehicle ¡nodes of concern and (b) the
vehicLe speed and pavènent roughness are tuned to
each other so the corresponding vibrations of the
vehicle will be excited.

rhe solicl curves indicated in Figures 9 and l0
were proposed to be integrated gualitatively into
the nen version of the swiss code on High\day Bridge
Loadings. The curve shown in Figure 9 is si¡nilar to
the curve used in the 1979 Ontario Highway aridge
Design Code (4). Hordeverr these tl¡o curves vtere
developed independently ancl were based on two dif-
ferent sets of experinental data.

CURRENT EMPA TESTING METHODS

Scheduled Tests vrith a single vehicle

To reduce variations in the load paraneters further'
several inprovements have been introduced in recent
years. Unfortunately EMPA has not been able to
obtain its own test vehicle. It is now possiblet
however' to make use of the same Army vehicle for
all the tests. Payload' tiies, and tire pressure
are always the sane' so it can be assu¡ned that the
dynamic properties of the vehicle remain approxi-
nately constant.

In addition the driving lane is marked with rub-
ber cones or paint (Figure 1) and the vehicle speed
is controLled with a special test wheel (Figure
II). Thus it is possible to maintain constant speeal

FIGURE 11 With the help of a test wheel, the speed can be

accurately measured and controlled during the entire
paEsage.
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FIGURE 12 Servohydraulic vibration generator (SCHENCK).

within t0.5 kn/h (0.3 nph) fron 2 km/h (1.2 mph)
up to 100 km/h (62 mph). Furthernore, additional
passages are carried out in the range of critical
speecl, where the bridge response reaches íts peak
vaIue. In this range' detected by on-Iine prepro-
cessing of the measurement signals, the speed incre-
rnent, Àv, ís thus reduced to I to 3 km/h (0.6 to
1.9 nph).

ExciÈation with a Servohvdraulic Vibration Generator

The natural frequencies of a bridge can be deter-
mineil very precisely through swept-sine excitation
with a vibration generator. In 19'17 EMPA purchased
the servohydraulic actuator shown in Fígure 12. The
whole system is ¡nobile and produces a sinusoidal
force vrith a peak value of 5 kN (1.1 kip) in the
frequency range between 2.3 Hz an¿l 20 Hz. For fre-
quencies below 2.3 Hz the force clecreases vrith the
square of the frequency because the piston stroke is
linited to t 50 mn (t 2 in.). The nost i¡nportant
advantage of such a vibration generator is the high
frequency resolution that can be achieved. If a
suitable function generator is used to proalucê the
drive signal, this resolution nay be as high as
0.001 Hz. After looking for the natural frequencíes
first in a relatively quick sweep, these can later
be evaluated in greater detail.

I¡npulse-fype Excitation

Determination of the natural frequencies or in fact
all nodal paraneters of a structure through inpulse-
type excitation is com¡non in the investigation of
nachines, for exarnple, tool ¡nachines. The structure
to be analyzed is struck with single hammer bloets
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and the input force and system responsê (accelera-
tion) are ¡neasured to yield the infornation neces-
sary for the nodal analysis. In contrast to a
serept-síne excitation as described in the previous
paragraph with a Long duration -input time signal and
a very narrow-bantl frequency spectrun, an inpulse-
type excitation provides a tine signal of very short
duration with a corresponilingly broad frequency
spectrum.

The advantages of the impulse-type excitation are
obvious: (a) exciting rdith a portable hammer is ¡nuch
Iess expensive than exciting with a cornplete servo-
hydraulic systen, and (b) one hamrner blow excites
alI nodes si¡nultaneously whereas sweeping through
the frequency band of concern nay be tine consuming.

Disadvantages have to be considered when applying
irnpulse-tyÞe excitatíon to highway bridges. Due to
relatively strong damping, the arnplitudes of the
bridge response may not be significant for a tirne
long enough to aIlow the ¿leternination of a spectrum
with a reasonable frequency resolution. rhis fre-
quency resolution (i.e., the distance bet¡¡een two
lines in the spectrum) equals one time window
(length of the signal in seconds). Consiclering a
nean logarithnic decrement for bridges of 0.082
(p = f.¡ percent, see Figure 5), and a corresponding
fundamental frequency of 3 Hz, the initiaL amplitude
will be damped out to 50 percent after 2.8 sec and
to 1 percent after 18.7 sec. Thus, assuming an
initial signal-to-noise ratio of at least 40 dB for
such a free decay process and transforrning one 20
sec time window, a frequency resolution of 0.05 Hz
can be achieved. This resolution is consiclerably
Iower than that resulting from a swept-sine excita-
tion test.

CURRENT DÀTA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING IT1ETITODS

Digital Signal Analysis

With neasurement signals recorde¿l on paper stríps,
data processing is possible in the tirne donain only
and has to be perforned manually with the help of
pencil and ru1er. Several problems occurring with
this kincl of data processing have bèen mentioned
earlier. To solve these problems and above all to
allow digital data processing ând signal analysis in
the frequency ilomain, a Pulse-Code-ModuLation (PCM)
system was purchased by EIqPA in 1977. Analog signals
frorn up to 32 transducer/amplifier units are iligi-
tizecl by this systen with l2-bit resolution and then
recorded in digital forrn with a tape unit. Upon
playback, the signals can be transferred directly in
digital form to the disk of a conputer. With the
help of corresponding softvrare, standard time domaín
analysis can then be performed si¡nultaneously for
alJ. sígnals.

FrequencÍes of the bridgers natural rnodes are
deternined by transforning the time signals into
frequencies (i.e., by calculating povrer spectra,
Figure 13). This task is perforned by a Fast FÕurier
Transform (¡'FT) analyzer, Nicol-et 6604, directly
línked with the computer. Because the FFT analyzer
is able to treat two ti¡ne signals si¡¡ultaneously, ít
is possible to investigate the phase and ânplitude
relationships between two signals as a function of
frequency. Hence, the shapes of all modes contribut-
ing to the signals can be deternined.

Measurement of Dvnanic l{heel Loa¿ls

Until sufficient know].edge of the test vehicle's
dynaníc wheel loads is acquired, no ¿letailed inter-
pretation of the bridge response r¿ilI be possible.
The first successful attempts to solve the problem
of cont'inuously rneasuring dynamic forces between
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FIGURE 13 Power spectral density (PSD) obtained from
the free decay of a three-span prestressed concrete bridge,
32 m,4L m, and 3ó m (105 ft, 135 ft, and 120 ft). The
frequencies of the first three modes are indicated.

tires and the riding surface were made in thè Uniteal
Stâtes and Gernany (8r9).

The dynanic wheel loacls of a highway vehicle can
be measurecl dírectly or indirectly. with the direct
nethod the normal wheel hubs are replaced by spe-
cially designed and instru¡nentecl neasurement hubs
(force transducers). This methoil is very accurate
but also very expensive (!q). vrith the indirect
nethod, the tire is used as a neasurement spring
(i.e., the deformation of the tire is rneasurèd in-
stead of the force). The necessary calibration
curve of the force vèrsus defornation relationship
must then be determined ín an additional stâtic
test. Conparative tests shov¡ed that vertical tire
Cleflection reflects the actual wheel toad with suf-
ficient accuracy (11).

Therefore, ín 1977 EIrPA acquíred an opto-eIec-
tronic system that neasures the distance between the
vehiclers axle and the riiling surface (i.e., the
vertical tire deformatíon) vrith the aid of an in-
frared bea¡n reflected on the pavement (Figure 14).
The nain parts of the measurenent setup are an in-
frared e¡nitter, a reception camerar and an elec-
tronic control unit. The vertically oriented in-
frared enitters are locate¿l next to the tires; the
receivers are slanted at approxirnately 45 degrees.
The infrared light with a wavelength of 930 nn is
focused by an objective so as to produce a spot on

FIGURE 14 Two opto-electronic systems for meazuring the
dynamic wheel loads mounted on the rear axle of a test vehicle.

DETBUEL BRIDGE
INSTR. , U6Ø?
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the pavement surface of apProxÍmâte1y 15 nm (0.6
in.) dianeter. The essential component of the
camera, which observes the position of the liqht
spot, is a two-diÍìensional photodetector.

Electric currents that give ã measure for the
position of the center of the light spot are induceal
in the photodetector. these currents are transforned
to voltages that can be stored on magnètic tape by
the PCl,!-data-acquisition system' which is installed
eÍther in the clriverrs cabin or neår the bridge
beinq tested. Signal transfer from the rnoving vehi-
cte to the stationary PcM-system is performed by a

2.45 clf,z telemetry Iink. Hence, measurenent signals
sterì¡ning from vehicle and bridge are acquired and
recordeal synchronously. Figure 15 shows an exanple

DEIBUEL BRIÞ6E, APPROACH
INSTR. ' REAR LEFT
TEST N0 ?ø67, 2Ø Kl1H ( 12 n?H'

2.AØ HZ

FREQUENCY tHzl

Note: Horizontal uis: Frequency 0-100 Hz,400 lines, logaúthmic scale.

Vertical axis: Mem-squred dynamic wheel load density, full scale = 103

kN2/Hz (divide by 20 to convert to q. kip/Hz), logarithmic sale.

FIGURE 15 Power spectral density (PSD) of a dynamic wheel
load signal,

of the power spectral density ôf a neasureil dynanic
wheel load. The four-channel dynaníc wheel loacl
¡neasurenent system was extensively used withÍn the
franework of a research program but has not yet been
introduced to the standard dynanic tests on highway
br idges.
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Case Histories of Scour Problems at Bridges

STANLEY R. DAVIS

ABSTRÀCT

Ten case histories of scour problems at
bridges are presented to provide a revíew of
the various factors contributing to the
problems, corrective actions taken, and the
influence of the events on current design
praetiees. Designing bridge foundations to
resist scour is still a technical area that
requires engineering judgrnent by experienced
bridge and hydraulic engineers, and evidence
indicates that addit.ionat attention to de-
signing for scour is needed.. Analyzing case
histories is encouraged as a means of under-
standing the conditions ancl events that con-
tributè to brídge scour ând ways to avoid or
alleviate scour problens.

Scour is an elusive subject because of its complex-
ity. Fornulas and mathematical models are stilI
based primarily on theoretical approaches and labo-
ratory tests because of the lack of verifiable fielil
data. Accurate field ¡neasurements have been diffi-
cult to obtain because of the severe three-dimen-
sional flow patterns that occur at bridges during
flooding, and the problerns and costs associated r¡ith
recording instruments or with attenpts to get
skilled personnel at bridge sites duríng periods of
peak flow.

The stream characteristics, bridge constriction
flow patÈern, soil and water interaction, and re-
sultíng scour.will be unique for each bridge cross-
ing as well as for each flood. The evaluation of
scour potential at a bridge site, therefore, renains
more of an art than a science, reguiring a back-
groun¿l in river ¡nechanics along \dith additional in-
ductive skíILs for making field investigations.

The current approach and emphasis given to evalu-
ating scour varies considerably arnong highway agen-
cies. Sone agencies support highly qualified staffs
thât ¡nake detailed field and office evaluations of
scour, whereas others rely on design rules of thu¡nb,
wiÈh or without the benefit of a field site review.

How much tírne and effort. should be devoted to
field and office studies of scour Ín the design of a
bridge? Whåt constitutes a reasonable scour study?
What data need to be collected an¿l how should they
be analyzed? Engineers tend to respond to these
guestions with a Level of effort comnensurate v¿ith
the perceived risk involved at each bridge cross-
ing. Constraints such as ti¡ne schedules, buclgets,
and available personnel may also influence decisions
regarding the level of effort that should be applied.

One approach to answering these questions might
be: Do bridges perform satisfactorily under design
conditions? This may be a tough guestion to anserer
because the hydraulic design load is rarely ap-
plied. Designers, therefore, often do not have
feedback to assess the effectiveness of theír de-
signs. This point needs to be emphasized because of
the alnost unbelievable energy and force of rarnpag-
ing flood eaters.

What should the objective be for accommodating
the design hydraulic load? The principles of eco-
no¡nic (risk) analysis recognize that bridges and
their approaches may be overtopped occasionally

r.rithout severe ¿lanage and that élesigns that provide
for overtopping of the roadway nay be economícal1y
desirable. These same principles are applied, how-
ever, with the assumption that bridges will be wetl
founded and will not suffer major scour damage or
settlement fro¡n floods well in excess of those an-
ticipated in the briilge design. Thís approach to
foundation design is based on the concept Èhat in-
cremental costs to provide for scour protection for
rare events are small ín comparison with the conse-
quences of bridge failure.

Hoi.r well ¿lo our nation,s br idges conpare with
this standard? Do they collectively withstand rare
floods without ilamage from scour? Unfortunately
data are not collected systematically so thaÈ a con-
clusive answer can be given to this question. The
evidence cited in the paragraphs that follow indi-
cates that significant nunbers of bridges night be
expected to experience distress fron scour during
future flood events.

A 1973 study for the Federal Highvray Admínistra-
tion (FHWA) (2) analyzed 383 bridge failures caused
by catastrophic floods and repÕrted that 24 percent
of the failures involved pier damage, and 72 percent
involved abutnent danage. Many of the bridges sur-
veyed, hovrever, were smal1, síngle-span structures
that failed during Hurricane Agnes in 1973.

A second more extensive study reported by FHWA
(f) in 1978 indicated locat scour at bri¿lge piers to
be a problem about equal to that experienced at
abutments. The nost co¡ûnon problems included (a)
loca1 scour at bridge piers and piLed up debris and
drift and (b) darnage to riprap and erosion of abut-
ment spillthrough slopes with or without the expo-
sure of the pile-supported footings.

FHWA also reported that damage Èo bridges and
highh'ays from major reglonal floods in 1964 and 1972
anounted to about gI00 rnillion per event, anil the
average loss during this period was estinated at g50
million a year (2). À recent review of FHWA expen-
ditures on emergency relief (ER) projects indicates
that flood damage to bridges and highways has been
averaging about 975 million annually. This repre-
sents only a portion of the total costs to highway
systems caused by floods because it includes only
highways in the federal-aid systen that are ínvolvecl
in declared energencies. Furthermore, it does not
include indirect costs to the public due to tempo-
rary closures and detours.

ApproxinaÈely 85 percent of the 521,000 bridges
in the National Bridge Inventory Syste¡n are built
over eraterlrays. The najority of these bridges span
rivers and strea¡ns that are continually adjusting
their beds and banks. Some of these brídges, espe-
cialIy those on the nore active streams, can be ex-
pected to experience future problens with scour as a
result of the natural processes that cause realign-
nent of streans.

CASE HISTORIES

Thé case histories that follow have been selected to
illustrate the tlpes of problens Èhat need to be
identified and accounted for in designing bridge
abutnents and piers. Some of these examples also
help to illustrate the difficulty of ídentifying po-
tential scour problens at the design stage.
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Statè and FHWA brí¿lge and hydraulic engineers
have been helpful in supplying lnformation and com-
mentary regarding these case histories. Their as-
sistance is gratefully acknowledged. continued re-
porting of future case histories through forums such
as TRB is highly desirable to keep designers in-
forrned about proble¡ns and solutions to scour prob-
lems at bridges.

Background

!4ost transverse flood-plain encroachments involve a
conbination of hÍghway enbanknent and briclges and
create a constriction ín the flood plain for peak
flovrs (Figures I and 2). Flow velocities through
bridge constrictions are normally greater than the
upstrean and dotrnstream channel velocitíes. Fhis
difference helps to establish conditions for scour.
Scour is co¡nmonl-y cLassified as (a) general scour or
constrictíon scour (Figures 3 and 4l ' (b) Iocal
scour (Figures 5 and 6) at piers or abutnentsr and
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(c) lateral èrosion (Figures 7 and 8). Lateral ero-
sion is conrnonly caused by realigrunent of the strean
and erosion of its banks in the reach of the bridge
crossing. The follogting case histories illustrate
the consequences of these types of scour phenomena.

The dual Interstate bridges
were five-spanr (96, L2O,
plate-gircler designs 556 ft

over the Big Sioux River
!2O, L2O, and 96 ft)
Long supported Éy reln-

il ll
FIGURE I Flow lines for a typical strearn crossing.

FIGURE 2 Illustration of water surface profile through a bridge
constúction.

FIGURE 4 Illustration of general scour.

o,x€ 
\-

FIGURE 5 Diagram of local scorü at bridge piers and al¡utments.
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FIGURE 6 Settlement of bridge pier due to local scour.
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FIGURE 3 Diagram of general scour at a bridge crossing.
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FIGURE 7 Diagram of lateral erosion resulting I'rom realignment
of a stream.

FIGURE B Illustration of abutment damage caused by iateral
movement of stream.

forced concrete piers on continuous footings and
tinber piles ranging in length from 25 to 34 ft.
They e.ere opened to traffic in 1961.

The upstrea¡n structure failed duríng a spring
floo¿l on April ì., 1962. Fortunately the bridge was
closed i¡n¡nediately after failure so there was no
loss of life. Subsequent analysís identified sev-
eral factors contrÍbut.ing to the failure.

1. Direct cause of fallure was due to un¿lermin-
ing of pier number 3 by scour.

2. The bridge was located on a bend in the
river, and the opening was not norrnal to the direc-
tion of flood flow; instead the fl-ow was at an
angle of 25 to 30 degrees to a line norrnal to the
centerline of the crossing. (The design r¡rãs appar-
ently based on plans for a future channel rnodifica-
tion ¡rroject.)

3. The hydrologic design of the bridge wãs based
on a Q50 flow of 42rOOO cfs at an etevation of
Ir096 ft. The design assu¡ned that the Missouri
River, inmediately downstrean, ¡{ou1d also be in
flood stage and would create an abnormal stâge in
the Biq Sioux. The 1962 floo¿l was estimated at
54r000 cfs. Flood stage in the lrtissouri River was
about 6 ft lower than the design elevation of 11096
ft, resultíng in a rnuch steeper erater surface gradi-
ent and a Enaller waterway tô carry Èhe flows in the
Big Sioux Rlver.
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This cornbination of factors resulted in a much
smaller watervJay to carry the flood flow, a steeper
channel gradient and higher velocity, greaÈer flows
than anticipated, and finally a bridge with piers
skewed adversely to the direction of flood flows.

Correctíve Action

À11 piers of the dovrnstream bridge were underpinned
with steel H piles and the scour holes backfilled.
The upstrean bridge was redesigned and replaced by a
three-span structure with single-colurnn round shafts
on steel pile supports. Round piers v¡ere used to
¡ninimize the problem of alignnent with the flood
flow. This redesigned structure has served satis-
factorily and successfully ¡{ithstood a flow of
81r000 cfs on April 9, 1969.

S ignificance

Extensive studies were rnade of the conditions that
contributèal to the collapse of the Big Síoux River
fnterstate bridge. A key factor in the success of
this effort was the complete cooperatíon of the
state highway agencies of lovra and South Dakota.
The data gathêred and conclusions reached from this
study were widely disseminated ancl discussed at that
time. The insíght gained frorn the analysis of this
failure has been used by many bridge and hydraulic
engineers to reinforce the need for careful- and re-
liable hydrotogic and hydraulic data in the design
of river crossings. These insights include the need
to

- Provide a favorable crossing tocation on a
flood plain.

- Align piers with the direction of flood flow
and assess the advantages of round piers.

- Carefully coordinate planning for highway proj-
ects eríth channel improvement projects.

- Evaluate performance of a bridge subjected to a
range of flows, including flows in excess of
the design flow.

- Carefully analyze assunptions for estabtishing
design tailwater conditions and evaluate bridge
performance for a possible range of tailwater
cond it ions.

- Evaluate the effect of variable soil conditions
in assessing scour.

I-80 N Over the John Day Biver Near the
John Day Dan, Oregon

The nain spans of the I-80 N crossing of the John
Day River were designed as simple span deck trusses,
approxirnately 200 ft long. The piers in the river
were designed to be founded on rock or on piles
driven to rock. During construction, the contrâctor
experiencèd extre¡ne dífficulty in excavating the
tightly packed or partially cemented gravels in the
ríverbed. After an evaluation of the problen, in-
cluding taking borings, the contractor vras pernitted
to pl-ace the spread footing on the gravel rather
Èhan continue the excavation to rock.

A najor factor in this decision was the concur-
rent construction of the John Day Dan across the
Columbia River. Because the I-80 crossing of the
John Day River would be located withín the pool area
behind the dan, it rpas anticipated that scour would
not be a pr.oblem once the pool was established. The
bridge rdas conpleted in Septe¡nber 1963 and the pool
behind the da¡n was expected to be filled within 2 to
3 years. On December 22, 1964. the fLood of record
occurred on the John Day River before completion of
the dam. The river pier foundation experiencêd se-
rious scour; this resulted in the loss of the pier
and tr.ro spang.
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Corrective Àction

À replâcenent pier' founded on rock, vras constructed
and the spans replace¿l at a cost of $880'000. The
reconstructed bridge has not experienced any further
problems wíth scour.

S igníficance

Changes in the field to bridge foundation designs in
waterÍrays need to be carefully assessed for the pos-
sible consequences of scour. SPread footings placed
on alluvial material in a river channel or fLoo¿l
plain are vulnerable to scour. Special design stud-
ies to evaluate the scour potentíal should be made
before select'ion of this type of, foundation in a
river or flood plain. Rock or pile foundatlons are
normally appropriate for river piers.

Events such as the failure of the John Day Bridge
lend credence to the validity of tturphy¡s LaId (if
sornething can go wrong, it wiIl go erong at the
worsÈ possible tine). A conservative approach to
the design of bridge foun¿lations in waterways is
usually e¿arranted.

US-15 Over SR-4I7 Near Irwinsr Nevt York

This highway separation structure was not designed
to convey flov¡ because it was at a considerable dis-
tance from and above the anticipated flood flows of
the Canisteo River. Yet during the l¡urricane Àgnes
floo¿l of 1973 this crossing serve¿l as a relief
structure for flow in the floocl plaín. The abut-
ments, vJhich vrere supporteal by spread footingsr were
undernined by the flow through the structure to a
depth of 3 to 5 ft and to a maxinun lateral distânce
of about 10 ft under the edge of the spread footing.

corrective Action

The high$¡ay nas 
"fo""a 

to traffic and tenporary
timber crib supports i{ere provided for the super-
structure. The voids under the spread footing were
grouted, the crôss section of the local roail was
restored to its preexisting con¿litionr an¿l the road
reopened for nor¡naI traffic service. Pronpt action
by the New York Departnent of Transportation linited
the tirne Route 15 was out of service to about 4 to 6

weeks. This included the time required to rePlace
the back waLl and bean seats of one abutnent.

Significance

This case provides an example of the unexpected na-
ture and range of possible problems with structures
on flood p].ains. The damage was unexpected because
the highway crossíng was not designeil as a hydraulic
structure and was considered to be above the eLeva-
tion of anticipated floods. The Hurricane Agnes
fLooal of 1973 was estirnated to be greater than the
100-year flood in this region.

New Yorkrs decision to restore the preflood con-
dition at the site is viewed as an exercise in risk
assessnent. That is, the losr potential for a recur-
rence of fJ.ooding was not considered to warrant
placernent of riprap or other special treat¡nent ät
this bridge.

I-10 Crossing the Pearl River Near SliQe!I, Louísiana

I-10 crosses the Pearl Ríver flood plain on a series
of embankments and bridgest the bridges are tlesig-
nateal as the west Pearl bridge, the ltiildle Pearl
briilger anil the East eearl bridge. The tinbered
ftood plain is several miles wide at the crossing,
and the analysis and determination of flood flows
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across the three channels and the intervening flood
plaíns is a conplex hydraulic problem.

The ¡{iddle Pearl briilge was designed as a series
of 70 ft sirnple spans on pile bents with pile lengths
of about 50 ft to acconnodate a fLood of recor¿l of
approxinately 125r000 cfs. After completíon in
1972, the Pearl River bridges experienced a series
of annual peak floods greater than the design flow
and, according to available gauging station clata'
greater than the J.o0-year flood.

Year
r979
19 80
1983

Peak Flow (cfs)
151, 00 0
r74,000
225,000 (approx. )

During the 1983 flood, scour underminecl a pile bent
on the upstrean bri¿tge of the Middle Pearl anal Èhe

bridge settled at Èhis point about 0.5 ft.

Cor-rective Action

The Mid¿l1e Pearl bridge was closed and the I-10
traffic wâs rerouted. A nstrong man" or structural
frame vtas placed on the bridge and holes cut in the
deck to provide a means of supporting the danaged
pier untíl it could be underpinneil.

Àdditional piles were driven through the holes in
the deck an¿l tied in to the existíng pile bent. The
cost of the emergency repair work i{as about
$81,000. In addítion, work on the I-59 bridges
about 5 nil-es uPstrean of the I-10 crossing will
cost on the order of $I.5 rníltion to correct a sin-
ilar bridge pier scour problern caused by the 1983
flood. Àclditional studies using a two-dimensíonaI
flow nodel are underv¡ay to ¿letermíne whether addi-
tional bridges should be constructed in the Pearl
River flood plain.

Significance

The Miildle Pearl bridge acconmodated flows of the
design discharge without ilamage; however' the bridge
was clanaged when flood flows greatly in excess of
the design occurred. These recent floods have been
studied v¡ith the conclusion that their occurrence is
random in nature and is not accounteil for by any
identifiable changes in the watershe¿l since the
bri¿lge was built. This case illustrates the poten-
tial benefits of designing for scour on the basís of
an econonic analysis that nay justify founclation de-
signs for floocl flows greater than are used in siz-
ing the waterway of the bridge.

Another interesting aspect of the 1983 flood ¡¡as
its effect on the fendering systen for protecting
piers frorn navigationâI traffic. The fendering sys-
ten for the v{est Peart bridge collected debris and
presented an obstacle to the passage of the flood
flow. Scour depths at the Pier were increased to
the point where they becarne a matter of concern to
the state. Increased nation\dide attention is now
being given to the neeil for greater Protection at
bridge piers on navigable waterhtays. when such sys-
tems are provided, they should be carefully evalu-
âted for their influence on local pier scour.

SR-85 over the Normanskillr Albany County, New York

SR-85 crosses the Nornanskill on dual two-span steel
bridgest the pier for each bridge is locate¿l near
the center of the stream ancl foundecl on piles. The
fine-grained layered silt soils in this region are
unstable and slides are conmon. The Nornanskill is
a steep fast-rising strean' and the bridges experi-
enced several significant floods; subsequent scour
at the center pier reacheil depths of up to I0 ft.

'I
T
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The scour also undermined lhe riprap on the south
abutment slope and caused sluffing of the backslope
in this area.

Corrective AcÈion

Polyfiller woven fabric (70 mesh) was placed on the
streanbed and banks upstrearn of and through the
sR-85 crossing. Medium stone fill was then placed
over the filter cloth to hold it in place and to
protect the banks, the spill through abutments, and
the piers from the scouring velocities of the Nor-
manskill. A lightweight soil was used to backfill
the south abutment slope. This work was done in
1970 at a cost of $701000 and is considered to be
cg¡pletellf sucçessful because no further problens
have been experienced at this locatíon. Installing
the filter cloth ín the bed of the Normanskill ltas
difficult because of the unstable bank and abutnent
slopes and the fast moving ¡{ater.

S ignificance

Selecting the proper type of filter cloth and plac-
ing it carefully on the streambed and banks is con-
sidered to be a najor factor in the success of this
repair effort. Alsor e¡here feasible' a more desir-
able alternative to placing a pier near the center
of a snall, fast-moving stream may be a three-span
arrangement that renoves the pier obstruction from
the center of the channel and facilitates pâssage of
flood waters and debrís.

SR-33 Crossing the llonochitto River Near
Rosetta, Missíssippi

During a period extending fron the 1930s to the
1950s, the U.S. Army corps of Engineers did consid-
erable work on channel ¡nodifications to the lower
Homochitto River. One reach of the river near
Deloroso was reduced from a 20-mí1e meanclering chan-
nel to a g-rnile channel vtith a relatively straight
outlet to the Mississippi. The river resPonded to
these changes by degrading its bed (up to 19 ft near
Deloroso). At Rosetta the river changed from a slow
noving 96-ft wicle channel in clay to a 328-ft wide
channel in sand, which has ¡neandered over a 3r000-ft
flood plain (6). The consequences have been severe
to highr¡ays and facilities crossing the Homochitto
and its tributaries, anil ilanages and bridge replace-
ment costs are approaching $10 million.

Headcutting as a result of channel modification
projects is a relatively cornmon problen on strea¡ns
near the Mississippi River. Similar problens are
affecting bridges over the obion River and its trib-
utaries, the Forked Deer Ríver and its tributaries,
ãnd probably other channelized streams in western
Tennessee (4).

Corrective Àction

rn 1974 the SR-33 bríclge collapse¿l and the Missis-
sippi State Highway Departrnent spent ft8,000r000 to
construct a new lr500-ft bridge. The nelr bridge was
ilesigned to span a najor portion of the fLoocl plain
rather than to try to stabilize the existing channel
banks, and the north abutnent was desígned as a pier
so the bridge could be lengthened in the future.
Attempts to control degradation and meandering of
the channel have been generally unsuccessful. The
channel moved laterally a ¿listance of 300 ft duríng
the 1974 flood that destroyed the bridge.

Signíficance

This case provides a graphic illustration of the
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severe conseguences that can result from channel
rnoclification projects. when the flow regine of a
strean is changed by steepening the streatn slope,
aggradation and degradation of the streambeil and
tateral rnovement of the banks can be expecteil to
occur upstream and downstream over an extendecl pe-
riod of tíne as the stream attempts to readjust to
the changecl conditions. Many bridges have failed
because of headcuttlng of unstable streams.

It. is extremely inportant that unstable streams
like the Homochitto be identified during design so
appropriate'measures can be incorporate¿l in the de-
sign to protect the structure from anticÍpated
scour. Field reviews of proposed bridge crossings
are an important element of the design Process.

There is, as yet, no final resolution of the
problem at this site. The north abutnent and ap-
proaches may still be vulnerable to attack by the
river cluring future floods.

I-10 crossing the Gila River, south of
Phoenixr Arizona

In October 1983' heavy sustained rains in Arizona
and subsequent flooding damaged rnany highway
bridgesr including several rnterstate strucÈures.
The south approaches to the I-10 crossing of the
Gila River were breacheil and several hundred feet of
enbankment were renoved by the floo¿lwaters.

The loss of enbankment is atÈributed primarily to
surface nining in the cila River fLood plain just
downstream or west of the I-10 crossíng. when the
flooilwaters overflowed the strean banks of the Gila
and entere¿l the depressions created by the surface
nine, the flor¡ pattern in the river changeil
abruptly. A significant portion of the floodwaters
was diverÈed to the south' into the mining area, and
severe degradatíon and headcutting began almost in-
mediately. when the headcutting reached the high-
way, it undernined the êmbankment and abutment back-
fiI1, cutting the highway in two but leaving the
abutrnent undamaged.

Corrective Action

Even before the floodwaters receded, state highway
personnel had begun to repaír Èhe damage. Traffic
was novíng across the Gila River in less than 10
days. Quarry stone was brought in and placed to a
depth of 6 to I ft to bring the embankrnent above the
rececling floodwaters and to provide a solid base for
the embankment fi1l. The rest of the fill was then
p]-aced and asphalÈic cencrete pavernent used on the
approaches up to tbe bridge abuttnent. These Èernpo-
rary repairs cost âbout $7001000 in ER funds. Aildi-
tional costs for perÍìanent repairs and channel re-
aligrunent are anticipated over the next few years.

S ignificance

Sand and gravel nining operations can present a haz-
ard to highway facilities, especially ín some of the
western states. nxisting legislation provides for
fevr controls on surface niníng operations, Ieaving
transportation facilities and river control struc-
tures vulnerable to the unstable soil conditions
created by mining operations. Millions of dollars
are being spent to protect or repair highway briclges
frotn the effects of mining, as in the present ex-
ample, and such efforts often provide only tenporary
r el ief.

Lacking effective staterdide legislation to con-
trol nining operations, state híghway agencies rnay
have few options other than to (a) repair and reha-
bÍlitate ín an atterqpt to protect against anticÍ-
pated scour (e.9., drop sÈructures) or (b) buy ease-
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nents to protect structures from the unstable soil
conditions of surface ¡nining operations. edditional
efforts are needed at the state level to develop
Iegislation that provides for reasonable protection
of bridges and other public works facilíties from
surface níning operations.

SR-28 Over Esopus Creek Near Kingston, New York

An inspection in 1982 revealed thât a scour hole had
forned at pier I of this 223 ft, four-span pre-
stressed box bean bridge. The nain channel of the
strean had shifted to the east about 50 ft so that
flows inpinged on the pier at an angle of 15 to 20
degrees and a scour hole 5 ft deep had formed.

corrective Àction

The pier foundations are supported by cast-in-p1ace
piles 20 to 30 ft 1ong, so the structure was not
considered at the time of the inspection to be in
i¡n¡nediate danger of settlement or damage due to the
developing scour holes. The stream channel r.ras
realigned for a distance of about 300 ft upstream to
reestablish a smooth flow pattern through the
bridge. The scour holes at the píers were fílled in
with stone. The stream is being carefully nonitored
by maintenance personnel. If the scour holes recur,
consideration will be given to placing heavy stone
fill (minírnu¡n 150 lb stone) in the scour hole up to
the level of the top of the pier footing. The costs
of the corrective- action to date have been rela-
tively low, consisting primarily of personnel and
equipment time for state maintenance forces. Sche¿l-
uling of corrective e¿ork was affected by the need to
obtain approval from environnental protection
agencies.

Significance

The strict environmental requírenents for $rork in
streams, especially good físhing creeks Iike the
Esopus, nay present a problern when attenpting to
correct deficiencies under. emergency or near ener-
gency conditions. Highnay agencies need to develop
special working arrangements with the state and fe¿l-
eral regulatory agencies so corrective work can be
expedited when a severe scour problern occurs.

In this instance, imnediate action was taken to
get knovrledgeable people from the state central of-
fÍce and regional office to inspect the problem and
agree on a soLution. À response of this type is
most important and deserves special enphasis and
recognition. Some bridge failures might have been
averted if greater attention had been Eiven to minor
scour darnage caused by snaller floods before Ècour
darnage by the najor flooil destroyed the bridge.

The National Bridge Inspection Program provi¿les a
positive ¡neans for identifying incipient scour prob-
Iems. It is important that bridge inspectors con-
duct a thorough exa¡nination of the waterway piers
and abutrnents durlng the bridge inspection.

SR-12I Crossing the Mackinaw River Near
Peoriar lllinois

During the period 1957 to 1981, following construc-
tion of the bridge, a pronounced mean¿ler developed
upstrean, causing the river to nove laterally a dis-
tance of about 200 ft towârd the north abutment.
The piers, originally skewed 20 degrees to line up
with a straight channel reach, vrere novr receiving
flood flows at an adverse angle. One overbank pier
experienced severe scour caused by the angle of at-
tack and piled up debrís. The scour exposed the
pier footing anil half the length of support piling.
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The developrnent of the neander nas attríbuteal to
clearing of trees and construction of levees for
farming in the vicinity of the bridge. The drainage
area of the l¡lackinaw River is approxinately 1r000
square niles at this point. A series of heavy rains
in 1980 and 1981 accelerated the bank erosion and
lateral movement of the strean toward the north
abut¡nent.

Corrective Action

ouring the winter of 1982, the Illinois Department
of Transporèation constructed a series of nine stone
training dikes or wing ¿likes of varying lengths
along the outside bends of the river for approxi-
mately 1000 ft upstrean of the bridge. The largest
dike, placed near the north abutnent, wås 140 ft
long. FiIl was placed bêhin¿l this dike to restore
the cross section near the bridge to the approximate
dimensions of the origlnal plan.

The work was designed unÇer emergency conditions
to construct the dikes before the spring floods.
The biggest proble¡n was obtaining approval of the
Section 404 pernits for nork in the river. The
dikes were ¿lesfgned ancl constructecl at a cost of
$300,000 using guidance provfded by the U.S. Depart-
rnent of Transportation (5). The dikes have been
tested by several large floods over the past 2 years
ând they are performing as planned.

S ignificance

Early and expeditious action was taken by the state
to correct a developing problen. The state chose to
spend a significant anount of noney ($300'000) to
attenpt a pernanent solution to stopping the tlevel-
opment of the neander instead of nerely treating the
scour at the plers themselves.

Àpproximately 85 percent of the nationrs half-
¡nillion bridges are over watereays, and it is to be
expecÈe¿l that signíficant numbers of the briilges
eâch year wiII be subject to potentially severe
scour conditíons as the streams they crosE adjust
their bed and banks over time. À careful inspection
progran and tinely corrective action of identlfied
problens are needed to avoid damage to the bridges
from scour. Perhaps the nìost difficult aspects of
this problen are the decisions of (a) $¡hen to take
actlon and (b) how extensive the repairs need to be.

Debrís and ice can have a signlficant effecÈ on
Iocal scour at bridge piers and result in greater
scour depths than míght be predicted by existing
scour for¡nulas.

I-5 Bridge Over the Toutle River Near
Castle Rock, lilashington

I-5 crosses the Toutle Rlver on a single-span (309
ft) tied-arch steel briilge with vertical âbutroents.
The Toutle River has a steep gradLent, flows with
high velocities, and carries a tremendous amount of
drift and debris from the slopes of Mount st.
Helens. In the design of the I-5 bridge¡ these fac-
tors were â consideration in provlding a hyclraull-
cally efficient opening. The north abutnent eras
founded on piles driven to rockr and the south abut-
ment was founded directly on rock. The construction
wâs conpleteil ln 1969.

on ¡¡tay 18, 1980, the Mount St. Helens.eruptíon
created a trenendous discharge of nutl, water, anil
debris roughly esti¡nated at three tines the previous
flood of recor¿I. Few bridges were able to survive
this event. Tero upstream briclges that dld renaln
were thê coal Bank bridge (Route 504) over the
Toutle River and the Kidd valley bridge over the
South Fork of the Toutle River. fn each case, one
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of the roâd approaches to the bridge was lolr so that
flow-on of the flood plain overtopped the roadway
and relieved the pressure on the bridge.

The I-5 and sR-99 bridges both vrithstood the
flood even though aLnost all the flor,r had to pass
under these bridges. This is attributeal to their
favorable hydraulic flow characteristics and that
both bridges nere founded on rock or on piles driven
to rock. The I-5 bridge experienced danage to the
riprap slope protection at both abutnents, some
minor pavement damage near the south abutnent, and
damage to several structural support braces on the
superstructure caused by battering fron alebris.

Corrective Action

Traffic was temporarÍly detoureil to the west for
more than I00 miles (one way) untíI darnage to the
bridge eras evaluatedl. Because the danage was rninor,
the brídge was put back into use almost imrnediately
so thåt I-5 could serve as a ¡¡ajor transportation
corridor for the recovery efforts following the
Mount St. Helens disaster. Heavy rock riprap was
replaced around both abutments. The cost of the re-
pairs arnounted to approxirnateJ.y $200r000 ln ER funds.

significance

The design features associated qith the I-5 crossing
of the Toutle River that enabLed the brídge to pass
a flood of najor proportíons while suffering only
ninor damage are

- À hydraulically efficient opening with no piers
in the river and generous vertical clearances
above the river, offering mínirnal obstruction
to the flood flows and the trenendous volu¡ne of
debris in the river, and

- Both abutrnents âre solidly tÍed into or founded
on rock.

The only minor bridges on the Toutle River sur-
viving the flood were those with low road ap-
proâches. Overtopping of the road approaches re-
lieved the flooil pressure on the bridges. This is
considered to have been a najor factor in their
ability to r¡rithstand the flooct flow. Consideration
should be given to designÍng road approaches for
overtopping, wherever practicable, to provide addi-
tlonal protection for the bridge.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

l. The interaction between a bri¿lge and a stream
is a cornplex one involving nany variables. Although
more is being learned about this relationship, no
one proven or standard method or approach ls avail-
âble to a designer at this time.

2. Àpplicâtion of the concepts of econo¡nic
(risk) analysis can be helpful in assessing the ex-
tent of scour protection to be provided. It is al-
nost al¡days cost effective to protect foundations
fro¡n scour for events with greater recurrence inter-
vals than are used ln the clesign of v¿aterway open-
ings. Damage to bridge and highway elenents (e.g.,
spur dikes, riprap, roadway approaches) from rare
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flood events can usually be repaired and traffic
service restored rather guickly as Long as the
structure itself is not da¡naged.

3. Infor¡nation helpful in analyzing the behavior
of a river and its probable effects on a bridge can
be obtained from field inspections, aerial photogrâ-
phy, flood experiences of nearby structures, and
other historical ilata as ¡+e11 as from scour predic-
tion formulas and mathe¡natical ¡nodels. AII avail-
able information should be considereil.

4. Some structures that failed during the occur-
rence of a rare flooil had suffered distress during
previous events of lesser intensity. It is impor-
tant that personnel involveil in inspecting bridges,
assessing flood darnage, or rnaking repairs know when
to get âssistance fron bridge and hydraulic engi-
neers. Good rapport between deslgners, briclge in-
spectors, and naintenance personnel will help to
ensure that adequate repair of scour damage is ac-
conplished so as to mininize the vulnerability of
the structures to future flood events

Designing bridge foundations re¡nains â technical
area that requlres use of sound engineering judgnent
to (a) evaluate fielil contlitions and (b) apply
state-of-the-art knowledge of ríver mechanics to
arrive at a cost-effective foundation design. Both
of these aspects should be applied in design on a
case-by-case basis to a ¿legree commensurate with the
potential risks and consequences of the loss of the
brlilge from scour. This approach to design shoutd
help nininize the future occurrence of the types of
problêms set forth in this paper.
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An Overview of Factors Affecting River Stability

ROY E. TRENT and SCOTT A. BROWN

ABSTR-ACT

Anticipating the potential for and recogniz-
ing the existence of channel instabilities
is a critícal aspect of locating and design-
ing highways in ríver environ¡nents. channel
instabilities include oscillatíons in chan-
nel-bed elevatíon, variations in river ori-
entation and location, and rnajor river ni-
grations or neanders. Factors affecting
river stability have been classified as
natural or accelerated. Natural instabili-
tíes result from changes in hydrometeorology
whereas accelerated erosion is usually a
result of manrs activities within the nater-
shed. Identifying channel instabilíties
requires an understanding of the geonorphic
processes occurring wíthin the watershed in
guestion and an awareness of all activitíes
that affect it. A thorough analysis of the
stability of the river system shouLd ínc1u¿le
consideration of past changes in the systern
and changes in progress, as well as a geo-
norphic analysis to predict future changes.

Rivers are dynamicr open "y"tat"--¿ynuaia 
because

they are constantly changing and open because they
can be signifícantly influenced or changed by a

variety of external forces and factors. They are a

cornplex conbination of physical parts $¡orking to-
gether to forn a v¡hole. The dynanic nature of rívers
and factors influencing their geometric stability
are discussed in this paper.

The anount of water flowing in a river at an
ínstant is variable. So¡ne rivers carry no flow
during dry tines, but virtually âll rivers experí-
ence episodes of flooding. The anount of material
or sediment transported also fluctuates constantly.
Although these changes are usually understood and
anticipated in designsr other changes are not. These
other changes include oscillations in channel-beal
elevation, variations in river orientation an¿l loca-
tion, and major river rnigrations or meanders within
the valIey. Figure 1 illustrates dra¡natically the
changes in channel geomelry that can take place.
These changes in channel geometryr location' antl
planform should be of primary interest to the high-
way engineer clesigning in river environments.

It is irnportant that engineers designing in river
environments recognize and anticipate channel in-
stabitities. A background and approach for recogniz-
ing river instabilities are provicled in this paper.
It starts by discussing geo¡norphic erosion processes
to provide a knowledge of the physicãI processes
involvecl and to allow for a proper interpretation of
channel instabilities. this is followed by discus-
sions of natural and man-induced causes of channel
instabilities. Finally nethods for identifying
channel instabilities are covered. Each of these
items is discussed in nore detail by Brown (l) -

GEOMORPHIC EROSION PROCESSES

The hydraulic geonetry of a ríver system (í.e.' its
eridth, depth, and planview form) is a function of
the external constraints applied to the particular
system. These external constraints include r'rater

discharge, sediment clischarge, valley sloper and
those constraints imposed by the region. During the
design life of a typical engineering project' the
valley slope and geologic constraints can be assumed
to be constanti however, the e¡ater discharge ancl the
sedinenÈ discharge cannotr because water an¿l sedi-
¡nent tlischarges will vary with every flow êvent.
Because the hy¿lrâutic aeornetry of a channel is a

function of these clynamic elenentsr a river system
will attenpt to a¿ljust its geohetry in response to
these changing conditions to maintain or create a

condition of dynanic equilibrium vrith respect to its
ohrn water and sedinent load and channel nakeup. The
geornorphic approach then, looks at channel bank
erosion as a natural mechanism of the syste¡n to
¡naintain its own equilibriurn. The following sections
will consider how the flow of water and sedinents in
alluvial channels affect channel wiclth, depth, and
s inuosity.

Functional Relationships

ceonorphíc proportionalities that describe func-
tional relationships between the water ancl sediment
load of a channel and the resulting channel size,
shape, and sinuosity have been exa¡nined by nunerous
authors. Notable among these are Leopol¿l et 41.
(!) , Lane (l) , Schumrn (!) , anCl Si¡nons an¿l senturk
(5). More r-ecentty a review of these relationships
was presented by Decoursey (6). To demonstrate the
effect of changes in flow and sediment load on chan-
nel morphology, the geornorphic relationships can be

summarized by EquaÈions 1-5.

\ry- Q, Q"

wid - Q,

d-Q

s"/Dso ,' Q,/Q

P - Su/Q"

where

W = stream wiilth,
Q = nater discharge,

Qs = sedir¡ent alischarge,
d = strean depth,

sc = channel s1oPe,
D50 = nean sedinent size,

P = sinuosity, and
Sv = valley sloPe.

These equations are simplified approxinations of
conplete power relationships. In their simplified
forn, however' they can bê use¿l to look qualita-
tively at changes that can be expected to develop in
response to fluctuations in water and sedi¡nent load.

water and sediment discharges are rarely con-
stantr and Equations 1-5 indicate that channels are
constantly trying to adjust their widthr depth, and
planview forn. This is true from a norphologic point
of view. From a practical engineering standpoint'
honever' a quasi-equilibrium channel geometry cân be
defineti based on doninant sediment and water dis-
charge conditions. The doninant channel forn is that

0)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)
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nhich is evident from aerial phoÈography and maps.
The stability of this guasi-equilibriun channel form
is of primary concern to the engineer designing
structures in the vicinity of a ríver channel.

As ¡nentioned previously, the quasi-equilibriun
channel form (that is, its width, depth, and plan
view geometry) is a function of doninant se¿timent
and water discharge conditions. The notation of
flow frequency plays an inportant role in defining
these dominänt conditions. It has been suggested
that these dorninant conditions be defined as the
discharge conditions equaled or exceeded on 0.6
percent of the days of record (or 1 alay out of 170
days) (l).

Thus shifts in these dominant conditions (i.e.,
changes in the frequency distributions) will
threaten the stability of a given channel reach in
accordance with Equations l-5 (using dominant values
of Q and 0s as the variable). Eguations 1-5 can
be used to signal changes in the plan vier.¡ form or
geonetry of a channel based on short- or l-ong-term
changes in dominant values of Q an¿l 0s.

To provide a better understanding of the geornor-
phic proportionalities presented ín Eguations I-5,
the folLowing section vrill look at the geonorphic
processes described in the equations, consider some
of the more comrnon causes of norphologic imbalancet
and explain typical system responses to these events.

Geomorphic Response

Three geomorphic responses or processes can result
fron changes in dorninant channel flow and sedimênt
conditions. These are channel ç'idening' channel
deepeníng, and changing plan view forn (a change in
sinuosity or neander pattern). AII of these re-
sponses will cause sone level of streambank erosion.

channel widening is evidenceil through an increase
in channel width, with or without an increase in
channel depth. Consíaleration of Equation I indicâtes
that an increase in flow or secli¡nent dÍscharge re-
sults in a tendency toward channel widening. When

both sedirnent discharge an¿l flovt increase, however,
the channel section can be expecte¿l to increase its
depth as lrelI as its width (see Equations 2 and 3).
when only sedi¡nent load increases' width increases
but the depth may decrease. In this case the channel
is saicl to be aggrading' irnplying that the channel
has filled in because of an excess of sedirnents.

Channel deepening is a process of channel degra-
dãtion that increases the ¿lepth of the channel.
Channel degradation can cause bank instability by
producing a steeper bank angle. whether or not
instability actually occurs is a function of the
properties of the bank materíals and the original
bank geonetry. channel deepening results from in-
creased flow without an appreciable increase in
sedirnent discharge (Equation 3). Increased flow
rates can result from an overall increase in thè
volume of v¡ater moving through the channel or an
increase in channel slope.

Changing plan view form includes changes in chan-
nel shape and position as vievred fron above. Changes
in plan view form are most often exhibited through
the downstream nigration of meandering bends and
changes in the sinuosity of neander bends. Other
examples include the shifting of channels and the
cutting off of meander bends. Generally these
changes are manifested by an acljustnent of channel
slope to conform wíth changes in flow or sedi¡nent
dischârge. These changes can be illustrated through
an evaluation of Equations 4 and 5.

EquatiÕn 4 indicates that either a reduction in
sediment discharge or an increase in water ¿lischarge
will result in a reduction of the channel slope.
These slope reductions result in increased channel
sinuosity and/or channel-becl degradation; both of
r,rhích lead to a tendency toward increased bank ero-
sion. Also, Equation 5 indicates that a reduction
in sedi¡nent discharge witl result in an increase in
channel sinousity, again, leading to increased bank
erosion.

It is irnportant to recognize thât the three geo-
morphic processes just discussed (channel wiclening,
channel deepening, and changing plan view forrn) are
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often interrelate¿l an¿l can occur simultaneously or
in sequence. For example, adjustnents in channel
slope through degradation often are acconpanied by
increases in channel sinuoslty and bank caving or
channel widening. AIso' the initiation of a given
process at a particular site may ínítlate another
process either upstreatn or downstream. For examplet
an âggrâding channel reach can cause ân increase in
sinuosity in a downstrearn reach.

As indicate¿I, shifts in do¡ninant flow conditions
cause the geomorphic responses cliscussed. Shifts in
dominant flow conditions can result from either
natural or rnan-inducèd causes. Recognizing the
occurrences that can trigger èhannel instabitities
is a first step in dealing with the problem of chan-
neI instability. The nore con¡non causes of natural
and ¡nan-induceil or accelerated erosion are discussed
in the following sections.

NATT'RAL EROSION

Natural erosion results from natural occurrences
such as normal fluctuatíons in hydrologic condi-
tions, extended drought or rainy periodsr as erell as
síngle, exÈreme storn events. All of these events
can cause short-term shifts in the magnitude of the
dominant flow conditions, resulting in the adjust-
nents in channel form previously ilescribed. For
exa¡nple, extended períods of híqh flow will cause a
tenporary shift in do¡ninant discharge levels and
possibly a corresponiling upward shift in dorninant
sediment load conditions as well. Previous discus-
sions indicated that these changes result in tenden-
cies toward increased channel widths and depths, as
well as a reductlon in channel sinuosity. The re-
duced sinuosity results in a trend to shift meander
bends downstream. Each of these responses will-
increase tenilencies toward bank erosion. slnilar
responses are characteristíc of singLe-flow events
as v¡ell.

Converselyr consider extendecl drought periods and
the corresponding reductions in flor¡ and sedinent
transport rates. Equations 1-5 indicate that under
these conditions, reductions in chânnel width and
depth and an increase in sinuosity could be ex-
pected. Because of the realuced flow conclitionst
these responses occur within the confines of the
dominant channel banks and thus do not pose any
signif icant erosion ha.zards.

Channel ¡nodlifications resulting from natural
erosion processes include the gradual downstrean
nigratÍon of channel .bends and channel avulsions,
such as the developnent of neander cutoffs. when
meander cutoffs occurr they can result ln extensive
reshaping of upstream channel networks. The sudden
increase in channel slope that results when a cutoff
occurs will result in upstream channel degraåation
and a tendency toward increased meander activity'
both of which will affect channel bank stability.

The extent and ratê of change due to the occur-
rencê of a channel cutoff will be relative to the
anount of increase in slope produced. If the strean
has a relatively flat slope the cutoff would produce
a very small increase in stream slope and, there-
fore, Èhe impact would be lessened. Any changes in
response to the new inpact(s) r{ould be correspond-
ingly less severe and would occur over longer peri-
ods of tine.

Natural erosion processes often are difficult to
anticipate t¡ecause they are so dependent on hydro-
logic events. À seeningly stable river system could
suddenly becone unstable as a result of a prolonged
períod of high flov¡ or a single excessive storm
event. The uncertain nature of hydrologic events
rnakes it difficult to anticpate such occurrences.
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ACCELER,ATED EROSION

Accelerate¿l erosion can result from some human ac-
tivity nithin the watershed that influences flory anal
sediment transport rates andr thusr morphologic
erosion processes. Hunan activities that influence
morphologic erosLon processes incLude agricultural
actívities, urbanization, construction actlvities,
streambed sand ancl gravel míning, interbasin water
transfers, and reservoir developnent and operation.
Human activitíes are the nost comnon causes of chan-
nel instabilities and, in general, are ¡nore widle-
spread and of greater nagnitude than natura} ero-
sion. Because accelerate¿l erosion is associated
with human activlties, it often is possible to an-
ticipate any i¡npact on bank stability and provitle
adequate bank protection in advance. The following
discussions wlII exa¡níne the ways that each of the
activities mentioned previously affects channel
morphology.

Àgriculture-related actlvities include cultivat-
ing and harvesting cropsr an¿l grazing cattle and
other aninals. Deforestation and related activities
also are included as agricultural actlvities. The
general result of agricultural activity is towar¿l
increased peak flows and increased sediment yield.
The result will be toward an increase in channel
wiclth and a reduction in overall channel sinuosity.
AdditionaÌIy, the grazing of animals along streå¡n-
banks reduces the vegetative cover¿ ancl the contin-
ua1 movement of animals up and down the strearnbanks
can have a significant effect on bank stability.

Stream-channel straightening is another activity
that has been associated with agricultural activity
in the past. In the early 1900s channel stralghten-
ing was a coÍnnon practice in the central ând south-
ern agricultural states to make available adlditional
far¡nlands along the rneandering channels of the re-
gion. These activities greatly increased the channel
sLopes of the modified channels. Currently the
geonorphic response in these regions is extensive
channel-bed degradation and accelerated meander
activities. Both of these responses are a result of
attempts by the channel to readjust to its previous
slopes.

Urbanization nornalfy causes significant in-
creases in the nagnitude of runoff events while re-
ducing their duration. Fully developed urban areas
are also low seiliment producers because of the large
percentage of land covered by inpervious surfaces.
As a result, urbanization retluces the seilinent in-
flow to a river. The conblnation of the increased
peak runoff ratês and the reducecl sediment loads
will result ín channel degradaÈíon, channel witlen-
ing, and a reductíon in channel sinuosity. Each of
these activities will contribute to increased mean-
der activity

Constructíon activities are known to increase
discharge an¿l sediment loads. The lncreased dis-
charge (or runoff) results from clearing and grub-
bing actívities that strip away the vegetative
cover, which nornally acts as a flow retardant.
Renoval of the vegetative cover (as well as grading
and other construction activities) bares and dis-
turbs the soil, accelerating the erosion process andl
increasing sedi¡nent yields to tributary strearns. The
response of the systen to the increaseil discharge is
to increase its width and reduce its neander radius,
The response to the increased sedinent load is a
building up of the channel base level, whlch when
combineal wlth the increased díscharge level¡ wiII
result in accelerating the tendency for channel
banks to erode. Ilowever, because constructíon ac-
tivities usually are temporary, these systen re-
sponses will be short liveil.
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streanbed mining ís another activity that uPsets
the natural balance in a river environment. Sand
andl gravel nining activitles affect. the sediment
movernent and supply in a channel system. Excess
mining produces both â steeper energy slope in the
vicinity of the operation and a reduction in sedi-
ment loacl donnstrean fron the operation. Both of
these activities increase the energy available in
the vrater discharge downstream fron the nining oper-
ation, which increases the potential for bank ero-
s íon.

Interbasin transfers of flow are beconing more
and nore cotnmon as the dernands on vtater resources
increase. Diverting flow frorn one basin to another
will increase both the ¡nagnituile and duration of
flows in the receiving channel. flere again, the
channel wiIJ. respond by attempting to increase its
dorninant v¡ldth and depth and reducing its sinuosity.
These respoírses will result in a period of channel
instability and bank erosíon until the new channel
regine is established.

Reservoir development anil operation for storage
antl floocl control also has an inpact on downstrean
bank stability. Reservoirs trap the incoming sedi-
ment load and release cLear-water díscharges. The
cLear ¡{ater released has a higher energy level,
because it is not carryíng sedi¡nent. In an attetnpt
to rêduce the energy leveLr the florc strean will
attack the channel bed and banksr producing both
degradätion and lateral instabillty. Besides traP-
ping the sediment loadr regulating the reservoir
also changes the downstream flow characteristics.
To satisfy reguirenents for generating Power as well
as for irrigation and navigaÈion, reservoir regula-
tion policies encourage higher sustained downstrean
discharges than was characteristic before regula-
tion. The increasecl duration of these higher dis-
charges wiLl pro¿tuce tenalencíes toward bank erosion.
Reservoir operations, particularly for generatÍng
hydropower, prodluce sualden stage fluctuatlons, whlch
result in saturation and draining cycles on down-
stream channel banks.

IDENTTFYING CHÀNNEL INSTABTLIÎY

The goal of any evaluation of streatn stability is to
detect change and interpret the associated threat to
the hlgh\ray stream crossing or the highway encroach-
ment on the ftoodplain. The previous discussions
inilicated so¡ne of the nore connon causes of channel
instability. An avrareness of the factor6 that can
cause íñstability is inportant in identifying chan-
nel instabilities. An approach for recognizing
river systen stability problens includes regional
awareness, a\rareness of natural procésses anil activ-
ities that affect stability, and alata collect.ion and
analysis procedures. These three topics indícate
that the evâIuation processes for detecting change
have becorne more sophisticatedl. Changes that herald
instability include long-terrn and perslstent changes
in enêrgy gradient, streanbed el-evation, stream
sinuosity, streambed form and naterial size, stage
versus discharge relationships, sedirnent transport,
and si¡nllar physical in¿licators of a varíab1e and
troubleso¡ne river.

Regional Awareness

Awareness of the region indicates a knowledge of the
stability of ríver systems within the same geomor-
phic region. It is probably a nore useful tool for
nerr' highway streâm crossings where there is a need
to anticlpate and recognize the potentíal for future
problems. Proble¡ns at an existing structure sche¿l-
uled for reconstructlon or repair are more apparent
and will usually be accompaniecl by a problem history.
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Many regions in the United States are prone to
gradation problems thatr with few exceptlonsr are
causedl by streans that flow through valleys or re-
gions cornposecl of fine alluvial rnaterial. Most
bri¿tge crossings near the 1o9¡er t¡tississiPpi River
suffer fro¡n some type of gradatíon problem, and this
is also true for western Tennessee and the Missouri
River and its tributaries.

A review of local experiences and problems with
existing structures and stream crossings can reveal
whether a river or the region is prone to channel
instabilities. An absence of problems in the past
would suggest that none are tikely in the futuret
provided similar design stan¿lards are followed.
Ho\reverr the bridge or hyclraulic engineer faced wlth
repeateal or prolonged lateral ând bank erosíon¡
local or general scourr problens r¡ith debris, fi-Ll,
and grailation, must cärry the evaluation Process
further.

As discussecl earlier in this paperr there are nany
activities and geologic Processes that affect chan-
nel stabilíty. As indicated, human activities within
a v¡atershed play a Tnajor role, and guite often are
the culprit' in cases of channel instability. The
inportance of these actívities on the character,
stabilíty, and hydraulic hazards occurring in
streams dictates that an atternpt be rnade to identify
and consicler then during analysis.

îro types of activities affect channel stability:
direct instream and watershed characteristics. It
is comnonly accepted that instrean activíties have
profound effects on stream stability. The principal
causes for instability are streambed mining, major
channel realignnents, and dams. The Il0 case his-
tories of problems with strearn stability that vtere
analyzed by Keefer et aI. G) illustratê the over-
riding ínfluence of manrs activities. with only two
exceptions, the problems presenteil in the case his-
tories were causeil or heavily influenced by attenPts
to change sorne aspect of a riverrs natural mor-
phology.

In addition to exarnining ongoing processes, it is
desirable to communícate with organizations likely
to create problens. Governnent agencies such as the
U.S. Arrny Corps of Engineers plan projects well in
âdvance. Irnpacts of their activities can be antici-
pated anil accounte¿l for rvith proper plannlng. In-
pacts frorn the private sector such as gravel miníng
or changes in land use may be harder to anticipate.

Àlthough instream activities are easier to iden-
tify, watershed characteristics can âIso have i¡nme-
aliate and far-reachíng effects, and they account for
¡nany of the drastic changes that have occurred in
streams. älatershed characteristics that affect
channel stability include changea in hydrorneteoro-
logic conditions and land use. Changes in land use
are the most common, and can be related to agricul-
ture or to urbanization anil construction activities.
Because changes in \tatershed characteristics usually
take more tine to ¿levelop than instrean activities,
the subseguent hydraulic hazards ¿levelop nore gradu-
aIly. Instabílity resulting frotn watershed changes,
however, ís often more pervasive and more difficult
to protect against than instrean hazar¿ls.

The ever present condition of natural geologic
and geomorphic processes must accornpany the aware-
ness of problems resulting from hu¡nan activities.
Brice and Blodgett (9) developed a detailed clas-
sification schetne oriented prirnarily toward lateral
stabllity of rivers as summarized in Figure 2r which
provicles an excellent quick-reference gui¿le to the
types of alluvial channels. The indication of sta-

s of Activities a
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bility for each of the various types of streams
(e.9., neandering, braided, incised) shogrn in the
figure are discussed at length in thât report and by
Brown, McQuivey, and Keefer (10).

Analysis of river systen stability must include
an exanination of the river both at the crossing
site and upstream and dohrnstream to deternine what
processes, conditions, ând impacts are Iikely to
cause aclverse consequences. Conparing these with
recognized problem-producing thresholds and damaging
responses of the ríver systen can provide insights
into e¡hether problerns related to strean stability
arê present at the site.

Data Collection and Anal is Mêthocls

An asrareness of the activities that affect stream
stabilíty will provide valuable clues for detecting
the presence of stability problems as described
previously. Not all engineers, hor.eever, r¡ill be
confortable rdith these techniques. In any case, a
direct verification of unstable conditions is neces-
sary, and several erays to identify gradation prob-
lens and erosion processes are available.

Verifícation of an unstable river condítion is
difficult from two standpoints. First, the time
span is usually long. Perception of change in riv-
erine conditions is linited by the quality of rec-
ords or knowledge of prior conditions. The progres-
sion of chânges to date is the prinary indicator of
what the future holds. Second, the changes occur in
the channel botton, at remÕtè locations, and often
are not persistent. Perennial streams cover the
channel botton and little notice is taken of grada-
tion processes. Natural flow variations and flow
regulatÍon vary the depth frequently and only sys-
tematic records averaged over long periods will draw
attentíon to the problern. Local scour and contrac-
tion scour problerns can be obscureil by aggradation
as the flooil flow recedes. PoÍnt bars and other
fluvial indicators of stability problens nay relo-
cate vrith even ninor flows ancl disarm the unini-
tiated observer.

Casual observation is not an adeguate way to
detect problems. Trouble is often not evident until
piling supports erode out of the channel bed. Even
then the problem nay not be tletected if the bridge
is vísitecl only at high flows or subsurface inspec-
tíons are not made. Inspection procedures seldom
lnclude space or even a checklist for hydraulic antl
erogion problens, and trouble is often not reported
until irreversible ¿lanage is sustained.

The data collection and analysis nethods used for
a particuLar site ni1l vary $ith the required level
of effort. The level of analysis chosen for a job
will be a function of several consideraÈions includ-
ing instability inilicated by awareness, size and
character of the river systeÍìr cosÈ of the project,
availability of requisite data, expertise of persons
condlucting the analysis, ancl potential econonic and
social consequences of damage. An effort to attain
balance nust guide the level of analysis.

Detection of stability problems requires analysis
of either newly conpiled or existing data and evi-
dence obtained over periods of several years. It is
necessary to determine by some means the change in
streambed forn, meander patterns, elêvatlon of the
channel bottom and/or water surface elevation for a
glven discharge as a function of tine. In sone
instances knowledge of seilirnent load or strearnbed
naterial sizê may be desirabl-e. A history of each
site shoulil be created and evaluated. Techniques
for collecting and evaluating data nay vary ¿lepend-
ing on whether interest is in new design or re¡neclial
neasures. The following is a sunmary of several
analysis techniques that can be used.
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Long-Term observations of Streanbed Elevations

Long-term streanbe¿l elevatlon data is extrenely
valuable for channel stability analysis. unfortu-
nately streanbed elevation data are often scarce or
unavailable. Sources of streanbed elevation data
include

- Data fron railroad, pipeliner or old highway
briilge surveysi

- strea¡nbed elevation data rePorted at sone gaug-
ing stations (these data are uPdated periodi-
cal1Y) ¡

- Historic surveyed channel profilesi ancl

- Nävigation stuclies.

Another possible source of future streambed eleva-
tion data is frorn periodic bridge inspection re-
ports, many of which are available for the past 30
years. It is highly reconrnended that neasurernents
be rnade fron briclge decks to streanbed as a parÈ of
brídge inspectionsr particularly for streams in re-
gions prone to gradation problens.

In nany instancesr data on the changing bed level
may not be available. rn these instances analysis
of the variation in stage versus díscharge relation-
ships at gauging stations is valuable. Long-ter¡n
data for streamflow are available for nany streams
of a reasonable size at the gauging stations of the
U.S. ceological Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Army
corps of Engineers. shifts in the rating curves
that relate river stage to discharge are often good
clues to gradatíon ehanges. Changes in the rating
curves at gauging stations along the Missouri River
as ¿locurnented by Sayre and Kennedy (11) illustrate
the rather dra¡¡atÍc changes that have taken pLace as
a channel degrades. The degradation is primarily
due to conpletion of large reservoirs on the river
and efforts to naintain a navigation channel.

Analysis of gauging station stage trends is'
again, easÍ1y done anil yields useful information on
long-term trends. On ¡nany occasions the USGS and
Corps of Engineers have already performed the analy-
sis. cauging station records are excellent because
nany cover períods of 30 years or longer.

Observation of Changes in Sediment toad

Another type of useful ínfornation available fron
gauging stations is sedirnent loail. Àlthough only a
few stations have continuous sediment ¿latar when
available they can provide clues to the presence of
gradation problems. By definition, aggradatíon
takes place when seili¡nent inflow to a river exceeds
sediment outflow. Degradation occurs when outfloet
exceeds inflow. Any change in the long-tern sedi-
nent load signals an imbalance in the strean system.
Such inbalances lead to lateral ¡novernent, bank
sloughing' and gradation problems.

The llissouri River has a nunìber of long-tern
seilíment measuring stations. Data from sayre and
Kênnedy (!! íllustraÈe the changes that take place
in seilinent load when graalation problems occur. A
10o-fold change in secliment load (sand' sílt, and
clay) took place in the early 1950s when the dans
above omaha were closeil. Thís time period coincides
with the beginning of major gradatíon changes along
the river.

Streambed Profile Anal ls

observations of

Another method for verifying the presence of grada-



TABLE I Interpretation of Observed Data

OBSERVED CONDITION

CHANNEL RÊSPONSE

STABLE UNSTABLE DEGRADING AGGRAOING

Alluv¡rl Frn

Up¡iruñ

Down3tr!¡m

Dlm lnd Redo¡t

Upûtroam

DowEtru¡m

Rivcr Form

Mqnd.r¡ng

Str.¡gñt

Brs¡d€d

Unknom

Unknom

lJnknom

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Brnk E.osion Unknom uñknown

vrg.trlod Bank¡ lJnknom Unknown

Hed Cutr

D¡vorsion

Clgar water d¡v€rs¡on

OYorløded w¡th Sod¡mont

Ch.nnel Stra¡9hþnsd

Doforct Wator*rod

Droughl Por¡od

Wot Per¡od

B€d Mstor¡al S¡r€

lncræ

Dær€g Unknown

Trent and Brown

tion changes ís stream profile evaluation. The idea
is si¡nilar to rneasuring the change in betl elevâtion
from the bridge ¿teck. Instead' a longituclinal pro-
file of the thalrdeg is surveyed and compared to a
historic profile.

Profil-e analysis requires consiclerable effort if
it is necessary to perforn the actual survey. À

rough profile analysis can occasionally be performed
by plotting as a function of time the elevations of
cross sections at pipeline crossings and railroad
bridges and obtaining other similar data. This nay
be required when gauging station records or other
more readíly available ¿lata are lacking. The U.S.
Ar¡ny Corps of Engineers conducts potarnology surveys
and ¡naintains sedi¡nent ranges on mâny major streans.
Datâ fron these sources nay be useful in deternining
bed level changes with time.

observations of Chanqes in Strearn classification

River and watershed classification provides insight
into typical watershed behavÍor and response. It
also provides information on impacting activities
within the r,tatershed. channel stability can be
interpreted from classifications an¿l fro¡n field
visits. À sumrnary of interpretatíons taken from
heefer et a1. (8) is given in Table 1.
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Observations fron Maps and Àerial Photographs

A cornparison of changes in the channel systen with
time can be nade by using tine sequentlal maps and
aerial photographs. This method shows extreme
changes in channel alignnent and flow habit with
ti¡ne as depictecl in Figure I. These cornparisons can
signal changes in vertical instability as well as
lateral ínstability because all nodes of instability
often occur simultaneousl-y. AIsor aerial photographs
often provide evidence of bank slurnping which is
indicative of bank undermining caused by str'eambed
degrailation. Plotting overlays of meanders and
channel movenent as â function of time often reveals
alarrning instabilities. Figure 2 shows an example
of the utillty of aeríaI Photogrâphs for charting
and interpretsing channel changes.

Data Sources

covernment agencies such as the U.S. Geological
Survey, U.S. Àrny Corps of Engineers, U.S. Soil
Conservation Service, and U.S. Forest Service, local
river basin commissions, and local watershe¿l dis-
tricts are valuable sources of data pertinent to
analysis of stream stabllity. Information that
these agencies can provide includes historic strearn-
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FIGURE 2 Stream properties for elassification stability analysis,

bed profiles, slage versus discharge relationshipsr Transportation maps
seiliment load characteristicsr and very inportantlyr Triangulation and benchrnarkE
aerial photographs. These agencies also often have c€ologic maps
records of past systeÍr actÍvities that .night have soil data
affected stability and might give an indication of Clirnatological data
future instability characteristics. A checkliEt of Stream flow data
pertinent and peripheral clata is so extensive that Seilí¡nentation data
careful paring of options is essentiar. The goal of euarity of h,ater data
this analysis is to detect and quantify change--the lrrigation and draínage data
indicator of instability. The engineer should strive F1ood control data
to inspect the ¡ninimal dãtã set that vJil1 result in Hydro-power data
a conclusion. The checklist of data sources given Basín and project reports
below demonstrates the possibilities. Environ¡nental reports and data

Personal interviews
topographic naps paleohydrologic evidence
Plânitnetric naps Diaries and personal records
Aeria1 photogr.aPhs Fielcl trlp and inspectlon reports
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Recognizing anil anticipating channel instabilities
is an irnportant part of locating and designing hiqh-
ways in river environments. channel instabilities
includle oscillations in channel bed elevation, vari-
ations in river oríentation and location, and nâjor
river rnÍgrations or neanders. Factors affectíng
river stability have been classlfieil as natural or
accelerated. Natural instabilitles result from
changes in hy¿lrometeorology rrrhereas accelerated
erosion is usually a result of nanrs activities
rvithin the watershed.

IClentifying channel instabilíties requires an
understanding of the geonorphic processes occurring
within the satershed in queslion and an awarenegs of
all activitíes that affect stability. A thorough
analysis of systern stability should include con-
síderation of past system changes and changes in
progress, as r¡ell as a geonorphic analysis to pre-
dict future changes.
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piers, is related to stream Èype and can be
assessed from aerial photogrâphs.

Hydraulic problems at bridges, although less preva-
lent than structural problems, are nevertheless sig-
nificant. In the United States the annual damage to
bridges and highways irom floods has been esti¡nated
at $100 million during years of extreme floods (I).
strêam-related danage and maintenance problens also
occur \dhen there are no floods' but the expense of
such damage and problerns is difficult to estinate.
A study of hydraulic problems at bridges Ç) has ín-
dicated that damage by strearns can be reduced by
considering channel stability in site selection,
bridge design, and counterneasure placernent.

The objective of this paper is to give a brief
sunmary of geonorphic nethods used to assess stream
channel stability. These methods are presented in
greater detail in a research report published by the
Federal Highway Adrninistration (3), and a checklíst

Assessment of Channel Stability at Bridge Sites

JAMES C. BRICE

ABSTRACT

Assessment of channel stability fron field
study and the conparison of tine-sequentíal
aerial photographs provides information that
is needed in site selection, bridge design,
and countermeasure placenent. Channel in-
stability is indicated by bank erosion, pro-
gressive degradation (or aggradation) of the
streambed, or natural scour and fil-l of the
strea¡nbed. Bank erosion rates are relateal
to strearn type and are proportional to
strea¡¡ .size. Predictions of future rates
are based on past rates, as measured on
ti¡ne-sequentíaI photographs or naps, and on
the typical behavior of meander loops. SiS-
nifÍcant degradation of the streanbed can
usually be detected from inilirect field evi-
dence. The sites of greatest potential
scour along a channel can be identified from
channel confígurâtiôn. Shift of the thal-
weg, which is a factor in the alignment of
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of geo¡norphic factors that should be consiclered in
site selection and bridge design are given in an Ap-
pendix at the end of this paper..

Many engineers have evidently relied on engineer-
ing judgment, based on prior experience and hy-
draulic analysis of flow (3) to assess scour and
other aspects of strean behavior. An âssessnent of
channel ståbility, fro¡n field observations and in-
terpretation of time-sequential aerial photographs,
provides additional infornation to decision nakers
who select sites and design bridges.

Ideålly a stable channel ís one that does not
change in size, form, or position over time. All
alluvial channels change to sone extent and there-
fore have sone degree of instability. For engineer-
ing purposes, an unstable channel is one in whi.ch
the rate or magnitude of change is so large that it
becomes a sígnificant factor in planning for or
maintaining a bridge, highway, or other structure.
Chãnges considered here are (a) lateral bank ero-
sion, (b) degradation or aggradation of the stream-
bed that continues progressively over a period ofyears, and (c) natural short-term fluctuations of
streambed elevation that are usually associated with
the passage of a flood (scour and fill).

Applying assessments of channel stability to
planning biidges and countermeasures is well stated
by Klingeman (5):

h¡hereas designers often consider such
changes (in bed configuration and channel
flow alignnent) as a function of stage,
it nay be ¡nore important to recognize the
changes that might occur with tine .
best studíed fron a series of aerial pho-
tographs spanning several years.
From this assessnent of channel stability
the designer can expect to make sounder
rècom¡nendations regarding the best loca-
tion of the åxis of the bridge, the Loca-
tions of piers in the channel . . . and
the likelihood for channel changes and
potential maintenance problems during the
life of the bridge.

PLANFORM PROPERTIES AND TYPES OF STRBAMS

Stream planform properties índicative of channel
stabilíty (or instability) are most readity observed
in aerial photographs. Unstable streams have wide
unvegetated point bars (a and c in Figure I), cut
banks (b in Figure 1), and recent meander culoffs (d
in FÍgure l). Stab1e streams (shown in Figure 2)
have a fairly constant strean width, narrow point
bars, and erell vegetated banks. ttajor stream types
(Figure 3) are characterized by these plånforn prop-
erties and by stability that lies within a fairly
well-defined range.

Sinuous Canaliform Streams

The point bars of sinuous canaliform streans (FiS-
ures 2 and 3a) are typically covered with permanent
vegetation, but narrow crescents of bare sediment
may be visible at nornal stage. Braidíng and lat-
eral bars are rare. If rnarkings are visible on
point bars¡ they tend to be concentric scrolls.
Sinuosity tends to be moderate to high, but some
reaches are nonsinuous. Banks tend to be well veg-
etated and cut banks are rare. Natural ¡neander cut-
offs are at the necks of ¡neander loops, leaving
crescentic oxbor,, lakes on the floodplaÍn. this ís
the most laterally stable of all stream types, but
meãnders gradually migrãte. ff ¡nuch vegetation is
cleared along the channel, stability may quickly de-
terioratei çut banks are an early indication of
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FIGUßE I Aerial photograph showing typical features of a laterally
unstable stream (West Fork White River near Nervberry, Ind.).

FIGURE 2 Aerial photogr.aph showing typical features of a laterally
stable stream (Àpalachicola River near kistol, Fla.).
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FIGURE 3 Major alluvial stream types.

this. The rate of bedload transport is small in re_
lation to suspended toad.

Sinuous Point-Bar Streams

Bare point bars, clearly visible because of their
Iight tone, tend to be conspicuous on aeriat photo-
graphs of sinuous point-bar streams (Figures I and
3b). ¡4arkings on the point bars, if visible, tend

C srNuous sRn¡oeo
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to be concentric (location c in Figure l). The
channel may be locally braided and lateral bars nay
be present. Sinuosity tends to be noderate, but
some reaches are nonsinuous. Cut banks are conmonly
present on the outside of bends. Both neck cutoffs
and chute cutoffs occur r but neck cutoffs are ¡nore
typical. The rate of bank erosion at bends is po-
tentially high, but nonsinuous reaches may remain
stable for decades. Sediment load tends to be rnod-
erate, and a signifícant part of the total load is
transported as bed load, either sand or gravel.
I'tost rivers in the United States are of the sinuous
point-bar type.

sinuous. Braideg streems

Point bars' Iateral bars, and midchannel bars are
likely to be present in the channel of sinuous
braided streams (Figure 3c). t'larkings on point bars
are irregular or braided. Braiding may be loca1 or
general. In contrast with nonsinuous braided
streams (Figure 3d), whose thalweg is discontinuous,
the thalweg is continuous and likely to be meander-
ing. On sone braide¿l point-bar streans' the posi-
tion of the thalweg is fairly stablei on others, it
shifts drasticatly during floods. The maÍn channel¡
in contrast with the thalweg' tends to have a low
sinuosity. Cut banks arê cornmon along the nain
channel, ân¿l natural cutoffs are generally of the
chute Èype.

sinuous braided streams hãve a potentially high
rate of bank erosion. Rapid shift of the thalweg
nay cause alignment problems and bypassíng of â

bridge. scôur depth in the thalweg is potentially
great, particularly if the bed material is silt or
sand. Sediment load tends to be large and a signif-
icant pårt of total load is transported as bed load
(sand, gravel, or cobbles).

Nonsinuous Braided Streams

A typicåI nonsÍnuous braided stream (Figure 3d) has
a channel bordered by tiistinct banklines; within
these banklines, the channel is divided by unvege-
tated bars or sma1l vegetated islands. The bank-
lines tend to be irregularly scalloped, with cut
banks at indentations. Channel width may change
drastically from place to place, but in most places
the channel Ís wide and shallow, reguiring a J-ong
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bridge unless confined by suitable countermeasures.
AlthÕugh the channel is unstable in Èhe sense thât
braÍds shift rapidl-y during floods' the bank erosion
rates tend to be l"ow or noderate. Bank erosion oc-
curs where braids shift randonly against the bank-
line, and hence the point of erosion is unpredict-
able. Because the banks tend to be erotlible, bank
protection neasures are requíred in the vicinity of
abutments. Braids shift at each high flow¡ and un-
expected dèpths of scour may occur where braíds join
to for¡n a deep channel. Much of the load is trans-
ported as bed load, either sanil, gravel, or cobblès.

Anabranching

Any of the four major stream types may be anâ-
branched (Figure 3). Anabranching differs from
braiding in that the flovr is divided by islands, or
sometimes bars' that are relatively pernanent and
are large in relation to channel wiclth. The ana-
branches, or individual channels' are more widely
and distinctly separâted and more fixed in position
than are the braids of a braided strean. A long
bridge may be requireil unless the strean ís crossecl
at a local point where it is not anabranched. ff -there are two or nore anabranches at a crossing
site, suitable countermeasures will pernit a shorter
bridge. If two bridges are usedr percentage of
total flood flow at each bridge rnay be difficult to
predict. The stability of anabranches differs
greaÈty on different streamsr and the stability of
each anabranch needs to be assessed as though it
$¿ere a separate strean.

LATERAL STABILITY

Lateral instabil-ity at a bridge site may involve
erosion of one or both banks, but commonly only one
bank is eroded as the channel migrates låterally and
changes its position relative to the bridge (Figure
41. Some degree of låteral migration is to be ex-
pected for bridge sites at bends ín the channel' but
bends may develop at sites where the channel was
originally straight. One objective of stability
assessment is to anticipate the nigration of bends,
or the developnent of new bends. The most co¡nmon
problems associated with lateral migration ãre the
undermining of aL¡ut¡nents and the exposure of pile
bents that were originally placed on the flood plain.

FIGURIì 4 l.ateral stream erosion and related hydraulic problems at bridges.
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FIGURE 5 Relative importance of different processes in
hydraulic problems at bridges.

Lateral erosion is probably nore frequently in-
volved in hydraulic problems at bridges than any
other stream process. In a study of 224 bridge
sites in the United States (2) r hydraulic proble¡Rs
were attributed nainly to lateral strean erosion at
106 sites. Other stream processes (general scour,
local scour, channel degradation, and accu¡nulation
of debris) were less common contributors to problens
(Figure 5).

The lateral stability of a channel is measured
fro¡n records of its position at two or nore dif-
ferent tines, and the available records are usually
naps or aerial photographs. Surveyed cross sec-
tions, although useful, are rarely available. For
most agricultural regions of the UniÈed States,
aerial photographs are availabl-e for about the last
40 years. Information on the acquisition of tírne-
seguential aerial photographs was given by Brice
(3). Maps have the advantage of a longer tine span,
but time-sequential naps of suitable accuracy are
unavailable for large areas of the United States.
Reference Points

Measurement of bank erosion on two time-seguential
aerial photographs (or rnaps) requires the identifi-
cation of reference points that äre conmon to both.
Discernible reference points are either cultural or
natural features, which can be identífied with ¡nuch
greater confidence by stereoviewing than by examina-
tion, of a single photograph. ff a stereopair is not
available, a nagnifying lens wilI assist in í<ienti-
fication on a single photograph. fn most regions,
and particularly on floodplains, cultural features
are more 1ikely to naintain recognizable identity
over a period of several decades than are natural
features.

Cultural features useful as reference points in-
clude road and fence corners, buildíngs, irrigation
canals, and bridges. In Figure 6, point I is a road
corner, point 2 is a fence corner, point 3 is the
end of a brídge, and point 4 is a farrn building.
Points close to the strean have been selected. Be-
cause of possible scale variation across the photo-
graph, related to canera tilt, the usefulness of a
reference point decreases with increasing distance
from the channel. Anong the natural features that
maintain recognizable identity are rock outcrops and
sharp bends in snaIl incised channels. Isolated
trees are sometimes useful, as are drainage features
on floodplains and lakes of distinctive shape. On
sorne wide, densely forested floodplains, no reliable
reference points rnay be discernible in the viciníty
of the channel, and bank erosion distances can only
be estimated.

Cornparison of Aerial Photographs or Maps

Àssessnent of lateral stâbility, and the behavior of
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FIGURE 6 Examples of reference points on time-sequential aerial
photographs. (A) Points, indicated by numbers, on l9ó9 photograph
of Cedar River, Iowa. (B) fürresponding points on 1937
photograph. (U.S. Dept. of A$iculture photographs).

meanders is greatly facilitated by a drawing which
shows the changes with tine of banklines and other
features of interest (Figure 7). To prepare such a
drawing, the aerial photographs (or maps) are
matched ín scale and the pairs of fixed reference
points are placed in register. This involves either
(a) bringing the aerial photographs to the same
scale by photographic enlargement, or (b) natching
scales by projecting the image of one photograph
onto another (or a tracing of the other). Projec-
tion can be done with a vertÍcal reflecting projec-
tor, a graphical data transfer instrument, or an or-
dinary 35-mm slide projector (3).

Bank Erosion Rates

Bank erosion rates tend to increase with an increase
in stream size, as expressed by channel width. In
Fígure 8, channel i{idth refers tö width as neasured
on aerial photographs, at straight reaches and the
inflection poínts of bends. Median erosion rate was
measured on time-sequential bankline diagrans for 36
streams in the United States (3). The dashed curve
in Figure I is drawn arbitrarily to have a slope of
I and a position (intercept) to separate most sinu-
ous canaliforn strea¡ns fron most sinuous point-bar
and sinuous braided streans. For a given channel
width, sinuous canaliform streams tend to have the
lowest erosion rates, and sinuous braided streatns,
the highest. Bank erosion could not be dÍscerned
for some sinuous canaliform streams, ând an arbi-
trary rate of 0.01 meter per year was assigned to
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FIGURE 7 Time-sequential bank-lines for Cedar River, Iowa.
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FIGURE B Bank erosion in relation to channel size and type.

these. Nonsinuous braided strèams' not shown ín
Figure Ir plot wetl below the arbitrary curve be-
cause their channels are wide relative to their dis-
charges. If nonsinuous braided streams and sinuous
braided streams (both unconnon in rnost parts of the
Uniteil States) are excluded, the dashed curve in
Fígure I provides a preliminary estinate of erosion
rates that nay be encountered at a particular site.

The lateral stability of different strea¡n reaches
can be conpared by means of a dimensionLess erosion
inilex Q). The erosion index of a reach is the
product of its ¡nedian bank erosion rate expressed in
channel widths per yearr multiplied by the percent
of reach l-ength along ethich erosion occurred, multi-
plíed by 1r000. Erosion indexes for 41 strea¡n
reaches in the Uníted States are plotte¿l against

767

500

sinuosity in Figure 9. The length of nost of these
reaches is 25 to 100 channel wialths. The highest
erosion index values are for reaches whose sinuosity
is 1.2 to 2 and whose type is either sinuous braided
or sinuous point bar. An erosion index value of 5

(horÍzontal dotted l-ine in Figure 9), which sepa-
rates these types from nost sinuous canalifortn
streamsr is suggested as a boundary between stable
and unstable reaches. Reaches having erosion index
values less than 5 are unlikely to cause lateral
erosion problems at bridges. As an exanple of the
use of the erosion index for conparative purposes'
the reach of the Vlhíte River in Figure 2 has an
erosion index. of about 15' and the reach of the
Apalachicola River in Figure 3 has an erosion index
of about 4,
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FIGURE 9

For all strea¡n types, erosion rates are higher at
bends than along straight reaches. On the other
hand, strean types characterized by the highest sin-
uositíes tend to be the most stable, because some
degree of stability is necessary for high sinuosi-
ties to be maintained. An unstable strean will not
renain highly sinuous for very long, because the
sinuosity ¡'¡i11 be reduced by frequent neanaler cut-
o ffs.

. Prediction of l¿le_ander Loop titigration

Most Lateral erosion problens ât bridges are associ-
ated grith Èhe migration of meander loops or with the
grovrth of nerd loops. Prediction of the rate and
rnode of loop migration may therefore be needed for
planning purposes. Sone progress is beÍng ¡nade on
nu¡nerical prediction of loop deformation and migra-
tion, applying Èo time intervals significant for en-
gineering purposes (!). At present. however¡ the
best available estimates are bâsed on pâst rates of
Iateral migration at a particular reach and on the
tlpical migration behavior of loops. As dernon-
strated by Nanson et al. 0), erosion rates at a
particular loop may fluctuate substantially (and un-
predictably) from one period of years to the next.
Even so, a rãtional estimate of erosion at a neander
loop, based on the probåb1e distribution and raÈe of
erosion, is better than none.

Erosion at loops involves extension (Figure 10a),
translation (Figure lob), or conversion to a coÍl-
pound loop (Figure loc). TlFical-ly, a loop nigrates
mainly by translatíon, with some component of exten-
sion. Meanders tend to becone conpound because they
have developed, by growth¡ a path length that is
Iong in reLation to the typicat spacing of pools and
riffles (or alternate bars) in the channel. Neck
cutoffs (Figure lod) are typical of canalífor¡o ând
sinuous point-bar streams. As the degree of braid-
ing increases, chute cuÈoffs (Figure 10e) are rnore
probable. The cutoff of a neander 1oop, whether by
natural or artificial means, tends to increase the
bank erosion rate at adjoining l-oops. However, Ioop
cutoffs are conmon in nature, and drastic conse-
quences have rareÌy been observed.
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FIGURE l0 Modes of meandel loop development
and cutoff.

CHANNET. DEGRÀDATION

Progressive vertícåI changes in bed elevation (deg-
radâtion or aggradation) are a conmon cause of hy-
draulic problems at bridges in sone regions of the
Uníted States, ând a potential cause in any region
where channels are underlain by erodible materials.
Degraclation occurs nore frequently then aggradation,
and its consequences are nore serious. Of the total
number of gradation sites reported by Keefer et aI.
(8), sites having degradation problems were about
three times more numerous than sites having aggrada-
tion problems.

Annual rates of degradation that are averaged
over a period of time following some rnan-induced
event, such as the closure of a darn or the straight-
ening of a channel, are not a good basis for esti-
mâting future rates. Àccoraling to Sínons and
Senturk (9), tne rate of degradation dogrnstream fr.gn
a dam ís rapid initially and decreases gradually âs
a nei{ stâble profile evolves. Sinilarly, available
eviclence suggests that the rate of degradation fol-
lowing channel straightening is likety to be rapid
at first and to decrease gradually (I9.). From a
conprehensive study of the effects of channel
straightening on streans in western Tennessee,
Robbins and Simon (fl) were able to describe the
channel degradation by an exponential decay func-
tion. They concluded that if there were no further
disturbance the degradation or aggradation follor¡ed
a predictable pattern and rate.
Fiêld Àssessment of Degradation

ff a chânnel- has been recently degra¿líng at a rate
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that would significantly affect planning of engi-
neering norks, there is likely to be some observable
evidence for this åIong the channel, as seen in the
fiêld or by stereoviewing of aerial photographs.
Indicators of degradation are listed below in ap-
proximate order of reliability:

l. Channel scarps (headcuts, knickpoints). A

rnigrating scarp ín the long profile of a channel is
unequivocal evidence of degradation' ånC the rate of
degradation is related to the height and migration
rate of the scarp. ChanneL scarps are easy to ob-
serve in ephemeral streans or snall perennial
sÈreams, but are rarely observed in large perennial
streams.

2. cullying of ninor side tributaries. As a

stream degrades, its tríbutaries also degrade' and
scarps may be present along their profiles.

3. High, steep, unvegetated banks. sone chan-
nels have higher banks than others of about the same

wÍdth. Arnong the factors that determine bank height
are degree of incision and erosional resistance of
the banks. Where hígh banks are also raw and un-
graded, recent degradation is suggested.

Other Metho¿ls of Assessment

other nethods of assessing channel degraclation have
been described by Keefer et al. (8). Changes in the
elevation of the vrater surface are determined over a
period of yearsr in relation to a fixed datum.
¡4ethods include (a) periodic neasurernents from
bridge deck to streambed, where allowance can be
nade for local or general scour at the bridget (b)
plotting change in the stage-discharge relation at
gauging stationst and (c) rePetitive ¡neasure¡nent of
the longituilinal or cross profile of the stream
channel.

NATURAL SCOUR AND FILL

Naturat scour and fill has been neglected as a fac-
tor in bridge site location, probably because of its
conplexity and the lack of useful infornation on

it. Bed elevation is clifficult to measure duríng
floods, and a reliable analysis of scour and fill
reguires neasurement of several cross sections at
about the same time. A continuous longitudinal bed
profile along the thal¡.teg is al-so highLy desirable.
In a particular cross section, the amount of scour
and fill is unevenly distributed' and both the ref-
erence bed and the scoured bed are likely to be of
irregular shape.

For most streams the nagnitude of scour is sub-
stantialty greâter at so¡lìê places along the channel
than at others. Accordíng to Neill (L?) '

The locaÈion of a bridge rdith respect to
the river channel pattern in plan has an
important bearing on its liability to bed
scour. Bends and narrow sections may be
tiable to scour at high stages' regar¿l-
less of the effects of bridge struc-
tures . . . . Straight or gently curved
reaches with stabte banks are to be pre-
fer red .

If, however, a crossing must be made on a neandering
reach, iilentification of the segrnents of least po-
tentiâl scour may be a deciding factor in site 1o-
cation.

Scour below prefloocl bed elevation probably oc-
curs at most cross sections of an alluvial stream at
some tine during the passage of a floodr although
not at the same time nor to the same degree. At
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some sections, the scour is due to the migration of
bed forms and the nean strearnbed elevation doês not
change significantly. rn a detailed field study of
scour and fill at LI cross sections on the East Fork
River in Wyorning, Andrerrs Q]) neasured scour that
he considered significant (though less than 0.5 m)

during flood crests at 6 of the 11 cross sectionst
and fill at 5 of the sections. At sone ti¡ne or
other during Èhe floodr net scour occurred at all
except 2 of the sections.

Natural scour and fill refers to fluctuations of
streambed elevatíon about an equilibrium position'
which is comnonly taken to be the position at lovt
flow. These flucÈuations are associated nainly vtith
flooals, anil they occur without artificial constric-
tion of the channel and without the presence of ar-
tificial obstructions such as bridge piers. I'he
scour induced by a britlge is adclitive to natural
scour. A bed elevation that has beên raised or low-
ered is likely to return to Íts equilibríun position
during the falling stages of the flood; however' the
return rnay require weeks, months, or even years for
sorne streams, particularly those having coarse bed
material. Natural scour and fill occurs by three
different nechanisms, erhich may operate jointly or
independently: (a) bed form migration, (b) conver-
gence and divergence of flow, anct (c) Iateral shift
of thâIweg or braíds.

Bed Form Migration

The mígration of dunes ¡nay result in an amount of
scour that is sufficient to warrant consideration in
the design of pier foundations. Allowance for scour
due to the migration of sand waves is more problen-
atical and erould have to be determined fron a con-
tinuous tong profile of the stream at high stage.
The maximum scour induced by the mígration of a dune

is about one-half dune height¡ and dune height is
roughly esti¡nated at one-third the nean flow depth.
In sand-bed streams' dune migration can be expected
if the guantity of bed load in transPort is suffi-
cient for dune formation. strearn type is a reason-
ably good indicatíon of the bed-Ioad characteristics
of a stream. Canaliform streams that have very nar-
row point bars are likely to be bransPorting ninor
amounts of bed load. An increasing transport of bed
load is indicated by an increase in degree of
braid ing.

Most migrating bed for¡ns in gravel-be¿l streans
can be regarded as bårsr the height of which is re-
late¿l to flow depth. Migration of a bar through a

briilge waterway is rnainly o{ concern because of its
deflection and concentration of flow. Bar nigration
tends to be a rando¡n process, and the tendency of
hars in a stream to nigrate is best determined fron
time-sêquential aerial photographs.

Convergence of Flow

The flow conclitions associated with changes in mean

bed elevation are summarized by the convergent-
divergent flow criterion of Leliavsky (14). Conver-
gent currents in a natural stream are associated
with erosion (scour), and divergent currents are as-
sociated with deposition (fi11).

Persistent pools (Figure tI) in the long profíle
of an all-uvial channel have the strongest conver-
gence of flow and the greatèst Potential for scour.
Such .pools are best identified by a continuous bed
profile along the thahdeg' as soun¿led at hÍgh
stage. On a gravel-becl 'pool-ancl-rifflen streamt
the water-surface profite at lold stage is flattest
over the pools and steepest over the intervening
riffles. on a sand-bed streamr however, persístent
pools rnay fill at 1ow stage, their position nay
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FIGURE ll Pools, crossovers, and trace of thalweg.

shift to sone degree, and they may be difficult to
distinguish fro¡n random irregularities in the long
profíle. Pools, as well as riffles and crossovers,
tend to be several channel widths in length, which
is longer than most rando¡¡ irregularíties. As the
degree of braiding of a stream increases, the proba-
bility of persistent pools in the long profile de-
creases. Scour holes ín braided strearns are mostly
at the confluence of braids.

For streams havíng wíde point bars, crossovers
(Figure l-I) can usualLy be identified on aeríaI pho-
tographs taken at low flon¡. pools cannot be ob-
served directly, but they are typically located
¿lownstream from the apexes of bends and opposite the
point bar. Pools mây also occur in straight
reaches, where their position is sornetimes rnarked by
an alternate bar. At low stage, water-surface width
tends to be least at pools, greatest at ríffles, and
of interrnediate value at transítional sites. At
bankfull stage, the water-surface width tends to be
greater at pools than at crossovers or transitional
sections.

As suggested by Neill (lI), field ¡neasurement of
cross sectional area and flow velocity at an íncised
(straight) reach near bankfull stage provi¿les a good
basis for câLculation of scour by extrapolation to
the alesign flood. Furtherrnore, a comparative tnea-
surement of this same section at low stage gíves the
anount of scour from 1o\r stage to bankfull stage,
which is valuable for confirming results obtained by
conputational netho¿ls. Klinge¡nan G) recornrnended
that "The loe¡est undisturbed streambed elevation at
or near the bridge crossing (other than a local
scour hole) be used as a reference level in setting
scour elevations of principal píers at or near the
main channel."

Shift of Thalweg

Of the 224 bridge sites studied by Brice and
Blodgett (2), hydraulic problens atÈributed to shift
of the tha].weg occurred at 6 sites. One of these
(site 164, Fort ceorge River, Florida) is at a sand-
bed estuary, subject to strong tidal currents. Site
207, Leaf Riverr Mississippi, and site 170, Red
River, Arkansas, are on sinuous poínt-bar streams
having sand beds. At both sites, the thalvreg shift
was related to a slight curvature of the channel and
took place over a period of years rather than during
a single flood.

Site 16, Deer Creek, California, and site 186,
White Riverr South Dakota, are at sinuous braided
streans in r¡hich the thalweg tends to wander. Site
226, Boulder Creek¡ Washington, is on a steep non-
sinuous braided stream having a cobble-boulder bed.
The bridge clearance was greatly reduced by aggrada-
tion, and the thah,reg shifted against an abutrnent.
Àlthough nonsinuous braided strea¡ns are commonly re-
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garded as unstable because of the râpíd and unpre-
dictable shift of bars and braidsr they are readily
controlled v¡ith suitabte countermeasures and are not
a particular cause of hydraulic problems.

Instability of the streambed that results from
shift to thalweg (or braiits) is, Iike bânk instabil-
ity, relâted to stream t]¡pe ancl can be assessed from
study of aerial photographs. On sinuous canalifor¡n
streams, shift of the thalweg during flood is minl-
mal. The channel tends to be relativety deep, nar-
row, and unifor¡n frorn one place to another. In
straight reaches, the alternate bars that indicate
meandering of the thalg¡eg are rarely present.

A greater shift of the thahreg, both at bends and
in nearly straight reaches, can be expected on sinu-
ous point-bar streams. Flood flow cuts across the
ends of the point bars, which are wide and bare at
Ioe, stage. In straight reaches, alternate bars¡
visible on aerial photographs taken at low stage,
are comnonly present. These alternate bars are sig-
nificant in the planning of bridges and counter¡¡ea-
sures, because they indicate the potential for shift
of the thalweg and also for bank erosion where the
current is deflected against the bankline.

coNcLusIoNs

1. Study of strean morphology on time-sequential
aerial photographs provides infor¡nation that is ap-
plicable to site selection and brídge deeign. By
this means, information can be obtained on lateral
stream stability, degratlation, and natural scour and
fÍII. .

2. Lateral stability is related to stream tlrpe.
StreaÍìs that have a unifor¡n r¿idth and. narrow point
bars (canaliform streams) tend to be the most
stable. Streams that have wide point bars and cut
banks tend to be less stable and, for sinuous
streans, stability tends to ¿lecrease ¡vith the degree
of braiding. For a given strean tl4)e, median bank
erosion rates tend to increase in direct proportion
to stream size, as expressed by channel width.

3. Channel degradation is deternined by neasure-
¡nent of progressive changes with tirne of streambed
elevation in reference to a fixed datum. For rnan-
induced degradation, the curve of cu¡¡ulative degra-
dation versus time is more likely to be aslmptotic
than linear. Equilibriun bed etevation is difficult
to predict.

4. Scour by bed for¡n nigration is of consequence
nainJ-y in sand channels. crâvel bars tend to mi-
grate on braided streams and to remain fixed at rif-
fLes on unbraided, pool-and-riffle streams. e mi-
grating gravel bar nay concentrate flow at a bridge
and cause lateral bank erosion or local scour ât
piers.

5. Scour by converçtence of fl-ow is relate¿t to
channel configuration and is greatest at persistent

ìì-.i
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ileeps or pools in the channel-Iong profile, where
the water velocity cluring floods is likely to be
greatesÈ. È1any cross sections along a strean are
transitional between pools and riffles. In general¡
the scour iniluceil by a bridge will be greater at
pools or pool-like cross sections than at riffles or
riffle-like cross sections.

6. Shift of the thalweg with increase in stage
is a significant factor in bridge design, not only
for estirnation of the Point of maximum bed scour
(and bank erosion) but also for alignment of piers
with flood f1ow. Thalweg stability is relateil to
channel stabilíty and to stream typer and can be

assessed fro¡n aerial photographs.

ÀPPENDIX: CHEeKLIST OF GEOùIORPHIC FACIIORS

ceotnorphic factors relevant to site selection and
bridge design are listed below ín the form of ques-
tions. Exact answers to these questions can rarely
be obtainecl' but even probable answers are worth
consider ing.

selection of crossíng site

site on a Nonsinuous Reach

1. rs site at a pool, riffle (crossover)' or
transition section?

2. Are alternate bars visible at low stream
stage?

3. If midchannel bars are present' ldhât would be

the effect of their nigration through the bridge
waterway?

4. Is cutoff imninent at a¿ljacent meanders?

site at a Meander

1. what has been the rate and mocle of migration
of the rneander?

2. whaÈ is its probable future behavior' as
based on the past?

3. Is site at pool, riffle (crossover), or tran-
sition section?

4. Is cutoff of the neander, or of adjacent me-
anders' probable during the life span of the bridge?

Design of Bridge

Piers on Flood Plain or A¿ljacent to Channel

1. Is the channel nigration rate sufficient to
overtake piers ¿luring the 1ífe span of the bridge?

Piers ín Channel

1. For pier orientation, what is probable posi-
tion of thalweg at design flood?

2. For scour estination, Idhat is probable bed
forn height at ilesign flood?

3. For scour estimationr what is natural nean
bed scour at design flood?

4. For scour estítnation, what is lortest undis-
turbed streambed elevation at or near the crossing
s ite?

5. Does the strea¡n have an unstable thalvreg that
has shifteil vtith tine?

6. rs there evidence of recent channel degraila-
tion?

7. Are any works of man in prospect that are
Iikety to induce degradatlon or bank erosion?
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Effect of Bridge Piers on

Channel Geometry

J.\}IES C. BI,ODGETT

ÀBSTRACT

Piers Ín the waterway affect the velocity
.distribution across the channel and may act
as barriers to floating debris. In addition,
they also affect channel geonetry by causing
general and local scour in the viciníty of
the bridge. The level- of hydraulic effi-
ciency of an unobstructed channel rnay be
reduced by several pêrcent if piers are
placeil in the watenray. Reductions of up to
1I percent were observed at sÍtes used in
the study. Field studies of several channels
indicate that depths of general scour nay be
grêater than local scour. Èlaximum clepths of
general scour usually occur midway between
piers. General scour rnay extend several
hundred fèet upstrean and downstream from
the bridge. Large piers in alluvial chan-
nels nay initiate long-term general scour
that may continue for decades. ceneral
scour at a bridge has been observed to cause
enlargement of the channel by as rnuch as 23
percent to compensate for reducecl flow area
and floer inefficiency associated with bridge
piers. Pier design should consider the
probabílity that the channel alignment and
geonetry wilI change wíth tirne. To reduce
the potentiâl for pier damage by streanflowt
pier shape, size, spacing, Iocation in the
channel, and footing elevation relative to
the lowest point in the channel bed should
be considered. Píer sÍze shoulcl individuatly
or collectively occupy not more than about 5
pèrcent of the original waterÌ./ay at bank-
full discharge.

Bridges across waterways are usually located in
response to alignment and traffic considerations,
and the length of the bridge is ninimized by extend-
ing the approach embanknents to reduce costs. The
bridge clesigner needs to be aware that the stream
will maintain its capacity for the full range of
f1'ows that occur at the site. Síte alterations as
part of bridge construction can cause strearn changes
such as channel-bed scour, alignment¡ bank erosion,
backwater, and ¡nodified flow distribution. In the
process, the stream nay damage or destroy the bridge
and approach embankment.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the
effect of bridge piers on streamflo\d and channel
geonetry. Two types of scour occur near a bridge:
general scour which is related to the flow constric-
tion câused by the bridge piers, abutments, and
approach fill, and local scour which is caused by
turbulence around the pier. ltost of this paper is
concerned h'ith generaÌ scour caused by piers and
abutnents. The anå1ysis is based on a comparison of
data for unlined canals; streans with cobble,
gravel, or sand bedst and streams with bridges. AII
the data obtained fron streamflow measurements of
canals, streams, and bridge sites were assembled as
part of the annual data collection progran or fro¡n
site-specific studies done by the U.S. ceological

Streamflow and

Survey. A discussíon of the hydraulic characteris-
tics of bridge piers at l0 sites is presented, fol-
Iowed by suggestions to nininize the inpact of
bridge abutment and piers on a stream.

VETOCITY DISTRIBUTION ACROSS CHANNELS AND

CHANNET EFFICIENCY

The velocity distribution across an open channel
that is unobstructed by piers is related to channel
shape, alígnnent, depth of flowr and boundary rough-
ness. The highest velocities at the cross section
normålly occur midway between the banks where the
influence of the boun¿laries is ninimal. For laminar
flow in pipes, it has been determined (1) thât the
rate of velocity change across one-half of a cross
section is nonlinear and is proportional to the ín-
verse of the distance from the boundary (Figure l).
Accordingly, the shape of the (lateral) velocity
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tn = Width ot pipc in which the mean
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cross section
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FIGURE I Definition sketch of velocity
distribution across a pipe.
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profile
veloc ity

Y^ = 2Yu

where

V, = maxinun velocity ín the cross section¡ and
va = average velocity in the cross section.

The velocity distribution curve in a circular
pipe is similar along any diameter, with the naximu¡n
velocity (Vr) at the center. In open channels, the
velocity ¿listribution is usually considered in the
vertical or horizontal ctirection. The velocity dis-
tribution among verticals in the cross section is
described in this paper, and point velocities or the
distributíon within any vertical are not considered.

r73

The velocity distribution on the horizontal is cle-
fíned by the average velocity in a verticäI for
several locations in the cross section. The highest
âverage velocity ¡neasured in any of the verticåIs is
desígnated as v..

The tnost efficíent velocity pattern in a channel
would have a velocity distribution that is uniform
throughout the cross section. ThÍs ímplies no bound-
ary friction, and the ratio of the maximun velocity
in any given vertical (v^) to mean velociÈy in the
cross section (Vu) would be 1.0. The velocity dis-
tribution does not reach thís con¿lition in pipes and
open channels because of the effects of boundary
roughness. Velocity distributions for canals usually
have the highest level of hydraulic efficiency be-
cause bank roughness is at a nininum, as shogtn in
Figure 2. The average ratio of vn/va for the canal

EXPLAi¡ATION

Vâ i¡ ths mrrn vslocity ¡n cro¡¡ ¡rction,
ditch.rgr livrn in T!bh I

approxinates a parabola and
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FIGURE 2 Typical velocity distribution across canals.
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TABLE I Channel and Velocity Properties of Canals

Site
Discharge Mean Depth, Mean Velocity,
(ft:7r¡ da (ft) v, (ftls)

Ratio of Maxi-
mum to Mean

- 

channel
Depth, Velocity, Efficiency
d./d" v-/vu c" (%)

California
All-American Canal near Imperial
Arena Canal near Livingston

Site I

Site 2
Site 3

Atwater Canal near Atwater
Site I
Site 2
Site 3
Site 4

Borel Canal at Isabella Dam
Bowman Spaulding Canal at Jo¡dan
Chicago Park Plume near Dutch Flat
Coachella Canal near Indio

Section I
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5

Drum Canal at Tunnel Outlet
Drum Canal above Drum Forebay
Dutch Flat Flume no. 2
South San Joaquin Canal

lndiana
King Hall Canal near Hagerman
Salmon River Canal near Rogerson

Utah
Westside Canal near Collinston

7,640

124
I2?
126

123
ll5
117
ll5
108
292
442

660

13.9

2.7
2.6
2.7

2.7
2.6
2.3
2.3
4.9
4.5
4.8

5.2
5.3
4.7
5.1
5.2
6.5
4.5
6.t
3.1

4.3
6.1

5.9

2.57

2.64
2.65
2.65

2.66
2.61
3.12
3.1I
1.59
4.35
s.l 0

2.20
2.2t
2.33
2.t6
L99
3.90
4.99
7.45
5.87

6.42
2.58

6.23

1.24 I 13 60.5

1.47 I .08 47 .8
1 .51 1.15 48.7
l.48 L12 46.8

1.54 1.17 5t.4
I .s9 I .10 43.1
1 .57 t.t1 46.8
I .54 I .12 41.4
L00 I .05 61.9
1.25 1.12 4'1.9
1.00 1.13 56.9

1.t2 1.13 67 .7
1.15 1.10 67.2
|.17 1.20 53.9
1.12 \ .12 69.0
Ltz t.25 70.4
1 .r7 | .o7 56.3
t.14 l.l0 58.7
1.01 1.08 62.9
| .2r L07 59.2

I .00 1 .09 6s.2
l.l5 1.29 50.5

1.00 1.09 59.5

911
908
884
898
923
s69
669
636
266

342
485

sites listed in Table I was 1.13. Velocíty distri-
butions for selected nâtural channels, which are
usually affected by more bank roughness than canaÌs,
are shown in Figure 3. For the natural chânnels,
given in Table 2, the average ratio of VrlVu was
1.34. In general, increasing boundary roug¡ness
translates to a channel with lesser hydraulic effi-
ciency, and a corresponding increase in the ratio of
rnäxirnun to ¡oean velocity.

The hydraulic efficiency of a channel can also be
neasured by the amount of channel irídth in which the
¡nean veLocity in the verticat is less than the nean
velociÈy for the crôss section, as illustrated ín
Figure l. That part of the channel near the boundary
!,rith velocities less than the ¡nean for the cross
section is designated tn. The channel efficiency
ratio (Ce), in percent, ís cornputed by the equation

C" = [l - (>t"/T)] 100

where

tn = the width of each flow area (inclu¿ling
piers) rdhere the nean velocity in one or nore
verticals is less than the cross secÈion
average, and

T = width of channel.

At bridge sitês, the value of T is deter¡nined as the
gross width between abutments.

The channel efficiency ratio (CE) r r¡hich indi-
cates the degree of contraction caused by the
bridge, has been developed in preference Èo the
channel contraction ratio (rn). The channel contrac-
tion ratio (m) as discussed by Matthai l2l is a
measure of the proportion of total flow that enters
the contraction from upstream of the enbankments.
The ratio m is based on the geometry of the rnain
channel and flood plaín, and may be cornputed by the
equation

m= [1 -(q/Q1)]

where

q = discharge that could pass through the open-
ing v¡ithout contraction, and

Qt = total discharge.

In comparison, the channel effÍciency ratio (Ce)
is a measure of the impact of the brittge structu;e
on flows by evaluatíng the reduction in channel
efficiency at the bridge opening. Àny flow contrac-
tion created by the return of overbank flow into the
channel at Èhe bridge is incorporatêd in the esti-
nate of channel efficiency (C.). Velocity ib a mea-
sure of the potential for channel scouri therefore,
the chânnel efficiency (C.) has been selected as an
indicator of the impact that a bridge structure has
on the channel geonetry. At tnany briilges, problerns
of scour and bank erosion occur Ìrhen flows are con-
fined to the main channel and there is no overbank
flow.

To develop a comparíson of the hydraulic effi-
ciency of various ópen channels, flow and geonetry
data were assènbled for selected canals (Table 1),
natural streans (Tab1e 2), and streans affectçd by
bridge piers and abutnents (fable 3). The sites
rdere selected to provide a sarnple of diverse hy-
draulic and channel conditions. If the velocity
ratio (Vn/va) is used as a nìäasure of efficiency, the
natural channels that are obstructed by bridge piers
or abutnents are, on an averager 35 percent less
efficient Èhan unobstructed canal6 (table 4). For
strearns \dith bridges, the nean velocity (Va) ís
conputed as the ¡nean velocity for the net opening of
the bridge. On Èhe other hand, if channeL efficiency
(Ce) is used, the unobstructed natural channels
are 17 percent less efficient than canals (table 5).

A test of the variation in the means of the two
measures (Tab1es 4 and 5) used to índicate that the
hydraulic efficiency of various channels hras nade by
analysis of variance. The Èest consísted of analyz-
ing for significant differences of the mean velocity
ratio (V./V.) and the channel efficiency ratio (ce).

(z)

(3)
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IYESTWALKER RIVER AT
SITE fI¡O.4 NEAR COLEVILLE, CA
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FIGURE 3 Typical velocity distributions across stream channels.

Results of the test indicateil that the means of the
two measures were significantly different for each
of the channel conditions (canals, streamsr and
strearns with bridges). For exampler the means 1.13,
I.34, antl 1.53 given in Table 4 are statistically
different. The probabillty is less than I percent
Èhat the observeal difference in the means of the
velocity ratio or channel efficiency ratlo would
have occurred by chance.

EFFECT OF PIERS ON STREAMFTOV¡

VelocityDis@

The placetnent of piers and abut¡nents in a previously

unobstructe¿l channel reduces the flow area in pro-
portiÕn to the size of the piers and footings. The
veLocity distribution across the channel ís now
affecteal by a new set of boundaríes inposed by the
channel bed, the sides of each pier, and possibly
the abutments. Although boundary shear along pier
faces tnay be minirnal, piers can cause l-ocalized
turbulence that nay be more sígnificant than the
original bank boundary roughness. A definition
sketch showing the velocity distribution ín a chan-
nel with piers is shohrn in Figure 4.

The effect of piers on streanflow as índicated by
the ratio p¡/ps, vrhere Ap is area of piers and Aq is
qross area õf óross sectìonr is given in Table 3. For

^ 
COLO FORK AT V€STA¡- ROAO SITE T{O.4 Í{EAR.

ORISTIMBA CRÊEK NEAR NEUMAN, CA

V¡ = 0.41 tt/¡
V¡ =2'19 fU¡

YUBA RIVER NEAR MARYSVILLE,CA

Y ¡- 6'21 l¡lt

t20 0
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TABLE 2 Channel and Velocity hoperties of Streams

Site
Discharge Mean Depth,
(ftr7r, dâ (ft)

Ratio of Maxi-
mum to Mean

- 

Channel
Mean Velocity, Depth, Velocity, Efficiency.
va (frls) d-/du v./vu cc\7.)

Arizona
Hassayampa River at Bos Damsite

near Wickenburg
Santa Cruz River at Nogales
Santa Maria River neæ Bagdad

Califo¡nia
Cold Fork at Vestal Road near Ono
Klamath River near Seiad Valley
Mokelumne River nea¡ Mokelumne
Hill

North Fork Cottonwood Creek
near Ono

Oristimba Creek near Newman
Sacramento River above Bend
Bridge near Red Bluff

Sac¡amento River at
Colusa
Ve¡ona
Butte City
Hamilton City

Scott River near Fort Jones
Thomas Creek at Paskenta
West Walker River no.4 near

Coleville
Yuba Rive¡ near Marysville

4.89 0.42
I 5,100 4.3

'182 3.09

L40 1.30 49.8
1 .52 | .34 61 .0
2.35 t.47 40.7

| .52 I .44 43.7
t .29 I .37 47 .7

L42 1.2s 5O:9

1.90 I .36 50.0
1.76 2.00 47.8

l.l5 1_33

29.7
12.1

3s,200

45,900
20,800
t2,600
9,680

640
5?9

I,280
I1,600

0.59
0.99

14.93

20.54
1 5.93
l0_ó I
4.66
2.7 5
l.ll

4.96

5.02
3.69
2.26

l.3 t
7.06

2.53

I .2r
0.41

5.7s

4.47
2.48
2.50
3.1 9
2.19
3.41

9.t4
6.27

316 0.82
638 0.99
301 0.68

54.4

1.84 1.30 55.7
I .31 I .35 62.2
1.14 1.22 67.0
l.l8 l.l9 s5.9
L27 L25 61 .6
2.27 t.25 4t.2

1 .44 I .37 45.2
2.t4 l.t8 s3.3

TABLE 3 Channel and Velocity hoperties of Streams with Bridge Piers

Discharge
(1000 Mean Depth,
ft3/s) dâ (ft)

Ratio of Maxi-
mum to Mean

Mean Velocity, Depth, Velocity,
Vu (ftls) d*/du V./V"

Channel Râtio
Efficiency, Ap/Ae
Ce (7o) (7o\

California
Angel Slough at Ord Ferry Road
near Ord Bend

Butte C¡eek at Gridley-Colusa
Road near Gridleys

Butte Creek Overflow at SR-l62
at Butte city (BRl l-26)

Dry Creek at County Road at calt
Honcut Creek at SR-70 near Live Oak

Bridge I
Bridge 2
Bridge 3

Sacramento River at
Delta

SR-32 at Hamilton City

Ord Ferry Road near Ord Bend
SR-.162 at Butte City
County Road at Colusa (Old Br.)
County Road at Colusa (New Br.)

12.4
3.34
0.442

3.60

l.86
6.1I

0.6 98
2.77
3.85

t2.5
I 5.3

155
t44
t34
119

87.7
78.8
5'7.6
l0.l

107
92.3
40.2
33.4

6.39

3.19

9.41

5.00
11.7

5.1 8
5.70
6.31

6.60
7.76

27.7
24.9
75.0
24.9
20.3
1 9.1
16.8
6.71

30.3
25.2
24.1

5.79
2.65
o.92

2.68

2.to
3.49

2.17
3.24
2.82

9.47
9.62
9.74

10.02
9.35
L32

7.2s
s.91
2.63
3.79
6.18
4.38
3.83

41 .5
3 5.3
4t.0

28.2

53.1
43.0

s0.0
47.1
54.1

36.9
35.9
46.6
55.2
5s.l
50.9
52.3
50.9
52.9
50.8
4s.2
40.2
40.0
65.1

3.2
2.O
4.5

7.2
7.2
7.6
7.9
7.8
7.5
7.5
7.0
5.3
l.l
4.2

15.0
10.5

2.0

1.49 t.'73
l .91 2.00
1.63 233

2.39 1.39

I .48 1.3ó
1.50 2.37

1.39 1.43
1.75 l.6t
2.57 1.53

1.79 1.34
1.61 t.50
1.49 I .31
1.35 1.27
1.45 l.l9
L32 t.27
I .29 I .31
1.33 t.I7
1.48 t.33
1.82 1.32
L7l 2.t s
1 .s2 1 .57
1.67 1.36
|.49 1.28

4.6
4.6
5.3

1.4

5.0
4.t

awall-type piers subject to 19 degree aûgle of flow.

nost bridges. the proportion of the iraterway oc-
cupied by piers is less than 5 percent. Extra bridge
naintenance problens associate¿l with general scour
and lateral erosion have been observe¿l at sites
where briilge piers occupy more than 5 percent of the
hraterway. In general, the following flow and channel
changes will occur after bridge construction:

1. Local increase in flow velocity,
2. ceneral scour in vicinity of brídge,

3. Locâl scour arounil piers ancl abutments,
4. Backwater from flow constriction or debris

Iodged âgainst the piers, and
5. Increased flow turbulence neâr boundaries.

The nagnítude of these changes is
occurrence of floods and arnount of
imposed by Èhe bridge.

Iqeasure¡nents of the reduction in
scour caused by the construction

dependent on the
fLow constriction

channel size and
of a bridge are



Type of
Stream

Sample
Size
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TABLE 4 Comparison of Channel Hydraulics for Different
Stream Types on the Basis of Maximum and Mean Velocity

Ratio of Maximum to
Mean Velocity at a
Cross Section

]-77

bridge piers also affect the velocity alistribution
(sites 2, 4. and 5 in Figure 5).

The shape and size of a rdall-type pier' describe¿l
by Brice and BlodgeÈt Q), influencês the anount of
flow disturbance near a pier, especially at skevred
crossings. If the píer is not aligned with the flow,
the wâÌl of the pier acts as a barrier and reiluces
the effective channel flo¡¡ area. The effect of â
wall-type pier on Butte Creek at cridley-Colusa road
near Gridley, California (site 2), is shown in
Figure 5. At this site, flow velocities for about
25 ft of the channel width were reduced to zero or
negative values, giving a channel efficiency ratío
of 28.2 percent (table 3). This site illustrates
the adverse effect of wall-type piers that may occur
if they are not situated parallel to the flow.

The variation in velocity distributíon is relåted
to the rnagnitude of velocity at a site. For exanple,
the pile location, size, and spacing for Butte Creek
overflow (site 1, Figure 5) and Angel Slough (site
4, Figure 5) are similaE, but the anount of velocíty
distribuÈion disturbance at these sites is very
different. Flows are confined for both channels and
the effect of vegetation is ninimal. The variation
in velocity profiles between bents for these bridges
is âttributed to the low mean velociÈy (2.1 ft/s) on
Butte Creek overflow and the hiqh velocity (5.8
ftls) on Àngel Slough.

The pattern of velocity distribution across an
opening is generally the same for different flows,
provided no changes in the channel alignment occur.
The stabitity of vetocity pattèrns in a bridge open-
ing is shown for the Sacrarnento River at Hanilton
City (site 7a and 7b, Figure 5). In this case, the
shape of the velocity profile for discharges of
10r100 and 155r000 ft3ls are similar in eâch open-
ing; only the nagnitude of velocity Ís different for
the two ¡neasurements.

The change in channel hydraulics that occurs when
a new brictge with snall strearnlined piers ís built
is indicated by the different velocity distributions
for the sacramento River at CoIusa (site 10a and
10b, Fígure 5). For the old bridgei the ratio of
pier area to gross area (Apl\) was 10.5. (Table
3); the vêIocíty ratio (vm./Va) was 1.36t and the
channel efficiency (Ce) was 40 percent. The cor-
responding values for the netr, more efficient bridge
were 2.0, I.28, and 65.1 percent

A reviev, of the data in table 3 and the plots in
Figure 5 indicate that sorne characteristics of fLow
velocity in relation to bridge piers for the 10
sites may be su¡nmarized as follor¿s:

l. The pattern of flo¡r velocíty across the open-
Íng is consistent, regardless of the discharge,
provícled the channel al"ignment is stable (sites 7a
and 7b).

2. Differences in nean velociÈies of over 12
ft,/s in the vertical beÈe¡een the niddle of the span
and pier face (site 7b) have been observed.

3. The alignnent or geometry of a channel in the
vicinity of the bridge significantly affects the
velocity pattern if nall-type piers are not placed
parallel to the flow (site 2).

4. The anount of veJ,ocity profiJ-e dísturbance in
a cross section is relatecl to the nurnberr width, and
shape of the piers (sites 4' 10a, and lOb).

5. The anount of velocity ¿listribution distur-
bance is apparently related to the rnean velocity at
the cross section (sites I and 4).

Maxi¡nun velocitv

The tnean ratio of maximum velocity (v*) to mean
velocity (V") for natural channels that âre unaf-
fecteil by piers (Table 2) averages about 1.3 and is

Mini- Maxi-
mum mum Mean

Average Increase in
Velocity Ratio in
Relation to Canals
(%)

Canal
Stream chan-

nels
Channels with

bridge piers

I .05 1.29

I .17 2.00

l .l 9 2.37

I .13

| .34

1.53
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0

18.ó

3s.4

TABLE 5 Comparison of Channel Hydraulics for Different
Stream Types on the Basis of Channel Efficiency Ratio

Channel Efficiency
Ratio at a Cross
Section (%)

Type of
Stream

Sample Mini- Maxi-
Size mum murn Mean

Average Decrease in
Channel Efficiency
in Relation to Canals
(vo)

Canals
Stream chan-

nels
Channels with

bridge piers

0L
0

FIGURE 4 Definition sketch of velocity distribution across

a channel with bridge piers.

difficult to obtain. Irune¿liately during and after a

bridge is constructed' the channel geometry changes
in the vicinity of the bridge site. Moreover, most
hydraulic data collected at the bridge correspond to
postbridge construction conditions.

Assr¡ning no general scour or lateral erosion at
the bridge siter the effective flow area is reduced
by the flow constriction (vena contracta) between
piers and the turbulence associated with overbank
flow returning to the opening. The amount of con-
striction caused by the bridge at the crossing is a

function of the pier size, pier shape, number of
píers or bents in the waterwayr and arnount of ¿lebris
lodged against the pier. If the bridge superstruc-
ture is inundated¡ the wetted perimeter and amount
of flow constrlction is increased further. The
influence of píers on the magnitude and velocity
distribution in the bridge opening is shown in Fig-
ure 5 for 10 sites. Below each velocíty distribution
plot, a plan of the bridge showing the location,
relative size, and the shape of the piers or bents
is shovrn. rn general, bridges with large piers
(sites 7a,7br 9. and 10a in Figure 5) affect the
velocity distribution across the channel much more
than bridges vtith narrow piers (sites 11 3r and IOb
in Figure 5). The size, shaper and placement of the
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FIGURE 5 Typical velocity distribution across stream channels with bridge piers.
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nearly constant regardless of discharge or channel
size. For channels with piers (Table 3), the nean
ratio of V./V. increases to 1.5. The ratio of rnaxi-
nun to meãn velocities (Vn,/Va) for the channels r,rith
piers is abut 14 percent greater than channels
without piers. The ratio is affected at low flow by
local effects such as pièrs, boundary roughness,
grass, and brush. This is indicated by the increase
in the ratio vm/Va for decreasing discharges of
Àngel Slough at Or¿l Ferry Road near ord Bend, Cali-
fornia (Table 3). These estimates of the relation
between maxirnum and rnean velocities are limited to
fLows in the main channel (less than bankfull).

EFFECT OF PIERS ON CHÀNNEL GEO¡4ETRY

Depth óf Scour

The lateral constriction of flow caused by a bridge
usually results in a general lowering of the strearn-
bed. This lowering of the streanbed is defined as
general scour. The depth of general scour is related
to the amount of lateral constriction of flow caused
by the piers and abutment. Scour is cotnputed as the
difference in elevation between the normal and pres-
ent channel bed at the bridge. In rnost cases, it was
necessary to estimate the norrnal bed elevation on
the basis of the overall channel-bed profile that
rnay extend several hundred feet upstrean and dovrn-
strean from the constriction.

Following brídge construction, the ¿lepth and
lateral extent of general scour in channels that
have sancl-and-qravel beds and stable alignment do
not change greatly once â state of channel equilib-
riu¡n is obtainedr as illustrated in Figure 6.

Turbulence around piers and abutments causes
addítional scour ilefined as local scour Q). The
depths and extent of loca1 scour are difficult to
neasure because sounclings near a pier are difficult
to obtain.

Both general and local scour mãy occur at a site.
The conbined effect of these types of scour may
produce unequal depths of scour across the channel.
The effects of the piers on depths of scour indi-
cated by the nean ratio {o/d" for brídge sites
is 1.63 (Tab1e 3). In comparison, the corresponding
ratio is 1.57 for natural (unobstructed) strearns
(Tabte 2) and 1.23 for canals (Tãbte 1).

The location of maxÍnu¡¡ scour depths at a bridge
site is difficult to deternine. In some instances,
scour assoclated with turbulencè of flo¡r at the pier
rnay cause depths of local scÕur greater than general
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scour. Hovrever, the channel-bed profiles in Figure
6 suggest that the location of greatest scour nay be
nidchannel between piers. This observation also is
supporteal by fíeld surveys at other bridge sites.
The condition of greater scour depths at midchannel
is attributed to higher flord velocíties ln midchan-
nelr âway from the piers (Fígure 5). A suñmary of
maximum observed scour depths belo¡¡ the unobstructed
channel beil is gíven in Table 6. The amount of
scour nay vary during the period of flooding, inde-
pendent of discharge. Therefore, discharges given
in the tabLe may not be relate¿l to the depth of
scour observed.

Longitudinal Extent of General Scour

The effect of piers on the channel bed may extend
several hundred feet upstrean and downstream from
the bridge. The extent of general .scour is relateal
to the rnagnitude of channel constriction by the
bridge, beal-materiâI, size, discharge, and síze and
shape of the piers. Surveys of channel-becl profiles
for the Sacramento Rivêr at SR-32 near Hamilton
City, California (Figure 7), show that the influence
of the piers and the draw rest extends nore than 400
ft upstrean and dovrnstrean from the brídge. The

TABLE 6 Depth of Scour Below Normal Channel-Bed Elevation
at Selected Bridge Sites

I-cation

Mean
Datc of Dis-charge Depth of Scour
Survey (ft '/s) Flow ( ft) { ft)
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FIGURE 6 Changes in scour between l95B and 1980 at downstream side of SR-32 bridge,
Sacramento River at Hamilton City, California, adapted from Blodgett (4).
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anount of channel constriction associated with the
channel-bed scourr expressed as the ratio of pier
area to gross area (AJAo) of the unobstructed
channel, is about I percént'(Table 3). The deepest
point of scour may be near either the upstrean or
downstream side of the pier. The ãpparent negative
slope in the channel-bed profile is caused by levees
on both banks upstrean from the bridge preventing
deposition of naterial and overbank flow downstrean
that allows cleposition.

The upstrean-downstream extent of bed scour in a

sand-bed channel is indicated in Figure I for a

county bridge across the Sacranento River at colusa,
Catifornia. Scour exten¿ls about 400 ft upstrean and
200 ft downstrean from the briclge. Maxinu¡n scour
depths occurred at the dovrnstrea¡n side. The amount

of flow constriction caused by the piers for the
original bridge, expressed as a ratio of pier area
to gross area (%/4") associated with the depth
of scour, is abou€ 8'percent (Tabte 3). Depending
on flo¡¿ conditions, mobile sand dunes cause ripples
on the channel bed (Figure 8) that fluctuate in
height. The presence of sand dunes on a channel bed
tends to increase the boundary roughness. If no
¿lunes are Present' which means the channel bed is
smoothr the roughness (Manning's coefficient n)
would be about 0.015 to 0.020. If dunes are present'
and depending on the depth of flold, the roughness
coefficient nay increase to 0.040 or higher. Esti-
rnates of the channel capacir-y at a bridge site

t1lsl76
Wôt€r-surf¡ce slsvstion 124.5 ft.
0ischarF 4,200 ft3ls

FIGURE 7 Channel-bed profiles through two openings of SR-32 bridge, Sacramento River at Hamilton

City, California. (A drarv rest at the center pier extends upstream 200 ft.)
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FIGURE B Channel-bed profile through right opening of old county bridge showing mobile sand dunes,

Sacramento River at Colusa, California.

should assume a rough' Iess efficient channel bound-
ary if changes in the bed forn are anticipated. A

bridge designed with an inadeguate capacity for
handling discharge will increase the potential for
scour and lateral erosion, in addition to backwater.

Lonq-Tern Trencls to Eguilibríum Channel Size

Construction of piers ín the waterlday nay cause
scour, lateral erosion, and changes in the channel
geo¡netry that occur for many years after the bridge
is built (:). The following site history for the
Sacramento River at SR-160 at Butte Cityr Califor-
nia, illustrates the effect of large piers on the
channel geometry. A swing-span bridge with four
large piers 14, 45, 4, and 4 ft wide) was con-
structed in 1946. The Piers required to support the
swing span and adjacent approach spans in the rnain
channel occupied about 9 percent of the original-
channel (measured in 1946) at a bankfull discharge.
The channel bed was composed of gravel and cobbles.
The prinary factor causing scour and lateral erosion
at the site was the presence of the large piers,
timber dralv rest, and pier fenders that cause a lat-
eral constriction of the \tâterway and induce tur-
bulence of fIoF.

Beginning in 1943, streanflovt data collecte¿l at
the site were used to determine ehannel con¿litions
before construction of the bridge. Following bridge
construction, the lowest point in the channel bed
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scoured about I0 ft as shown in Figure 9. Floodflows
in 1947 and 1948 were smaller than the nean annual
flood, so scour at the site was probabJ.y contínuous
bet?¡een 1946 and 1949. The variation in elevation
of the lowest point in the channel bed between 1949
and 1978 indicateal no overall trend of increasing
scour, but the annual changes in scour and fill are
probably dependent. on floodfloer conditions. For
exanple, the 2 ft of scour observeil bet\reen 1969 and
1970 is attributed to larqe floods in January 1969
and Januäry 1970.

Although the low point in the channel bed re-
mained at a relatively stable elevatíon between 1949
and 1978 and did not show progressive scourr the
channel geometry was undergoing a significant long-
term change. As shog¡n ín Figure 10, the net cross-
sectional area at the bridge began to increase
shortly after the bridge was buiIt. The channel
ultinately enlarged 23 percent to conpensate for the
fLow inefficiency and retluction in area caused by
the piers. This increase in flow area apparently
reached an equilibriun about I974, or 28 years after
brÍdge construction.

LATERAL ¡4IGRATION OF LOWEST POINT IN CHANNEL BED

Lateral nigrâtion of the lovrest point in the channel
bed may result in undermining pier footings that
were origínalIy placed in shallow vrater near the
nargins of the channel. The rate and magnitude of
bed shift are substantial for sone streans (Table 7).

In the design of foundatíons and placement of
piers, it should be assumed that the lowest point in
the channel bed may move laterally to any location
within the âctive channel banks. The potential of
Iateral nigration of the streåm is greatest for
gravel and sand-bed channels or channels hrith banks
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FIGURE 9 Variation in elevation of lowest point in channel bed between 1943 and 1978, Sacramento

River at SR-162, Butte Gty, California,
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FIGURE l0 Variation in net channel area before and after bridge construction for period 1943 to
1974, Sacramento River at SR-162, Butte City, California, adapted lrom Brice, Blodgett, et al. (!).
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TÀBLE 7 Lateral Movement of Lowest Point in Channel Bed
Between Bridge Abutments

Location

Distance to
Lowest Point
in Channel Net Change
Bed from i¡ Distânce
Left Abut- Si¡ce Initial

Year ment (ft) Date (ft)

Deer Creek nea¡ Vila, California

Snake River near Heise, Indiana

Canadian River near Smchez,
New Mexico

1951 84
1962 127
1974 297
t976 308

1971 t23
1977 247

1928 186
1943 2ss
t965 196
t976 73

0
+43

+213
+224

0
+124

0
+69
+10

-1 13

Note: Data adapted froñ Brice, Blodgett, et al. (3).

of snall-grained naterial such as sand or silr-loa¡n
naterial.

HYDRAULIC CONSIDERÀTIONS IN PIER DESIGN

In designing bridges across waterways of the type
discussed in thís report, several hyilraulic factors
need to be considered to ninimize the impact of the
structure on the strean. The effect of bridge piers
on streamflow increases lf the brÍdge is constructed
so that the abutnents constrict the nain channel or
approach enbankments force overbank flow into the
opening at the bridge, causing cross-channel flow.

To inprove the hydraulic efficiency of bridge
piers and reducê the potential for scourr lateral
erosion, and bridge danage at a site, the following

I
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hydraulic factors, which are based on data for l0
bridge sites, should be considerect in briilge design:

1. As a general guideline, briilge naintenance
problems associated with general scour and lateral
erosion have been observetl at sites ¡¿here brídge
piers occupy rnore than about 5 percent of the origi-
nal waterrvay.

2. Using canâls as the tnost efficient open
channel¡ typícal streams are 5 percent less effi-
cient, and streams with bridge piers are lZ percent
less efficient. To ¡ninimize future bridge nainte-
nance related to scour and lateral erosion, an ef-
fort should be nade to prevent encroachment by the
abutments, nÍni¡nize the number and size of piers or
pile bents in the waterway, and select pier shapes
that will provide minimal obstruction to the stream.

3. The effect of piers or pile bents on the
velocity distribution across a stream is apparently
related to the mean velocity. For a low velocity
stream 12 fL/s or less), the effect of piers Ís very
lowi at high velocities (6 f.t/s or more), the effecÈ
of piers on the velocity profile is ¡nore pronounced.

4. At sites where flows are not normal- to the
opening, such as at bends or rrhere the channel
alignment ís unstable, rounded or cylindrÍcal piers
have a lessor effect on the pattern of velocity
¿listribution than wa1l-type piers. Àt these sites,
the use of wâIl-type plers or multiple-pile bents
(which act as nall-t]¡pe piers) should be discouraged.

5. The average ratio of the ¡naximun velocity to
mean for the cross section, for channels unaffecte¿l
by piers, is I.3. For channels with piers, the
.ratio increases to L.5.

6. For natural strea¡ns the average maxÍmu¡n
depth to mean depth ratio (dfl/da) is I.57, for
streans with bridge piers the ratio is 1.63.

7, The lowest point in the channel bed attrib-
uted to scour nay occur in midchannel between the
piers, where the velocity of flo$r is the highest,
rather than adjacent to a pier.

8. Near bridge piers, scour depths have been
documented that are up to 20 ft belor.¡ the normâl
lowest point in the channel bed.

r83

9. ceneral scour of the channel bed has been
observed for distances more than 400 ft upstream and
downstream fron a bridge.

10. During the first 2 or 3 years after con-
struction of a bridge that constricts a channel,
scour nay lower the channel bed sevèral feet.

11. Scour resultíng fron flow being constrícted
by bridge píers rnay Íncrease the channel area to
compensate for the decreased flow efficiency.

12. Abutnents and piers that create large
anounts of consÈrictíon may induce changes that
require maintenance to prevent lateral erosion and
undermining of piers. The period of instability nay
continue for decades.

13. l{hen selecting a pier footing elevation, the
designer should assume that the location of the
stream and the lowèst point in the channel bed may
nove låterally to any location within the active
channel banks.
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Use of Spurs and Guidebanks for Highway Crossings

E.V. RICHARDSON and DARYL B. SIMONS

ABSTNÀCT

Bridge engineers often need to protect
bridge abutments from scour; ¡naintain' sta-
bilíze, and irnprove the alignment of a
strean approaching a bridge crossingi pro-
tect the bank of a strearn along a highway;
¡naintain a strean in a given location¡ ¡¡ain-
tain or decrease the width of a streami
protect highway approaches to a bridge
crossing åcross flood plains; and inprove
the hydraulic characteristics of the bridge
opening. Spurs and guidebanks are structures
river engineers use to fill this need. Other
nanes for spurs are dikes, jetties' spur
dikes, retards' and dykè fields. spurs and
guidebanks are described and ilesign recom-
nendations based on a literature review are
given.

A spur is a structure or enbankment projected into a
stream fron the bank at some angle and for a short
distance to deflect flowing water away from critical
zones, to prêvent erosion of the bank, and to estab-
lish a more desirable channel alignÍìent or width.
By deflecting the current from the bank and causing
sedinent deposits behind them, a spur or a series of
spurs may protect the strean bank more effectively
and at less cost than riprapping the bank. Also' by
noving the location of.any scour away from the bank'
failure of the riprap on the spur can often be re-
paired beforê danage is done to structures aLong and
across the rivers. conversely, failure of riprap on
the bank nay immediately endanger structures.

Spurs are used to protect highr,ray embankments
Èhat forn the approaches to a bridge crossing.
often these highway embankments cut off the overbank
flood flows causing these flows to run parallel to
the embanknent enroute to the bridge opening. Spurs
constructed perpendicular tÕ the highway embanknent
keep the potentially erosive current away from the
ernbanknênt thus protecting it. spurs as used in
this report enconpass the terms dikes, jetties'
groins, and spur dikes that are also used to
describe these structures.

Spurs are also used to channel-ize a wide, poorly
defined strearn into a well-defined channel that
neither aggrades nor degrades, thus maintaining its
Iocation fron year to year. Spurs on sÈreans \,tith
suspended sedíment discharge can cause deposition to
establÍsh and maintain the new alignment. The use
of spurs in this instance may decrease the length
necessary fo! the bridge opening and nay make a nore
suitable, stable channel approach to the brídge.
This decreases the cost of the bridge structure.

Guidebanks are a type of spur used ät waterway
crossings to straighten the f1ow, increase the dis-
charge through the bridge opening, ând to move the
location of deep scour a\day frorn the abutments of
the crossing.

When using spurs and guj.debanks, the bridge engi-
neer nust understând the characteristics of the
r lver. so¡ne of these r iver characÈeristics arê
river form (e.g., neânder or braided) ; sediment dis-
charge (e.g., quantíty,'size distribution, and node
of novement--suspendecl or contact); rnagnitude and
tine distribution of floodsr size of the bed and

bank nateriål; and geometry of the rÍver cross sec-
tions. Except for a short description of river
form, river characteristics are bèyond the scope of
this paper. The reader is referred to thè literature
review for further infor¡nation (l-12).

STREAM FORM

For spurs used to protect embankÍìents, improve river
alignment, and so forthr or for a highway crossing
or encroachnent, knowledge of the plan and profile
of a stream is useful in understanding strearn mor-
phology. River forns (i.e.r plan view appearance of
streans) are nany and varied (2,3) and are the re-
sult of many interacting variables. Small changes
in a variable can change the form and profile of a

river, adversely affecting a highway crossing or
encroachrnent. Conversely the highway crossing or
encroachment can inailvertently change river for¡n or
profile and affect adversely the river environment.

Al,1 classifications of river forrt are subdivi-
sions of two najor river forms--braided and meander-
ing. A braided stream consists of multiple and
interlacíng channels Isee Figure I (9)1. In generalt
a braided channel has a steeper slope' a large bed-
material load in conparison with its suspended load,
and relatively small amounts of sil-ts and clay in
the bed and bânks. Also a braíded strean is dif-
ficult to work with because it is unstabler changes
the atignment of its channels rapidly' carries large
quantities of sedinent, is wide and shallow even at
flood flow, and is unpredictable. The potential
width of a braided river may be rnuch greater than
casual observation indicates. Under certain geologic
conditions, however, some braided streans mây be
stable enough for stable íslands to forn and for the
channels that form the braids to shift relatively
slowly or only ldhen large floods occur. The shifting
of the chânne1s that forn the braids of a braicled
r iver can change the angle of attack of the flow on
bridge piers, abutnents, and the strean banks. At
high flow the flow often will have zero angle of
attack but at low flow, because of channel shifts,
have large angles of attack. If river spurs and
guidebanks are carèfully used, they can inprove flow
condition at a crossing or eneroach¡nent.

A meandering channel consists of alternating
S-shaped bends. Thís is a static definition; in
reality the neandering river is subjected to both
lateral ancl longituilinal novenent caused by the
fornation and destruction of bends. Even straight
channels have a meandering current (Figure 1) that
tends !o ¿levelop alternate bars that may ultinately
lead to the developrnent of a meandering channel.
The meanclering channel is defined by 8.I9. Lane (4)
as one in which channel alignment consists princi-
pally of pronounced bends that have not been shaped
predoninantly by the varying nature of the terrain
through whích the channel passes. Mathes (8) stated,
"neander is here applied to any letter-S channel
pattern, fashioned in alluvial materials, which is
free to shift its location and adjust its shape as
part of a nigratory movement of the channel as â
whole down the valley.n

A meandering river consists of pools and cross-
ings. The thalweg, or main current Õf the channel,
flows frorn the pool through the crossing to the next
pool forming the typical S-curve. fn the pools, the
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FIGURE I River channel patterns (!).

channel cross section is sonewhat triangular, and
poínt bars form on the inside of the bends (Figure
1). In thê crossings, Èhe channel cross section is
more rectangular and depths are shallower. At low
flows the local slope is steeper and velocities are
higher in the crossing than in the pool. At lor.¡
stages the thalweg is located close to the outside
of the bed. At higher stages the thalweg tends to
straighten. l,tore specifically the thalweg to sone
degree noves away fron the outside of the bend en-
croaching on the point bar. In the extreme case,
chute channels develop across the point bar during
large floocl flows.

BrÍdges stabilize or fix the river cross section
at a given tine and place, but the nature of a nean-
dering or braiiled river is to shift its channel.
Bends of a neanclering stream move downstrea¡n. In
sone rivers, thís movement is slowi in others it ís
relatively rapid, depending on the magnitude of floe,
ând the nature of the bed and bank naterial. This
novenent changes the angle of âttack of the flow on
the piers and abutrnents, and can bring the flow
against the approach enbankrnent (if one exísts) and
cut behind the abutments.

SPUR DÞSIGN CONSIDERÂTIONS

The physical quantities to consider in designing
spurs âre formr angle (0) to the bank' Ienqth (L)
of spurs, spacing (s) betv¡een spurs' materials, spur
crest elevation, cross sectíon' and scour. Figure 2

shows a definition sketch for spurs and guidebanks.
Thêse design considerations will be described in the
followíng sections.

W =Slreom Width
W' =Controcled Slreom Width

or Bridge Opening
S¡ .Distonce Bêlweon Spurs i ond ¡+l
L¡ =Projecled Lenglh of Spur i

G0 0 .Anglc of Splrr from DornslrcomBail(

FIGURE 2 Definition sketch for spurs and guidebanks.
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Tvpes of Spurs

Types of spurs are shown in Figure 3. The straight
spur (I_l-I_q_) is set at sone angle (e) to the bank
and normally has a round nose to provide more volumê
and area for scour protection at tbe outer end. The
T-head spur (13r14r16-fg) is a straight spur with a
rectangular guide vane set at the outer ends. The
angle (0) to the bank is nornally 90 ¿legrees. The
angle (a) varies and is set by the degree of deflec-
tion of the current that is desired. However, o that
would set the T-head at angles to the flow larger
than 10 degrees are not recommendecl. The length (a)
varies, and no particular length was reconmended in
the literature revíewed.

L-head and wing or trails spurs (l{,le,fg-?L)
provide more protection to the bank. The length (a)

Slroighl Round T-Heod L-Heod
Heod

Flow_

Hockoy lnverlod Wing or Troil
lloclry (o.60 f t or moru)

FIGURE 3 Forms of spurs.

shoulil close 45 to 65 percent of the gap between
spurs (19,21). As vrith T-heads the angle c should
be set so that the L-head has an angle l0 degrees or
Iess to the stream lines of the flon. L-heads are
designed to provide rnore deposition between spurs
and decrease scour around their ends and provide
greater protection to the banks. This is rather
obvious when their recommended length closes 45 to
65 percent of the opening between spurs. This small
opening increases their costs but also makes them
¡nore effective in channelization. The straight spur
is ¡¡ore cost-effective. Hockey shape and inverted
hockey shape (13r19) (also calJ.ed J-shape and in-
verted L) do Dot appear to have any a¿lvantage over
straight or IÉshape, as their scour holes are nore
extensive in area than the T-shape (19).

The straight spur with a round nose should be
used for nost bank protection. To Protect concave
banks at bencls, short (30 to 50 ft) straight spurs
are effective if the bank betgteen is arrnored or
naturally resists erosion. To channelize and guide
the flowr T-head spurs ¡tith the head set at a small
o to the flow are recommended. They should be
less expensive if the head of the T is nade rela-
tively 'long as the spacing can be increased' ¿le-
creasing the number of shanks. L-head spurs tnay
also be used.

1êofS r tô the Bânk

Bro¡ded Slroighl Mðondsring

oobb']'r
c c'd

v.*-l
d'ê

The angle (0) of the
angle fron dovrnstream

spur to the bank (internal
bank to spur, Figure 2) given
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in Èhe literature ranges from 30 to L20 degrees
(f5-I, 22-41 . Spurs with angles larger than 90
degrees are termed repelling spurs and those vrith
angles less than 90 degrees are terned attracting
spurs (14117). There is also an example of a down-
stream pointing spur that câused bank failure (17).
Ma¡nak (23) and Neill (I5) state that the best re-
sults (deflecting flow and trapping load) are ob-
tained wlth spurs inclined upstrean (0 frorn L00 to
110 degrees). The angle for T-head spurs is nornally
90 degrees and deflection of the current is provided
by the angle (c) of the head to the shank. The
study by Franco (2!) where angles of 60, 90, and 120
degrees were studied showed that for channelizatíon
to irnprove navigation, the nornal or aloernstream
angled spurs perforrned best. But the dohrnstreatn
angled spurs tproduced a greater tendency for seour-
ing at their bank end than dikes (spurs) angted up-
strea¡n. r

In general a spur at 90 degrees to the bank is
the most economical for bank protection. For chan-
neling or clirecting, flow angles of 100 to 1I0 de-
grees may be ¡nore effective. there does not appear
to be a significant advantage to strea¡nlining an-
gling a spur downstream. However, the upstrean spur
in a series might be angled downstrean to ilecrease
the scour depth and tnove the scour hole to a prefer-
red location.

Length of Spur

The length of a spur depends on its location (e.g.,
straight reach, concave bank of bend, along embank-
ments), atnount of contraction of stream width, eco-
nonics, and purpose of the spur. The length is also
closely related to the spacing because spacing is
expressed as some multiplier of the projected
Iength. If spurs are too short, the spacing is close
and construction is expensíve. If they are too long
they nay contract the flos¡ too much, or the spacing
nay be so large that a meander loop rnay form between
two spurs. The spurs in the Iiterature reviewed
ranged frorn 60 ft Èo hundreds of feet Long (8,22.24,
25) and no rules were given.

On the Missouri River spurs were used to change a
braided shallow stream to a single channel consist-
ing of gentle curves. A fixed width and depth of
channel v¡as desired and spurs long enough to estab-
lish this width and depth were built. In some cases,
spurs 1,000 ft long or rnore were built. For other
streans where only a snall shift in channel is re-
quired or a bank is to be protected, short spurs (50
ft or less) are built NeílI (15) states

[T]he length of bank protected by each spur
appears to be at least twice its projected
length perpendicular to the current...wheth-
er to choose fewer long spurs or a greaÈer
number of short ones depends upon their
disturbing effects on the opposite bank and
the channel upstream anil downstream. For
earthwork the longest spur that will not
produce excessive erosion and disturbanee
shouL¿l be used, since the ¡najor cost of this
type is ín the slope revetrnent.... In lieu
of a series of short spurs, consi¿lerâtion
should be given to...riprapping the bank.

For channel control, the length depends on the
desired flow and channel considerations. The naxi-
mum pernissible length can be established by deter-
nining the optinu¡n channel rvidth for the bankfull
discharge. OpÈinutn channel wiilth is determined by
scour, sedÍnent transport, mininun flow disturbance,
and rnaxi¡nu¡n alloerable velocity.
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For protecting banks of stralght reachesr long
radius bends, and braidled channels, the nininum
length is 50 ft and the maxi¡nu¡n length shoul¿l be
less than I0 to 15 percent of bankfull channel erldth
(ff). Maximum length can be greater thân 15 percent
of Vil but only after analyzing the effect of this
rnore severe constriction on the floer and the chan-
nel. The 50 ft length appears to be the ¡nost eco-
no¡nical nini¡nun I'ength. with spurs shorter than 50
ft, it is probably cheaper to riprap the bank. with
more information, such as costs of spurs versus cost
of riprapping the bank, a rnore realistic length can
be determined.

The naxinum length is not only linlted by strean
contraction ancl econonics. but also by spacing. If
spur spacing (S) is 1i¡nited by the meander nave
length, it ís not econonical to establlsh spur
lengths longer than l/6 to I/2 S to protect banks.

Nunber of Spurs

The nutnber of spurs to protect stream banks or to
contract the strean should not be less than three.
For protection of enbankments across the strêan one
or two spurs may be sufficient.

Spacing Betereen Spurs

Spaclng (S) between spurs ís prirnarily related to
the length of the spur, although the velocity of
flow, angle of flow streamlines with the spurs,
curvature of the bank, and purpose of the spur aLso
affect spur spacing. The literature provides con-
siderable inforrnation on spacing distance between
spurs in feet or as a function of spur length (9rI4,
þ-]Jr!!r20 r.21.23.24126-29). Àctual- distances range
frorn 200 to 4r000 ft. The recommended spacing (S)
is from 1.5 to 6 Li where Li is the upÊtrean
projected spur length into thê flow, Flgure 2. The
spacing is, ín general, a function of the length of
the next upstrean spur. Spacing distance (S i)
equal to I.5 to 2 L is reconmended to obtain a well-
defined deeper channel for navigation and flooal con-
tro1. If these spacings are used, tlredlging to keep a
deep channel is decreased or eliminated. For pro-
tecting banks longer spacings are used (Si = 2 to 6
Li). with T-head spurs, the recom¡nended S¡ is from 3
to 4 Li for navigation channels. A 1918 report on
practice (241 gives S as a function of channel
width. fn this case S ranges from 0.75 to I W.

To base spacing on lêngth of spur is logical
because flurne and wind tunnel studies have shown
that the separation zone dordnstream of a vertlcal
barrier in the flow ranges from 7 to 11 tines the
barrier height. The dlistance betvreen spur€ (S) to
protect the banks of straight reaches, long radius
bends, or braided channels fro¡n eroslon may be 3 to
4 ti¡nes the upstream spur length. To obtain a rrell-
defined channel the spacings should be I.5 to 2
times the upstrean spur length. However, the spac-
ing should not be longer than 0.5 Èimes the meander
srave length of the strean.

If spurs are placed on the concave side of bends,
spacing may be 4 to 6 spur lengtbs. Their use here
is to move the high vefocity flow a¡ray fron the
bank. The spurs must be short (20 to 30 ft) to be
effective ând not disrupt the flon around the bend.
fn addltion the bank may need riprap, but the spur,
by decreasing the velocity, will decrease the size
of riprap needed. spurs placed on enbânkments across
streams may be 6 to 10 tirnes spur length or greater
if the velocity along the e¡nbankments is low. If
the velocity is high thê spacing should be fron 4 to
6L.
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Elevation of Spur

Height recommendations depencl on the purpose of the
spur, the arnounÈ of contraction of the flow, the
nagnitude and inportance of the overbank flow, and
possible ice proble¡ns (2Ir24r27-291. Related to the
elevation of the spur is whether it is levèlr slopes
up from a 1ow point on the streamwar¿l end to the
bankr or is set at the same elevation or stepped up
or stepped down in elevation going from the upstean
spur to the downstreân spur. In stepped down fields
the spurs ¿lecrease in elevation in the downstream
direction. The sloping crest spur gives a gradually
increasing flor¡ area as stage increases. This tlrl>e
of crest reduces high velocities for the higher
gtagesr helps force the flow into its low water
alignment nore effectively, and ¿loes not hold the
flow concentrated at one location over a large
change in stage. For these reasons' a sloping crest
is often preferred (19).

Laboratory studies by the U.S. Arny Corps of
Engineers (20't indlicated that for navÍgation pur-
poses the best spur system has leve1 individual
crests but each downstrea¡n spur is at a loe¡er eleva-
tion. Hoeever, sloping-crest spurs can be designed
to be as effective as level-crest spurs. To control
the navigation channel, level-crest spurs should be
placed normal to the flow or angled downstrean¡
whereas, sloping-crest spurs should be nor¡nal or
angled upstream.

The elevation of the crests on the lower Missis-
sippi is from 4 to 15 ft above lovr rdater elevation
(2L'24 rÞl . On the Colu¡nbia River elevations are
fro¡n I ft beloer bank level to one-half flood stage
elevation (28). These elevations appear adequate to
rnalntaln a navigable channel ín a rneandering river
systetn. When spurs are set ât elevations nhere they
are overtoppeil frequently, the top and downstrean
slope of the shank have to be riprapped, whích in-
creaseE their cost.

The L-headed spur nay be constructed with the
head at a lower elevation than the sten. Fenwick
(19) states that oit was found...thât littÌe benefit
sras ¿lerived from builcling tbe L-head above the ?rater
surface." This ¡nakes then a little less expensive.
He also states "L-heads are expensive so that addi-
tlonal testing and experience are needed to shoy¡
nhether their ¡nerits are sufficient to recommend
their general use in connection with channeL con-
traction. i

On braided channels or where side channels are
cut off by using spursr theír elevations are set at
bankfull stage. Also, ¡¡hen spurs are used for pro-
tecting banks theír elevation is bankfull stage or
Blightly higher to prevent the flow fron scouring
the bank. In these cases the crest may be sloping
to increase flow area, particularly at the large
dlscharges.

with aufeis the elevation of the spurs should be
higher than the expected elevation of the ice.
Otherwi6e the ice can build up and cause the stream
to flow over the top of the spur. The spurs rrould
no longer confine the flow to the channel, and dur-
ing the spring breakup the water could cut a new
channel through the ice. If the spurs were lower
than the aufeis elevation, the new channel could be
on the flood plain behind the spurs or on top of
then. In the first ínstance the spurs would no
longer be effective in ¡naintaining a channel¡ and in
the second the spurs woulil need riprap on the crown
and on both upstream and ¿lownstream sides. With
aufeis the spur crest could be level or sloping
depending on aufeis elevation and bank height. If
the outer'or streamward end were above the aufeis,
the crest could be level or sloping to the bank.
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ConstrucÈion lr{ater ials

l,laterials used to construct spurs nay be rock or
earth banks covered with rock (9 ,2L,23,29 ..30 ,Ð ¡

tlmber, steel, or concrete piJ.es (9,lQr20-22r24,29-
!À) ¡ trees (39); sand bags (3q) i autonobile bodies
(30); brownlow weeds (!!); brush 1I5,23.321 i Kelner
steeL jackst and so forth. They rnay be pervious or
impervious (L9.,20r2I,25r29r30r3Lr33). eerneability
of spurs ís a relatíve tern in that impervious
spurs, because of costr are not tnade watertight. A
study on the Apalachicola River (3$ indicated that
stone spurs were nore effective than píle spurs ín
river control for navigation. Typicâ1 details of
the spurs are shown in Figures 4-7.

The size of riprap for spurs of rock can be de-
termined by estirnating the velocity of flov, aLong,
across, and around the entl of the spur. several
methoals rnay be used to deternine the appropriate
size of stone to resist this velocity (9,28,33,34-
42') .

Cross Section (Crest width and Slope)

Typical cross sections of pile and stone spurs are
given in Figures 4 and 5. Data on cross secÈions
nay be found in numerous publicatíons (L7 r-!rjr2l,
23,24,28-32.341. Crest widths range fron 3 to 20 ft
and side slopes from 1:I.15 to 1:5. The top $rídth
of rock or rock-covered earth spurs is often con-
trolled by the eguipnent placlng them. A 3-ft width
is a minimum and larger widths are used to fâcili-
tate hauling and placing. Wínkley (21) states that
on the lower l¡lississippi River crown width for stÕne
placed by trucks is from 14 to 20 ft and a minimu¡n
5-ft crohrn is usecl for stone placed by barges. Side
slopes are slíghtly less than the angle of repose of
the nateriaL but can be deternined by the rnethod
described by Stevens and simons (39).

Scour

Scour nay be the result of constricted flow caused
by a bridge or spurs used to channelize the flow or
by local acceleration of the flow going around the
spur or abutment. The for¡ner is calledl general
scour and the latter local scour. Alsor a river
reach may be subjected to a long-terrn degra¿lation or
aggradation of the bed elevation. This long-tern
degrâdation. or aggradation at a bridge crossing or

1.5:l Typicol
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FIGURE 4 Typical stone or earth spur.
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FIGURE 5 Timber pile spur.
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FIGURE 6 Typical stone spur (34).
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FIGURE 7 Typical spur field layout using Kelner jacks.

highway encroachment nust be anticÍpated by study-
ing the morphology of the river and its morphologi-
cal changes over time. Otherwise foundation depths
of piers, abutnents, and spurs nay be inadeguate Íf
degradation occurs.

General scour at contractions occurs because as
the flow area becomês smaller than the norrnal
strean, the average velocity and bed shear stress
increase; hence stream po¡rer increases locally at
the contractÍon and more bed material is transported
through the contracted section than is transported
into the section. As the bed level ís 1owered, the
velocity decreases, shear stress decreases, and
equilibrium is restored when the transport rate of
sedirnent through the contracted section is equal to
the incorníng rate.

Laursen (:) developed Eguation 1 for general
scour at å contraction, where, in addition to chan-
nel flow, there is overbank flon into the côntracted
channel

yzlyt = (er6l1 lQ")[(W1/W2)6(2 
+ Ð/7(3 + r)]

[(n2ln')órlz(: 
+ 11 (l)

h¡here y2 is thè depth of the constriction and yI is
the normal upstream (uncontracted) depth, ec is the
approâch channel flow rate and e¡ is the contracted
channel flow rate, which is greater Èhan the ap-
proach channel flow by the anount of flor¡ on the
floodplain. The variable n is thè tltanning roughness
coeffÍcient, W is the channel width, and the expo-
nent f is given below.

v*J,
<0. 5

I
>2

f

oJ5
I
2.25

Here V*c is the shear velocity, /1'170, Ln the ap-
proach channel rdhere ro is the shear on the bed, o is
the !'rater density, and o is the fa1l velocity of the
bed naterial. When there is no overbank flow Ot = %.
There are other equations for qeneral scour at con-
structions such as Straubts (j!3).
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Local scour occurs in the bed of the channel
around embankments because of the åctions of the
accelerated flows and vorteÍ systems induced by the
obstructions to thê flow. Local scour occurs in
conjunction with or in the absence of general de-
gradation, aggradåtion, and scour due to con-
tractions.

The basic mechanism causing loca1 scour is the
vortex of fluid resulting fron the pileup of water
on the upstrean edge and subsequent acceleration of
flow around the nose of the spur. The action of the
vortex is to erode bed rnaterials away from the base
region. If the transport rate of sediment a$¡ay from
the local region is greater than the transport rate
into the region, a scour hole develops. As ilepth
increases, the strength of the vortex decreases, the
transport rate decreases, ancl equilibrium is re-
established and scouring ceases.

The depth of local scour varies with tine because
the sedirnent trânsported into the scour hole fro¡n
upstrean varies, depending upon the presence or
absence of dunes. The time reguired for dune notion
is ¡nuch longer than the time for local scouring
action. Thus, even s¡ith steady state conditions the
depth of scour is like1y to fluctuate with time when
there are dunes traveling on the channel bed: the
larger the dunes, the nore varíable the depth of the
scour hole. when the crest of a dune reaches the
local scour area, the scour hole will fill and the
scour depth wilt be decreased temporarily. When a
dune trough approaches, there will be less sediment
supply and the scour depth will increase. A rnean
scour depth between these oscillatíons is referred
to as equilibriun scour depth. It is not unconnon
(as deternined in laboratory tests) to find maximu¡n
depths to be 30 percent greater than equilibriun
scour depth. The ¿lepth that would be reached if no
sedirnent was transported "into the scour hole is the
tclear watern scour.

!{ost of the detailed studies of scour around
embank¡nents have been made in laboratories. There
are few case stu¿lies for scour at field installa-
tions. Àccording to the studies of Liu et aI. (44),
the equilibrium scour depth for local scour is ile-
ternined by

dordl = 1.1(L/(d)')0'a(Fr)0 33 Q)

where L is the spur length (measured norrnal to the
wall of a flune), d1 is upstrearn depth, ds is
depth of scour measurecl from nean streambed eleva-
tion, and Fl is the upstream Froude number tleter-
nined as

F1 = vqfu/gd1 (3)

The lateral extent of the scour hole can almost
alvrays be deternined from the depth of scour and the
natural angle of repose of the bed naterial.

Field data for scour at ernbankments for varÍous
size rivers are scarce, but data collected at rock
spurs on the Mississippi indicate that

d./d, = (4Fr)0 33 (4)

deternines the equÍlibrium scour depth. Thè data
are scarce primarily because eguilibrium depths \rere
not measured. Dunes as high as 20 to 30 ft move
down the Mississippi and their movement is slow
compared with the time required to forrn local scour
holes. Nevertheless, it is believed that these data
represent the li¡nit in scale for scour depths cotrì-
pared with laboratory data and provide a basis for
credible extrapolation of laboratory studíes Èo
field installations.
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ff L/dI > 25. then scour depth is independent
of L/d, and depends only on the Froude nutnber and
depth of flov¡. Àccordingly, it is reconmended that
EquatÍon 2 be applied for spurs with O < L/dt < 25
and Equation 4 be used for L/DI > 25. In applying
Equation 2 the spur length L is measured from the
high water line at the valley bank perpendicular to
the end of the spur.

It should be recalled that ¡naxi¡nun depth of scour
is âbout 30 percent greater than equilibrium scour
depth. The lateral extent of scour can be deter¡nined
fron the angle of repose of the material and scour
depth. If the spur is angled donnstream, the depth
of scour will be reduced because of the strearnlining
effect. Spurs that are angled upstream will have
deeper scour hoLes. The calculated scour depth
should be adjusted in accordance wíth the curve of
Figure 8r which is patterned after Ahnad (9r]3).
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FIGURE 9 Suggested gradation for riprap (þ).

be riprapped to protect it fron overtopping by the
design flooil.

Riprap should be placed on the upstrea¡n sicle of
the shank if it is nade of eroclible soil and it is
anticipated that flow will occur along it.

Riprap can be designed by using the Bureau of
Public Roads (371, U.S. Àrmy Corps of Engineers
(9Á), or stevens and Simons (!,$) rnethods. Quanti-
ties of riprap shoulõl be sufficient to allovt for
some rernovâI of rnaterial. If large-size rnaterial ls
not available, gabions (Idire baskets) are use¿l to
protect against scour.

Riprap gradation should follow a snooth, size-
itistrlbution curve such as that shown in Figure 9.
Riprap ¡nust be placed on the spur at its outer end
to protect it from the high velocity flow around
it. this riprap nust be carríecl around the sPur
nose in both the uPstream and doetnstrea¡n direction
until the predicted velocities on these side slopes
are less than critical for the base naterial forning
the spur. If it is probable that the spur will be
overtopped freguentlyr the top and downstrean slope
of the spur shank must be riprapped.

The thickness of riprap should be sufficient to
acco¡n¡nodate the largest stones in the riprap, and in
a well-graded riprap \dith no voids, that thickness
should be adequate. ff strong eave action is of
concern, however' the thickness should be increased
by 50 percent. Filters should be placed under the
stone unless the naterial forming the core of the
structure is coarse gravel or of such a mixture that
it forns a natural fitter. wo types of filters are
conrnonly useds gravel filters and plastic filter
cloths.

¡{hen gravel fitters are used, a layer or blanket
of wetl-graded gravel should be placeil over the
ènbanknent before placing the riprap. Sizes of
gravel in the filter blanket should be from 3/16 ín.
to an upper limit dePending on the grãdation of the
riprap; maxínun sízes woutd be about 3 to 3.5 ln.
Thickness of the filter may vary depending on the
riprap thickness but should not be less than 6 to 9

in. Filters that are one-half the thickness of the
riprap are guite sätisfactory. Suggêsted specifica-
tions for gradation are as follows:

D50(Filter),/D50(Base) < 40'

5 < D50(Filter),/D56(Base) < 40, and

Dt5(Filter)/Dg5(Base) < 5.

Plastic fitter cloths are beíng used with con-
sitterable success beneath riprap and other revetrnent
materials such as artículated concrete blocks. I'he
cloths are generally in 100-ft long rolls, 12 to 18

ft wide. The plastic is overlapped I to 12 in. with
pins at 2 to 3 ft intervals along the searn to pre-
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FIGURE B Scour reduction due to embankmenl
inclination (9).

'winkley Ql) states, rÀttenpts have been nade to
predict by analytical means the extent and depth Õf
the scour hole caused by a dike (spur), but there
have not yet been a sufficient nu¡nber of correla-
tíons to enable design to be based on such forecasts
with confidence. This hole seerns to scour to the
optirnun depth of the river.n

The scour depth calculate¿l from the above equa-
tions for wide braidecl rivers with many channels nay
not be the ¡naxinum. The naximum clepth of scour at a
spur may occur at flows much less than bankfuII.
For this case, depth Õf scour should be calculated
by determining the depth of flow for the largest
expected channel in the braided river. This depth is
transposed to the tip of the spur. This depth of
scour should be compared with the scour depth cal-
culated from the previous equations and the largest
scour depth used.

Scour is controllecl by placing a stone blanket
around the toe ât the outer edge. ?his blanket nust
have sufficient rock to arrnor plate the scour hole
after it forms. For scour that occurs when the
shank is overtopped, excess stone is put at the
downstream toe of the shank to armor plate any scour
hole that for¡ns.

It should be noted that most scour prediction
eguations are for santl bed strearns. fn gravel bed
streams the scour hole will be armored by selective
transport of the material forning the bed. Thus'
the blanket to control scour on spurs in gravel bed
streams need not be as thick or as large as for sand
bed streams.

Riprap

The nose of the spur rnust be riprapped. Also if the
shank is set lo¡rer than bankfull level, so that
overtopping will be frequent, its crest and down-
stream toe rnust be riprappeil. If the shank is con-
structed of gravel and cobbles, it nay not need to
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FIGURE l0 Typical guidebank (48).

vent sepâration. Care nust be exercised to prevent
damage lrhen placing riprap over the plastic cloth
filters. Experirnents and results with various cloth
filters yrerê reported by Calhoun, Conpton, and
Strohm (3å) in which specific manufacturers and
brand na¡nes are listed. Stones weighing as lnuch as
31000 lb have been plâced on pLasÈic filter cloths
with no apparent damage.

Filters can be placed under water by using sÈeel
rods as weights fastened along the edges. Additional
internediate weights assist in sinkíng the cloth in
place. The durâbility of fitter cloths has not yet
been established because they have been used only
since about 1967. Hoerever, inspections of test
installations indicate litt1e or no deterioration in
the few years that have elapsed.

DESTGN CONSIDER,ATTONS FOR GUIDEBANKS

cuidebanks have been used in many parts of the iorld
on both sand bed and gravel streams to guide the
flow of water through a bridge opening and to move
Èhe scour away from the abutnents (1r9r15,17,46-491.
Guidebanks are placed at the upstña-rn-enils_,-of -thebridge âbutrnents to guide the streatn through the
bridge opening. fn some situations they are also
placed on the do¡vnstrean sidê (see Figure l). Flow
dlsturbances, such as eddies and cross f1ow, will be
eliminated by properly constructed guidebanks and
the waterway under the bridge will be nore effi-
cient. They are also used to protect hlghway ap-
proach enbank¡nents and to re¿luce or eliminate local
scour at abutnents and adjacent piers. The effec-
tiveness of spur dikes is a function of rlver geom-
etry, quantity of flow on the floodplain¡ and slze
of bridge opening. À typical guidebank is shown in
Figure 10.

The reconmended shape of a spur dike is a quarter
ellipse with a major to minor axis ratio of 2.5.
The najor axis should be approximately parallel to
the ¡¡ain flow direction. For bridge crosgings nor¡nal
to the river, the major axis would be normaL to the
highnay enbankrnent. Eowever, for skewed crossings,
the spur dike should be at an angle to the enbank-
ment for the purpose of streamllning the ftow
through the bridge opening. An lllustration of spur
dikes for â skegred crossing is shown in Figure 11.

The length of-a spur dike, Ls, required depends
on guantity of flow on the floodplain, nidth of
bridge opening, and skewness of the híghway crosrs-
ing. shorter spur dikes rnay be used where floodptaln
flow is s¡naIl or scour potentlal is mlnor at piers
and enbanknent ends.
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highway crossing.

The principql factors to conEider in designinq
guidebanks åre whether they will be convergent or
parallel to the opening, plan shape, upstrea¡n ånd
downstream length, cross section, crest elevation,
scour, and riprap.

Convergent or ParaIIeI

Ànerl.can practice is to give guidebanks an elllptí-
cal forrn convergent to the cipening, whereas in
Paklstan and India guidebanks are straight and par-
allel to the opening hrith a curved section at thê
upstrean and doÐnstream ends. The form of the êl-
Iiptical guidebank ls given ln Figure 10, ând the
design ilirnensions as determined by Karaki (j!) are
given in Figure 12. f,tahrnood (personal co¡ru¡unication)
stated that parallel guidebanks straíghten the flon
nore effectively thân convergent ones. Straight
guidebanks probably do a better job of straightening
the flow, which could be lnportant if piers are
placed in the opening, and of reducing the attack on
the abutrnents. Elllptical guitlebanks rnove the scour
hoi.e furèher upstrean and donnstrean of the briclge
opening.

PLan Shape

The plan shape of the guidebanks depends on the t]¡pe
of channeL (meander or braided), dlrection of the
streamlines of the flow approaching the openlng, and
location of the crossing. Neill (I5) sumrnarfzes the
plan shape for guidebanks for bridge openlngs, Flg-
ure 13. In genêral, th.e designer should pick the
shape that best fits the streamlines of the flow ln
the channel. If the streanlínes are curvJ.ng, a
stralght guidebank on the concave side and a curved
guiclebank on the convex slde may be best. For short

N>),V
lnslruclions for Uso
l. Try Ls/L6
2.Colculole ds from

Seleclion Line
3. Colculole Ws
4. Determine Q"/Qf

lf nol Solisfoclory,
Try Anolhor Voluà of
Ls/Lo ond Repeol
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L Qf = Q"+qç.
2. This Chort Applies

lo Spill Through
Abulm€nlso.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 0.7 08

Scour W¡dth Rolio W¡/L¡

FIGURE 12 Guidebank design procedure (48).
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Richardson and Sirnons

GU = 0.75 to I Wr
GD = 0.25 Wl
GU+GD<150I
GU+GD=WI
GU=lto1.1W'
cD = 0.1 to 0.2 Wr
GU = 1.25 to 1.5 Wl
GU = 0.75 wl

"Th"r" u." uu".ug" ualues; slopes may be much steeper locally.

guídebanks the ellipse of Karaki (:!t) can be used.
The radlus of curvature for the curved portion at
the upstream end of straight guidebanks is given in
Table 1 (I7).

Upstrearn and Downstrea¡n Length

The upstream and downstrearn lengths for straight
guidebanks are as follows:

191

t2

2s0 300
310 375
360 425
430 510
425 550
s50 650
590 67s
725 825
700 800
900 1,000

350 400
440 500
490 550
590 6'70
625 700
'7 50 850
760 850
925 I,020
900 I ,000

1,100 1,200

Other Factors

The remaíning factors tô consider in designing
gui¿lebanks (cross section, crest elevation, scour,
and riprap) are similar to those for spurs with two
exceptions.

1. The crest elevation should be I ft higher
than the elevation of the design flood taking into
consideration the effect of the contraction of the
flow; this is because the ¿lesígn flow should not
overtop the guidebank.

2. For elliptical guidebanks, the ¿lepth of scour
is given in the design procedure shorvn in Figure
L2. For straight guidebanks the design considera-
tions are the same as for spurs.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Spurs and guidebanks are effective rnethods of
protecting bridge abutÍìents from scour, naintaining
and inproving the alignment of a strea¡n, stabilízing
and maintaining a strean in a given location, and
inproving the hyilraulic characteristics of a bridge
opening to increase its flow-passing ability and to
decrease scour.

2. Spurs can provide a narroyr, more consistent
channel for braided channels wíth zexo or small
angle of attack of the flow on the pier and abut-
mentsi this decreases cosÈ. For a meandering chan-
nel-r spurs can stabilize a longer reach of river and
prevent neander loops from moving down and eroding
the abutnenÈs or approach e¡nbankments.

3. Spurs rnay ilecrease the cost of protecting
banks by elinínating or clecreasing the anount of

ùlúg-*fiåh,o,n
r- tìt --

tw-Ê-lÄ-lrw
o)

Lèngth and plan shape of
guìdebanks: (a) suggested'length of guidebanks jn shjftjnq
alluvial rivers; (b) straight,
parallel guide banks tendinq to
cause formation of a shoal on one
sjde (an e1ìipticaì shape is
preferablê on the inner bank
here); (c) combination of
strailtri án¿ curvà¿ ¡ànis on c)
a chrmel bcnd.

FïGURE l3 Guidebank plan (15).

TABLE I Radius of Curvature for the Curved Portion at the Upstream
End of Straight Guidebanks

Radius of Curvature (fti

Probable Maximum
Sand Abnormal Scour
Classification Below Bed Level (ft)

Fall per Mile of River (in.)a

t8

Very coarse

Coarse

Medium

Fine

Very fine

Unde¡ 20
Over 20
Under 30
Over 30
Under 40
Over 40
Unde¡ 50
Over 50
Under 60
Over 60

200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
600
800

Reference
2

6, 29
32
24

6
6
6

29

In general, the lengths are given as a function of
Itlr, the v¡idth of the openlng. This width ís estab-
lished by determining the desired opening for the
design flow taking into account scour. fn determin-
ing the opening r{ridth, locaL scour caused by a ).ow
flow meanderíng in too large an openlng must be
consídereil.

The diagram in Fígure 11 can be used to design
and select the length for an elliptical guidebank.
It is not necessary that both guidebanks on the
upstrean side be the same length. For sone flow
conditions a short curved guidebank on one side and
a long straight bank on the other may be the best
solution.
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riprap needed to protect banks on river crossings or
encroachrnents.

4. Guldebanks provide a nore efficent (less
headloss) flon of y¡ater through a brídge opening.
They also ¿lecrease scour depth and nove the scour
energy away fron the abutments.

5. In the ilesign of spurs and guialebanksr the
following must be considered: strea¡n forrn, angle of
the structure to the bankr shape and form, length,
spacing between spurs, construction naterials, rip-
rap design, crest elevation, top width and cross
section, and scour.
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Design Guidelines for Spur-Type Flow-Control Structures

SCOTT A. BROWN

ÀBSTRACT

A study investigating the applicability and
design of spur-type flow-control and strea¡n-
bank stabilizaÈion structures has been con-
ilucteil to estâbLish design guidelines for
the use of spurs. The study was conducted
jointLy by the Sutron Corporation anil the
Pennsylvania State University for FHWA. The
findings and recommendations are presented,
and reco¡nmendations for the general applica-
tion of spur-tl¡pe flo¡+-control structures
are given in rel-ation to the function of the
spurr the erosion mechanis¡ns that are coun-
teretl by spurs, the environmental conditions
best suited for the use of spurs, and poten-
tial negative irnpacts produced by spurs. Àn
introduction to the nost connon types of
spurs is given, and ilesígn guidelines for
establishíng spur permeability, the requlred
extent of protection, spur length, spur
spacing, spur orientation, and spur height
are presented. Àn example outlining a rec-
ommended procedure for establishing the geo-
rnetric layout of spurs wiÈhin a spur scheme
is presented also.

Spurs are defined as permeable or inpermeable linear
structures that project into a channel to alter flo$¡
direction, induce deposition, or reduce flow veloci-
ties along a channel bank. Spurs can be classifíed
as perneable or imperrneablêt they can be classified

further by function as retaralance structures, re-
tårdance-diverter structuresr and illverter struc-
tures. Retardance and retardance-diverter struc-
tures are perneable; dlverter structures are
impermeable. Retardance spurs are designed to re-
duce the flow velocity in the vicinity of the bank
as a means of protecting the channel bank. Retar-
dance-diverter structures retard the floe, along the
chânnel bankr but they also deflect flow currents
away fron the bank. Diverter spurs, on the other
hand, function by diverting the prirnary flow cur-
rents away fro¡¡ the channel bank. Design guidellnes
prirnarily for retardance-iliverter anil diverter spurs
are dealt wÍth in this pâper.

fn the past, Ilttle guidance has been available
for the design of spur-type structures. Few design
guidelines have been available; those that are
available are linited in scope and generally inac-
cessíble to highway design engineers. The dlesign of
thêse structures has been based primarily on the de-
signerrs experience and nurnerous rules of thunb.
Although actual field design experience is lndís-
pensabLe when flo¡r-control structures are dlesignetl,
many highway desígn engineers have only timitedl ex-
perience in this field, lndlicating a need for some
design guidance. A study was sponsored by FEwÀ to
aaldress this need.

The FHWA study included considerations of the
overall applicability of spur-type fLow-control and
streâm-bank stabilization structures, the applicabil-
ity and attributes of individual spur types, cri-
teriâ for the selection of a specific spur t1rpe, and
guidelines for the design of spurs. Guidelines for
the actual deslgn of spur systems are covered in
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this paper. cuidelines for establishing spur per-
neability, the requiretl extent or upstrearn and dlown-
strean limits of protectlon, spur Length, spur spac-
ing, spur orientation, spur height, apur crest
profile, and spur tip or head shape, and for nain-
tainlng channel-bed and bank contact are lncludled.
Àn exatnple outlining the procedure for establlshlng
the geometric layout of spurs withín a spur schene
is also lncluded. Applicability and spur-tlr¡>e se-
lectlon guldelines are covered 1n a report by FnWA
(1).

The design guidellnes presented here are based on
a thorough literature review, extenslve revievr and
evaluation of spur field installations, numerous
personal contacts with deslgn êngineers activeLy ln-
volved in designing flow-control structures, and a
Iaboratory study designed to evaluate critical spur
design para¡neters (2). The folloÌring sulntnary of the
major design recon¡nendatlons presented in the FHWA
report is organized by design cornponent for easy
reference.

PER!,IEABIIJITY

For retardance-díverter structures, a variety of
spur perneabilities can be and have been tlesigned.
The various levels of spur permeability are t]t)i-
cally obtained by using different densities of wood
slats or wíre ¡¡esh attached to the support struc-
tures. Sample design details of spurs of various
perneabilitles are given in the FHWÀ reporÈ (1). As
referred to here, spur permeabifity is defined as
the percentage of the spurrs surface that is open or
unobstructed. In environnents where it can be rea-
sonably assuned thaÈ the permeable structure will
not clog .Irlth floating debris or other material, the
deterninatlon of a pârticular spurrs perneability
requires only computation of the unobstructed floyt
area within the structure. In nost environnents,
however¡ the spurrs effective permeability will be
reduced as floating debris clogs the face of the
spur. An estinate of the amount of spur clogging
that will occur must be considered in the cornputa-
tion of a given spur per¡neabllity.

The tnagnitude of spur permeability appropriate
for a given flord-control or channel-bank stabiliza-
tion application is inversely proportional to the
nagnitude of flow retâralânce required, the level of
flow control tlesired, or the channeL-bend radius.
In all cases, the qreater the nagnitude of the vari-
able, the lesser the ¿legree of spur permeâblIity.
Ylhere lt is necessary to provide a signiflcant re-
duction in flow velocity or a high level of flow
control or where the structure is being used on a
sharp bend, the spurrs perrneability should not ex-
ceed 35 percent. Where it is necessary to provide a
rnoderate reduction in flow velocity or a rnoderate
level of flow control or where the structure is be-
ing used on a mlld to rnoderate channel bendr spurs
with permeabilities up to 50 percent can be used.
In environrnents where only a mild redluction in ve-
locity is required, where bank stabilization vtithout
a significant amount of flott control is necessary,
or ¡rhere there are mildly curving to straight chan-
neI reaches, spurs having effective permeabillties
up to 80 percent can be usêd. Ho\dever, these high
degrees of permeability are not reconìmen¿led unless
experience has shown thên to be effective in a par-
tlcular environ¡nent.

Recent laboratory studies Q) have provided addi-
tional insight into how various spur pertneabilities
affect spur behavior. The following is a surnmary of
the findings fron the FH$IA laboratory investigation
relating to spur PermeabilitY:

I. The greater the spur Permeabllity, the less
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severe the scour pattern downstream of the spur
tip. AE spur permeabillty increases¡ the magnltu¿le
of scour downstrêarn of the spur dlecreaEes sllghtly
in size but nore signiflcantly in depth.

2. The vertical structural ¡nembers of per!îeabLe
spurs should be roundl or streanlined to ¡ninf¡nfze
local scour effects.

3. The greater the spur permeabillty, the lower
the nagnitude of flon concentration at the spur tip.

4. If ninimlzing the magnitude of flow tleflec-
tion and flow concentration at the spur tip is i¡n-
portant to a particular spur design, ä spur with a
pertneability greater than 35 percent shoulil be used.

5. The more permeable the spur, the shorter the
length of channel bank protected ¿lownstreåtn of the
spurrs riverward tip.

6. Spurs with perneâbilitles up to approximately
35 percent protect alrnost the sa¡ne length of channel
bank as do inperneablê spurst spurs having permea-
bilities greater than approxi¡nately 35 percent pro-
tect shorter lengths of channel bank, anal this
length decreases with Íncreaslng spur perneability.

7. Because of the increased potential for ero-
sion of the channel bank in the viciníty of the spur
root and inmediaÈely downstrearn Ìrhen the flon stage
exceeds the crest of imperneable spurs, it is recom-
¡nended that inperneable spurs not be used along
channel banks conposed of hiqhly erodible naterial
unless neasures are taken t9 protecq the channel
bank in this region.

GEOPIETRY

The geometry of a spur systen is rnade up of several
cornponents that, when comblned, produce the spur
systernrs geonetric.forn. These components lnclude
the longitudinal extent of the spur systêtn and¡ the
length' spacing, and orientatlon of indiviclual
spurs. The longituilinal extent of the spur system
clescribes the length of channeL bank that is to be
protectedt the length, spacing, and orientation of
indiviilual spurs are self-explanatory. In this sec-
tion, there yrill be a brief discussion of each co¡n-
ponent Eeparately and then they wilL be considered
together to provide criteria for delineating an ap-
propriâte spur geo¡netry.

Extent of Bank Protection

The extent of channel-bank protectlon required on a
ty¡rical erodlng channel bend has been ínvestigated
by several researchers, including Parsons (3),
Apnann (!), and the U.S. Arny Corps of Engineers
(5). Theae investígators as f{el-I as others have
found that a coruþn mistake in strearnbank protection
is to provide protection too far upstream and not
far enough dor¡nstrea¡n.

Crlteria for estâblishing the extent of channel-
bank protection have been developed by Èhe U.S. Arny
Corps of Engineers (5) in a series of model stud-
ies. Fron these studies, it was concluded that the
rninimun distances for extension of protection arê an
upstream distânce of I.0 channel width ãnd a donn-
stream distance of L.5 channel widths fron coEre-
sponding reference lines as shown l-n Figure 1. A
si¡nílar criterion for establishlng the upstrearn
limit of protectlon was found by FHVIA (!) i however,
a dolrnstreâ¡n Il¡nit of I.1 times the channel wldth
was found. The FHWÀ study was not, hoeever, as ex-
tensive in this respect as tbat of the Corps of En-
g ineers.

These crlteria are based on analysfs of flon con-
ditions in sl4nmêtric channel benda under ldeal Iab-
oratory conditions. Real-world conditions are
råre1y as sinple. In actuality, nany sitê-speciflc
factors have a bearing on the actual length of bånk
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FIGURE I Extent of protectionrequiredaroundachannel
bend @).

that should be protectedl. A ilêsigner will find the
above criteria clifficult to apply on rnildly curving
bends or on channels having irregular, nons!¡mmetric
bends. Also, other channel controls (such as a
bridge abut¡nent) might already be producíng a sta-
bilizing effect on the bend so that only a part of
the channel bend would neecl to be stabilized. fn
addition, the nagnitude or nature of the flow event
night cause erosion problems only in a localized
portion of the bend, again requiring that only a
short channel length be stabilized. Thêrefore, the
foregoing criteria should be used only as a starting
point. From here, a¿lditional analyses of site-spe-
cific factors should be conducted, includlng field
reconnaissance, evaluation of flow trâces for vari-
ous flow conditions, and review of flow and erosion
forces for various flow-staþe conditions. Informa-
tion frorn these analyses should then be combined
with personal judgnent and a knowledge of Èhe fl-oh'
processes occurring at the local site to establ.ish
the appropriate limits of protection.

Spur Length

spur length as referredl to here is the projected
Iength of the spur perpendicular to the main fLow
dlrectiont lt is reported as a percentage of the
chännel width at bank-full stage. Both the pro-
jected spur length and the channel witlth used in
these computations reflect lengths rneasured fron the
desired channel-bank line. On channels having
snooth, regular bank lines these lengths are rnea-
sured from the actual bank. When the spurs are be-
lng used to shift the channel to a ne}¡ location or
provlde a new s¡nooth alignnent along channel banks
that have been severely eroded, the actual spur pro-
jected length anil the channel width should be nea-
sured fro¡n the ilesire¿l bank llne ãnd not the actual
bank line. In these cases, the actual spur pro-
jected length wilI be longer than the projected
lengths to be recommended here. Àctual spur lengths
may vary within a spur scheme to provide a srnooth
flow alignnent.

The appropriate length of spurs within a bank-
stabilization scheme is dependenÈ on the spurrs be-
havior in the particular environment as well as the
desired flow alignnent (as discussed earlfer). The
behavior of specÍfic spur types eras investigated
during the recent laboratory studies coni¡ucte¿l by
FHWA l2l. The follovring sunrnary of the findings
from the FHWA laboratory studies indicates that as
spur length is increased,

1. The scour depth at the spur tlp increases,
2. The rnagnitude of flow concentratlon at the

spur tip increases,
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3. The severity of flon deflection increases, ancl
4. rhe length of channel bank protected in-

c reases.

The following general recomnendations are given
regarding spur length:

1. The projected length of inperrneable spurs
should be helcl to less than 15 percent of the chan-
nel width at bank-full stage.

2. Thê projectetl length of perneable sPurs
shoul¿l be held to Ìess than 25 percent of the chan-
nel width. However, this criterion dePends on the
rnâgnitucle of the spurrs permeability. Spurs having
perrneabilities less than 35 percent should be lim-
Iteil to Þrojèctêil 1êngths ño-t to ê'(cêed ls-Fêacênt
of the channelts flow wldth. Spurs having per¡nea-
bilities of 80 percent can have Projected lengths up
Èo 25 percent of the channelrs bank-full flow
width. Betseen these teto litnits, a linear rela-
tionship bete¡een the spur perrneability anil spur
Iength should be used.

Spur Spacing

Typica1ly' spur spacing has been related to spur
length by a spacing factor, which is the ratio of a
spurrs spacing to its projected length. Based on
this criterion, spur spacing is a function of the
spurrs length only. Based on the FHWA laboratory
study (2), however, it was found that spur spacing
is also dependent on the spurrs orientâtion, its
permeability, the channel bendrs ilegree of curva-
ture, and the direction and orientation of the chan-
nelrs flow thalweg. Each of these factors ls an
integral part of a netho¿l for establtshing spur' sys-
tem geometry, whích will be presented later. The
spacing criterion presentêd is based on the projec-
tion of a tangent to the flow thalweg off the spur
tip.

In addition, the following connents can be made
regarding the lnpact that various spur spacings have
on flow patterns in channel bends:

I. Reducing the spacing between individual spurs
below the minimum required to prevent bank erosion
bett{een the spurs results in a reduction of the rnag-
nitude of flow concentration and local scour at the
spur tip and

2. Realucing the spacing betvreen spurs in a bank
stabilization schene causes the flow thalweg to sta-
bilize farther from the concave bank tonard the cen-
ter of the channel.

Spur Angle and Orientation

The prinary criterion for establishing an appropri-
âte orientation for the spurs within a given spur
scheme is to provide a scheme that efficiently and
economically guides the flow through the channel
bend and at the same tine protects the channel bank
and nininizes the adverse inpacts on the channel
systen. ueeting these criteria requires considera-
tion of how vârious spur angles influence flow pat-
terns around individual spurs, flow concentration at
the spur tip, scour dlepths at and just downstream of
the spur tip, the length of channel bank protected
by individual spurs, and flow deflection.

The follohring list describes how the foregoing
criteria are affecteal by a spurrs orientation:

I. Spurs angled downstrean produce a less severe
constriction of flows than those angled upstrean or
nor¡nal to the flow.

2. The greater an individual spurrs angle in the
doÌ{nstrearn direction, the less the flo}r concentra-
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tion and local scour at the spur tip. Also, the
greater the angle, the less severe the flow deflec-
tlon toward the opposite channel bank.

3. fmpermeable spurs create a greater change in
Iocal scour depth and flow concentration over a
given range of spur angles than do permeable spurs.
This indicates that impermeable spurs are nuch rnore
sensltive to these para¡neters than permeable spurs.

4. Spur orientation does not in itself result in
a change in the length of channel bank protected for
a spur of given projected length. It is the greater
spur length parallel to the channel bank associated
with spurs oriented at steeper angles that results
in the greater length of protection.

5. The smaller the spur angle, the greater the
nagnitude of flow control as represente¿l by a
greater shift of the flow thalweg away from the eon-
cave (outside) channel bank.

It is recommended that spurs within a retardance-
¿liverter or diverter spur schene be set so that the
spur that is farthest upstream is approxinately 150
degrees to the nain flow current at the spur tip and
subsequent spurs are at incrementalty snaller angles
apProachíng a minimum angle of 90 degrees at the
do¡rnstrean end of the scherne. The nethod of estab-
lishing the spur angle and orientation presented in
the geornetric design exampLe in the next section
should be used to set the orÍentatíon of individual
spurs within a spur schene.

Geo¡netric Design Exänple

A step-by-step approach for establishing the geo-
metric layout of a retardance-diverter or díverter
spur scheme fo1lows. This method is deslgned to
provide an optimal geometric layout. Figure 2 shows
a meandering channel that has encroached on a bridge
abutnent. The objective in this situation is to es-
tablish the bank tíne that exísted before the ero-
sion shown. Also, because of severity or sharpness
of the channel bend and the need for a positive flow
deflection, an impermeable spur scheme will be de-
signed. The steps in the procedure are as follows:

Step 1: establish the linits of the flow-control
and bank stabilization schene,
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Step 2: set the desired fiow alignrnent an¿l maxi-
num flow constriction,

Step 3: esti¡nate the flow thalwegs through Èhe
bend,

Step 4: Iocate and orient spur I,
Step 5: locate spur 2,
Step 6! orient spur 2, and
Step 7: locate and orient subseguent spurs.

Setting Limits of Protection

In Figure 3 the procedure used to set the limits of
the flow-control sche¡ne is shown. First, the eroded
bank area is defined. Delineation of this area can
be deterrnined from field surveys. It is irnportant
that the design engineer visit the site, not only to
establish the lirnits of the eroded area but âlso to
become fa¡niliar with flow conditions at the site.

Next the ¡nininum limits of protection are estab-
Iished. Às illustrated, a distance of 1.5 times the
channel width is ¡neasured downstrearn of the down-
stream li¡nlt of curvature of the bend to locate the
¡nlni¡num downstream 1l¡nit of protection. However,
because the bridge abutnent itself has acted as a
channel control, the downstrean li¡nit of protection
can be set at the upstream side of the abutment.

the upstream linit of flon control or bank pro-
tection is set by neasurÍng a distance equal to one
channel width upstrean of the upstrean reference
line, which is set by projectlng a tangent to the
convex channel bank just upstreatn of the beginning
of curvature for the bend. In this case, however,
bank erosion was observed upstrean of this 1inít.
Therefore, the upstreâ¡n lirnit of protection was set
upstream of the point of observed erosion.

Setting !4axinurî Flord Constriction

The object here is to shift the channel-flow align-
ment to that which existed before the bank erosion.
This desired flow alignrnent was shown in Figure 2.
The dâshed line in Figure 4 represents a 10 percent
constriction of the channel wiclth, which is beinq
used to establish the length of individual spurs. A
10 percent constriction was selected here to ¡nini-
rnize local scour and fLow concentration at the spur
tip. Limiting the flow constriction to 10 percenÈ

FIGURE 2 Channel bend showing eroded area, desired flow alignment, and deposited
sandbar.
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FIGURE 3 Setting the limits of protection.

FIGURE 4 Setting maximum flow constriction.

also minínizes the chance that spurs will deflect
currents into the opposite channel bank.

Estinating Flow Thalwegs Through Bend

The ¿lesign criteriâ for spur spacíng and oríentation
rely on a prediction of the location of the channel
flow thalweg for various flow conditions. A general
knowledge of flow patterns in channel bends and how
these flow patterns change with varying stages of
discharge is required to estâblish appropriate flow
thalweg locatíons. Discussions of this nature are
beyond the scope of this paper. Sketching three
thahreg locations corresponding to Iow, neilium, and
high channêl flow con¿litions will usually provide
sufficient definition. Figure 5 shows these three
thalweg locations for the sample conditions. À
thorough kno\ù1edge of flow in natural channel bends
ís requiretl for accurate estination of these thalvreg
Iocations.

t97

Location and Oríentation of Spur I

Figure 6 shows thê procedure useil to locate and orl-
ent the first spurr the one that is farthest up-
stream. First the bend radius line R1 is drawn fro¡n
the center of curvature of the ben¿l through the
point liniting the upstream protection as defined in
step 1. Next, â flow tangent to the esti¡nated flow
stream line at the spur tip is drawn. Typically,
the low-flow thalweg location should be used, be-
cause it will generally follow the desired flow
alignment. Such a flo\r tangent is shown in Figure 6

as line AA. The flow tangent is then shifted along
the radius line Rl until the l0 percent flow con-
sÈriction line is reached (see line A'At). The spur
angle Õf 150 degrees is then turned in an upstream
direction- (cloekwise) fro¡n Line A'Ar to establish
the line BB, which is parallel to the desíred spur
orientation through the constricted-width line where
it intersects the raclius line (Rl). The line BrB'

l
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FIGURE 6 l,ocation and orientation of first spur,

is then drawn through the point ilefining the up-
strearn Ii¡nit of protection (spur location point)
parallel to line BB. This line defines the location
of the centerline of the spur. The spur Ìength is
then set between the eroded bank line and the 10
percent flow-cof¡striction 1ine.
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Location of Spur 2

The approach to locating the second spur is shown ln
Figure 7. This approach wilt be used to locate each
subseguent spur. First another radius line, R2 in
Figure 7, is drawn through the tip of the previous
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FIGURE 7 l-ocation of second spur.

spur. The location of the next ¿lownstrearn spur de-
pends on the orlentation of a tangent to the channel
thalweg where it intersects line R2. Howeverr three
flow thalyreg lines have been sketched representing
different flow conditions. The appropriate flolt
thalweg is that which intersects line R2 at one
quarter of the channel width from the flow-constric-
tion line. Line AÀ in Figure 7 illustrates the tan-
gent drawn to the quarter-point thal\deg curvature
off the tip of spur l. Line AA is then slid along
line R2 to the tip of spur l, as indicated by J.ine
A'4t. From line ArAr, an expansion angle of 17 de-
grees (as deternine¿l for impermeable spurs at 10
percent constriction) is turned tordard the concave
bank line (counterclockwise). The location of the
next dovnstream spur is defined by the point at
erhich the rotateal line intersects the line of maxi-
rnu¡n flo¡¡ encroachment. This point ís indicateal by
an asterisk in Figure 7.

Orientation of Spur 2

setting the orientation of spur 2 and each subse-
quent spur ls the same as the procedure for orient-
ing spur 1. As shown in Figure 8, the first step is
to dra$r a radius line (R3) through the spur location
point (asÈerisk). Next a flow tangent to the esti-
mated flon strean line at the spur tip is tlrawn
(Iine eA as discussed in step 4). tine ÀA is
shifted along line R3 to the típ of the spur (see
line AiÀ'). The spur angle of 140 degrees is then
turned in an upstream directíon from line ArAi to
establish the line BB. The line BrBr is then drawn
through the spur location point. Line BrBr defines
the centerline of spur 2. The spur length is then
set betv¡een the erodecl bank line and the 10 percent
f lolr-constriction 1ine.

Locätion and orlentation of Subsequent Spurs

steps 5 and 6 are repeated untll the downstreâm

ti¡nit of protection is reachetl. Figure 9 shows the
final geometry developeil in this ¡nanner.

Several additional comments'can be na¿le about the
example just presented. The spur angles used when
setting out the sarnple spur scheme are shown in Fig-
ure 9. Note that the spur angles decrease fron 150
degrees to 120 degrees and then re¡nain constant.
This was done to provide a more efficient flow path
through the channel bend. This exanple docunents a

relatively sharp bend requiring naximum flow effi-
ciency. For this reason the spurs were not anglecl
more steeply. The magnitude of this liniting spur
angle should be set based on conditions particular
to each site.

AIso, note the alogleg in the next-to-the-1ast
spur. The dogleg was designed into this spur to
minimize its total length and thus its cost. This
leg of the spur is not affected by channel flows be-
cause ít is inside the maximum flovt encroachtnent
tine. Doglegs such as this can be designed where
they will provide an econonic ailvantage without af-
fec.ting the stabilization schene. It is al-so inter-
esting to note the relative spacing of the spurs:
those on the downstream half of the bend are closer
togetherr which provides a ¡nore positive control of
flow in this region (1r2).

SPUR HEIGHT

The height to \rhich spurs shoul¿l be constructed is
primarily a function of the height of channel bank
to be protected. Factors that influence the appro-
priate height of bank protection are as follows:

1. The nechanisn causing the erosion,
2. The existing channel-bank height'
3. The design flow stager and
4. The flow stage at which significant debris

loads bècone a problem.

¡{ith .these factors in rníndr the following reco¡runen-
dations are made for establíshing the height of spur
systems:

.-_+___-_=\ì _

--:,:'i----ì:-'.
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FIGURE B Orientation of spur 2.

FIGURE 9 Final spur scheme geometry.

1. The spur height should be sufficient to pro-
tect the regions of the channel bank affêcted by the
erosion processes active at the particular síte.

2. If the design flow stage is lower than the
channel-bank height, spurs shoul¿l be designed to a
heighÈ no nore than 3 ft lower than the design flow
stage.

3. If the ilesign flosr stage is higher than the
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channel-bank heighÈ, spurs shoulil be alesigned to
bank height.

4. Permeable spurs should be designed to a
height that wí1I pernít the passage of heavy debris
over the spur crest Ì¡ithout causing sÈructural
damage.

5. lrlhen possible, irnpermeable spurs shoutd be
designecl to be submerged approxi¡nately 3 ft under
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their worst design flow condition, thus minimizing
the impacts of local scour and flov, concentration at
the spur tip and the rnagnitude of flord deflection.

SPUR-CREST PROFILE

The following recom¡nendations are ¡nade for spur-
crest profile:

l. Permeable spurs should be designed with level
crests unless bank height or other'special condi-
tions dictate the use of a sloping crest design.

2. Inpermeable spurs should be designed with a
slight drop toward the spur head' thus allowing dif-
ferent anounts Õf ftoet constriction with stage (par-
ticularly important in narrow-width channels) and
the accommodation of changes in meander Èrace with
s tage.

CHÀNNEL-BED AND CHANNEL-BANK CONTACT

Careful consideration ¡nust be given to designing a

spur that will ¡naintain contact wíth the channel bedl

anil channel bank so that it witl not be under¡nÍned
or outflanked. MeÈhods for protecting against
structure undernining include

1. Providing a rock toe at the base of the
structure t

2. Driving vertical support me¡nbers to a alepth
greater than anticipated scour depths'

3. Extencling the structurers face naterial to a
depth greater than ânticipateil scour depths, and

4. Designing the structure so that it can be
flexible in the vertical direction and thus maintain
bed contact.

To protect against outflankingr the structure should
be ilesigned with a root structure that extends for a

distance into the channel bank.

SPUR.HF:AD FORM

Nunerous design shapes have been suggested for the
head or riverward tip of the spur: straiqht,
T-head' L-head, wing' hockyr inverted hockyr and so

20L

on. Howeverr a simple straight spur-hea¿l forn is
recom¡nended. The only additional reco¡nmendation is
that the spur tip be as snooth and rounfleil as possi-
b1e. Srnoothr well-rounded spur tips help mininize
local scour and flow velocities at the spur tip.
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Comparison of Prediction Equations for
Bridge Pier and Abutment Scour

J. STERLING JONES

ABSTRACT

There are at Least 10 prediction equations
for bridge pier scour, and designers are
often at a loss over which one to use. There
are only three or four prediction eguations
for abutnent scour, but these have not been
highly publicized. The pier scour equations
faLl into three basic categories: those of
the University of lowa, those of the
Colorado State University, and those based
on foreign literature. The sinilarities
anong the pier scour eguations and the range
of ¿lata on whích they are based are shôvrn.
FHI{A sponsored several studies during the
1970s aimed primarily at comparing field
data with the various equations to show
which ones best predícted local scour for
U.S. streams. These studies Írere sonewhat
inconclusive because of the rnany inter-
related variables in the scour process, but
they do show which equations are conserva-
tive and whÍch are not.

Scour is the term used to describe erosion phenonena
that involve unified flow patterns such âs those at
bridge piers, abutments, and outlet structures.
Scour damage to highway structures has been esti-
mated to be as high as S20 rnillion per year G).
Years of research have been alevote¿l to resolving the
problen of scour at brÍdges; yet in spite of the
magnitude of Èhe damages attributed to scour, FHWA
has never published an engineeríng circular bringing
together the literature and giving guidance on hovt
to account for scour at bri¿lges. Lacking an en-
gineering circuLar on the subject of bridge scour,
there appears to be no better forum than â nationaL
conference among leading bridge engineers to reflect
the knowledge that has been gained on this pertinent
topic.

In a general sense, scour as defined by ASCE in
Manuals 43 12) and 54 (f) is the erosive action of
running water in streams that excavates and carries
away rnaterial fro¡n stream beds and banks. ltany
highway engineers rel-ate to this definition and
identify alI stream erosion as scour. A preferred
definition restricts the term to vertical stream
erosion 1415), thus distínguishing stream-bed ero-
sion from lateral stream nigration.

For the purposes of this paper it is useful to
look at the components of scour and to focus on
those cornponents that are primarily related to
bridges. The cotnponents are as follows:

I. Local pier scour,
2. Contraction scour,
3. tocal abutrnent scour, and
4. ceneral aggradation and degradation.

Although â11 these co¡nponents may occur simultane-
ously and are probably interrelated in a field sit-

uation, they have been studied separately ând neeal
to be predicted inclependently in a design situation.

The tno conponents of prinary interest are pier
and abutnent scour because they are direct conse-
guences of bridge obstructions to waler flon and afe
therefore the primary responsibility of highway
agencies. Aggradation and degradation are often the
predoninant components of scour but usually âre
site-specific phenornena associated with a streamrs
reaction to meander cutoffs, effective slope
changes, downstream rnining, reservoirs, and so on.
Àggradation ancl degradation are probabty best pre-
dicted by a sedinent transport nodet such as the
Corps of Engineers HEC-6 (617), the Chang nodel (7),
or the Si¡nons-Li nodel Q). Contraction scour mây
occur naturally because of narrowing of the flood-
plain or may be bridge related because of the en-
croachment on the floodplain by e¡nbanknents. Abut-
ment scour is a concentrated part of contraction
scour that can be accountecl for by empírically clis-
tributing the scour Ín a waterway opening.

NCHRP SYNTHESIS ON SCOUR AT BRIDGE WATERWAYS

In 1969 a synthesis of available 1Íterature and
practices for dealing with scour at bridge watersrays
was made by the Eighway Research Board. More than
100 orqanizations, including highway agencies, to11
road agencíes, consultants, railroad conpanies, and
government agencies, were surveyecl.

The synthesÍs report G) cited 12 bridge píer
scour prediction equations, but in the díscussion of
the prediction equations it yras concludeil that it
was (5, p. 14) "quite impossible to build a feeling
of confidence in any prediction methodn because of a
lack of field measurements with which to compare the
predictions. The only guidance given for selecting
the right prediction equation x¡as to check the back-
ground of each equation and examine the variables
included ín each eguation.

The synthesis report cited only one abutnent
scour equation. That \ras Laursenrs equation in an
appendix written by Laursen hinself.

FHWA FOLLOW-UP STUDTES

FIIWA sponsored several studies in thê I970s after
the NCHRP synthesis aineil at inproving conficleñce in
sone of the prediction nethods. The West Virginia
UnÍversity study (8) had Èhe objective of developing
instrumentation and collecting fíeld tlata for scour
around bridge piers. The researchers founct that it
vras less of a problem to dêvelop instrumentation
than to deploy it in a flooding envirorunent so that
ít would be operational when needed.

Anderson (9) rearranged the equâtions to nake
then as si¡nilar in format as possible so as to fa-
cilitate an analytical cornparison. He reco¡nmended
that sotne large-scale laboratory studies be con-
ducted to coreplement the fielcl tlata, especiglly for
extrapolating eguations beyond the range of the
original tests. He h'as able to rearrange the pier
scour equations in terms of one br nore of three
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dimensionless variables--flow depth and effective
pier width, Froude nunber, and shear stress and
critical shear stress. In other words, these Èhree
variables are the key factors that govern the pier
scour process. Following Andersonrs reconmendatíon,
FllwÀ sponsored a study at the University of lowa
(p that had the objective of extending the range
of the key factors, especially the Froude numbert
which includes flow velocity and clepth.

PIER SCOUR EQUATIONS

The pier scour equations can be grouped into three
basic categories for conparison. one category is
the group based on foreign research, primarily in
Pakistan and India, where fine be¿l naterials are
prevalent. A second category is patterned after the
University of Iowa hypothesis that .depth of flow is
more inportanÈ than velocity in sediment-transport-
ing pier scour. The third category is patterned
after Èhe work at Colgrado State University (CSU)

and includes velociÈy (expressed in a Reynolds num-
ber or Froude nurnber) as a pretlonínant term.

The equations, identified by primary developer,
are shown in the following paragraphs.

Pier Scour Formulas Based on Foreign Research

Ahmad [Pakistan 1962 (I1) ]

d"/b = yolb (4.77F2t3 - Ð

Bruesers lNetherlan¿ls 1964 (12) ]

d"/b = 1 .a

chitale Irndia 1962 (13) ]

d,/b =y¡lb (-5A9F2 + 6.65F -0.51)

Inglis IIndia 1949 (14) ]

d"/b =4.05 (yolb)3lo [F% -(yolb)]

where

ds = depth of scour rneasured from the nean
bed elevation,

Y¡r Y = aPProach flow dePtht
b = projected píer widthr
F = v/gY = Frou¿le number, and
v = velocity of aPProach flow.

Laursen sediment continuity equation t1958 (15) I

d/b=r/{s.st(r/1r.s)(d./yo)+111?0-1} (sa)

Laursen lclear-water equation, not used in compari-
sons that follow (tQ; unpublished data, 1977) I

<l/b = 1.s4 (yolb)o'' Fo " for F < F"
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(7b)

dlb = (rolrJh l5.s [(1/1 1 .s) (d"/ys ) + 11 t6 Ool"")%

NeiI Ifrom Laursenrs 1956 design curve (9)]

d/b = 1.s (y/b)o'3

Jain I1979 (10) ]

d,lb=2.01r Jr";o'2s 1y7u;0's for (F -F")> 0.20

where Fc is the critical Froude nunber when sedi-
ment transport is pending. [For 0 < (F - Fc)
< 0.20 use larger value fron both equãtions.l The
procedure for conputing F. is as follows:

1. Estimate the median diameter (dSO) for the
bed naterial'

2. Determine r" fron Eigure 2.44 of AscE ManuåI
54 (3),

3. Cotnpute U*c = rc/Þ,
4. conpute 6 = lf.$e/U*. (assume v = 1.08 x l-0-5

ftz /secl ¡
5. Compute d5O/6,
6. Select x from Figure 2.97 of. ASCE Manua1 54

(3),
7. Conpute y = 12.5 In(11.02yxld5g)l U*.¡ and
8. Compute Fc = Yc/ (gYclt/'.

Pier Scour Formulas Patterned After CSU Research

shen r f1969 (17) I

4 =o.ooo73Reo óre (s)

where Re is the pier Reynolds number, Yb/v, and u is
the kinematic viscosity.

The Reynolds nu¡nber is a viscosity parameter de-
pendent on the water ternpèrature, but few designers
would be able to predict scour closely enough to ac-
count for water temperature, so Anderson reasoned
that he could use r.¡ = 1.2 x I0-5 and approximate
the exponent 0.619 by 0.66 to get

d"/b = AF2/3 (yolb)tlt (9)

Depending on when the exponent ís rounded, the
coefficient A become.s 3.06 or 4.43. Ànderson got
4.43 because he rounded the exPonenÈs before he
multiplied through by the constants. It is reason-
able to use an internediate value of A = 3.4 and
make the Shen I equation identícal to the Shen II
equation that foIlows, because both eguations are
based on the sane data. Shen hinself consídered the
equations to be equivalent.

Shen II t1969 (17) I

d*/b = 34 fvl(gb)\2tt

which becomes directly

(10)

d"lb=3.4F213(yolu)t/' (11)

this will hereafter be referred to as the shen equa-
t ion.

csu tre75 (lg) l

d"lb=2.2(yo/b)o 3sFo'43 02)

Even without considering the cornplexities of de-
bris and cohesive rnaterials, a designer is faced
with nine equations to make a single conputation.
One might question why there are so many ilifferent
equations for the same predictions if èach re-
searcher was accurate in his work. Furthermore, one
might question whether the differenees in the egua-
tíons are as signíiicant as other environmental fac-
tors that could not be included in the model studies
used to develop the equatíons.

The equåtions are compared graphícally in Figures
I and 2. Because nost of the equations are in terms
of y/b as vrell as the Froude nutnberr both figures

(1)

a)

(3)

(4)

(sb)

(6)

(7a)



Local Pier Scour
ds/b Vs. F lor y/b - 2.0 b Fc - -33 lln Jain's Eq.)
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are needed to get a graphical conparison of the
eguations. Figure I is for an average depth rati.o
(y/b) of. 2.0r Figure 2 is for an average Froude num-
ber of 0.3. The main difference in the eguations is
not so ¡nuch in the data as in the way that the
curves were fit to the data. All the equations are
at least partly enpirical and most are reasonably
âccurate if applied within the range of the em-
pirical dâta.

SELECTING THE EQUATION FOR DESIGN

AccordÍng to the NCHRP synthesÍs report (5), there
are two approaches to selecting tþe most appropriate
equation or equations for design. First, the
equations should be compared with field data to
deter- ¡nine which ones best duplicate fÍeld
measurements. Second, lacking these data, the
conditions under which the equations were derived
should be evaluated and the one that besÈ natches
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the design conditions should be useil. Most
designers do not hâve time to review the literature
to deter¡nine the ¿lerivation conditions for aI1 of
these equations, so a summary of datå is shown in
Figure 3 for equations fro¡n for- eign literature and
in Figure 4 for equaÈions fron U.S. Iiterature.

Looking back at Figure 2 where the equations are
compared for variable values of. y/b, the Ahnad and
Chitale equations would not look so extrene if they
were not extended beyond the range of experinental
data (y/b approxinately 3.5).

ALI of the pier scour equations deríved in the
literature have been for noncohesive materials with
dSO ranging fron 0.17 to 1.5 mn. The Bruesers
equation is based on l-Ímited dåta, but because of
its sinplicity it serves as a good rule of thunb,
which is to anticipate pier scour around I.5 tines
the projected pier width. The Neil equation, which
is based on the fuII range of Laursenrs data, re-
duces to scour of 1.5 times the pier width when the
flow depth is equal to the pier width. Neil,s egua-
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FIGURE I Graphical comparison of scour formulas (!) for variable Froude
numbers.
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FIGURE 2 Graphical comparison of scour formulas (!) for variable depth
ratios (y/b).
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Local P¡er Scour. Foreign lnvestigators
Exper¡menlal Lim¡ts

ds/b Vs F lor ylb = 2

Legend:

Z¿¿or-.s lnd¡cates Range of Data on Curue

lnveilrgator

lYpe F d6n mm F"

Bru6e6
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lnqlis - Poona

Model
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4.5.5.0 .09. .26 .20 .r4. .19

0.9 3.4 .10..48 .16.1.51 .16..46
) ) 17 39 ?
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tion is just a règression fit to the ¿lesign curve
presented by Laursen in lowa Bulletin 4 (f9). Laur-
sen later published his semíthêoretical equations
baseal on continuity of sedíment transport, although
they also have an enpirical factor (Laursenrs r-val-
ue) to tüake then fit expêritnental data. Neverthe-
less, Läursenrs equation probably has the best basis
for extrapolation beyond its experimental base. The
nain criticísm of Laursenrs equation is that it does
not include a Froude nunber (or velocity tern). A1-
though continuity may be satisfíe¿l without a veloc-
ity tern' it see¡ns intuitively that velocity ¡¡ould
affect the strength of secondary currents around a
pier and therefore would be part of a prediction
equation.

Shenrs equation is an envelope curve that fits
the uppermost scour points for ã11 the available
¿lata [Figure 5 (12)]. This equatíon is appealing
fron a design standpoint because it is intentionally
on the consêrvative side. The CSU equation is a

best fit to much of the same data lFigure 6 (f!) ].
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Jaints equation is somewhat of a compronise be-
tv¿een thosè of Laursen and Shen. It has a Frouale
nunbèr, but the tern has a relatively low exponent.
Jain introduced the threshold Froude number (Fc)
as a \ray of accounting for relative sediment size.
One criticisn of Jainrs equation is that it is dif-
ficult to conpute Fc.

FIELD DATA

The most convincing argurnent for selecting one scour
equation rather than another is comparison of pre-
dictions with field measurernents (9,29,2]-1. Unfor-
Èunately, field neasurenents are scarce, especially
under flood conditions, and those rneasure¡nents that
are available nust be carefully scrutinize¿l to iso-
late one component of scour fro¡n another.

Figure 7 (8) is a good example of some ôf the
precautions thât need to be observed with field nea-
surements. Tvro floods at the sane site are super-
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Shen ll Eq.

o",o = r.oþ-o¿)0"
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FIGURE 5 Shen's envelope fit to available data (U).

inposed. The discharge of one was approxinately
three tirnes the discharge of the other. ?he stage
increased by 8 ft; the average velocity and Froude
nu¡nber at least doubled but there was apparently a
reduction in local scour. How does one explain this
discrepancy with the scour formulas?

First, this vras not a good site to choose for
such a comparison because the be¿l was already well
belo¡{ the footing (or pile cap) i thus, the êffective
pier was the battered pile group. These conditions
are not like any test conditions used to derive the
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0
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FIGURE 6 CSU fit to pier scour data (lB).

scour formulas. second, the entire cross section
should be measured, not just one point, to even
speculate hosr much local scour occurred. Third, the
pier footing, which was approximately 20 ft square¡
probably served as a scour arrester for the dlving
currents that were generated by the actuäI pier at
the hlgher stâge, whereas the footing was just belovt
the water surface at the lovrer stage an¿l tended to
generate rather than break up the aliving currents at
that stage. Data from a site like this give an in-
tuitive feel for the nagnitude of scour but they
would be a weak argunent for valiilating the scour
preilíction equations.

The fiel¿l data gathered fro¡n louisiana files by
Chang (20) are su¡nmarized in Figure B. Those sites
had good pier configuration and well-defined scour
ho1es, but for two reasons all the data were taken
at low Froude numbera. First, the LouÍsiana streams
are 1ow-gradient streans and, second, the data were
collected âs part of a routine survey of approxi-
¡nately 90 sites by a hydrologic survey tean. The
surveys were rnade on a schedule and seldom coincided
with floods, which nay have generated sone higher
local velocities.
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EFFECfS OF PIER SHAPE

The pier scour equations Presented in the preceding

Çiscussion are for rectangular piers. Although
ùhere have been investigations l!!l of the effects
of pier shape, a clesigner is not likely to be able
to take advantage of most of the streanlined shapes
because flow directions change as flooil levels
change. The conservative approach for a designer is
to use the projected width of the píer in the
dírectíon of flow and to use the rectangular pier
equations excePt for rouncl piers, which scour about
90 percent as rnuch as rectangular piers.

APPLICATION OF PREDICTION EOUATIONS

A consideration that is ¡nore i¡nportant than fâctors
like pier shape and even ¡¡hich equation to use is
the manner in which a designer selects design Paran-
eters. None of the scour equations is based strictly
on field neasurements in rrhich the cross section is
irregular and flo\d conclitions are nonuniform. llost
scour equations âre based on uniform, one-dinen-
sional flow condítions. To use an eguatíon effec-
tivety, a clesigner nust somehow visualize the field
condítions in a manner that resembles the test con-
ditions. The tendency is to use average depths and
velocities for an irregular cross section. A nore
reasonable approach nay be to use the dePth and ve-
locity in a band of flow just upstream of the pier.
velocÍty is harcler to predict this way, but ít ean
be assumed to follovt a logarithnic distribution.

The greatest discrepancy beteteen laboratory con-
ditions and field condítions is in the bed ¡nâterial.
irrost of the laboratory tests htere run with uniform
cohesionless soils. General practice in design is
to use thesè eguations as a conservative estimate if
a soll is considered erotlible. If a soil is con-
sidered nonerodible, scour is assu¡ned to be zero.
The problem is the lack of something in between' but
thaÈ is a problen that must renain unsolved until
someone alevises a Plan to deal ¡¡ith the effects of
different soil ProPerties.

2.5

2.O

1.5

! r.o
b

2.52.Or.51.0

Y016

FIGURE B Louisiana field measurements compared with prediction equations (2!)'
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Flow
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FIGURE 9 Typical scour at an abutment (lt).

ABUT¡{ENT SCOUR

Abutnent scour occurs when overbank f1o!r reenters
the nain channel and sets up large vortices in the
briilge opening. Laursen reasoned that the continu-
ity equation for sedinent flow needed to be satis-
fied ancl conceptualized an approach abutment at the
sl¡mnetrical half of a wide píer. typically vtater ín
the nain channel is transporting secliment at capac-
ity, and water in the overbank area is relatively
free of sediment (so-calleil clear water). when these
flows ¡nix at the abutnent, there is a deficiency of
sedinent and this ileficiency is satisfíed with
rnaterial fro¡n the abutnent scour hole. Laursen
realizeil that the mixing occurred prinariLy in the
zone of flow near the bank and that it was not rea-
sonable to dilute the overbank flor¡ with the entire
channel flow because the compute¿l scour woul-d tle-
crease directly with the width of the bridge open-
ing. He defined an influence zone as shown in Fig-
ure 9 and derived'the abutnent scour equations baseil
on no mixing outsi¿le the influence zone. The width
of the influence zone is 2.?5 tirnes the depth of the
abutrnent scour hole' which rneans that Laursenrs

l- ¿------------*l

Arsumod F. = .05 lAvg. value for dso = o'ls --' Yo = 15 ftl lor Jåin's eq'

:Y? Notss:
Awvu oata (1980)

dso = ol to
0.16 mm

O Chang
La. Data 119791

droRanged From
.008 to .06 mm

Numerals Beside
Datâ Points
Are Froude
Numbers

2.75ds



e I y = z.t s t¿.lrl ( { t(l /r) (4/v) + t17 r 6 
¡ 1r o ¡ r "¡h | - 

r)

where

g = length 9q-tle approach enbankment,
t s/ tç = v2 /L20d363y1/3,

r = 4.1 for 1o9r vetocities, and
r = ll.5 for hÍgh velocities.
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abutrnent scour eguations must be implicit equâtions.
For the, typical case where the flow in the in-

fluence zone (0I ) transports sediment ancl flow
fro¡n the overbank area (eg) is clear \rater, Laur-
senrs sedirnent continuity equation yields the fol-
lowing:

(Qo/Qr) 2.7s(d,/y) = z.zs(4/v) 
{ t{tl') {a"lr) * tl, tu - 1l (13)

The reconmended value for r in this case is 4.I.
For the special sÍtuation in which both the flow

in the influence zone apil the overbank flow are
clear water, which could occur at relief bridges or
erhere the abutnents are set back far enough on the
f,-loodplain, Laursenta eguation yields the followinc¡
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d" is È.he deepest part of the scour hole, which is
assumed at the edge of the abutment.

Laursenr s r-value essentíally distributes the
scour in a triangular hole. The larger the r-value,
the larger the ratio of the deepest scour depth
(ds) to the average scour depth in the influence
zone.

cSU relatíonships for abutnent scour
lows:

4/y = 1.1 (r/y)o 40 Fo'33 if Lly <2s

d./y = 4Fo ¡: tf Lly > 25

are as fôl-

(1 sa)

(1 sb)

There are no fÍe1d data to compare with the abut-
ment scour equations, but because there are only C\ro
equations to consider, it is reasonable to compute
with both of them. A ¿lesigner would have to use the
equation that suíted his tendency to be more or less
conservative.

RECOITI¡/TENDATIONS

There is still a need to docu¡nent field ilata for
both pier scour and abutment scour. Fielcl data
should be collected during floo¿ls and should as a
mini¡num include a full cross section at several
flood stages. Data should be coltected by individ-
uals who are knowledgeable about how laboratory
tests are conducted and who can docu¡nent sufficient
infor¡nation to make va1Íd conparisons with predic-
t ions.

Although there are a large number of pier scour
equations, they can be narrowed down to three or
four without much loss in data used in alerivations.
The recommended eguationg are those by Laursen,
Jain, Shen, and CSU, Equations 5, 7, 11, and l-2,
respectively.

There are only two equatíons (13 and 15) to con-
sider for âbutment scour if the main channel flow in
the zone next to the abutment (the influence zone)
is transporting sedirnent. There is only one equa-
tion {I4) for abutment scour for relief bridges anil
large abutrnent setback where flow in that influence
zone is not transporting sediment.
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ABSTRÀCT

In the absence of wave and seepage forces,
the stability of rock riprap particles on a
side slope is a functíon of the ¡nagnitude
and direction of the stream velocity next to
the particles, thè angle of the síde slope,
and the characteristics of the rock, includ-
ing the geonetry, angularity, and density.
À rûethod of designing riprap was developed
based on a functional relation among the
variables. Rock particles on side slopès
tend to roll rather than to sIíde. There-
fore, it is appropriate to consider the sta-
bility in terms of monents about a point of
rotation. The functional relation has its
basis in the balance of noments about a
point of rotâtion at incipient motion be-
tween the forces trying to move the partielê
and the forces resistÍng movenent. A safety
factor was developed that is the ratío of
the resisting moments to the moments tendÍng
to move the particle of riprap. This safety
factor takes into consideration the side
slope of thè bank being protectedi the size,
density, and angle of repose of the rockt
and the lift and drag forces of thè follow-
ing water. The method is described, ex-
ampl-es of its use are given, and it is com-
pared with other ¡nethods developed by the
Bureau of Public Roads, U.S. Arny Corps of
Engineers, California Division of Highways,
Bureau of Recla¡nationr the ASCE Task Com-
nittee on Sedinentation¡ and others.

Highway crossings or encroachnents of rivers usually
require so¡ne forn of protection for the encroaching
enbankrnents, bridge abutments, and adjacent river-
banks. Long approach embankments across the flood-
plain may need protection also. Usually this pro-
tection is provided by rock riprap because of its
low cost, flexibility, and ease of repair. The í¡n-
portant factors in ilesigníng rock riprap are dura-
bility, sizer shape, angularityr angle of reposet
and ilensity of the rocki side slope of the bank line
being protectedl; wave actíoni seepage forcesi and
flow velocity (both rnagnitude and direction) close
to the rock. The Bureau of Public Roads provided
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22. H.w. Shen and V.R. Schneider. Effect of Bridge
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nethods of designÍng riprap or bank protection in
Hydraulic Engineering Circular 15. In the 1970s,
the problem of riprap design for side-slope protec-
tion of banks in contact with flowing water at river
crossing encroachnents was investigated by colorado
State University for the Wyoning Statè Highway De-
partment ín cooperatíon with FHwÀ, U.S. Departnent
of Transportation (l-6). As a result of this inves-
tigation a rnethod of riprap design was develÕpe¿l
based on a functional relation between the forces
noving the particle and those resisting these
forces. The method defines a safety factor for the
rock riprap, which is defined as the ratio of the
mornents of the forces resisting rotation of a rock
particle and of the riprap to the nonents of forces
tending to dislodge the particle. The critical con-
dition is the flow for whích incipient ¡notion oc-
curs. This critical condition has a safety factor
of I. If the monents of the forces tending to dis-
lodge a particle are larger than the resisting rno-
nents, the safety factor is less than I, rocks are
re¡noved from the riprap layer, and failure of the
protection nay occur. $then the safety factor is
greater than 1, the riprap is safe frorn failure.

The equations are developed fron theoretical con-
siderations and existing empirical infor¡nation. The
hydrodynanic lift U,t) and drag forces p) of the
fluid on the rock, the submerged weiqht and angLe of
repose of the rock, and the Shields criteríâ as ¡nod-
ified by cessler (!q) for incipient partlcle motion
are considered. The magnitude of the lift force is
proportional to the rnagnitude of the drag force but
is perpendicular Èo the drag force. This is impor-
taìt in analyzing particle stability (II). The
theoretical development, a design exatnple, and cal-
culation of the safety factor of several recomnended
design nrethods are presented.

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

In the absence of r+aves an¿l seepager the stabllity
of rock riprap particles on a side slope is a func-
tion of the ¡nagnitude antl direction of the strearn
velocity in the vícinity of the particles' Èhe angle
of the side slope, and the châracteristics of the
rockr including the geometry, angularity, and ilen-
sity. In the following ¿leveloptnent of the safety
factor several flovr conditions are considered:
oblique flow on a side slope, horizontal flow on a
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component of subrnerged weight (ws coso) act nor-
nal to the side slope as shoyrn in Figure Ic. There
ls a balance of ¡noments of these forces about the
point of rotation at incipient notion such that

e2W" cosd = e1W* sinO cosp + e3Fd cosô + e4Fe (l)

The nornent arns ley e2t e3, an¿l e4) are defined
in Figure Ic; angles and forces are defined in Fig-
ure 1b.

The factor of safety (SF) of the particle P

against rotation is defined as the ratio of the ¡no-
ments resisting particle rotation to the monents
tending to rotate the particle out of the bank, or

SF = e2W" cos0/(e1W" sin0 co$ + e3Fd cosô + eaFa) A)

with no floyr and a siile slope egual to the angle of
repose ô for the rock particlesr SF = 1, 0 = ô, ß

and À = 0 degrees, 6 = 90 - À - ß = 90 degrees (see
Figure Ib) and Eguation 2 reduces to

(ez W./er W")/(cosd/sind ) = 1

or

tarQ = e2f e1 ø)

That is, the ratio of the noment arns le2/efl is
characterized by the natural angle of repose (0) .
Further, it is assu¡ned that the ratio e2/e1 is
invariant to the direction of particle motion índi-
cated by the angle ß.

If both numerator and denomlnator are divíded by
e2ws, Equåtion 2 is transforned ínto

SF = cos0 tanólØ'tanf + sin0 cosB)

in which

4'= (e3F¿/e21y"¡ cos6 + (eaFq/e2lv.¡ (6)

The variable ¡r is called the stability nunber for
the particles on the enbankmeit side slope and, as
will be shown, is related to the Shiel¿ls pararnetert

T = r¡l(S. - 1)7D (7)

where

rO = average tractive force on the side slope in
the vicinity of particle P'

Ss = specific vteight of the pârticle'
y = uniÈ weight of water, and
D = dia¡neter of the rock particles.

Horizonlol, Tongent to fhe
1 Surfoce of the Embonkmenl

ìD¡rect¡on of Velocity, v,

Fo cos ô

(3)

Por ticle lvlovement
W"sinScosP

(b) View Normol to the
Side Slope

(c) Section A-A

FIGURE I Iliagrams for the riprap etability conditions.

side slope, flow on a plane sloping bed, and flow on
a horizontal bed. The developnent was previously
presented by Stevens et al. (6).

Obllque Flovr on a Side Slope

The fluid forces on a rock particle identified as p

in Figure I result primarily fron fluid pressures
around the surface of the particles. The lift force
(r!.) is defined here as the fluid force normal
to the plane of the enbânkment. The drag force
(F¿) is defined as the fluid force acting on the
particle in the direction of the velocity fielil ln
the vicinity of the particle. Both forces are zero
erhen the fluid velocity is zero.

Gravity acts on the particle and on the fluid
surrounding it. The effect of gravity on the par-
ticle and fluid is a force equal to the submerged
weight of the rock particlè (ws). Forces act at
th€ contact points between particle p and its i¡n¡ne-
diate neighbors. Rotation occurs at one of these
points of contact. The forces at the other points
of contact are neglected here. The assurnption is
warranted for nild side slopes, sayr 2.5H to rV. At
steeper slopesr nany particles are subjected to a
significant force from particles upslope. This
force produces a stabilizing moment on the parti-
c1e. It is the most prominent force vrhen rocks are
hand placed to forn a vertical wa1l.

Rock particles in contact with water tend to roll
rather than slide, so it is appropriate to consider
thê stability of rock particles in terrns of noments
about a point of rÕtation. In Figure Ib, the direc-
tion of nove¡nent is defined by the vector R. The
point of contact about which rotation in the R di-
rection occurs is identified as point o in Figure 1c.

The forces Fd ând Ws sín0 act in the plane
of the side slope as shovrn in Figure lb. The angle
0 is the si¿le-slope ang1e. The líft force and the

The angle À shown
tween the horizontal
drag force) measured
s1ope. Then

ô=90-À-0

so

cos6 = cos (90 - f -p; = rin1¡ * p;

Also,

sinô = sin (90 - À - p) = cosÀ cos0 - sin). sinB

in Figure Ib is the angle be-
and the veloeíty vector (and

in the pLane of the side

(5)

(8)

(e)

(10)

It iË assuned that the direction of particle ¡no-
tíon is along R. This assumption neang that the no-
¡nents of the drag force Fd and the conponent of
subnerged weight Ws sin0 normal to the path R

are balanced. Thus,
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e3F¿ sinô = elws sin0 sinp (l 1)

It follows then from Equations I0 and 11 that

sinp = e3Fd sinô/elWs sin0 = e¡F¿ (cosl cosp - sinì. sinB)/e1W" sin0 (12)

or

2II

F
-\r

tanp = cos{[(e1[/e3F6) sinO + sinl]

From Equation 6, the stability number n
particles on a planè bed (0 = 0) wiÈh ô

would be

? = (e3 Fd/e2Ws) + (eaFple2W")

Eguation 5 becomes

sF = 1/4

o o.? oo^^.Í)u o.8 r.o

FIGURE 2 Ratio of stability factors.

so that

M/N = (e¿le¡)/(Fs/F¿) = I

lrith Ir!/N = I, Equation 22 becomes

q'ln=0+cos6)12

or by using Equation 9,

4h = [1 + sin(I + B)] /2

In Equation 13 the tern elws/e3Fd can be written
cording to Equations 4 and 19 as follows:

For incipient-notion
plane beil, SF = 1.0 by
15, ¡ = 1.6. vÍhen the
turbulent, the Shieldls
tion has the value of
(10). That is' r{ith n =

7ol(& - 1)7D=0.047

conditions for fLow over a
definition, so frotn Equation
flow along the bed is fully
parameter for incipient ¡no-
0.047 according to cessler
1.0,

(13)

for
=0

(14)

(l s)

(16)

stabil-

(17)

(18)

Q3)

(24)

(2s)

(26)

(27)

ac-

(28)

For flord conditions other than incipient the
ity nunber is

a=21re(S,-1)yD

For convenience, 1et

M = eaFp/e2W"

and

e4l%-2

Then a choice for FtlFd is

FplF¿ 
= 

I12

e1W*/e3F¿ = (e2W"/e3F¿)/(etler) = (1/N) (1/tanØ)

For M/N = I, Equation 21 becones

N=n/2

If we substitute Equations 28 and 29
L3, the expression for B becornes

N=e3Fq/e2\ (19)

In terrns of these neÌr variables, Equation 6 becones

4'=M+Ncosð (20)

an¿l Equation 14 becomes

?=M+N (21)

Thus, nr and n are related by the following ex-
Pression:

q 7r¿ = [(M/N) + cosô]/[(M/N) + 1] Q2)

Equation 22 is represented graphically in Figure 2.
The problem is to select the proper value of the

ratio !,!,/N so that the stability factor on a side
slope (nr) can be related to the stability factor
on a plane horizontal bed (n), which in turn is
related to the Shields paraneter. The assumption
thåt the drag force F6 is zero rneans that ¡/t/N is
infinite, B ls zetot an¿l nr = n. The âssunp-
tion of zero lift force Fg means that M/N is
zero and nt/n = cosô.

In considering incipient rnotion of riprap parti-
cles' the ratios Fg/Fa and e4/e3 vari de-
pen¿ling on the turbulent conditions of the flow and
the interlocking arrangement of the rock partícles.
In ref,errlng to Figure 1c, assurne that

(2e)

into Eguation

tanp = cosl/[(2 sin0/4 tan@) + sinÀ] (30)

In surnmary, SF for rock riprap on side slopes
where the flow has a nonhorizontal velocity vector
is related to propertÍes of the rockr side slopet
and flow by Equation 5' in which

É = tan-t{ cosÀ/ [ 
(2 sinl lq tan@) + sinÀ] ]

¡ is given by Eguation 17, and

4' ='? {11 + sin(À+P)l/2}

(31)

(32)

Given a representative rock size D of specific
lreíght S" and angle of repose 6 and given a ve-
locity field at an angle I to the horizontâl pro-
ducing a tractive force r0 on the side slope of
angle g, the set of four equatíons (Equations 5,
I7.31, and 32) can be solve¿l to obtain SF. If SF
is greater than unity, the riprap is safe from fail-
ure¡ if SF is unityr the rock is at the condition of
incipient motionr iq SF is less Èhan unity, the rip-
rap will fail.

Horizontal_Flow on a Side Slope

In nany circumstances, the flow on the side slope is
nearly horizontal; i.e., I = 0. Then Equations
17 and 31 reduce to

g=tan-r (ntanâl2si¡o)

and

r_o

ôo

o.8

o.7

0.6

o.5

o.4

o.3

o.2

o. I

I

(33)
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n' =n [0 + sinp)/2] (34)

When Equations 33 and 34 are substituted ínto Equa-
tion 5, the expression for SF for horizontal flow on
a side slope is
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The terms D0' D10, ..., D10O are the sieve di-
ameters of the riprap for which 0 percent' 10 per-
cent. ..., 100 percent of the ¡naterial is finer by
!.reight.

The concept of a representative grain size for
riprap is simple. a uniforrnly graded riprap with a

median size (DSO) (riprap with a narro$¡ range of
sizes) scours to a greater depth than a well-gradeil
mixture with the same median size (Figure 3). Rip-
rap of uníforn size scours tÕ a dePÈh at which the
velocity is slightly less than that required for the
transportation of D50 rock. The well-graded rip-
rap, on the other handr develops an armor p1"ate.
That is, sone of the finer materialsr including
sizes up to D50 and larger, are transported by the
high velocities, leaving a layer of large rock sizes
thât cannot be transporte¿l under the given flov¡ con-
ditions. Thus' the size of rock representative of
the stability of the riprap is determined by the
larger size.s of rock. The representative grain size
(D) given in Equation 43 for riprap is larger than
the ¡nedian rock size (oSO). Stevens €) conpared
the scour produced in two widely different grada-
tions of riprap (shown in Figure 3) having the same

median diameter, Dso = 1.2 in.

o.o5 0.r o.5 r 5 lo 20
Sreve Size, inches

FIGURE 3 Gradation curves.

To illustrate the effect of the larger sizes on
lhe representative grain size, D was conputed for
four gradations by using Equation 43. The repre-
sentative grain size (D) and the ratio of rePresen-
tative clíameter to rnedian díameter (o,/D56) are
given as follows for the four graclatíons (refer to
Figure 3):

sF = (s_ /2) [(82 + Ðv' - E]

in which

t=S-4sec0

and

Sm = tanø/tand

q' = n lI1 + sin(eo' + o')l l2l = n

It follows fron Equation 5 that

SF = cosc tan@/(4 tan@ + sina)

4 = cosû [(l/SF) - (tana/tan@)]

FIow on a Horizontal Bed

For fully developed
plane horizontaL bed
tion 40 reduces to

SF = 1/rr

(3e)

(40)

(41)

rough turbulent flow over a
(c = 0) of rock riprap, Equa-

(3s)

(36)

(37)

The tern Sn is SF for riprap on a side slope
wíth no flow. Unless the flov¡ is up the slope, SF
for the riprap cannot be greater than Sn.

If Equations 35 and 36 are solved for ¡,

I = t(så - sF'?)/(sF)sål coso (38)

Flow on a Plane Sloping Bed

Flow over a plane bed at a slope of a degrees in
the downstream direction is equivalent to oblique
flow on a síde slope with O = a and f = 90 de-
grees. Then, according to Equation 31, ß = 0 and
fro¡n Equation 32

for flow on a plane bed sloping c degrees to the
horizontäI. Alternatively solving for n in Equa-
tion 40,

c

F

=I

I

(42)

If the riprap particles are at the con¿lition of in-
cipient motion, SF = 1r so n = I and the Shields
criterion for the initiation of motion is obtaíned
fron Eguation L6.

Representative Grain Size for Riprap

In using Equations 5,17r 31, and 32 to determine SF

for a given riprap or to design a riprap with a pre-
selectèd sF, the nagnitude of a representative grain
size (D) is neecled.

In full-scale experiments with rock riprap below
culvèrt outlets, Stevens (5) developecl the following
expression for a representative grain síze for well-
graded materials:

in which

Dir¡=(Do+Dtò12,

D¡2¡ = (Dro +Dr)12. .. Dlro) =(D1o + Dr0o)/2

Inspection of the foregoing values shows that the
larger sizes in the gra¿lation have a doninant effect
in the ileter¡nination of the representative grain
size. The large sizes of a gradation are the in-
portant sizes for stability.

Ri crãdâtion and Plâcement

Ríprap gradation should follorv a snooth size-distri-
buÈion curve such as that shown in Figure 4. The
ratio of maximurn síze to ¡nedian size (DSO) should
be about 2.0 and the ratio between nedian size and
Èhe 20 percent size should also be about 2.0. This
means that the larqest stones would be about 6.5

Curve
:--2
3-2
1-4
3-4

D (in.)
2JO
2.7 r
t.2t
t -27

p/p5o
2.25
2.26
r.0t
1.06

o=('f orlo)"' (43)
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Dso O.5D5o Dso 2Dso

Sieve Srze

FIGURE 4 Suggested gradation for riprap.

times the weight of the ¡nedian size and snall sizes
wouLd range down to gravels. The representatlve
rock size (D) for the gradation shown in Figure 4 is
I.25D50 (calculated by using Equation 431, r¿hich
is approximately egual Èo the D67.

with a dístributed size range, the interstices
formed by the largèr stonès are filled hrith the
srnaLler sizes in an interlocking fashion' preventing
fornation of open pockets. Riprap consistíng of
angular stones is more suitable than that consisting
of rounded stones. cradâtion of the riprap is al-
most always controlled by visual inspection.

rf it is necessaryr rock with poor gradation can
be employed as riprap providecl the proper filter is
placed between the riprap and the bank of bed rnate-
rial. Tv¡o types of filÈers are comrnonly used:
gravel filters and plastic filter cloths.

Gravel Filters

À layer or blanket of well-graded graveL should be
placed over the embankment or riverbank before rip-
rap placement. Sizes of gravel in the filter
blanket should be fron 0.187 ín. to an upper limit
depending on the gradation of the riprap with a ¡nax-
imum size of about 3 to 3.5 in. Thickness of the
filter may vary depenCing on the riprap thickness
but should nc. be less than 6 to 9 in. Filters that
are one-half the thickness of the riprap are quíte
satisfactory. Suggested specifications for grada-
tion are as follows:

1. D5O(filter)/o5¡(base) < 40r
2. 5 < Dt5(filter)/Dl5(base) < 40, and
3. D15(filter)/DB5(base) < 5.

Plastic Filter Cloths

Plastic filter cloths are beíng used beneath riprap
an¿l other revetrnent materials such as articulated
concrete blocks with considerable success. The
cloths are generally in rolls 100 ft long and 12 to
18 ft wide. overlap of I to 12 in. is providecl with
pins at 2- to 3-ft intervals along the seam to pre-
vent separation in the case of settlement of the
base naterial. Some degree of care nust be exer-
cised in placing riprap over thè plastic cloth fil-
ters to prevent damage. Experiments anal results
with various cloth filters were reported by calhoun
et aI. (!Z), who liste¿l specific ¡nanufacturers and
brand names. Stones weighing as nuch as 3,000 lb
have been placed on plastic filter cloths with no
apparent damage.

Filters can be placed subaqueously by using steel
rods as weights fastened along the edges. Addí-
tional- intermediate weights hrould assist in sinking
the cloth into place. Durability of filter cloths
has not yet been established because they have only
been in use since around 1967. Ho\dever, inspections
at various installations indicate that litt1e or no
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deterioration has occurred in the few years that
have elapsed for test installations.

Riprap Thickness

If a riprap gradation has a wide range of sizes, the
iiprap layer must be thick enough to pernit the loss
of some fines (armorplating) without allowing the
protected ¡naterials (filter or bank nateríal) to be-
come uncovered. The reconnended Lhickness for the
recommeniled gradation (Figure 4) is DI00. For
gradations \rith l-arge gradation coefficients, the
.thickness must be ãt teast D100. For very large
gradation coefficients (c > 3.0), the thickness
should be increased to 1.5D100 to provide enough
material for arnorplating.

Determination of Tractive Force on Ríprap

In order to design riprap, it is necessary to be
able to determine the tractive force (r6) acting
on the riprapped bed or bank. This can be done by
the relation between the fluid velociti (v) in the
vicinity of the riprap and tg. For fully turbu-
lent flow, the Prantle-Von Karrnan relation for the
l-ocal velocity (v) at a distance (y) above the bed
for the hydrauJ-ica1ly rough boundary is given by

v= 2.5Vx ln [30.2 (y/D)l

in which v* by definition is the shear velocity:

v. = (rolùk

(44)

(4s)

and D is the representative grain size.
If the velocity at a distance y = D above the bed

is selected âs the reference velocity vr, then

v' = 2.5Y+ 1n30.2 v. = 8.5 V* (46)

(47)

This relatíon is strictly valid only for unÍfor¡n
flow in wide prismatic channels in which the flow is
fully turbulent. For the purposes of riprap design,
Equation 47 can be e¡nployed when t¡e flow is accel-
erating, for exarnple, on the nose of a spur dike.
The equation should not be used where the flo\r is
decelerating or below energy-dissipating struc-
tures. In such regions, the shear stress is
larger. Also, the equation is not valid for ftows
r,tith a small y,/D ratio.

By substituting Equation 47 Ínto
expression for the stability factor

? = o.3o v?l(s, - 1)sD (48)

For riprap-size material the depth-averaged ve-
locity in the vertical (V) can be written as follows:

and from Equation 45,

pv;= l¿to

V = 2.5Vx ln [12.3ó/o/D)]

ín which y0 is the depth of f 1or.,
riprap. The ratio of the reference
the depth-averaged velocity is

v./V = 2.5Va ln(3o.2)l2.5YaIn [12.3 (yo/D)]

or

v,lY = 3.4lln [12.3 (yolD)j

roo
90

-80P- 70
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Equation 17, the
¡ becones

(4e)

a¿ljacent to the
velocity vr to

(s0)

(s 1)

Then the expression for the stabil-ity factor ¡ can
be r¡ritten in terms of the depth-averaged velocity:
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4=€v2l(s"-1)cD

in whích

6 = 030 {3.4Än tiz.: (y6lo)l}

o.4
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(s2)

(s3)

Horizontol, Tongent lo
Surfoce of Embonkjlent-

The value of e varies from 0.30 for relatively
shallow flows to 0.04 for y¡/D = 11000 (Figure
5). In Hydraulíc Engíneering Circular 11 (l!_) the
following expression is used to iletermine the veloc-
ity against the stone:

v,¡ü = t7¡o.esa tog (yslD) + 1l (s4)

0

o

FIGURE 6 Flow around an embankment end.

From Equation 31r

ß = tan-r {cosl,/[(2 sino/n tanô) + slnt!] = tan-r
x {cos 2Oo/112 sin 18.4ol0.203 tan 35o)
+ sin 20ol) = 11o.

From Equation 32,

n' = n {[1 + sin (r + 3¡l/2] = 0.203 {[1 + sln (20o
+ LIoll/2] = 0.154.

From Equation 5 SF for the rock is câlcu1ated as
follows:

sF = coso tanô/(nr tanö + sino cos8) = cos 18.40 tan
x 35"/(0.154 tan 35o + sín 18.40 cos llo) = 1.59.

Thus, this rock is more than adequate to withstand
the flow vel-ocity.

By repeating the previous calculatíons for a
range of effective rock size D (r¿íth ô = 35 dè-
grees), the curve given in Figure 7 is obtained.

Figure 7 shows that the incipient-notion rock
size (SF = 1.0) is approximately 0.35 ft and that
the maxinun sF is less than 2.0 on the 3!1 side
slope. The recommended sF for ilesign is 1.0. Thus
riprap with a representative size of 0.9 ft is re-
quiredl.

é =35o
I =20o
0 = 18.40
vr = 6.0 fps

ôL-o o.5 r.o r.5 2.o ?.5 3.O
Effective Rock 0iomeler, D, in ft

FIGURE 7 SFs for various rock sizes on a side slope.

SF of a particular siile-slope rlprap design can
be increasecl by decreaslng the side-slope angle
0. If the side-slope angle is decreased to zero
degrees, Eguation 42 is applicable and

Sr=t/n=L/0.2O3=4.93.

The curve in Figure I reLates SF andl the side-slope
angle of the embankment (for I = 20o t D = 2.0 ftt
and v, = 6.0 ftlsec). The curve ls obtaíned by
enploying Equatíons 3]- , 32, and 5 for various vaLues
of 0.

,"/

€O
o.z

o.t

o

vo/ D

FIGURE 5 Relation between e and y6lD.

where

vs = velocity against the stone,

I = r.un velocity in the channel, and
log = loouttthm to the base 10.

rn wide channels, the ilepth-averaged velocity and
the nean velocity in the channel 'are nearly equali
i.e., î ' v. Thèn the velocity âgainst the stone is
related to the reference velocity by the following
expression according to the Equations 51 and 54:

v./v"=3.4[0.958 log(yrlD)+1],4n [12.3(yolD)] (5s)

For values of yg/o bet\deen I x 100 and 1 x l0€, the
value of the vr/v, is nearly 1.4. By letting
vt/vs = I.4, the expression for the stability
factor n becomes

4 = 0.60 v3/(S" - l)sD (s6)

In sunmary, the following expressions for ¡ are
employed by ilefinition--Equations 17' 48, 56, and
52--and e is defined in Equatíon 53.

SAITIPLE RIPRÀP DESIGN CÀLCULATIONS

With flow on the nose of an embanknentr spur dike,
or bridge abutment there can be an appreciable down-
slope component to the velocity vector. Such a flow
is illustrated in Figure 6. If it is assuned that
the angle between the horizontal and the velocity
vector Ì at the point P is 20 degrees, the refer-
ence velocity v. i.s 6 ft/sec, the embankrûent side-
sJ-ope angle 0 is 18.4 degrees (3:I side slope),
the specific weight (Ss) is 2.65' the effective
rock size (D) is 1.0 ft, and the angle of repose ô
is approximately 35 degrees, the stability factor is
then, frorî Equation 48, calculated as follows:

n = 0.:0vil(s" - t)sD = (0.30) 16rz/f12.65 - rl (32.2)
x (1.0)l = 0.203.

2.O
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I =20"
D = LOfl
vr = 6.0 fps
ó =35"

ot020304050
Side Slope Angte,9, rn deg

FIGURE B SFs for various side slopes.

When the velocity along a side slope has no down-
slope cornponent (i.e., the velocity vector is along
the horizontal), some sÍrnp1e design aids can be ile-
veloped. Equations 37 and 38 retâte SF, stability
nunber, side-slope âng1e, and angle of repose for
this case. The interrelation of the variables in
these Lwo equations for the conditíon ínclicated is
given in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9 Stability factors for an SF of 1.5 for horizontal
flow along a side slope 0 and angle of repose @.

SAFETY FÀCTORS FOR EXISTING DESIGN METHODS

In 1976 Stevens et al. (6) compared their riprap
stability equations lrith rnethods for sÈability
analysis tleveloped by the Bureau of public Roads
(13) 

' CorPs of Engineers (]i), California Division
of Highways (Þ), ASCE Task Comnittee on Sedimenta-
tion (16), Bureau of Reclamation (17), Lãne (9) r and
Campbell (f8). The adequacy of the designs was
juilged on the basis of the computed values of si¡ of
the riprap size given by the different methods.

In manf instances the nethods coutd not be di-
r€ctly compared for all ranges of flow on side
slopes. Consequently, the conparisons were made for
fLow on a plane flat bed. The comparison indicated
that in many cases SF for the riprap design was
greater than 1. However, in so¡ne cases, SFs were
less than 1, indicating sorne loss'of rnaterial when
the riprap was subjecte¿l to design flows. Thè de-
tails of the analysis were given by Stevens et a1.
(!) and are briefly sutrunarized here.

Bureau of Public Roads

Searcy (13) adapted the 1948 ÀSCE sumnâry on slope

2L5

production (16). He further recommended riprap gra-
dations patterned after those given by !{urphy and
Grace (19). These grâdaÈions called for an effec-
tive diameter of 1.08D50. The conputed SFs for
the design curvês are less than unity.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

IÈ was determined for flow on plane flat beds that
the design criteria adopted by the Corps of Engi-
neers (14) have SFs less than unity for relative
depths yO/D < L.92 and greater than unity for
larger relative depths. SF for fLow on side slopes
was not analyzed. The Corps no longer uses sheet
772-7 (14) for design. Most highway agencies are
now usÍng clesign procedures based on tþe_ laboratory
tests of An¿lerson et al. (¿!).

California Division of Highrlrays

The California design rnethod (Àl) gave the sa¡ne val-
ues. for SF as those for the Corps of Engineers
tnethod for horizontal flow on a plane bed in a wide
channel with effective iliameter D of I.2D50. SF
for flow on síde slopes could not be directly deter-
rnined yrithout naking nrany simplífyÍng assurnptions.

ASCE Task Committee on Sealimentatiôn

Analysis of this committeers recon¡nendatíon (!q),
the design proce¿lure for flow over a horizontal bed
in a wide channel, gave an SF 20 percent greater
thân that for the California oivision of Hlghwaysr
method when the effective dianeter of the riprap was
I.2Dso .

Lane I s !'têthod

The analysis presented by Stevens et al. þ) deter-
mineil that Laners (2119) clesign criteria for flow ôn
a plane bed and for horizontal ftow along a side
slope yield SF less than I in most cases.

Canpbellrs l,lethod

Analysis of Carnpbellrs ¡nethod e9) indicated that it
always gâve SFs greater than unity for flovr on a
plane flat bed. For florr' on a side slope no direct
comparison was made because his relations are so
complex. HoÌrever, SF for Campbellrs sample computa-
tion r¡as only 1.015, indicating that his riprap on a
6:1 side sLope was at incipient motion.

SUII,IMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A nethod of deternining the size of riprap to pro-
tect highway embankments along or across rivers is
developed. The rnethod takes into consideration the
forces tending to move the particle (lift anat drag
of the fluid and the component of subnerged part.icle
v¡eight in the direction of novernent) anil the resist-
ing force (submergecl particle weight ln a direction
opposing motion). The ¡nethod involves calculating
SF of the riprap, which is defined as the ratio of
the mornent of the forces resísting motion to the no-
¡¡ent of the forces proilucing mevement. It is shown
that the naximun safety factor for durnped riprap is
tanô/tano, where ô is the angle of repose of
the riprap and 0 is the side stope and thís ¡naxi-
nutn occurs when there is no flow.

Several exanpl-es of the design method are given
and the method is used to calculaÈe sF of riprap de-
slgns given by the Bureau of Public Roa¿ls, U.S.
Corps of Engineers, California Highway Dêpartment,
f.ane, and others. Because of the differences in the
proposed ¡nethod ând these other nethods, a direct

L
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calculation of sF often could not be rnade for all
e¡nbankment síde slopes or fLow conditions. where
direcÈ conparisons could be rnade, SFs in some cases
were less thân 1, inclicating that there could be a
Ioss of riprap under design flow conditions.
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Analysis of Commonly Used Riprap Design

Guides Based on Extended Shields Diagram

HSIEH WEN SHEN and SANG'YI WANG

ABSTRACT

River and coastal engineers are often faced
with the task of selecting the appropriate
riprap size for bank protection. Several
empirícal formulae basecl on field and labo-
ratory tests have been suggested for select-
ing the naxi¡num size anal gradation size dis-
tribution of the riprap. To faciLitate
riprap size selection, several colltlltonly used
ríprap design guides presented by the U.S.
Army corps of Engineers (for shore Protec-
tíon) ' the U.S. Bureau of Recla¡nation (for
bank protection), and the california Depart-
ment of Transportation (for both shore and
bank protection) as well as guides from
projects sponsored by the FHWA (for energy
dissipators related to both culverts and
channels) are analyzed. It is found that
alI these design guídes are compatible and
agree vrith the extended Shields incipient
motion ¿liagram for large sedi¡nent sizes.

Several ríprap design guicles have been presented by
various agencies [state of California (1) ' U.S. Artny
Engineering Coastal Research center l2',, U.S. De-
parunent of Trânsportation (g-9) r U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation (_q¿) l. The nâin purpose of this study
is to cornpare these design guidles with an extended
Shields diagran based on recent chinese data for
targe sedinent particles.

EXTENDED SHIELDS DIAGRÀM FOR LARGE SEDIMENT SIZES

Riprap is used to protect riverbanks and shore-
lines, and the riprap size shouLd be selecte¿l so

'' loo lor lO 2 l0 ¡

o"=\d,\vaY

FIGURE I C.omparison of incipient sediment motion under wave action'

zr7

that it cannot be moved by flows and waves. The

Shields diagram G), shown in Figure l, has been
generally recognizecl as a valid indication of thê
incipienl notion of sedi¡nent particles. In this
figure¡ K* is clefined as the ratio between the
forces acting on the particles an¿l the resistance
force of the Particles to be moved:

K* = r"/(r, - rÐd (1)

where rc is the time average shear stressr v5 antl 1¡
are thð specific weights for the sedi¡nents ancl

fluid, respectively, and ¿l is the diarnetêr of the
¿lorninant sedi¡nent size.

Re* in Figure I is the Reynolds number based on
sedi¡nent particle sizes. This nunber ís expressed as

Re¡ = uad/z Q)

where u* is the shear velocity, d is the dianeter
of the sedinent particle size, and v is the kine-
matic vÍscosity of the fluid. The Reynolds nunber
Re* can also be treate¿l as the ratio bet\reen the
diameter of the sedirflent and the viscous sublayer.

If the riprap is selecte¿l so that it cannot be be
movêd by the ilesígned flows and waves, the riprap
size should be large enough so that K* is belo!', the
shields curve. The Shields diagram was developeal
for unidirectional flov¡s only. rf one uses the
orbital wave velocity as the unidirectional flow
vel-ocity, the incipient notion of sediment particles
under wave actions can be compared nith the shields
diagram. Data and analysis for incipient sê¿liment
¡notion under wave action by Hou (2) ' Madsen and
crant (I0) ' Bagnold (!L), Kornar and l4il-Ier (12), and
Mânohar (19) are shown on Figure 1. The averages of
all the data points for wave ¡notion seen to agree
with the incipient motíon curve by Shields for

Averoge Curve for
Oscil lolory Mol¡on

shields Curve for Unidirêclionol Threshold ( I )

,--,Modsen ond Gront_ll|..,r* ,.. \ ì
t 

(9) 
,luot¡on /

M--J*-+*.--

( il, 12)

(r2, r3)

( 12, 14)

( r5 )

( 16 )

o.0235- o.3l7

0.409 - 4.775
o.o15 - o.25

o.o5 - 0.60

r.30 - 790
r.052- 2.65

t.t9 - ?.72

r.o8 - 2.60

?.65
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unidirectional flows. The inclpienÈ notion for
sediment particles under an irnpinged jet for high
turbulent flows by Poreh and Hefez (14) was also
plotted on thís figure.

To use the ShieLds diagra¡n to analyze varlous
rÍprap guides, one must extend the diagram to large
sedirnent sizes because the Re* numbers for riprap
are in the range of f0r to I07. For large sedÍ-
ment particles (ReynoLds numbers 10¡ to IOs),
the drag coefficÍent decreases sharply. As stated
by schtichting (ll):

The influence of roughness on form drâg
can be summarized as follows: bodies
with sharp edges, such as e.g. a flât
plate at right angles to the stream, are
quite insensitive to surface roughness,
because the point of transition is deter-
mined by the edges. On the other hand,
the drag of bluff bodies, such as circu-
lar cylinders¡ is very sensitive to
roughness. The value of the critical
Reynolds number for which the drag shoers
å sudden drop depends to a marke¿l degree
on the roughness (p. 664).

According to this statement, thê shape of the
riprap should influence the drag coefficient of the

Transportation Research Record 950

seditnent particles because the sediment particle
shape changes the roughness of the sediment bed.

If the drag coefficient of seditnent particles de-
creases, the drag force acting on the particle by
flow will decrease and greater flows will be re-
quired to move the se¿linent particles. Thus the in-
cipient notion curve of sediment particles shoulil be
tnoved upgrard (eritical K* value for inciplent notlon
should increase).

It is dlfficult to predict the lncrease in K* as-
sociated with an increase in the Reynolds number be-
cause the lift and drag forces on a sediment parti-
c1e are strongly influenced by the orientatlon and
composition of surrounding sedi¡nenÈ particles and
the intensity of the turbulence.

In China several experiments were con¿lucted ln
flood channels to investigate the incipient motíon
of large sedinent sizes. Tâbles I anil 2 give datâ
collected in Hopei and Chekiang provinces (IB). The
limited data shown in Figure 2 lndicate that K*
increases approximately fourfold fro¡n 0.062 to 0.25
as Re* increases fro¡n 10r to 106. This anount
of increase in K* is in the same range as is the de-
crease in C¡r as shown in Schlichting (.lzl. No
data are available to define the dashed line for
Re* between I0r and 5 x 105. One nây conclude
from the Chinese experi¡nents that
For 100 < Rea < 1 x 10s r"=0.O62(7"-7)d (3)

TABLE I Incipient Motion of Large Particles According to Wang (19)

Run
No. Data Source

Flow Depth
(cm)

Energy
Slope

Sher Stress
Gmlcm2)

Specific Puticle
Weie¡t (gm/cm3)

Median Puticle
Size (cm) K*

Reynolds
No.

I

2

Ku-Long mountain
¡eservoi¡

Ku-Inng mountain
rese¡voif

Bu-Cheng River
Bu-Cheng River
Butheng Rive¡
Bu-Cheng River
Bu{heng River
Bu-Cheng River

0.014 1.5 I

0.01 I 1.1 9
0.009 0.855
0.0108 1.03
0.0104 0.988
0.0102 0.816
0.0081 0.648
0.0094 0.7 s2

108.0

108.0
95.0
95.0
95.0
80.0
80.0
80.0

2.65

2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65

t0.7

t0.'1
9.65
9.65
9.65

7.37

0.086 0.4t2

0.067 0.397
0.054 0.280
0.065 0.306
0.062 0.300
0.067 0.209
0.0533 0.1 8ó
0.062 0.200

3
4
5
6
7
8

TABLE 2 Incipient Motion of Large Particles According to Li (lB)

Flow Depth
Run No. (cm)

Energy Shea Stress
Slope (gm/cm2)

Specific Prticle Median Particle
Weight (gm/cm3) Size (cm) K*

Reynolds
No.

I
2
3
4

6

370.
330.
3 50.
300.
,qn
260.

0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04

22.2
16.5
17.5
12.0
1r.6
t0.4

2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70

40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

0.326 5.90
0.243 5.09
0.257 5 .24
0.1'16 4.34
0.17i 4.27
0.153 4.04

. S. Y. Wong {19)
o c.H. L¡ il8)

Kr=O.25 q

--9-
"g

K'lo-l

'- toz los tO. lor

t..=f
FIGURE 2 Incipient motion of large Eediment particles.
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and

For Rea - 10s (or perhaps > 10s), r" = 0.25 (7. - 7¡)d (4)

INCIPIENT !{OTTON AND RIPRÀP DESIGN

Channel Revet¡nents Under Unidirectional Flow

In the design of channel revetmentsr the armor stone
along the channel slope should be able to wíthstanal
anticipated current velocity. The eguivalent nini-
tnum size of stone diameterr d, may be calculated by
the following equation that is based on an eguation
by the u.S. Arny Coastal Engineering Research center
(cERc) (2) .

vlQsd)h =y [(7, -7Ðhr] % (cos0 =sing)% (s)

erhere

v = velocity of water acting directl:¡ on stonet
expressed as

v = 5.75 u* Íl.oe 12.21 (hld)l

2L9

h = flo¡p depth;
e = angle of strucÈure slope grith the horizontal

in the direction of flow; and
y = Isbash constant, I.20 and 0.86 for embedded

and nonembed¿led stone, respectively.

Conbining Equâtions 5 and 6 for y = 0.86 (nonen-
bedded stone) and for 0 = 0o, one obtains

x* = 0.M47 lltoe 12.2'7 (hlù12 (7)

The result for a nonembedded stone condition calcu-
laÈed by Equation 7 is shown in Fígure 3 by the
solid curves.

The equivalent rnedían stone diarneter gizes are
given by the U.S. Departnent of Transportation (u.S.
DOT) in graphic forrn in Hydraulic nngineering Círcu-
Iar No. 14 (4). For a flow depth of between I and 3

meters, these U.S. DoT-reconmended stone sizes are
plotted in rigure 3. For conparison, the U.S. DOf-
reconmended stone sizes based on Hydraulic Engi-
neering circular (HEC) No. lf.(3), No. 14 (4), antl
No. 15 Q) are plotte¿l together in Figure 4. The(6)

too
Extrnd.d Shiclds Curvr - F¡9.2

--- 
Hsndôrson ( 16 )

---- M€rhod of usBR ( 6, 7 )

to-¿

ro-io-
loc

Re.

FIGURE 3 fümparison of Shields curve and data for engineering design revetments.
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FIGURE 4 fümparison of Shields curve and U,S. DOT data.
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curves for HEC No. 11 were obtaíned by assuning that
(a) the hydraulic radius is approxinately equal to
the flo$, depth and (b) the Manning n valge_ varies
vríth mean stone size Ii.e., ¡ = g.9395 ¿1,/6 (5)].
Note that if the Manning n value is ca1culâted fron
Stricklerfs formuta (i.e., n = g.9342 ¿I/6¡ the K*
values will be lower.

The California Depart¡nent of Transportation (Cal-
trans) presented a forrnula for the calculation of
mini¡num stone sizes. The Caltrans equation nay be
reduced to

r" = lo.ozto ¡¡t"g 12.27 (hld)12 [csc (<Þ - o)] ] (r. - rÐ¿

= \o.ozez¡¡rog 12.27 (hlÐl2l (r, - zÐd (8)

¡vhere 0 = 70 degrees for rando¡nly placed rubble.
Results from Equation I for thro different O values

(0 = 0 ancl e = 45 degrees) and three clífferent flow
clepths (h = 0.5 n¡ 1 m, ancl 2 m) are plotted as
dashed curees in Figure 3.

Riprap sizes of 20 cm and 50 cm are shown as two
straight lines in Figure 3. These lines are plotted
on the Shields ¿liagram and are independent of any of
the riprap size recommendation curves. with a given
flow condition, such as u*, and a flow depth, the
minimum ripräp size can be selected as the intersec-
tíon of the flow depth and rÍprap size for each set
of reconunendation curves.

For the same flov¡ condítion, the differences
arnbng the sizes recom¡nended by the three agencies
are significant. The U.S. DOT recommends the snall-
est riprap size. The U.s. Bureau of Reclanation
(6d) and Henderson QQ) have suggested the curves
shown in Figure 3 for incipient rnotion at the chan-
ne1 bed (0 = 0 degree) and for incipient notion at
the channel banks (e = 45 degrees).

Rubble Structures in Coastal Engineering

The followíng equations used to determíne the sta-
bility of armor units on rubble structures in enqi-
neering may be obtâined from Hou (9) and CERC (2).

d* = iÞ*H

where

iÞ* =0.164 csc(Õ -0')/[(y" -t¡)ltrl (Caltrans)

or

ó+ = 1.2a1 [o" - tòll¡lK¡t 13 ¿s1t 13 g'

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

Here

il* = equivalent ¡ninirnum value of stone dianeter,
H = design wave height at the structure site,

KD = stability coefficient G),
0' = angle of structure slope measured fron hori-

zontal in degrees, and
0 = repose angle of armor units under water

surface.

According to \rave theory and Equation 9, for the
conditions ls/lf = 2.65¡ A = 70 ilegrees; an¿l 0t = 0
degree, as derived from Equations 9 and 10, one has
the result shown in Figure 5:

d* = 0.106H (12)

From the foregoing analysis it appears that Equa-
tion 9 is not co¡npletely satisfactory becausê of the
absence of the wave period, T, and wave number,
2nH/L.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of Shields curve and data for design of
rubble structure in coastal engineering.

SIJ}IMARY ANÐ CONCLUSIONS

The Shields diagram for incipient sedinent notion
has been extended for large particle size and wave
environment. An extended Shields diagram is sum¡na-
rized ín Figure 6. For Re* nunbers less than 2.0
(point A), the sedinent particles are considerecl to
be small. When Re* numbers are greater than 100
(at point B), the K* vålue for incipient notion is
constant. For Re* greater than about 4 x l0\,
the K* value erould increase 0.25 because of the de-
crease of drag coefficÍent at high Reynolds nun-
bers. This liniting value is indicated as point C
in Figure 6. HoÌrever, the data are rather línited.
I'tore data are needed to establish the validity of
this increase in K* value.
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FIGURE 6 Extended Shields diagram.

For wave notion, greater flow shear stress is re-
guired to cause incipient rnotion; this is because of
the shorter contâct ti¡ne bethreen maximun orbital
veLocity ând the sediment particle.

Riprap sizes reconmended by three government
agencies are plotted on the incipient notion dia-
gram. AII three agencies recomnended mini¡nun parti-
cle sizes for the design of riprap. These sizes are
all below the criteria indicated by the incipient
motion curves. Thus, according to incipient ¡notion
criteria, all the reco¡nrnended sizes should be stable
and not be moved by the flow. Caltrans seetns to
recomnend the largest sizes and thus provides the
¡nost conservative ilesign. All of the U.S. DOT- and
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caltrans-reconmendèd sizes are srnaller than those
indicated by the incipient motion criteria. How-
ever, one must remernber that actual riprap rnay be
subjected to large turbulent fluctuation and thus
much larger riprap is needed for shore protection
than ís indicated by the extended Shields díagraÍr
for incipient notion. Some of the riprap will pro-
trude farther into the flovr than that tested on a
sediment bed under laboratory condítions. This pro-
trusion v¡i11 also affect the incipient ¡notíon of
r iprap.

The riprap sizes recommended by the U.S. Àrmy
Corps of Engineers and caltrans for a wave environ-
rnent are also compared i{ith the extended Shíelds
diagrarn. These recommended sizes are greater than
those indicated by the incipíent notion ¿liagram.
Honever, in aildition to other factors the reeom-
mended sizes should also be a function of vave
period and wave nunber. Recommendations for riprap
sizes fro¡n various agencies are cornpared and ana-
lyzed accordíng to the incipient notíon díagram for
different ranges of flow conditions. All the recom-
¡nended riprap sizes are in the nonmotion region ac-
cording to the extended Shields diagram.

Although the reconmended riprap sizes are nuch
greater than thosè required for incípient moÈion' it
is not safe to use a smaller size srithout further
study of turbulence leve1s near the riprap in the
field and of the effect of particle protrusion into
the flor.r. A comprehensive laboratory test should be
conducted to verify the results of this study. A
unified riprap design guÍde can then be ileveloped.
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Assessing Vulnerability of Bridges to Floods

EMMETT M. LAURSEN

ÀBSTRACT

The capacity of both new ånd old bridges to
withstand scour. at their foundations and any
other flow phenomena that could lead to
failure needs to be exa¡nined. The problêm
is so¡newhat dífferent ín the two cases be-
cause a new bridge åhoula be designed for
the raaximun flood to be expeeted, and there
is anple opportunity Ín the design process
to suggest foundations--or even brÍdge con-
figurations--that may lead to safer, less
costly briilges. Making existing bri¿lges
less vulnerable is likely to be difficult,
awkward, and costly. Hogrever, even old
bridges can be valuable--as can be dis-
covered after they are lost--but the cost of
renedial measures for the maxi¡nu¡n expected
flood may be more than can be justified. The
prediction of scour at bridge foundations is
a three-step procedure: (a) the establish-
¡nent of the flood nagnitude-freguency rela-
tionship, (b) the conceptuaLization and
analysis of the flow characteristics of
floods that might occur during the life of
the bridge, ,and (c) the prediction of scour.
The first step needs evidence of the maximun
flood that should be expectedi the second
step is the rnost dífficult as a general
rule; the third step is likely to raÍse
guestions about scour that have not yet been
ansr¡ereil adêquately. As a result of the
Silver Bridge failure, visual exarnination of
bridges for structural íntegrity has becone
routlne. Despite occasional spectacuLar
fail-ures like the Interstate bridge in Con-
necticut, there are probably more briilges
lost in floods than fron structuräl inade-
quacy. The assess¡nent of the vulnerability
of existing bridges to floods is also needed
and would pay dividends. Recent research,
sponsored by the Àrizona Departrnent of
Transportation and the FEWÀ, has resulted ín
relatíonships for predicting the scour at
the toe of a vertical wall an¿l at the toe of
a sloping sill. On the basis of the depth
of scour, the structural form, and the ease
of adding to the sill structure if need be
in the future, the sloping sill is the pre-
ferred solution. Recent unsponsored student
research índicates that the prevíous solu-
tion for sizing riprap was too conservative.
Both of these studies are aids to the engi-
neer seeking ways to nake existing bridges
Iess vulnerable.

Bridges are expensive. Moreover, bridges are vital
links in our transportatíon system, and our trans-
portation syste¡n is a vital part of our economic
¡nachine. It would seem obvious, therefore, that we
can spend as ¡núch to ensure against the possible
failure of a brídge as the cost associate¿l rrith the
failure times the probability of the failure. Usu-
ally it will be found that the bridge ls so expen-
slve, and the added cost of being sure it will not
fail. is so little, that just saving the bridge is

sufficient justification for designing for the ¡¡axi-
mun flood truly to be expected (1). rÉe rnagnitude
of the naximurn¡ limíting flood used for design pur-
poses depends on the sltuation. The spillway design
flood for a dam located just above a densely popu-
lated area will probably be as large as there is any
evidence it cân be. For a bridge, the maxi¡num can
be reduced to be comparable to the largest flood
that hâs happened in the region and that can be.
expected to happen again.

To say that a bridge should not fail Q) ls not
to say that traffic will be naintained or that the
approach embankments will not fail. These are sepa-
rate questions. If the econornic (or political) cost
of traffic delay is not nuch, perhaps the bridge
should be designed as an overfloe structure. Eighr¡ay
embankment is conparatively cheap and can be re-
placed quickly. The acceptable rj.sk of failure for
the approach embankrnents might well be greater than
that for the bridge itsel-f.

AlI too often the rlsk of failure is evaluâted as
the probability of an event happening one or nore
times during the life of the structurei this prob-
ability turns out to be eguat to unity tninus the
probability of nonoccurrence (becausê the surn of the
probabilities of nonoccurrence, once-and-on1!-oñêê¡
twice-and-only-twice, and so forth is unity). This
is correct for a catastrophy after which the bridge
is not to be rebuíIt. But it is incorrect for recur-
ring loss if the bridge ís to bê rebuilt. For re-
curring loss, the risk of failure should be eval-
uated as the product of the life of the structure
times the probability of occurrence of the event in
any I year. The difference ln the two nethoda is
small if that product is 0.1 or lesa, but becomes
quite extrerne if one considers designing a cuLvert,
for exa¡np1e, for a l0-year flood if the culvert is
supposed to function for 50 years.

Thís raises the questions of the value of the
bridge over its life and the probability of occur-
rence of a flood of a given rnagnitude. The ansners
to both can be off by a factor of t!ro. The optimun
of the total expeeted cost curve (the sum of initial
cost and probable loss) is so flat that one solution
is not nuch better or worse than another as shown in
Figure l. oesigning rnore or less conservatively cân
be justifieil on the basís of other losses on the one
hand¡ or other societal neetls on the other.

Both new bridges and oltl britlges neetl to havê
their vulnerabitity to floods assessed. The differ-
ence between the tno cases is found in what can be
done about the situation if there is vulnerability.
Engineering deslgn is, as a rule, an iterative pro-
cedure of assumption, analysis, appralsal, reassurnp-
tion, reanalysis, and so forth until an acceptable
solution is obtained. The hydraulic engineer should
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be a ne¡nber of the deslgn team from the beginning to
the en¿I. He or she should have a voice in deterrnin-
ing the location of the bridge; some locations can
be nuch better than others fron a hydraulic view-
point. The hydraulic engíneer should approve the
final design as a final âssessnent of the vulnera:
bility of the bridge. The finat solution will not
necessarily be the best solution from a hydraulic
standpoint, but the hydraulics of the final solution
can be important. During the design proceas, there
should be an ínterplay between the various require-
nents of function, structure, aesthetics, and hy-
draulics. For exanple, if a safety factor is re-
guired in the design of a pile foundaton, it would
be nuch better fron a scour standpoint to ¡nake the
pil€s longer than to reguire more piles. or, if
debris is anticipated (and it shoulil be), wiilety
spaceil columns for a pier woulcl be preferable to
closely spaced columns; incleed, a solicl pier night
be preferable to closely spaced columns.

New bridges can probably alyrays be rnade safe by
making the foundations a little bit deeper. À little
bit (conparatively) is enough because the nagnitude
of the flood that has twice the return interval is
not double, the flow depth of a flooil of tv¡ice the
discharge is not double, and the scour ¿lepth for
twice the depth of flow is not ¿louble. A foundation
is requiretl for a bridge even if lt is not over a
river. The added cost of rnaking the bridge safe
during the naxi¡num flood to be expected is a smal1
fraction of the cost of the bri¿lge. This is why the
best hydraulic solution is not necessarí1y thê .be6t
overall solution in the design of a particular
bridge and why vulnerable brldges can sel¿lom be
j ustified.

Old bridges present a different problen than do
new bridges for several reâsons. First of all, there
are many nore of theni second, their renainíng life
is li¡níted and their value nay be alsoi and last,
decreasing their vulnerability is likeLy to be more
costly íf lt is feasible at all.

In the afternath of the faílure of the Silver
Bridge over the Ohio River, the inspection of
bridges for structural integrity and traffic safety
and adequacy has beco¡ne routine. Much can be seen
in a visual inspection and, if deemed pruilenÈ, mea-
surenents can be na¿lê and analyses can be performed
to evaluate the safety, integrity, and adequacy of
the structure. In respect to the vulnerability of
the bridge to floods, seeing is only a small part of
the assessment procedure requirecl. A hydraulic
engineer nust predict \dhat scour and what lateral
forces could occur and a foundation engineer tnust
predict whether the foundations are adeguate for
these conditions. If alt old bridges over rivers
are to be included in an inspection program, more
than a few people will be needecl. Do all brfdges
need to be included? An exanple of a little, old
briilge in Arizona is illustrative. This 7?-ft bridge
Ìras built in 1929 on the highway between.Tucson and
Nogales. Eventually it was used to carry a frontage
road of the Interstate because it, like several
other slmilar bridges, vras stiII serviceable for
this purpose. Nothing happened to the bridge until
1968 when one abutnent settled about a foot during a
100-year flood. For repair, the brlilge was jacked
up and concrete was poured for a new bridlge seat.
Then in 1978 another 10O-year floocl occurred, and
the three piers and four spans went down. One eval-
uation of the value of thls almost-s0-year-old
bridge would be the cost of the bridge that was
built to replace it (several hundred thousand dol-
lars). Old bridges should not.necessarily be ex-
cluded fro¡n a program of re-evaluation.

Certainly not aII old bridges, or even all
bridges, need to be evaluated. Bridges scheduled
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for demolítion for whatever reason, or which are
virtually worthless ancl are left sÈanding for minor
convenience, anil bridges whose fou¡rdations are on
rock or out of the reach of the river and whose
superstructures are above floodrdaters and debris are
not part of the probLem. There are still many exíst-
ing bri.dges that need to have their vulnerability to
floods assessed. As late as 1970 in response to a
questlon about scour preclictions, 67 of. 97 engineer-
ing organizatíons said that they used engineering
judgnent, Ii¡nited the flosr velocity, or made no
preclictions or they did not reply (3). That more
bridges tlo not fatl is probabty due to the conserva-
tis¡n of foundation engineers in their evaluation of
soil properties and soil-structure interaction.
Iloy¡ever, they are probably as prone to use norê
piles than they think are really necessary as they
are to use longer piles.

Because there are so many bridges, the evaluation
of existing bridges needs to be a tvro-part effort.
First, a quick check shoulil be nade of all bridges
(starting with the nost inportant, the nost usê¿|,
the most expensive) to divicle tbem into three
groups: (a) those that rûighÈ well be vulnerable, (b)
those that might not be vulnerable, anil (c) Èhose
that cannot be categorizeil because they are too
ilifferent or special. Then, those bridges that
might be vulnerabl-e shoul¿l be exanined carefully,
and, if they are vulnerabJ-e, some means to nake the¡n
invulnerable or less vulnerable should be clevised.
This last is easier said than done. It is easy in
the design of a new bridge to specify foundations 5
or l0 feet deeper, and it does not cost very nuch.
Whether one can actually add to the depth of exist-
ing foundations is arguable (but to no good pur-
pose)t however, a neasure such as encircling exist-
ing piers and abutments with sheet piling is going
to be costly. Àny rneasures to reduce the vulnera-
bí1ity of a bridge are líke1y to be costly, and the
renaining life and value of the britlge may erell be
less than when built (in constant dollars, of
course). Therefore, it nay not be econo¡nica1 to
build in resistance to the ¡naxinun expected flood.
However, proÈection against so¡¡e Ìeve1 of flooding
can probably be justifieil in most cases--after all,
a brídge failure will always represent a sizable
rnonetary loss, not only that of the bridge itself,
but also that associatecl with ¿le1ay of the traffic
that cannot use the bridge.

Eventually all bridges should be examinedr êVên
those that were initially included in the group that
night not be vulnerable. It will be the third
group--those bridges that are special or different--
that will give the ¡nost trouble. Either the examiner
will need a lot of gooil imagination or there xrill
need to be ¡nore research in the laboratory. All
geonetry and all situations have noÈ been stuilied
adequately, so the exaniner who sets out to predict
\rhat can happen to existing bridges ís going to
encounter things unknown and unanswered questions
that point to the neeal for further research.

RESEARCH

There are three things that need to be predicted in
assessing the vulnerabilíty of a bridge to floods:
(a) the scour at the brídge foundations, (b) the
Iateral force of the flow on the bridge, and (c) the
backwater due to the bridge. Then, of course, it is
necessary to go on to predict hord the bridge witl
react to the scour anil lateral force and what addi-
tlonal floodíng will occur because of the backwater.

The predictíon of scour is a three-step process:
(a) the.establishment of a flood nagnitude-freguency
relationship iniluding the nagnitude of the maximun
expected flood, (b) the.quantitative description of
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the hydraulics of the floocl flows includíng the
divination of the future course and degradation of
the river, and (c) the prediction of the scour at
the bridge foundations.

Hydrology

There are those who believe in the infinite tails of
the probability distribution functions used in hy-
drologic studiesi they, as a consequence, also be-
lieve in infinite flood magnitudes. In this finite
world there are no infinite floods; it.is not pos-
sible to design for an infinite flood; and therefore
those believing in the infinite flood will almost
ínevitably advise building for the wrong flooal--one
th_at is eíther too bíg or too s¡nall. Because bridges
are usually expensive anil because of the societal
and econo¡nic need for the bridge, the flood of pri-
mary interest is the maxirnurn expected flood. This
is not the rnaxitnun flood anybody can conceive of
happening, but nerely a flood conparable to the
Iargest floods that have happened in the region, or
rnaybe slightly larger if the records are short. For
the question of the maxinu¡n expected f1ood, recent
work by geomorphologists is very important. Through
the exanínation of slack-water deposits, Kochel et
al. (g) 

' have shown that the 1954 flood on the Pecos
River vras the largest in the past 2,000, perhaps
10r000, years. That, certainly, should qualify the
1954 flood as the maxi¡num expected flood.

Because design for the maxi¡nun expected flood is
the ultÍnate, the desÍgn process should start with
it and then ask how much can be saved by bullding
for a lesser flood and taking a chance on a loss.
wilt ít be worth the risk? Seldom vrill the answer
be "yesrn and when it is, it will probably be in a
case where trâffic can be interrupted by a frequent
(2- to lo-year) floo¿l as long as the briclge ís not
substantially damaged. Presuning that one designs
for the optinurn (however one operationally fínds the
optimum), precíse return intervals or probabilities
for various magnitude floods are not necessaryi one
design is about as gootl or bad as another because
the optimum is flat, not a cusp. In this writer's
opinion, the lO0-year flood is a poLitical floocl we
could better do \rithout, and the money being spent
on deternining the I00-year floo¿l and its extent
could bètter be spent invesÈigating prehistoric
floods to establish maximum expected floods.

Hv¿lraulics

oeciding on the depth of flow, the direction of
flow, and the distribution of flow across the full
width of flow to predict scour is not easy, even for
a river ehannel and flooclplain as they exist. This
is not enough. One must describe the character of
the flow for the channel and floodplain as they
might exist at some tine during the Iífe of the
bridge. This is the step where divine inspiration
would be very helpful but i{here inagination ancl so¡ne
knowledge and experience in the behavior of rivers
must suffice.

The description of the flow must be more than the
one-dinensional analysis that is corunonly enployed
to descrÍbe the flow in the river. Sone notion of
the tlro-¿linensional pattern of flow in the ptan view
is absolutely required, and overtones of the third
di¡nension are more than just desirable. The se¿li-
ment-transport pattern of supply and capacity is
needed for the determination of scour and deposi-
tion. The depth and direction of flow are needed to
predict the scour at piers. The depth of flow and
the quantity of flow obstrucÈed by the approach
embankment and abutrnênt are needed to predict the
scour at the abutment.
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For existíng brídges, the routine inspection
prograrn should be expanded to include observatíons
of the river upstream and downstream (with pictures
for the record and for comparison over the years).
If the channel is shifting or the streanbed is de-
grading or aggrading, the original design calcula-
tions shouLd be referred to in order to check
whether vrhät is happening is within the conditions
for which the foundations were designed. If not,
there should be a deternination of whether somethÍng
should be done. There is always the possibility
that in the nbig floodrn the river wiJ.l change dras-
tically and suddenly. Insofar as possible, however,
this drastic, sudden change shouLd have been anÈicí-
pated during design. It is known that rivers widen
during major hurricane floods (!r9), and the reglae
equations from India (7) inply widening. A recent
dissertaÈion by Silverston (-q.) gives an analytic
basis for this tendency to widen and indicates that
for rivers in regions like Arízona the widening
tendency is more extreme than would be predicted by
the regime equations.

Scour

This writer feels that the prediction of local scour
at the piers and abutments is the easier part of the
game as long as the geonetry of the situation bears
sone resetnblance to the geonetries that have been
studied Ín the laboratory. For others, this nay not
be guíte the case. There are a nunber of relation-
ships that have been proposed for predicting the
depth of scour; for most, therefore, the first dif-
ficulty is to decide which relationship to use. To
use all of them and take an average is to plead an
inability to make a crucial tlecÍsion. This paper is
not the place to go into a conprehensive critigue of
the various scour relationships, but Figure 2 shows
the prinary difference betv¡een sorne of the scôur
relationships. The experimental data are frorn a

Deplholflow=Olfl
oiomeler of p¡er = 0.25f I

/HrRE ( r3)

ond Fischer (14)

's experimenls (9)

modif icolion
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of various scour formulas with experimental

data.

thesis by Alawi (9). The Laursen curve includes the
clear-water scour case, the goocl general movement
case, and the transition between (1q-1a). The
deepest scour is that predicted by lhe colorado
State University version of scour, which can be
found in a training and design manual prepared for
the Federal Highway Ad¡ninistration (11). The ,fain
and Fischer relationship is from a study, conducted
at the Iovra lnstitute of Hydraulic Research, that
achieved supercritical flow (14). The difference in
opinion about the effect of velocity (or Froude
nunber) on the depth of scour Ís shown again but
fro¡n differenÈ points of view in FÍgures 3 and 4.

Hov¿ does one "proven which scour relationship (if
any) is correct? By means of field measurements, of
course. A few have been made. Most if not all are
so¡newhat flawed and are not entirely satisfying.
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FIGURE 4 Scour predictions for typical Arizona
conditions.

Figure 5 is a comparison of soÍìe measurenents and
the Laursen scour predictions, done as honestly and
well as possible. Finally, it can be stated with
Iittle fear of contrailiction thât if the CSU,/HIRE
(13) scour relationship preclicted the true state of
affairs, there woulil be very fevr bridges still
standing in Arizona.

This observation is illustrated by the sarne
littler old bridge betrdeen Tucson and Nogales men-

Meosured scour (ft)

I Klingemon (27)

^ Hopkins (28)

FIGURE 5 hedicted Q!) and measured pier
scour.
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tioned before ($) that had footings only 6 ft beloht
streanbed. A reasonable esti¡nate of the flow pattern
of the flood of 1968 resulted in a prediction using
the Laursen relationships that the one abutnent
would settle as it did. Ànother nreasonable" esti-
¡nate of the flow pattern of the flood of 1978 re-
sulted in the prediction that the piers would fail
(some bank-protection erork had been done and a bor-
row pit had been dug durÍng the construction of the
InterståËe). If a more correct scour prediction had
been much less, there r{as no good reason for the
danage and failure that occurred. If a rnore correct
scour pre¿liction had been much tnore, the bridge
shouLd have failed years before Ín some lesser
flood. Therefore, the scour preilictions must have
been better than just iin the ball parkr" and pre-
ilictions t$rice as large because of a velocity effect
could not have been more correct.

Backwater

Highway enbankments across the floodplains and a
bridge across a river channel are without a doubt
obstructions to the flood floer. Therefore, the
question of how much backwater is caused by the
obstruction is valid and should be asked. Unfortu-
nately, the usual ans\rer is based on some varíation
of the backwater to be expected for a boundary con-
striction in a conparatively narrow fixed bed and
bank flume. rf the valley is wide, and especially
if it is heavily vegetated, the backwater may be
much different and much greater (16). on the other
hand, if there is scour, the backwater may be nuch
less (1I). Experiments at Colorado state UniversiÈy
(cSU) found that if there was scour the backwater
i{as so small it vras soneti¡nes rneasured as negative
(17). It is possible the negative backwater was
real and not measurenent èrror becauser if the jet
issuing fron the bridge opening digs itself a long
contractionr the overall energy loss cân be less
than that of the natural flood flow. The backwater
with scour found in a small laboratory flume is
shor+n in Figure 6 (I8). In Figure 7 that backwater
is compared with the backwater predicted by the FHWA
procedures without and with scour. The scour used
r,¡as the measured scour, because the FHWA procedure
gave no hint of how to predict scour.

Lateral Force

A solution for the lateral force on a bridge super-
structure was published recently by Naudascher (lÐ.
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FIGURE ó Backrvater versus encroachment
with scour (!$).
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FIGURE 7 Backwater comparisons with scour (IIl).

. This solution does not include the lateral force on
the piers, rvhich can be irnportant even if the water
level does not get up to the bridge superstructure.
itlore inportanÈ, this solutlon does not include the
effect of debris. Of course, one nust know how rnuch
of rdhat kind of debris, and this ís a great unknow-
able. Today one starts to think in terns of nobile
hornes nhen one thinks of debris. These could be
even erorse than the timber and lumber that erere
plastered against the bridges in northern Callfornla
in the floo¿ls of about 15 years ago.

Naudascherrs soÌution does not consider the ef-
fect of scour either. The sluice-gate flow pattern
at the water surface would probably result in seour
of an erodible bed. The flon, as a whole, vrould
then experience very 1ittle contraction. It is
difficult to say whether the floer âround the super-
structure and the pressure ¿listribution around the
structual ¡ne¡nbers ¡vould be noticeably different with
and without scour, but the backlrater wouldl be less
and the water should not be as high on the super-
structure. Experinents need to be repeate¿l with an
erodible bed.

INADEQUATELY ÀNSI|IERED QUESTIONS

The instant one tries to assess the vulnerability of
brídges to floods, one begins to ask questions and
fínds the anwers are not conpletely saÈisfying. The
first questions are about hydrology, and guickly one
finds that information about the ¡naximum flood to be
expected ls lacking. Carmody (29), tooking at the
largest floods in Arízona, found none of the largest
floods adequately documented and, upon critlcal
exanination, many appeared to be estl¡nated ultracon-
servatively high. The next questions are about the
hydraulics of the flow, an¿l one finds that there is
not a satisfâctory and convincing method of solving
flood flow as a thro-dimensional problen.

These questions relate to the preliminary Steps
in predicting scour. $¡hen one comes to predicting
the scour itself, nore questions will arise. The
questions of which scour predictlon eguatiÕn is
best, what ís the effect of velocity or Froude num-
ber, and what is the backwater have been raised
already and answers suggested. One is almost bound
to run into geometry that has not been tested: Do
very short elliptical piçrs lose all their shape
effect? What about very long, thin piers at an
angle to the flohr and spaced so closely that the
piers overlap? Exploratory research indicated Èhat
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most but not all of the shape effect is 1ost, even
for 2 to I and 1.5 to I ellipses, and that the over-
lapping length of the long, thin piers can be
ignored (2I,221

REIqEDTAL !,TEÀSURES

v¡hen an existing bridge has been determined to be
vuLnerable to scour, there are several renedlat
measures that can be considered and that are not
changes to the bridge itself: (a) spur dlkes to
guide the flord and thereby lessen the scour, (b)
riprap to lirnit the depth of scour, and (c) a sill
structure to raise the streambed.

SÞur Dikes

Spur dikes can guide the flon, but how long nust
they be to correct the flow in the center of the
channel? A good answer to this question is stilt
lacking. Spur ilikes also shift the deepest scour to
the end of the spur dike, away from the abutnent.
This is good, but lt means that the spur dike rnust
be long enough so that the tail of the scour hole
has about reached bed elevation, as was denonstrated
ín another exploratory study (23). Eoryever, another
caution in the use of spur dikes is that they nust
stay there tluring the big floocl or they r{ill not do
their job hrhen ¡nost needed. Again, there is really
no available information on how the spur dike shoutd
be protecteil or how long it will last durlng the bíg
f1ood.

Riprap

I The available means of sizing riprap is the result
of an analysls of the long contraction of the clear-
water casê QQ) adaptea to the pier or abutnent in
the sane manner as the sedlment-transporting case.
Approxinate evaluations for the boundary shear and
the critícal t.ractive force, which were reasonable
and perhaps slíghtly conservative for channel flow,
were enployed in this analysis. À little bit of
fragmentary evidence frorn the CSU tests seemed to be
confirnatory. The solutlon seenecl to work falrly
well ln predicting field measurements from Alaska;
however, the slze of the self-sorteal riprap was not
measured there and had to be assumed. Another ex-
ploratory investigation at the University of Àrizona
(24) suggests that the critical tractive force can
be taken as 7d instead for' 4d (d = riprap size in
feet), giving riprap slzes of about half those that
would be given by the original solution. Especially
in Àrizona, that is weLcome news because of the high
flos velocities of 15 or 20 fps, requiring riprap of
6-foot diameter or ¡nore using tbe 4d criterion.
Iquch nore testing needs to be done to be more sure
of this prelininary finding.

SiIl Structures

À sill downstrea¡n frorn the bridge is often Èhe pre-
ferrecl solution in Arizona for reclucing the vulnera-
bÍtity of an existing bridge. One reason is that
degradation Is a contributing factori strean slopes
are so greât that a snall percentage flattening of
tbe slope or shortening of the strearn can result in
nany feet of degradation. Combining several paral-
lel washes in one drainage structure is, in effect,
a long contraction case hrith lesser slope. Another
reason is that, in nuch of Arizona, one is not
rrorried about backwater ând flooding. fn addition,
a construction style of H-piles (or o1d railroad
rail), heavy wlre fabric, and loose rock (of which
there is plenty in Arlzona) useC by contråctors
experienced ln this construction keeps prices down.
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Laursen

The key question in designing a sílL structure is
the depth of scour on the dovrnstream side, or toe,
of the structure. If the scour can be predicted,
various si11 geometries for various flows can be
designed, and a ilecision can be made about whât to
build. Note that most of the possibLe loss is the
bridlge. Because no one Ìras able to find the neecleil
scour-predicting fornulas, this became the subject
of a research project sponsoreil by the Arizona
Department of Transportation. The t$¡o geonetries
studied lrere the vertÍcal wall and a I vertical (V)
to 4 horizontal (H) sloping sill.

Experl¡nents with a vertical-walI si11 structure
resulted in the following equation to predict the
scour at the toe (25):

D,/y" = 80"/wo)3t4 - 116 
+ (V"/w¡)l/[1 + (zAws/y")] 7'] (1)

where

Ds = the scour measured fron the dorrnstrean
water surface,

yc = the critical depth of flow,
vc = the critical velocity,
wo = the fall velocity of a guartz sphere of

the nedian sieve ilÍa¡neter, and
ôWS = the drop in water surface upstrean to

donnstream of the si1l.

Figure I shows that, except for a few inexpJ.ic-
able runs, the equation predicts the depth of scour

peo
t+zo Grovel Pebbles

AOV

ot?3
Meosured Da (fl )

FIGURE B fümparison of measured and predicted
scour at the toe of a vertical wall (25),

correctly or conservatively. It shoul¿l be noted
that alÈhough the flovr was supposed. to be two dimen-
sional, the resulting scour was,not two di¡nensional.
variation in the scour across the strean is to be
expected in reaL life.

The sedinent left the scour hole in suspension in
the case of the vertical wa1l. The next experinents
were with a sloping sill with a slope of lV to 4H
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(26). In this case, the sedirnent left the scour as
beil load except during the early stages of the de-
velopment of the scour hole. Another clifference rras
that the drop in vrater surface was not an inportant
pararneter, but that the size of the riprap covering
the slLl structure was. The scour pretliction equa-
Èion was

4/y" = 4(y"/d)o'' - 3(d,, ly Jo't

where

Ds = the scour ¡neasured fro¡n the downstream
water surface,

yc = the critical depth of flow,
d = the dia¡neter of the sediment being scoured

out, and
<1., = the dianeter of the riprap.

The comparison of measured and prealicted scour is
shown in Figure 9.

Yumo
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of measured and predicted
scour ¿rt the toe of a sloping sill (!É).

For both sills the scour is less when the flow is
transporting sedirnent, but hoi{ much less depends on
how much sedinent is being transported. If the
critical flovr at the brink of the sill is transport-
ing the maximum load it can, the scour is about 75
percent of the clear-nater scour. À great many runs
would be necessary to evâluate the secliment-trans-
porting case adeguately, but because the reduction
is probably less than 25 percent, the effort does
not seem warranted at thís time.

The scour can also be less if the scour hole is
riprapped, whether by self-sorting or artificially.
fn the case of the vertical sill, the depth of scour
of the riprapped hole neeils to be 50 percent more
than it would be if the riprap were the se¿li¡nent
being scoured. This is because, ât the natural
límit' there is still action in the botton of the
scour hole¡ the surface naterial ls moved about and
the underlying rnaterial is exposed. fven if nevt
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naterial is not brought in for riprappíng, it is
suggested that the best .practice would be to exca-
vate a preforned scour hole and cover the botton of
the scour hole with the coarsest fraction of the
excavateal material. This assunes, of course, that
Èhere is coarse ¡naterial in the native materiali
otherwise, it will have to be imported. This tech-
nique will ensure that all the coarse material will
be available for riprap; otherwise, in the initial
stages of scour-hole clevelopnent, much coarse rnate-
rial can be lost.

The sloping sill would seen to be the preferable
form for several reasons: The scour depth is less¡
the basic structure is just an earthen dike (aI-
though it needs to be protected by anchorecl riprap);
and it can bg ad¿led to easily if the tailwater con-
tinues to drop because of continued ¿legradation.

SUMI4ARY

The thesis of this paper is that it is in the public
interest that the vulnerability of bridges to ftoods
be lessened. Bridges are expensivet they are vítal
links in our transportation systemi and nany of them
are vulnerable to an unjustifiable (probably also
unknown) ilegree.

In the design phase of nev, bridges, hydraulics
and scour sþould be duly considered in planning,
site selection, and final design. This is not to
say that hydraulícs should dictate design, nerely
that it shoulil be properly considered and any vu1-
nerability should be assessed and justified.

The natter of existing bridges, new and old, is
much more dífficulÈ to work out. A prograrn is needecl
to assess the vulnerabitity of every existing bridge
and to contrive remeilial neâsures to lessen the
vulnerabilíty of those bridges worth saving. This
would be a progran conparable to the ongoing bridge
inspection progratn in size, in scope, and in inpor-
tance. It would differ in that v¡hen a bridge has
once been assessed for vulnerability to floodsr only
cursory inspectíon should be required to be sure
hyclraulic conditions have not changed.

There would be difficulty in carrying out such a
program--partly because of the sheer nurnber of
bridges that would be involved; partly because there
are questions regaréling hydrology, hydraulics, and
scour that re¡nain unanswered or not answered ade-
quately and convincingly.

fn hydrology the nost important and difficult
question is the magnitude of the naximum flood to be
considered in evaluating designs. In hydraulics the
most important and difficult question is the two-
dinensional flo\r pattern in the vicinity of the
bridge, includíng the backr'rater alue to the brídge.
For scour the nost difficul-t question is probably
which scour-prediction relatÍonship to use.

Further investigations are needed to better
answer all these guestions. In contriving renedial
neasures, other studies will be needed. To illus-
trate this contention, several exploratory studies
have been referred tot the most pronising of these
is the one that indicated that the riprap size
needed to arrest scour night be half that previously
índicated.

Finâlly, the results of a laboratory investiga-
tion of the scour at the toe of sill struclures are
given in the forn of scour-predicting equations for
a vertical waIl and for a sloping sill. The need to
have this guestion answered vras apparent to the
ArÍzona Departnent of Transportation as they em-
barked on a progran to re-evaluate the ¡nost vulner-
able of their brldges and to contríve remedial nea-
sures for those too vulnerable.
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Computer-Based Prediction of Alluvial Riverbed Changes

F.M. HOLLY, JR., T. NAKATO, and J.F. KENNEDY

ABSTRÀCT

Recênt investigations and research prograns
at the lo\ra Institute of Hydraulic Research
have invoLved both the analysis and develop-
nent of conputer-based sinulation techniques
for alluvial ríverbed evolution. The primary
use of such techniques is in the prediction
of riverbed aggradation and degradation
caused by perturbations in the river's equi-
librium geometry an¿l sedinent inflow supply
over extended reaches. In this paper Èhe
mathenatical basis of the problem is re-
viewed and several general numerícal ap-
proaches and associated difficulties are
¿lescribed. Seven published proqrans are
then described, and their perfornance when
applied to three actual field situations is
cornpared. The conclusions poínt out a crit-
ical dependence on field data and identify
the need for further research in understand-
ing physical mechanisms such as sediment
sorting, arnoring, scourr and deposition.

Mother Nature, in providing the Earth with a systen
of ¿lrainage channels to return surface waters to the

sea, has endo\ded man in general, and river engineers
in particular, with both a blessing and a curse. The
blessing is that rivers whose channels are forned of
l-oose, noncohesive alluviu¡n are able to a¿ljust their
geonetry to carry wiclely varying tlischarges with
only moderate changes in water-surface elevation.
The curse is that river engineers have found this
self-regulating nechanisn extre¡neIy difficult to
underatand and accommodate in their projects.

The sheer complexity of alluvial river responset
which involves dozens of relevant variabLes and even
anbiguity as to which are the depèndent and inde-
pendent ones, has defiecl atternpts to fornulate a

coherent, reliable, "desktop" netho¿loLogy for aI-
luvial river design. Although field experienee and
laboratory tests have led to the establishnent of
fairly reliable procedures for the prediction of
local scour around bridge piers, bank stabilityr ancl
oÈher such loca1 phenornena' no such procedures exist
for the analysis of alluvíal riverbed and bank
changes over long river reaches and exÈendeil periotls
of time.

The design engineerrs interest in alluvial river
response is generally focused on anticipating how

the riverbed and $¡ater-surface elevations will
change if an existing stable or equilibrium situa-
tion is perturbed. This perturbation may be the
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occurrence of an unusuâlIy large annual flood that
temporarily scours the bed and banks to acco¡nmodate
the higher flo$r before returning to nor¡nal condí-
tions. Or the perturbation may be a pernanent change
in river discharge patterns ând geometry caused by
upstrearn regulation of flows or bank stabilization
and channelization. The first type of perturbation
ls often susceptible to sinutation using a physical
scale nodel. Although difficult problens of scaling
laws and with the interpretation of resul-ts arise,
such physical nodels, in the hands of experienced
modelers, can yield valuable infor¡nation on local
scour ancl deposition around structures. noyrever,
the sheer expense and space requirenents of physicaL
scale nodels generally clisqualify them for simula-
Èia¡ of long-ter¡[! large-dÍstance rive¡bed response
to the second type of perturbation. This is where
nunerical, computer-based models, which can si¡nulate
both short- and long-tertn response, find their natu-
ral area of application.

Numerical ¡nodels of alLuvial river response are
the natural outgrowth of rlgid-boundary, unsteady
flood-propagation no¿lels that have proven to be so
useful in engineering ilesign. These unsteady flow
¡notlel-s have succeeded because they are based on
rnatheÍ¡atical descriptions that incorporate all the
inportant physical processes involved anil use reli-
able, carefully implemented nu¡nerÍcal nethods to
obtain approximate solutions to the appropriate
partial-differential equatlons. However, atluviat
river-response models have enjoyed nowhere neâr the
success of the.ir rigid-boundary cousins, precisely
because of the vreaknesses in our understanding and
nathematlcal formulation of the reLevant physical
procesåes. Notwithstanding this fundamental dliffi-
culty, design engineers have an immediate need for
reliable nunerical sinulations, and hydraulÍc re-
search engineers have targeted alluvial river hy-
draulics as a prime area for continuing funda¡nental
and applied research. Out of this fortunate con-
fluence of interest have arisen a variety of simula-
tion techniques and industriallzed software systens,
as weLL as nany apparently successful simulations of
prototype situations.

The renainder of this paper is devoted to brief
descriptions ând critical analyses of several of the
currently available software systems for alluvial
river simulation. À11 are linited to one-dinensional
simulation, in which it is assurned that river re-
sponse can be described in terrns of the average
longitudinal flow, vrithout detalled knowledge of
seconclary currents, backwater eddies, flow patterns
in the imnediate vlcinity of structures, and so
forth. At this tíne (1984), it would appear that
engineering use of two- and three-dinensional simu-
lation rnust await the development of a nore conplete
understanding of the physical processes involveil.

MATHE!'ÀTICAI REPF.ESENTÀTION OF ÀLLIIVIAL RIVERBED
EVOLUTION

The ¡nost basic one-dinensional description of erater
and sedi¡nent flow in an alluvial river consists of
four rel.ations (1):

Conservation of water

(ah/ðt) + (aq/ax) = Qq/B (1)

Conservation of e¡ater monentum

(au/at) + [u(ðu/ax)] + [g (ôh/ax)] + [g (azlôx)] + ssf = Me/p Bh (2)

Conservation of sediment

(1 - n) tñ(azlôÐl + (aG/ax) = Ge
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Sedi¡nent-transport law

f (G, 51 u,h, D56,..) = O

where

h = water depth,
q = vrater discharge per unit channel r¡iilth

(s = uh),
u = clepth-averaged water velocity,

Ql, = lateraL water-ínflow rate per unit
length,

= channel width,
= gravitational âccelerâtion,
= energy gradient,
= contribution to longitudinal tno¡nentum

from lateral vraÈer inflon,
= Irater density,
= sedirnent porosity,
= channel width affecteal by sediment

transport,
z = bed elevation,
c = volumetric sedi¡nent-transport rate,

GÍ. = lateral sediment-lnflon rate per unit
length, and

Dso, ...symbolically represents all sediment
properties that deternine the anount trans-
ported and the shear stress at the rlver-
bed.

Solutions to Eguatíons I through 4, if they could
be obtained for appropriate initial and boundary
conditions, woulcl produce the tirne and one-dl¡nen:
sional space varÍation of velocity u(x,t), depth
h(xrt), bed elevation z(xrt), and sediment tränsport
rate c(x,t). However, any lnplementation of a
conceptual nodeL based on these eguations also re-
quires assumptions about holr erosion or deposition
is distributed across the width of the channel, as
nell as a guantlfiable conceptual rnodel relating the
composition (size distribution) of se¿limenÈ in the
bed alluviun to the cornposition of sedlrnent being
transported. Nu¡nerical models are rnore often dis-
tingufshed one fron another by the way they treat
such processes than by their solution of the basíc
equations.

Equations 1 through 4 form a nonlinear pârtial-
differential system that in general cannot be solved
anâIytlcally. Àpproximate nunerical nethods can be
used to sol-ve these equations, but such ¡nethoils are
often tedious and expensive, especially when Egua-
tion 4 incorporates the interalependence of sêdiment-
transport rate and floer reslstance. Consequently,
use is often made of the fact that the typical tirne
scale of liquid wave-propagation phenomena is much
shorter than the tlne scale of longitudlnal bed-pro-
file nodÍfication (Ð. the propagation time of a
flood peak along a 100-k¡n reach rnay be of the order
of 1 or 2 days, whereas it would take several years
for a bed-level perturbation to cover such a dis-
tance. Whenever this is the case, the systen of
Equations I through 4 can be simplified by assumlng
that the water flow remains quâsi-steady ¿lurlng a
certain interval of Èime; or, ln other trords, thåt
$rater-lrave propagation effects are of secondary
irnportance for sediment-transport pheno¡nena.

Ìilhen this quasi-steady Ìrater-flon assunption is
justifiedl, Equation 2 for unsteady conservation of
water nonentun reduces to the faniliar 'backrúater
equationrr an equivalent statenent of steady-stâte
moneirtum or energy conservation:

[u(âu/ôx)] +þ@h/Ax)l + [q(azlðx)l +esr=Ma/pBh (s)

The mathemâtical problen ls then reducedl to one of
solving just the nonlinear partial-differential
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system of Equations 3, 4, and 5 in each tirne inter-
vaL over which the water discharge is assumed to be
nonvarylng in tine, be it for several hours cluring a
rising flood hydrograph or several years if the ef-
fects of a síng1e do¡ninant ilischarge are of interest.

There are two general types of sedinent-transport
and flow-resistance formulae as represented symboli-
cally by Eguatlon 4. In the first type, the energy
gradient Sf ís taken to be an explicit function of
knovrn floyr roughness and other parameters, ând the
sedi¡nent-transport rate c is an explicit function,
albelt indirect and often cornplex, of the flow. fn
the second general type of Equation 4, the effects
of bed forms, changing betl-material composition. and
bed arnoring on both flow resistance and sediment-
transport formulae qre taken into account in an at-
tenpt to represent the known interdependence of flovr
resistance an¿l sediment transport (2, pp. 114-126).

NI'IIIERICAL SOLUTION OF GOVERNING EOUATIONS

Virtually all published software systems for the
solution of the nater- and sedi¡¡ent-flow equations
use one forrn or another of the finite-difference
method, in which tl¡ne and space derivatives are
approxl¡nated by differences of nodal values of grid
functions that replace the continuous functionst
leadlng to a systen of algebraic eguations. Some

authors have used the finite-ele¡nent nethodr but in
one dimension there does not appear to be any strong
reason for doing so. rn any case, the gualíty and
reliability of numerical ¡nodels for bedl evolution
are determined prinarily by the sedinent-tra'nsport
for¡nulation and nechanis¡ns adopted for sorting,
arrnoring, and so forth. The particular numerical
rnethod used, as long as it is consistent with the
partiaL-differential equations and is stable, has
only a secondary effect on simulation quality.

whether the full unsteady set of Eguations I
through 4 or the quasi-steady set of Equations 3

through 5 is solvetl numerically, two basic ap-
proaches are possible: coupled or uncoupled (I). In
the coupled case, a sinultâneous solution of both
water ând sediment equations is sought. This is
evidently the physicauy proper e¡ay to proceed,
because the water-flow anil sedÍment-transport pro-
cesses occur simultaneously. Hoyreverr the sirnulta-
neous solution may involve certain conputational
complications, especially when the sediment-trans-
port flow-resistance equation (4) involves not just
an analytic ¡nathematical expression but a whole
series of procedures and conputations to sinulate
arnoring, sorting, bed forns, and so forth.

The uncoupled procedure has arisen essentially to
circunvent the computational difficulties of Èhe
coupled approach. The uncoupling of the liquid and
solld transport occurs during a short co¡nputational
time step, At. First the water-flow eguations are
solved to yield new values of depth and velocity
throughout the reach of interest, assuming that
neither the bed elevation nor the bed-sedinent char-
acteristics éhange during the tinê step. Then the
depths and velocities are taken as constant, known
ínputs to the sediment continuity and transport
eguations (3 and 4) ¡ these eguationg then become
relaÈively easy to solve nunerically, yielding the
new bed elevations. $lhen the overall ¡nodel lncludes
bed-sediment sorting or arnoring, these processes
are simulated in a third uncoupled computational
phasg using new depths, velocities, and bed eleva-
tions as known inputs. Although it is difficult to
quantify the error associated with this artíficÍal
uncoupllng of sitnultaneous, mutually dependent pro-
cessesr it is intuítively obvious that the uncou-
p1in9 is justified only if bed elêvations and bed-
nateríal charactêristics change very littJ.e during
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one time step. Experience in the use of uncoupled
nodels, with , both the unsteady and quasi-steady
vrâter-flow equations, has shown that the uncoupling
is not a seríous obstacle to successful simulation.

Ànother hybrid approach involves an iterative
application of the uncoupled approach within one
time stêp. The cornputational practicalities of the
uncoupling are retained, but the vrater and sediment
processes are allowed to interact through iterative
coupling until the aLgebraic equivalênts of the
water- and sedinent-flow eguations are truly sinul-
taneously satisfied at the end of the time step.
Additional cornputational cost would appear to be the
only reason (and a neak one at that) not to itera-
tively couple the equations.

ÀR¡,IORING AND SORTING

Another distinguishing feature of numerical becl-
evolution models is the representation of seilinent
sorting and bed-surface arnoring. Alluvial se¿líments
are rarely of uníform grain size. À broad range of
sízes are represented, from gravels and coarse san¿ls
down to fine silt and clay in varying proportions.
Finer particles are preferentially entrained into
the flow as erosion occurs, so that the material
renaining on the bed contains a progressively higher
proportion of coarser material. This so-ca1Ied
sorting process tends to increase the mean bed-mate-
rial size as degradation occurs, thus affecting the
sediment-transport rate, river regine (existence of
ripples and ilunes), and flow resistance through both
particle roughness and bed-form effects G). If the
original be¿l naterial contains a high enough propor-
tion of large, nonmovable materials (coarse gravel,
cobblesr and snall boulders) r an interlocking arnor
layer rnay form on the surface, arresting further
degradation. These processes are qualitatively
reverse¿l during deposition, but become even tnore
difficult to quantify.

No computer-baseil noilels presently avaílable
incorporate a general, adlequate treatment of sort-
ing and armorlng processes. Nevertheless, sone
¡nodeLs attempt to sirnulate their effects on becl
evolutioni others ignore them completely. Thus
another inportant clistínguishing feature of com-
puter-based no¿lels is the degree to which they in-
corporate sorting and arrnoring effects.

PERFOR¡,IÀNCE OF SEI,ECTED !4ODEI,S

Nu¡¡erical modeling of alluvial river flows has be-
come very popular in recent years because of the
advancenent of digital-computer technology. However,
the number of conputer-based, alluvial riverbed
prediction nodels that are readily available for
application to prototype cases seems to be quite
stna1l. !'lost of the available nodels have been devel-
oped for speclfic rivers under particular flow and
alluvial riverbed conditlons, and many of then are,
to some extent, well tuned or calibrated for those
particular rivers. In this section, attention will
be'focused only on those moilels that are rel-ated to
the ínvestigations con¿lucted at the lowa Institute
of Hydraulic Research (IIHR) in the last few years
(!-zt.

The assessment of the selected ¡notlels is made for
two ¿lifferent groups: short-ter¡n models and long-
tern no¿lels. The short-tern models are best suited
to conpute changes ín alluvial riverbed level during
a relatively short tine periodl. They are suited for
a slngle-flood event because of the relatively high
coat of. backerater computåtion using either unstea¿ly
flow equaÈíons 

-or a rather conplex fixed-bed water-
routing model such as IIEC-2 (8). On the other hand,
the long-term models enploy sinpler irnpletnentations
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of steady-state flow equations' and thus are suited
for long-term prealiction of riverbed level for mul-
tiple-flood events over multiple years. Hoetever, ít
shouldl be recognized that the short-term models can
also be applied for long-term predictíon if variable
time steps are employed. rn that case a shorter
tine step is used for highly unsteady flows and a
longer tine sÈep is used otherwise.

short-Term I'lo¿lels

HEc2sR (HEC-2 with Sediment Routing)

The known-discharge, uncoupled' rdater- and sedirnent-
routing rnodel hras developed by Simons, Li and Asso-
ciâtes (SIÀ) for sinulating watershed seditnent yield
and the attenilant riverbed aggradatíon and degrada-
tion in a river sysÈem (9). The model uses the HEc-2
fixed-bed, backwater-computation program developed
by the U.S. Àrmy Corps of Engineers (CoE), Hy¿lro-
Iogic nngíneering center (HEC) (_q) for water rout-
ing. HEC-2 solves one-dinensional, steady-statet
gradually varied flow using the flow-continuity and
flow-energy equations (l and 5). HEc-2 accounts for
various kinds of flow encroachments, such as bridge
constrictions and multiple channels, and allows for
nonunifor¡n distribution of the bed-roughness coeffi-
cient across the channel.

Once various hydraulic parameÈers are cleternined
by the HEC-2 computation, the bed-material and wash-
load discharges are estimated for each conputational-
reach. The nodel uses the ¡rteyer-Peter and Mueller
formula (10) for the bed-load discharge conputation
and the Einstein fornula (l!) for the suspendeil-load
discharge. The combined bed-naterial transport
rates are further corrected for wash-load effects
using Colby's empirical relationships (!¿) . The
sediment-volume change determíned frorn the balance
betgreen the sedinent inflow and outflow of each
subreach is distributed uniformly along the reach.
Therefore, the sedírnent-routing moclel that solves
the sediment-continuity equation (3) cannot predict
local scour or deposition patterns. However, dredg-
ing effects can be incorporated cluring the conputa-
tion of the sediment-volu¡ne change. The change in
cross-sectional profile is determined by a r+eighting
factor based on flow conveyances in adjacent lateral
subsections. Arnoring effects and changes of bed-
rnaterial conposition are considered during each
sedinent-routing phase. After the sediment-routing
phase, hydraulic anil bed-profile data ín the HEC-2
data file are updated, and the \rater- and sedirnent-
routing conputation for the next tine step begins.

Because of the high cost of backwater cornputa-
tion, the no¿le1 is not suitable for the long-term
prediction of riverbed changes. The nodel is purely
one ili¡nensional and accounts for neither laterâ1
channel nigration nor secondary flows.

ttUÌvSR (Uncoupled, Unsteady Water ând Sedinent
Routing)

This model was developed at Colorado State Univer-
sity by Tucci, chen, and sinons (11) for sinulating
one-dinensional, gradually varied, unsteady, water
and sediment flows in conplicateil river networks.
The model first solves the unsteady flow-continuity
and flow-monentum eguations (1 and 2) by an uncondi-
tionally stabLe, four-point, inpLicit, finite-ilif-
ference schene assuming a fixed bed during one time
step. ft is assumed that the be¿l-roughness coeffi-
cient for the unsteady flow is the same as that for
a steady f1ow. Three types of boundary conditions
rnay be used: upstrean discharge hydrograph, upstream
stage hydrograph, and dovrnstrean stage-discharge
rating curve. The water-routing ¡nodeL also considers
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the effects of tributary confluences ancl davns on
water-surface profiles in the study reach.

The computed flow infor¡nation is usefl to compute
the sediment-transport capacity' G, which is given by

G=aubh" (6)

where a, b, and c are empirical regression coeffi-
cients deter¡níned either fron fielil data or by gen-
erating data using the l,teyer-Peter ancl l¡lueller for-
¡nula and Einsteinrs betl-1oad function for bed-1oad
and suspencled-1oad dischargesr respectively. com-
puted sediment discharges are then apPlie¿l to the
sedinent-continuity equatÍon (3) to compute the
change in the cross-sectional area by means of an
explicit finite-difference scheme. Changes in bed-
naterial cornpositlon are not taken into account. It
should be noteil that steady-state conclítions are
assumed at confluences and da¡ns of the study reach.
The rnodel is able to simulate, with minimal conputer
costr a complex ríver-network systern in which is-
lands, neander loops, and tributaries are connected
to the main channel. The ¡no¿lel can also account for
effects of hydraulic structures such as dikes,
locks, and dans. The flooil-erave ¡novenent in a long
reach can be simulated by this unsteady flow-routing
¡nodel.

FLWIAI,-1I

This uncoupled model was developed at San Diego
Statê University in 1976 by Chang ancl Hill (14) to
simulate one-dimensionalr unstea¿ly, gradually
varied, water anal sedíment flows for channels with
erodible banks. FLWIAL-ll first solves the un-
steadyr flon-contínuity and flow-momenturn equations
(I and 2) in one tirne step by neglecting storaqe
effects due to unsteaaly floet. The nodel uses an
implicit, central-differênce' numerícaI scheme in
solving for the tv¡o unknown variables of water dìs-
charge and cross-sectional area. The flow ínfor¡na-
tion is then useat to compute the bed-rnâterial dis-
charge at each section using either the Graf formula
(!Ð or the Engelund-Hansen for¡nula (16).

The net change in cross-sectional area is next
obtained by solving the sediment-continuity equation
(3) using a backhtard-difference scheme for space ancl
a forward-difference scheme for tine. The computed
cross-sectional area change is then adjusted for the
effects of channel widthr cross-sectional profile,
ancl laterâl channel migration. wi¿lÈh acljustrnents
are ¡nade in such a tnanner that the spatial variation
in power expenditure per unit channel length is
reducecl along the reach by a trial and error tech-
nique. Further adjustnent of cross-sectional area
is made to reduce the spatial variation in power
expenditure along the channel. The effect of lateral
channel nigration is deterníned by solving the sedi-
ment-continuity equation in the transverse direc-
tion, which incorporates the effect of radius of
curvature of the river bend into the transverse
conponent of the se¿linent-transport rate. FLITVIAL-II
in unique because of its capability to pre¿lict
changes in erodible channel widthr changes in chan-
nel-beil profile' and lateral rnigration of a channel
ín bends.

Examples of Short-Terrn Model Perfornance

A National Research Council study committee con-
ducted an investigatíon for the Federal Energency
Managenent Agency (FE!¡!A) during 198I-L983 to deter-
mine whether rÍverbed degradation tluring flood pas-
sage has an effect on the flood stage that should be
incorporated into the calculation of floo¿l-zone
Limits (4). The study involved application of sev-
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eral flow- and sediment-routing ¡nodels for alluvial
streams to study reaches of the San Iorenzo, San
Dieguito, and Salt rivers. These rivers were se-
lected because they have historically experienced
flash-flood-type events with appreciable riverbed
changes and channel nigration during floods. In the
National Research Council study, the sane input data
for each river were furnishetl to the participating
nodelers and principal conputational results sere
sub¡nitted by the modelers to the comnlttee for
evaluation. Only two cases of nurnerical simulation
that are pertinent to the topic of this paper are
presented in the National Research Council study
resulta.

The first exarnple is for the San Lorenzo River,
which is located in Santa Cruz CounÈy in northern
California and flons into the Pacific Ocean at lt{on-
terey Bay. The approxirnately 4.7-mile-long study
reach conpriaes tno different subreaches: the rela-
tively steep upper-half reach and the 2.4-nile-long
lower-half rêach rúith a much smaller slope. The
input data included hydrographs for the February
L6-2O, 1980, flood, preflood channel cross-sectíonal
profiles coded in HEC-6 format, suspended-sedinent
discharge rating curves by particle sizes collectecl
upstream from the upper-reach bounilary, and betl-
material cornposition daÈa coded in HEC-6 forrnat. The
peak discharge was 12,800 cfs, and the ¡nedian bed-
material size varied between 0.34 rnrn at the dolrn-
streatn and 0.93 nI¡ at the upstream boundary. The
doÌrnstrean boundary condition refl.ected tidal ef-
fects. The tha¡.weg profiles at the peak discharge
compute¿l by HEC2SR, UtllSR, and FLIryIAL-11 are shown
in rigure I together with the inítial thalweg pro-
file. As seen in the figure, UUWSR and FLWIAL-1l
prealícted significant changes Ín thalweg elevation
conpared witb the EEc2sR predíction. The general
agreernent of predictions of thahreg elevations anong
the three models is seen to be linited Èo extrenely
srnall portions of the study reach. Iongitudinal
distributions of the total-load discharge, mean flo¡t
velocity, and nedian bed-naterial size at peak flow
s¡ere also found to differ significantly anong the
three nodels.

The second example is for the San Dieguito River,
which flows through san Diego County in southern
California. The 2-nile-long reach was studied for'tno peak flons of 41400 cfs and 221000 cfs. The San
Dieguito River channel has a wide, flat cross sec-
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tion with highly erodible banks, and had been dis-
turbed extensively, before the sinulated floods, by
sand-mining activities and construction of the via
de Santa Fe britlge. The channe} bed is composed
prfmarily of sand-range naterials. The duration of
each flood was approxirnately 2 clays.

Thalweg elevatíons conputed at a peak discharge
of 22|OOO cfs by EEC2SR, I'Irl{SR, and FLWIAL-II are
plotted in Figure 2 (no observed profile after 2
days was available). FLWIÀ&-ll predicted a gener-
ally aggrading thalweg pattern over the entire
reach, and Ëhe ttro Colorado State nodels predicted
an aggradation pattern for the upper reach and a
degradation pattern for the lower reach. The
FLWIAr-1I prediction of riverbed aggradation is
believed to be due to the effect of a channel-widen-
ing rnodule in the rnodel. The prediction gap arnong
these models is seen to anount to about 20 feet at a
river distance of 31600 ft at the via de Sânta Fe
bridge.

Long-Term litodels

KITWASER (Known-Discharge, Uncoupled, Water and
Sedinent Routing)

The KUI{ÀSER model nas developed in 1979 at Colorado
State university by sinons, Li, and Brown (17). The
nater discharge is taken as Bteady during a apeci-
fied tíne interval, so that nater-flow routing con-
sists of sirnply solving the backtrater equation (5)
with an additional tern for explicit repreÉentaÈion
of energy losses other than those caused by bed-
shear stress. Equation 3 is solved by first cotnput-
ing the sedirnent volume to be removed or added to
each reach, then allocating 25 percent of this vol-
ume to the upstream half of the reach and 75 percent
to the donnstreatn ha1f. Crosa-sectional changes are
colnputed in a quasi-two-dinensional manner by atlo-
cating the volune change âcroas the channel in di-
rect proportion to the local longitudínal hyclraulic
conveyance factor. Lateral channel boundaries are
assuned to be fixe¿l (nonerodible banks); neither
hydraulic-sorting nor bed-arnoring processea are
taken into account explicitly, though their effects
tnay appear indirectly in the regression coefficients
a, b, and c, in Equation 6.

KI,WÀSER uses an enpirical seclinent-transport
function. Flow reslstance ls uncóupled frorn bed
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evolution through use of simple üanníng-Strickler
equations for energy loss.

The use of KITVIASER is linited to subcritlcal
flows and channels without extremely irregular grade
and geonetry. However' it has the capability to
model the nainsten and tributaries of a river system
and can sÍmulate divicled flor¡ associated with bars,
islanilsr or channel breaches.

HEC-6 (Hydrologic Engineering Center)

The HEc-6 program was developed at the llydrologic
Engineering Center of the U.S. Ar¡ny Corps of Enqi-
neers in 1977 (lq,I2). The quasi-steady backwater
equation (5) is used to compute ylater-flov¡ condi-
tions uncoupled fron the sediment-continuity equa-
tion, with expansion ând contraction losses explic-
itly taken into account. The tttanning-Strickler
equation is used to compute energy loss cause¿l by
bed and bank roughnessi roughness coefficients nust
be specified as input ilata, though t.hey can be al-
lowed to vary with discharge or stâge.

The sediment-continuity equation (3) is solved
using an explicit flnite-¿lifference schene' wíth
sedinent-transport capacities deternined from water-
flow conditions previously deter¡ninedl in the un-
coupled backerater computation. The entire tnovable-
bed portion of the channel is assumed to aggra¿le or
degrade uniformly. Se¿timents are routed by individ-
ual síze fraction' which nakes possible a detailed
accounting of hydraulic sorting and developnent of
an armored layer. Bank lines are assu¡ned to be
stable and fixed in the HEC-6 conputation.

HEC-6 offers a choice of five sedinênt transport
functions in Equation 4: Laursenis relationshipr as
modif ied by lrtad¿len for large rivers (?q) ¡ Tof-
faleti's formula (2I) i Yangts atrean-po\rer formula
(!!; DuBoysr forrnula (4); and a special relatibn-
ship betvreen unit-vridth sedi¡nent-transport capacity
and the product of the depth and energy slope deveJ--
oped for the particular river reach under study. In
alI these relations, it is assu¡ned that sediment-
transport capacity can be determlned independently
of flow conditions; Èhat ls, Eguation 4 does not
explicitly include the coupling of floyr resistance
and sedi¡nent Èransport through bed-form development.

HEC-6 is strictly a one-di¡nensional ¡node1 with no
provision for sí¡nulating the development of meanders
or specifying a lateral distribution of sedirnent-
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trãnsport rate across the section. The nodel is not
suitabLe for rapidly changing flow conditions but
can be applied to prealict reservoir sedinentâtiont
dlegraclation of the streanbed downstream fro:n a dant
and long-term trends of scour or deposition ln a
stream channel, including the effects of dredging.

CHAR II (Charrlage dans les Rivieres)

The CHAR fI nodeling system was developed by the
Frênch consulting engineering firn SOGREAH in the
early 1970s l!r4r25r. It is a coupled, quasi-steady
¡nodel, sinultaneously solving Eguations 3 and 5

using an inplicit finiÈe-difference scheme. Energy
losses caused by bed roughness are based on the
Mannlng-Strickler equationr r.vith overall section
conveyances computed as the sums of individual rec-
tangular sectÍons followlng Chowrs nethod (41.
Localized energy losses anil hydlraullc works arê
modeleil with the appropriate equations discretized
between te¡o adjacent conputational points.

CHAR If consiclers banks to be nonerodible. Deg-
radation and aggradation volurnes are assumed to be
uniformly distrÍbuted acrosF the yretted channel
section. No procedures for hydraulic sorting or
arnoring are included in the methodology, which
considers only a single representative size fraction.

Sedi¡nent transport in the present version of CHAR
II is Iírnited to bed load, computed with either the
lleyer-Peter and Mueller, Engeluncl-Ilansen, DuBoys, or
Einstein-Brown formulae (21 for Equation 4. Hy-
tlraulÍc roughness and sedi¡nent transport are un-
coupled in CHAR II; SOGREAHTS CHAR fV program, al-
though less industrialized than CEAR II, does take
this coupLing into accounÈ through use of the full
Einstein nethod (Ll).

CHAR rI ís designed for simulation of long-ter¡n
riverbed evolution and seili¡nentation in reservoirs.
À mainstem river and its tributaries can be tnodeled
si¡nultaneously with a variety of hydraulic ¡torks.
The nethod is not inherently linited to bed-load
transport because users can relatively easily add
subroutines to conpute total load using tnetho¿ls of
their choice.

IALLWIAL (fowa ALLITVIÀL River lttodel)

The IALLtryIÀL program was developed between 1979 anfl
1982 by Kari¡n and Kennedy at IIHR $). It is for-
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mâlly classifiedl as an iteratively coupled, quasi-
steady nodel; in each time step Equation 5 is solved
vrith bed elevatíons fixed¡ then nquation 3 is
solved, using seclinent-transport capacities ¿leter-
m.ined as an integral part of the solution of Equa-
tion 5, to compute bed-elevation changes. Hydraulic
sorting and ar¡noring are then conpute¿l in a third
phâse. The entire procedure is iteratively rePeated
in each time step until the finite-difference ana-
logues of Equations 3 and 5 are simulÈaneously sat-
isfieil at the end of the time step' although in rnost
applications a slngle iteration (uncoupled) is suf-
flcient.

The sediment-continuíty eguation inclutles se¿li-
nent contributions from bank erosion and tributar-
ies, and the effects of bank-line geometry changes
can be simulated by explicit lntrotluction of known
nidth changes with ti¡ne. The effects of dredging,
cutoffs, and vertical variatíons in bed-sediment
composltion are taken into account in the com-
putation.

IALLWIAL is basecl on Èhe total load transport
model (TLn{) of Karin and Kenneily (27). This systen
of nonlinear eguationsr developed through ilimen-
sional reasoning and regression analysis of exten-
sive laboratory and field data, specifically incor-
porates the coupling betgteen sediment-transPort
capacity and hydraulic-energy lossesi thus Equatlon
4 beco¡nes an integral part of Equation 5.

Although TLTU computes transport caPacity based
on a nean sedinent size, another etnplrical relation-
ship (27) is used to allocate the totaÌ load a¡nong
the size fractions present on the bed aurface. Thus
a detaited accounting of hydraulic sorting and ar-
noring processes is included in the progran (3).

IALLWIÀL is best suited for the prediction of
Iong-tern bed changes following a Perturbation to
the mainstem river. It has recently been used for
extensive stucly of !,tissouri River degradation fol-
J.owing upstream regulation and channelization (7).

Exanples of Long-Tern Model Performance

The first example is the perfornance of KI'!{ÀSER'
HEC-6' and CHÀR II when applled to the pool 20 reach
of the !'tississippi Rlver (R¡,t 343.2-364.2) betr¡een
Keokuk, Iovrar an¿l Canton, Ètissouri (i). Periodict
high-cost naintenance dredging has been necessary to
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naintain the 9-ft depth along the barge passägeway
in the vicinities of Fox andl Buzzard Islands (RIq

355-6 and RM 349-50) of pool 20 because of localized
shoaling problems. To understan¿l the basic tnecha-
nisms responsibte for the shoaling problens, tl'o
field studies $tere conducted to obtain detailed
information about the floYr and seiliment-transport
characteristics along the shoaling reaches. on the
basis of the fietd data collectetl' detailed geonet-
ric, bydrologic, and sediment-input alata were pre-
pared and the three nodels, Kltl{ASERT HEC-6, and Char
II, r.rere tested at Coloraalo State University' IIHRT
and SoGREAH, respectively.

Simulation runs of these mo¿lels were ¡nade for a
28-nonth period bet\reen May 1976 and August 1978.
Figure 3 shows the initialr co¡nputed, and measured
thalweg elevations. The degree of agreement between
the cornpute¿l and ¡neasured values is seen to be of
almost the same order for each rnodeL. It should bê
noted that KI'WASER useil a 5-ilay tine step for a
water discharge over 100r000 cfs, a 10-day titne step
for a discharge between 501000 cfs and 100'000 cfs,
anil a 30-day tlne step for a clischarge below 50'000
cfs. flEC-6 used rnonthly averaged flow guantities'
and CHAR II used a temporal 'computation interval
ranging between 6 hr and 5 days.

The second example is the application of the
IALLWIAL ¡no¿lel to the Missouri River from Gavinrs
Poínt Dam down to Onìaha. Extensive channelization
of rnost of this 200-miLe reach, and virtual complete
shut-off of upstream sediment supply by the closure
of Gavinrs Point Dam' has resulted in severe bed
degradation of up to 8 ft in the period 1957-1977.
Be¿l-surface arnoríng ancl bed-¡naterial coarsening
caused by hydraulic sorting appear to be fundamen-
tally i¡nportant factors in the riverrs approach to â
new equilibrium. TALLWIALTs incorporation of these
pheno¡nena grew out of its specific devel-opnent goal
of beconing a Missouri River prediction model.

Figure 4 shot{s a conparison of ¡neasured and pre-
¿licted beil and water-surface elevation changes for
the 2o-year study period (6). This successful simu-
lation of past results has led to further refine-
mênts of the input-data set and a program of prog-
nosis simulations to predict river behavior for the
next 20 years undler various river-nanagenent sce-
narios (7).
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ASSESSIT'IENT OF STATE-OF-THE-ART ABILITY

comton to all alluvial river-flon rnodels are re-
quirements for the folloning input infornation: (a)
accurate initial conditions, including a cross-sec-
tional profile and bed-material size distribution at
each computational cross section; (b) accurate
boundary conditions such as r¿ater and sedinent in-
flows along the boundaries. quantitatíve expressions
of bed-load and suspended-load dischârges, size
distribuÈions of boundary-sedinent ínput, anal stage
hydrographs at the upstrean and downstrea¡n bound-
aries; and (c) bed-roughness characteristics at each
colnputational point. It is clear that a conputer
sinulation would be rneaningless without the first
and second requirements, and the lack of the third
requirement would yield an erroneous estimation of
flow characteristics, resulting ín erroneous feed-
back of flow infornation to the riverbed.

The excluEion of even one of these three reguire-
nents may lead to serious errors in conputer sinula-
tions. Honever, one can har¿lly be provided with a
complete set of input data in any prototype nuneri-
cal application. Therefore, a great nunber of as-
sumptions often have to be ¡nade to fill the gap in
the input data. Even if âdequate data are provided
for a stualy ríver, there stil-I rernains a need to
calibrate and verify the nodel by rneans of field
¿lata. In most natural rivers, only extrernely lirnited
field data are avaílable for high flood stâgea at
which najor rÍverbed changes occur, and, conae-
quently, adequate caÌibration or verification of the
models normally cannot be obtained. In this sense,
the capability of the alluvial river-flow tnodels can
best be assessed according to ho¡¡ accurately they
can predict riverbed change8 with llnited sources of
input data. A nunerical modeler should be a¡yare of
which input information Ís nìost important to the
final. reeult of predicting riverbed changes.

The National Research CouncíI study (4) pointedl
out thât a principal deficiency of most. of the
available numerical models clescribe<l in Èhls paper
is their ínabilíty to accurately prealíct channel
roughness when calLbratlon data are insufficíent. It
was in the calculation of sedinent-cllscharge capaci-
ties that the various nodels exami.ned cliffered most
wldely. À reliable seditnent-transport formula is a
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prerequisite to reliable estinates of channel-georne-
try changes because riverbed degradation antl aggra-
dation are conputed from streamwise gra¿lients in the
sediment-transport capacity of strearns as the sedli-
ment-continuity eguation statea. The bed-armoring
process durÍng channel degradation is also not well
understoo¿l and has not been adequately for¡nulated.
Àrmoring and the resulting coarsening of the bed-
materíaI sÍze have a direct effect on the sedl-
ment-transport capacity and the channel-bed rough-
ness or friction factor and thereby irnpact on the
mean velocity, depth¡ antl fricÈion slope of the
flow. Bed-degradation procêsses are generally
slowed by bed arnoring.

RESEARCE NEEDS

The surprisingly large discrepancies arnong the com-
puted results described earlier may be taken as
slmptomatic of inadequate input anal calibration
data. Ho¡rever, it also nay be true that any rnodeler
would be able to sirîulate observed changes in thal-
weg elevation exactly by adjusting the nodelrs "tun-
ing knobs' (calibration pararneters) if there nere
fully adequate river data available. Àt present no
alluvial riverbed nodel seems mature enough to
anseer the question: What are the input anal calibra-
tion data required for the nodel to yield convinc-
ing, rel"iable results? Sirnple artificial adjustnents
of the tuning knobs in the nu¡nerical simulation,
based on the availability of plentiful data, does
not appear to be a satisfactory way of predicting
riverbed changes.

The tnost important overall neeil is for better
interpretatíon of physicâl processes and their in-
corporation in the nunerical rnodels. Nurnerical tech-
niques for solutíon of the governing equations are
nogr adeguately developeit for accurate prediction of
alluvial riverbed profíles if an accurate sedinent-
transporÈ funcbÍon and a bed-roughness predictor
trere available. Improvement in nodel reliability
requires further research in the areas described
hereafter.

First, there is a strong need for a very reliable
6ediment-transport relation because alluvial rlver-
bed changes are the result of a streamrise gradient
in the stream's sealiment-tranaport capacity.

i-i...
ACTUAL LOWERING

OF WATER SURFACE
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Seconil, the bed-armoring process during channel
degradatiol is not nell understood ancl has not been
adequately formulated in a conceptual nodel. Armor-
ing and coarsening of the bed-¡naterial size have a
direct effect on the sedíment-transport capacity and
the bed-friction factor, and consequently affect the
velocity, depth, and energy slope of the flow.

Third, there is a need to develop a better fric-
tion-factor predictor that depends on flow depth and
velocity ancl sedi¡nent discharge.

Fourth, there is a need to incorporate into
¡nodels the bank-erosion and channel-migration ef-
fects of channel widening.

Fifth' it is unlikely that an alluvial riverbed
nodel that is applicable to all tlpes of rivers will
be forthcæi*rg in. the neer fut-ure. InÊÈ€ed, €ach
model will be nrost dependabLe for rivers of the ttpe
for shich it nas developed. Therefore, there is a
need for an effort to classify natural rivers in
terms of their hydraulic and geo¡norphologic charac-
teristics. to guide engineers in the selection and
application of a ¡nodel that usea formulations of
sealinent discharge, channel roughness, channel
widening, and so on that are tnost appropriate for
their sÈudy cases.

ff there is one irnportant nessage to be drann
from this catalog of deficlencies, it is the fol-
lowing: Model developers an<l users must not let
their preoccupations with lnprovements in numerical
methods, user frientlliness, program generalization,
and other pleasant but peripheral concerns cause
thetn to lose sight of the central and often unpleas-
ant need to obtain a better understantling ancl con-
ceptual for¡nulation of the basic physical processes
of alluvial riverbed evolution.
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Modeling General Scour at Bridge Crossings

HOWARD H. CHANG

ABSTRACT

Modeling of general scour at bridge cross-
ings using a mathematicaL model for water
and sedirnent routing is descrlbed. For a
given britlge configuration, generaJ. scour

-that.leEults fron inbalance in sedlnent sup-
p1y and transport capaCity of the river ls
evaluated based on river channel evolution
reflecting the flow ancl seditnent-transPort
processes. Tno case studies are Presented to
illustrate the prediction of general scour
caused by man-made factors including sand
rnining and flow constriction by a briilge.
Depth of general scour is found to be sensi-
tive to channel width¡ therefore' width for-
rnation of the alluvial river plays an inpor-
tant role ín scour develop¡nent.

River-channeL scour rnay be considered as consísting
of local scour and general scour. Local scour that
occurs around bridge piers and abutrnents ls caused
by loca1 obstructions to flow. General scour refers
to the change in river-channel configuration pro-
voked by sediment imbalance, due to natural or tnan-
nade cauaes, bethreen the supply and transport capâc-
ity of the rlver. the brldge structure is one such
nan-nade cause if it interferes with the f1o$ pat-
tern. Because general scour at bridge crossings is
related to the flow anil sediment-transport processes
of the adjacent river as a system, evaluation of
such scour requires nodeling of the river channel
for water and sedi¡nent routing.

Bridges are often constructed nith the span
shorter than the channel r¡idthr partlcularly across
broad floodplains in semiarid regions. Therefore,
the river flow is. often constricted at the bridge
crossing, resulting in higher velocities and chan-
nel-be¿l scour. FIow constriction at the bridge
crossing varies with the discharge or stage. During
high flows' the river channel is wide and thus the
constriction effect is ¡nore pronounced. fn this
situation, greâter general scoúr at the bridge
crossing can usually be expêcted. During low f1ows,
the channel width may be less than the bridge open-
ing and thus flotr constriction no longêr exlsts.
Therefore, general scour caused by the constrlction
effect during the hlgh flood stage rnay be refilled
to the preflood level during the subseguent losr-florù
period. Because the riverÈed cannot be observed
during flood ståge because of rnudtly vrater, such ma-
jor scours may occur but not be noticetl. Honever,
because the bridge footings are affected by the
scourr such scour development should be evaluated
for bridge desígn and restoration.

ceneraL scour develops vrhen ¡nore sedi¡nent ls re-
moved from an area than is supplied fron upstrearn.
Thís developnent is acconpanied by changes in bed-
tnaterial composition caused by hydraulic sorting and
by other river-channel changes. These changes pro-
vide the rnechanlsrns r¡ith whlch the rlver seeks to
establish equilibrium in sedl¡nent transporti that
is, equal sedi¡nent load along the river reâch. Net

scour at the bridge crossing ceases when equilibrium
is established or nhen bed ârnorlng forns to prevent
further scour.

The nathetnatical nodeL FLIryIAL-II (!) r which was
developed for t{ater- and sedinent-routing in allu-
vial channels, ls e¡nployed for nodeling general
scour. For a given river channe} and briclge con-
figuratlon¡ ríver-ehannel chânges in ehanneL-bed-
profile¡ widÈh, anal sedirnent cotnposition can be
evaluated uslng this rnodel for specifled fÌow condi-
tions. The scour d¡epth is directly measuredl by the
channel-bed elevation. Because channel-bed profile
is part of river-channeÌ forrnation, which also in-
volves channel wÍdth, evaluatlon of the scour depth
must also conslder width changes.

THE IIATTIE!¡IÀTICAL !,IODEL

Thê mathenatícal nodel, FLWIAL-II has flve rnajor
components: (a) Irater routing, (b) sedinent routing¡
(c) changes ín channel width, (d) changes ln chan-
nel-bedl profile, and (e) lateral migration of the
channel as tletailed in prevlous publication6 (l¿).
This model employs a späce-time domain in nhich the
space tlonain is represented by the discrete cross
sections along the river reach and the ti¡ne do¡nain
is represented by discrete time steps. In water
routing, the tine anil spatlal varlåtions of the dis-
charge, stage, velocity, energy gradient, and so
forth along the reach are obtaineå by an iterative
procedure. At each time step, sedinent discharge at
each cross section is conputedt changes in channel
width' channel-bed profile, and lateral rnigration
are obtained and applied to each cross sectlon. The
bed-matêrial conposition is u¡rilated at each time
step. Because changes in channel geo¡netry and bed-
material composition are sloe ln conparlson with
water routing, corrections for thern are tnade sepa-
rately for each tine step.

width changes âre related to energy expenditure.
Simulatlon of eidth variatlon is basedl on the con-
cept of mlnirnu¡n strea¡n power. At a time step, width
corrections for all cross sections are such that the
total streåtn power (or rate of energy expendtíture)
for the reach is nini¡nized. These corrections are
subject to the physical constraint of rigld banks
and limited by the arflount of sedinent renoval or
deposition along the banks wlthin the time step.
Total strean poerer of a channel reach ls

P=f rQsdx (1)

¡rhere

P = total strean power of the reach,
L = length of the reach,
Q = dischårge,
s = energy gradient,
y = sEreclfic welght of Ìrater and sedinent nix-

ture, and
x = dlistance in the flow directlon.

Written in flnite-difference
cones

N-r
P = Ð rl2 [t(Qi $ + Qi*r Si*r) Ät]

i=1

Êorm, this eguation be-
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where

N = total number of cross sections for the
reach t

i = cross-sectional index, and
ôxi = ¿i"auttce beth'een sections i and i + l.

Previous studies (2-!, have establlshed that
¡nini¡nun stream power for an alluvial river reach is
equivalent to equal power expenditure per unit chan-
nel lengthr that is, constant Qs along the reach. A
river reach undergoíng changes usually has uneven
spatial distrlbution of power expeniliture or yQS.
Usually the spatial variation in Q is s¡îall but that
in .S is pronounced. Total stream poi¡er of a reach
decreases with the reduction in spatÍal variation of
QS or S along the reach. Adjustments in channel
widths are Bade in such a way that the spatial var-
iation of QS ís minimized subject to the constraints
and limitations stated previously. An adjust¡nent in
eridth reflects the riverrs adjustrnent in flow resis-
tance, that is, in power expenditure. A realuction in
s¡idth at a cross section is usually associated with
a decrease in energy gradient for the section,
whereas an increase in width is accompanied by an
increase in energy gradient. Follolting these
guidelines, a technique for width correction has
been developed (2).

width changes in alluvial rivers are character-
lzed by the fornation of snall widths at degradlng
reaches and widening widths at aggrading reachés (2-
]). Such changes represent adjustnent of the river's
resisÈance to equalize power expenditure along its
course as described later. A degrading reach usually
has a higher channel-bed elevation and energy gra-
dient than do its adjacent sections. Fornation of a
narrower and deeper channel at the degra¿ling reach
decreases its energy gradient because of reduced
boundary resÍstance and lowered elevatÍon. On the
other hand, an aggrading reach is usually lower in
channel-bed elevation and ênergy gradient. !Videning
at the aggrading reach increases its energy gradient
because of increased bountlary resistance. These ad-
justrnents in channel width reduce the spatial varia-
tíon in energy gradient and total power expenditure
of'the channel. Because the sediment discharge is
proportional to the stream power (8) r these adjust-
nents also favor the establishnent of channel seili-
ment-Ioad equilibrium.

A riverrs adjustment in width in relation to
power expen¿liture may also be explained based on the
water-surface profile. If the energy gradient is ap-
proxinated by the water-surface s1ope, the equaL
energy gradient is equivalent to the straight erater-
surface profile. A river reach undergoing changes
usually has an uneven water-surface profile, but it
constantly seeks to establish a straight profile
through adjustments in channel geometry' roughness,
and so forth subject to physical constraints such as
abutnents, rigiil banks, and check darns. rn this
noclel, the channel geometries are adjuste¿|, subject
to the constraints, so that they favor unifornity in
the nater-surface profile.

SÀNÎA I¡IARGARITÀ RIVER STUDY

General scour at a bridge crossing caused primarily
by the flow-constriction effect nay be illustrated
by the Santa Margarita River study using the
FLWIÀL-1I progran. The stü¿ly reâch of the ríver is
near the Basilone Road bridge (Figure 1) at Carnp
Pendletonr California. Because it is an epherneral
river, the Santa l¡largarita flows only dluring floods.
The width of flow varies significantly with the dis-
chârge. For the 10o-year flood, the floodplaln is
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FIGURE I Basilone Road bridge on Santa Margarita River.

computed to be abut 11000 feet wider but the chan-
ne1 during 1ow flows may be l0 to 20 feet wide. the
Basilone Road bridge has long approach embankments
and a span of 20d ft. Except at very hiqh flood
stages vlhen flooil waters are overtopping the ap-
proach embankmentsr flood floss are confined to the
small bridge opening in the broad floodplain.

A najor flood with a magnitude aÞproxinately that
of a so-year flood occurred in the winter of 1978. A
picture taken after this flood (Figure 1) shows no
sign of significant channel-bed scour at the bridge
crossing. However' evidence of severe scour at thís
location during the flood was -strong (9). For ex-
arnple, mudldy flows of very high velocities through
the constriction were observed, and bridge abutments
¡rere under¡nined. Eroded bridge abutments were re-
paired and reinforced after the floo¿1. During in-
spection excavation of the bridge footings, which
reach about 10 feet below the riverbeil, a broken
reínforced concrete pile was found; its 4O-ft lower
section nas never found. This could be explained
only by the fact that this pile section was washed
away during the flood.

A sinulation study of the Santa üargarita River
near the bridge crossing at Basilone Road 9ta6 done
usíng the FLWIAL-II ¡nodel. The hydrograph of the
sO-year flood used in the study is shordn in Figure
2. Simulated results shown in Figure 3 Ínclude the
spatiat variations of water surface, channel invert,
and mean vetocity at different time intervals. At
peak discharge (t = 30 hr), maximum channel-bed
scour at the bridge crossing is predicted to reach a
mininun elevaÈion of 57.3 ft¡ which means a scour

Santa Margarila I \ so-yearflood hydrogrraph
River
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FIGURE 2 Flood hydrograph, Santa Margarita River.
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FIGUBE 3 Simulated results for 5O-year flood.

depth of 15.4 ft from the original bed level. Àt
this discharge, the flood channel has a width about
5 times that of the bridge opening. Honever' the
r¿idth of flood flow decreases with discharge during
the fa[ing linb of the hydrograph. Tbus, as the
flos-constrietion effect becomes gradually less so
does the channel-bed scour at the bridge crossing.
In the absence of other factors for general scour,
restoration of Èhe channel becl, nore or less to its
preflood level at the end of the flo{)d, is pretlicted.

At peak flood, the river reach has an uneven
width' pritnarily because of the snal1 bridge open-
ing. Àlthough at this tirne the river channel has

lransportation Research Record 950

established a more or Less unifortn sediment load
along the reachr the energy gradient is not constant
as inclicated by the uneven water-surface profile
'near the bridge shown in Figure 3. The physical
constraint in width at the bridge crossing prevents
the fornation of a straight water-surface profile
through the bridge. This example denonstrates that
continuity in sediment transPort (i.e., equal sedi-
¡nent load along the reach) does nót necessarily rnean
equal energy gradient or constancy in power expendi-
ture. Thereforer they are independent Physical con-
ditions.

SÀN DIEGUISO RIVER STT'DY

The San Dieguito River at Rancho santa Fer Califor-
nia, experienced significant changes in a 2-ni1e
reach (Figure 4) during recent floods. The bridge
on via de Santa Fe Roaal was damaged (Fiqure 5) by
channel-bed scour and high velocities. Documenta-
tion of river-channel changes and flood hydrographs
were ¡nade by the county of san Diego (10'11) t these
provide a valuable set of field data for river
studies. The study reach is about 4 miles fron the
ocean and about 5 miles belos Lakè Eodges Dam. The
channel has a wiale and flat natural configuration;
the natural slope and bed-naterial size decrease
significantly in the do¡rnstream directlon. Bed na-
terial of the study reach varies from coarse sancl
(alSO = 0.85 ¡n¡¡) at the upstream end to fine eand
(dso = 0.zA mrn) donnstream.

the natural channel configuration was changed be-
fore recent flood events by nanrs activÍties includ-
ing sand mining and construction of the Via de Santa

Sanla Margarita River
near Bas¡lone Road Bridge
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FIGURE 5 Damaged bridge on San Dieguito River.

Fe Road and brídge Ehown in Figure 4. A6 a result
of sand mining, several large borrow pits, both up-
stream and flo¡¡nstream of the bridge, with a depth as
great as 25 feet were created. The natural wide
channel is encroached on try the approach embankment
on each siale of the bridtge (section 51). The river
channel has erodible bed and banks¡ the banks, how-
ever, are constrained by the hill6 at the south bânk
of section 5l and along the north banks of sections
60 to 63 and by bank protectÍons at the north banks
of sections 51 and 58.

Two floods pässed Èhrough the river in lrãrch 1978
(peak flon = 41400 cfs) and in February 1980 (peak
flow = 22,0OO cfs) when take Eodges spilled. Eydro-
graphs of these floods are shown in Figure 6. Be-

ïme, hours

FIGURE 6 Flood hydrographs, San Dieguito River.

fore these events, Lake nodges hacl not spilled for
26 years. Significant changes ín the river channel
were observeil after the Þtarch 1978 flooil. Channel-
bed scour occurredl near borrow pits and notably at
the bridlge crossing where rneagurenents were rnade
(Figure 7). Deposition was observed in the borrow
pits. Because of li¡nited flood diécharge and dura-
tionr these borrow pits were only partly refilled.
Major changes ln the river channel occurreil durlng
thc greater February 1980 flood. These changes in-

21r

Station, feet

FIGURE 7 Simulated and measured riverbed profiles
at bridge crossing.

cludetl channel-bed aggradation and degradationt
width variation, and lateral migrâtíon of the chan-
nel G).

The mathematical ¡nodel FLUVfAL-11 nas used to
simulate river-channel changes in the San Dieguito
River during the 1978 an¿l 1980 floods. Grafrs equa-
tion (12) for bed-¡naterial loa<l was ueed in conput-
ing sedinent movement. Channel roughness ln terms of
Èlanningrs n was selecteal to be 0.035 in considera-
tion of channel írregularity anrl ninor vegetation
growtht it eaE estinated to be 0.04 at the bridge
crossing. A cornbined duration of 140 hours for
these two floods was computed using 21000 tlne steps.

Si¡lulated results are shown in Flgures 4, 7, anà
8. Rlver-chânnel changes' inclutling those in chan-
nel-becl profile and channel width, as sinulated by
the computer raodel, are ilescribecl herein. Changes
in the longitudinal channel--bed proÉiIe (Figure 8)
are characterizeil by aggradation in the borrow pits,
erosion of higher grounds, and thê graalual forma-
tion of a more or less smooth channel-bedl proflle at
the end of the flood. In that process, considerable
variation in the longitudinal channel-beat elevatlon
through the downatream porÈlon of the river reach is
predicted at peak flood as shosn in Figures 4 and
8. The higher channel-betl elevations at sections
45, 46. and 48 are asgociated with large channel
eridths, and the lower elevations at sections 47 and
50 are due to their snaller ¡ridths. Changes ln chan-
nel width that occur concurrently r¡ith variations in
channel-bed elevation are simulaËeil. lliitth changes
are characterized by the gradual wldening of the
initially narrow Eections, notably sections 47, 49,
50' 51' 57.58, and 59 and reductions in width of
initially wide sections, notably sections 53 anil
54. Si¡îulated channel witlth at peak flood (shown ln
Figure 4) is highly uneven ln its spatial varl.aÈion
along the river. Thls variation is gradually re-
duced dluring the f1ood. Widening of a section iE
causeil by bank erosion, and reiluctlon ln wldth ls
usually caused by santlbar formatlon along the bank.

That changes in channel rúidth and channel-bed
elevation are closely related rnay be illustratecl by
the sinulatedl ti¡¡e variation of the cross-aectional
profile at the britlge crossing (Figure 7). Initlally
this section is on a sand ridge r¡ith borrow plts on
both sides (Figures 4 anil 8). cully erosion through
this sand ridge during the first ftoodl is sirnulated,
followeil by gradual widening and lessening of the
guuy depth cluring the second flood. The maximun
scour depth ls predlcted to occur ln the lnitial
guUy. The sirnulated results correlate well wlth
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San Dieguito River
Sect¡on 51 - looking upstream
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San Dieguito River

a. Watetrsurface and channel-bed
prof¡les
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neasurements at this section shorvn in Figure 7, in
which the uneven final channel-bed profile as mea-
sured is related to the rèmoval of several piers
during the flood (Flgure 5).

RIVER{HANNEL CHÀNGES IN REI,ÀTION TO
POÌIER EXPENDITURE

Changes in river-channel configuratíon are accon-
panied by changes in flow resistance and hence in
the rate of energy (or power) expenditure. The
yos product represents the .rate of energy expendi-
ture per unit channel length. Because the spatial
variation of Q is snall, the spatial variation of
yQS nay be represented by the spatial variation.of
the energy grâdient S shown in Fígure 8. Si¡nulated
river-channel changes are assocíated with the grad-
ual reduction of the spatial variation of energy
gradient along the channel subject to the physical
constraint of rigíd banks. That the adjustnent in
river-channel configuration is cLosely related to
the change in power expenilíture cân be illustrated
by the sequential changes of cross-sectional profile
at the bridge crossing as shown in Figure 7. Be-
cause it is initially on a sand ridge, the energy
gradient ât Èhis section is initially much greater
than those of adjacent sections. Thís pronounced
spatial variation in energy gradient is reduced
through gully formation in this section and deposi-
tion in adjacent sections. The gu11y, whích is small

D¡stance, rn 1000 feel

FIGURE B Simulated and measured results.

in width and has a low channel-bed elevation, pro-
vides the least possible flow resistance and hence
the Lolrest energy gradient at this sectioni it also
reduces the backwater effect on the upstream section
and thereby increases its energy gradient. At sub-
sequent tine intervals, the energy gradient at this
section beco¡nes less than those of adjacent sec-
tions. Cross-sectional chânges at this section then
include channel widening and aggradation in the
gully. These changes are accompanieil by increases in
boundary resistance and energy gra¿lient at this sec-
tion, favoring the establishnent of equal energy
gradient along the reach. This pattern of river-
channel changes, characterized by the formation of a
narrow channel during channel-bed degradation and a
wider channel during aggradation, is evident in
nature and has been reported elsewhere (3-7, L3).

SUMITIARY

General scour represents river-channel changes in
response to any change inposed on the river by
nature or by men. Because channel-bed evolution at
bridge crossíngs is relateil to the flow and sedi-
ment-transport processes of the river reach as a
system, general scour is evaluated using a nathe-
¡natical model for water and sedi¡nent rouÈing. Sample
studies are presented to illustrate scour develop-
ment caused by sand mining in the adjacent river
channel and by fLoe, constriction at the bridge open-
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ing. Àlthough scour ¿lepth is ¡neasureil by channel-
bed elevation' evolution of bed elevation fs founcl
to be closely related to variation in channel width.
Greater scour depth often occurs in a narrower chan-
nel and vice versa. For the ephetneral rivers stud-
ied, width changes are generally greater in nagni-
tude than is scour developnent.
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Mathematical Model for Estimating

Scour Through Bridge Crossings

DARYL B. SIMONS, RUH-MING LIo anrl GEORGE K. COTTON

ABSTRACT

Changes in bed level in alluvial channels
are an important design consideration for
bridge crossings. The generäl problern of
scour at bridge crossings involves dlegrada-
tion, aggradation, and local scour. Three
tlT)es of interrelated scour phenonena are
found at bridges: (a) local scour caused by
piers and abut¡nents disturbing the flow,
forning vortices and eddies; (b) scour due
to contraction of the flow at the crossing,
causing increased velocities in the con-
tracted width; and (c) degradation or aggra-
dation of a stream channel over relatively
long 5eaches and over a long tine due to
bed-level controls, changes in sediment sup-
ply, and changes in river forn. A nodel of
these scour phenornena has been developed by
Sinons, Li & Associates using a known-dis-
charge sedinent-routing procedure caIled
HEC2SR. The nodel determines scour in
reaches of a river system based on available
sediment supply, local hydraulic conditions,
and sediment-transport capâcity. Eydraulic
conditions for the river are deter¡nined us-
ing the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers HEC-2
computer progran. The procedure was de-
signed to take advantage of the brÍdge hy-
draulíc modeling routines in HEC-2. output
from the modeling procedure incl"udes de-
tailed hydraulic and sedinent-transport data
as well as cross-sectional information. Ap-
p].ication of the model to a cornplex site is
shor¡n. The analysis procedure provictes in-
portant information pertinent to the design
of river-training measures usecl in conjunc-
tíon with bridge crossings.

HEC2SR is a sedi¡nent-routing procedure developed by
Simons, Li & Associates (SLA) , fnc., for routing
watershed seditnent yield and deterníning the subse-
quent degradation and aggradation in a t¡ainstem
river. The staff of SLÀ contínues to improve and
expand the capabilities of HEC2SR as it is applied
to new river systems and hydraulic design problems.
An area in which it has been applied extensively by
SLA is the hydrautic design of bridges. In this
paper the use of HEC2SR in rnodeting riverbecl-Level-
changes ancl how infortnation fron the model is incor-
porated in the hydraulic design of briilges are dis-
cusse¿|.

The tnodel HEC2SR was ilevelope¿l to provide de-
tailed infor¡nation on bed-level changes in natural
channels with hydraulic strucÈures. The proce¿lure
incrementally conputes a serÍes of water-surface
profiles for varying ¿lischarges in river channels of
any cross section or flow state (subcritical or
supercritical) using the U.S. Arny Corps of Engi-
neers progran HEC-2. The effects of natural ob-
structlons to flor,r and of hydraulíc sÈructures .can
be simulated by HEC-2. procedures used in prograrn
HEC-2 provide an acceptable rnethod for determining

the hydraulics of a bridgèd channel. IIEC-2 supplies
hydraulic data that is used to calculate the seati-
ment-transport capacity of river reaches. Sedi¡nent
supply frotn upstream and tributary watersheds is
also calculated as an additional supply inp,ut to the
¡nainsten river reach. The procedure can model_ a
variety of hydraulic structures including bridges,
culverts, weirs, grade-control 6tructures, channel
inprovenents, enbanknents, and levees. Hydraulic
information sununarized fron the HEC-2 progran during
the procedure aLlows determination of tocal scour at
piers and abutments and deterrnination of sedi¡nent-
wave novement such as ântidunes in upper regine flow.

The principal use of HEC2SR has been in the de-
sign of hydraulic structures on very dynamic rivers,
which in many cases have been disrupted by develop-
mènt activities. The simulated becl-level changes
and related 1oca1 scour informatíon are usêd to eval-
uate the burial depth for piers, abutnents, bank
protection, and ninimun freeboard requirenents at
hyclraulic structures. Although the proce¿lure evalu-
ates only bed-level changes, it can be very useful.
in identifying critical reaches where lateral migra-
tion is likely. When used in conjunction srittr other
methods in fluvial geomorphology and river nechanics
(!), the HEc2sR procedure provides atlditional re-
finenent and detail necessary for co¡nplete hydraulic
structure design.

HEC2SR WÀTER- ÀND SEDIMENT-ROUTTNG PROCEDI'RE

Theoretic Basis

The IIEC2SR sirnulates the movement of alluvial sedi-
ment in a river channel for the ¿luration of a flood
event. This nodel can be categorized as a known-
discharger uncoupled \rater-and seclinent-routing
nodel. Known discharge means the discharge in the
study reach is given by the upstreatn inflow unless
there is a lateral infl-ow (tributary). The lateral
inflows are added to the ¡¡ainste¡n and carried to the
downstream reaches. The unstea¿ly flood-wave move-
nent is consiclered secondary in the known-discharge
rnodel. Uncoupled routing neans that water and sedi-
ments are routed sepârately. For each ti¡ne step,
the backhrater profile is determined first and then
the sediment routing is perforned based on the hy-
draulic paraneters obtained through the backwater
conputations. As the nane implies, IIEC2SR utilizes
the EEC-2 backwater conputation ¡noalel to deternine
the backy¡ater profile. The lteyer-peÈer and MuelLer
bed-Ioad equation l2l cornbined erith the Einstein
suspencled-l-oad cornputation procedure (3) ís adopted
in the rnodel to estimate bed-material-transport ca-
pacities. The actual transport raÈe for each river
reach is determined by considering both soil avaita-
bility and transporÈ capacÍty in the reach. The
cotnpute¿l bed-¡naterial discharges are further cor-
rected for the fine-sediment concentrations based on
Colbyrs empirical relation (3). Sedinents are
routed by size in thís noclel. Transport rate, ar-
moring effect, and bed-naterial changes are consid-
ered for individual size fractions. The no¿lified
Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) developed by
,tim¡ny ¡{illiams and H.D. Berndt (5) is used to com-
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pute the wash-load discharges fron the upstrean and
tributary watersheds.

For conputational efficiency an¿l stability the
main river is subdivided into a series of conputa-
tional reaches. Eâch of these subreaches is a sec-
tion of the rnain river in which hydraulic and geo-
norphic characteristics are si¡nilar. The sedinent
inflow to each subreach is from the upstream reach
of the main river. Additional sedinent and water
discharges may enter a subreach from tributary
watersheds. The channel degradation or aggradation
in each subreach is governed by sediment continu-
ity. If thêre is more sedinent inflow than outflowt
aggradation occurs in the reach. If sediment inflow
is Less than outflow' degradation results. The vol-
une of aggradation or degradation for each reach is
uniforrnly distributed along the length of the reach'
but the bed-elevation change for each cross section
is weighted according to thè flo}t conveyance across
the section.

The cross-sectional data are ¡nodifieil at the end
of each time step. Beeause the EEC2SR procetlure ís
intendecl for application on fairly tlynamic river
reaches for a single runoff event, this frequent
¡nodification of the channel cross-sectional clata is
warranted. Elevation changes of less than 0.01 ft
are ignored.

The amount of material transported or deposited
in a channel reach is the result of the interaction
of thro processes. The first is the transport capac-
ity of the reach. rhis is deter¡nineil in part by the
hydraulic con¿lit.ions thât are a direct result of
water discharge, channel configuration, and channel
resistance. Transport capacity also depends on the
sedinent sizes present in the riverbed. Snaller
particles can be transported at higher rates than
Iarger particles under the sane flow conditions.
The second process is the supply of sediment enter-
ing the reach. This is determined by the character-
istics of the Ìratershed and river system upstream of
the study reach.

when the sediment suppl-y is less than the sedi-
ment transport capacity, channel clegradation' or
bank erosion, or both occur to reduce the sedinent
deficit. In some cases degradation can be limited
by the development of an arrnor layer. If the sedi-
nent supply is grêater than the capacity, the excess
sediment will be deposited in the channel, causing
aggradation.

In HEC2SR the Meyer-Peter and Mueller equation (2)
is used to compute the bed-1oad transport for each
sedínent size fraction. The suspended sediment
ratio (suspended load to beil loacl) is estimate¿l by a
simplified Einstein procedure. A detaile¿l ¿lescrip-
tion of this procedure is presented elsewhere (3).
The resulting equations are as follows:

The bed-Ioad formula is

qb = 12.85|Øk)'t"("o - t")t ''

where

9b = bed load (cfs,/ft) 'p = density of water (slugs/ft3),
ys = sp€cific weight of sediment (Lb/ft3l ,
ro = boundary shear stress (psf) ' and
rc = critical tractive force to inítiate particle

motion (psf).

The crítical shear stress t" in Equation I is

rc=O.Mi (r. -l)d, Q)

where

r = specific weight of water and
ds = size of sedinent (ft).

The boundary shear stress acting on
Equation I is

ro = (f ol8) p Y2

where
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fo = Darcy-weisbach friction factor (dí¡nension-
Iess) and

v = tnean velocity õf fLor¡ (fps).

The suspênded beil-rnaterial discharge is basecl on
exchange theory using Einsteinrs approachr where

q. = (q6/1 1.6) [c--'/(1 - c)*] { [(v/u*) + 2.sl \ + 2.s r2l (4)

and where

qs = suspended load lcf.s/ft),
c = relative thickness of bed layer (dinension-

less) ,
U* = shear velocity (fps), and
w = dimensionless paraneter given by
¡¡=V",/rU* wherer=0.4

f1 and 12 are integrals that cannot be evaluatecl
directly. one must use either tables or nurnerical
technigues. In HEC2SR, these integrals are evalu-
ated using a Newton first-order approxination. Cal-
ibration of Equations I and 4 to known transport
condítions involves adjustrîent of parameters de-
scribing the boundary shear or the relative thick-
ness of the bed-Iayer zone of sediment transport.
The boun¿lary shear stress is adjusted using the
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, fo, within ac-
cepted tinits. Adjusting the bed-l-ayer thickness'
c, directly influences the suspended sediment con-
centration. Both paraneters are input variables in
the HEC2SR procedure.

The bed-naterial distributions are updated at
each ti¡ne step throughout the entire flood períod
according to the estimated scour or deposition. The
bed-material alistributions are allowed to vary; this
is an essential capability for sinulating an arnor-
ing process in a river channel. The presence of
coarser particles can significantly influence degra-
datíon through channel armoring.

Wash load is estinated based on a nodified ver-
sion of the Universal soil Loss Eguation (5) Ythere

C* = 95 eo.56 V-0'44(lçXrS)(Cp) (s)

and where

Cw = wash-load concentration (pp¡n),
Q = hydrograPh peak (cfs),
v = hydrograph volume (acre-feet),

Ls = USLE slope-length factor (clinensionless), and
cP = ustE cover-practice factor (dimensionless).

The wash-load concentration is assumed to be con-
stant for the duration of the storn. The se¿litnenÈ
¿lischarge is corrected for the effect of water tem-
perature, lvash loa¿|, and seilinent size using factors
developed by colby. The correction factor is given
by

K=l+(k1k2-l)0.01k3

where

K = Colby correction factor (dínensionless) t
kI = r,tater-ternPerature correction factor (¿linen-

sionless),
k2 = fine-sediment correction factor (dimension-

Iess), and

(3)

(1)
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k3 = t."n particle-size correction factor (di¡nen-
sionless).

The correction factors as presente¿l by Colby (4)
have been digítized for use in HEC2SR.

Computational Method

Spatially the HEC2SR procedure recognizes two com-
ponents of the watershed-river system in a distinct
fashion. Each tributary and the upstrean portion of
the nain channel contain a watershed. HEC2SR corn-
putes a \rash-load concentratíon and bed-¡naterial
discharge for each of these watershed areas. In the
case of the upstrearn watershed, the user has the op-
tion to directly input either sediment 1oad. this
a1lows the modeling to be deco¡nposed at grade con-
trols (i.e., a bedrock outcrop or man-maile drop
sÈructure) or where relatively stable reaches nay
exist in the river systen. This option can also be
used when se¿linent inputs have been modeled in de-
tail or actual sedi¡nent concentrations are knonn.

The basÍc geonetric unit for description of the
river channel is the cross section. In describing
the cross-sectional geonetry and reach lengths for
HEC2SR, the river should be consiilereil in exactly
the same manner as it is viewed by program HEC-2.
The mo¿leler should understand the capabilitíes and
1i¡¡itations of one-dinensional backwater-profile
calculatíon in si¡nulating various flow conditions.
fn fact, the v¡ater-surface profile porÈion of the
HEC2SR can be run and checked before executing the
fu11 sedínent-rout.ing procedure. This is advisable
because the sediment-routíng portion of the proce-
dure adds significantJ-y to the complexity of the
procedure. Several linitations are placed on the
HEC-2 input when it is used in conjunction with the
model procedure HEC2SR. These limitatíons are dis-
cussed later ín this paper and are for the rnost part
minor constraints.

The sediment-routing co¡nponent of IIEC2SR uses
river reaches identified by the user. These reaches
consist of several channel cross sections and are
defined as portions of the river that have si¡¡ilar
hydraulic or geornorphic characteristics. Division
of the river into reaches is based on a nunber of
consíderations. First, HEC-2 water-surface profiles
should be run over the range of floyrs to be consid-
ered in the mo¿leling. Plots of depth, top width,
velocity, and main-channel discharge versus distance
along the channel shoulcl be prepared and revier¿ed.
Portions of the channel displaying si¡nilar behavior
for the range of discharges considere¿l can be co¡n-
bined as a single reach. !.laps and. aerial photo-
graphs should also be consulted in selecting
reaches. Portions of the river of special concern
in the nodeling, such as bridges or grade-control
structures, should be handleil separately. Suggested
approaches for modelíng hyclraulic structures using
HEC2SR are given later in this paper.

Temporally, the HEC2SR procedure uses tirne steps
specified by the user. AII inputs are made discrete
using these time steps. Time steps that provide a
reasonable approxination of the nain-channel hydro-
graph should be selected. The tírne steps can vary
in length depending on the shape of the hydrograph,
thât is' a rapidly rising portion of the hy¿lrograph
may use several short tine steps whereas a long re-
cession limb could be adequately ¿lescríbed using a
fer¡ long time steps.

HEC2SR procedure consists of a series of programs
linked sequentially by job-control statements. Fig-
ure I shows a flow chart of the HEC2SR rnoilel that
exhibits the execution procedure of the programs in-
cluded in the rnodel. At the beginning of routing, a
data set describing the channel geometry is prepared
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in HEC-2 forrnat and a river and watershed informa-
tion data set is prepared anil stored in a separate
data fiLe. The river and watershed data file in-
cludes reach delineation, particle size distribu-
tions, and hydrographs. This file is then subdli-
vided into several data files in program FLMSB5 for
use in subsequent prograns. Progratn STDSBs expands
any condensed infornation on the HEC-2 file. For
example, some cross sections ¡nay use the GR cards of
the previous cross section (set fi.elal 2 of the Xl
card equal to zero). The resulting HEC-2 file con-
tains channel geometry for each cross section so
that each cross section can be uprclated independently
after vrater and sedirnent routing. If the original
HEC-2 data are already in the desireal fornat, pro-
gran STSB5 can be skipped.

Às stated previously, the HEC-2 progra¡n is used
to deterrnine the backv?ater-surface profile for a
given discharge. The hydraulic paraneters are ex-
tracted from tape 96 in program INFSBs after running
HEC-2. Progrârn RCHSBs estimates the average hy-
draulic parameters for each reach to be used in corn-
puting sediment ilischarges.

Prograrn SEDSBs is the major nodule for sedinent
transport and routing. The fine-sediment concentra-
tion and the bed-matería1 transport capacities are
conputed for each reach. The actual transport rate
is ileterníned and conparecl with the sediment in-
flow. The channel degradation or aggradation volurne
is conputed ând stored for later use in modifying
the cross-sectional data, and a nevr surface-se¿linent
layer is conputed establishing a new sedi¡nent size
distribution within the reach.

After the channel aggradation or degraclation has
been deternined, program CHDSB5 updates the HEC-2
data file. The scoured or deposited sedinents are
distributed uniformly along the defined reach. In
this vray, each cross section in the reach has the
same arnount of change in cross-sectional area. The
distribution of the aggradeil or degraded area across
the section (nornal to the flow) is weighted accord-
ing to the flow conveyance of each porÈíon of the
flow area. Finallyr progran CHÞSB5 also up¿lates the
stage-discharge data ín the HEC-2 file to be used in
the following tirne step.

After progran CHDSBs has been run, the model is
ready to execute the water and sedinent routlng for
the next tine step. Before this; progra¡n OUTSB5
outputs all the hydraulic and sediment transport pa-
raneters of the study reach for the investígated
tine step. Program OUTSBs also writes out the thal-
weg elevation changes for each cross section. In
addition, the upilated HEC-2 data file is store¿l in a
separate data file so that the channel geornetry for
each cross section cluring flood routing can be re-
trieved if more detailed study is required.

After progran OUTSBs has been run, the ¡nodel re-
peats the proceclure for a precleternined number of
time íntervals that span the ftood periocl. After
the last time intervat the model exits from the
water- and sediment-routing loop. Finally, progran
EL!,IIN5 prints out the rnaximun water-surface eleva-
tion and minimum thalweg elevation encountered for
each cross section throughout the entire flood
per iod .

Data Requirements

The input data require¿l for HEC2SR are an HEC-2 data
file and a river and watershed data file. The HEC-2
data can include all of the encroaehnent and bridge
constriction cards necessary..- The con¿lensed format
of the Xl card (field 2 is zero or fietd 9 is not
zerol is allowed, but the channel improvement (CI)
and additional points for cross secÈion (X4) optÍons
should be êxplicitly expressed and incorporate¿l into
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FIGURE I Flow chart for model HEC2SR.

the GR car¿ls before running the model. The option
to use known water-surface elevations is not appli-
cable (x5) to the Procedure and therefore not a1-
lowed.

In the river and etatershed data file, the river-
reach delineation (incluiling the number of cross
sections and the extent of each reach) and soil data
(sediment size distributions for the subsurface ancl

surface layers and the potential arnor depth) are
given first. fhe ¿lownstream stâge relationshíp ís
then given or, if the slope-area or crítical-depth
method is used, the approxirnate water-surface eleva-
tions. The upstrean and lateral-inflow hydrographs
are then provideil with the time step lengths for the
digitÍzed stage and discharge hydrographs. The ¿lata

to cornpute the sediment loatling (wash load anil becl-
naterial load) fro¡n the watersheds âre also given in
this portion of the data if, the option of conputing
seilinent yield of the upstream and lateral water-
sheds is desired.

The additional data collection that is required
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in developing a cornptete and accurate ¿lata set for
the HEC2SR procedlure are sedí¡nent sa¡nPl-es of surface
and subsurface material in the channel. The data
cotlecteil should be sufficient to identify the vari-
ation of seilinent size along the river system an¿l

vertically víthin a cross section. Geologic rnapping

should also be reviewed and any geologic controls of
the river profile identified. Avallable sanpling
data should be revieweil carefully an¿t a prelininary
fielil survey conducted before any new clata collec-
tion effort is nade.

AssumDtions and Their Linitations

The najor assunPtions nade in the sedinent-routing
procedure âre that during any time step the flow is
steadyr gradually varied, and moving pre¿lominantly
in the ¿lownstrean ilirection. Unsteady aspects of
flood-wave novenent, such as attenuation of the
flooal peak' are ignored. Routing of the flootl Ís
based on conservation of mass alone. If the un-
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steady behavior of the flood nave is known, certain
adjustments can be made to the original flood hydro-
graph. This can be accomplished by using artificíal
tributaries to add or delete water tnass from the
tnainsten of the river and by suppressing the sedi-
ment inflon calculations for these tributaries. De-pletion hydrographs are allowable in the river and
watershed data filer but careful review should begiven to the net hydrograph resulting fror¡ such
tríbutary inflows and outflows. A net negative hy-
drograph witl terrninate progran execution. There ls
no explicit means in the EEC2SR procedlure to deter-
nine the unsteady behavior of flood-wave rnovetnent.

The lírnitation of the steady-flow assunption re-
garding the novernent of sedli¡nent is generally
mínor. The associated ¡novenent of the sedi¡nent wave
is nany tinGs less than that of the flood rave and
the refinement of thls assurnption using full dynamic
models is usually unwarranted. The one-alinensional
assumption can present more lirnitations if there are
areas of channel that rnay receíve a substantial sed-
iment load due to a laÈeral flow. Breachíng of
levees or complex floodplain areas are examples of
conclítions that can be interpreted as sediment
'sinks" that cannot be dÍrectly assessed in the
HEC2SR procedure.

HEC2SR is litnited in its inability to incorporate
and predict localizetl scour or deposition. The
model does not account for bank erosion either in
the case of an incised channel lrÍth severe degradâ-
tion or in the case of a river that rnay be altering
íts neander pattern. Secondary currents and super-
elevation caused by accelerating flow around a river
bend initiate local scour and deposition patterns
that sill not be recognÍzed by the one-clirnensional
aasunption in this modet. The nodet assurnes a uni-
form aggradation or degradation pattern along each
reach as it is defíned. In reality the spatial dis-
tribution of the deposition or ncour is a function
of sediment settling distance, local variation in
sedinent transport rates, and channel geonetry.
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Despite these Iirnitations, this nodel has been
successfully applied to sand- and gravel-bed rivers
for analysis of existing structures and for bridge
design. If the discharge, bed-naÈerial, and cross-
sectional data are properly input, the river reaches
appropriately defined and sediment díscharge nea-
surements available to validate the ernployed sedi-
tnent equations, this nodel can reasonably predict
channeÌ response to floods of various nagnítudes.
HEC2SR offers the options of inputting sediment Ín-
flow directly or internally generating sedi¡nent-
loading data by considering the sediment-transport
capacities in the upstrea¡n supply and tributary
reaches. The nodular structure of this nodel also
enables users to easily understand anct modify each
individual functional component.

SIII{UIÀIION OF BED-LEVEL CHANGES THROUGE BRIDGES

Reach Definition

The analyst has two options for cornputing bed-level
changes through a bridge. The nethod chosen depends
on the degree to shích the bridge affects the hy-
draulics of the channel. In river reaches where the
bridge does not constrict the floh', a single reach
is sufficient to rnodel the aggradation or ategrada-
tion process. River reaches with a bridge that se-
verely constricts the flon require two co¡nputationâl
reaches to nodel the aggraalation or degradation pro-
cess.

Figure 2 sho¡rs the general layout of cross sec-
tions in the vicinity of a bridge. A subcritical
profile is assuned and the location of the sections
is in keeping with the recommendatíons made in Àp-
pendix fV of the HEC-2 users manual (6). Summariz-
íng these cross-sectional locations i-n retation to
the sedi¡nent transport process is done as follows:

Section 4 is located upstream of the bridge at
the minimum distance where the flow lines are not
distorted by the brídge (approxinatety equal to the

@

@

FIGURE 2 l,ocations of cross sections in the vicinity of bridges.
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wictth of the bridge opening, B{r orr in the case of
wide floodplains wíth narroht bridge openingsr equal
to the longer approach' À-B or C-D). The inconing
secli¡nent loact is conveyed across thls section fro¡l
the upstream reach. This sediment load is clerived
from upstream eatershed and river processes includ-
ing deposition ancl scour.

sections 3 and 2 are locateil irnnediately above
ancl below the bridge to represent the effective flow
through the bridge. Eydraulic conditions at these
points are computect using either Èhe nornìal britlge
¡nethod or the rnore detailed momenturn equations of
the special bridge nethod. As a result of these
altered hyraulic conditíonsr the setlirnent-transport
rate is change¿l as well, Ieading to szour or deposi-
tion as the transport rate adjusts. when the sedi-
neirt-transport capacity through the bridge etaterway
is increased, the general scour that occurs is often
referred to as contraction scour.

Section I is dor¡nstream of the bridge at a loca-
tion where the flow can first be recognized as ful-ly'
expantled and no longer affecte¿l by the bridge (ap-
proxirnately four times the average constríctíon di6-
tance). sedinent-transport capacity will be similar
to that of section 4; however, the sedinent supply
witl have been affected by scour or deposition at
the brídge constriction.

Two reach definition schetnes are used in nocleling
bridge constrictions using HEC2SR. First' when the
ftow remains subcritical through the reach (class À
flow), it is reconmenaleal that all sections be in-
cluded as one conputational reach. The nean hy-
drauLic characteristics of the reach provide a rea-
sonable estimate on which to base sedinent-transport
capacity. The nean hy¿lraulic characterisÈics are
based on a distance weighting of each paraneter and
therefore apct enphasis to conditions at the bridge
site (tlrpícally 40 percent or nore). Given the uni-
form nature of the flow under class A conditions' a
single reach is adequate to describe sedirnent-trans-
port characteristics through the briflge.

lilhen the flow passes through critical depth at
the bridge (class B flow), hydraulic conclitions on
each Eide of the bridge are sufficiently different
to warrant a refinenent in reach designation. In
this case a substantial backwater con¿lition is cre-
ated upstream of the bridge' followecl by a brief
supercritical zone, hydraulic ju¡np, ancl subcritical
tailwater. Cross sections I an¿l 2 are therefore
co¡nbined as one reach ancl cross sections 3 and 4 as
another reach. Under class B flow, deposiÈion above
the bridge may occur follo¡*ecl by adalitional scour
below the bridge. For a bridge or culvert that sub-
stantially constricts the floe, modeling will indi-
cate a sequence of deposition' which may cauae
plugging and overtopping of the structure' followed
by flushing of the ileposition during the recession
li¡nb of the hydrograph.

Local Scour

For analysis of bedl-level changes at a bridge to be
co¡np1ete, several local phenonena that contribute to
thê totat 6cour at the bridge must also be in-
clu¿ted. Additional phenonena that can be determinêal
are local scour at pierg ancl sand-wave novement.
Solutions of Shenrs equation and Neillrs equation
are generally used to iletermine scour at píers.
Scour at the abutments can also be deternined using
Liurs equation (f). Kennedyrs equation for anÈidlune
height is used to dleterrnine the effect of sand-¡tave
movenent (l). Sand-wave novetnent eontributes to
both increased scour anal ytater-surface depth as the
sand wave passes through the brldge.

Total scour at a bridge site i5 therefore the sun
of general degradâtion plus local scour. Lort chord
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elevation will be based on the su¡n of general aggra-
alation plus the santl-wave height. Low chord eleva-
tion should also incluile consideration of tlebris
passage and superelevation of the water surface.

Other Considerations

River reaches showing large aggradlation or degrada-
tion actjacent to a bridge reach should be given spe-
cial consideration. A large profile adjustment etill
not occur erithout sorne effect on channel alignment.
HEC2SR provides enough infornation on profile
changes to evaluate their consequences if the nature
of fluvial processes is understood. For example'
aggradation of a reach with a high sinuosiÈy rela-
tive to the river in general rnay indicate a strong
likelihood of channel evulsion, or a r'éacti slth a
degrading profile nay indicate the possibility of
significant bank failure. Either condition should
alert the rtesigner to the neeil for other rlver-
training neasures to protect the briilge site.

EXÀITPLE APPLICÀÎION

The movable-bed characteristics of the Rillito River
system were studietl extensívely by simons, Li & As-
sociates, Inc. (9), using the EEC2SR sediment-rout-
ing procedure. The results for tro bridges in this
study are presented to illustrate the two different
approaches to modeling scour through a brridge
crossing.

?he first bridge site l'as located on the Àgua
Caliente wash, a tributary of the Rillito River east
of lucson, Arizona. A 6-mi1e reach of the Agua
caliente was studíed assuning existíng developnent
conditions would prevail cluring the 100-year storn
event of 10,000 cfs. Àn existing box culvert (10 ft
high, 20 ft nide) at Tanque verde Road with a câpac-
Íty of approximately 31000 cfs was incLuded in this
reach. The box culvert rras expected to create a
significant backwater effect ancl therefore iniluce
deposition upstream of the culvert. Separate sub-
reaches eere usedl to nodel the pattern of deposition
and scour, with one subreach above the culvert ancl
one below.

Results of the routing analysis shon the dynamic
process of aggradation and degradation at the site.
Figures 3 and 4 show this process over the duration
óf the 100-year floorl hydrograph. The reach above
the brídge initially scours. Then, as the hydraulic
capacity of the structure is exceedetl (: 31000 cfs),
a backnater is created thât causes significant ag-
gradation. on the recession 1í¡nb of the hydrogrâph'
scour renoves 1.7 ft of sediment. Belo?r the bridge
the channel beal respond6 in the opposite nanner yrith
upstream scour causing downstrearn deposiÈion.

The second bridge site nas locatetl on the Rillito
River at ÀIvernon Road rrithin metropolitån Tucson.
The reach at Àlvernon Road rras not constricted by a
bridge crossing. The subreach, including the briclge
site, was part of an extensive river and ¡¡atershed
systen for the Rillito Rivêr and Tangue verde
creek. This systetn consists of 58 subreachesr three
tributaries, and an upstrearî lratershed input. The
three najor tributaries in the systen are Pantano
Wash, Sabino Creek, and Àgua Caliente wash. rn ad-
dition to the tributaries, seven water-discharge
nodes were included in the systen to account for the
variatíon in discharge due to fLooil attenuation andl
floodnater contributions fron ÊmaIler drainages.
sediment input to the routing procedure occurred at
the three tributaries. upstream aediment supply was
assumed to equal the transport capacity of the first
upstrea¡n subreach.

The results of the sealinent routing at the
Alvernon Road site show both aggra¿lation and scour
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FIGURE 5 Aggradation and degradation of Rillito River at Alvernon Road, 100-year flood.
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demonstrating a complex interaction etith sedinent-
transport characteristics in the upper river
reaches. Figure 5 shows a períod of aggradation on
the rising limb of the hy¿lrograph followed by scour
during the recession of the flood.

CONCLUSION

HEC2SR provides a useful and conplenentary addition
to a stan¿lard water-surface profile analysis usíng
HEc-2. The proce¿lure is essential for analysis of
dynamic river reaches ethere bed-Ievel changes have a
significant effect on britlge design. The proceilure
addresses both general and local scour effects at
bridge sites. The analysis also yields i9portant
results pertinent to the design of river-traíning
measures usecl in conjunction with bridge crossings.
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Role of Calibration in Application of HEC-6
D. }IICHAEL GEE

ABSTRÀCT

Calibration, the process of adjusting rnodel
pararneters so that nodel results conform
with observed prototype behavior, is an es-
sential ingredient of any nodeling effort,
be it physical or nathenâtical. Calibration
strategies for movable boundary nunerical
nodeling (i.e., HEC-6) vary wideLy depenclinq
on the type and availabitity of field data
and study scope and objective. The process
of calibrating HEC-6 and interpreting field
data and nodel results is described. Exa¡nples
drawn from pasÈ project studies are use¿l to
illustrate important points. The theoretical
and numerical limitations on extrapolation
of nodel results beyond the calibration
range are descríbed. Sensitivity of moilel
results to key input data is diseussed. Àp-
plicability of HEC-6 to bridge design is
addresseil. The future research and develop-
nent program for movable boundary mathenati-
cal- nodel-ing at the Hydrologic Engíneering
Center is also presented.

HEC-6 (I) ís a one-di¡nensional ¡novable boundary open
channel flow ¡nodel ¿lesigned to sinulate strean-
bed-profile changes over fairly long periods (typi-
cally years). The continuous-f1ow record is broken
into a sequence of steady flows of variable dura-
tion. For each flow a backwater profile is calcu-
lated that provides energy slope, velocity, and so
forth at each cross section. potential sedirnent-
transport rates are then computed at each section.
These rates conbined with the duration of the ftow
nake possible a volunetric accounting of sediment
for each reach. The anount of scour or deposition
at each section is thèn computed and the shape of
the cross section adjusted accordingly. The compu-
tations proceed to the next flow in the sequence and
the cycle is repeatecl beginning nith the updated
geonetry. The sedinent calculations are perforned
by grain size fraction thereby allowinq for the sim-
ulation of hydraulic sorting and armoríng. Many op-
tions and features are available such as capability
to include tributary and distributary flows, auto-
natic channel dredging, gravel níninq, and graphical
display of sinulation results. HEC-6 has been
widely distríbuted and is frequently useil by the
U.S. Àrny Corps of Engineers, other government agen-
cies, universities, and the private sector.

Experience has shown that successful application
of movable boundary nodels often requires substan-
tial effort to reproduce fiel<j observations; that
is, thè model nust be calibrate¿|. Consequently thè
focus of this paper is on the process used anal varí-
ables adjusted during the calibration phase of a
stucly.

The key components of the calibration and verifi-
cation process for HEC-6 applications, which will be
described in this pap€r, are

1. Comprehending the historical behavior of the
stream systern.

2. Developing representative geometric, sedi-
ment, and hydrologic data.

3. Perforníng the calibration by (a) selecting
calíbration neasures of changes in bed profite,
changes in cross-sectional geonetry, changes in vol-
umes of sedinent, rating curve shifts, and other
characteristics that suit study level and objec-
tivesi (b) seì-ecting thè calibration titne periodt
(c) identifying acceptable mo¿le1 performancei an¿l
(d) adjusting paraneters.

4. verifying the calibration.

In calibrating a conplex fluvial hydraulics rîodel
such as HEC-6 it is irnportant to distinguish betgreen
the fol-lowing three types of data¡ (a) run data--
the specific input informaÈion required to operate
the nathenatical model; (b) cal-íbration ilata--proto-
tlpe measurements used to adjust various rnodel pa-
rameters so that nodeL results conform to the ob-
served prototype behavior; and (c) verification
data--an independent set of measurements, not used
in calibration, that is used to test the validity of
the calibrated nodel.

HISTORICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE STREA¡.I SYSTEM

ft is essential for Èhe nodeler to comprehend the
historical behavior of the stream system earty in
the study. Developnent of appropriate representa-
tive data antl assessment of the rnodel-rs perfornance
reguire such an understanding. Historical behavior
refers to an engineering tine scale rather than the
geologic time scale. Conternporary engineering anal-
yses address tirne frames ranging fron singJ-e flood
events to project life spans.

Selection of the study area requires certain con-
siderations. The area should extend far enough up-
stream from the problen area so alternatives being
evaluated do not produce changes to the streambed
profíIè or sedinent load at the upstream boundary of
the area being rnodeled. The study area shoulal also
include all rnajor sediment-producing .tributaries.
Usually the location of stream gaugíng stations r+i1L
deternine the limits of a study area. Hydraulic
structures nay also be used as a study boundary,
they are more appropriate as a downstream boundary
than as an inflow boundary.

1o ascertain Èhe historical behavior of the
stream systen, assemble all information from office
files: mapsi surveyed cross sections; observed
water-surface profíIes; aeríaI photographs; ground
photographsr flow hydrographsr stage hydrographs,
stage-discharge rating curvesi srater-temperature
records; suspended-sediment loads; total sedinent
Ioads; gradation of the suspended and total loads,
gradation of the streambed material; the 1ocation,
date, and size of aIl inpoundmentsi the location,
date, and extent of aII briclge construction activi-
ties; the location, date, and extent of all con-
struction activitíes adjacent to the stream chan-
nels¡ the location, daÈe, amount, and ¡nateríal
gradation for each dredging activity in the study
area; land use and soil types; and prior studíes.

The availability of each type of data may be
shown on a time line. This is particularly useful
for flow data used to determine a base period for
calibration. Having organized anal inventoried
available data, begin a detailed study to accomplish
each of the following tasks.
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1. Establish a general knowledge of extre¡ne
events in the study area and of how the system re-
sponded in terms of channel changes and a¡nount of
sediment transported;

2. Establish a general awäreness of the response
time of the stream sysÈem in terns of rate of move-
mênt of flood hydrographs, rate of response to
changes in sedinent load, and so forth;

3. Evaluate the impact of recent impoundnents on
the water-discharge hydrograph and the sèdinent loadt

4. Reach a general understanding of the histori-
cal behavior of the stream sysÈer¡--the part of the
behavior that would have occurreil naturally an¿l the
part that rnay be altributed to manrs âctivities in
thê study area (land use as well as strèân use) i

-5. rpsate ano¡¡alies in geonetrlcr hydroloqic t
hydraulic, and sediment characteristics yrithin the
study area;

6. Refine the study objectives' identify possi-
ble project alternatives and appropriate ânalytical
approaches; and

7. fdentify ¡¡issing data that can be suppJ.ied
only by additional field rneasurernents or fielcl re-
connaissance.

It is inportant to view the study area with some-
one who is intinately famíliar with it. Particu-
larly note alt locations where scour or ileposition
occurred and the stream did not return to its origi-
nal cross section or alignrnent. tocate and date
each bridge crossing, eâch cut-off (natural or nan-
nade), each encroachnent' each levee, each cliversion
or bifurcâtion. Note overbank areas that flood
first and locatè their natural levees.

The streanbed and banks must be studie¿l to locate
rock outcroppings or other geologic for¡nations that
will resist scour and therefore control the vertical
movement of the streambeal. the grain síze of sedi-
nent on the point bars should be observed antl loca-
tions of abrupt changes noted. of particular inter-
est are locations where the gradual change fron
coarse to fine particles in the downstream direction
is interrupted by a sudlden change that persists in
the downstream direction.

DEVETÆPUENT OF REPRESENTATTVE DATA

Specific input data requírements for the operation
of REC-6 are presented in the users manual (Ð. The
quantity of data necessary to operaÈe EEC-6. for
long-tern simulations can be quite large. Therefore
it is beneficial Èo have a systematic procedure for
storing, manipulating, and clisplaying those data
(2,31. This section addresses the problern of devel-
oping represenÈative data. Representative data are
not necessarily averages of nany sarnples. For ex-
ample, representative geometry preserves channel
width, depth, and roughness and altotts the nu¡nerical
model to transport sedlinent rdith changes in becl ele-
vation that natch prototype observations. The rep-
resentative ínflowing sediment load preserves both
volume of sedirnent and rate of sedirnent inflow at
the upstrearî boundary of the study area. The rePre-
sentaÈive bed-naterial gradation and gradatíon of
inflowing sedinent load allow the model to transport
observed sedinent discharges while reproducing ob-
served changes to the bed elevaticin. Representative
water discharges include flow rate andr to a lesser
extent, flow volume and anount of attenuation of
flood hydrographs as they move down the system.

Having flows nåtch the appropriate flow durâtion
relationship is extrenely inportant' (i.e.' repre-
sentative flows for the calibration period are those
that occurred during that period, whereas represen-
tative flows for the study period are those produc-
ing the long-term flow cluration curve). Beginning
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erith geonetric data, procedures for developing rep-
resentative data are suggested. These are by no
rneans all-inclusive guidelines' but they stress the
nþst important characteristics of the real physical
systen that shoulal be preserved.

Georûetric Data

ceonetric data consist of cross sectíons, their lo-
cations, and boundary roughness (l¡tânning n values).
Cross sections should be locatecl at major changes in
bed profile, at points where channel or valIey width
changes, at tributaries, and at all pertinent points
r¡here calculatecl results are required (e.9., strean
gauging stations). The geonetric model should
extenal sufficiently fär upstream from bridge
crossings so that it will be beyond any baekwater
effects. A portion of each cross section rnust be
specified as movable (Figure I). This requires good
engineering judgnent ancl nay require adjustnent clur-
ing calibration.

evoid Locating cross sections too close Èogether.
The shortêr the distance betneen sections' the
shorter the computation interval has to be in HEc-6.
Short co¡nputation intervals require nore cornputer
tine and¡ therefore, should be avoided in long-
period studies. This rnay prove particularly trouble-
sone because the simulation of scour at a bridge
Iocation is a local phenomenon that itnplies use of a
fine-grid analysis. short time steps (hours or less)
may therefore be necessary. It appears that the
resulting study yrould focus on a single-event anal-
ysis.

checki Geonetric Data for Errors

Þlovable streambed calculations are much more sensi-
tive to errors in boundary geonetry than are fixe¿l-
bed water-surface profile calculationsi conse-
quently, tnore care is reguired to prepare geonetry
than is typically required for fixed-bed eater-sur-
face profile studies. À cross secti.on that is too
wide or too deep will show up as a óitrt of deposi-
tion; one that is too narrow or too shallow will ex-
hibit a tendency to scour. Not only will that sec-
tion be affected, but calculated results will be
incorrecÈ at sections upstream andl dosnstrea¡n from
it. Geonetric data errors, therefore, are difficult
to Locate when HEC-6 is executing in the movable-bed
mode. For this reason the first step in debugging
and calibrating geornetric data is to run the riodel
in fixed-bed mode. This allows cålibration of the
geornetric and hydraulic portions of the study sepa-
rated fro¡n the sedinent portions. rhis is a criti-
cal first step because the validity of subseguent
sedinent computations is dependent on having an ac-
curate hydraulic description of the system as well
as representative sediment data.

selection of n Va1ues

Appropriate values for Manningrs n should be deter-
nined by running HEC-6 in the fixed-bed mode (i.e.,
as a step-backwater prograrn). This is necessary to
compare calculated water-surface elevations with ob-
servedl (or calculated, e.g., HEC-2) water-surface
profiles or ratíng curves.

careful consideration should be given to the se-
lection of n values. Changing n values with dis-
tance shoulal be justified by changes in channel ap-
pearance or sediment size. Avoid changes where the
only reason is to reconstitute an observed stage
(4). It is often rnore logical to approximately re-
constitute the staqes at several gauge locations
over a long reach using a constant n value for a
given discharge than it is to change n values at
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each gauge to exactly match observed stages. Also.
n values ¡nay vary with discharge, that is, the bed
form of alluvial rivers often changes during the
passing of a flood event. As yet it is not possible
to accurately predict such changes (9-Z). Until a
theoretical basis is ¿leveloped one should consider
acknowledging such a change by associating n values
with water discharge if field data for the particu-
lar river support such a variation.

sedirnent Datå

Preparation of accurate sedinent data and ilevelop-
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nent of a representative inflowing sedí¡nent load
curve are essential. The overall object.ive in pre-
paring sedinent data for river studies is to e6tab-
Iish the sedinent load that accompanies river flows
and determine the proper size distribution and char-
acter of the bed maÈerial. The most con¡non approach
is to plot observed water discharge versus observed
sediment load as shown in Figure 2. These plots
usually exhibÍt â 1o9 cycle of scalter. The repre-
sentative load curve produces the proper annual vol-
ume of sediment nhen integrated with the water-dis-
charge hydrograph for the year in guestion. The
total inflowíng load, and distribution of grain
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sizes within that Ìoadr must be adjusted until a

representative curve has been established.
Note that for the purpose of si¡nulating scour at

bridge crossings the fine rnaterials (clays and
silts) may be irrelevant. These materials are in-
cluded in suspended load rneasurernents, however, and
may, thereforer have to be incLuded in the notlel in-
put data to reproduce the measured average annual
total loads.

once representative inflowing sedínent load
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curves have been ictentifíed for all size classes,
bed-¡naterial gradation curves must bê developed fron
field samples (see Figure 3). Figure 4 shows an ex-
ample pLot of profiles of grain size gradation ver-
sus river mile. Plots such as these ãssist the
model-er in unclerstanding the streamrs behavior by

illustraÈing grain size changes along the stucly

reach¡ which reflect the influences gf geologic con-
trols, tributariesr and so forth.
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FIGURE 3 Grain size distribution of bed material'
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FIGURE 4 Example of profiles of bed sediment size, Big Sandy River, Huntington, West Virginia.
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Hydrologic Data

Hydrologic data consist of (a) inflowing water dis-
charges for the mainstem andl for all local inflow or
outflow points; (b) the stage hydrograph, rating
curve, or operating rul,e gÍving rùater-surface eleva-
tion at the downstream enal of the nodelt ancl (c)
temperatures for the inflowing ¡rater discharges [see(4) for explanation of ínportancel.

ESTABLTSHUENT OF CO¡I{PTIrÀTION INTERVÀLS

the conputation interval (or time step) used by
HEC-6 is usually variable; short tirne steps rnust be
taken during flood events when large amounts of sed-
inenÈ are moving and the hydrograph is rapidly
changing. tronEer ti-ne steps should be use¿t durlng
low-flow periods (Figure 5). fn general the closer

IIMË IN DAYS

FIGURE 5 lYater discharge hydrograph.

the cross sections, the smaller the reguired ti¡ne
step. The ¡nodeler is confronted with the dilenna of
wantíng to use small ti¡ne steps fof an accurate so-
lution anil large tine steps for a cheap solutíon. À
procedure for selecting an optinum tine step is
outlineil elsewhere (8). At present, the HEC uses a
data preprocessor that autonaticall"y develops a var-
iable tine step flon recor¿l from rnean daily flows
based on an estirnation of the volurne of sealirnent en-
tering the study reach each tine step. For a rnulti-
year simulation the tine step typícaUy ranges from
I day to I nonth.

Operation of the rnodel for a test periocl (perhaps
an average year) should be perforned as a check on
data consistency and reasonableness before calibra-
tion runs are atternpte¿l. The flow record for an av-
erage yèar can be constructed fron the florv-duration
relationship. Key itens to check at this tine are

1. Silt and cl-ay should not deposit in the chan-
nel under naturâl river conditions. Àny cross sec-
tion that exhibits a reduction ín silt or'clay load
passing through that section should be carefully
checke¿|. The cross section nay be too large or a
false channel control may exíst do\rnstream.

2. The sand load should approach a steady valuè,
approxirnately equal to the inflowing load, fron sec-
tion to section rather than an erratic varíation.
It must be remembered that cross sections used in
ÈEC-6 are representative of reachest thereforer sonê
smoothing of field data may be requíred. Sections
that have very litt1e transpÕrt capacity should be
checked for errors in cross-sectional geonetry,
reach length, n values, linits of rnovable bed, or
perhaps bed-¡nater ía]: gradat ion.
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If the model performance sinulates in all re-
spects Èhe behavior that would be expected in the
prototl4)e, the conputation interval and the other
pararneters have been determined. Otherwise, one
must deternine rvhat is causing thè guestionable per-
for¡nance. For exanple, excessive fill may mean the
Iinits of the movable bed are too narrow or the
natural levee is too lon. If the prototype is de-
positing sediment above the overbank elevation, ex-
pand the movable-becl limits to include thè over-
bank. m water is spilting onto the overbank in the
cot¡puter nodel but that area is not effective for
conveyance in the protot]¡pe, raise the natural
levees. If excessive scour is inclicated by the con-
puted results, it rnay nean that the prototype has an
arnored, nonerosive, or rocky botton that is resis-
tant to scour.

PREPÀRING FIOTiI RECORDS

The three main points to consider in developing flort
records are (a) preserve the total volumè of water
in the observed hydrograph, (b) preserve Èhe total
vol-ume of sedirnent that eas transpÕrtêd during the
hydrograph period, and (c) mâke the conputation in-
tervals as long as possible and stilt preserve com-
putational stâbility (9).

There is usualÌy a strong correlation between the
annual volune of water that passes a gauge and the
annual seclíment yield of that basin. The rate of
sediment t¡overnent, called sedirnent load, is not a
function of water volune. It is a function of watêr
discharge (Figure 2) and of the availability of sed-
inent naterial. In many cases, three-quarters of
the annual sedinent yield wilI be transported in
Iess than one-quarter of the year. Therefore, it is
necessary that all flow records contäin flood peaks.

CALIBRÀTION ¡IEASURES

selection of appropriate calibration rneasures for a
movable boundary ¡nodel such as HEC-6 is not
straightforward. Ideally, one would have cot¡plete
sets of surveyed cross sections and measured sedi-
ment-transport rates periodically throughout the
calibration period. Such data sets are extremely
rare. Consequently, different calibration measures
lnay be used for different stuclies depending on study
objective, ilata availabÍlity, and so forth (!). A
useful calibrãtion neasure is the observed drift of
the rating for a strea¡n gauge. rhis ís a good nea-
sure because the rating curve integrates, to a cer-
tain extent, behavior of a strea¡n reach rather thân
a single point or cross section. Care should be
taken that the rating-curve drift is being êaused by
scour or depositíon and not roughness changes. The
gauge selected for use in calibration should not be
within the infLuence of the downstream boundary. Àn
example reproductíon of a rating-curve shift is
shown in Figure 6.

Should surveys of cross sections be available
over an appropriate time interval, care rnust be
taken to correctly cornpare model results and fietd
data. Amounts of scour and deposition may not be
exactly reproaluced at specific locåtions of cross
sectíons. Regions of 6cour or deposition should
correspond between modlel and prototype. fn sone
ca6es it is appropriate to compare volu¡nes of scour
and deposition as a calibration measure (lq,lU.

Before using a numerical model such as HEC-6 for
the analysis of projects, the nodeLrs performance
needs to be evaluated. Evaluation normaLly consists
of two phases: calibration and verification. CaIi-
bration is intendeil to nake coÍrputed results as ac-
curate as possible. Measured or observe¿l values
from the prototype are compared with computed

CoMPUTAI|ONAL r
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results to pinpoint input data deficiencies or phys-
ically unrealistic coefficient values. Model paran-
etèrs are adjusted accordingly to inprove the simu-
laÈion. Calibration, however, does not mean the use
of physicaUy unrealistíc parameters to force a
poorly conceived nodel to satisfying prototlpe
data. If there is a discrepancy between model re-
sults and calíbration data, either there is sone-
thing wrong in the physicâL realis¡n of the nodel (a
model deficiency as a result of 1íniting assumtF
tíons) or thêre is sornething wrong rith the rneasured
data or the interpretation of that data for model
input (a ¿lata deficiency). Therefore, Íf calibra-
tion cannot be acconplished through the use of phys-
icall-y realistic parameter values, the measured pro-
fot]¡pe data should be checked for possible errors
and then Èhe entire rnodel (input data and lirniting
assunpÈions) should be examined, ilata coding should
be checked, and boundary specifications should be
exa¡nined. Experience has shor¡n that the process of
rectlfying discrepancies between nodel results and
prototl4)e observations can substantially assist the
engineer to undersÈand a riverrs behavior. Ílhen it
has been calibrated, a nodel needs to be verified by
checking its perforrnance against a situation not
used in the calibration.

SENSITIVITY OF SIMUIATION RESULTS TO
DATA UI¡CERTÀINTIES

The sensitivity of sinulated bed-profile changes to
varíous data can best be evaluated in light of the
reliability of field measurements of those data. In
addition to field data there are various rnodel pa-
r¿¡meters that cannoÈ be measured ¿lirectly and must
be estinated by the t¡odel user and adjusted if nec-
essary during the calibration process. Guidance on
selection of nodel paraneters is given else¡vhere
(t). À qualitative assessnent, based on experience
gained from nany past applications of IIFC-6, of the
model sensitivity to variations in the various input
data is gíven in Table l. Note thaÈ, in any partic-
ular study where uncertainty exists in the value of
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FïGURE 6 Rating curves, Arkansas River at La Junta, Colorado.
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any particular input item, the nodel can be run for
a range of values of Èhat particular input itern to
assess the resultant variation in simulation re-
sults. This information can then be used to iden-
tify what, if any, additional field ¡neasurenents are
necessary to acconplish the study objectives.

APPLICÀTTONS TO BRIDGE DESTGN

Bri¿lge crossing design nust confront both long-tern
river behavior (particularly lateral migration) and
single flood-event response. Àpplications of EEC-6
to bridge crossing design would probably focus on
the latter. This is a relatively new area of use of
IIEC-6 and rnany questions remain. Forenost is the
stochastic nature of watershed seditnent production.
The behavior of any river reach Ís determined not
only by local hydraulics, perhaps as nodified by
bridge construction, but also by the a¡nount and size
of sediment transported into the reach from up-

TABLE I Sensitivity of lllodel Results to Field Data

Field Mea-
surement Model
Reliability Sensitivity Rematks

Geometry
Cross sections
Movable bed limits

Roughnes

S€diment
Bed material gradâtion
Inflowing load

Hyd¡ology
Flow reco¡d

Rating curYe
Temperature

H
L

M

H
H

M

Field estimation
ând calibration

Field estimation
and calibration

H locally, M else-
where

Developing long-
term flow
records cân be
difficult; see (5 )

I¡cal effect

H

M
L

H
H

13 APR 5I

2 FEB 61

( GAGE + 07 1 23OOO )

Note; H = hiCh, M = medium, L= Iow
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stream. The condition of the watershed at any par-
ticular time (e.9., recently burned) is not deter-
¡ninistic (12). Therefore, it is difficult to
ascertain, for a given hypothetical- flood hydro-
graph, the appropriate inflowing-Ioad curve.

For single-event bridge scour problems, it nay be
adequate to assune that the problem ís governed by
transport of bed materialr neglecting wash loãd.
Inflowing loaal can then be approxinated based on
equilibrium transport in the reach several- stream
widths upstream of thê briclge site (depending on
flooal hydrograph duration). HEC-6 applies to this
proble¡n providing that local scour phenomena are not
coupled with multidi¡nensional hydrodynamic phenomena
in the vicinity of the bridge. For two-dinensional,
near-bridge problens RIqÀ-2 (13) nay be useful.

Another use of HEC-6 ín bridge design is predic-
tion of long-tèrm trends in stream-becl profile be-
havior. Analysis can be made of the impacts of var-
ious scenarios regardíng upstream and downstreâm
actions (e.9., heaalcutting) at the briclge site.
Note that, for either long-term or single-event
studies, HEC-6 is besÈ used to evaluate the relative
impacts of different designs (e.9., design A versus
base condition, élesign A versus design B, and so on).
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FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVEIOP!¡IENT

The research and developnent program at the HEC in
the area of novable boundary nodeling consists of
two integrated components. The first component con-
sists of enhancenents and inprovements to HEC-6; the
second, long-range component is the ¿levelopnent and
inplernentation of a second-generation ¡novable bound-
ary node1.

Several improvements to HEc-6 are under vray at
this time. The tnajor itens are development of a
tnethod of allowing the movable beil width to vary
with width of the water surface (i.e.r water-Éurface
elevation). Àt present, the scour or deposition at
each cross section is applÍed to a fixed, user-
seleeted portion of that cross Bection regardlees of
clischarge. fncorporatíon of an algorithn to auto-
matically identify which portion(s) of the cross
sectÍon are subnerged at each computational time
step for scour and deposition calculation will pro-
vide a nore physically realistic and less user-judg-
ment-dependent solut ion.

one of the prinary features that has contribute¿l
to successful âpplícation of HEC-6 is its capability
to route sediments by grain size fraction. !4ovement
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FIGURE 7 HEC-6 data flow and program linkage.
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of one clay size, four silt sizes, and ten sizes of
sands and gravels can be simulated. This provÍdes
the capability to simulate sorting and armoring of
the bed material because fines are transported much
more rapidly than coarse materials. The algorithm
that perforns the accounting câlculations for all
the grain sizes in the bed has evolved over the past
l0 years, incorporating the best availabte theories
for the sorting and arnoring processes. It has been
noticed that a significant anount of conputation ef-
fort is used by thÍs particular algorithm. It is
thÕught that significant gains in compuÈational ef-
ficiency can be achieved by redesigning and sinpli-
fying this algorithm. Furthermore, the current al-
gorithm reguÍres the user to specify a (some\rhat
arbitrary) number of iterations within each conputa-
tional time step for recalculation of the bed-mate-
r ial grâdation. A theoretical invbstigatÍon has
been undertaken to identify a better method of
tracking bed-material gradation using a physically
based procedure for updating bed-material gradation.

HEC-6 incorporates nany of the capabílities and
features necessary for a one-dirnensional novable
boundary river model. An important conponent not
currently available is a method for trackíng lateral
rnigration of a river. It appears that viable theo-
ries are now beco¡ning available for preiliction of
meander migration (f3). Consideration is being
given to incorporating this capability into the next
generation of the movable boundary modèl.

IIEC-6 ís a widely used model. ft has been devel-
oped over the past 10 years with features being
added as required by vqrious studies. The level of
effort necessary to support the model is becomíng
signíficant. HEC is, therefore, considering devel-
opment of a second-generation movable boundary model
that hrould erûploy the concepts of structured pro-
gramming and algorithnic rnodularizatÍon. The pur-
pose, use, theoretÍcal basis, and so on would be
si¡nilar Èo those of HEC-6. Some neer capabilities,
such as a lateral novemenÈ component, would be
added, and obsolete or littLe-used components dis-
carded. The experience gained with the nany applí-
cations of HEC-6 provides a valuable basis for the
constructíon of a nelr model. Developtnent of a new
code will emphasize theoretÍcal improvements, compu-
tational efficiency, structured programníng, user
ease, and interfaces with data mânagement systems.

CO¡4PUTATIONAL ASPECTS

Àpplication of a movable boundary modeJ. such as
HEC-6 can require major conputational resources,
particularly for long-perio<i studies (50 to 100
years). Operåtion of the si¡nulation nodél is only
one component of the computational requirements. It
is also important to have softi.râre avaílable for
storage and nanipulation of hydrologic data and
graphic disptay of input data ând sirnulation re-
su1ts. The J.inkage of the various software packages
and data files developed for a recent study at the
HEC ís shovrn in Figure 7. This support software has
beco¡ne an integral and necessary co¡nponent of any ma-jor movable boundary nodeling effort at the HEC.
Single-event analyses are less computationally
intensÍve because the study reach is relatively
short, Èhe hydrographs are synthetic and of short
duration, and the sedinent loads can also be
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synthetically generated. Calibration data are
rarely available for single-event analyses.
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